
using many institutions and
proachefrit demonstrates that one of
the key routes to our survival and the

t
ccess of our resistance is unity,

“Sweet Sweetback” does all of this

using many aspects of the com-
munity, but in symbolic terms. That

is, Van Peebles is showing one thing

on the screen but saying something
completely different to the audience.

In other words he is signifying, and
he is signifyingsome very heavy things,

I am going to go through the film and
analyze some of the scenes, and then

I am going to talk about some of the

general ideas put forth in this truly

revolutionary movie,

J
When the movie opens we see the

faces of the women; there are young

faces and old faces, light faces and

dark faces, but in all of them there

is a sign of weariness, sadness, but

also joy. You soon recognize that the

women are in a house of love, a house

of prostitution, a house ofill-repm< .

and of course it is all of these things,

depending on what position you aref^

viewing it from. This is the essence

of the whole film, the victim and the

oppressor looking at things in a mu^

f

ifferent way, from a different point

f view.

The uxtmen are tired, yet they are

happy. This is because they arefeeding

a small boy. As you look at the women
you see that they are strong and beau-

tiful Black women, definitely African

in anaest4^ and symbolic of-Molher
Africa, The size of some of their

breasts-^ signifies how Africar^is po-
tentially the breadbasket of the world.

The women are feeding stew to a small
boy who is apparently very hungry, atm
as he downs it they keep offering hi^
more. These women with their large

breasts potentially could feed and
nourish the world, and if this is so,

certainly they have the potential to

raise their liberator, for that is what
the small boy is, the future of the

women, of Black people, liberation.

They are in a house of prostitution

not of their own will, but because of
the conditions the oppressor makes
for us. They are there to survive, and
they sell their love to do so, therefore

our love is distorted and corrupte i

with the sale. When you have nothing

else left you give up your body,

as when you are starving you might
eat your fingers; but it*s the conditions

which cause this, not the desire to taste

your own blood; you have to survive.

The women standingaround the small

boy are not saying anything but by con-

tinuing to nourish him they are telling

him that they can give him more than

enough, not only food, but much love.

This love is not for sale, so there-:

fore it is uncorrupted, it is pure love
,

lacred and holy. Even though the bo^i

is weak and has many sores in his
vdth the love and nourishment
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of the women he Can hecow»-€h-^ery
str&ng-yftan. The sores in his face
come from malnvirition and poor
health, and Van Peebles is signifying

tlye fine line between survival and death.

Even though the women can feed him^

olid clear up his malnutrition, they can-

not do it freely and totally, because
they have to also sell, they have to

sell in order to provide,

I have seen small children in the

Brownsville section of Brooklyn, in

West Oakland, in Chicago, and in

Harlem with sores on their bodies like

those on the boy^s face. That is why
we have health and food programs, be-

cause we are determined to make them
Healthy again. The women in the film
c^e doing the same thing. They know
fte is their future and so they give
him love and nourishment that he m^ht
become a strong num, but not just a
man in the physical sense, but that he
might become a liberator.

Next we see the boy is healthy and
growing, working as a towel boy in

the house of prostitution. Then we
see the prostitute making love to him.

But this was a scene of pure love

ai,d therefore it was a sacred and
Iply act. Even though it urns in a house

of prostitution, it was not a distorted

or corrupt thing. We see this by the

very words the woman uses, because
she tells the boy that he ain’t at the

photographer to get his picture taken;

she tells him to move. In the back-

ground we hear religious music, sig-

nifying what is happening and what will

hjppen^-Lakcr. First there is “Wade
in the Water”, and we recogm^that

the boy is being baptized; then there

is ‘*Thisimie light of mine, Pmrgonm

let it shine,” signifying what will

happen in the future. The music in

dicates that this is not a sexual scene

,

this is a very sacred rite,for the boy,

who was nourished to health, is now
being baptized into manhood. And the

act of love, the giving of manhood, is

also bestowing upon the boy the char-
acteristics which will deliverhimfrom
very difficult situations. People who
look upon this as a sex scene miss

< the point completely; and people who
look upon the movie as a sex movie
miss the entire message of the film.

What happens is not a distorted act

of prostitution even though it tak^
place in a house of prostitution, T1^
place is profane because of the op-
pressive conditions, but so are our
communities also oppressed. The
Black community is often profane be-

cause of the dirtiness there, but this

is not caused by the people, they are

the victims of a very oppressive

system. Yet within the heart of the

,
community, just as in the film, the

sacred rite of feeding and nour-

ishing the youth goes on; they are

brought to their manhood as liberal

tors.
I

Van Peebles shows this in the film,

because when the love scene is com-

pleted, the boy is no longer a boy, he

has become a man. He doesn’t have

a climax until he reaches an adult age.

Even though we may have sexual inter

-

course as children, we don’t have a

climax; it is an introduction ~wnich



"makes it a part of something_which

is itot alien to us. But in the film

the climax came at the appropriate

time, after he has become a man;

th(k is, he has learned the deep sig-

nificance of what she was trying to

teach him. It wasn’t an act or any

mechanical sort of thing, but it was

the building of his spirit.

So he grows a moustache while he

is having sexual intercourse with her,

from about 10 years old he ends up

about 25. But as soon as he reaches

a climax, that is, as soon as he be-

comes a man, then he is ready to go

out and fight. This is symbolized by

fels putting on his hat, because when you

pptt on your hat, it symbolizes that

you are fixing to go somewhere.

The whole film is centered around

movement, his putting on the hat to go,

and his running and naming. I think

this shows the alienation he feels in

his position. He is constantly in move-

ment or “in the process”. When you

are in prodess you are always going

or preparing to go. These symbols

are used very well.

The oppressor would not view the

U ve scene in the same way, because

hjs whole introduction to sex is from

a perverted perspective, divorcedfrom

his whole being. That is why he rated

the film “X”, because what he saw

uxis a Sex movie. We know that it is

much more than that. He is introduced

to sex as something outside of him-

self, while it is hardforus to remember
our first sexual experience=r~Jt-4s not

sometning-oiaside of us. It grows in

us CLS any other part ofour personality

,

and it is very integrated fusTas our
arms, our hand or our breathing. This
is why it was very necessary to hath
this young boy having this relationshw
in a place that is viewed from the out-

side as dirty and profane, because our
community is also considered dirty and
profane.

But we do love and we have holy

experiences at the same time that we
are being stripped of everything else.

Then we sell that holiness in order
to survive; but it’s not holiness any-
more, it’s transformed by the sale.

But nevertheless, the holiness is a part

of us, so it serves us. But at the samd
time the holiness serves us, it remaim
as dirtiness to the outsider, because
he is the cause of the profane con-
ditions of the victims, and also be-
cause what he is getting is not love,

but the sale of the prostitute.

To the boy she was not a prosti-

tute because there was no money
passed, instead she introduced him to

the thing that would give him his

fullness as a person and his survival

in the end. She introduced it to him
as a boy because it is said; “Train
up a child in the way he should got

and when he is old, he will not depart

from it.” (Proverbs 22:6) Of course

he won’t depart from it, if it becomes

an integral part of his personality,

because to depart from it is to de-*

part from himself. The women were

giving the boy more than simply a

surimifil thing because he was~tf^ir

hope, and this is why they feel happy



about the sacrifice they are making.

You ca^ see it on their fs‘ces’~when

they are feeding him, or at the point

of orgasm when the woman tells him

that he has a sweet back, and that is

where he gets his name. Not only is

he baptized into his fullness as a

than, he gets his name and his

Mentity in this sacred rite.

^ Every time after that when Sweet-

back engages in sex with a sister, iv

is always an act of survival, and a

step towards his liberation. That is

why it is important not to view the

movie as a sex film or the sexual

scenes as actual sex acts. VanPeebles

is righteously signifying to ms all. The

first scene was far from anything

sexual, that is why the holy music

during the scene. It is only dealing with

f
xual symbols, the real meaning is

r away from anything sexual, and so

ep that you have to call it religious.

When Sweetback puts on his hat he

does not leave the house, he does not

leave the victim’s ghettoes, he grad-^

uates and starts to perform there in a

freak show. Hewould simulate sexua]

intercourse before an audience that

paid to observe this scene. He starts

out playing the part of a dyke, with

false breasts and a beard, but then

i iis fairy godmother comes along, he
gets his wish and becomes a man
yefore the audience, taking offhis beard
and showing his penis— it looks like a

missile and shocks the audi&ncc.
n>4s 4$. thii caps

Beatle, the owner of
the cat house. He has been payingihem

off and doesn’t want to be bothered,

but they 'want one of his men-~as a
scapegoat arrest. The cops break off
their harassment from 'time to time
and go over to observe the freak show,
even though they have seen it math
times.

Sweetback is now having sexual in-

tercourse with the sister, but there is

no holy music because it is not love;

it is a performance given in order to

survive. He is selling himself to the

audience and the cops who are the real

freaks. Dylan’s “Ballad of The Thin
Man’’ would apply here, because in

the song the freaks go to see the geek
who offers them a bone and they don’t

know why. But you see the audience
or the freaks—including the cops-r
don’t have to be there. They cause th ?

conditions which make it necessaryfc^
people to go to these lengths to survive,

and then they pay to see the per-
formance the people put on. They are
the real freaks and the people go

through the act with real hostility and

hatred for the people who cause them
to be there in the first place.

There are also Blacks in the

audience, and this is a stroke ofgenius

by Van Peebles, because it symbolizes

the total blindness of the audience of

freaks. They are laughing at a situation,

when they are in fact getting then

heads cut off. That’s like Dylan’ s swore

swallower, who in the end will thank

the audience for the loan, because they

'Ti-C-Uy O/i'j biC

know it. The scene shows how far the

oppressor will go, because when it is

asked if anyone in the audience vjanis

,

to chaiXenge Sweetback, this w'Inie lfoy



couldn’t hold his girlfriend down^ The

announcer would not let k^r—go out

there, because the police were
watching.

The police, as I said, are taking

payoffs and letting the house exist,

and this is an indictment of them.
Not only do they cause the conditions,

they then pay to go see it, because it

is amusing to them. But thefreak show
is not put on by freaks but by victims.

The victim does what he has to do to

survive because of his crippled and
victimized position. The freak pays
him for his laughter and the victim

accepts the pay, but with vengeance in

niind.

I think that it is ironic and also

very symbolic that even while I am
writing this, I can look out of my
window and see the Oakland Au-
ditorium where the Oakland Police

Officers Assoc, is holding its annual

circus. I don’t see any Blacks going

in. We are realizing more and more
that it has always been a circus.

They have tried to make a circus of
our circumstances and our communi-
ties, but our awareness is growingand

are moving toward dealing with the

situation in a very decisive manner,

just like Sweet Sweetback did.

In the film and in the community

the oppressor keeps demanding more
and more from the victims— that is

why they want one of Beetle’s men.

But this-JLs^also why the victyfOuJwith

the lowest levels of awareness will be

brought into consciousness and revolu-
tioniz^ed imeause he is doing~whaf' he

is doing in order to survive, but

eventually his very survival is at

stake. The oppressor won’t even let

your acts of survival continue, he

tries to totally crush you, so that

survival becomes a very revolutionary

act. At the point of life and death,

all of the hatred for the oppressor is

unleashed for survival purposes.

The police in the film really don’t

want Sweetback, All they uxmt to do is

use him for a cover, because they are
going after Moo Moo, the young re-
volutionary. Sweetback goes along with
them because of his low level of con-
sciousness, This is no hard task be-

cause when an individual victim a^
without awareness of the situation, ne
is just like the organism that wants to

survive, THE UNITY COMES OUT OF
CONSCIOUSNESS,
For a short while Moo Moo

and Sweetback are handcuffed together,

but when the police start to beat the

life out of Moo Moo, they separate

them and tell Sweetback to stand aside,

Sweetback attempts to took away from
their beating ofMoo Moo,

‘ This shows the arrogance of the -

gressor, thinking that he has all me
control—his Jehovah complex. He
thinks that he has fns victims so com-
pletely in line, that this freak show
performer who is paying them so that

he ca% survive, will have no^fe^ngs
for another victim.



Sweetback attempts ta look away
while the~poUce are heating Mm~Wbo,
Just the turning away is showing how
much of the time the masses attempt
to dismiss the atrocities of the op-
pressor, even when attempts are made
td communicate to them. They mil
pretend that they are too busy with
omer things because they are trying to

survive; but they fail to realize that

their real survival depends upon their,

social consciousness and therefore
unity. The oppressor will demand more
and more of them until they will perish
without that unity.

At its lowest level, survival is just

thf organism getting by as an individ-

ual person or as an individual family.

Vi^iat they must realize is that the op-

pressor will not allow that, he will

keep demandingmore—high unemploy-
ment, poor housing, poor health and
poor education, and more taxes—until

their very death. So they attempt to

look away; but because of compassion
and their identity with the whole
situation, they cannot completely turn
their backs, and this is what causes
the neurosis of some Blacks,

I
But through Sweetback, Melvin Van

Peebles is righteously signifying, and
^aching the people what must really

be done to survive. When Sweetback
realizes that he cannot turn his back,

he takes the handouts, the chains which
have been used to hold him in slavery
and he starts to kick ash. Usitig his

handcuffs as a weapon against the op-
Pressnr rather^than as the.JtQQL of
submission, he downs both of the

policemen, almost cutting off their

heads, „

This is a very bloody scene, but

it ivas very important that they showe^

the blood all the way up his arm. if

makes me think of the statement

Frantz Fanon in his book The Wretchm
of The Earth'where he says that the

peasant creeps into the settler*s room
at night and cracks the settler’s head

open. Then the blood spurts across

his face, and it is the only baptism

he ever remembered.
The Black audiences really respond

to this scene, because it is another

baptism; but instead of wading in the

water as Sweetback did earlier, this

is a baptism in the blood. As each blow

went down, you could hear the tension

being released in the audience, because

right at that moment it ums a climax

for the audience.

One of the few criticisms I have

of this film is that there is no re-

ligious music behind this scene. This

is no more a scene of violence than

the earlier baptism uxts one of sex;

I

t was a growing into manhood, Sweet-
>ack grew into a man when he was in

>ed with that woman and he also grew
to be a mad when he busted the heads
of his oppressors there. When he uxts

with the woman., it was like a hol^
union, and when he takes the heads m
his oppressors, it is like taking tM
sacrament for the first time. In the
first baptism he did not become a
whole man .because he went into< thqt

freak show, but when he is baptized

in the blood, he righteously mov¥$ on

$



to a higher level, because the next
time' he l:s vrith the police with hanU-

cuffs on, he gets away, and the time
after than when he is with the police

with handcuffs on in that pool hall,

he\ knows what he must do and he does
it}

Like I said before. Van Peebles is

righteously signifying, because he en- i

gages the audience in a climax in the 1

scene whenSweetback downs the police. '

What he does is equate the most
ecstatic moments in the film with the

actions he is encouraging the people
to engage in, so he is advocating a
bloody overthrow, because the victims
t lant to survive.

The next point that Van Peebles
develops in the film is the need of the

Black community for greater unity,

and how the lack- of unity will only

deliver us into the hands of our op-
pressors, What happens ? Sweetback
helps Moo Moo get up, buifhen Sweet-
back goSs his own way and makes it

back to the cat house and there he
encounters Beatle, Beatle starts to

give him advice, but everybody
rpcogniees that Beatle is not really

msponding to Sweetback*s situation.

Van Peebles gets this point across
beautifully. While he is giving this ad-
vice, Beatle is sitting on the toilet.

Be wipes himself, gets up, and ipith-

out washing his hands, he takes a
towel and wipes his face. This is

signifying that what is coming out

of Beatfe*$ moidh is the same thing

tifat is coming out the other end—
shit and - nothing else, Notiee-dhat

Sweetback never says a word to

Beatle, but he does not have to, be-

cause lBeafle is dedf—he-cannot hear
what is being said anyway.

When he leaves Beatle the came‘^
shows Sweetback with a terrifying look

on his face. He has realized that those

he knows best have such a low level

of awareness that he cannot expect

aid from them. He realizes that the

lack of unity is a very hurting thing,

and when he walks out of Beatle*s

place, he walks right into the hands

of the Police, who pretend to be nice

until they realize that he is not playing

the part of the meek victim. Then they

work him over thoroughly,
j

Sweetback is saved by that same
community unity he failed to find ukth

Beatle, The people rescue him by pre-

tending to be in need of money, and

therefore they offer to wash the car of
the police. Instead they are engaging

in a very revolutionary act and they

save the brother from the oppressor,

while at the same time delivering a

deadly blow to the police. What Sweet-

hack has done for Moo Moo is repeated

for him by the community,
Sweetback is on his own now, but ke

is locked into a pair of handcuffs.
does he get them off? Through unity. He
goes to a woman who he has been with

before, and she tells him to beg. This

is obviously not the first time this has

happened, but Sweetback cannot beg

anymore oecause he has been trans-



formed by the baptism in blood. He
neMs ^er at this moment, but sex-
uality cannot be based on war any
longer, it has to be based on love and
unity. He makes love to her and after

mat the handcuffs are off. This sig-

nifies that it is the unity between the

Black man and the Black woman which
is able to liberate them both.

In his first baptism Sweetback ac-
quired the ability to love, but he
could only truly love and unify with

the woman, when he had done auxiy

with the people who made his woman
ihe oppressor's woman and himself
khe oppressor's man. Then they could

really have the unity which is symbolic
of the liberating love of the Black man
and woman.

Sweetback is on his own again, but

this time without the handcuffs. In the

meantime the film takes us back to the

cat house and his old boss Bedtlej,Beatle

is being hassled by the police who want
to know where to find Sweetback,

Beatle doesn*t really know, but if he
md, he wovdd have told them, because
peatle has no consciousness, he is

deaf. And to prove how true this is, the

police finally deafen him,

Sweetback moves through the com-
munity, looking for the ^ assistance he

needs to get away. He doesn't get all

that he needs, but he gets all that

leach can give. At the church he gets

a Black Ave Maria and the power
hign. The minister recognizes that his

religion is a hype, because he tells

Sweetback that Moo Moo is giumg-4he
people religion.

10
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At the gambling den he gets little

apparent sympathy. The man^g^rMeeps

telling him he is a dead man, and he

really does not need money. In th^

scene Van Peebles is again showing

the community of the victimized, just

like the performers in the freak show,

because the manager explains to Sweet-
'• back that he cannot make any money

on his operation. By the time he gets

I finished paying off everybody who is

exploiting him, he pays a dollar and

a dime for every dollar he makes.

This Is another example of the op-

pressor demanding more and more

of ihe victims.

But the gambler does what he can-j-

he gives Sweetback a ride. There is

some unity, but not enough; and durii^

the ride Sweetback spots Moo Moo, the

man he left behind, and they are re-

united, This is as it should be, be-

cause Sweetback is leaving the com-
munity with the person who uxis the

beginning of all this. Moo Moo, They
are tv)o unlike characters, but yet

they are linked together.

Moo Mod symbolizes the revolu-

tionary who is trying to free the peo-
ple, his whole program is pointed

toward people like Sweetback, con -

munity people who are very unaware,
yet they are trying to survive, Sweet-

back then symbolizes the most un-

conscious persons in the commmity,
people who are sometimes viewed as
more worthless than the pimp; Sweet-
back is not a pimp and would not dolas

' much as a pimp would; he is much less

aggressive^A pimp will work at butting

girls on the block, watching them.



collecting maney, heating them and
controlling them. He may also~sfSal

and deal in dope and so forth. Sweet-

back won’t do any of this and yet

the women love him, because he’s

got such a sweet sweet back. He will

jupt stay home and the women will

biting him everything he needs. He
accepts their goods, but he doesn’t

care what they do. So the sweetback
is actually more worthless than the

pimp on one level, because he won’t

take the chances that a pimp would
to survive. He has submitted more,
almost to the point where he is a ve-

getable and is just taken care of. So

the fact that Sweetback would not stand

any more victimization, that he iden-

tpied with Moo Moo as being one of
me victims, and the fact that Moo
Moo’s revolutionary program is

pointed to the lowest level ofconscious-

ness h-. the comniuiiiiy means that e/oen
'

’li h -

'
• ''•n .-/-'ir . ci-S'-'’.

though Moo Moo ts young and Sweetback
is older, it is not unlikely that they

would be bound together because they

are, in fact.

When the gamblers get Sweetback and
Moo Moo to the edge of town, they tell

Sweetback to buy himself a last supper
because he is a dead man. Theirjlevel
of consciousness is so low that ihey^

wUl help him to a point, but they still

believe that ultimately the oppressor
vml triumph and Sweetback will die,

Sweetback and Moo Moo are deter-

mined ^Jasurvive, however, qnd they
begin their journey. The encounter

with the motorcycle gang,,,.£h{igis a

numhef oflhings. First of all it is a

triumph of the soul force (which the

women gave Sweetback in the firsl

scene) over all the mechanical de-j

velopments of the oppressor. When he

is challenged to a wrestling duel, the

gang leader picks up a motorcycle to

show brute strength. Then with the

knife the gang leader shows how ef-

fectively they have mastered this wea-

pon. When the gang leader reveals

herself to be a woman, Sweetback knows

that she is no match for the weapon

he chooses. The gang promises to do

them in after she does him in, but in

the end ’’the Pres” is laid out an
the ground in complete submissicm.

The Black women showed him the wqy
to liberation and he used his knowledge

effectively.

Van Peebles is also signifying other

things in the motorcycle gang scene,

Firi: cf fs-U the •>/

strength of the white woman over the

white man—and they don’t even know
it. Then there is the symbol of the

Aryan— the superior race. The presi-
dent of the gang is big and robus^,

the image of white superiority. Tim
only criticism I have here is that h^
hair should have been blonde rather
tharr reddish, but the idea get»-acro-3s.
The idea also comes across that the



people have the ability to creativity ^in

all ihese^ symbols of oppres^k^-t^^^ki^ situati(ms7^'icee^j^acj^'^0t^^^00W^:ij

will save us,
*' « motorcycl^: 'be(m$0;^:.:M(^k^

I should point out ihdi^:^)dm]^ future. Then h^ake$ it.lm.^^-$gt^i

with the Aryan somenr}.el^^̂ dfsijiji4̂ i. himself, He,:fnak^^fttS:xpt^'i<^^^^^

derby hoi and a sitty little k do tk%0^t^jf^mir^fthiy''\^hj^^%l^

bock. It is like a him, Alt fie f^WS-Ms feei'^alM.f,

minstrel show or a cdkewaX^^h^ ^tie knife he-:gets;''%y,

But Sweetback takes off tlie d^^^it '%: In the WemUme -if^ ’police ar^

and in that way he teBs^^^i&$: the confe^^oe-i-ropm^imct,:t]^

that this is no performance-Mh^'is/^ missioner^^e^^l&mm.-^

dealing for survival. He dea^.c^^fhd^^ killers an^riiggers, ^en he caUsftlie

:

survive^/' much to theif^' Black policetheti^^ a^s^ to dpologizei

poin^entf a.5^^ Iply They nevef fmy d loprd during thg -K

Some ^ffhg::gddg: betray;0do00ppi^ they are S(^4j^0edfrom the community

.

nd Swe^^ifefling themiifi^ of victims f^ey are a parti

weetback0ias:i^ ^e duel, The police yapip^on-ihe entire ecjk-f,'.

ikmcare ^hirf^md'Moo Mop Pygfpmgi ' munity, Theyirp04^‘fiptcfand, rip TO-?
h^phe0r in p mountain cabin^^^ey the eyes ofa 6ff(^&0^;W/^en||?ey realise

th^oUce, Thisddkmc^ that he is not SweetPack their reply is

hc^4i^/yukeh'tke^pi0^e!< ^‘So What?^’ Melvin Van 'Peebles is

1^0 dful Sw&eibach arp .y; making it plain that we are oll Sweet-

po^gir^tenithd' pdtice enter, :- hadii o.:d :)& a''-S‘ all uniied in this

fweetback0as ' -tjii • duel, p
takmcare^MrfPmd'Moo Mop by gfj^thgr

thei^nshf0r in p mountain cabint^ff^y:

^$lpady$^ th^oUae, TJH$f2abinc§^

hafi.j4n4,. yuheii 'tke^pP^e;<

S
‘

Ph^- Smeiback are f

mig'‘ pot^d^tenii^e pfotice enter, r
etback offeM^sJhpnd^pr thexvffs ’

<

^t then mou^^upitig ti^tn to down ^

pne policeman^^^^fbe is withpid a

weapon to deal wHh ipe other ihk dnd
Mco Moo has men $]^*'Swe&tbachisPe^ ’

familiar survwal i

because he <%als he has V
available to k^, THe^PothkeheCPMes^^

\

familiar surv

because he c

J

vailable to h

spear and
trough the c

all the way

Beetle to the morgue to identify a

body Pst, ' Sweetback; they run their

games: again with some speech about
democracy and communism. They use
their id^ of bourgeois democracy
agains%tm community; but Beatle js a

and has been deaffor a Icmg
(3 Spear and fte stavg^ tl^ poU'ceMafi.h] Hme,,'''j[h some respects he is a/sola
^rough the ^^st, because even though he
all the way Wi-the hilt

<2 cat house and survives,
is not technoh^mmf8au0S himM k: C^^^ read. They are the cause
his ability to ush'^hei^dinilMr features r \r

, of Ms-^roblems, he cannot . he.ar, he
of the Black cpmmvni^, yet they want him to beof the Black cpmrmmipy, fk0pii^s k\

another impoTfantnm^ssagef
:

-

The.j:s£L 6f the



citizen*’ and help them.

been s-vdjj^ed

Wherefore if

''W!^i''‘'9jfend thee, cvt

thee:

totter into life

iaU; OKT ^^0^v¥^thjsir?i^n^

,
.'§?2 iand'f oil ^ti0O; ”'^4^-’' ^‘:he^ cast into

eye of

^

'' cast it

better: ': thee to

i ^ye, rather

cast into

e^^ify

'1i^f:omM^^^^m, avoid this and save

whoebever tviU save:' hiemife

~-ii^i^i^i&i^^"pecause the camera im-
:• jr% AilL- . ^ a a L*m ^
, ‘:*^f$ieditAety }W^tches to a shoe shine

^'0^tah^gWHmfilM^ brother is shining the

? his ass, and he is

‘^-‘'f^mlly te^^mhe man, for Beatle, what

pUWpfi go through the com-
'!^l^iiyf-'- ''0s^^e^ng for Sweetback, and

f^e\t0>P^^i(^d as one. They don’t

':.,:'0n00'a;^t0i^.^ The message here to

j‘:{'Stef0mj^^^^0y^s to “stop snitching”,

\
''ihpre^.Ms’fj^^^for unity, not for re-

‘V've'ativ^^^ou^mcrets. When I was in

; the: pemm0id0 I learned the worse

if0r^^^^^i^':4nm;gkfe can accuse (mother

Peebles shows how

1^
themlsew^w:f0m their oppressors,

h:- ,_tn the : rAPhnUjne we see Sweetback

%00mg It thro^^k the edges of the city

headingjhrrthe desert. He has none

^,ipf:the high-powered technology of the

^op^essorj^^P^ he does have hisfeet,

see him going by

I a large factory, it looks like a chemical

%.-plant or sot^eihing like that. Here you

h see the dtdma being symbolized to its

\ .fullest, Sweetback with his feet, making
highest manifesta-

tion of technological skill and you
realiee that this is the drani a develop-

ing, the soul-force ofthe people against

the technology of the oppressor. The
only question is which will win? The
answer is given by Sweetback in

plea to his feet, he says:

Come on feet *

cruise for me
come on legs

come on run
come on feet

do your thing
who put the bad mouth on me
anyway the way I pick em up
and put em down
even if it got
my name on it

won’t catch me now.
There is Sweetback’s answer to the
oppressor’s technology, even if the
bullet has his name on it, it won’t
catchy him... now. Why? Because Sweet-
back has feet, and they will save him.



I

also the beginnings

dialogue
:
between the runn^

bcKk and the colored ar^efs. As^
ai he hits the desert wh^e the sit^l^'t^^'f

is really going to had, the
angels come in^^id try to disc.^r^e-^i,
him, but he ^^s feet, he has kear^-^
and he has Courage, and in t$e, 40^^%
logue he re0sts their discc^ra^^me^t^
as much a0 h^^^e^ists fhe t^chnoloi^^y^^

\ofthe poli(^ ^pMeal^kys^sea^^cM
Now I

! u^f^^^ftQ.discm^
movie frpn^^ii^^e0

talk aboi

^ignifiek ^^j^^^^cenes, Somg.^^
these 4^e(3M|e|»Mi^en mentioned,
ready, hw^^M^^^had it is imfxMxmt H
to re-^ta^^^^^because Melvin^anii
Peebles so effectivelMand 'i

he is trvi^^ffadvance our awarMess
and t^idejj^^^ding, so we repec^for

Tm idea or concepi^^ich
I tJ^nk'f^i^mnovie presents
the nee&^^^ity among all the^^-' 4

bers (^''"^^tutions within thef^^om^ i

muni^'off^^ims. We see the ^ea
imity'^ beH^i^d the young and t^e olc^
l^aiiMfykiX^xpressed in the lohe an^.M
^r^Mc^the women give to the y(4$^'?-:l

boy, W^d^so in the concernSweet^0wM
expresses for Moo Moo aftef^i^^i
realizes that he is truly unified yMh

:

Moo Moo. You will recall that Sw^-- )j

back has an actual dialogue

six points in the movie, three of tfm^e 1,

points are in relationship to Moo Moo. ,

,

the revolutionary and th^f^^mglfst’-''

:

eous s^treet brother see their-MdSiswl- ',

unity. When Sweetback first^^^^^Mjfu.

J ^

cops and saves Moo Moo,‘.MxiSL^Md6"
then Sweetback where ’ are we

'

going? What does Sweetback
'

" say?^‘

‘‘Where did you get that ‘w0^0tit^^’.--

This indicates that Sweetback ikces nSt '.

understand his need for unity

Moo. Yet after his encou4jterf with- ',

Beatle, Sweetback realizee^ihdt 'fie

cannot depend on his boss,y ihe\guy

he should have been able to depend
on, but Moo Moo was somewhere -ou%

there being hunted and so was Swe0r
hoc they ivere united.

Then when the gamblers are giving

Sweetback a ride to the edge of town

he spots Moo Moo and he tells /®s

comrades to stop. This is the secopd

time he speaks about the revolutionary.

Now when Moo Moo gets in the car he

tells the brothers who he is, but they

still don't see their need for unity,

because to them he is not Moo Moo,
he is the guyy'^ipr-^^cir partner

into trouble^ They e Ifce .victim

rather than .ihcsjs uMbdpictfwdi^'Mni,

but tMs is because i^fiJ^h^^'Mtd-'fevel

of ^'wg^enfssi SiviMtiack yMat
earlier, bid he wds '^f&voluiionige^by

his ^w4r0ness of the trm’

.

Our i^yy ufiU

sciouSfiessi^jmd this;d^ of

the movie, ^i$C,rm$edk^>fi40^^^n,ess
of thfi Plank '

1

sciouMess^yand: thisdip of

the movie, ^i$C,rm$edk^>fi40^^^n,ess

of the Black cqi^mimityi^ ‘ '

- T^y^^vie 'alsoJidemo/nstr^js the

functionaigimii^ between..d^l^present

and
this in the womeh' 'givi^rn^urishfit’^f

and love tqtke boy mhop the^rf^ure-A

their liberator. If they did nptfeedMn}..,

'npw-. and give him ike sirengik to sur-'.^^

vive unUi
.Ms y co-r^cwus

-

'



S{Xj

j0:ih^:-ci0i

n0pifm '•

' "

s itjusf^ciyi^ct}

mfIrfi

•;':

«^‘ji'^0;' Ji^o,
*.

:ifj|^..Qp4M0^ore;^me

«^t^0s' •ojF^|^ii^Cf^oi#$j\’6^^

ffls' afi'-4iiiem/»f '^o if^n-

S
p^^^i$0d!' p^oac^,^'^: BiJi^Acd

e ^Ure d^rnp^
^

yM
f

-;. ^|||is,i,.«p/i|>_
'; tttidlso v

\0ie -jfocf hd$0mo0^
' jdialp^^ ^$0h^.mom0^^ Heldj^s
yiiardUija^ihifig^^^^

it is starmig the BlQpk commurnty.

Most of'^k^'" audiences at f^d^^ovie
are Black anddhey'^tk to the $credit

They supply the dial60tes, hecau'^e c ll

of us are Syneeth^cM, ^ o^^'all in the

sqrne pfe4ica^0t ioj^iMd

This is clearly seen when Sweetback

comes back to Beatle for help. Sweet-

back says nothing, but Beatle lets it

come out of both ends. The audience
replies to Beatle for Sweetback, and

they supply the dialogue. This happens
throughout the film. So the thing to

do is not just see the film, but a(5o

to recognize how you the viewer ^ure

also an actor in the film, because you
are as much a victim ofthis oppressive

system as Sweetback.
The unity of the community is shown

throughout the film and we should get

the message the brother is signifying

to us. When the community sets the

police car afire and saves Sweetback,
that is an expression of unity. When
they deny ever having seen him in

order to permit him to escape, that

is an expression of unity. When tl ey

raid the motel and rip the byothe\fs

eye out, they say *"So what?** when
told this is not Sweetback. But it is

Sweetback in a sense, because the

brother is another victim, like all of
us are. When Beatle is rolled up to

the morgue and realizes that the body
they show him is not Sweetback, he

sees his unity as a victim with his



brother he failed to help who is also

a victim. And Beatle xnrcks up
laughing—they are unified. And in the

next scene at the shoeshine stand Van
Peebles signifies to the man that he can

Mss his ass.

I Another expression of unity in the

film is the power symbol. When the

minister tells Sweetback the signifi-

cance of the job he has done for Moo
Moo, he then says a Black Ave Maria

for him, hut ends up giving him the

power sign—unity. Then when Moo Moo
gets on the motorcycle to escape and

then leave Sweetback, this is different

from their first parting. They give

each other a soul shake, so that even

though they go separate ways they are
unified.

Finally the film demonstrates the
importance of unity and love between
Black men and women. This is shown
again in the scene where the woman
makes love to the young boy but in

‘fact baptizes him into his true man-
hood. Then again when the woman
makes love to Sweetback and then gets
the handcuffs off him, we see that

these are not sex scenes, they .^ve love

fh /j V'T’'''y iiitfi I’ighieojtS

cantcxi. The second uK)man iwints

^weethack to beg, but he can beg no
Bpnger because he has been trans-

formed. His baptism in the blood trans-
formed him—he has ripped off his op-
pressors and he is truly a man; he
can never beg again, and he does not.

For a long time the Black com-
munity has been a collection of people
who survive together in one place, but

unity is essential for liberation as wen '

as survival. When we have this unity,

the jutifTof one becomes tke—faith of

another as in the case of Sweetback

and Moo Moo. When we have our cor --

sciousness increased to the point that

we understand this, we will have oy,r

unity. But we must understand that

the victimizers will always try to pre-

vent this unity.

Another idea the film gets across

is the different point of view between

the victim and the victimizer. The vic-

timizers cannot accept the reality and

truth of the view of the victims, and

therefore they say that the victims are

always wrong in their view of reality.

Indeed, they even go so far as to sig-

nify that the victims cannot control and

direct their own lives. This Is seen

.
j
first of all in the fact that the filn ^ is

labeled with an '*X” rating. This is an

act of the victimizers, trying to con-
trol what we shall see, and more than

that, trying to say that the ways in

which we are forced to survive are
profane and dirty. They say that we are
like freaks in a show; but we understand
that in fact the freaks are those who
force us to live in wretched conditions,

iTi/ty he pr-efane o-ondiTiems lo the

oppressors, but we know how to mkke
our conditions a survival situation and

we do not see ourselves as profane. The
oppressors see Sweetback as a sex

film, but if we truly understand our-

selves and unify with Sweetback, we
will see that the film advocates a

bloody overthrow of the oppressor.

Melvin Van Peebles is righteously

Slgntjymg^.
\

/ ^



Thâ view of the victims is seen in

many ways^ One of them is‘^in Ihe

understanding of Moo Moo and Sweet-

hack, They both know that they are

victims i although Moo Moo has not

reully gotten his complete program to-

gether for the community. Yet they seek

the same goals offreedom and libera-

tion^ and they recognize that some-
times you have to use stem stuff to

accomplish your goals. They also

recognize that even though the com-
munity may not support you entirely!

they will support you to a point and
tmt you must go as far as the com-
njunity will go, and then move out on

your own, leading the people to a higher

level of consciousness, Sweetback
relies on the community muck more
than Moo Moo, because he understands

that revolution is a process, going

from A to B to C and so forth, rather

than trying to get the people to jump
from A to Z.

The oppressor does not understand

this, he does not understand the

strength of the will of the people. When
the two policemen catch Sweetback

after he leaves Beatle*s place, they

are friendly because they cannot ac-

cept the idea that the community will

free itself. So they ask Sweetback how
many people were in the ambush? How
did they work it? The oppressors can-

not accept the idea that the oppressed

could do this without a lot of planning,

without a large number of people. It

was Sweetback and Moo MoofbuMio
the victimizer it had to be more than

that, A difference in point of view, a
point of^view which is too" often used
to control us, but we must make our
own point of view prevail.

Another difference in point of view
is seen with the chains which a\'’e

used on Sweetback twice in the film.
To the oppressor they are the chains
which keep us in a submissive posi-
tion, but each time for Sweetback, the

oppressed, they become tools of
liberation. We will be even stronger
when we learn how to turn the op-
pressor’s tools against him, rather
than submitting to them.
Another idea which Melvin Fan

Peebles puts across is the uselessness
of cultist behavior in our struggle for
survival and liberation. In earlier
issues of the paper I have talked about
the revolutionary cultist, the cul-
tural cultist, and the religious cul-

tist. Van Peebles strikes some heavy
blows at the religious and cultural
cultists. For example, the minister
understands that he is not moving the

people toward their true liberation.

He tells Sweetback that what he is

doing is giving the people a hypS,

which gives them a little happiness,

but he then goes on to say that Moo
Moo and the younger guys are laying

down the real religion. So this is a

blow against those religions in the

I

Black community which do not help

i people deal with the conditions which
' driv.e them to their knees, bu^-insisad

want to keep the people on their knees.



The strongest blow against cultist

be}ih,vior\ howevery is savedfdVtti'e'cul-
iural cultists. We see this in theAfrican
garb which the minister is wearing.
This is signifying that a lot of cultural
nationalism and the meaningless re-
likions in the community are deceiving
t%e people in the same ways.

In another way the film makes this

point more strongly and also indicates
the true way to liberation. When Sweet-
back arrives at the gambler* s den,

the men around the table are engaged
in a conversation. The manager has
complained to Sweetback that he can-
not even make any money on this

operation because he is paying off so
mpny others. Cultural cultists offer
ntany empty solutions to our op-
pression, and this scene hits at these
solutions.

After the managers speech one
gambler says: **And A^ca shall

stretch forth her arms,** ami then

another replies *'Yeah, and bring back
a bloody stump.*’ Now we have to

understand the true issue in order to

see this as a blow at cultural na-
tionalists, who are cultural cultists—
with African clothes, bones, and other
things, but no way to liberate the

p eople. Cultural cultists, who try to

cmim that they have the way, often

use this scripture to support their

ideas: “Princes shall come out of
Egypt; Ethiopia shall soon stretch out

her hands unto God.*’(Psalms 68:31)

You can see that what Van Peebles
is signifying is that those who use

such meaningless arguments to mis-
lead the people have nothing'Td~bffer
because when they stretch forth their

arms, they will draw back a blood^
stump. Still, however. Van Peebl^
does show us how a bloody stump may
not be a meaningless thing, if we get

out of that cultist bag. How does he
do this? He shows the blood on Sweet-

back’s arms each time he downs the

cops. In his first baptism by blood,

there is blood all the way up to his

elbow. And later when he downs the

cops in the poolroom, there is blood

up to his elbow again. That is the

true route to liberation, stem action

when the situation demands that ypw
seize the time, and turn away /ram
cultist behavior.

(

There is another key idea which

comes through repeatedly, and that

is the ability of the people to survive

even under the harshest conditions.

We do this by using the means avail-

able to us and never worrying about

the fact that we don’t have all the

tech^logy that the oppressor has. You

will recall that Sweetback voas in chains

and in the back of the police car when
the people “unshed** it with gasolink.

What did the Brother do? He made it

out of the car and then walked right

through the police and firemen who

were arriving to try and deal with

the situation. He walked right through

them—he did not panic and run, he

just calmly turned a situation of op-

pression to his advantage.

Later on when Sweetback and

Moo Moo had separated for the final
I



time, the Brother was fac§d.jm^h a

very difficult situation, and he had very

little to carry him through. But when

the colored angels began to get down

on him, he told them *‘I got feet.’*

'Shis was again symbolizing survival.

i| was not simply that he had feet,

however, he also had the ability to use

the technology of the oppressor in his

own interest. He did not become dis-

couraged because he had no car. Van
Peebles could have had him steal a

car, but instead he had Sweetback use

the basic skills ofsurvival, withnothing

hut the things he had learned for sur-

viving the oppressor for so many years

on the block. He doesn’t have a car,

but he rides—on the top of a truck,

i iside the back of another truck, on a

) reight train, he uses the oppressor’s

technology, but in his own interest.

He also survives by using the sys-
tem against itself. He meets another
traveler and pays him to change clothes

and run when he is chased. This throws
the police off his trail and helps him
survive, but it also means that he ends
up with clothes which are much moree
suitable for his long run across the

desert. Later in the film, when he isi

near the border and the dogs are after

him, the two men—the owner of the

of the dogs and the police—get into a

fi ?ht among themselves about whether
tne dogs will be untied. This is all

to Sweetback*s advantage, turning the

oppressors against each other, and he
makes hi&.MScape.

Tm hi: JhU m*'

that the Black community has always
survived, op using the resourdesWc his

command even though they are not the

resources others would use. Survival
forces some very harsh decisions m
us. When his wound is causing him jfo

suffer, he urinates upon the earth and
uses his own urine to make a mudpack
which he applies to the wound— it pro-
duces a rapid healing. These are the

kinds of home remedies we have long
had to use because we could not get
proper medical attention. Later, we
see him bathing his face in a pool of
muddy water. It sustains him. When
I saw it I thought of that song which
says **Td rather drink muddy water,

and sleep in a hollowed out log, thgn

stay here and be treated like a dirty

dog.**
I

These are survival techniques all

the audience can identify with because
they realize they are necessary. They
don’t identify with the time he catches

that lizard and downs it, raw. But
this is no different from the times
when we had to eat the chitterlings,

hog maws, and otherfoods, not because
we wanted to, but because that was all

we had to eat. We may deny it, we
may not identify with it, but it carried
us through. And the point we should

understand is that if you do not subm\t

to the oppressor, you may be force^

to make some harsh decisions, eat

some undesirable foods, but this is

better than being well-fed, in some
soci^prison.



Sweetback has only one tool with

him, Ills knife, and he uses it very ef-

fectively, It reminds me of that point

in] The Wretched of the Earth where
Fqnon says that if you don* t have a gun,
then a knife will do. He uses his knife

to escape at the rock concert, by

pretending to be making love to the

girl in the bushes. He uses the knife

against the lizard. And then when he
hears the dogs coming after him, he
again pulls it out and he uses it--

he really deals. But we should know
it would be this way, because earlier

in the pool room when he was facing

the policeman with a gun what did

Sweetback have? A tool the community
knows how to use very effectively, a
pool cue. But he did not use it to down
pool balls, he turned it into a spear
and downed the oppressor. You don*t

need a gun, what you need is the con-

sciousness of what it will take to sur-

)ive andprevail in anygiven situation-

-

I ind then act accordingly.

So what I have done is given you a

scene-by-scene analysis of the movie,

then an analysis of some of the major
ideas and concepts which the movie puts
forth. Now I will show how the movif
also raises the consciousness of the

community by analyzing it in terms
of some aspects of the ideology of the

Black Panther Party, We see ideology

as a systematic way of thinking about

phenomena, not as some set ofabstract

conclusions. Our approach is one that

uses dialectical materialism, which
holds that qantrndir.tions are the ruling

principle of the universe, EvePyWnere,

.

in all of life, the socialJor^s. the
natumTjQrces, and the biological and
physical forces, we can find contra-
dictions, What we mean is that in
evep phenomenon there is a contra-
diction between opposingforces whik
stogie to gain domination over each
other. We call this the thesis and anti-
thesis, or -the unity of the opposites.
Because these oppositoc
fied and constantly in struggle with
one another, they give motion to the
matter composing the phenomenon. So

I

we say that matter is constantly in
motion, or constantly in a state of
transformation. The transformation
takes place in a dialectical manne^,
with the thesis struggling against the
antithesis; these are the contra-
dictions, The struggle is resolved in
a synthesis, which contains elements
of the old contradictions, but is at a
higher level, and then a new set of
contradictions arises.

The essence of the ideology of the
Black Panther Party is that we re-
cognize that matter is constantly in
transformation in a dialectical manner.
But when we understand this and under-
stand the forces in operation, we can
control them and direct them in a
manner which is beneficial for the
community. Therefore what we wantio
do is understand the contradictions
within every aspect of the Black com-
munity and move on them by trying to
increase the positive side of each con-
tradiction until it comes to dominate
the negative side. This is how we de-
fine power- -the ability to define
phenomena and make them act in a



desired manner, '

If yotx understand where tn&Pctnther

is coming from^ you will understand

that Sweet Sweetback is a beautiful

ex amplification of Black Power, for

wl at he does is decide how he wants

things to come out and then he rnakes

them act in a desired manner. The
movie is also an exemplification of
the dialectical analysis and the con-
stant transformation of phenomena. I

don’t know whetherMelvin VanPeebles
was aware of this when he made thef

movie, but it does have thesefeatyres,

£
probably so;.because the Panther

^

dogy is an extremely effective ap-
ach to all phenomena. It gives us

lots of insight and understanding.

For example, we say that all

phenomena, contain contradictions with

positive and negative qualities. To con-
trol the situation, then, what you must
do is increase the positive qualities

of any phenomenon until they dorhinate

the negative qualities. Sweetback does

this on a number of occasions. Take
j or example the chains. The handcuffs

are definitely negative when they are
used to keep him in submission; but

when Sweetback realizes that he cam
ignore the beating of Moo Moo no
longer, what is he to use fora weapon?
•Then the same chains which were used
to bind become tools of liberation—
th^r positive qualities are used to

dvercome their negative qualities. He
(Kct this again when he uxzs caught by
me police in the pool room—he of-

fered his Jmnds for the chains. Not
becauS£Ji£jimnted them, but becauseJie
realized that this would put the police

“
off their guard, and dlso,^£Mm^ him
another weapon to use against them.

We see this again, when the polick

are ushng helid&piers; tars and 'gunk

and the radio to track down Sweetback
What does he use? Their technology;

but in a positive way—he hitches rides

on trucks and trains,, and they help

to deliver him from the jaws of the

monsters who are using the most ad-

vanced technology to try arid capHre
him. If we understand dialectical ma-
terialism, we will understand more
about how to look at both the positive

and negative qualities ofphenomena bo

that wm can control our destiny, I

- The*film also shows pie positive and
negative features ofcommunityinstifu-

tions. In other articles $ have said that

the Black Panther Party was wrongHn
its blanket i condemnations of com-
munity institutions, instead Ofanalyz-

ing their qualities. The movie shows
the positive and negative features of
the church, for example; The minister

Ms sc^ingif to Sweetback that he has

nothing to offer the community, he can

only give the people a hype which will

bring them a little bit of happiness m
their misery, and he cannot ofjer

Sweetback a hide-out because t^e

police—C’the Man”) knows everything.

This shows his negative and re-

actionary side. At the same time we

,
see his positive and progressive side,

i because he is operating a withdrawal

center where people addicted to drugs

! can come and dry out. There is nb

! blanket condemnation, he shows tm
church makins a real contribution w
the survival of the community. What



iS a/. I

1100^ pj^ con^cioU^ss to inr f

i^4 ppsitive^ conif^lmtion the ?

|)ife0 ' it l^ii aWe -'jifd dp K

f 4

|:aite gpt^Mmself p { toif i

'

f.-^iif^iri^^^'\:i^ere'- al$p a pps^ik "^

pf t^ imy^ fee i-i^ 4
^ ,tH^$^r:'p'-i^ide aii the jieay ioHhe

"

i*
tl0%er^10m}he«iwill^^ them a;

f-fidp' 'tp^^' ^^^e^joptowh ^^er4 ihey^

%¥^rPKtdi th0 ,p^ gdtig„ But the

ihat you have
as far q$ iheyf

4 uoiS^ gPi a^ hdfjump too far ahead by^l

^ fxfhkm^ fhings they ddnpt^:^'

4 to dp a$i^ ievel of^

h Porisciou^epsi^ f0 tk&ppsi- j

tiv^ qieqUtieP :^' the ^gambler qs^f^f i

'f'ds^ef^uHU'^^ and then strikes out^

'Poinf:'^:'k> pok^t Jdi idthef^fhqkf'^

^:-ht^,-'''We 'hwvdAo find .
w^- theH;

pepple onC^ them ^ dk?#

th0 muchi V'*- .w, .
:'V

14
•-'. -;;.

W^-^^t^egpesSwh'^^of the pgoid^ as \

their cohscidusness increases is shown:
PLg,

in the case: of Beodjef^Mfirsf Bedfls
'

is an 'tndimdml surviving ai'a ffoSic

level, runmng d cdt:^pouee pnd'--i^en^,

giving up ^e of^his '^en' in%rdef iM,

continue to ioperate, 1^mBe(E0eo0e^^
advice which i$ inolh^im0p
pile of dying, Nesit-we -nffe Beadle

thi^m^ ipe revol^o^z^ 'piffc

because if kneU) 'f^re SweetikuM
vm$, hd uKhdd hpod P^ d^^

because hefods dkafb^porefmdhecti^sel
he} carniotycooperate ^ah"tpe; poUcC^}-

they actually deafejfyhimr^ike^Pm}’!

ditions renplwtionize f^fh, V^tmwe^eM ;

see BeattefitHs}in mergue^scerj^:"

dndi he cracks pp 'ds'§^'''i^aUzesfh^'',

Sweetpach}^ hds-'^escd^d'^^fihey}^cir^^

unified> BeodU hasiis%^
is a victiiH andr thev^can, ^ feiKlcol

operation with the oppressor heo^usk z

they vnU pleedkypu0 deatfi;

uxpd to Hve^ yod lui resisi^^}^^nd\

the shoe Shine mon psesifph

the shoes Pfhis ppp^r^Prjf- ’

There is also a pi^^essipn
the comtmmiiyfTheyfrescwe Su^ef^ >

back; and aid him as muchasJheppcan
in his escape, then,

to, their o^resSots,
hearing the plea pf
feet and giving him
to letfnsfeeidcfî i

the comm^un^*dP"*

i shown in .the trans

bepome dedfi

i^ia wa^

Xh lead

hpi

'essippisqh

^rihdti&n of t

colored angels: We wear the voices"

] of the community as %e police search

(for Sweetback, <but 0ien he reaches
the desert we hear the voices of the

angels in a dialogue with Sweetback,
On the record Melvin Van Peebles



$1^.. Sweetbap^; cm
'. became thPit trAes,i$f

the sa^pas is't^.'di^^'

^ with ihg ang^^^^t^baadasp^'i

i

refeY$ ^o ^eggi^ '^spell jt} ^Wigi ''^'
I :-i;

'€>'--

!i-;~.

I
.;f;Ke^i^';<^,tfife ple'iWhK ,'

-“'‘i

i 'X T^y^boi^-^tn^^ma. > ‘‘fTv

f-y V, ’# •'• m
‘ y

.

- . .y They, ^ied-^imm^sister .

'

Ul y.

'^j:,;They|i^yho^ , .,4
‘

’

I; ^\\[<rmt'biimEpfmM4iMAs-->.^'; ^

'., ,TBEr BjEjiT0tm PAPAS .

V,' \^>,TBEpmckeMpvR sisWRs 'r
;

!

'
ytBEXCBAtmDsbmEMTmE!^: ' I'^y’-i:

WOBTMEEBA
, iSJ" i

',

lWOBtM££Ei>m‘'\^'- ’ ’ • '

ywojfrmMEp^ .

.

:• ' \
:v

'

. \iTh^ M0 y<nir li^mt -'; ,. .

,,• :

',• ' They bled yiw'pi^ "’
"'i.-V'

'$: .' yfeut he jiw^'t'Meei|;,iBe . “/-: ''

• ^'’.5*/.
,

I
> Use ybur'®lack ;^s from; 3UI? to sun

;'?;
'

>' ^^l'llggerS',^'M^.ih4 prepjnd th'ey don!t see^
,

'

t'-'; V', •Deep-do.W'di^'.ijtojS acai-pd^'
'

1 ,':-^MSfJiil?e')>'pru,iSa)^0,(6<^fe y,
„' *

i’’.
.

,/,, Just like::!^used tp' be „''

'’
’ ,;;.-''W|3rk‘5r^' filack’''behlnd,^ the giiirtS

' '

''!'V,

;,• y :-i'Aiisd:^:^p<^aditothom^‘*eJiyted^ '

y^. Jf^o^^^t,'^ij^Jhee^s'. Sweeti^cky_. A y ;.^

, .V’*
’*>

,
'

' *
• ^ -

'*

' They0ed yoer bwthet ,."
'
„

.

'•-
'

..- TheyM^ year si$teir .,|i..i',”‘' -}•?

1

.
Yeah hut they wo^t ble’ecj me 4- - - v

'. Pro^esy Sweetbech ‘ ; '' ‘*

Thata.'Brhsit he wints you to belieYe

•

’
!

:yNo progrese Sweeiback .

'

' /
He aint stopped clubbing us for 400 years
And he dont Intend to for a million :,

,

\Be supe trefU US-bad Sweetbacki.

«i -JUs can iftake hiip.do us faetter .

..•,•>••. 'j '
' ' ' -.•••;<' •

' Chicken aint aotkipg but a bird ,'
: M'

\ White -inan ainit hiding bid 'a

Nigge*iaint shft *.,'- /''*•"

fV'-if'

-
• - ' ’

t, .
'

s
f

' •'•
‘jj-

'
•

Get tny hands dn a trigger' , ;. -^'i

‘ YouiiPidarevoltdtbn Sweetbaeity
’

''
I vvanta gdt off these knees '

. _

' Yout^fkiayeuolvd^Swaetback .

. You 6an,t *huke it wings

Wheels or steel SSieetback

;

: "We gdt feet
'

•
’

>';'
' ‘'

.

You bemt get awapon wings
wheels or Steel Sweetback .

Niggers got feet : y

•- .?«.

'

*' -S'-'v

j''
;tf'

Be bled your brothi^ "' /,:»'

t Be bled your sistsf !?'
^

y Your brother and four sister too'

t How come it took hvc ®o long t^tse^
How he get us to use each Other ^

'; Niggers seared <;
, --yj.

' ' •'

’ We got to get it toother if he kicksp brother ',

It gotta be like he kickln your motl^l

'; They hype you into sopping the . i’

Mar-rOu> out your own bones -.'u- '•.
,

Justice is blind '
'

' Yeah and white too ./.’i V„

Justieie. is blind

:

:,,, iljy i
’<',!

' The may she aet&jShe gotta he 'i

. The man is jive yi:.

,

,

' v • Js'
‘

. Not too jive to hat^ his ganpe
'

'

‘

;

Uptight. in your kinky bean '•’ & f

, Stand' tall Sweetbdck ha '
.
x',' 5"

• Aint gonna let you /,
*•

-py. ^

I’m standing taUfanyway . 'Si-r
'

The man know everything Sweetbaf^
;

<

'

The man htiow everything '

Then he ought to know Im ’ y'' *,'

Tired of him fuckin with mb ''

.. Use your feet baby .y
Run motherfucka ,

'
.

Run Sweetback <

He wont bleed me .



#

Their tr(Msfonnati&:JJITe

e^'e^Hn'' ' cause wf^n^ke pplie^
reJSctfjo^j^fei^' dogs (sidp^/j

he draws Ms'-$0^, ^
^4^ begin to Sing

mine. Pm
cMt^tSd'-c^^vWi^^^

;
is the firsl tim& tbS mve heard ^

Uei^^ Mke the'^gami^r,- ^hat fee « oj song since Stuestbdck^s baptism j^to,

get -Sweetbdcki Sweetbackis isier
Mit^d i^couse) he IMows ihey pxmH
bomMMf i^‘t Meed
**I^t. ^et*’^. M is signifying is

I .‘Can ;" deai, ' su^ve^.

S'-

him love and $trsn0fi^C<p^^ f*®%
their future^ the%r lib

"

fOtOTi^

their travn^fS^gcMSto swve h^m,

now that he is older. The angels^e
transformed, and-Sweetback survij^es,

,,

This bringdusidfhe e^ offm m^^^^
and the n^atio^ i^^
the beginn^ the cohitnmity o/|ic»-,

pressed tads in cohtrb^ctioh with ma
op^essorsi The oppreSsed were trying

to Survive, but the oppressors w^d
not permit that, they^ wanted more,;

They wanted tofUee^fh^^!*^ dk^
and completely domimte them.

wanted %o dominate

and^fieh^ Sweetbach^. against Mpo
* M6o, Beatle against $weetbackj‘ But^

this continued oppression led thepe(Ale,
to realize that their ^Ipatidn w<mld
only come through v^ty, and vmty
would only come through heightened
levels of consciousness. So they unify
and Sweetback revolts pgainst the pp- .

pressors and makes ^d his escape,'

fe^. his Urtn^' Pti^ddigith

tmtdrfdiMdh paS vMch Hed^MiS
'rdoMids, dhej cngels ^egvdfio- ctpange.

They see doo that he^ iMW survive* so
'fhe^stoMjto.pecome They re-

cogfdze fhdi ihe*y tod ar^ihe Sweetr-

back, andijhe^%>int out that they have
been treated bed too, buf : they hade

bach is going td 'get Ms^^jmger^ on a J;,

trigger^ fget off̂ his knees, and*fighit
a revolution. So when he makes the\
n udpack, . the Black angels begin to teU

h m to runi they want him to deat, nOW, "

tney: don$ want him to Tom, They too

have been transformed, because Sweet--

back kdS increased their positive

qualities ^ by ^ showing them it is not

necessary to sUbmit all the time. At
,

sonie>4M ^ have got tfr-g^ off
believe he will make it,

- A ..
. ;

their ^scymsmss. is not asMgh as

,

hts. Hq IS ^roa<^hing fp^ the. stars--



^ Mgjr:^jnoun,, {

Smetba,^k h<^sm§
'

Swee^ Swe4JI^<^}^ecafS0.
to aa^rsta0 ^i^fre^oni^^ercM^. -^

‘md the ^bUitf :|6^- h^'r4^res::ih^:^
fifst 0f ail ybu $ave ^ rec^htre ttm '

holy grcttl, yoii^ ki^e your ^

dignity ondiTLc^il^d de^roylng the
"

one iyha tppk it -0frii^ym,^^hen^y^ I

do th^f mm ify^ dd, npt Completely
[ |

escai^t youwe ^M<mgefou^f^^ 'be'- \

;

cause after that M

ifuit you iMB na^imge^ N

Therefore xippipi (xff yoWyPppressor j

is tkarjir^
Iqmi i-

^

'..I' y^:r 1. 'M^"%
I Tpia vn^stahding ^

mahe^ftyon.Ms^^O^ mfp toSe- m^r:|!

ifd bp BeOt^^ T^s him in 4kei^
sifwition of d rCmh^maiyfrm

j

sensejtkatfhe: hn&w ihgn that he couhd '

not find d piace pf refuge ipithin the
\

system
\

without d^whole trimsforma>^ [ ;

Upn di/thd appMUonsldf oppression'

^

I
/ soy•tfei^{60<?aks|? 'many pep^^Brnk^, '|

revohdtonarim Prjt'ma4e'd^:'''afr
-

1

some Idhuis l ai^tr€u:t preChbs^ I

Tkia ts tiot sO« ar» tnat^oraud
a dh0

are a&meiimes each m>
dimduat What brings ce^ permn hUcn

his remlidipnary consciousness is dif^t

fi^nt front what will bring anotherj

mt,wiuen,W^ reach that point, ytacrealize ,

that vee-em alt dnifiep os
^
vicUme^ ^

That ^ ^

Moo Moo, Beatles tfwl^efs^w^he-

.,

community jn. thev'flh^^
the film stafs thaBlac^oinh^g>ii^'‘i4.

dll of us^^w^ ,m^t 'Mer^add'
mity and alpp how we^uspf^ightsn "

our consciousnessj^
-'-W''

'

(i So like I said* we hdpg thpdegat^]'.':

of the negation^ the 0§pre$mr ydho

,

wanted tp exploit S^eefh^h a^^zafk, ':.

ends up^ bea^n
mil take hip stnffjnp l^errn^e np- y

'gcftion 'pf'th&'negq^imM
j^ction betwmn ^dcpm00nity,^ds r<|-,

presented by SweetbacM^ondi^e o^
pressor, as fepresei^e^ by ipp do^
has heefi res^ved,^ !. ,' p W' .

'

$ However e^h synthesm leads to new
pontradictipn^* HigU mi^tkeet^^^ehn.

^J^peebkf ispigri^ng
’

p MenageM f:|S

v

n^w.-^ . c^yitt^cfiopp ..Sy^tbac$: ':

ffiiled iput one '0iH^erdp ':

with the bloc^, of 'the

Sweetback goftwo dogs,lp}hoi^oif^
bo get the other? That is0ie dog we
must down, , So th^^-mop^ ei^klwith:

Pbe words -
*‘Welch ;Out**0TMS;P^ ,^‘

aial meaning. It is telUngall ihemany
SWeetbacks across the iskd tp

Utiri'-d(lg:'(^i^e pr^aredL
ytdwmthet-. [^^cdsm

Says td^if^essorio watchf^for^
Hie Sweetbacks across :kmd^'^be^
muse they arpJeoming to

4ses* 0ghtednsly s4^fifywSt.^^A'-‘-



I

I

J^en Bobby and I started ths Black
Pm0^f^ariy, we wanted’f&injSlld th^i

lac^ cdmmmUy, the love, the sacred’’

so tfelf;

This is still our goal and we
t^ io kejp the; comtnumty surviv$ by^

adp^^isiei^ng mr many survival pfo^'

gpam$» . Sweet Sweetback helps to -puik

foph the}ideas]iof what we must, M. to:

ihd£ apihmvmty, We mj^d tam^k
aM l^prn^om it, f

tOTBBP.

4



5-U3a (9-29-65)

Domestic Intelligence Division

INFORMATIVE NOTE

D... 8/5/71

Huey P, Newton, Supreme Commander of
the Black Panther Party (BPP), has been on
trial in State Court, Oakland, California,
on manslaughter charges since 6/28/71.
Testimony was completed and case given to
jury on 8/3/71. Jury deliberated 8/3 and
8/4/71 and spent majority of day 8/4/71
listening to rereading of portions of
prosecution testimony. Jury resiraied

deliberation morning 8/5/71,

Alameda Cotinty District Attorney, who
is handling prosecution, is not optimistic
for early verdict.

Copy of attached sent to Internal
Security Division of the Department.

JLAzacs

All inrOitdATMl ICA

Bf seScj>iog>5



Bits®m INVESTlGATIQ?r^j

sEci0N,;|^

AUG5 1971 f./^'

NR 001 SF CODE

9:24 AM URGENT 8/5/71 MCC

ATTN .DID^TO DIREy^ (105-165429) ATTN . D I D

^•ROM SAN FRANCISCO (157-1203) 2P

Q ALSO KNOWN AS, RACIAL MATTERS - BLACK PANTHER PARTY
HUEY P , NEWTON , , -RM^ -(K-B E-) . (KEY BLACK EXTREMIST) I

Mr. Totton y
Mr.

Mr. a^^tuL-y

Mr. Calli^ha^L
Mr. Casper

Mr. Conrad

Mr. Dalbey

Mr. Gale

Mr. Ponder

Mr. Rosen
Mr. Tavel

Mfc Walter*

Mr. Soyars

Tele. Room. . —
Miss Holmes —
jiliss Gandy

ON AUGUST FOUR LAST, AT EIGHT THIRTY A .W . , JURY IN SUBJEC

RETRIAL RESUMED DELIBERATIONS, AND SPENT MAJORITY OF THE DAY

LISTENING TO REREADING OF PORTIONS OF TESTIMONY BY
|

AND OAKLAND POLIC^ DEPARTMENT OFFICErI

I AT FIVE P.M,, JURORS SAID THEY WERE HUNGRY AND TIRED AND

SUPERIOR COURT JUDGE HAROLD B. HOVE EXCUSED THEM UNTIL MORNING'

AUGUST FIVE INSTANT.

FOREMAN OF JURY IS I

ALAMEDA COUNTY ASSISTANT DISTRICT ATTORNEY DONALD WHYTE
i

WHO IS HANDLING PROSECUTION, IS NOT OPTfMi^l^lfl FOR AN EARLY VERDICT

BECAUSE OF ACTION ON THE PART OF ONE WOMAN JUROR DURING THE^RIAL /

PROCEEDINGS. THIS JUROR HAS ALSO BEEN THE MAIN PERSON WHO / \

HAS REQUESTED REREADING OF TESTIMONY.

END PAGE ONE ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED'-*^^*^®’

DATE C.Klely) BYSPSCiVtaj^S

JOiT-ii

6 o '9/1
\

6 AUG 10 1971
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FEDER/'.L' Or o';

COMiViUN!CAT]0.'&ECT;o;/
b 6 \

b7C ^

, NR 017 SF code AUG 7

TElSnrYffE
llj55Pf1 NmL 8/6/71 CRH

\i

^

' \ TEl-E
^'TO j DIRECl^R (105-165429)

(ATTN: DID)

FROM: SAN FRANCISCO (157-1203) (P)

HUEY P. NEWTON, ^KA . RM DASH 3PP PAREN KBE PAREN .

JURY IN NEWTON RETRIAL RESUMED DELIBERATIONS, EIGHT THIRTY

A.M., INSTANT AND CONTINUED ALL DAY WITHOUT REACHING DECISION

at approximately Six p.m., august sixth instant, jury ceased

DELIBERATIONS FOR THE DAY AND WILL RESUME MORNING, AUGUST

SEVEN NEXT .

ADMINISTRATIVE .

RE SAN FRANCISCO TELETYPE, AUGUST FIFTH LAST.

SOURCE IS

Mr. Tolson—

S

Mr. Pelt j
Mr. Sullivan

Mr. Mohr
Jito^ishop ^

CD_
Mr. Callahan

Mr. Casper

Mr. Conrad
Mr. Dalbey

Mr. Gale

Mr. Ponder

Mr. Kosen —
Mr. Tavel

Mr. Walters

Mr. S'.yars

Tele. Room
Miss Holmes

—

Miss Gandy

bureau WILL BE KEPT ADVISED.

END

HOLD

REC-24

® A(/C J o iqjj

58AUGiy;- ALL INFORMAriON CONTAiiiED

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

nATF Glzulftp BYS?5tilP^-S



m 005 SF PLAIN

vtC-L-
005 SF PLAIi

2:07AM 8-7-71 HAS SENT 8-8-71

TO: DIRESTOR (105-165429)

FROM: SAN FRANCISCO (157- 1204)

HUEY P. NEWTON, AKA-RM-BPP (KBE)

Mr. Totson _J

Mr. Pelt
I

Mr. Sullivan
j

Mr. Mohr
.Mr. Bishop

MrJJrennanCD.
Mr. Callahan V
Mr. Casper
Mr. Conrad
Mr. Dalbsy '

Mr. Gale
Mr. Pr-ndor

Mr. Rosen -

I Mr. Tavf I

Mr. Walters
I Mr. Soyars

Tele. Room
Miss Holmes
Miss Gandy

JURORS FOR A RETRAIL OF HUEY P. NEWTON AT OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA

DELIBERATED UNTIL APPROXIMATELY SIX P ,M . AUGUST SEVEN, INSTANT

WHEN THEY RETIRED FOR THE NIGHT WITHOUT REACHING A VERDICT SHORTLY
I

BEFORE RECESSING, JURORS REQUESTED TO REHEAR TESTIMONY OF PROSECUTION

WITNESS OAKLAND POLICE OFFICER

WITNESSEd
I
ANd[

AND TESTIMONY OF DEFENSE

I OF MORNING AUGUST EIGnf^

fEXT. officer
] I

WAS WOUNDED IN THE SHOTOUT WHEN OAKLAND POLICE-

MAN JOHN FREY WAS KILLED.MAN JOHN FREY WAS KILLED. AND|
|

TESTIFIED THAT THE

BULLET WOUND IN NEWTON'S STOMACH COULD OR COULD NOT HAVE C^SED A
^

MEMORY LAPSE, SUPPORTING NEWTON’S CONTENTION H£^ LOST, CO PP 10 US NESS

AFTER BEING SHOT AND RECALLS NOTHING UNTIL HE ARRIVED AT THT^ -Uil

HOSPITAL. 12 197J

HEARING OF ABOVE TESTIMONY TO COMMENCE AT NINE A .M

.

EIGHT NEXT AND IS EXPECTED TO LAST UNTIL NOON WHEN DELIBERATION
/

RESUMES.

ADMINISTRATIVE:

RESFTEL AUGUST SIX, LAST

END PAGE ONE

ALL INFORMATiON CONTAINED

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED'^'*''*'

ri&T F 6/u/t'i BYSPS&t t llW

tc fo jfO
’ “

'-A
Jkdm. data delctod"
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3a 4^9-29*65)

Domestic Intelligence Division

INFORMATIVE NOTE
8/9/71

Huey ?. Newton, Supreme Commander of

the Black Panther Party (B?P)
,
has been

on trial in State Court, Oakland,
California, on manslaughter charges since

6/28/71. Case given to the jury on

8/3/71. Jury has deliberated since that
time.

Attached relates that jurors could

not agree on a verdict and that the judge

declared a mistrial 8/8/71.

Copy of attached sent Internal Securi

division of the Department.

RHH:plm/jd

ALL INFORMATION CONfWNEO

herein is UNCLASV.-.tO'^'^

n^Tc bySPSciv^nS



ftutKAL BURter^ m

coivirwuN:cAT;crjs szc^io.'-i

AUG 3 19/] f

NR 005 SF PLAIN

B:44PM URGENT 8-8-71

DIRECTOR (105-165429)

Mr. Casper

Mr. Conrad

1 i\Ir. Daibey

I
Mr. Gale

I
Mr. Ponder-—

_

i
Mr. R-i.sen

, 1 Mr. Tfivel —

FROfl

////////ATTENTION DEMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVI SION ///////4 Mr. Walters

—

I Mr. Soyars --

SAN FRANCISCO (157-1203) (P) b6 Tele. Room—
1
Miss Holmes-

1 Miss Gandy—

Ri.CIAL imTTSR - BLaCK PANTHER PARTY
HUEY P.-i!EWT0N , AKA , m - BPP (KBE) (KEY BLACK EXTREMIST)

ON AUGUST EIGHT INSTANT, JURORS IN RETRIAL OF NEWTON RECONVENED

AT NINE A.M., AFTER REHEARING TESTIMONY FOR APPROXIMATELY THREE ^

HOURS, JURORS RESUMED DELIBERATIONS. AT APPROXIMATELY SIX P .M

.

FOREMAN ADVISED SUPERIOR COURT JUDGE HAROLD B. HOVE THAT JURORS

COULD NOT AGREE ON VERDICT, AND DOUBTED THEY COULD MAKE ANY FURTHER I

PROGRESS UNLESS MEW EVIDENCE WAS MADE AVAILABLE TO THEM. THE (

JUDGE THEN DECLARED A MISTRIAL, AND SAID COURT WOULD RECONVENE ON

THE MATTER IN OAKLAND ON AUGUST TEN NEXT .

OFFICIAL COUNT OF JURORS NOT MADE, BUT INDICATIONS ARE IT WAS

ELEVEN TO ONE IN FAVOR OF CONVICTION .‘-X-iOS

ACCORDING NEWS RELEASE NEWTON SAID HE EXPECTEl) T'mi"?^

TRIAL. ACCORDING TO tl/^i'^ELEASE NEWTON FELT THAT THE OiTC M*Ac1<2 1971

WOMAN ON THE'‘JURYCPP^VENTED HIS CONVICTION.
,

^ THE NEWS RELEASE^^^i^ QUOTED NEWTON’S ATTORNEY, CHARLES R.QUOTED NEWTON’S ATTORNEY, CHARLES R.

1
GARRY, AS saying HE WAS SURPRISED AT A. MISTRIAL AND .THAT HE HAD EX-

/Ql/t
l\ PECTED an acquittal. //Ml
r .X

END PAGE ^’e1AU6 ieiS/l

HA""

ALL INFORM at/on CONTAINED

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED^^'’

fiATF CHJV) RVS(*St>10w5_
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•-5-l,13a (9-29-65)

Domestic Intelligence Division

INFORMATIVE NOTE

Attached relates that Oct. 12, 1971
is the date set for retrial of Huey P.

Newton, Supreme Commander of the Black
Panther Party (BPP) in State Court,
Oakland, California on manslaughter charges

Copy of attached sent Internal Security
Division of the Department.

JTK:owc

ALL INFORMATION CONTAIN^^, 4>3

herein is UNCLASSIFIED^



FEDERAL BUREAU OF it\iV£STiCAT;CN ,

COMMUNICATIONS SECTION

AUGl 11971^,7 .

TEUEtYPEn
NR 015 SF PLAIN

10:23 PM NITEL 8/10/71 FCO

DIRECTOR (105-165429) (ATTN DID)

FROM: SAN FRANCISCO (157-1203)

Mr. Tolson.-.

Mr. Pelt ...i

Mr. Sulli-^L.

Mr. Mo}^f?L.
Mr. Bishop ...

Mr.BrennaiyC
Mr. Callah^^
Mr. Caspei^—.

Mr. Conrad...

Mr. Dalbey
Mr. Gale

Mr. Ponder

Mr. Rosen
Mr. Tavel

Mr. Walters—
Mr. Siyara...

Tele. Room

j

Miss Holmes..

Miss Gandy—

HUEY P. l^EWTON , AKA., RM - BPP (KBE).

NEWTON appeared ALAMEDA COUNTY SUPERIOR COURT, OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA,

BEFORE JUDGE WILLIAM HAYES ON MORNING AUGUST TEN INSTANT, AND RETRIAL

date set FOR OCTOBER TWELVE NEXT, DEPARTMENT ONE, SUPERIOR COURT,

OAKLAND. AT THE HEARING NEWTON’S ATTORNEY CHARLES R. GARRY ADVISED

HE COULD NOT BE AVAILABLE TO DEFEND NEWTON ON THAT DATE BECAUSE OF

PREVIOUS COMMITMENTS BUT JUDGE TOLD GARRY DATE FOR RETRIAL WOULD BE

date he specified and that any motions would BE^ HEARD ON THAT DATE.

ADMINISTRATIVE:
REC-59 /

i ^
RESFTEL AUGUST EIGHT LAST .RESFTEL AUGUST EIGHT LAST.

, ^
BUREAU WILL BE KEPT ADVISED OF STATUS OF SUBJECT’S CASE.

AUC 1 ^271

WJM FBI A WA

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
3

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIflED'^’^'^*

OATF (tiVtl'il Rv SpgCi/flM
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FBI

Transmit the fnllnwinn in

(Type in plaintext or code)

Viav^ _
AIRTEL AIR MAII^

(priority)

FBI (105-165429)

FROM: 'Jc^Sm FRANCISCO (157-1203) CP)
^

SUBJECT: PER0)«^EWT0N
,
aka.

RM - BPpjCKBE) W
00: SF

Enclosed for th«^. Bureau are five copies of an
LHM containing interview of^{,^5ubject that was reported in
the 8/2/71 issue of *’The Black Panther” newspaper.

fyfy/

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED -^3
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/rEC-33 /
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

San Francisco, California

August 9, 1971

HUEY PERCY NEWTON

The August "2
,
1971 issue of "The Black Panther",

official weekly publication of the Black Panther Party (BPP),
contained the following article entitled "Interview With
the Minister":

The BPP is a black extremist organization
started in Oakland, California, in
December, 1966. It advocates the use of
guns and guerrilla tactics to bring about
the overthrow of the United States
Government

.

In Reply, Please Refer to

FUeNo.

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

BATF Uzfem BYSP^tl.gsaS

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions
of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your
agency, it and its contents are not to be distributed outside
your agency

.



T 1ST
Huey P. Newton, Minister of Defense

of the Black Panther Party, Servant of

|he People was interviewed on Oakland,

California radio station K.D.l.A.’s pro-

gram Black Montage on Sunday, July

25, 1971, Below is the text of that in-

terview;

j As the community knows Fm in trial

mw for the 1967 frame-Mp cose of
manslaughter of a policeman. Actually

I was charged with assault with a deadly

weapon of one policeman and for
murder of another. The State Ivad

fabricated the case and conspired to

kill me, and also all Party officials

and members. The community wouldn*t

stand for this in 1968, and Pm, sure
they won*t stand for the reactionary

authorities to railroad me this time,^

The Black Panther Party calls upon
the community to give a mandate to

.^e State that says we will no longer
i d poor people, Black people in par-
i^cular, be railroaded through the

courts.

In the first trial, in 1968, I had
almost an all white jury. We had one
[Black on the jury, Mr, Harper, who
is now the president of a bank in

Detmjt,
^
The District Attorney had

planned for Harper to be his House

Negro, because he had been, tzs^-fixr

as the District Attorney viewed, a

successful Negro, What the white

racists don*t understand, what the

tabiished order doesn*t understand fa.

poor people, no matter what stratiA

fication they happen to be in, they are

victims. No matter what stratification

^ he (Harper) falls under, he realizes

now that %e is a victim. In the U,S,p

and the world, generally, there is sort

of a stairstep ladder of victims; som %

people are more v'ctimized tha'^

others. In America we have the so-

called Black Bourgeoisie that the white

establishment views as **successful**.

The Black Bourgeoisie view them-
selves as being victims, which in fact

they are as a ‘matter of fact I think

it*s~sort of a misnomer to name thef^

s>f the bourgeoisie class, you see, be-^i

cause they*re too much the victim;

because of the cc^te system in

America, [ir '---''-

'

__
; How does dll this tie in to the

situation now, I think that the District

Attorney has tried also to give first a

token representation, Whyte, the De-|
puty District Attorney, has given a

token representation of Blacks on this

jury. We have one Black on our jury.

In Alameda County, there are about I

38 percent Black people. We cannot say I

we have equal representation as far *

as 'iJrdTbss-section of the com'tnmif)^,

"the black PANTHER"
AUGUST 2, 1971



when an ethnic group is intentiqnaliv

Xeft out. Why are we left out. The
|

\giveh reason is either we don*t vote
,

pr it just happened this way through :

the chance kind of selection ofthejury,
|

In fact the Code says that we*re sup- '

posed to have a random selection;
|

and really the selection is haphazard, ^

The difference is, in the random
selection each person in a given area,

thaVs been defined by the penal code

and also the federal statutes, each

person would have an equal chance of
_

being selected; where with the hap-

hazard way of selection, each unit or
each person would not have an equal

fiance of being selected, even though

il might not be understood how one

group or one unit is biased or left

out or where one group is actually

preferred, through some mistake, such
as you can*t be on the jury unless you
are in the telephone book. Of course,

to be in the telephone book is to be a
\elect group, those who can pay for
i|i telephone. Even if you turn the pages

of the book and haphazardly put your '

finger on a name, you*ve already ex-
.

eluded everyone without a telephone.

And if you only use a voter*s regis-
'

tration list to choose a jury and go '

about throwing everyone's name in a
hat that registered, you're still not

,

of other„r-mxi,qbles were_ consider^,’

we'll see that we all don't have that

chance to even register to vote, be-r^

cause the matter of ignorance and so

forth is a part of that. But it's no|j

up to the defendant to recruit people

to vote, (As a), matter of fact, ifs

up to the State ' to make sure that

- every possible way i& organized in

order to get people on the jury and

select them in a random way,

• —
. -

i

Let me explain the difference herL
between random and haphazard. If

we're going to have a random selection

jury we'd have to have first, after

we're given the scope or the location,

or the ^drea, say Alameda County, and

we get some other things like the age
and so forth~,^'now we have an area to

chose the jury from; and, then we havi

the method of choosing, which is very

important. Just pulling a name out of
a hat might not necessarily be ran-

dom, unless you can prove that each
person's name had the chance of being

chosen. If you just choose,for instance
rU say like this, say if you don*^

shake the. hat up very good or sayl

that the person that's choosing hasr

some predisposition ofchoosingnames
just from the comer of the hat box,

this is just an example, Us^mlly when
giving a fair and random selection

:hance to the defendant, because ifs

Required, then, that everyone vote. Of
course, I would like to see everyone *

voting. And in this part of the country,

everyone has, I could say, it's fair to

say, they have this right and they can
,

exerctse'^Sie right. Of course, If a lot
'

you talk about random, you're talking

about a very scientific thing, a set

of num bers that has been usually thrown
\

off by a computer, and after being

entered in, you get the area or you
get the subject, and they throw them off

and they're staggered such so you don't

get a fep&tition, say through' ‘two's

3



or . ten’s - you don*t go or
10,20,30, Ws hard to figure out a
iattem, even though there might he

4 pattern there, but it*s the closest

thing to giving each unit a chance.

You can very easily do this in Ala-
meda County with the Petit Jury, as
the Federal Courts do with the Fed-
eral Grand Jury, where a computer
throws off names, and this is their

wefinition to random and we think it*s^

getting closer to a fair way,

|

In Oakland everyone to get on the

jury has to be a registered voter. At
this time you have to be 21, where the

18-year olds can vote, and we think
that they're excluded and they're part
hf my reference group, (Pm becoming
^ore and more a member of the 30
year-old group, by my life style and
my values are more like the revolu-
tionaries of the l8-year-old bracket,

the revolution of the youth - with the

youth in mind too, you see). They're
excluded. And I want to concentrate on
the fact that I'm not even talking about

all Black jury; Pm talking about
having Blacks in proportion to the per-
tentage that are in a particular area,\
And it's easy to see that with 55*

percent Black people in AlamedJ
County,' and I think about 42 percent
in Oakland, if you have one Black on
the jury, that does not represent this,

it's not a representative number. So
'

it's unfair on this basis. 1

In this Mai (we shouldn't have it

anyway) I've been tried once. I spent

three years in prison; ^ years in

I'

the Califs^ia Penal ColonyuJiL^San

j

Luis Obispo; one year at the counth
jail. So that's three years. With d
sentence of 2 to 15 years, the minimurk

is 2 years; I've already done 3 years,

2 years that they even give me credit

for. The other thing is that the trial

this time is a total facade; it's juM
a front in order to railroad me inm
prison. The evidence has be^n

destroyed, I accuse the District At-

torney's Departme tt of destroying my
lawbook. This lawbook is very im-

portant, The lawbook was found (Cali-

fornia Criminal Law) at the scene of

j

the incident in 1967, It was lying in <i

I puddle of blood. The jury was very
impressed with this last year, in I968i

when I had my trial. The book has

been stolen twice. The police at the

time took the book, without opening

it up, assumed that it must be the

policeman's book, threw it in the back

of the police car, and it laid there

until somehow, it so happened, someone
opened the kook up and saw my name
in it. The blood was not tested,

was my blood. But this has been dis- .

puted, but not proven that it wasn't,

because they didn't even run a test

on it. The book finally turned up this

time. Now the District Attorney says

the book was just "lost". "The book

was lost," he says; and he does i'

very casually. He shows an affidavi\ k

from the federal court saying the

federal court lost it. But it's been

known time and time again for the

D.A.'s office to get his friends who^

work around the federal building iq

steal parts of evidence or some eviJ

dence,_and then he'll ask the

there for the book or the" piece of

4
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evidence,

_

and the judges won't have it.

|J5ui yet it was in their possesssion.

]So they'll give an affidavit up to him
^saying, “we misplaced it''; and then

he's exonerated. But, of co’urse, he's

not exo'nerated as far as the people are

concerned, because we see the

threachery in that; we've been living

mith it for a long time.

:

^ The book is so very important. I

had the book in my hand. It was called

the “silent witness'' by the (San Fran-

cisco) Chronicle, because the whole

question uxis with the whole Black

Panther Party. We were vilified, and

it was said that we were so violent.

But, remember, I was the carrier of

\he law that day, and the police were ,,

}he carriers of the gun. Now who is !:

the violent one. The police attempted !

to murder me, and Iattempted to recite

the law to them. The Black Panther
Party was trying to show an alterna-

tive to the violence of the police, but

yet not tolerating the murder that the

police were committing against the

d' ommunity and against the Black Pan-
ijher Party. So while we say that we
defended ourselves, even through

arming ourselves, at the same time

we were trying to make the Constitu-

tion of the United States, as well as

the law the ruling circle has made a^

mockery out of, the Constitution andl

the Bill of Rights in particular, ancf

on the state level the California Penal
^ode is only a mockery, we realize

{hat, we realize that we're not pro-
tected by it. But we're saying thai we
have to^ relate to where the people are .

;

If the people believe in the C<msWtution,\

they beli£jj£_in the law, thenJtH&jmr
job to make it as perfect as possible;

,

or if it cannot be made into reality

through a practical realization of it, \

through us benefiting by itf then the

people themselves willnegate the whole

thing by overthrouhng the system and

\
laying a new foundation. And this is

I
expressed in the Declaration of In-

I dependence. This is what the white

people said in this country when they

thoucr' t they were being done wrong by

1 the law of England. First they tried

i
to make their law a reality, and then -

' when they saw that the law itself was
' against them,

^

then the people dealt

with the situation.

So we have always tried to deal with
reality, no matter how the press has :

vilified us and lied and distorted our.
program. Our program has been just;,

and now, as always, they're trying to
really crush us. I'm asking the people
to stand against this. So the lawbook
then would have testified, the “silent
witness'* would have testified to my
innocence. .One does not carry a gun
in his right hand and a lawbook in '

his right hand at the^ same time; ']

it's impossible to do this. So the law-
book, of course, was stolen. We have
a situation where the jury can't see
it. Just to talk of it is one thing; to
look at the book, to look at the pages,
to see my printed name in it, and also
the blood, makes the book a living
thing.

The other thing is that the De- J

puty District Attorney Whyte stooped
so 't&tfff^until he gets a ’^aritivJbs, a

5



perjurer to come to the stand. A man

that I really feel sorry for, Dell Ross.

He’s really a victim of the system;

/lie’s an afraid man. Pm really angry

at the District Attorney's Department

for forcing this man, putting fear in

his heart to force him on the stand.

Maybe he has some warrants, like he

had the last time, when he said that

Ihey forced him to make the Grand Jury

statement or else they would arrest

him. Dell Ross admitted to perjuring^

himself over 25 times on the standi

but the District Attorney did not take
ti

action against him. Only the defense

witnesses get perjury charges against

them. The District Attorney's witness

will never get a perjury charge, be-

cause he (the D.A.) has to charge them.

I
Remember, this was the cause ofthe

black Panther Party arming them-
selves in the first place. The legal

authority is the cause of all the vio- '

lence. I'll tell you what the relationship
'

is. In 1966, remember, we had police .

alert patrols all through the country

\nd they were in the Black community
j

il/ie poor community, the Mexican com4
^

hiunity and so forth. They would rid^,

around. They were so tired of the

police harassment and police brutality

they would ’ride around with tape re-

corders and cameras. They would note
'

and take pictures of the police bru-

!

tality. But the only person they had
to report it to was the police. And

.

\they were constantly frustrated by

making these reports and the police,

departments' being non-responsive.

hands, but foll^irw the la^nfdhai's

laid out and that most people accept.

So the Black Panther Party armed
themselves. Rememberwe exposed our.

weapons; many people said we should

not have, but I wanted to show the^

people how we were going to go about

transforming the system into ajust one.

So first we always fall within, the-

law that the people respect, even though
we feel that sometimes the law needs
to be changed altogether. So we armed
ourselves, as the Constitution gives a
right to, and the CaliforniaPenal Code,

which was later changed (remember,
when it was changed, we no longei

carried weapons). But we already had
made a point and we had mobUzied
the community to have weapons in

their homes, which is perfectly legal.

Now'' we're harassed, because now we
do have single action shotguns, ac-

cording to the law again, to protect

ourselves, and we encouraged the comi
munity to do the same. So we only

got the weapons, remember, because

the police were non-responsive and we
were the only ones who could punish

the police.

So the next step was to take the

security!?/the community in your own

Now Pm saying that the defensd
witness is the only one that migU-

suffer perjury. The prosecution wit-

ness cannot sufferperjury, because you
have to report it to him. You^have to

report the perjurer to the D.A. for
him to charge. So if he presents the

perjurer, he acted us an accomplice,

and an accomplice - in Califomid
.there's no accessory to the fact, ait

accessory to the fact becomes an ac^

complice or a co-principal and he can
be charged with the same thing that

the pfiftGTpal is charged witft/Vb if

I
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Whvte_ <cmspired to present ajmxto
the court, showing no respect for the

court at all, and therefore no respect

for the people because really the court

^ those 12 jurors there, thafs the

court, they*re judges, and the I3th

judge is the one that is sitting behind

the desk. But those 12 actually could

keep that one in line, if they had that

consciousness.). So he had no respect

for them. He presented this perjurer

.

tkere and the^perjurer said, **I lied**.

said, *‘I lied 25 times; I lied in

hr, l lied in *67**. Now what happens;

nothing happens. So whenever this is the

case, when the public officials take this

action, they’re inviting violence,

they’re inviting disrespect for the law,

because first they haven’t respected it.

So then what it leaves in the people’s

is the obligation to right those

tvrongs,

J
^ . „

So I would like to charge the

District Attorney of being violent. You
saw exactly what happened. I was put
in the jail for 2 or 3 hours for w!2at
they called contempt of court. But what

ijuas more contemptible than the

District Attorney presenting a perjurer
m the courtroom, and stealing the law-
book and then not giving us even time
for my attorney to go to his office to

show that the man is a perjurer,
saying that no we can't have that recess,
that break, when the D.A. can call a
recess whenever he wants to and go
Ik/) to his office and get evidence. And
^ll the evidence in the case, remember,

he holds in his office. So when this

machinery breaks down, then chaos

breaks buL^.Jwhich did happjza„,Jljhe

people in the courtroom were sobeau-
tiful; they wouldn’t completely overtu^
the

.
system right now, because uh

know we have to'notify and bring the

consciousness to the masses and they’ll

deal with it. So through my instruction

they did hot tear it up, which they

would have, they wouldn’t have left

the courtroom. They left only because

j/ asked them to and assured them that

''\^they were not deserting me. ^And J
^ thought I was more of an expert i i
dealing with that kind of situation, be

cause I dealt uhth the prison thing

for a long time.

I spent three years there. And I’ve

always been under charge; and I feel

there’s always a possibility of myself
being imprisoned. But if I’m im-
prisoned in trying to bring aboutjustice

and just making a small contribution to

the people, then prison doesn’tp-ighter.

me; it doesn’t intimidate me. 'And ai'

\more and more people feel like thi^

\ there will be no threat from the evil

] gentry and the corrupt officials. B :-

cause they only will try to do things

to the victim and strip him by using

means by which they would be stripped,

if they suffered that. In other words
they would do to us what they feel they

can’t stand; they’ve defined us, mother
words. But I tell them again and again

that they can’t touch me because they

don’t know, number one, how to. Their

lives are so superficial, the things they

take are superficial from the person
in order to punish him. The real thing

that they cannot touch and I won’t tell

them about it; if you ask me in-

7



dividmllv^ Vll tell the PeoplejaihsLSV^]
listening. Pll tell them because they

j

need this. But ifIreveal the true secret,

'

j

then it might strip us from that

'^strength. So I say, those who know
don*t tell and those who tell d(m*t
know, you see. As far as the prison,
thaVs not the issue. Pm not asking
the commmuty to keep me out ofprison.

^

^*m asking the community to keep the

People out of prison. And until we can

:
jnake that move, to keep the brothers^^

and sisters out of prison or else jusf!',

give them a fair trial. Don't be duped'-

by just the explanation, "well, you

don't vote". Pm saying yes, let's vote..

And Fm saying, yes, the BlackPanther

Party is now on a campaign to gofrom
koor to door to start preparing our

kommuiuty for jury service and also

preparing them for the elections

through registering them to vote. We're

sending our members to voter's

registration school, so that we can

register people, so that we can go

from door to door and bring people

ff>ut to vote for a candidate who will
j

plso be voting for survival, our sur-

^vival programs, which really is fftel

community program that we only co-|

ordinate, and that is our Health Clinic,

that might be funded by the Berkeley

City Council, but it's being run right
^

now. We don't wait for people to run :

our survival programs, we say it's '

.really the job of the government ad-
|

ministration, but we're not going to
|

^wait for them to do it, because we'll

be waiting forever. Now after we do !

it, after we put it into order, into

action, then we'll demand that they

contribiCter^ "
)

#
Our^^JFf^ Shoe Factory is.rget.ting

off, the free clothing, and we' re asking

i

the community to contribute to these
[

programs, called the Black Panther ,

Party programs. They can send letters

to 1048 Peralta Street in Oakland, with
contributions, or with theirphone num-^
bers and names so that we can just
talk or so that they can contribute

their skills and their labor,,

,

The other thing is (Henry) Grier.

Grier has lied 3 times. Every time

he gets on the stand, matter of fact,

he tells a new lie. This time the police

coached him into squaring his lie of

1967 with the lie he recentlv toid to

the police, which pa?i of it was a
lie and part of it wasn't. The part
that was true was what he said in

his original statement, a half an hour
after the incident, that he couldn't \

really identify anyone. Suddenly he
could identify someone. That was the

new statement to the police. So that

was a contradiction there. Now he^

gets on the stand and he says it was
true that he didn't see anyone. But it

was only at that point. Bid at another
,

point he did see some^jne, I say that

he's a paid mai, he is a Judas, t

don't feel as sorry for Grier as
Dell Ross, Matter of fact, the com-
munity should condemn Grier and show
him all their wrath; because this man
is not a mar- vho is afraid, this man
is treacherous, because he's a paidf
man, Now he's still a victim, yes.

Bid we're all victims on one level

have fo a line

of demarcation some where. And as the

8



•
BthlP. Stq.ys^ tJiat thos3 who don*t know
and do wrong that he*ll receive few
lashes; and those who know and do

yjr-fitg, they receive many. And Grier

jails under that category of those who
fp'iow and do m‘ong. He sho-ald receive

much condemnation.

At any rate, the D.A. is very glad

to present these Blacks to testify

against me, probably just as the

Romans were very glad to get one of

the Disciples to testify against Jesus,

you see, It*s' the same kind of thing,

^ecause then it shows more that some-
thing must be vn'ong unth the individual

mat's being cited. So the community
' s%ouldh’t be fooled by it or feel any

embarrassment by it. It's a historical

thing that this happens, but we should

understand it and not be deceived by.^

it.

The other thing is the police. Now
I was accused by seven or more police,

testifying against me, saying that las-
s^^ulted them at various times in my
history, starting back ten years ago,

oV so, I guess, or more, about ll

years ago. Through these years every

policeman (the jury laughed at them;
they're not impressed at all by it),

each policeman weighed not under 230
ppunds, the heaviest one is 350 pounds
(they presented him in 1967.). He said

I assaulted him and surrounded him
and intimidated him; and then, jumped
on him and beathimup; and thatfinally,

ie was able to subdue me, you see. The
jury laughed at him. This time they

' wouldn't even present the 350 pound
one; ‘tkey-^lefi that one cas^e-of-mine

out. But ,, they presented Sabatini -

230 pounds. They presented a police- ,

man from , Richmond who stood I

6' 7 1/2", weighing 285 pounds, Andl^

this man had the audacity to say he

was arresting someone, I spun him
around and hit him in the mouth - this

is ridiculous. I added up the weight;

when you add up all the policemen
they say I assaulted - I've alioays

weighed between 150 and 160 pounds,

just when I came out of prison I was.

a little heavier, now I'm back down
through workirig for the people to about

155 pounds - and they Say I assaulted

1,500 pounds, when I only weigh 150,

This is funny, I guess they say I

.only pick on big guys. I didn't assault

these policemen. Which it's true, I

only pick on the guys who are so big

until they assault the little people, you
see. So symbolically it's correct, that

we're attacking the treacherous, big

corporate owners, the people with the

big muscles, who are always stomping
the little folks. So really it was kind

of, in a way, flattering, that they would
,

503; I always push the big guys around,

even if he weighs 350 pounds. I say

the AmericanEmpire weighs more than

that and we're going to push them
around.

I'm not going to belabor the com-
munity with a lot of rhetoric, because

many words make me. weary. I'd just,

like to say I love you very much.j
Power To The People. And we have\

to free Ruchell Magee, Angela Davis,

the Soledad Brothers, George Jackson -

I'd like to lell George flbve him

9



very muzh, and Clutchette and Fieeta

i Drumgo. And also, it goes without

.saying, all those brothers in prison,

, For Randy, who is on trial and they’re

trying to put him in prison; our Chief

of Staff, David Hilliard must be set

free. And I say Power to the People

to him. And also all the brothers on

death row. We say that the people have

t

o liberate you, and if you go to the

laughterhouse, as I thought I was going

n 1967, which they will eventually

slaughter me if the people don’t stop

the slaughter, you see, I say that we

will be always trying to make you live,

and you will aluxiys be our heroes.

And Romaine ’’Chip” Fitzgerald, who
.,

as the first Panther to hit death row,
^

\that I would like to say that you have
jthe Party’s love and the People’s love
and the suffering that you’re going
through is the most - it’s a divine
thing. There’s an old saying that I’ve

heard, ”It*s glorious to die for the
people, but it’s divine to suffer for
the people,” So we know it’s a most
suffering thing to have you there, that

the dying is only a few fninutes and

I
that this is the thing that again, where

I they reverse the whole action. The
howards in the establishment think they
know so much - everything, matter of
fact. They think death is the most -

the greatest punishment. Bid I say it

is not, I say the suffering is, when they
make the people suffer.

Just by having a death penalty it is

plear that America advocates violence,
frhe death penalty, you know, is saying
that you have a right to kill. Well
the ruling circle defines '"wMn they

have the right to kill, and they call

it the~"St^e, the State Adminfstraiion,

because some people don’t agree that '

they have the right to kill, then each I

individual then has the right to say,

’’well. Pm going to draw my line when
Pm going to kill,” So this invites

violence. The only ivay that they can

condemn violence and not he hypocrites

is to say that one has the right to kill.

Then they couldn’t attack Vietnam; \

i they couldn’t attack Cuba; they couldn’t

!

attack the victims of the world. This
'> is why they will not outlaw the death

penalty. But once they outlaw the death

penalty, it wo-uld be hard for them to

attack victims all over the world. As
long as they say that they have the.

right to kill, that it’s a god-given

right and they define when, they say

”We have the power to do that”. So

what’s going to stop an individual who
says, well yes, if he has the right to

kill here, I have a right to kill here.

So negotiations break down, when you
don’t want to negotiate anymore. What
I suggest is you outlaw the death penalty

altogether, and then people will only'

have the right of self-defense. It would
have to be a clear case ofself-defense

^

in order for you to hurt anyone. A
man now when he gets angry and he

says that you violated this, then he.

can decide my code. Then he has a

right to say, Well Pm going to kill

you. And you see that it all filters

down. Because first the state says it

has the right, then they say that they’re
;

going '0 endorse some Individuals to

carry out' this right. So they give all

the policemen guns; and each individual

pottceman says, Well, I have^feason-



able cause at this time to kill some-
;

one; what*s going to stop the so-called

criminal (the criminals are all those

[who don*t fall under the endorsement
^ of the ruling circle). That’s all there

'

is there. What’s going to stop him
from saying, well Pm going to decide

when I have a right to kill, you see.

But I suggest that everyone negotiate,

stop the death penalty. The State has
|

]|
7io right to kill a man; society has no

T right to kill a man; a man has no right

Ho kill a man other than self-defense.

But once the free-for-all is open^

then it is only self-defense. So all oj

us have a right to chose anytime to4'

want to kill anyone. Only the^ State

made this so, I condemn the condition,

but Pm not going to say the condition

dozsn’t exist. So I say the people
’ have to arm themselves and they decide

•.when they’re going to kill somebody,
you see. And our decision will be

different than the decis-on ofthe ruling

circle. So you see the contradiction;

you see how the violence is invited,,.

ANNOUNCER: In response to the

i^tatement that a man can only be tried

Ifor the same crime once, Huey had
this to say,

;

MINISTER: Well the first thing is they

say that a man can only be tried for \

a crime once. But, in fact, they keep

trying you over and over again. They
are trying me not only twice, they’re

frying me about seven times,

fiemember, each policeman got up and

charged me with the crime against

.

them, of assault, that happened as far
;

back as 10 years ago. Remember when '

\
\

I got my sentence^ they said tp.ev were
trying me with a priorfelony, so there-

fore they increased my sentence from
not one to ten, but two to ten; but yet

they say that you can only be tried •

once. This means nothing really. May-
be the D,A. can explain itto the people.

All I say is it only shows the lies

of the whole system, I don’t under-

stand why they keep trying me. But

then I understand it too. We’re all on

trial, even the brothers and sisters and

the victims who are walking the street '

out there today. They’ve been tried

once; and every time they try to live,

they’re put to the test, - they’re tried.

You’re tried when you go down and say
that you want a job. They say well

do you have this skill. They’re trying

you then, because then they are trying I

to decide whetheryou should be a human
being or not. They are trying y-ou every ^

time they violate you. And notv they’re

charging me with the crime over and
over again for not being satisfied with

the system. So all I can say, it just

condemns the system by the very circus

up there that they call a trial in this

case. That’s the only way I can answer
that, ,

ANNOUNCER: 0,K, From your earlier
remark, I think it was quite evident
that you are not at all happy with the

jury. Do you think that there is a^
possibility that Huey Newton will get
a fair trial in 1971?

.
J!

MINISTER: Well even if the jury ac-
quits me, it’s not a fair trial. It’s,

not a fair trial because the court is

not made up of a fair representqtmn
of aU['6flKe groups in the community.

11



and all’^ofJths ethnic srouhSMud racial

?

roups. I think that while whether Pm
,

equated or convicted, I have not re- i

eived a fair trial. Number o'lie,

because Pm being tried twice for the i

same thing, matter of fact, Pm being

tried over and overaain, because each i

police got up there and charged me
|

with stuff from ten years back. So
doesn’t matter and it’s a misimder-

tanding and a distortion, to say, well
^

f acquitted you, didn’t you receive a
'

fair trial. Maybe the system is

working - it’s working to re-try you
over and over again. So it’s unfair

on its face.

So I would like to say Power tof
the People, Pm going to have to go'
and do some community work, because

tkat’s where I work best, doing things

like our health programs and our shoe

factory that’s labout to open, where all

the mothers will be able to get their

shoes for their kids, free of charge.

And we’ll hustle through our paperand
'contributions to buy the leather. We

j

\'xlready have the shoe factory on 14%
[

had Jefferson (in Oakland), Youmaygo
by and look at it, even though fke

machines are not running. We did just

get in 1,500 pairs of shoes. Unfor-

tunately they’re just women’s shoes,

not unfortunately, they’re women’s
choes (and that wasn’t a Freudian slip

^^ither). Unfortunately, they’re only
|

luomen’s shoes; they’re not kid’s or\
men’s shoes. We wish' we had all of

'

ty U 'J ! Vi)

them, but we’re just starting. This was

^ of mine.xiihiL.hds

q shoe factory, and who wants to start

to give to people who can’t afford to

buy shoes from him. So we appreciate

the gift from him, although we will

be making our own shoes. Our clothir^

factory is kind of hung up, we'need a,

couple of thousands of dollars to get

all the machines running. And we’re

going to be making clothes for the kids

and for the community. So Pm going
to have to go now. Power to the People,

Thank you very much for inviting me,

ANNOUNCER: Huey thank you,

1?
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BLACK PANTHER PARTY (BPP) -

REAL ESTATE
APARTMENT 25A
TWELVE HUNDRED LAKESHORE APARTMENTS
1200 LAKE SHORE AVENUE
OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA

On November 18, 1970, /.SF T-1 advised that on
October 28, 1970, I

appeared in person sTt Twelve Hundred Lakeshore Apartments

,

1200 Lake Shore Avenue, Oakland, C alifor nia, and had signed
a one year's lease for apartment 25A, located on the top or
25th floor of the apartment building, under the name of
Stronghold Consolid ated Productions'. Inc. (SCPI), i

signed the lease as

At the time of the signing of the lease,
was accompan ied bv a^ attract ive^ black female whose name
was giv en as I and identified as

~l said that l I would handle the decorating an/d

furnishing of the apartment and that writers would be coming
and going from the apartment. ' A •/' '

According to SF
bedrooms and two and one-
per month, plus $15.00 pe
of the apartment building
The apartment building ov
or three blocks east of t

considered to be the pres
The apartment building ha
enter the building must s

his intended destination,
clears with the tenant be

T-l, apartmen
half baths and
r month for ga
has a total o

erlooks Lake M
he Alameda Cou
tige apartment
s a doorman an
Ign in with th
The doorman

fore allowing

t 25A has two
leases for $650,00

rage. The. 25th floor
f eight apartment units',
errltt, is located twp
nty Courthouse, and is
building of Oakland.:

d anyone desiring to
e doorman and state
then telephonically
entrance

.

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions
of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed out-
side your agency.
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BLACK PANTHER PARTY (BPP) -
^

REAL ESTATE
!

APARTMENT 25

A

TWELVE HUNDRED LAKESHORE APARTMENTS
1200 LAKE SHORE AVENUE
OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA

The above source adv ised t hat In the lease
application for the apartment.

b6
b7C

indicated that the
apartment would be used for law, business, and literary
rights and that persons who would occupy the apartment in
addition to the "applicant" were "writers under contract
with the corporation - none of whom are minors." In
addition to the apartment, Lubell, in behalf of SCPI, rented
garage space 160 and was assigned storage space 87, and
beverage locker //9.

SF T-1 further advised that the lease designating
SCPI as l essee was dated October 28, 19 70 , and bears sig-
nature of

I I
of the lessee and

the signature of as agent for the lessor, Lake
Towers Corporation . the lease indicates that $1,430.00 was
paid including two months* rent and $100.00 for key and
cleaning deposit, and that the period of the lease extends
from November 1, 1970, through October 31, 1971.

In the lease application for apartment 25A
completed in the handwriting of Lube ll. the following
information was furnished concerning

Applicant's Name
Spouse
Present Home Address

Telephone
Years at Present Address
Own or Rent
Employment

Personal Reference

2
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BLACK PANTHER PARTY (BPP) -

REAL ESTATE
APARTMENT 25A
TWELVE HUNDRED LAKESHORE APARTMENTS
1200 LAKE. SHORE AVENUE
OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA

Applicant's Bank

Financial Reference

Charge Accounts

Applicant's Approximate
Annual Income

SF T-1 advised has not been se
Hundred Lakeshore Apartments since the day he s

lease agreement and that the on ly occupants of
25A have been blacks, Includine l

looking Negro male going by the name of Don Pen

en at Twelve
igned the
apartment
]
and a good

On November 18, 1970, the above sourc
a photograph of Huey Percy Newton, taken on Aug
as being identical to the individual o ccupying
25A and going by the name of

| | Source
fied a photograph o

f

|

ident.ical to the Negro female who accompanied

|

time ^apartment 25A was leased.

e identified
ust 5 , 1970

,

apartment
also identi-
1 as be ing .

I
at the

Huey Percy Newton is. the Minister of
Defense, and co-founder of the BPP.

lis th>
former



BLACK PANTHER PARTY (BPP) - '

REAL ESTATE
j

APARTMENT 25A \

TWELVE HUNDRED LAKESHORE APARTMENTS
1200 LAKE SHORE AVENUE

\

OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA

The BPP is a black extremist organization
started In Oakland, California, in December,
1966. It advocates the use of guns and
guerrilla tactics to bring about the over-
throw of the United States Government.

SF T-1 also advised on November 18, 1970, that
the Twelve Hundred Lakeshore Apartments are owned by Lake
Towers Corporation, and the leasing of the apartments is
handled by Grubb and Ellis Realty Company, Oakland,
California.

On November 18, 1970, SF T-2 advised that
telephone service at apartment 25A, Twelve Hu ndred Lakeshore
Apartments , Oakland, is listed in the name

~| and the telephone number is | Service consists
of one telephone set with no sophisticated equipment.
business was given as attorney with the law firm of Lubell,
Lubell, Fine, and Shaap, New York City, New York.

In February. 1971, SF T-2 advised that telephone
number I I listed to David Lubell at Apartment 25A,
1200 Lake Shore Avenue, Oakland, was disconnected on January
lA, 1971.

SF Tt 2 further advised that the following telephone
numbers are in service at Apartment 25A, Twelve Hundred
Lakeshore Apartments, 1200 Lake Shore Avenue, Oakland; and
this service was established on December 28, 1970;

Telephone Number Subscriber
•I

.

Stronghold Consolidated
Productions , Inc . (SCPI)

!

’

SCPI
i ; .

'

SCPI
’

4



BLACK PANTHER PARTY (BPP) -

REAL ESTATE
APARTMENT 25A
TWELVE HUNDRED LAKESHORE APARTMENTS
,1200 LAKE SHORE AVENUE
OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA

SCPI has been positively identified as a BPP

Information received shows that SCPI is being used
by the BPP as a holding corporation for all BPP properties
acquired, as well as a patent trademark for all BPP articles, '

records, buttons, and other propaganda paraphernalia that
can be either trademarked or copyrighted.



BLACK PANTHER PARTY (BPP) -

REAL ESTATE
APARTMENT 25A
TWELVE HUNDRED LAKESHORE APARTMENTS
1200 LAKE SHORE AVENUE
OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA

The February 12, 1971, issue of the "San
y

Francisco Examiner", a daily San Francisco, California , news-
paper, contained an article captioned "Huey Newtoru' s Plush
Pad, $650 A Month, 25th Floor Digs" written by Ed /Montgomery

,

Staff Reporter. The article reported that Newton is living
in high-style in a $650.00 a month apartment overlooking Lake
Merritt in Oakland, California. He has been residing there
under the assumed name of Don Penn since November, 1970. His
top floor apartment is lavishly furnished with handsome
furniture, some of it imported. The article reported the one
year lease of the apartment carries with it such services as
a full-time doorman, sauna, gymnasium and putting green.
According to the article, the lease for the apartment was
negotiated by SCPI of New York with David Gabriel Lubell as
signator.

The F^bruarv 18, 1971, issue of the "San
Francisco Chronicle", a daily San Francisco newspaper, contained
a front page ar/ticle captioned "The View From Newton's Prison"
written by Tim/Findley, a Chronicle Staff Reporter. The
article reports that "the penthouse at 120 (correct address is

1200) Lake Shore Avenue, overlooking Lake Merritt, is what
has been described as the 'posh Panther pad, Huey Newton's
hideway', yet to the young Panther leader who sometimes
lives there, it is a prison", 1

The article continues: ’ "The Party’s national
policy is handled by a seven memb.er 'Central Committee', of
which Newton is a member, with with Insufficient voting power
to overrule the body". \

"Had he that power, Newton Says, he would never
have landed in the 25th story, two bedroom penthouse. That

6



BLACK PANTHER PARTY (BPP) -
|

REAL ESTATE
|

APARTMENT 25A !

TWELVE HUNDRED LAKESHORE APARTMENTS
1200 LAKE SHORE AVENUE I

OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA

was a decision of the ’Central Committee’ and it was based
on providing not opulent comfort for Newton but secure
protection. The $700 a month now expended to insure his
safety is considered by the Panther leadership to be almost
a bargain".

The article further described the procedure one
must go through in order to see Newton and describes the
security measures of the apartment building.

The article further reports, "'I stay here
because it is a security building', Newton said, looking out
the panorama of Oakland, flooding the apartment’s floor to
ceiling windows. 'I'd like to be back in the streets; like
it was before, Bobby (Seale) and I, and letting Bobby be
the spokesman. But at least here if the police did storm
in, they'd have a lot of explaining to do to the other
tenants

.

"’It’s like prison, really', Newton said, seated
at the long conference sized dining table in the apartment.
'I feel like I'm a prisoner. I can't walk down the streets
like I used to; when I go, there's a force that goes with me’".

The article is accompanied by two photographs of
Newton. One of the photographs shows Newton sitting on the
couch inside the apartment and the other photograph shows
Newton standing on the veranda pointing to the Alameda County
Courthouse and Jail with his swagger stick. In the article
Newton is quoted as saying he can see the courthouse and
jail from every room of his apartment, and "I can look down
on it whenever I want".

Bobby Seale is publicly Identified as
the Chairraand and co-founder of the BPP.

SF T-4 advised on August 3, 1971, that the payment
of the rent for Apartment 25A, 1200 Lake Shore Avenue, is

7



BLACK PANTHER PARTY (BPP) -

REAL ESTATE
APARTMENT 25A
TWELVE HUNDRED LAKESHORE APARTMENTS
1200 LAKE SHORE AVENUE

On August 3, 1971, SF T-A advised that Huey P.
Newton continues to reside in Apartment 25A, 1200 Lake Shore
Avenue, Oakland.

SF T-A made available the following Typical Floor
Diagram for Apartment 25A and brochure containing general
information concerning the apartments:

8
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A shining spire reaches intMiLe sky
«

overlooking Oakland’s shimmering

Lake Merritt. This is 1200 Lakeshore

where sky and lake blend their blues

into views and lazy clouds drift past

your window. Where, far from

crowds and commotion, a miniature

ever-changing world stirs silently at

your feet. You're suspended blissfully

in time and space. Gone and forgotten

are long commutes to work, second

cars, weekend chores and homeowner

responsibilities.

One, two or three bedroom apart-

ments with 1V2 , 2 and 2V2 baths offer

living that is frankly lavish. With more

square footage, more deluxe features

than you find in most suburban

homes. Yet the monthly rental at 1200

Lakeshore costs no more than a com-

parable “earthbound” apartment.

/
/



you may diaOovcr you

lived at all before.

Your living room is a “looking” room.

1200 Lakeshore coddles you with

cushiony carpets you sink into like

clover; with fine draperies that dram-

atize the big view. Sliding glass doors

(some tinted solar bronze to reduce

glare) coax you out onto your own

private deck (7 ft. wide and up to

60 ft. long). There you can enjoy patio-

type barbecuing and dining. Or simply

laze and gaze at the vast panorama of

the East Bay; from Berkeley to San

Francisco Bay; out to the Golden Gate

and Richmond-San Rafael bridges.

Some people who have lived all their

lives in the Bay Area tell us that they

have actually SEEN it for the first



Hotpoint electric kitchens out-tlnz/,l(^

your dreams. Enjoy all the electrical

built-ins you’d expect plu^^pme

plcJisant Surprises like double ovens

in 50% of the apartments and roller-

bearing self-closing drawers. Cabinets

I are conversation makers too, in glow-

ing wood-type grains in a choice of

light Kashmir Walnut, French Walnut

or Gothic Oak. All colors are coordi-

nated: walls, appliances, inlaid vinyl

floors, tiles, cabinets and doors.

Recreation-on-a-roof. Stroll out on

the blooming-beautiful fourth floor

roof garden for sun and conversation.

Or whoosh up to the 26th floor ob-

servation roof and social center. In-

vite a guest to sip cocktails in the

spectacular Sky Room. Special kit-

chen, wet bar, private liquor lockers

set the scene for all kinds of parties,

banquets and social activities for

tenants and guests, j

I



Imagine you could wave a magic wand

and suddenly even your smallest

wishes and whims came true. Not to-

morrow or next week but right now

. . . right here ... at 1200 Lakeshore.

‘^’Uniformed doorman service ^Park

Avenue style lobby wdth elegant ap-

pointments ... a rich blending of

marble, terrazzp tile and a hand-

loomed carpet custom designed for

1200 Lakeshore ^Individual lockers

for extra storage! Special package

room for deliveries when you’re out

# Adult height (34") basins and

countertops ^Mirrors flush to the

ceiling -^Triple mirrors on vanity

dressing tables <S^High speed elec-

tronic elevators are sychronized so

that during peak traffic periods they

properly accommodate your comings

and goings <^Fingertip level light

switches Closed circuit TV to each

apartment monitors lobby entrance

24 hours a day.

Tenant-security has been a major

concern of management in the design

and operation of 1200 Lakeshore.

14



If for niiy r(!;ison your pro..s(!iil civvcll-

ing pr cnyiromnenl sudclonly becomes

incompalibleVilh the pers^J|^u are

leday or hope to be tomorrow, per-

haps it’s time to move onward and

upwards to 1200 Lakeshore, the most

distinctive address in the Bay Area.

Located across from the Oakland

Auditoriurn where Lakeshore Avenue

meets East 12th Street. Phone 834-

1200 for further information.



Here . .

.

njut
ihc new ’CX-tklaiul. .Where something

nice happens almost every*^]^j|^ .

.

only S sfroll or a short spin away from

1200 Lakeshore.

All sorts of sights to see, games to

cheer, delicacies to taste, things to do.

And it’s all happening right where

you live, or a matter of minutes away.

Enjoy the broad spectrum of big-city

shopping, sporting events, entertain-

ment and cultural offerings and the

sheer convenience and delight of

living right in the center of things.



FI;-323 (tfov. 1 1-29-61)
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In Reply, Please Rejer to

File No.

llTED STATES DEPARTMENT ” JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

San Francisco, California

August 11, 1971

Title

Reference

BLACK PANTHER PARTY (BPP) -

REAL ESTATE
APARTMENT 25A
TWELVE HUNDRED LAKESHORE APARTMENTS
1200 LAKE SHORE AVENUE
OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA

Memorandum dated and captioned as
above at San Francisco, California.

All sources (except any listed belov) whose identities
are concealed in referenced communication have furnished reliable

information in the past.

-n-
This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It Is the property
ol the FBI and Is loaned to your aqency; It and its contents are not to bo distributed outside
your agency.



NR 01? SF CODE

federal bureau of investigation

^COMMUNICATIONS SECTION

aug:^i9?i

8:52 PM NITEL 8/12/71 FCO

TO: DIRECTOR (100-165429)

LOS ANGELES

FROM: SAN FRANCISCO (157-1203)

(ATTN DID)

Mr. Tolsou—
Mr. Felt

Mr. Sullivan

Mr. Mohr—
Mr. Bi.^hop.-._/

Mr.BrennanCTI
Mr. Callahan_

Mr. Casper

Mr. Conrad

Mr. Dalbey

Mr. Gale

Mr. Ponder
Mr. Rosen
Mr. Tavel

Mr, Walters

Mr. Soyars

Tele. Room
Mias Holmes
Miss Gandy

HUEY pV NEWTON, AKA., RM - BPP (KBE

)

SOURCE ADVISED THIS DATE THAT RESERVATIONS HAVE BEEI

PSA AIRLINES FOR NEWTON ANd| _1 OAKLAND BPP M|NBER^,WH0 I

S^ ^

nilRRENTLYf |

TO TRAVEL FROM OAKLAND TO
'

LOS ANGELES AT ONE FIFTEEN P .M . AUGUST THIRTEEN NEXT ON PSA FLIGHT THREE

FOUR ZERO. RETURN RESERVATIONS HAVE BEEN MADE FOR THEM TO RETURN TO ^
OAKLAND ON PSA FLIGHT THREE FOUR THREE DEPARTING LOS ANGELES TWO C
FORTY FIVE P .M . AUGUST FOURTEE N NEXT. INDICATIONS ARE THAT NEWTON

WILL VISI’^

~
^AND

ADMINISTRATIVE :

IN LOS ANGELES .

LOS ANGELES WILL ALERT SOURCE OF SUBJECT’S TRAVEL TO THE LOS

ANGELES area.

SAN FRANCISCO WILL FOLLOW ACTIVITIES OF SUBJECT AND WILL ADVISE

WHEN SUBJECT DEPARTS SAN FRANCISCO FOR LOS ANGELES. /^6-A. >

END ' r -

Ajp

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
^

n&TF RvSPscnopaS



fTPFR/U BURE^U OF !;-iVi.Sr.G*>i'OH

COG1^UiNlCATlONS SECTIOH

Mr. Tolson

Mr. Felt ^
Mr. Sullivan.

Mr. Mohr
^;Ir. J3Lshop._^

rennanCDJEf
. At. Callahan

h Mr. Casper
/ 1 Mr. Conrac

b6 1

b7C

011 SF CODE

4:54 PM URGENT 3/12/71 MCC

TO DIRECTOR (105-165429)

FROM SAN FRANCISCO (157-1203)

1M c

n

I .M- I

Mr. Conrad-
Mr. Dalbey
Mr. Gale

Mr. Ponder—
Mr. Rosen

Mr. Tavel

—

Mr. Walters-

Mr. Soyars—
Tele. Room.

2P

Key Black Extremists

HUEY P. NEWTON, AKA, EM - BPP (KBE).

SOURCE advised THIS DATE SUBJECT TO APPEAR ON JIM DUNBAR'S

TELEVISION PROGRAM "A.M." ON KGO TV, CHANNEL SEVEN, SAN FRANCISCO,

CALIFORNIA AT SEVEN THIRTY A.M. AUGUST THIRTEEN NEXT.

INQUIRTY with KGO TELEVISION STATION VERIFIED THAT SUBJECT

IS TO appear on DUNBAR’S PROGRAM MORNING AUGUST THIRTEEN NEXT

A® THAT BPP CHIEF OF STAFF BOBBY SEALE IS ALSO SCHEDULED TO BE

A GUEST ON DUNBAR’S RADIO PROGRAM ON RADIO STATION KGO, SAM

FRANCISCO, AT NINE A.M. AUGUST THIRTEEN NEXT.

DUNBAR’S TELEVISION AND RADIO

VIEWERS ARE ENCOURAGED TO CALL IN QUESTIONS TO HIS GUESTS-'.

ABOVE SOURCE FEELS THAT APRE.^AN’C^S BY NEWTON ANDac./fe| iR .

are in connection with the RECENT PUBLICITY GIVEN BY TH*-WOTirfc

m



PAGE TWO

30Y-C0TTING OF A BLACK BUSINESSMAN’S LIQUOR STORE IN OAKLAND,

CALIFORNIA, BY MEMBERS OF BPP . IT IS FELT THAT NEWTON AND

SEALE are endeavoring TO EXPLAIN TO PEOPLE OF THE COMMUNITY THE

REASON FOR THE PICKETING AND BOYCOTTING .

ADMINISTRATIVE

SOURCE IS

NEWTON’S TELEVISION APPEARANCE AND SEALE’S RADIO APPEARANCE

WILL BE MONITORED AND TAPE RECORDINGS MADE IN ACCORDANCE WITH

PRIOR bureau instructions AND BUREAU WILL BE ADVISED,

END

KPT FBI WASH

CLR
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untRAi. BiiaE/Vj or ;ro\

CPMMUISilCATi&NS SECTiO^J

A'itTl4J971

TELETYPE
NR 035 LA CODE

NWEL 8-13-71 DPK

TO DIRKTOR (101-165429) ATTN: DID

SAN FRANCISCO (157-1203)

FROM LOS ANGELES (157-5552)

HllEY P . NEWTON , AKV»R!^7ePP ®BE )

(
'

bo
b7C

T

; BUREAU AGENTS, LOS ANGELES, OBSERVED ARRIVAL AT LOS

ANGELES INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT, OF PSA FLIGHT THREE FOUR

'll ZERO AT TWO FIFTEEN P ,M . FROM OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA, THIS

DATE, AND NEWTON NOT ABOARD.

LOS ANGELES WILL REMAIN ALERT FOR FUTURE ARRIVAL OF

NEWTON. P.

END

WJM FBI WA

‘Mr, Tolson
Mr. Felt

Mr. Sullivan

*Mr. Mohr

Mr. Callahan

Mr. Casper
Mr. Conratl

Mr. Dalbey
Mr. Gale

Mr. Ponder
Mr. Rosen
Mr. Tavpl

Mr. Walters

Mr. £ yurs

Tele. Room
Miss Holmea
Miss Gandy

V
\

ix-i-
105 - lf\S

V

6 1aU6^ Oi9/i

7. AUG 17 1971

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFiED'^«''*-'’‘'‘*

OAT F RY SPSCi i QfvvS



|
|iu CUr.EAU OF'^i^E^ATICvj

W.V1UNICATION5 S^ISiN

JUL2C 1971
1 y

iTEtETyPE!!

p.

m 013 SF PLAINTEXT

10:14’M NfTEL 7/22/71 JAK

TO DIRECT(^R (105-165429) (ATTN: D.I.D.)

FROM SAN FRANCISCO (157-1205) 3P

HUEY P . NEWTON , aka RM - BPP (KBE).

Mr. Tolson
Mr. Felt

Mr. Sullivan—

Mr. Mohr
Mr. Bishop

Mr.BrennanCI
Mr. Callahan-

Mr. Casper

Mr. ConraJ

Mr. Cals

Mr. :'o;ider —
Mr. Roson

Mr. T:ivel

Mr. Vi’'alter8

—

M'". .S n’ars —
Tele. Room—

.

Miss Holmes—
Miss Gandy—

FOLLOWING ARE DEVELOPMENTS OF NEWTON’S TRIAL IN SUPERIOR

COURT, ALAMEDA COUNTY, OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA, ON JULY TWENTYTWO

INSTANT :

SERGEANT RICHMOND, CALIFORNIA POLICE

DEPARTMENT , TESTIFIED HE WAS ATTACKED BY NEWTON FOUR MONTHS

BEFORE DATE NEWTON ACCUSED OF KILLING OAKLAND POLICE OFFICER

JOHN FREY. STATED NEWTON GRABBED HIM ASuuniv rnc.1 •! Iqihiilu unHODi:.u nxi’i ho \ Iwm*3 , .

'

' /i- 3

ATTEMPTING TO ARREST A MAN WHO WAS INTERFERING WITH THE ARREST

OF another individual suspected of DRUNK DRIVING. HE IDENTIFIED

NEWTON AS THE ASSAILANT WHO PULLED HIM FROM BEHIND, SPUN

AROUND, AND THEN HIT IN THE CHEST .

END PAGE ONE

6 2 AUG
i’'ccjp,ib£t
"iSAdifl/.data c

,
fOfcL

(fefeted"
\

JUI. 27 S71

ALL INFORMATiON CONTAINED

HEREIN iS UNCLASSIFIED'^^’^^'*’

nATF RvSPScilOtni



RRGE TWO

SF 157-1203

bo
b7C

UNDER CROSS-EXAMINATION BY NEWTON’S ATTORNEY CHARLES R.

GARRY DENIED CHARGES HE WAS BRUTAL IN ARRESTING NEWTON.

GARRY OBJECTED TO THE TESTIMONY OF AND PROSECUTION

ARGUED TESTIMONY PERTINENT SINCE IT SHOWED INTENT AND

motivation in the SHOOTING OF FREY. PROSECUTION ALSO SAID

TESTIMONY WILL PROVE THAT NEWTON’S DEFENSE OF UNCONSCIOUSNESS

IS CONTRIVED. SUPERIOR COURT JUDGE HAROLD B. HOVE DENIED THE

DEFENSE MOTION TO BLOCK THE TESTIMONY.

OFFICEr
I [ OAKLAND POLICE DEPARTMENT BALLISTICS

EXPERT, TESTIFIED DURING AFTERNOON SESSION THAT OFFICER JOHN

FREY WAS SHOT AND KILLED BY A THIRTYEIGHT CALIBRE WEAPON.

PROSECUTION EXPECTS TO COMPLETE IS CASE JULY TWENTYTHREE

NEXT, AND DEFENSE TO BEGIN CALLING WITNESSES JULY TWENTYSIX

NEXT.

ADMINISTRATIVE :

RESFTEL JULY TWENTYONE LAST.

END PAGE TWO



• 1

page three

SF 157-1203

SOURCE IS| b7c
b7D

BUREAU WILL BE KEPT ADVISED.

END . .

.

WJM FBI WA
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In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

j|^STA'rj‘S DEPARTMENT OF juJj^ICE

FEJiEKAT, BUHEAU OF I V ES'I’J G ATIOiN

San Francisco, California

August 16, 1971

HUEY PERCY NEWTON

The following articles by Huey Percy Nev/ton,
Minister of Defense of the Black Panther Party (BPP),
appeared in the August 9, 1971, issue of "The Black Panther"
newspaper, the official v^eekly publication of the BPP:

The BPP is a black extremist organization
started in Oakland, California, in December,
1966. It advocates the use of guns and
guerrilla tactics to bring about the over-
throw of the United States Government.

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED *

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED*^'''*^'*^**'*

BATF RYSPSCI I on>S

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions
of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed

outside your agency.

ENCLOSUB0]
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We recently participated in boy-

cotting Mayfair Super Market (see

July 10, 1971 issue of the Black Panther
lnt(^rcomniunal News Seirvice). Mayfair
(located at 61st and Telegraph Avenue
in Oakland, California) is located in

the Black community, but had the

audacity to purchase alcoholic be-
verages from companies that excluded

Black truck drivers. Cal-State Package
Store and Tavern Owners Association

(^n organization of Black owned small
rptail liquor stores and taverns)

initiated the boycott of Mayfair and the

Black Panther Party joined them. We
closed Mayfair in four days.

The major businesses of Blacks are

liquor stores, taverns, mortuaries,

realty, barber shops, beauty parlorjs

and bar-be-que pits: victims all wit;li

concomitant positive and negati/e

qualities, Tlie Black Panther Party is

a community wide intercommunal
force. We want to organize Black busi-

nesses so that while making a living

themselves they may also serve the

Black community that gives them their

small profits. We want them united.

We want them to act in unison. We’

want them to use a common bank in

order to give themselves more'



• •

economic muscle. If they are strong
they can better serve the Black coffT^

mun|ty. Why then, you may ask, is

Cal-Pak now a boycott target? We feel

that, we must organize the family first

so that we may go out and seek that

which is due the family. In order to

do this we must build a solid foundation

through a community focused Black
united front. V/e cannot afford the

luxury of “individualism”. The idea

of Black individualism is sheer
madness; impotence personified. The
Black Panther Party has community
survival programs (breakfast, medi-
cal, education, and clothing—a shoe

program pending) that must have the

support of those who are able to help.

Support of these survival programs will

build a strong Black community.

In order to unite the Black com-
munity, and in order .to establish a

positive, complementary economic
linkage between the completely desti-

tute and those who have a few pennies,

we will first persuade through petition,

and through the boycott when
necessary. We see very little dif-

fei’ence in those Blacks who will

mtike profit off the Black community
and refuse to contribute to Black

survival programs and the white
"profiteers such as Mayfair. We only

ask a nominal continuing contribution

from Cal-Pak as a group. They inay

set the amount, but we feel they must
contribute something on a continuing,

predictable basis, as long as the need
exists. We do not want the Black busi-

nessmen to go out of business; and
this is why they and no one else must
decide what they are able to contribute

to survival programs. If they go out of

business, they can’t help the Black
community; but if they refuse to help

the Black community, they are para-

sites that must be forced out of busi-

ness through economic boycott, V/hy

should the Black community nourish a

Black profiteer who has no concern for

his brother?

4



During the latter part of June, 1971,

the Black Panther Party held a serietr

of nieetings with Cal-State Package
Storij! and Tavern Owners Association
and asked their continuing, voluntary,
self-determined (in terms of amount)
support of survival programs. After
a series of meetings Cal-Pak was
steadfast in a once only offer of

quantities of bread, milk, meat and
eggs for the free breakfast program.
They said they would not contribute

on a continuing basis. They wanted
to make a pay off, which we rejected.

We are not extortionists,

We explained that a continuing trickle

of support is more important to me
community than a large, once-only
hush-mouth gift. We will not be paid
off;! we will not be quiet; we will not

go away, as long as there is one hungry
child, one barefoot-person, one medi*-
cally neglected individual, or one bro-

ther or sister without a v/inter coat,

Mr. Bill Boyette is the President of

Cal-State Package Store and Tavern

Owners Association. He has 2 liquor

stores, one at 25th and Grove Street,

the other at 54th and Grove Street.

We ask you not to shop at these stores,

Mr. Boyette has given no positive

leadership to Cal-Pak; he has been

negativistic and has suppressed those

members of Cal-Pak who are now, and

have been supporting survival pro-

grams as individual businessmen. They

have not been able to contribute through

Cal-Pak because Mr, Boyette and other

parasites in Cal-State have refused to

allow participation through a united

front.

Please Do Not Shop at Bill’s Liquor

Stores on Grove at 25th Street, and

Grove at 54th Street. We invite all

. community people to come out and join

the picket line at 54th and Grove

Street between 6 a.m. and 2 a.m.

daily. Come and stay a few min-

utes or as long as you wish. It

is our united duty to build a

strong community. We will con-

tinue the boycotTHThtil Mr. Boyette

.changes his mind.

5
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The Minister of Defense boycotts in behalf of the people
J
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SERVE THE PEOPLE
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July 24, 1971 Castro at the Cuartel Maacada on

t July 26, 1953, ims not only the spark

Major Fidel Castro Ruz that re-awakened and charged the re-

First Secretary volidionary fervor of the Cuban people

Central Committee to struggle and win, hut reached out

Communist Party of Cuba and and lit the revolutionary fire for the

Prime Minister of the Revolutionary oppressed masses in the entire

Government Western Hemisphere. It is a glow that

Plaza of the Revolution has been carried these many years,

Havana, Cuba even to ourselves, the oppressed Black

masses, the Chicano, Latino, Indian,

Dear Comrade: and poor oppressed people in North

t

America, in the United States,

he revolutionary heroism de-
nj,jjiistrated by the Cuban people under Suffering here in the very centef,

the brilliant guidance ofComrade Fidel =ltnder the monstrous enemy of all

!:
|r;j

U\i

vC/' '
.

1
'

!

'\ /.'A
I

"THE BLACK PANTHER"
AUGUST 9 , 1971
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human beings, we are especially en-

couraged, And we, in solidarity, cele-

brate July 26th with our Cuban com-
rades, The example of the** YoungMen
of the CentenniaV^ has more thangiven

strength to our struggle, for we too

are outnumbered and know the pain of
the loss of many comrades. Yet the

ideas of our Party have spread like

wild fire throughout the Black and other

oppressed communities, and our
strength is of course within the peo-
pte. This July 26th solidarity cele-

bration reminds us that we can win,

with all the world* s people, we can and

will win, U.S. Reactionary Imperialism

can he defeated and we are preparing

and have been encouraged by your

^ glorious struggle to know this. Also,

we know that a People's World Revolu-

tionary Intercommunalism willpush us

all forward to win a World Humane

'

Peace having smashed U,S, and all

Reactionary Imperialism,

^

It is a short distance, but a long

way before we can hope to welcome

‘\/ou, the People of Cuba, to come h^re

as comrades, and we can together cele-

brate July 26th on the very streets

that we can refer to as once belonging

to the oppressor of all human beings.

That day shall surely come when a
People's victory of world unde Re-
volutionary Intercommunalism exists.

From the hearts, minds, souls and
dedication of all the comrades,

!^L power to THE PEOPLE ^

I'i-uey P, Neivton
|

Minister of Defense
Black Panther Pariv



Transmit the following in

A I R T E L

8/13/71

(Type in plaintext or code)

AIRMAIL
(Priority}

f :*

/iOik- Panivan-.

I i’^lsCasper,^
I I Mr. Conrad_

Ir.

?T:'. \ra;£ers..._

FROM

DIREetOR, FBI (10^^5429)

mJ SA^ FRANCISCO (157-1203):.

Tele. Room..__

Miss Holmes.

Miss Gandy...

SUBJECT; HUEY P .^NEWTON, dka
EM - BPf (KBE)
00; San Francisco

On 8/#^ 71,

I
was in
quarter

cne time, l i s

Honolulu and he La inter
SEALE come to Roaplulu t

the money to pay fo,r sue

On 8/12/71, 1^
stated he wants "luxury
to Hawaii on a cruise sh
concerning this at this

LEADS

reported that on that date,
Oakland , California and contacted
s.,..l a- effort to apeak with

t
| I

was V net th er e at
tated he had met in
ested in having suhiec t or BOBBY
o speak. stated he haj

h appearaneq«

1

Jii^^orted that .subject had
first class" acnommddatiohs .for tW
ip. No further details are kno«^

'^“"All^riiTlONciTAlteCi
iS UiiCLASSIFIED

cnis-v*

HONOLULU

AT HOHOLRLU,- HAWAII ; Will oontact afipropriate
sources for any rimormation indicating subject may travel

- wm - H
Bureau (RM) si-m* ^ , s r-w

-f - Honolulu (RM) ?

2 - San Francisco c'i-lOj B AUG 24 1971

1 - 157-1203 1

-

1 - 100-53tM (hOBBY SEALE) ' {«-

JLC/jr ^

A \
roved; . M Per

Agent in Charge



SF *157-1203
JLC/Jr

SAW FRANCISCO

AT SAW FRANCISCO. CALIFORNIA ; Will idllov
activities of subject and will immediately advise if -any
further information is received Indicating subject otSEALE
will travel to Honolulu.
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F &

'ato; 8/17/71

Transmit

Via

the follovnntj in

AIRTEL

f t ype in pl:!i ntrxi or fodf!

AIR MAIL
(Priority)

/

V.

._J

CTOR, FBI (105-161.429 )

I

N FRANCISCO (157-1203)

EY ^ERCY NtWTON, aka
EM-BPP
( KBE

)

00: San Francisco
3F File 157-1203
B- file 105-165429

LACK PAL'THER PARTY;
WILLIAM BOYETTE, PRESIDENT,
BLACK v;ALir0R.NIA PACKAGE LIQUOR
DEALERS - VICTIM
AR-HOBBS ACT; EM
00; San Francisco aL-

SF File 92-2213

bo
b7C

pat ; nYSX>scvlo(»v5

Re San Francisco tel to the Bureau dated 8/13/71.
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Urs^ED STATES DEPARTMENT OF^STICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

San Francisco, California
August 17, 1971

HUEY PERCY NEWTON

BLACK PANTHER PARTY;
WILLIAM BOYETTE, PRESIDENT,
BLACK CALIFORNIA PACKAGE LIQUOR ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

DEALERS - VICTIM HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIEO^fif'^'^~ nAT F

Huey Percy Newton, Minister of Defense and co-
founder of the Black Panther Party (BPP), was a guest on Jim
Dunbar’s television program ”A.M." on KGO-TV, Channel 7,
San Francisco, California, from 7:30 a.m. until 8:30 a.m,,
August 13, 1971.

The BPP is a black extremist organization
started in Oakland, California in
December, 1966, It advocates the use of
guns and guerrilla tactics to bring about
the overthrow of the U.S. Government,

After his introduction, Newton stated his title is
now ’’Servant of the People” and continued: ”We no longer
have a military posture. We wear the clothes of the
community, and we take the position the community takes at
this time. We view the revolution as a process instead of a
set of principles or some conclusion, as a matter of fact,
that’s counter-revolutionary. So now we’re attempting to
develop a community and we use the sociological definition
of community and, that is, a comprehensive collection of
institutions that are supposed to serve the people around
them and use them.” He stated this is why the BPP became
involved in the picketing and boycotting of a liquor store
in Oakland, California, owned and operated by Bill Boyette,
a Negro male who is President of Black California Package
Liquor Dealers Association (Cal-Pak),

In response to a question from Dunbar regarding the
recent trial of Newton which ended in a hung jury, Newton
commented he had spent almost three years in prison, that he
has already been tried twice, and he feels re-trying him would
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be "double jeopardy" or "triple jeopardy". He stated he
thinks the only reason the prosecution is trying to put him
in jail is because of the political views of the BPP.

Dunbar next asked if the split between Newton and
Eldridge Cleaver has become closer together or farther apart.

Eldridge Cleaver is the former Minister
of Information of the BPP. He is
currently in Algeria, and he is a
Federal fugitive,

Newton replied that he was "shocked" by the comments
of Cleaver when he (Newton) was on Dunbar’s program in February,
1971, and he had received no prior indication from Cleaver
that anything was wrong. He continued; "The community has
decided Eldridge Cleaver was wrong for his presenting that
kind of internal contradiction to the public in that manner.
The Party's Central Committee decided that Eldridge Cleaver
defected the Party and attempted to form a new one. He took
two chapters with him, the Harlem Branch and the New Jersey
Branch. Subsequently, these two branches sub-divided into
about 16 factions. We now print our newspaper in Harlem. We
have a new chapter there; we have a new chapter in New Jersey.
So the Party is stronger than ever. We have approximately 38
chapters and branches. Eldridge Cleaver is very quiet, which
I think is good if he's only interested in dividing the black
community and disturbing the peace."

The fbcus of the program then turned to the
picketing and boycotting of Bill Boyette's liquor store in
Oakland by the BPP. Newton said the picketing begins each
day at 6:00 a.m. , and continues until 2:00 a.m., when the
store closes. Dunbar pointed out that Boyette has asked
for an injunction against the boycott because it is his claim
that the Panthers are attempting to "shake him down for a $10
a week contribution". Dunbar continued that Boyette has stated
this is all right as long as it is voluntary but when it is
involuntary, it is coercion, Newton was asked to comment on
this

.

Newton pointed out that in the first place, there
was no injunction issued as far as the boycott is concerned
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in that it does not bar the Panthers from boycotting. He
said the injunction was against threatening the life of
Boyette, which he (Newton) claimed the Panthers did not do
in the first place, and against the use of force in keeping
customers out of the store, which he again said the Panthers
are not guilty of. He continued that really the "injunction
or restraining order doesn't affect the boycotting at all
and the boycott goes on."

Newton said he would like to give a little background
on the boycotting because of "it being very controversial"
in the community at this time, and "it is very primary to our
new thrust — our organization of the black community and
developing these institutions." Newton stated that at first
the BPP was asked to contribute bodies in order to boycott
a Mayfair grocery store when Cal-Pak initiated the boycott
because Mayfair sold alcoholic beverages from distilleries
which would not hire black drivers. Newton claimed that, at
that time, he was offered approximately $1,000 to buy these
bodies from the Panthers. He continued that he had rejected
the offer and told Cal-Pak the BPP would help in the boycott
but could not accept money because the BPP is interested in
the cause.

He said Bill Boyette was against the Party entering
into this relationship with Cal-Pak from the very beginning,
but most of the members of the Cal-Pak Association invited
the Party to participate. He stated that on at least one
occasion, Boyette asked if they would contribute, but he (Boyette)
still wanted to know how much he would have to pay, and "He was
upset because I (Newton) would reject all money." According
to Newton, Boyette asked if he (Newton) would accept food but
"I (Newton) would not accept food as a payoff because we
were interested in the cause," Newton said he committed
approximately 150 troops to boycott Mayfair without flying
the Panther flag, and it was done for community institutions.
He said they "folded Mayfair or forced them to sign that they
would not take these beverages that would not hire blacks on
their trucks in about four days". He claimed that after
Mayfair"was folded", Cal-Pak had a victory party, but the BPP
was not invited to attend. Newton stated that after this ,

he asked the Cal-Pak Association if they would give a contri-
bution to the Party and in turn the Party would give them ads
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in its newspaper. Newton commented that again he was asked
how much and that he told them he would not set an amount
because they could set an amount better than he could and that
the Party would accept dry goods, food, cloth for the Party's
clothing factory, anything, but they (Cal-Pak) would have to
set it. According to Newton, "Boyette said, 'No', he would
not do that because I (Newton) would have to name a price."
Newton continued that the Party wanted "something that was
nominal yet continuing and all of our programs are non-profit
corporations and can be written off the tax at the end of the
year. In turn we would tell the community to go to the store.
At the same time, they would build a fund to organize politi-
cally in the community. This was rejected and finally I was
called to a meeting because the party was ready to move in a
political fashion and I was offered food. This offer of food
was a front or a show-off because once we were offered food
then Cal-Pak would go to the community and say, 'See, he
rejected the food; he wants money.' I rejected the food on
the same basis as the money because it was a one-time gift.
But our position is this: What is good for Peter is good
for Paul and what is good for the goose is good for the gander.
Now, they charge us with extortion but yet they aided and
abetted in extortion of Mayfair. So, we say that they wanted
Mayfair to do something Mayfair did not want to do. So they
used illegal means of the boycott. Now we go back and ask them
to do something for our survival programs , but we use the
boycott which is automatically criminal. And I think they
should re-evaluate their position; especially their president
because our boycott has not stopped; it will not stop. We're
protected by the First Amendment."

After a commercial, Dunbar announced that he had
Bill Boyette on the telephone. Newton hastily remarked that
he and Boyette would not negotiate there because he could not
do that unless he had the proper setting. Newton then
greeted Boyette and stated they have always been very good
friends and he thinks it is a very tragic thing for the
whole community since the community needs all the institutions
to be stronger. He stated the Party's chief motive is to
strengthen the community institutions but that could only be
done through organizing them as a political machine where the
whole community grows along with the people who happen to have
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access to a little capital to create the business
institutions, Newton told Boyette that he thinks the
sooner they get together and settle the situation the better
it would be for the whole conununity and then they could move
on to build his (Boyette's) business back up, Newton
continued, "Until that time we have to ask the community
not to shop at your (Boyette's) store,"

Boyette stated that he would like to answer
several of the charges made by Newton, He remarked that
Newton had surprised him because he thought they have a
better personal relationship than what Newton is showing, and
he hopes they can resolve their differences through other
means than Newton is now demonstrating. Boyette said he is
willing to settle the matter in any manner that is supposed
to be done but yet leaving him his freedom.

Boyette denied the accusations by Newton that
Cal-Pak had asked Newton to have the BPP participate in the
boycotting of Mayfair and Cal-Pak has made no agreements
whatsoever with Newton and the BPP. He said Newton had asked
him if the BPP could assist them in the boycott, and that he
told Newton he appreciated his offer but when "we need you
we'll be glad to call on you." He said that when Newton
asked him a second time, he told Newton that they (members
of Cal-Pak Association) decided to get off their rumps and
do the boycotting themselves and that is the reason they had
not called on Newton for help,

Newton then interrupted Boyette and said Boyette
should start from the very beginning of the contradiction
and stated he believed Boyette paid him approximately $175,
which Newton rejected as payment at that time. He continued
that Boyette said this was not payment but to buy gasoline
and food because he only wanted five pickets to drive to San
Francisco to the distilleries because Boyette's business
people could not do that.

Dunbar tried to get a comment from Boyette regarding
the statement by Newton, but Newton refused to allow Boyette
to speak, saying he (Newton) wanted to add that Boyette
invited Newton to send pickets to the distilleries, but that
he was not paid the $175 and that if it had been given to him
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on the stipulated time he would have rejected it. Newton
said he finally had to ask Boyette for the $175, which he
(Newton) donated to the breakfast program,

Dunbar asked for a comment from Boyette, As
Boyette began to speak, Newton asked, ’’Is that true, Mr.
Boyette?” Boyette then asked Dunbar if he would have Newton
"shut up” so he (Boyette) could answer some of the accusations
made by Newton. Newton said he was sorry and added that he
would give Boyette that courtesy because neither Dunbar nor
any other man could make him "shut up.”

Boyette then stated that Newton was not at Mayfair
at the invitation or request of Cal-Pak and they had made no
deal. Newton interrupted, stating, "He’s being non-responsive.
What about the first occasion?” Dunbar then asked Boyette
about the $175 Newton claimed Boyette offered and asked if
Boyette would like to comment on that,

Boyette said he would get to that but he wanted to
keep the events in order. He stated the Panthers did in fact
picket at the Mayfair store on several occasions. At this
point, Newton interrupted and said, "You’re being evasive.
What about the first, the genesis of our agreement?” Boyette
pleaded to be allowed to explain, stating that Newton had said
he was going to give him the courtesy to speak. Newton
again said, "I’m sorry. I talk too much.”

Boyette then stated that Mayfair Market was never
closed and that they had picketed there for 23 days. He said
that, as far as any agreement made between Mayfair and Cal-Pak,
Mayfair has neither negotiated nor has entered into any
agreement with Cal-Pak. He said the only reason they stopped
picketing is because they settled their situation with the
wholesalers. He commented that no one closed down Mayfair —
neither Cal-Pak nor the Panthers,

Newton again interrupted, saying he would like to
define what he means by "closed down”. He continued that he
considers Boyette closed down because he is not doing any
business. Newton further remarked that only a few people
shopped at Mayfair and, therefore, he considers it closed
down, Newton said the BPP boycotted Mayfair at the request of
most of the members of Cal-Pak against Boyette’s will as President
because the Cal-Pak members were hurting as far as having
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enough people to do the picketing. Newton continued that
he does not want to crush Boyette's business because the
community needs his business. Newton reminded Boyette that he
(Newton) had told him (Boyette) at one of their meetings
that this month the BPP would boycott his store because he was
not contributing to the sickle-cell anemia program, but
"next month I will boycott your business enterprise if your
association, that constitutes 30 people making five million
(dollars) a year, will not bank at the same bank." Newton
said he does not own a bank and does not care which bank they
use, but for the community sake, they should control a bank
in the community. He told Boyette that he does not feel
Boyette is serving the community, that Boyette is being too
selfish, and "we will discipline you for that."

Newton said he feels the boycotting is perfectly
legal because they are not requiring anything out of Boyette.
He further told Boyette that he (Newton) thinks Boyette has
been unfair to him as a friend to distort the whole conversation.

Dunbar finally persuaded Newton to let Boyette make
some comments. Boyette stated Cal-Pak did make an offer to
the BPP to make a donation to the breakfast program, not
because "we owed them anything and not because we had promised
them anything, but we felt that out of all of the programs
they have, this is one that we held in high esteem." Boyette
continued that they had offered Newton 75 gallons of milk,
500 loaves of bread 60 pounds of meat, 30 dozen of eggs, and
two cases of cereal, and Newton had turned this down emphatically.

Newton again interrupted, stating, "I asked you how
long would you donate. What you don't understand, you could
have given me that same amount of things as long as you had
stretched it out over a period of time so we would have a
continuing relationship. Through this we could organize
politically, but I think that is what you are afraid of.
So, I'll say again, and I think you distort things by letting
the community believe I wanted money and so I turned down food.
This is not true. I turned down the money; I turned down the
one contribution of food. I'm saying that we want a nominal
contribution and you can be the distributor. You can
contribute the cloth to the factories. Now, if you don't
give it to us on the grounds that our programs are no good
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after your observations, then this would be legitimate.
But just to say that you will not do it because it's not
freedom, what do you think you were attempting to do to
Mayfair by making them hire drivers that they didn’t want
to hire. Is this taking their freedom away or not?”

Boyette answered that Newton has a breakfast
program where hungry children are fed, but that Cal-Pak feels
that if they can get a father a job then he can take care of
his children and feed them breakfast and then Newton won't
have to feed them.

Before Boyette could continue, Newton interrupted
by stating that someone had to give Boyette a loan so he
could start his store and that he (Newton) appreciates the
black business enterprise, but, "I cannot accept that we
should stop our free programs because we want to politically
organize so that we can resolve the fact that you cannot
give out enough jobs for our people, I don't expect you to.
I think you are doing a fine job, but there is much improvement
needed and it's up to the Black Panther Party as a vanguard
group in a forward thrust for freedom for black people in
particular all people in general it's our job to get the
best out of your institution whioh is really ours. Your store
belongs to the community, and it also belongs to you, but you
must serve the community or else the community will not come
to your store."

After several attempts, Dunbar finally got Newton
stopped and requested that Newton let Boyette make some
comments, Boyette then stated that, because Nei&ton would not
let him (Boyette) answer the charges Ne*ton had made without
interruption, he (Boyette) wanted to say that since "we made
our money then I feel we have the freedom to spend it as we
see fit,"

Newton again abruptly interrupted Boyette and
stated, "Wait a minute! Mayfair made their money. Did they
have the freedom to not hire any black drivers? Why did you
go there and force them to or attempt to?"

Dunbar then tried to stop Newton so Boyette could
continue his comments, but Newton stated, "Now, wait just one
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minute. This is an internal contradiction, really, and
you (Dunbar) called him (Boyette) up. So I have to tell
you ..."

Dunbar told Newton that Newton was not letting
Boyette speak, to which Newton replied that Boyette had had
the chance to talk on many shows where Newton was not present
to interrupt him. Newton reminded Dunbar that he had said
at the first of the program that he did not want to negotiate
there; but since they are there, he will use his tactics and
tell the community "where the man stands."

Newton continued that Boyette was being evasive in
his answers when he (Newton) asked about the $175 and the
five men Boyette asked Newton to send to San Francisco. Newton
said Boyette wants to start on their relationship with Mayfair,
so it proves Boyette will not relate to the issues. Newton
then specifically asked Boyette, "Did you or did you not do
that?"

Boyette replied, "Huey, let me tell you something.
No..." and: started to say more, but Newton interrupted with,
"You did not give me $175?" Boyette stated, "Well, let me
answer the issues that you brought up." Newton said, "That
is the issue. Did you not ask me to send five men to San
Francisco in order to picket the distilleries.,.?" Boyette
remarked, "That I offered you $1,000, that*s not true. I

haven't offered you a dime." Newton countered, "Uh, you
offered $1,000 and there you were worried about the fact
you could not pay the pickets per day because there were so
many, and I told you it wasn't necessary, that all you had to
do was serve the community,"

At this point, Dunbar told Newton that he (Newton)
was not letting Boyette answer any of the charges that Newton
had made against him and Dunbar pleaded with Newton to give
Boyette a chance to respond to some of the questions that
have been raised. Newton said that first Boyette has to
respond' to the first question, and Newton asked Boyette,
"Did you send five people to San Francisco? If he will not
respond to that, then I will use whatever means necessary
to persuade him to do so, like the boycott, only this is my
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own way of doing it here this morning. But I’m sure the
community appreciates it, and we'll find out when they call
in. If the community disagrees with the boycott, I invite
them to go in that store, and we will not say anything
hostile to them. Every night before we go home we say a
chant for the workers there and we tell them we love them
and we love Boyette, because he is a victim. He has to
realize this and align himself with his friends, his membership
group, and not his referenced group, because you'll find that
he identifies with thos e who are not much of his friends.
I'm more of his friend."

Dunbar said they would let Boyette make one last
comment. Boyette began by stating that obviously he was not
going to have the opportunity to answer the charges levied
against him and his organization. Newton again interrupted
and stated, "I won't be able to say anything when I go to
court on the 18th, when you brought charges against me.
So, this time even the ex-convict has the day, huh? So
called, really, I'm not ex-convict, I'm an ex one who has been
in jail."

Boyette asked Newton, "Didn't you tell me you were
going to break me? What do you think I'm going to do, stand
idly by and let you break me and put me what I've worked for
all my life?"

Newton replied, "I'll break your selfishness;
and, you know, if you lose your money, then it's a discredit
to our whole community; it's tragic. So I ask you please
don't do that. We can settle this contradiction in some
reasonable manner and hopefully a non-antagonistic one. And
I'm still looking at you as a friend and your institution is
one that is needed at this time. But we cannot let you
parasite off the community and not turn anything back."

Dunbar interrupted Newton and asked him to let
Boyette make a final comment.

Boyette said, "Haey has told us, our organization,
that he intends for all of the black businessmen to make
weekly contributions to the Black Panther Party. Now, I

don’t intend to discourage or discredit any of his programs.
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because I can see some merit in them, but the only point I

have to say, with all the other organizations, who set Huey's
organization up to tell us what to do with the money? Who
has the Black Panther Party donated to? My organization..."

Newton interrupted, stating, "We're organized and
we can picket from sunup to sundown because we're dedicated,
and your organization can't do it. I don't know any other
in the United States that has the courage and the revolutionary
enthusiasm as the Black Panther Party. You should know this.
You see us eat on your street in the front of your store, sleep
in our truck, and with endless vigor we go around and around
the circle: until our feet are blistered. We'll keep doing
this until not only you but all exploiters are broken.
And this is not physically but their selfishness will be
broken. And we will serve the community with all body and
soul because that's our motto."

At this point, Dunbar terminated the telephone
conversation with Boyette. Newton then stated that at the
meeting with Cal~Pak, they would not only let him (Newton)
talk but he (Boyette) would not let any of the other association
members talk. Dunbar asked Newton, "Well, that's pretty
frustrating, isn't it?" Newton replied, "Of course, it is."
Dunbar then said, "Well, now maybe you know how Boyette felt."

Newton stated that he did not come on the program
to address Boyette but to address the community and that he
is not concerned with Boyette as an individual because he
(Boyette) is much too concerned with himself. Newton said
he had done a very rude thing by talking over Boyette but
that he thinks it a proper thing to address the community
to stop the confusion. Newton continued, "People will think
that I'm actually trying to extort and it was more important
to be true to the community than it was not to be rude to him."

After a break in the program for a newscast ,
Dunbar

permitted viewers to call into the program and ask Newton
questions.

The first caller was a female who told Newton that
one of the ugliest things she had ever witnessed was the
arguing between Newton and Boyette over the Mayfair situation
and that Newton could have refused to talk to Boyette.
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Newton told this female that Boyette introduced
the contradiction to the news media and that he (Newton)
feels a necessity to defend the Party’s position, since the
news media has spread so much information that the Party is
extorting black businessmen.

The female then said it seems to her that the BPP
must have gone underground since she has not heard anything
about them for some time.

Newton answered, "We have not gone underground.
We have integrated in the community where we should have been
in the first place, and we look like the community. We no
longer wear berets, and we’re not a military outfit. We will
put on the beret when the whole black community puts on the
beret, therefore giving us a signal. We cannot separate
ourselves. So we haven’t gone underground. We are functioning
in the various institutions in order to give them a forward
thrust and a progressive kind of tone."

The second caller was also a female who told Dunbar
she could not understand how he could let "Mr. Newton run off
at the mouth the way he did when the other gentleman was
trying to talk." Newton interrupted the woman and told her
that if she were there he would let her try to stop him.
The woman ignored Newton’s remark and criticized Dunbar for
not controlling the program.

The second female then said that Newton used the
term "continuing donations" and did not want to take an
outright gift. She said that to her the use of "continuing
donations" is not any different from the type of protection
rackets which have been in big cities and a protection racket
is maintained through the use of force and that Boyette should
have the right to refuse to donate if he so desires.

Dunbar asked Newton, "Should not Bill Boyette be
free to contribute to the Panther programs if he wishes or to
decline if he wishes?"

Newton replied, "Should Mayfair be free not to hire
black drivers on their trucks or hire blacks at their store?
Should they have that freedom? I think that’s abusive. I

think it’s abusive if Mr. Boyette does not consider the
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community that feeds him. This is for the community to
decide. If the community disagrees, then we welcome them
into the store. Otherwise, I ask them not to go so they
finally get control of their institutions. And this goes
further than Mr. Boyette. I think that it's the genesis of
organizing so the people control the institutions in our country
and in the world then ’power to the people' would be a reality
and not just a slogan."

The third caller was a male who asked Newton what
his plans are regarding his prior statement that the Panthers
would not stop with Boyette but would boycott other businesses
in the community, and how Newton can speak for the whole and
total community when he does not represent the majority.

Newton answered that a legal boycott will not work
if the community disagrees because the people will continue
to patronize the business,

Dunbar interrupted Newton and commented that a lot
of people would give a second thought to broaching a Black
Panther picket line, and that he (Dunbar) personally would
be very reluctant to take a chance by doing so.

Newton stated that he could guarantee the community
that the Black Panthers would not harm them "no matter how
ferocious we might look."

Dunbar then pointed out to Newton that because
people are not buying at Boyette's store might not necessarily
mean he (Newton) is getting community support, but it may
just be that they are afraid to cross the picket line.

Newton replied, "I'm saying that if they are afraid
of us enough in order for us to get Bill Boyette to give
donations to them, perhaps they're still serving their
purpose. Our main purpose is to feed and clothe the
community in order to organize them in a political fashion
so that we then can take over the politics of the community;
we will control the businesses and eventually make them
cooperative. And I'm saying that perhaps many businessmen
would not like this, but if they don't like it then they
have to answer to the community. But, for whatever reasons
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as long as we do the legal thing, we will go on, being
protected by the First Amendment of the Constitution, and
anyone who disagrees with this is disagreeing with our basic
freedom .

"

Regarding boycotts of other businesses, Newton
stated that after the liquor stores next would be barber
shops, barbeque pits, beauty parlors, and other businesses
that deal in personal services. He said, “We intend to
organize the whole community. We do this not as a threat,
but we intend to pass out leaflets; we intend to send our
people to these stores to serve them; we'll give free ads in
our paper 'cause we refuse to sell ads. We'll give ads to those
who give to the community. But we'll always keep control
of our paper that way,"

The fourth caller was another male who said that,
as he understands it, the BPP was founded on a revolutionary
basis; "that is, to totally destruct the system as it exists
and to form a new one." He stated that now he hears Newton
talking about community programs and asked if this means the
BPP is now less revolutionary and is now involved in working
more with the system,

Newton answered that he thought the caller had a
"very poor example of the word revolutionary". He continued,
"I say that now we are more revolutionary because we're
dealing with reality and we're giving a forward thrust to the
people's stride toward freedom. Before, we were isolated,
we were separative, and therefore we were not serving the
revolutionary process. So I would say now we're more
revolutionary because we're where the people are and that's
where the revolution is."

Dunbar asked Newton if the BPP subscribes to any
world revolutionary philosophy. Newton answered, "Well,
we're revolutionary intercommunalists , and you won't find
the word in the dictionary because we haven't put it there
yet." He continued that the BPP views the world as one
community and the Panthers see themselves as a part of the
total revolution. He said, "We're not Maoists; we're Panthers.
We think that we've developed the dialectical materialism

- 14 -
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WILlllAM BOYETTE, PRESIDENT,
BLACK CALIFORNIA PACKAGE LIQUOR
DEALERS - VICTIM

to its highest manifestation ever known in the history of
men and this is why we've come up with the new concept called
revolutionary intercommunalism and reactionary intercommunalism,
which is something new even to the dialectical method."

Another female was the fifth caller who asked
Newton how he stood on integration.

Newton answered, '^I think that everything in the
universe is interconnected in one way or another, and
everything also has an internal contradiction. It is said
that the ruling principle of the universe is contradiction.
That means that things struggle within itself. It's called
the struggle of the opposites based upon the unity. So that
means that I believe in integration; I only call it inter-
connection:. I think that development comes out of a clash
of these opposing forces. This is what is happening in the
United States on a racial level, as well -as a class level,
and also the world. They both will contribute to a new world,
though.

"

The female caller then said that she is white, that
she has a black baby, and that she gets just as much static
from black brothers and sisters as she gets from white folks
and, in fact, more.

Newton stated that mankind has a lot of development
to go through. He said that he was voted guilty by a black
on the jury that he had stretched his hand to for help, and
that even there racism comes in because "even blacks can be
white racists."

Dunbar then asked Newton if he (Newton) was not
being a racist himself when he concluded that the one dissenting
vote on the jury that prevented his conviction was black when,
in fact, it was a white woman.

Newton replied, "I wrote her a letter, and I

called her. My attorney went and talked to her for a number
of hours, and I told her she was one of the most beautiful
human beings that I ever met."

- 15 -
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Dunbar asked, ’’But, weren't you a little guilty
initially of racism?”

Newton stated, "Of course not.” He explained
that. the jury included one black woman and three women from
other minorities, and he felt that because of the history
of black people he concluded that the black woman would
understand the problems of the black community.

The program ended with a long discussion between
Dunbar and Newton over the definition of the word "racism”.
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DJ -ECTOR (105-165429) (ATTN DID) ^ _
T/N,^' i-'

SM: FRANCISCO (157-1203) (92-'^2i3) a

DJ-ECTOR (105-165429)

<' •

?LACK PANTHER PARTY; WILLIAM BOYETTE, PRESIDENT, BLACY CAL'^F'OPNI

PACKACE LICHOR DEALERS - VICTIM, AR - HOBBS ACT, EM; EXTRSNIILT IuATT:

HUEY P. NEWTON, EM - BPP (KBE ) ICEY BLACK EXTREMIST

NE’^’TOM appeared OF JIM DUNBARS PROGRAM "A .M
.
" ON KGO - TV

Lh-;' .

r\ 7
CHANNEL SEVEN, SAN FP.AllCISCO, CALIFORNIA, FROM SEVEN THIRTY A .M . , UNTiL-

V_>t

EIGHT THIRTY A .M . , AUGUST THIRTEEN INSTANT. NEVTOM BEGAN 3Y STATING

HIS TITLE IS NOW JUST ’’SERVANT OF THE PEOPLE" AND SAID "VJE (THE RPP)

NO LONGER HAVE A MILITARY POSTURE." HE SAID THE BPP IS MOW ATTEMPTING

TO DEVELOP THE COMMUNITY. HE ALSO SAID HE FEELS THE ONLY REASON THE

OAKLAND DISTRICT ATTORNEY’S OFFICE IS TRYING TO PUT HIM IN JAIL IS

PECAL'SE OF THE POLITICAL VIEWS OF THE BPP.

COMMENTING ABOUT THE SPLIT BETWEEN NEWTON AND ELDRIDGE CLEAVER,

MEi-'TON SAID THE BPP ’S CENTRAL COMMITTEE DECIDED THAT CLEAVER DEFECTED

FPO'^ THE P^RTY AND ATTEMPTED TO FORM a NEW ONE.

r 7 .-'AGE ONE ^2. 1

'

C<-

66au 311971

/ .4 /> REC6Hi)]t:bM

/ 168 AUG 25 1971
=7/ 7/7/ 25 ^07.

ALL information CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE—feIgj>fe2_BYSP5ct(fr.,5



PAGE TVO

SF l57-i?.G3 92-2213

MEWTOM STATED THE PA2TY IS STRONGER THAN EVER AND THE 3PP NQV.'

HAS APPROXIMATELY THIRTYEIGHT CHAPTERS AND BRANCHES.

NEV'TON SPENT REMAINDER OF THE PROGRAM TALKING ABOUT THE CURRENT

PICKETING AND BOYCOTTING BY THE 3PP OF A LIPUOR STORE OWNED BY BILL

BOYETTE, A BLACK MAN IN OAKLAND. HE SAID THE PICKETING IS LEGAL AND

that the BPP will CONTINUE TO PICKET BOYETTE’S STORE AND OTHER BLACK

BUSINESS FIRMS IN THE COMMUNITY IF THEY DO NOT CONTRIBUTE TO THE BPP’S

COMMUNITY SURVIVAL PROGRAM.

BILL BOYETTE WAS TELEPHON IC ALLY CONTACTED BY DUNBAR DURING THE

PROGRAM AR'D HE -TRIED TO DEFEND KIS POSITION. WHEN BOYETTE TRIED TO

EXPLAIN THAT HE HAD OFFERED THE BPP FOOD STUFFS, WHICH NEWTON HAD

EMPHATICALLY REFUSED, -AND THAT NEWTON HAD DEMANDED A CONTINUING WEEKLY

CONTRIBUTION OF TEN DOLLARS FROM HIM, NEWTON WOULD INTERRUPT HIM AND

^'AKE GENERAL REMARKS ABOUT IT BEING THE RESPONSIBILITY OF BLACK

BUSINESSMEN TO CONTRIBUTE TO THE COMMUNITY PROGRAMS SO THE COMMUNITY

END page two
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WOULD BE nWIFIED POLITICALLY c MEWTON SAID BLACK BUSINESS PEOPLE SHOULD
O
BIWE BACK TO THE COf-iMUNITY WHAT THE COMMUNITY HAD GIVEU THEH.'
A

IM VIEV.! OF [slEWTON’S LONG TIRADES COMCERUING THE PICKETIU^^ ''Y THE

BPP ,
ONLY FOUR CALLS WERE RECEIVED FRO:'I PERSONS WATCHING THE PROSRA:’!.

IN SOME PHASES ALL FOUR CALLERS V/ERE CRITICAL OF NEWTON AND THE PPP

BECAUSE OF NEWTON’S REFUSAL TO LET BOYETTE TALK ON THE PROGRAM, THE

"SHAKEDOWN" BOYETTE AND OTHER BLACK BUSINESSMEN BY THE BPP AMD BECAUSE

OF NEWTON'S REPORTED RACIST STATEMENTS CONCERNING THE JURORS IN HIS

RECENT TRIAL.

ADMIfnSTRATI VE ;

^"ESETEL AUGUST TWELVE LAST.

Tape recording of the dunbar program was made and will be maintained

BY SAH FRANCISCO.
; .

'A

ILHM- FOLLOWS .

PECO ’''’PS 0*^5

DCW ELI <^’ASH DC P



8/30/71

airtel 1 - Mr. R. N.

To: SAC, San Francisco (157-1203)

From: Director, FBI (105-165429)

c
HUEY F. NEWT(»J

EM - BPP

You should submit by LHM a complete resume of the
recent manslaughter trial of Newton. This LHM should also
Include available Information from established and/or pxdblic

sources concerning the jury deadlock.

It is desired that this LHM show a complete picture
of the trial including all significant developments.

RNB:acs (4).y y

NOTE
: (_

San Francisco has not ee yet submitted a complete

report of Newton's trial suitable for dissemination, ^^ciibeaa

report is not due until 10/71; San Francisco is being

instructed to submit LHM.

Tolson

Felt

Sullivan

Mohr
Bishop

Brennan, C.D.
Callahan

Casper
Conrad

Dalbey
Gale

Ponder

Rosen
Tavel
Walters

Soyars

Tele. Room
Holmes
Gandy

REC-5? / 06
_ MAILED 21

AU62'?1971

58S£P3-,97,

80 1971

(y&X
'

At 1 iwr;ALL INLORMATION CONTAINED Ji
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

®

tillLlth RYSPSCt I

MAIL ROOMLZD teletype unit I I



013 SF CODE

#* FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGA^

aOMMUNICATlONS SECTION
li 9

12:32 .AM NITEL/^2S/71 CRH AUG 2 7 1971^/

SE^T S-27-71/fflXK TELETYPE
DIRECTOR (105-165429)

LAS VEGAS

LOS ANGELES

FROM: SAN FRANCISCO (157-1203) (P)

HUEY P. NEWTON, AKA EM - BPP (KBE)

Mr. Tolson
Mr. Felt

. JMr.siSsIIivan

Mr. Mohr
Mr. Bishop , /

Mr.Br«tinanCI
Mr. Callahan-
Mr. Casper
Mr. Conrad..,..

Mr. Dal bey
b7C Mr. Gale

Mr. Ponder
Mr. Rosen
Mr, Tavel

Mr. Walters
Mr. S irs

Tele. Room
Miss Holmes
Miss Gandy

SOURCE ADVISED AT EIGHT PM AUGUST TWENTY-SIX, I NSTAf'N^THAT

SUBJECT AND TRAVEL TO RENO, NEVADA ON

HUGHES’ AIR WEST AIR LINES FLIGHT FIVE FOUR TWO, FROM OAKLAND, CALIF,

AT SEVEN PM, TO ARRIVE RENO AT EIGHT THIRTYFIVE, PM, AUGUST TWENTYSIX,

INSTANT. THEY ARE TO BE MET AT RENO AIR PORT BY
|

SOURCE advised THAT TELEPHONE NUMBER FOR HOTEL IN RENO WHERE

I IS staying, area CODE SEVEN ZERO TWO DASH EIGHT THREE ONE

ONE ONE ONE ONE, ROOM ONE SEVEN SIX.

PURPOSE OF TRAVEL OF SUBJECT TO RENO UNK.NOWN, BUT INDICATIONS

are he will RETUR.N TO OAKLAND, CALIF, AUGUST TWENTY -SEVEN ,
NEXT.

ADMINISTRATIVE:

RE SAN FRANCISCO TELCAL TO LAS VEGAS AUGUST TWENTYSIX, INSTANT,

SOURCE IS I 1/

SFTira z

LAS VEGAS FOLLOW ACTIVITIES OF SUBJECT WHILE IN RENO.

50/

HOLD , a AUG 30 1971



FEDERAL BUREAU OF lNV£ST/GATlt»4

COMMUNICATIONS SECTION

AUG 2 7 1971 n
TEl£r«?E

NR 003 SF CODE

2:25PM UHG&NT 8/27/71 MAH

TO:/ Dif^ECTOR C105-165429) ATTN DID

LAS VEGAS

FROM I SAN FRANCISCO (157-1203)

AHUEY P.MIEWTON, AKA, EM-BPP (KBE)

SOURCE advised NEWTON AND

Mr. Tolson

Felt
^ ItfSaullivaiu— 1

Mr. Mohr J
Mr. Bishop..Y^||rf

Mr.BrennanCM®
Mr. Callahan,

Mr. Casper.

g
Mr. Conrad

Mr. Dal bey
“ Mr. Gale

/ Tilr. Ponder

1 Mr. Rosen -

Mr. Tavel

Mr. Walters

Mr. S'^yars

Tele. Room
Miss Holmes
Miss Gandy

RETURNED TO NEWTON ’S

APARTMENT IN' OAKLAND , CALIFORNIA AT APPROXIMATELY TEN FIFTEEN A .M

AUGUST TWENTY SEVEN INSTANT.

SECOND ':S0U ROE H.AS REPORTED THAT ON NIGHT OF AUGUST TWENTY

SIX LAST, NEWTON WAS AT KINGS CASTLE, LAKE TAHOE, NEVADA.

ADMINISTRATIVE: RE SF TELETYPE, AUGUST TWENTY SIX LAST.

FIRST SOURCE IS I

//

SECOND SOURCE IS

16 AUG 31 1971

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

OATF AkG/ft-7 RYSPSfciLOmS

54StP'^
3



FROM:

SUBJECT:

DIRECT®R, FBI (105-165429)

lAlt FRANCISCO (157~12®3) <F)

HUEY HERCY NEWTON, aka
EM - B^PP (KBE)
00: S^n Francisco

On &/2^/71, subject's attotiiej!^y0.1^LES R. CARRY,
requested that the Aianeda County Supeff^t'v Ooert ,

Oaklend,
Califoreia, dlsBiss the nanslaughter chAR||#|t juRaittst

subject hecause the State cannot locate a^l^^ed^-stained law
book which subject contends he was using R© rdclte his rights
to Oakland Police Officer JOHN FREY on the ttOtning of 10/28/67
when FREY stopped subject for a traffic v4,olstton. Officer
FREY was killed la an outbreak of shooting aa!| the law book .

was found a few feet fro« where FREY was lying.. GARRY claiva
the law book is the single most Important piece of physical
evidence in the defease case. -

Presiding Alameda County Superior Court Judge
ROBERT H, KRONINGER denied GARRY ’ s motion for a stay of the

10/12/71, re-trial date until and unless the State can
produce the missing evidence. However , ,

Jp-dge- KRONINGER
ordered Alameda County District Attorney kOWEtl. JENSEN and

the California State Attorney General EYELLE YOUNGER to

produce the book. Otherwise, Judge KR0NJNGER ruled, they
should show cause why the indictment against subject should

not be dismissed.

Bureau (RM)
2 - San Francisco

ALL INFORMATION-CONTAINED
' HEREIN IS UNCLASSfFiE0«'''‘5'<^®^

DATE Gi'i-uiyt Rysp«;ct lOKtS

e AUG 2 "^

AppJoved;
3/<D

. M Per
Special Agent in Charge
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CODE

W>.

Tot SAC^ wemmim (los-sTd&s)
ejmmuAimmi

mmm
i - M#* 0* C. Moore
1- Mr. W. It

J. R.
l -llr» W. W. Hamiltmi

fROM; CSEECT^m

RE^^SETID liOTinMBER LATT

HEWTOIt AKA| EM - BPR (Kai^

LOSAmnum exmh pmderI bAFri&y Iiesplts <

COVERAOE or mSK^ P. NEWTON’S MBETPIO^^W^
~

b2 ..w-i;
b6
b7C V^.
b7D

I
mbptembi^ one> seventy-one, At described in

RETSL. SDBMIT imitfrm OF PERSONS IN ATTENDANCE AT

IDND-RAIKDIO SDPPER ALONO WITH IDENIfEYSRl DATA C€»9CEilNim

AND ), ADVMS

COMPLETE ZaSTAILt OF SLLSBEl^^iOTIVlTmS ATTXP YUNC1Y0N.

SAN FRANCISCO SPTEL ORDER | ICACTCII ANY ADDITIONAL

aiFORMAl«»f REZailVED FBQm I I

CONCERimNI AiiOCUTIONOF
i

~|WCT NEWTON, BPP OR

OTHER black' MILITANTS. M .y

:

- Q _

..oT-RE'-::ri:rr?/

105-165429 (N®1»ICMI> . St

WWHit^p — ^
.n7i DHt^liKWaS. '»» NOTB PA® TWO

^ ^ oCO A » X
QUP! fnjjE '/"MOW OF

WiSiM^wsir^
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TELETYPE TO
RE:
«5-'

UOS ANGELES

<
tt-

NOTE;

bb
b7C

San Franeiseai b
y
tetetypa dated 9/2/71 advised Los Afigeles of

anticipated meetti^ <rf| |
vrtth Bney P. Newton, Black

Panther Party fiaietUniary, at a Cuad-raising sn{^r for defense of

I wfaicli held 9/1/71 la Los Angeles. Loe Angeles instructed

to furnish full details of above
[
caption.



KR 012 SF CODE

10;J?€pM NITEL 9/1/71 JAK

federal bureau CF .7«V£:7IC/u:ON

COlMIVIUNICATiONS SECTION

SEP 2 19^U

/

DIRECTOR (105-165429) TELHTYPi

DALLAS

KEV/ ORLEANS

FROM SAN FRANCISCO (157-1203) 4P

^HUEY PERCY MEVJTON, AKA., EM - 3PP (BPP) .

ON SEPTEMBER ONE INSTANT, SOURCE REPORTED TKAT
|

,
CONTACTED CHARM TRAVEL SERVICE,

OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA, AND REQUESTED THAT RESERVATION BE MADE

FOR SUBJECT,

Mr. Tolson

Mr. Felt

Mk* SuUivaB-
Mr. Mohr
Mr. Bishop

Mr.BrennanC!

Mr. Callahan.

Mr. Casper

Mr. Conrad...

Mr. Dalbey

Mr. Gale

Mr. Ponder

—

Mr. Rosen
Lii—ffavel

STalters—

S' -s -
Room

—

Holmes..

Gandy—

ON DELTA AIRLINE FROM SAM FRANCi^

INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT (SFIA) TO NEW ORLEANS,

LOUISIANA, ON SEPTEMBER FOUR NEXT REQUESTED

RESERVATIONS BE MADE ON DELTA AIRLINES FLIGHT EIGHT NINE SIX,

LEAVING SAM FRANCISCO AT ONE AM, SEPTEMBER FOUR NEXT,
(a -j. /»

ARIVING DALLAS AT SIX ZERO TWO AM, AND DELTA FLIGHT ONE

END PAGE ONE

REC-40

61SEP8 1371
ALL iNFORMATIO.N CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UMCLASSiFIED«-ft95'''^‘‘^

DATE. 412^/67 RYSPSCilDtvvS
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PAGE TWO

SF 157-1203

7
EIGHT TWO LEAVING DALLAS SEVEN AM, AND ARRIVING NEW ORLEANS

EIGHT ZERO SEVEN AM, SAME DATI

COACH ACCOMMODATIONS.

REQUESTED ONE WAY

ALSO REQUESTED THAT RESERVATION FOR ACCOMMODATIONS

OF TWO ADJOINING ROOMS BE MADE FOR THEM AT A BLACK HOTEL IN

NEW ORLEANS AND LENGTH OF STAY WOULD BE TWO DAYS.

SPOKESMAN AT CHARM TRAVEL SERVICE ADVISED TICKETS WOULD

BE READY FOR PICKUP ON AFTERNOON OF SEPTEMBER ONE INSTANT,

AND
I

'

II

T

STATED TICKETS WOULD BE PAID FOR IN CASH.

SUBSEQUENTLY CHARM TRAVEL SERVICE ADVISED

COULD LOCATE NO BLACK HOTELS IN NEW ORLEANS.

ON SEPTEMBER ONE INSTANT,

INWITH lU ORLEANS AND ASKED

WAS IN CONTACT

FOR

SUGGESTIONS WHERE VISITORS TO NEW ORLEANS COULD STAY.

SUGGESTED THE MASON INTERNATIONAL, TELEPHONE NUMBER EIGHT

TWO TWO - THREE SEVEN ONE ZERO AMD STATED SHE WOULD

CONTACT THAT HOTEL AND MAKE NECESSARY RESERVATIONS.

b6
b7C

END PAGE TWO



/
PAGE THREE

SF 157-1203

0M( SEPTEMBER ONE INSTANT, SECOND SOURCE VERIFIED THAT

THE ABOVE THREE MENTIONED INDIVIDUALS HOLD RESERVATIONS FOR

TRAVEL AS MENTIONED PREVIOUSLY.

ALSO ON SEPTEMBER ONE INSTANT, FIRST SOURCE REPORTED

SUBJECT STATED HE UAS GOING TO MEW ORLEANS ON SEPT£M]^3ER

FOUR NEXT, AND THAT HE HOPED THAT A TELEVISION APPEARANCE

COULD BE ARRANGED FOR HIM THERE. NO OTHER INFORMATION

AVAILABLE CONCERNING THIS MATTER AT THIS TIME.

PURPOSE OF TRAVEL TO NEW ORLEANS NOT YET KNOWN.

ADMINISTRATIVE:

FIRST SOURCE IS
|

SECOND SOURCE IS

DALLAS BEING ADVISED TO TRAVEL OF SUBJECT IN VIEW OF

CHANGE OF PLANES IN DALLAS.

NEW ORLEANS REQUESTED TO ALERT SOURCES OF POSSIBLE

TRAVEL TO THAT AREA BY NEWTON AND ATTEMPT TO DETERMINE PURPOSE

b2
b6
b7C
b7D

END PAGE THREE
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PAGE FOUR

SF 157-1203

OF TRIP. WILL ALSO DETERMINE IF RESERVATIONS FOR SUBJECT

MADE AT MASON INTERKATION HOTEL.

SAM FRANCISCO WILL CLOSELY FOLLOW ACTIVITIES OF SUBJECT

AND WILL ADVISE OF ANY CHANGE IN TRAVELS PLANS. SAN FRANCISCO

WILL ALSO ADVISE OF DEPARTURE OF SUBJECT FROM SAN FRANCISCO.

END...

PLS ACK FOR THREE

RECD 016 013 007 010 012

DCW FBI WASH DC



m 017 SF CODE

11;45PM iJITELy^l/71 CRH

FHJSlAi: ISUREAL: of INVEST1GAT;i;)N

COMIVIUNIC^TIONS. SECTION

StP2 1971

-
- /
vraKDMBB

TO: DII^CTOR (1C5-1G5429)

LOS ANGELES

FROII : SAN FRANCISCO (157-1203)

'l

HUEY ?. NEWTON, AKA RM-BPP (KBE)

/

Mr. Toison___I^?
Mr. Felt

Mr, Sullivan
Mr. Mohr
Mr. Bishop

Mr.BrennanCDop
I Mr. Callahan___y
Mr. Casper i
Mr. Conrad
Mr. Dalbey

Mr. Gale

Mr. Ponder
Mr, Rosen
Mr. Tavel

Mr. Wnltera

Mr, Soyars

Tele, Room—___
i Miss Holmes
Miss Gandy

SUBJECT ,

DEPARTED OAKLAND AIRPORT ON WESTERN

AIRLINE FLIGHT, AT TEN P .M . SEPTEMBER ONE INSTANT, TO ARRIVE LOS

ANGELES ELEVEN P.M. SAME DATS.

ADMINISTRATIVE: RE SF TELCALLS AND SF TELETYPE, SEPTEMBER

ONE INSTANT.

SOURCE IS

LOS ANGELES FOLLOW AND REPORT ACTIVITIES OF SUBJECT.

/'
I.

WJM FBI A WA

ST40i

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

PATF C»Vzi.l»T I

i-62 / i
OB'

2 SEP 1971
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FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64)

Tiiinsmit the following in

A I R T E L

Date: ^125111

(Type in plaintext or code)

AIR MAIL (RE61STERER)
(Priority)

.mu
BIRECTOR, FBI (lf||-l«S429)

SAM FRANCISCO (157-12t3) (?)FROM:

SUBJECT: HUET\P. NEWTOM, aka
EM -W? (KBE)
00: Saa Francisco

I I has reported that a long playing
record albua eatitlsd "Huey Mevten Speaks” has been made by
Paredon (phonetic), Box 889, Brooklyn, MfW York, and Infor-
mation on the jacket of the album indicates that royalties
go to the BPP. The album reportedly contains an interview
of NEWTON In prison by noted anther MARK LANE on 7/4/70, a

conversation between NEWTON and ELDRIB6E CLEAYER which
occurred prior to their split, and NEWTON’s press conference
in apartment In New York City on 8/22/70.

Inquiries at San Francisco have failed to locate
such an album sold in the Sam^ Francisco Bay area.

LEADS

NEW YORK

AT BROOKLYN. NEW YORK : Will obtain above mentioned
album and furnish same to Bureau

Mill also identify company producing alb^ au<L
^

ascertain if royalties given BPP.
fC ^

/

( ?/- Bureau (RM)V - New York (RM)
^ 27 1971

2 - San Francisco -

(1 - 157-1485) (BPP-FUNDS) information CONTAl
JLC/jr

HEREIN IS UNCLASSlflEO'

DATE CrUdVLBTfel

y
b2



4-312 (Rev. 1-18-62)

Date of Mail ^ / 5 l"n\

Has been removed and placed in the Special File Room of Records Branch.

See File 66-2554-7530 for authority.

Subject
\\ P Ws.oVo<\.

JUNE MAIL- ^ ‘ ™
..

Removed By

File Number

97SFP3 1971

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 3
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

OATF Ckwt^T RY SPSCll QAtg,Permanent Serial Charge Out



4-312 (Rev. 1-18-62)

Date of Mail H
| ^ \

Has been removed and placed in the Special File Room of Records Branch.

See File 66-2554-7530 for authority.

Subject JUNE MAIL- \W^ ^

Removed By _ 97sfp:^ 1971

File Number \ PPV ~ V
ALL INFORMATlOr'l CONTAINED

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED^''^*^**’

OATF RYSPSmowS

Permanent Serial Charge Out



^
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATiOM;

^ COMMUNICATIONS SECTION

SEP 2 1971^0^^

TELETYPE

NR 0lX SF PLAi::

8y!f5 PM NITEL 9/2/71 BSH

TO; DinECTOH (1E5-1S5/29)

FROM: SAP FRANCISCO (157-1203)

I

Mr. Tolson

I

Mr. Pelt

Mr. Sullivan

Mr. Mohr
Mr. Bishop ^
Mr.BrennanCS
Mr. CallahanJ
Mr. Casper /
Mr. Conrad
Mr. Dalbey,

Mr. Gale
Mr. Ponder
Mr. Rosen
Mr. Tavel

Mr. Walters
Mr., Soyars

Tele. Room
Miss Holmes
Miss Gandy

KUEY PERCY PECTGP, ARA., E BP? CKBB)

Oil AFTER’iOO;! OF SEPTEMBER TWO IMSTAPT, SUBJECT APPEARED

IN ALAMEDA COUNTY SUPERIOR COURT, OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA, WHERE HEARING

ON MOTION TO SUPPRESS FURTHER PROCEEDINGS AGAINST NEWTON FILED BY

HIS ATTORNEY CHARLES GARRY, IN CONNECTION WITH SHOOTING OF OAKLAND

POLICE OFFICER JOHN FREY WAS HELD. PRESIDING SUPERIOR COU.RT

JUDGE ROBERT H. KRONINGER DENIED THE MOTION AND RULED RETRIAL
/ W

WOULD COMMENCE OCTOBER TWELVE NEXT, AS PREVIOUSLY SET,

ADMINISTRATIVE; REC-69 1 0 5-/6 5o7
BUREAU WILL BE KEPT ADVISED OF PERTINENT DEVELOPMENTS CONCERNING

SUBJECT’S COURT CASE.

JHW FBI WASH DC

!1 SEP 3 1971

011 & 010

ALL iNFORMATiON CONTAINED

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED'^^'’^'*’

flATF Ry SPSCI I 0<»vS



m -005 SF CODE

339PM UR3ENT 9-2-7 1 MS

TO DIRECTOR (

LOS

J
ffOERAL BUREAU OF tNVESTICATim
COMMUNICATrONS^SS^

SEP2 1971 /

FROM FRANCISCO (157-1233) IP

I
Mr. Toison

Mr. Felt

I
Mr. Sullivan—

\
Mr. Mohr

f .'rr. B'Khnp

y Mr.BrennanCI

fi j\Ir. Callahan-,

I
Mr. Casper

I
Mr. Conrad

Fai':: ;y

Ir. (3 k1o

'r.
' ler

Ir. Rosan

Ir. T.-ivel

Ir. Vv'alters

HUEY PERCY UEyTOU
, AKA., EM - BPP (KBE)

'ele. Room
liss Holmes-
diss Gandy—

SUBJECT, MELVIN NEWTON, ANI RETURNED TO APARTMENT

OF SUBJECT IN OAKLAND, CALIF., AT .APPROXIMATELY TWELVE NOON,

SEPTEMBER TWO, INSTANT. NO INFORMATION DEVELOPED AS YET CONCERNING

SUBJECT 'SvACTIVITIES WHILE IN LOS ANGELES. ,

ADMINISTRATIVE ;

RE SAM FRANCISCO TELS SEPTEMBER ONE LAST.

SCHiRCE IS

EBR FBI WASH DC

FOR TWO 0 j J

? SEP 3 1971

6 ISEP 101971 ALL IMFORMATiON CONTAINED

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIECAP'’^’*’^^^

DATF RY5P3fci I OmS



F^RAL bureau of IWKTIGATION

^-QMMUNICATJONS ^TIONy

' SEP 5 1971

MP '7rfo fS con

'^ll 6?'1 nyy^L 9-5 -"7
1 ^Lfi

TO DI9f.CT0n ( 1 1 55/!??) ATTM ? 010

061 1 AS

i
Mr. Tolson

Mr, Pelt

Mr. Sullivan

Mr. Mohr
^Ir. Bishop v

Mr.BrennanCDj
^7 Uft. Callahan

Mr. Caster
Mr. Conrad

ji :,tr. Daibey 1

b6 I Mr. Gale

b7C'' Mr. Ponder
i Mr. Rosen

i; Mr. Walters

NEW ORLEANS

FR0"1 SAN F!^amcISC0

FY PERCY NELTON ,
AKa., E'a-EPP G(BE ) . 00; SF

SI'BJECT, KELVIN NEh'TOn , A’'0 DEPARTED

SAN CRANCISCO INTFP’'!ATI0?'JAL AIRPORT AT ONE A?'], SEPTEMBER FIVI

INSTANT, ON DELT.a AIRLINES FLIGHT EIGHT NINE SIX, EN ROUTE TC

NEW 0RLEA*'S
, LC'ISIANA . i\'0 CH.AFQE I”’ FLIGHT PLANS AS

PREVIOUSLY RFPOPTED .

ADMI NI STPATI VE ;

^

npcpTFi_^C oLL TO NEW ORLEANS SEPTE.wpF'^ FIVE INSTANT AND SF

TELFTYPES SPPTEMBER CUE AND SEFTETPER THREE LAST.

nrp^'OTppE OF ABOVE r’^'I VI'^UALS OBSERVED BY

/ NEW ORLEANS FOLLO’’’ REPORT #^^&TIERcQFo&UB JECT VJHILE ,

\ ‘JtA-Jyo REC 25
. ^ y ^ . y - y

IN THAT act/\
. ALSO alert A°PnOPRIATE OFFICES OF TRAVEL OF ’

QnpjTcT pp jTpARTS FRO^ ’IT'o ORLEANS.
SEP 6

JM ppi I.I|5

5'7y o. .'R',..o.c3 ,

t
o

j U"'
" R

r.i.Tr ‘(.KuiiiriEv.spsci I .



FBKML mJKMU OF iNV^STIGWtON

(^mJNK»WN5 SECTION

^ SEP 6 1971 //j/^

NRf?'7i3 NO COPE

113-4 pw N^EL 9-5-71 RDC

TO DI^CTOP (105-1S5/JP9) ATTN ; DID

ATLANTA

SAN FRANCISCO (157-1203)

FPOfA ORLEANS (157-13496)

Mr. Tnlson
j

Mr. Pelt
'

Mr. Sullivan —
Mr. Mohr
Mr. Bishop Ji/zy
Mr.BrennanCDwIi
Mr. flailahan

Mr. Cwper. £_
Mr. Conrad.

Mr. Dalbey

Mr. Gale —
Mr. Ponder
Mr. Roaen -

Mr. Tavel

i Mr. Walters

HUEY PERCY NEWTON, AKA, E^-PPP C(3E ) , 00 tSF .

^ RE NEW ORLEANS TELCALL TO ATLANTA SEPTEI'^BER FIVE INSTANT

NeIsP'ton arrived new ORLEAS as scheduled. REMAINED AT

MOTEL EXCEPT FOR BRIEF PRESS CONFERENCE PW SEPTEMBER FIVE

SEVENTYONE
, IN WHICH HE. MADE STATEMENT HE PLANNED TO. STAY

j

IN NEW ORLEANS UNTIL HIS TRIAL IN OCTOBER. *

NEWTON ,
DEPARTED NEW

ORLEANS AT SIX THIRTYTWO PM ON DELTA AIRLINES FLIGHT EIGHT

ONE FOUR arriving ATLANTA EIGHT FORTYFIVE PM. TICKETS WERE

ONE WAY .

PURPOSE OF VISIT UNKNOWN.
REC 25^ ^ : yjy ^

WJM FBI W6
SEP 8 1971

ALL iNFORMATION CUNiMiiiitD

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED''*''^'*’**'^

0ATE_6(zoi«X_BYSPv, i



BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

COMMUNICATIONS SECTION

SEP

3

teletype

NR SF CODE

8:24PM NITEL 9/3/71 JAK

TO DU^ECTOR (105-165429) (ATTN: D.I.D.)

/ATLANTIC

Mr. Tolson

Mr. Pelt

•Mr. Sullivan

J^r. Mohr
Ktf.' Bishop

Mr.BrennanCDJ

I

Mr. Cf’ilahan

—

Mr. Casper
\ Mr. Conrad

I

Mr. Dn’boy
, Mr. Gale

I

Mr. Pender

Mr. Rosen
Mr. Tavel

Mr. Walters

Mr. Soyai'S

Tele. Room
Miss Holmes

Miss Gandy

CHARLOTTE

DALLAS

NFV ORLEANS

FROM San FRANCISCO (157-1203) 4P

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED*^^'*^'^'^

DATF iAz^iV) BYSPScilwnS

HUEY PERCY NEWTON, AKA, EM-EPP (K3E), 00: SF

ON SEPTEfNSER THREE INSTANT, FIRST SOURCE REPORTED

\

,SUBJECT’S TRIP FROM SAN FRANCISCO TO NEW ORLEANS HAS BEEN

CHANGED FROM SEPTEMBER FOUR NEXT TO SEPTEMBER FIVE NEXT
,
AND

PERSONS accompanying SUBJECT '-.'ILL BE

AND
I I

A SECOND SOURCE

ON SEPTEMBER THREE INSTANT, VERFIIED THAT THE ABOVE THREE

INDIVIDUALS NOW HOLD ONE WAY RESERVATIONS ON DELTA AIRLINES,

FLIGHT EIGHT NINE SIX, LEAVING SAN FRANCISCO INTERNATIONAL AIR-

PORT AT ONEnAM, SEPTEMBER FIVE NEXT, ARRIVING DALLAS, TEXAS

END PAGE CNF |\VV^ ' —VeSj

^2sip

SS2 SEP 8 1971

41971



PAGE TWO

SF 157-1^^03

AT SIX AW, and departing DALLAS AT SEVEN AW ON DELTA

FLIGHT ONE EIGHT TWO, ARRIVING NEW ORLEANS INTERNATIONAL ^AIR

-

PORT AT EIGHT ZERO SEVEN AW SAWE DATS.

A THIRD SOURCE HAS REPORTED SUBJECT HAS MENTIONED

that FFROW new ORLEANS HE MAY GO TO ATLANTA, GEORGIA AND FROM

ATLANTA TO WINSTON S ALEM, NORTH C AROLINA. ACCORDING TO SOURCE,

SUBJECT HOPES TO OBTAIN TELEVISION APPEARANCES IN ALL THREE

CITIES, 3I!T NO INFORMATION RECEIVED TC DATE INDICATES ANY

SUCH appearances Have befw SCHEDTILED .

FIRST SOURCE ADVISED SUBJECT HAS SPECIFICALLY MENTIONED

that one
I

(PHONETIC), A NEGRO MALE, HAS A TELEVISION

PROGRAM OR OWNS A BLACK TELEVISION STATION IN ATLANTA, AND

THAT MAYBE SUBJECT CAN GET AN APPEARANCE ON TELEVISION

SHOW.

END PAGE TWO



page three

SF 157-1R05

NO FURTHER INFORr^ATION H^S BEEN RECEIVED CONCERNING

IDENTITY OF HOTEL WHERE SUBJECT WILL STAY IN NEW ORLEANS, BUT

HE HAS INDICATED HE WILL NOT BE ^'lET AT THE AIRPORT AND

WILL Take a taxi from the airport to a hotel, subject has

INDICATED they WILL BE IN NEW ORLEANS FOR APPROXIMATELY TWO

DAYS.

NO INFORMATION HAS BEEN RECEIVED INDICATING PURPOSE OF

TRAVEL TO NEW ORLEANS .

ADMINISTRATIVE :

RESFTEL
,
SEPTEMBER ONE LAST, S^TELCALL TO NO, SEPTEMBER THREE

instant, AND DLTELCALL TO SF
,
SEPTEMBER THREE INSTANT.

FIRST SOURCE IS

SECOND SOURCE IS I

THIRD SOURCE IS

END PAGE THRl



-»

PAGE FOUR

SF 15 71 ‘505

ATLANTA CHARLOTTE '^EnijESTED TO ALERT SOURCES OF POSSIBLE

TRAV/EL TO that APFa BY SUEJFCT , A”0 aTTF!'''^PT TO DETER^<JINE PURPOSE

OF TRAVEL. OFTEP^II^'E IF ANY TELEVISION PERSONAL APPEARANCES

SCHEDULED FOR SUBJECT AND ARRANGE FOR COVERAGE OF ACTIVITIES IF

SUBJECT travels TO ATLANTA ANr|viNSTON SALEU.

SAN FRANCISCO WILL CLOSELY FOLLOV ACTIVITIES OF SUBJECT

AND VILL advise OF ANY CHANGE IN TRAVEL PLANS. SAN FRANCISCO

i’!ILL ALSO advise APPROPRIATE OFFICES OF DEPARTURE OF SU-JECT

FROM San FRANCISCO.

END ...

TMT EE I '' A



V f
F B 1

Date: 8/25/71

Transmit the fnllnwinq in
-

(Type in plaintext or code) ;

V,„ A I R TEL AIR M AIL (REGli^ERED)
(Priority)

ro;

rR®i[;

ECTOR, FBI

G ,
•fRANCISGO

SIBJECT: HUEY F.HeWTON, aka
EM " BPP ,(KBE)
00; Saa Francisco
Bufile^ 105-165429 .

SFliie 157-1203

SLAGiC Pi PARTY

,

BLACK CALIFORNIA PACKAGE
DEALERS « VICTIM
AR - HOBBS ACT; EM
00: Saa Francisco
Sfflie 92-2213

ALL INfORMATtON GONTaInED

HEREIN IS^0lS|<5EASSlFlED‘^'»^‘^y

ReSFtel 8/13/71, Bureau R/S 8/16/71 and SF^ir^eJ^
and LHM 8/17/71. ' \

'V -
'

'
, \ ,

Enclosed, under separate cover, for the Buteau Is

one cassette containing audio portion of NEWTOM's television
appearance on JIM DDNBAR's progfan, on 8r/13/7%.

0C*lO2t -

Bureau ^ 1j 1( J

(1-157-1203) , r
1 ^ 4 or i'l

i
>1

Spe'e-ial Acrent itf'Sharge



MR 016- SF. ?S6DE

9; 44PM URGENTx^/1/71 JAK

F£D£{^' BUREStl OF flWESTlGAKCN

GDjyiMUNICATIONS SECTION

SEP

2

W]').

TESJSTf^

DIRECTOR (105-1S5429)

LOS ANGELES

FROM SAM FRANCISCO (157-1203) 2P

^HUEY P. NEWTON, AKA, EM DASH BPP (KBE) .

Mr. TdIboii

V Mta. F*!t

' Mr. BisKop

Mr.BrennanCDl^
Mr. Callahan / j

Mr. Casper
-

Mr. Conrad
!

blC Jlr. Dalboy
Mr. Gale

!

Mr. Ponder •

Mr. Rosen
Mr. Tavel

Mr, Walters

M”. S yars

I

Tele. Room
"Tlss Holmes

Miss Gandy.

ON LATE afternoon OF SEPTEMBER ONE INSTANT SOURCE

REPORTED SUBJECT WAS CONTACTED BY

|

LOS ANGELES, AND DURING C0NVERSATI0n|

SUPPER TO RAISE FUNDS FOR DEFENSE OF

FROM

SAID A

BEING HELD NIGHT OF SEPTEMBER ONE INSTANT AT RESIDENCE

OF CFNU) (PHONETIC), AND SUBJECT STATED HE WOULD

TRAVEL TO LOS ANGELES ON PSA FLIGHT AT APPROXIMATELY EIGHT

OR nine pm SEPTEMBER ONE INSTANT, FROM OAKLAND.

WILL MEET SUBJECT IK LOS ANGELES AND THEY WILL THEN GO TO

MAQGASON’S RESIDENCE.

AND TALK WITH

ALSO MEET ANOTHER UNIDENTIFIED INDIVIDUAL

SAID SUBJECT WOULD MEET

AT THAT TIME, AND THaPIuBJECT WOULD

RJECX 20. ^ ^
NTIFIED INDIVIDUAL ATTm SUPPER.

fSB
IDENTIFIED

THE BPP ONE THOUSAND PAIRS OF SHOES.

^
SOURCE ALSO ADVISED NEWTON WOULD TAKE

PAGE ONE
: #llir

AS THE MAN WHO RECENTLY GAVf^

SHOES. B . SEP 9

AfcUNFORMATION CONJAH

69SEP13 1971

V
4^

DATE-.

Ck . (JJ
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FEDERAi; BUREAU OF INVEOTGATION

C»mK3M10N.S.

SEP 6 wi /)'

NR 0R 6 AT CODE

[915 <^/S/71 7ITEL 9/5/71 JH'

TO (ATTN ^ . I . D .)

J SAN FRANCISCO

NEW ORLEA^'S (AM)

CHARLOTTE CAM)

FROM ATLANTA 157454R

Mr. Tolson

Mr. Felt

Mr. Sullivan

Mr. Mohr <5

Mr. BisVi''T> -ii
Mr.BrennanCDi
Mr. Callahan

Mr. Casper
|

Mr. Conrad
Mr. Dalbey
Mr. Gale -

Mr. Ponder

Mr. Rosen

Mr. Tavel

Mr. Walters—

_

Mr. Soyars

H'EY PERCY NEWTON. EM-BPP.

NEWTON and

ARRIVED ATLANTA. AIRPORT, DELTA FLIGHT EIGHT ONE FOUR, AT EIGHT FORTY

FIVE PM, SEPT. FIVE, SEVENTYONE . GROUP CHECKED INTO REGENCY HYATT

HOTEL, RESERVATIONS IN NAME OF ALCORN, ROOMS ONE EIGHT ONE FOUR,

ONE FIVE ANn ONE SIX, TO DEPART SEPT. SIX, SEVENTYONE.

SOURCES ALERTED REGARDING SUBJECTS ACTIVITIES WHILE IN ATLANTA.

WJM FBI WA

Jffc

17 SEP 8 1971

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED'^'^''*'*'

Ckwlfel BYSPScilor^J.



F B I

FD-36 (Rev. 5.-22-64)

Transmit the following in

A I R T E L

Date: 9/2/71

(Type in plaintext or code)

A I R MAIL (REGISTERED)
(Priority)

D ,/ ? B I (105-165429)

SAG, FRANCISCO (157-1203) (P)

SUBJECT ^WTON,HUEY ' NEWTON

,

EM - BPP (KjBE)

00: S4A Fre^flsce

Enclosed for the Bureau ate five (5) copies of an
LHM containing arVi^el^ by subject which appeared in the
8/28/71 issue of "The Black Panther” newspaper^

^ - Bureau (EnclS.^
4 - San Francisco %

(2 - 157-120t1
(1 - 100-539^0 )

(1 - 157-5910)
JLG/Jr /

— /6r>^

'll /<f^

>1aiai !• fell



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDEKAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

In Reply, Please Refer to San Francisco, California
Fite I\'o.

September 2, 1971

HUEY PERCY NEWTON

The following article appeared in the August 28,
1971, issue of "The Black Panther", official weekly
publication of the Black Panther Party (BPP). Author of the
article is shown as Huey P. Newton, Servant of the People,
Black Panther Party.

The BPP is a black extremist organization
started in Oakland, California, in December,
1966. It advocates the use of guns and
guerrilla tactics to bring about the over-
throw of the United States Government.

Ml IWAIIWIW®-

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions
of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed
outside your agency. y A-. . ^

enclosure



22 , 1971
[

:

f t

'

Our position is in support of the action of George Jack-
son. The first rule when a people’s soldier is captured is

to immediately start planning his escape. His action was a
political statement because he set the standard for all

political prisoners. He took the only available avenue of
redress against state murder. The state created the vio-

lent situation that exists in San Quentin today. The state
gives itself the arbitrary privilege of taking life, the right

to kill, capital punishment, sanctioned violence which
leaves no room for redress. Redress of grievances is the
contract between the people and the state in relationship

t:o the laws of the land. People will respect laws that
pervethem and will tolerate those that theydo not as long as
there is an avenue for redress and change. Voting and
petitioning and other civil actions are redress vehicles,
but when capital punishment is legislated,the natural rela-

tionship regarding life between the people and the state
breaks down. The person being threatened with death by
the state has no alternatives but to defend himself. All

living things have an inalienable right to protect their own
lives. If the state decides it can take life then the people
can defend life. The basic integrity of man is predicated
dpon respect for life. The state does not have the right to
take life, every man has a right to preserve his own life.

"The Black Panther"
8 / 28/71



Party ~ a soldier in the people’s army - gave his life in an
attempt to free political prisoners and to preserve his

ovm dignity and manhood. Field Marshal George Jackson
moved in a defensive manner; the state had threatened
to take Brother George’s life, the executioner already had
a hood over his head, a glass cage had been built and
euphemistically called a courtroom. The shackles were
locked. George broke the shackles, spurned the glass
cage and defended his manhood in the spirit of freedom.

George Jackson was a Supreme Servant of the People
because he gave his life, all that any human being can
give, when struggling for all oppressed people.

Servant of the People
Black Panther Party

3



HUEY PERCY NEWTON

The foregoing statement was read by BPP Chairman
Bobby Seale on the program "Black Montage" op the afternoon
of August 22 , 1971 ,

v^hich was broadcast overT^Tadio station
KDIA, Oakland, California. Prior to Seale reading the
above statement, he announced that he was going to read a

message from Newton show’ing the BPP's position in regards
to the action of George Jackson during his escape attempt
from San Quentin Prison on August 21, 1971, during which
Jackson was killed.

4 *



5-1 13a (9-29-65)-

Domestic Intelligence Division

INFORMATIVE NOTE

Attached relates that Huey P. Newton
leader of one faction of the Black
Panther Party (BPP) attended a meeting
in Atlanta, Georgia, and at a press
conference in that city on 9-8-71 made
the statmmeht that the BPP is contemplati
moving its central headquarters to Atlant
Georgia

.

Copy of attached sent the Internal
Security Division of the Department

.

ABKtlrs^^.

‘kti'
r

^Lu ir.IfORiviAiiOW COilTAlMED
3

herein !S unclassified'^'*'’^



NR 008 AT PLAIN

620, PMy URGENT JWU

if g^ECTOR 105-165429

CLEVELAND

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVE^ATION

COMMUNICAjWl^pbTlON

'ELETYPE

!

Mr. Trlson.

Mr. F<^._
Mr.
Mr. M"a-

Mr." av;Cl
Mr. a-’ ,nh

SAN FRANCISCO 157-1203

NEW ORLEANS (AM)

CHARLOTTE (AM)

FROM ATLANTA 157-5204

HUEY PERCY NEWTON. EM - BPP.

Extrsniist Mattsr—Black Panther Party

HUEY NEWTON,

Mr. iVc^'V^'rs-

hi:.. .

Ta- . - .1..,

Mies >1 iirtos-

Miss Gandy

_

,
ARRIVED ATLANTA AIRPORT, DELTA FLIGHT EIGHT ONE

FOUR AT EIGHT FORTYFIVE PM, SEPTEMBER FIVE, SEVENTYONE.

GROUP CHECKED INTO REGENCY HYaTT HOUSE HOTEL, RESERVATIONS '

IN NAME OF ROOMS ONE EIGHT ONE FOUR, ONE FIVE, AND

ONE SIX, TO depart SEPTEMBER SIX, SEVENTYONE. GROUP

ARRIVED AT REGENCY HYATT HOUSE BY TAXI.

NEWTON DRESSED IN BLACK HIP LENGTH LEATHER JACKET

CARRYING SWAGGER STi^K

JACKET,

WEARING HIP LENGTH LEATHER

DRESSED IN /k^^0 VA

CLOTHING.

END PAGE ONE le §EP 13 1971

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

DATE RYSysctloy,5



t %

PAGE TWO

ON SEPTEMBER SIX, SEVEKTYONE, RESERVATIONS AT REGENCY HYATT

HOUSE EXTENDED TO SEPTEMBER SEVEN, SEVENTYONE. GROUP REMAINED

IN HOTEL SUITE DURING ENTIRE DAY SEPTEMBER SIX, SEVENTYONE,

LEAVING ROOM FOR SUPPER IN HOTEL RESTAURANT, HUGO'S, NINE

FIFTY PM, RETURNING TO ROOM AT ELEVEN THIRTY PM.

SEVENTYONE DODGE POLARA, SEVENTY GEORGIA LICENSE LDR TwO

ONE FOUR, RENTED FROM CHRYSLER LEASING COMPANY IN NAME OF

OAKLAND CALIFORNIA , CALIFORNIA DRIVERS LICENSE

VEHICLE TO BE RETURNED TO HERTZ RENTAL AGENCY, ATLANTA

AIRPORT, SEPTEMBER SEVEN, SEVENTYONE.

ON SEPTEMBER SEVEN, SEVENTYONE, GROUP AGAIN EXTENDED

RESERVATIONS UNTIL SEPTEMBER EIGHT, SEVENTYONE, NEWTON AND

I [

remaining in the ROOMS ENTIRE DAY WITH MELVIN NEWTON AND

I [
spending brief time walking in LOBBY.

ON SEPTEMBER EIGHT, SEVENTYONE, ROOM RESERVATIONS AGAIN

END PAGE TWO



t t
page three

EXTENDED UNTIL SEPTEMBER NINE, SEVENTYONE, PRESENT BILL TO

DATE. b6
b7C

SUBJECT accompanied BY
| I aND

TRAVELED TO ATLANTA CHAPTER OF BLACK PANTHER PARTY (BPP) , TWO

ZERO FOUR ONE DUNWOODY STREET, SOUTHEAST, ATLANTA, GEORGIA,

AT APPROXIMATELY TEN FORTYFIVE AM, SEPTEMBER EIGHT, SEVENTYONE,

AT WHICH TIME SUBJECT GAVE BRIEF NEWS CONFERENCE TO ATLANTA

TELEVISION, RADIO AND NEWSPAPER MEDIA* DURING INTERVIEW OF

NEWTON, HE MADE STATEMENT ," THE BPP IS CONTEMPLATING MOVING

ITS CENTRAL HEADQUARTERS TO ATLANTA, GEORGIA" AND IN RESPONSE

TO A REQUEST FOR CLARIFICATION AS TO THE PANTHER HEADQUARTERS

MOVING TO ATLANTA, GEORGIA, NEWTON REPLIED, "WE’RE CONSIDERING

IT AND I’M NOW IN ATLANTA, GEORGIA, IN ORDER TO LAY THE

FOUNDATION FOR THE MOVE TO ATLANTA, GEORGIA* IT MIGHT TAKE

PLACE IN THE NEXT SIX MONTHS, BUT WE ARE LAYING THE FOUNDATION

I FOR THE MOVE TO ATLANTA, GEORGIA"*

FOLLOWING THE NEWS CONFERENCE, NEWTON AND HIS GROUP

RETURNED TO THE HOTEL, AGAIN RETURNING TO THEIR ROOMS.

AT APPROXIMATELY TWELVE THIRTY PM, SEPTEMBER EIGHT,

SEVENTYONE, AND WHO ARRIVED AT THE REGENCY

END PAGE THREE



PAGE FOUR

HYATT HOUSE PM OF SEPTEMBER SEVEN, SEVENTYONE, MADE THE FOLLOWING

RESERVATIONS:

MADE b6
b7C

AIRLINES

FLIGHT THREE NINE SIX, DEPARTING ATLANTA, GEORGIA, FIVE FIFTYFIVE

PM ON SEPTEMBER NINE, SEVENTYONE, ARRIVING CLEVELAND, OHIO,

SEVEN THIRTY PM, SEPTEMBER NINE, SEVENTYONE. RESERVATIONS

MADE BY
| |

fOR H. NEWTON, (^ND ABOARD

DELTA AIRLINES FLIGHT ONE NINE F, SEVEN FORTYSEVEN FLIGHT

TO SAN FRANCISCO, DEPARTING ATLANTA AIRPORT, FOUR FIFTY PM,

SEPTEMBER NINE, SEVENTYONE, ARRIVING SAN FRANCISCO SEVEN

FIFTYTWO PM, SEPTEMBER NINE, SEVEN]:Y0NE.

CLEVELAND ALERT SOURCES REGARDING PURPOSE

AND ACTIVITIES Of|
|
AND

|

~|
I N THAT AREA.

ATLANTA MAINTAINING COVERAGE OF SUBJECT AND GROUP THROUGH

LOGICAL SOURCES AND ADDITIONAL DETAILS CONCERNING SUBJECT’S

PRESENCE, ATLANTA, GEORGIA, AND PRESS CONFERENCE REGARDING

CONTEMPLATED MOVING OF CENTRAL HEADQUARTERS TO ATLANTA TO FOLLOW

IN LETTERHEAD MEMORANDUM.

END

USING A YOUTH CARD IN THE NAME OF

RESERVATIONS FOR HERSELF AND ABOARD UNITED

HOLD



m u
frcfRAi CLh£\u Of ;,\vfsr;cAT:cri

CGMi\^UNICAriON5 £:CT;OrI

SEP 15 19^
TELErn^PE

Ml 0i2 SF

8 ST^tniL 8/14/71 JAK

BISEetGS (t08«i€S428)

L@S AN8ELES

FH©H SAM FRAAeiSCO (15 7* 1203) 2F

Ao"

NHtr pater aka., ih - bpp <kbc>.

Mr. Tolson—

_

Mr. F.-Jt

Mr. Sullivan

—

Mr. Mohr —

^

Mr. B f'iop \
Mr. FS

I

Mr. C-Uahan.-

j

]\’Xr . Caop..! —
Mr. (' o.r i i

Mr. Ckvrl

Mr. P'-r.

Mr. Rosfi

Mr. Tav<;i

Mr. Walters

Mr. S'-v-ws

Tele. Room
Miss H.ihnts—
Miss Gandy

00 CfEil08 OF fIFfttttElt THlRfEER U8f« FtKST SO^iOE

EEPiETEO THAT SBEJEei
J |»

AID
| |

wiftDE

ACSiSVATlOIS TO ©EFARt SAi FRAM€|S00 tlfERJIAflOlAi AllFORT

01 FSA FLIOMT IlOliT tVO ZERO AT NXIE FH« SSFTfMIER TNlRtEEIt

LA$T» TO AiflVE LOS AlOSLES IITERRATXOIAL AltFOtf RXIE

FIFTYFIVE FN> SAKE lAff • FtRFOSE OF TRAVEL «AS TO VISIT

ilTI
I I

AiO
I I

IN LOS AV8ELES, XNOICATXOIS

WERE TNAT THE THREE VOOLO FR08ABLY RETVRI TO OARLANO OllRXNfi

EARLY MORRXNO SEPTEII8ER FeiftTEEN» XISTAOTa

Hi faoe one

i/

\

|X,100

‘j j
3^’

55 SEP 20 19/1

lO SFP 15 1971

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED'^^’'*"

n&TF 6lZ<>ift1 RYSPSCtlOf^S



f

FA6E tiO

fF 157-I20I

etVERME OF THE ABOVE FtlOHT BEfERHIlID TBAf SUBJECTS

BID iOf depart oh that FLIOMT.

SECONi SODROE RiPOtTED SDBJECT HAS AWAY FRO R RIS

AFARtNERT IH OAXLARD DHRIHO tiORT OF SEPTEMBER fliRfEEH •

FiDRTEIH AiO THAT ME REfHRNEi TO HIS APARTNiHT AT APPRO XIMATELY

!£• AMt SEPTEMMIR FOMRfEEH IBSTAiT* SOBjEOT IMDIOATED TO

fOlRCE THAT HC HAD Jiff RETfRNO FROM VlStfIMS
|

lli EOf AiOiiEi AHi MAD REOEIVEi iOIIE MillCY FROM

ADMTRiJfRATIVEl

REfPTtL€ALl TO LA» SEPTEMBER TMIRfm LaST«

FIRST SOiRCE IS I

StOOHi SOMROE IS

at SAi FRANCISCO IBfERNAflONAL AIRPORT^ WHO KNOWf HfWlOR BY SI6MT,

IS INDXVliWAL WHO OBSERVED DiPARTORC OF PSA FLWItf EIOHt TWO

ZERO*

b6
b7C

b2
b7D

b6
b7C



'A.
"

I
FEDERAL BliRCAU 0!" :N\;;

C0MMUN!CAri.:^i^

Srp 1-1971
c

TELETYf

I

bo
b7C

NITEL 9/9/71 ECO

IRECTCP.

AN FRANCISCO (157-1R03)

(ATTN

IP

HUEY P. NEWTON, A^a, EM-EPP (KEE)

Sir. Tolson

Mr. Felt

Mr. Sullivan.

Mr. Mohr
Mr. Bishop
Mr.BrennanCD
Mr. Callahan

Mr. Casper
Mr. Conrad
Mr. Dalbey
Mr. Gale

Mr. Ponder
Mr. Rosen
Mr. Tavel

Mr, Walters

Mr. S 'yars .

Tele. Room
Miss Holmes
Miss FLandy

/t

SUBJECT , 7 AND ARRIVED SAN FRANCISCO

T

international airport on DELTA AIRLINES FLIGHT NINETEEN AT SEVEN FIFTY

P.M., SEPTEMBER NP'IE INSTANT, FROM ATLANTA, GEORGIA. THEY WERE MET

BY Oakland bpp members, and ^.t airport subject was TMT"R\/ TiDdFn rt

reporters .

administrative ;

REATTFL SEPTEMBER NINE INSTANT.

sa

L

OBSERVED ARRIVAL OF ABOVE INDIVIDUALS.

SAN FRANCISCO WIL^ ATTEMPT TO OBTAIN FURTHER INFORMATION

CONCERNING SUBJECT’S INTERVIEW BY NEWS REPORTERS. IT IS BELIEVED

INTERVIEW CONCERNED STATEMENT MADE BY SUBJECT IN ATLANTA ON SEPTEMBER

EIGHT LAST THAT HE IS CONTEMPLATING MOVING BPP NATIONAL HEADQUARTERS TO

ATLANTA .

END

RECD 008 015
\

C
^0

DOW FBI ij^ASK D-C' \

54SEP21 1971

50 SEP

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINLU

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

nftTF Ol'Z.ulfll RYSfStU t>lAS



; "? r^r\^ LA CODE

35^'m urgent 9-3-71 TAG

fruawi nimpAu or h'jvi.STio.ATiON

commumcatioims .suction

SEP 3 197)%/

,TEC,H-r.¥s
b 6 '! ‘

.

hlc N ^

TO DIRECTOR ATTMC DID

FROM LOS ANGELES ( 1 05-S.795?.) 3P

MC LEK (NATIONALITIES INTELLIGENCE)

^ P ’ ~ I—
' RE SAN FRANCISCO TELS SEPTEMBER FIRST AND^ECOMD,

LAST CAPTIONED "HUEY P. NEWTON, AKA, EM - BPP 0(BE),"

^BUFILE ONE ZERO FIVE DASH ONE SIX FIVE FOUR TWO NINE;

^ bureau TEL SEPTEMBER TWO, LAST CAPTIONED AS ABOVE,

t, REFERENCED SAN FRANCI SCO TEL SEPTEMBER FIRST LAST

REFLECTS ANTICIPATED TRAVEL BY HUEY NEWTON TO LOS ANGELES

\ FOR POSSIBLE ^EETING WITH
[

^ (FNU)|
\

(PHONETIC/).

AT RESIDENCE OF

ELIEVED IDENTICAL WITH

I . BUFILE ONE HUNDRED DASH FOUR FIVE' EIGHT

EIGHT TWO iLo , La FILE ONE HUNDRED DASH SEVEN ZERO ZERO

SIX EIGHT .

I

END PAGE oilE

APPARENTLY IDENTICAL WITH

0 SEP'W

.Ir.

III":) Ji' iivics—

Wis:3 C;\ndy

51S£p^ 0 I97i

7<9ir— .''>'^5" ^.^'7

NOT R-ECOR0'Ea

133 SEP .15 1971
'

r .

ORiGlNAL

FILED

IM

S
-

7



'LA
\

PAGE TVjd

EljFILE OPE FIFTY SEVEN DASH ONE NINE FOUR ZERO THREE,

LA ONE FIETY seven DASH FIVE ONE FIVE FOUR.

SAN FRANCISCO TEL FURTHER INDICATED NEWTON WOULD MEET

at I I res I pence.
'

SAN FRANCISCO TELCALL TEN FORTY PM, SEPTEMBER FIRST ,

LAST ADVISED NEWTON REPORTEDLY TO ARRIVE LOS ANGELES INTERNATIONAL

AIRPORT, WESTERN AIRLINES, ELEVEN PM, SAME DATE. IN VIEW

TIME ELEMENT, SURVEILLANCE BY BUAGENTS NOT POSSIBLE. LOS

ANGELES POLICE DEPARTMENT INTELLIGENCE ADVISED OF NEWTON’S

POSSIBLE ARRIVAL, HOWEVER, SURVEILLANCE AT AIRPORT PROVED

UNSUCCESSFUL.

SUBSEQUENT SURVEILLANCES AT RESIDENCES OF AND.

[
failed to reflect any UNUSUAL ACTIVITY, AND NO

OBSERVATION OF NEWTON EFFECTED.

LOS ANGELES SOURCES FAMILIAR WITH BPP ACTIVITY UNAWARE

OF NEWTON’S PRESENCE IN LOS ANGELES AND UNABLE TO CONFIRM ANY

FUND RAISING AFFAIR AT
|

EVENT, IF HELD, PROBABLY INVITATION ONLY AND LOS ANGELES

unable to PROVIDE COVERAGE.

END PAGE TWO . i



u IC55_9795C'

PAGE THREE

LOS ANGELES AIRTEL AND LHM JUNE SEVEN LAST UNDER NEWTOi

CAPTION REFLECTS PREVIOUS CONTACT ON JUNE TWO LAST OF

NEWTON ,| AND POSSIBLY

METLOS ANGELES HAS NO INFORMATION THAT|

WITH NEWTON OR ATTENDED ANY FUND RAISING SUPPER FOR HIS

HAS HAD NO NEWS MEDIA COVERAGE SUBSEQUENTDEFENSE .

TO HIS arrival in LOS ANGELES AUGUST TWENTY SEVEN LAST. LOS

ANGELES, ON SEPTEMBER FIRST LAST, HAD NO KNOWLEDGE THAT
I

IN LOS ANGELES AREA INSTANT DATE.

SAN FRANCISCO TEL DATED SEPTEMBER: TWO LAST REFLECTS

NEWTON IN SAN FRANCISCO AS OF NOON, SEPTEMBER TWO LAST.

ADMINISTRATIVE

LOS ANGELES CONTINUING CONTACT WITH SOURCES.

am copy FURNISHED SAN FRANCISCO FOR NEWTON FILE

ONE FIFTY SEVEN DASH ONE TWO ZERO THREE.

BUREAU REQUESTED FURNISH COPY TO BUFILE Of^E ZERO FIVE

DASH ONE SIX FIVE FOUR TWO NINE.

END

b6
b7C

TMT FBI WA TU-

C -n 1



1. ^ f f
'nr 014 AT^PI^IN

6:40P?*r URGENT 9-9-71 TEK

DIRECTOR 105-165429

FEDEiWL BUREAU OF INVESTiGATlCH

CCMMUNiCATiONS S£CT^O^^

SEP9 1971

ATTN; DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION

bb
b7C

SAN FRANCISCO 157-1203

DALLAS

CLEVELAND

FROM ATLANTA 157-5204

0
UflUEY PERCY NEWTON. EM - BPP .

Mr. yplson

Mr. Pelt

Mr. Sullivan

Mr. Mohr
Mr. Bish'^p

Mr.BrennanCD.
Mr. Callahan.

Mr. Casper

Mr. Conrad

Mr. Da'biy

Mr. Gale

Mr. Ponder

Mr. Rosen

Mr. Tavel

Mr. Walters

Mr. Soyars..

Tele. Room..

RE ATLANTA TEL TO BUREAU SEPT. EIGHT ,
SEVENTYONE

.
^

HUEY NEWTON I I
DEPARTED ATLANTA /iRPORT '

FOUR FIFTY PM, SEPT. NINE, SEVENTYONE, VIA DELTA SEVEN FORTY SEVEN

RIGHT NINETEEN TO SAN FRANCISCO. fLiGHT HAS LAY OVER, DALLAS,

FIVE THIRTY NINE PM TO SIX FORTY PM, SEPT . NINE, SEVENTYONE, TO ARRIVE

SAN FRANCISCO SEVEN FIFTY TWO PM THIS DATE.

NEWTON wearing BLACK JACKET ,
GREY KNIT TROUSERS, CARRYI NG SWAGgER

WEARING BROWN LEATHER JACKET, DARK BROWN TROUSERS
STICK

wearing brown bell bottom slacks, print blouse, gold EARRINGS, AND

CARRYING LARGE BROWN SHOULDER BAG.

END PAGE ONE

I
Btc- » /OS-

all information contained ^3
herein is unclassified

OaTE

9^ SbP VI 1971

OLt
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PAGE TWO

AT 157-5204

,
DEPARTED UNITED AIRLINES FLIGHT THREE NINE SIX, FIVE FIFTY

FIVE PM, SEPT. NINE, SEVENTYONE , TO ARRIVE CLEVELAND, SEVEN THIRTY PM.

NEWTON wearing ORANGE SHIRT, DARK BROWN TROUSERS, HAS MOUSTACHE.

NATURAL Hair, GOLD BLOUSE, TWEED HOT PANTS SUIT, CARRYING-

BROWN PURSE .

DALLAS AND CLEVELAND AFFORD APPROPRIATE COVERAGE.

ATLANTA CONTINUING TO FOLLOW RESULTS OF GROUPS PRESENCE IN ATLANTA.

END

LRS FBI WASHDC

b6
b7C



i I

Mr. Tolson-

b6
b7C

r. BUliivau

r. Mohr V
>. Bishop

[r. Miller,

mn SF c 0^' E

9 58 PM U|f15ENT 9/I7/7I BEH

TO: DI^CTOR (105-165429) CATTN; DID)

FROM; SAN FRANCISCO (157-1203)

0
HUEY P. NEWTON, AKA., EM - BPP (KBE ) .

A SOURCE HAS REPORTED THAT DURING RECENT PAST FEW DAYS DURING

Mr. Felt ....

Mr. Sullivan

Mr. Mohr
.Mr,

Mr
Mr. Callahan

Mr. Casper

Mr. Conrad—

—

Mr. Dalbey

Mr. Cleveland

Mr. Ponder

Mr. Rosen

Mr. Tavel

Mr. Walters

Mr. Soyars

Tele. Room-

/

Miss Hotmes

—

Miss Gandy

—

i

SAN FRANCISCO, WHO RESIDES

NEWTON

HAS INDICATED HE MAY POSSIBLY TAKE A TRIP TO THE ORIENT

SOMETIME IN THE NEAR FUTURE.
'

' INFORMED NEWTON SHEON SEPTEMBER SEVENTEEN INSTANT

IS SCHEDULED TO WORK A CHARTER FLIGHT THAT DEPARTS SAN FRANCISCO

AT TEN P.M., SEPTEMBER EIGHTEEN NEXT

INDICATED HE MIGHT SEE HER IN JAPAN

T. EN ROUryJigJAPAN AND »E«0N

. NO DATE FOR THE P'^SSIBLE WEET 0
AND NO MORE DETAILS CONCERNING NEWTON'S TRAVEL TO THE ORIENT WERE

7 SEP21197t
GIVEN.

INQUIRY OF WO.RLD AIRWAYS DETERMINED ITB FLIGHTS ARE CHARTERED

END OF PAGE ONE

IPi 27197 ^

</ 'hX

all information contained

herein is unclassified*^^

Gkcelfti BYsPsciiofn^



1

PRINCIPALLY FOR MILITARY PERSONNEL AND THEREFORE NEWTON UNABLE TO

travel on FLIGHT WITH GOODSON .

AS PREVIOUSLY REPORTED, NEWTON WAS ISSUED PASSPORT NUMBER B THREE

THREE SIX SIX THREE FIVE ON MARCH THREE LAST.

ON SEPTEMBER FIFTEEN LAST I 1 . WHO RECENTLY b?c

HAS BEEN I

~|
. APPLIED FOR A PASSPORT IN SAN

FRANCISCO and INDICATED PURPOSE OF TRAVEL WAS TO VISIT EUROPE.

MIN I STRATI VE :

b2

SOURCE is l I

PHOTOGRAPHS 0F
| |

AND NEWTON ARE BEING FURNISHED TO BUREAU

FOR FORWARDING TO APPROPRIATE LEGATS IN THE EVENT NEWTON TRAVELS b7c

TO THE ORIENT.

ACTIVITIES OF NEWTON BEING CLOSELY FOLLOWED AND BUREAU WILL

BE kept ADVISED.

END

HOLD



m 015 SF CODE StP*

6142PM URGENT 9/21/71 CRH ^t^UHT

TOl DIRECTOR (105-165429) (ATTNs DID)

CHICAGO /

NEV Yq/k

FROM! SAN FRANCISCO (157-1203)

HUEY PERCY^EWTON, AKA, EM-BPP (KBD, OOf SAN FRANCISCO,

Mr. 'ro!5on_
Mr. P.-^H

Mr. .Su:iivan_
:T’'. r

n .:ooin.._

‘•'Miss

ON MORNING SEPTEMBER TWENTY FIRST INSTANT, SOtRCE

REPORTED THAT NEWTON WAS IN CONTACT WITf

ON EARLY AFTERNOON, SEPTEMBER TWENTY FIRST INSTANT, SOURCE

END PAGE ONE

APPROPRI^T^AGENCIES
ANO FIELDXJPFICES

advised BY^OUTING
SLIP (S)

OATE,_jJI^5

(REC 17. //: 5 -/I 7

CLA5:?r-$^^. 3Y

EEASON-Fi5BriS><^J.4 . 2.

DATE OF^SEMM
pjbAja^

'

SEP 22 191'



PAGE TWO

SF 157- 1203

ON LATE AFTERNOON, SEPTEMBER TWENTY FIRST INSTANT, SOURCE

AGAIN REPORTED WAS IN CONTACT WITH NEWTON*

AND AGAIN STATED SHE HAS NOT HEARD ANYTHING

FURTHER FROM THE PEOPLE IN CANADA. AT THIS TIME,
| HtOLD

I
IT DOES NOT APPEAl SHE WILL BE ABLE TO I HCLUDE

|

NAME TO THE LIST AND THUS IT APPEARS
| |

wiLL NOT

BE ACCOMPANYING NEWTON.

ON SEPTEMBER TWENTY FIRST INSTANT, THE FOREGOING SOURCE

AND A SECOND SOURCE REPORTED THAT NEWTON STILL INDICATES

m WILL MAKE TRIP TO ORIENT PRIOR TO HIS TRIAL ON OCTOBER

END PAGE TWO



PAGE THREE

SF 157-12^ comm
TWELVE NEXT, AND THAT ME WILL POSSIBLY TRAVEL TO CANADA WITHIN

NEXT DAY OR SCL

ON SEPTEMBER TWENTY FIRST INSTANT, U, S. PASSPORT OFFICE,

SAN FRANCISCO, .ADVISED HAD BEEN ]

PASSPORT NUMBER

»b6
b7C

ON

SEPTEMBER TWENTY ONE INSTANT*

CONTACT WITH AIRLINES SERVING CANADA MAS FAILED TO REVEAL

ANY RESERVATIONS FOR TRIP BY NEWTON TO CANADA.

ADMINISTRATIVE* RE SF TELETYPE SEPTEMBER TWENTY LAST.

FIRST S0BRGE isl SECOND SOURCE b2
b7D

IS

BUREAU, ALERT LEGAT OTTAWA OF CURRENT LOCATION OF

L AID THAT INDICATIONS ARE NEWTON STILL PLANS TO TRAVEL

TO OTTAWA.

ACTIVITIES OF NEWTON BEING FOLLOWED BY SF, AND BUREAU

AND APPROPRIATE OFFICES WILL BE KEPT ADVISED.

END

b6
b7C



HBH:s

r

012 SF CODE

FEDERAL' BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

COMMUNICATIONS SECTION

SEP 2 01971 ,

TELETYPE

#
CONftBBfflAt-

730 PM U^NT 9/2,0/71 MCC

TO DilfECTOR (105-165429) ATTN . D I D

CHICAGO

NEW YORK

FROM SAN FRANCISCO (157-1203) 5P

ALL TN?0 R’,'/7!N^'! contained
HEREIN IS UNO^,SSIFTED EXCEPT
WMEKS SHO’A'^, T?I^WI SE

.

XECCciSSlPlED B’f''

0

-Jfl) iJlIi

njLaarirnnv tw3«»Ant/

Di:cu'.s:'.r ''Y c’i.

Mr. Tolson

Mr. Felt

Mr. Sullivan-

Mr. Mohr
Mr. Bishop

Mr. Miller, ESi
Mr. Callahan.

Mr. Casper.
Mr. Conrad...
Mr. l^lhey .....

Mr. Cleveland..

Mr. P
Mr. Rosen
Mr. Tav-.,!

Mr. 'Waltc-rs..™

Mr. S^yars

Tele. Room ]

Miss Holmes
Miss Gandy.

b7C

4

HUEY PERCY NEWTON, EM - BPP ,
00 SAN FRANCI SCO .

riii'i'iifK (I ii) ir~'

Dctlabblfy lili. UA!)W"n

SOURCE REPORTED THAT ON MORNING SEPTEMBER TWENTY INSTANT,

EWTON TELEPHONICALLY CONTACTED AT ROOM TWO SIX

THREE , HOLIDAY INlrrOTT^, CANADA, TELEPHONE SIX ONE THREE -

TWO THREE SIX - ZERO TWO ZERO ONeI



AS PREVIOUSLY REPORTED, DURING SUMMER OF NINETEEN SEVENTY,

ACCOMPANIED FORMER BPP MINISTER OF INFORMATION

ELDRIDGE CLEAVER AND OTHERS ON A TRIP TO NORTH KOREA, NORTH

VIETNAM and CHINA. IT IS BELIEVED THE TERM, "PREVIOUS UNFORTUNATE

COLLECTION OF PEOPLE" USED BY REFERS TO THE GROUP WITH

l#iICH
| |

tRAVELED in NINETEEN SEVENTY.

END page THREE



• #
(SgflFlULNlM.

PAS&tFIVE

SOURCE FURTHER ADVISED THAT DURING PAST WEEKEND NEWTON TOLD b6
b7C

HE IS STILL GOING TO MAKE TRIP TO THE

ORIENT AND WILL PROBABLY LEAVE SEPTEMBER TWENTY INSTANT OR

SEPTEMBER TWENTYFIRST NEXT.

CONTACT WITH VARIOUS AIRLINES SERVING CANADA HAS FAILED

TO DISCLOSE any RESERVATIONS FOR TRAVEL BY «EWTON TO CANADA.

ADMINISTRATIVE

RE SAN FRANCISCO TELETYPE DATED SEPTEMBER SEVENTEEN LAST

RE CAPTIONED MATTER, AND SF TELETYPE SEPTEMBER SEVENTEEN LAST

ARRANGEMENTS FOR NEWTON TO TRAVEL TO CHINA VIA CANADA.

BUREAU requested TO ALERT LEGAT , OTTAWA OF POSSIBILITY OF

NEWTOiv ’S TRAVEL TO CHINA VIA CANADA AND DETERMINE IF ARRANGEMENTS

\^(FOR SUCH TRIP ARE BEING MADE BY

bureau also requested to ALERT STATE DEPARTMENT AND

CONCERNING NEWTON’S POSSIBLE TRIP TO TANZANIA.

END

‘"^RP 1 pr 1 ttf Piilirr

LRS FBI WASHDC

HMa't "WUTjD D110UL»«M: LOI ADO-tff

. . MR. DAY _
ROOM 1010 Om

b2
b7D

b2

cr

tr



federal bureau Of INVESTIGATION

COMMUNICATIONS SECTION

m me cv code

8:00 PM PM/URGENT 9-01-71 JAW TELCTYPE
FO-An ^ (L\/j sp.; ^ Kr _

TO DIROTOR (m ^

Sa/fRANCISCO ( 157-1205)

ATLANTA (157-5204)

jFROM CLEVELAND (157-2633)

HUEY PERCY NEWTON, EM - BPP.

J
Mr. rolsnn

f p.-.ll ______

I
Mr. <?ir.)ivan

Mr, ,

I
M:,' - -ranCD—

t ,,

Tde. H
M'f'?! il ir,iQS_

Miss Gandy

AND| ARRIVED, CLEVELAND,

OHIO AS SCHEDULED SEPT. NINE SEVENTYONE. PICKED UP BY ONE

UNKNOWN NEGRO MALE AND ONE UNKNOWN NEGRO FEMALE IN A NINETiLct

SIXTHEIGHT TWO DOOR MERCURY SEDAN, BEARING OHIO LICENSE
| |

VEHICLE REGISTERED TO I I

CLEVELAND INDICES NEGATIVE RE

SURVEILLED BY BU AGENTS INTO CLEVELAND,

OHIO; HOWEVER, EFFORTS UNABLE TO DETERMINE WHERE THEY SPENT NIGHT

LODGING OR PRESENT WHEREABOUTS. PURPOSE OF VISIT IS r^?3LODGING OR PRESENT WHEREABOUTS. PURPOSE

UNDETERMINED AT THIS TIME.
5- SEP 21 197t

RELIABLE SOURCES CONTACTED AND VERIFIED THAT LOCAL

BLACK PANTHER PARTY (BPP) LEADER SPENT FROM SIX

END Page one

57^91'^ ALL INFORMAiiON CONTAINED'-—

HEKEIN IS UNCLASSIFIED^*'"*-'-

DATE BY^P’Sc.i \P>»v-^

tr

tr



PAGE TWO

PM TO APPROXIMATELY ELEVEN FIFTEEN PM AT CLEVELAND BPP BRANCH

HEADQUARTERS ON EVENING OF SEPT. NINE LAST. SOURCE ALSO

VERIFIED THAT NOT PRESENT AT BPP

HEADQUARTERS EVENING SEPT. NINE LAST NOR WAS NINETEEN SIXTHEIGHT

MERCURY IN VINCINITY.

SOURCES NOTED THAT ON SEPT. TWELVE NEXT BBP , CLEVELAND

BRANCH IS HAVING ANNUAL PICNIC AT WINDSOR, OHIO, SUPPOSEDLY

FOR FUNDS FOR A FREE HEALTH CENTER. ACCORDING TO SOURCES,

IT IS RUMORED THAT

MIGHT COME IN FROM HEADQUARTERS TO ATTEND THE PICNIC. THIS

HAS NOT BEEN VERIFIED TO DATE.

ADMINISTRATIVE

SOURCES HAVE BEEN ALERTED AND EFFORTS ARE BEING MADE TO

DETERMIN ACTIVITIES AND

PURPOSE OF ARRIVAL. RETURN FLIGHT FOR NEwTON AND
|

IF ANY, NOT CONFIRMED AT THIS TIME.

RELIABLE SOURCES RE TEL BUREAU 9-9-71 REFERRED TO ABOVE

TMT FBI WA FOR UR FIVE TELS TU

r



.CONFtQENTIAL

ALL TNF0m'AT^Q?r#::T)1JTAT.NE® / ,

HERjriNisinicLAS'sryiiiDEXCSPt
' 9/2^/Tl

WKSHE3HO'"NOTK'ESV?rSS. \ CODE

piLlTYPE CLASSIFIED BY ^ * ^ailMT
'

^ DEGLASSIFY ON ;

^

rjj; Helgeson

... 1 - Mr. x. L. AdaasiJoMrr-

TO i^ioAf gmM&y.

mm DllSCfOi fii iii$-165429)

HUEY PliClr

lliul®!.

r; iM - ipp (KBE) .

TWENTY-CME LAST.

Sssss
^201971 ^

SAN Pl^CIgCO QfFICE KEPORTS

CC»?TACT TWlCl ON SIPTEMIER TWENTY*ONE LAST WITH WMt PSIOY

NEWTON* AND WOT NEWtOJ'S SlCHTARY CafOl.

SHI WAS STILL WAITi^. SHE TOLD

i^ISBD

UNTIL

ISWTON INDICATED HE MOTT 00 TO «AWA

I. CONTACT WITH

NEWTON.

Tolson

Felt

Sullivan

Mohr -

Bishop
Miller, E.S,

Callahan _
Casper
Conrad

Dalbey

Cleveland .

Ponder

Rosen
Tavel

Walters :...

^g-byafs

ID SHE HAS MOVED

NUMBER SIX ONE TH^ DASH TWO THREE

®»* TELlPHiNi

l^i^H SIX TWO SEVEN

FIVE, MME not OSVEN. SHE ALSO ADVISID If

BPP SYMPATHY

mmm that

TO AOGOMMt

ILAraes (4)

oa/?

QN»fRlF.
<« t

PA0E TWO a.

SEP 2;?

F >

SLETYPE UNIT



ON SEPTaffiER TWENTY-ONE LAST.



CuKTAIPSD
IaC

Tolson _
Felt

Sullivan .

Mohr

Bishop _
Miller, E
Callahan

Casper
Conrad

Dalbey -

Cleveland
Ponder

Rosen
Tavel

Walters

Soyafl^-!

Tele.J^
Holmes

Gandy

TELETYPE

COr^Ft^TlAL
9/21/71

niiHLifij ii hji j»irc»n\.mK»7^ ^ •

Mujilfy U l l.
^ - Mr. J. L. Adams
1 - Mr, H. E. Helgeson

TO LEGAT OTTAWA federai; bureau of investigation

COMMUI^ICATIONS SECTION.

FROM DIRECTOR FBI (105-165429)
SEPiaiJ/* -

Z:zOtP/?? rfr^HUEY PERCY NEWTON, EM - BPP (KBE)

.

REURTEL SEPTEMBER TWENTY LAST CAPTIONED

J,
EXTREMIST MATTERS - BPP."

FOLLOWING TELETYPE UNDER NEWTON CAPTION RECEIVED FROM

SAN FRANCISCO SEPTEMBER TWENTY LAST:-

"SOURCE REPORTED THAT ON M(»NING

NEWTON TELEP8CNICALLY CONTACTED

CEMBER TWENTY INSTANT,

b7D

:•
^ -p

'

SEP 22 1971

- Foreign^SkscU iySi:*H Route through for

£p 2A? ' vm iwtrr

SEE NOTE PAGE SIX

MAIL ROOMi 1 TELETYPE UNIT CONi



"SOURCE FURTHER AiSfipi} THAT DURING tUCKT WEEKEND NEWTON



CON
TELETYPE TO OTTAWA
HE: HUEY PEHCY HSWTOH
105-165429

NTiAL

TOLD HE IS STILL GOIHG TO MAKE TRIP

TO THE ORIQiT AND WILL PROBABLY LEAVE SEPTSMIER TWHTTY INSTANT

OR SEPTEMBER TWENTYFIRST NEXT.

•’CCRITACT WITH VARIOUS AIRLINES SERVING CANADA HAS FAILED

TO DISCLOSE ANY RESERVATIONS FOR TRAVEL BY NEWTCRJ TO CANADA.”

LEGAT NOTE TRIAL FOR NEWTON MENTIONED ABOVE SCHEDULED FOR

OCTOBER TWELVE NEXT.

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE IS OF OPINION IS IN

OTTAWA MAKING ARRANGEMENTS FOR NEWTON TO TRAVEL TO CHINA VIA

CANADA.

ABOVE INFORMATION BEING FURNISHED STATE DEPARIWENT AND

ABOVE FURNISHED FOR YOUR INFORMATION IN FOLLOWING ACTIVITIES

NOTE INFORMATION IS FROM HIGHLY SENSITIVE SOURCE be

OF SAN FRANCISCO <»FICE.

ESSENTIAL Y(

L0
IKEEP

BUREAU FULLY INFORMED ON EXPEDITIOUS BASIS OF ALL PERTINENT

DEVELOPMENTS. W)
- 5 -

i' \ / ’-j 1 ;

^ ^



4
£ONF

TELETYPE TO OTTAWA
RE: HUEY PERCY NEWTON,..

105-165429

NOTE:

NTiAL

*
ts^ tn Ottawa,

[

is attenpting to arrange travel for Huey P
the BPP, and others to travel to China*]

~~^)lt a

. Nevton

,

appears she
leader of

bl
b2
b6
b7C

IJ:;)White House, State Department and
being advised by separate' communication concerning possible

travel plans this group



FKcilAL BLTuAU CF INVESiffiATICN

COMiViUi\lCATIONS SE^iON

SL.' 2 ;i:i971

teletype
NR 018 SF C 0 D E

349 All NKEL 9-22-71 RAS SENT 9-23-71

DIRE^OR (105-165429) (ATTN: DID)

CHICAGO

FROM: SAN FRANCISCO (157-1203)
bb
b7C

Mr. Tolson
Mr. Felt

Mr. Sullivan

Mr. Mohr
Mr. Bishop

Mr. Miller,

Mr. Calla

Mr. Casper.

!

Mr. Conrad....,

Mr. Da'bey..^

Mr. Cleveland-

Alr. .Pomier

Mr. Rosen
Mr. Tavel

Mr. Walter.?

Mr. Snyais
Tele. Room
Miss Hedmos
Miss Gandy.._

HUEY PERCT^EWTON, AKA,, EM - BPP ( KBD

,

SOURCES ON SEPTEMBER TWENTYTWO INSTANT, REPORT NEWTON

IN OTTAWA, CANADA,HAS HAD NO CONTACT WITH

THIS DATE, AND NO FURTHER INFORMATION HAS BEEN RECEIVED

CONCERNING NEWTON’S POSSIBLE TRIP TO THE ORIENT VIA CANADA.

SOURCES REPORTED NEWTON HAS INDICATED THAT IF HE DOES NOT
REC-65 ^ . .

V
LEAVE WITHIN NEXT DAY OR SO JJ^lLL NOT HAVr TIME TO MAKE

TRIP PRIOR TO TRIAL DATE OF OCTOBER TWELVE NEXT.

ADMINISTRATIVE:

SOURCES ARE

RESFTEL SEPTEMBER TWENTYONE LAST.

DDB SEP 24 1971

Id 2

'b7D

KK

ACTIVITIES OF NEWTON BEING FOLLOWED AND BUREAU WILL BE

KEPI ADVISED.

END.

HOLD

54SEd28
^ 1

1971

cv'

C oV

5'

all INrOUi.'.Ab J.l bbisinlilLU

HEREIN IS UNCLASSi.^iEO^

naTF



contontial

IS except /

where SMOXKpi^KC'^ ^ E CODE

TELETYPE CUiJaiiiu by

Q&Ujmiij mi. 0*11 Ilf

9/23/71

URC^STT

TO LEGAT OTTAWA (157-268)

FROM DIRECTOR FBI (105-165429)

HUEY PERCY 'n^ON, EM - BP

1 - Mr. H. E. Helgeson
1 - Mr. J. L. Adams

ftKft'At- EiurCAU G7 INVEST?GAT5GH

cOivi\;uNic:/JiONS sr.criOW

REBUCAL TODAY.

EM - BPP (KBE).

FQLLOWIHG TELETYPE RECEIVED FRCM SAN FRANCISCO TODAY:

"NEWTON AND DEPARTED SAN FRANCISCO

INTERNATIONAL AIRPCffiT, ON UNITED AIRLINES FLIGHT THREE SIX AT

ELEVEN P.M.

,

SSrtBMBSR TWENTYTWO, INSTANT, TO ARRIVE JOHN F.

KENNEDY AIRPORT, NEW YORK, SEVEN ZERO FIVE A.M. SEPTEMBER

TWENTYTHREE, NEXT.

b6

"SOURCE REPORTED THAT ON NIGHT SEPTEMBER TWENTYTWO, INSTANT, b7c

NEWTON WAS IN TELEPHONIC CONTACT WITH

CANADA,

IN OTTAWA,

Tolson

Felt

Sullivan _

Mohr

Bishop
Miller, E.L
Callahan

Casper
Conrad
Dalbey

Cleveland _

Ponder
Rosen
Tavel

Walters

Soyars

Tele. Room

Gandli^

- Foreign Liaison Desk

note PAGE TWO

IL TELETYPE UNIT |j|3
^

'

P yp-O



•r

TELETYPE TO OTTAWA
REt HUEY PERCY NEWTON
105-165429

THROUGH YOUR SOURCES CLOSELY FOLLOW NEWTON *3 ACTIVITIES

AND ATTEMPT TO DETERMINE ULTIMATE IffiSTINATICN.

NOTE;

bl
b2
b6
b7C

I
appears she

is attempting to arrange travel for HueyJP, Newton, leader of
the BPP. and others--^to travel to China. I

} 'White House, State Department
and being advised by separate ccara^unication.^^ (D)



CONFlDbClilAL Mr. To
T-Tr. F-
J'T-.' CS,

C-!iii.j li.ii Iji

lli'i liibiiily CHI llliiiill'"*^'****

AT.T. irrcrv.-'.’irc^j

OTT 055^ PM CAE CODE HEPtu; is I'.i.CL'J:.':;?

/ where SHO’VH OIEER'.VI

URGEN7 9-22-71

TO '9IRECTOR (1G5-1S5429)

FROM LEGAT OTTAWA (105-2S3) IP

HUEY PERCY NEWTON, EM - 5PP (KEE).

P
RE MY TEL SEPTEMBER TwENTYONE LAST.

Ice/jT)

END ,|t fj) REfirSl jQ,- „
^

j J T .

, ^ O' / c^a.T:;:, J

\ V

p (S i r
\ 1 M

PAO FBI WASH DC

r.5 SEP 30 1971
s——



emONAL FORM Na 10
MAY 1962 EOmON
GSA FPMR (41 CFR)

UNITED STATES G^PlRNMElSl

Memorandum
NMENT

TO
: DIRECTOR, FBI (105-165429) date: 9/21/71

FROM SAC, HONOLULU (157-173) (RUC)

subject: hUEY P. NEWTON, aka
EM - BPP (KBE)

' 00; San Francisco

Re San Francisco airtel to Bureau, 8/13/71.

On the dates indicated the following sources
were contacted by SA|

|
and advised that

they had no information at this time concerning
Abercrombie's alleged effort to recruit subject or
BOBBY SEALE to come to Honolulu to speak;

8/16/71
8/16/71
8/24/71
8/24/71

Above sources were advised to remain alert
to ascertain if such information has any foundation.

ST-U2

Bureau (RAM)
'z - San Francisco
1 - Honolulu

REG/ctm
(5)

fT SEP 24 1971

^^0
ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

^

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED^''

f%AT i: L\V^\V\ RVS9&CvUvv5_

Buji U.S. Savings Bonds Kegularly on the Bayroll Savings Flan



a



CSWCSPB TO TOKYO AND HONG KONG
KB: HDBT P. NEWTON,
105-165429

I IaHD STAtB DBPABTlfBliT HAVE BEEN FWISBED THE ABOVE TRAVEL

INPORMATION.

(lBGATS, TOKYO AND HCHfG KCHIG, ARKANGB TO VIKIFT ARRIVAL AND

DEPARTORB OF NBWTCHf PARThQ SDOAB RBSDLTS.

»/

NOTE :

In order to kew Whit© House and other

apprised of travel of Ndwton’s group. It

to verify arrival and eUnperture points as pOTslbility exists

they say not stick to scheduled itinerary

.



OPTIONAL FORM NO. TO

MAY 1962 EDITION

^ GSA GEN. R^. NO. 27 \
UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
TO Mr, E. S. milW

FROM G. C. Moore

SUBJECT: HUEY PERCY NEWTON
EXTREMIST MATTERS -

BLACK PANTHER PARTY
(KEY BLACK EXTREMIST)

1 - Mr, W. C. Sullivan
1 - Mr, E. S. Miller
1 - Mr, T. E. Bishop
1 - Mr, W. R. Wannall
DATE: 9/21/71
1 - Mr, R. D. Cotter
1 - Mr, G. C. Moore
1 - Mr, C. E. Glass
1 - Mr, H. E. Helgeson
1 - Mr, J. L. Adams

Tolson .

Felt

^
Sullivan .

/Mohr .

Bishop .

‘ Miller. E.S.

Callahan .

Casper

Conrad

Dalbey .

Cleveland .

Ponder

Rosen

Tavel

Walters .

Soyars _

Tele. Room .

Holmes

Gandy

V:h;'?TsF OTJfEhVT /

fy

(

I

^' me purpose of this memorandum is to advise that repre
sentative of Huey Percy Nevrton , Minister of Defense of the extremist
Black Panther Party (BPPTTT I

bl

I

On 9/16/71y»^r highly sensitive source in San Francisco
advised thatl

. ^
^

^

1

b7C



Metnorand\Hn to Mr, E. S. Miller
Re: Huey Percy Newton

b6
b7C

^

b7D
Source also reported on 9/20/71 1

Based on available information, it appears quite likely
that Newton and some of his followers are hopeful of traveling
to Communist China in the immediate future. While no information
has been received to indicate the purpose of such a trip, (it can
be assumed he will solicit support of his group by the Chinese
Communist Government and possible financial aid from themn^fe^f^t/^

J(0

i

The above information is being furnished to

[
Dr, Henry A, Kissinger at the White House, Q

and the State Department by teletype,
and to the Attorney General by messenger,

ACTION:

For your information. You will be kept advised.

2



•.^ 'i

± ' .V

OTT 08 4:4 7 P^'i

URGENT >/ 9-21-71

TO OpfECTOR (105- 165429)

’^^'^fcNTlAL
/
^ uAvA«r*.

I
Mr. Tolson

I
Mr. Felt

i

Mr. Sullivan

I

Mr. Mohr

I
Mr. Bishop...

I
Mr. Miller,

* Mr. CallahanJ^I
; Mr. Casper-_jH7^
i Mr. Conrad

;

I
Mr. Dalbev f

]
Mr. Cleveland (

I

.VIr. Fonder
Mr. Rosen
Mr. Tavel

r, LEGAT OTTAWA (157-263)
-A ^

• ^IWU J. I MJ Ml,
j

—

Lwiiui.;i!^ Uil. ur. wJit:
1 Mr. Soya .'s

( IP ) ^ I
Tele. Room

HUEY PERCY NEWTON, EM - 5PP (KBE)

^T,r r;jvrv7,T?AT ! OM C'oF'iMOED

]-);! IS ’.Free.'

HiiO'-Vtl OTHrK’iMSE.

Tele. Room
|

Miss Holmes bg
Miss Gan^

]2 7 q

riYTEL SEPTEffiER TWENTY, LAST, CAPTIONED

EW - BPP

;UREAU TO BE FURTHER ADVISED

issifi®'

y Exempt iTOin

TJT FBI WASH DC

Dais of

Indefiai^S
7

3RD CC:
62 s
): WR.

v"V'P 'sE^

0 1971

AWerTtM-y®"*’
//

AKD field



I (Rev. *'

^ 4 tre£t elCow
ALL TLFaRMATTOSrtTOKTAILrT)

HEL.EIN TS- IL^CLA'TSTT’TLU LXGEFl

WHEKS SHCAVll OTHEKmISS.

Date : fh^p!

IMMEDIATE
vyni:4i\;:u otiL. i u w

^ [H] XJRGIENT
Transmit the message that follows by coded teletype: ^ NiW^Eield only)

*:|e3|e:tc:|e;|e^i(C3|e3)c:tc3|c3|c:(e9|c^^3|c!|(^9|ca|c3|c>l‘’l‘’(‘

From: DIRECTOR, FBI

Classification: v5?^-€^

mx

Tolson _

Felt

Sullivan

Mohr—
Bishop _

Subject: /^u tj A)/u3“/
' i-wy //v+'ff'z—^ fjlh- ^\c Pck w'I' / f*'' /^\ }3t

j
^ (Text of message begins on next page.

)

Callahan —
Casper

Conrad

Dalbey

Gale —
Ponder

Rosen
1

Tavel
I

Walters

Soyars

Tele. Room
Holmes
Gandy

" .'-S' r

FS4 oCT 4 19
'

Z'XXX’l

0M3 SECTlOr^

I ELETYP

S'fe'j Approved
10 SEi* 24 1971

MAIL ROOMi I TELETYPE UNIT I ^
' smFf



r

I

JB 09 4:00PM 9-23-71 R5C

CODE PRIORITY

TO: WHITE HOUSE SITUATION ROOM

ATT; DR. HENRY A. KISSINGER

TO: SECRETARY OF STATE

TO; ATTORNEY GENERAL (BY MESSENGER)

FROM: DIRECTOR, FBI

HUEY PERCY NEWTON, EXTREMIST MATTERS- DLACK PANTHER PARTY.

REFERENCE MY TELETYPE SEPTEMBER TWENTYONE, NINETEEN SEVENTYONE,

PERTAINING TO THE TRAVEL TO CANADA BY

END PAGE ONE



J VPE

VZCZCFBI 712

PP RUE hoc

DE RUEHFB 172

ZNY SS3SS ZZH

5T

^r-c C ri~T T'

5:25pf'j S/23/71 IRC

PRIORITY

TO; WHITE HOUSE SITUATIOtv ROOM 311

ATT; DR, HEDRY A. KISSIRGER

TO ; SECRETARY OF STATE

TO; ATTORNEY GENERAL (EY /iESSENGER)

FROM; DIRECTOR, FBI

HUEY PERCY NEWTON, EXTREMIST MATTERS- BLACK PANTHER PARTY,

REFERENCE MY TELETYPE SEPTEi'BER TWEwTYONE, i^dNETEEN SE VENT YO NE ,

pertaining to the TRAVEL TO CAsADA BY

END PAGE ONE
,

VtfPStvl

b6
b7C



r
PAG-E :> ' C C-fr ' C f-

OF INFORMATION OF THE EXTREMIST BLACK PANTHER PARTY ffiPP), TO

POSSIBLY ARRANGE FOR TRAVEL TO COMMUNIST CHINA BY KUEY NEWTON,

BPP MINISTER OF DEFENSE.

SOURCE WHO HAS FURNISHED RELIABLE INFORMATION IN THE PAST

ADVISED KUEY PERCY i.EWTON AND DEPARTED SAN

FRANCISCO INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT, ON UNITED AIRLINES FLIGHT THREE

SIX AT ELEVEN P .M . , SEPTFM'BER TWENTYTWO , NINETEEN SEVENTYONE,

TO ARRIVE JOHN F. KENNEDY AIRPORT, NEW YORK, SEVEN ZERO FIVE A .M .

,

SEPTEi-BEK TWENTYTHREE, NINETEEN SEVENTYONE.

GP-1

BT

N N N



6:35PM 9/25/71 TR C

PRIORITY '/f

TO; WHITE HOUSE SITUATION ROOM Cll

ATT; DR. HENRY A. KISSINGER

TO; SECRETARY OF STATE

TO; attorney GENERAL (BY MESSENGER)

FROM; DIRECTOR! 1

S E C-
R E T - (HEREWITH IS A CORRECTION TO WHITE HOUSE MSG Oil,

SENT AT 5;25PM, PLEASE DESTROY ORIGINAL TRANS-

MISSION) .

HUEY PERCY NEWTON, EXTREMIST MATTERS- FLACK PANTHER PARTY.

b6
b7C

REFERENCE MY TELETYPE SEPTEMBER TWEMTYOME, NINETEEN SEVENTYONE,

pertaining to THE TRAVEL TO CANADA BY

END Page one

r.;:':LA"srFTED ctj

V I OfAS
~~

I T"



PAGE ^ C '-g

OF INFORr^ATION OF THE EXTREMIST BLACK PAKTHER PARTY (BPP), TO

POSSIBLY ARRANGE FOR TRAVEL TO COMMUNIST CHINA BY HUEY NEWTON,

BPP MINISTER OF DEFENSE.

SOURCE WHO HAS FURNISHED RELIABLE INFORMATION IN THE PAST

DEPARTED SANadvised HUEY PERCY NEWTON AN

FRANCISCO international AIRPORT, ON UNITED AIRLINES FLIGHT THREE

SIX at ELEVEN P .M
. , SEPTEMBER TWENTYTWO, NINETEEN SEVENTYONE,

TO ARRIVE JOHN F. KENNEDY AIRPORT, NEW YORK, SEVEN ZERO FIVE A.M

SEPTEMBER TUENTYTHREE, NINETEEN SEVENTYONE



• #
REPHASE MATE KKKKKKKKKKKKKKKP

DID U RE EIVE CORRECTION 011

AND Mat that should EE 012 ACCORDING TO MY LOGS KK KKKK KK KTHI

S

THIS IS A CORRECTION THXXX TO WHITE HOUSE MSG Oil

SENT at 525PM, PLEASE DESTROY ORIGINAL TRANSMISSION GA PLS

ZEV ORRECTION TO 011 IMI 01 IKKKKXKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKK

TU



VZCZCFBII74

PP RUE HOC

DE RIJEHFB 174

ZNY SSSSS ZZH

m 9/23/71 TRC

PRIORITY

TO: WHITE HOUSE SITUATIOIC ROOM 311

ATT: DR. HEMRY A. KIS3IU0EP

TO: SECRETARY OF STATE

TO: ATTORNEY GENERAL ( 3Y PESSENGEP)

PROP: DIRECTOR, FBI
: l

a

ss i f i e d o;: W?
'

dY S9ScA

(ATTENTION: TRAFFIC REERAPCH. HEREWITH IS A CORRECTION

TO F3I172, SENT AT 5:25PN, PLS LEETRQY ORIGINAL TFANS-

HISSION.

)

HUEY PERCY NElvTON, EXTREMIST HATTERS- BLACK PANTHER rAPTY.

REFERENCE HY TELETYPE SEPTEMBER TWENTYOY^, : T'ETEFN SEVF '’T YO^E,

PERTAINING TO THE TRAVEL TO O' r'A.D^' BY

END PAGE ONE



PAGE l*fQ C n ^
OF INFOEEATIOM of the EXTHEEIbT PLACE FACTFE^ FAFTY (3PP) , TO

POSSIBLY ARRANGE FOR TRAVEL TG OC:-'’'CI£^ CHINA ^Y HLEY NEWTON,

3PP HINISTER OF DEFENSE.

SOURCE WHO HAS FU~HISKED RELI'i-LE If-OF-ATIO?: IN 'T'’'E F^'ET

ADVISED HUEY PERCY -EVTCH AND DErACEF'C NAN.

FRANCISCO INTEHNATIOHAL AIPPC:^.T^ oh ””ITEr AIRLINES FLIGHT

SIX AT ELEVEN P.H.
,
SEPTEHR^F TWENTYTWO, miNETEEH SE Vi^ YC

,

TO ARRIVE JOHN F. KEN^'^DY AIRPORT, '^EW YOFK, S^VEN ZEFO FIVE A.^:.,

SEPTEEBpr TWENTYTKREE, NINETEEN SEVENTYOi^E.



5;37PM 9/23/71 TRC

PRIORITY

FROM: DIRECTOR, FBI

COM iO:\S SLCT!U^;

ITTP?

i.r's
!—

r

»'••.

ALi; 1.: I- ,} .' :A1 ’ Ol'j C''K'rA -'"rr)

Fr'iHEIi: TS U:-CL -r;'5IFTI,r:

SflO'.v'N 07H'v’’Vl ''Ip

(j) ’*5ifiLvV

Dscifib.sit'v iiwi. Ui'iijrr

HUEY PERCY NEWTON, EXTREMIST MATTERS- BLACK PANTHER PARTY,

REFERENCE MY TELETYPE SEPTEMBER TWENTYONE, NINETEEN SEVENTYONE,

PERTAINING TO THE TRAVEL TO CANADA BY

END PAGE ONE



PAGE TWO S

OF INFORMATION E EXTREMIST BLACK PANTHERUrTY (BPP), TO

POSSIBLY arrange FOR TRAVEL TO COMMUNIST CHINA BY HUEY NEWTON,

BPP MINISTER OF DEFENSE.

SOURCE WHO HAS FURNISHED RELIABLE INFORMATION IN THE PAST

ADVISED HUEY PERCY NEWTON AND DEPARTED SAN

FRANCISCO international AIRPORT, ON UNITED AIRLINES FLIGHT THREE

SIX AT ELEVEN P.M,, SEPTEMBER TWENTYTWO, NINETEEN SEVENTYONE,

TO ARRIVE JOHN F. KENNEDY AIRPORT, NEW YORK, SEVEN ZERO FIVE A.M.,

SEPTEMBER TWENTYTHREE, NINETEEN SEVENTYONE.

GP-1

NNNN

QSLV003 23214 IZ



An;;,,;.,

6:50PM 9/23/71 TR C

PRIORITY

FROM : DIRECTOR , FBI

- (ATTENTION: TRAFFIC RESEARCH. HEREWITH IS A CORRECTION

TO FBI 003 , SENT AT 5:25PM, PLS DESTROY ORIGINAL TRANS-

MISSION.)

HUEY PERCY NDWTON , EXTREMIST MATTERS- BLACK PANTHER PARTY.

REFERENCE MY TELETYPE SEPTEMBER TWENTYONE, NINETEEN SEVENTYONE,

pertaining to THE TRAVEL TO CANADA EY|

E® page one

10 .

: .. .. J
p-.r. TI”vnn?.!ATICI! COirrAT'^EC

herein isunclaesifikd e;:ce?t

VniERS SHOWN OTHEEIWISS. '



r

'page two ^ s T

OF information of the extremist black panther party (BPP), to

POSSIBLY ARRANGE FOR TRAVEL TO COMMUNIST CHINA BY HUEY NEWTON,

BPP MINISTER OF DEFENSE.

SOURCE WHO HAS FURNISHED RELIABLE INFORMATION IN THE PAST b6

ADVISED HUEY PERCY NEWTON AND DEPARTED SAN
1-J /

b7D

FRANCISCO INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT, ON UNITED AIRLINES FLIGHT THREE

SIX at eleven P.M., SEPTEMBER TWENTYTWO, NINETEEN SEVENTYONE,

TO arrive JOHN F. KENNEDY AIRPORT, NEW YORK, SEVEN ZERO FIVE A.M.,

SEPTEMBER TWENTYTHREE, NINETEEN SEVENTYONE.

NNNN

QSL UR 005 CORRECGTION



confidentialiFlM

C(»>E

TELmPI

TO LBOAT OTTAWA

9-24-71

ORGINT

1 - Mr, G. C. Moore
1 - Mr. J. L. Adass
1 - Mr. H. E. Helgeson
1 • Mr. KnickrehaFBOM DIHSCT(» FB^ (105-165429) x • mr

.

HUET PERCY MEVTOM, EM - BPP (KBS) .

RSBOTEL TO OTTAWA SSPTSMBI3I TWEETT-ONl, LAST, AMD LEGAT

OTTAWA TELETYPE TO BDRSAD SEPTEMBER TWEMTT-^YO^ XM8TAMT,

BOTH CAPTIOEED AS ABOVE.

FOfnrra ihdividual involved with MEWTOir may be
|

I
REnPUBCTO IN REFSlENeED TELETYPE PROM BDREAU

DATED SEPTEMBER TWENTY-ONE LAST.
|

(c\

ABK:lrs (7) A" . . . ^
1 - Foreign Liaison Desk (route thru for

Tolson ___
Felt

Sullivan

Mohr
Bishop
Miller, E.S-

Callahan

Casper
Conrad

Dalbey

Cleveland
Ponder
Rosen
Tavel

Walters

Soyars

Tele. Room .

Holmes
Gandy

AI'L IKT'OHMATION CONTAINED

HEKEIN IS UNCLASSTFTED EXCEPT

WHZPE SHOWN OTHERWISE.

— JFEDCRAt BUREAU. OF INV£STKWTI(W

- COMMUNICADONS SECTION

E SLP251971 W '
ft

aretErype

CLASSl'v' - BY f/(ro%'k00y8(J/j^

DECLASSic V ON; 25X^

-SRQft

(46- AA
/££_

lb SEP 27 1971

.SEPo'^'

MAIL ROOM i I TELETYPE UNIT



V^D-36 (Rev. 5-?2-64)

Date: 9/20/71

Transmit the following in

AIRTEL

(Type in plaintext or code)

AIRMAIL
(Priority)

SUBJECT;
y
HUEY

(Priority)
I

'

ftll INFORMATION CONTAIN^^ _
herein is unclassified*^

IRECTOR, FBI (105-165429)

^ A . j ^
SAH FR^CISCO (157-1203) H

J
HUEY PERCY NEWTON, aka
EM - BPP //

(KBE)
00: San Francisco

"Svc. Sft # sut>

Re San Francisco teletypes to Bureau, 9117171
and 9/20/71.

Enclosed for the Bureau are eight copies each of
photographs of, Sjibject and I I

1 Also enc lose^E for the rfi»rteau are e ight
xerox copies of photograph of -j

J).q6 ,

^J I Also enc lose^E for the toreau are e ight
[

xerox copies of photograph of I
pPiO fj' ^

'
' Two copies of this communication are heing designau^p
for the N ew York O ffice inasmuch as New York is office of

[ jr^
origin In case, Bufile 100-4^737^ Npw York file
100-164096.

Inasmuch as information has been received from
sources that Subject may possibly travel to the Orient and
African countries, accompanied by

j
|
and

|
prior to

his trial date of 10/12/71 ,v.the ptiotographs of the above
mentioned individuals are belhtg furnished to the Bureau for
forwarding to Legate at Ottawa, Hang Kong, Paris and London
and Tokyo in thy event NEWTON

m40/
- Bureau

event NEWTON makes this trip.

2 - New York (RM)
4 - San Francisco '

(1 - 100-68284)
(1 - 157-1271)

JLC/ga Cjc^

(8 )

B0

# / / /H J f

23



„ .b 6 .

Mb7C'

\
^

^'ENCLOSURE





Negro Male
Born 2/17/42 at Monroe,

Loul siana
S'll", 180 lbs.
Black Nair, Brown Eyes
Social Security No,

:

566-56-4875
Passport No, B336635 issued

3/3/71

fid
ALL INLOkWAMON CONfAINED

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

HATF fjY^S^llCfnS

144--

fS7^ /dOji //?p



I ^
1 .CIVIL ACT .

r.o. -r —T"

1 D,ME Altogl .

KHIALSg^

E w
O •

;
«: ;-j W
B-‘ crj

ft.o •«r

o f/'i p.,’

tn W

H y

p; o
-< rn

LO

^ h" m^ w k:
P p Np w K< E &:

COPB

npr^^siiiuww*^^
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1 * Mr* J. L. Adams

PRIOROT

CIASSIRED BY.jlUZdWO^^^
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SECiRF

SIRB€lill, fix
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j
4

HUEY PBW:Y ilBimXI, EXTRIMIST MATYEIR - BIACK PAHTHER PARTY,

INFOBMATIOM HAS BEEN RECEIVED FROM A SOURCE, WHO HAS

FUMXSHED RELIABXB INFORMATION IN THE PAST, THAT HUEY PERCY

NEWTON, MINISTER OF DEFENSE THE EXTREMIST BLACK PANTHER \J
s.A

‘"'

PAsrr IK^), a^umHBER sixteen sEVEim>aiE distatcheo

ffDERAL Stiltt«3 OF WVBIIcy^^
COMMUNICATIONS SECTION

SuIUvan _—SAN FRANCISCO.
Mohr

:

ffDCRU SUKMd 0

Sit,'jr= COMMUNICATK
Callahan

n:r
— (5) SEP 2]

Rosen V ^
i-CilwCSij

Tavel C>4
Walters

^
I

Soyars \
Tele. Room
Holmes

Gandy MAIL ROOM ! ^

I

TELETYPE UNIT

•e^CT4 WT7
sztzxm
Sf

TELE&iBJdl

SEP 22 1971

SEE NOTE PAGE THREE
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TELETYPE TO THE WHITE HOUSE
SECEET
mi HUEY PERCY NEWTON

FURTHER IIIF0RMATI(»i RECE|FI^ THAT NEWT^l^ SENT TELEGRAM TO

THE PRESIDEKT OF TANZAMIA SEPTEMBER TWESTT S^NTY-ONE ADVISING

HE WOULD LIKE TO VISIT PRIOR TO SPCCMING TRIAL fOR

PRIVATE TALK WITH TANZANIA PRESIDPIT TO "TAUC OVER OUR MUTUAL

PMLEMS WITHOUT PUBLIC APPEARANCES OR RALLIES.*' NO FURTHm



teletype to the EHITE H@9SE» El AL.

sgRET

AS TO PtJSPM lAHEMim

VX3UL BE ADVISED CHf “A^ ABUITICKiii

KECEIVEa).

BSD O’!^ R C Moore to Mr. E. S. MUler.
By B«*>ran*» G. ^ indiMted Infoiaetlon

S^T



i "nrrjA! BuktAu

VZCZCFBI072

PP RUEHOC

DE RUEHFB 072

ZHY SSSSS ZZH

BT

S-E- 0 R-E^

5115PM 9-21-71 GXC

PRIORITY

TOt WHITE HOUSE 008

ATTEBTION dr. HENRY A. KISSINGER

TO I STATE department

TO I attorney general (BY MESSENGER)

FROM I DIRECTOR, FBI

rjtf^;r33

OeciaSsiiy ow- OADM'^^’

. r

HUEY PERCY NEWTON, EXTREMIST MATTERS- BLACK PANTHER PARTY.

INFORMATION HAS BEEN RECEIVED FROM A SOURCE, WHO HAS

FURNISHED RELIABLE INFORMATION IN THE PAST, THAT HUEY PERCY

NEWTON, MINISTER OF DEFENSE OF THE EXTREMIST BLACK PANTHER

PARTY (BPP), ON SEPTEMBER SIXTEEN SEVENTY-ONE DISPATCHED

END PAGE ONE

b6
b7C
b7D
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PAGE THREE S E C-

FURTHER information RECEIVED THAT NEwTON SENT TELEGRAM TO

THE PRESIDENT OF TANZANIA SEPTEMBER TWENTY SEVENTY-ONE ADVISING

HE WOULD LIKE TO VISIT TANZANIA PRIOR TO HIS UPCOMING TRIAL FOR

private talk WITH TANZANIA PRESIDENT TO "TALK OVER OUR MUTUAL

PROBLEMS WITHOUT PUBLIC APPEARANCES OR RALLIES." NO FURTHER IN-

FORMATION available as to purpose TANZANIA VISIT.

YOU WILL BE ADVISED OF ANY ADDITIONAL INFORMATION RECEIVED.

GP-!

BT

NNNN

WH ZEV FBI ZERO ZERO EIGHT IMI 008 KKK

FBI DE WH and ZEV 008 (<(KKKK



lEDERAi: BliREAU OF iNVESTC

CQiVlMUNlCATlCNS SEC. -ON

^TELEtYPZ^

5:I5PM 9/21/71 TRC

PRIORITY

FROM : DIRECTOR , FBI

F0i/r.'5 #

CIVIL A.CI

.

'^0.

ihi, m

ail EKTORrlAT 'hm f'.T’f.n

HF^sn; IC uvcivs'T.^rj) 2;^cEri
VaisIJE SKO’/L'! 0THEF.7,'ISS.

HUEY PERCY NEWTON, EXTREMIST MATTERS- BLACK PANTHER PARTY.

INFORMATION HAS BEEN RECEIVED FROM A SOURCE, WHO HAS

FURNISHED RELIABLE INFORMATION IN THE PAST, THAT HUEY PERCY

NEWTON, MINISTER OF DEFENSE OF THE EXTREMIST BLACK PANTHER

PARTY (BPP), ON SEPTEMBER SIXTEEN SEVENTY-ONE DISPATCHED

END PAGE ONE

f!ro2> fi.OO/ /̂n



PAGE TWO S T

OF THE "THE BLACK PANTHER," THE OFFICIAL BPP NEWSPAPER, TO OTTAWA,

CANADA, IN A HIGHLY SECRETIVE MANNER, SHE WAS NOT TOLD OF HER



» /

PAGE THREE S E C '^SE T

ORMATIFURTHER INFORMATION RECEIVED THAT NEWTON SENT TELEGRAM TO

THE PRESIDED OF TANZANIA SEPTEMBER TWENTY SEVENTY-ONE ADVISING

HE WOULD LIKE TO VISIT TANZANIA PRIOR TO HIS UPCOMING TRIAL FOR

private Talk with Tanzania president to "talk over our mutual

PROBLEMS without PUBLIC APPEARANCES OR RALLIES." NO FURTHER IN-

FORMATION available as to PURPOSE TANZANIA VISIT.

YOU WILL EE ADVISED OF ANY ADDITIONAL INFORMATION RECEIVED.

GP- 1

BT



tT.L IWFOr::wAT10'!^ CO^TTAINSD

IS vKCLASSirisD kzcbtt.

ENTIAL

TT'F^nsvKCi-ASsi/'.iAi^ il -jv-yr

HFSE shown OTHHTCVTSli,^^
^ ^

0^. . ^ j ..,: V .
'

“ ••
i

,

DECLiXSSir i

TlLBTm

9-24-71

TO SACS SIATTLK
^ SAN TRANCISeO

in^agOT

1 - Mr. itoaall
1 - Mr. Aduus
1 - ifr. KBickrehai

Wtm DIBSCTOR FBI (105-165429)

HBBY p^inamm, BM - BLACK PAMTHIB PARTY (BPP) (KBl)

.

FOR YOUR INFORMATiCar HUBY PERc/SrITW, Ml^STBR OF DIFBMSK,
bl
b6
b 7 C-

ffiriDENTIFIlD IIIDXYIDUAL ARl PRXSBMTLY

IN OTTAWA, CANADA,

L

AS OF THIS DATS, TRAVEL ARRAlMaDBOfTS HAVX BUN MADB FOR NIWTON,

|

aND| I AND EFFORTS ARl BUNG MADB W FOR WIDBHTIFIBd/

INDIVIDUAL TO ACCOMPANY TOBl TO CHINA.

Tolson _

Felt

Sullivan

Mohr

Bishop _

Miller, E
Callahan

Casper *

Conrad r*3

<S) lyv*^
Ponder A ^
Rosen O^
Tavel ^ \ ^

Gandy— MAIL BOOM i I rELETYPE UNIT

^^0-60 /̂ .3 5^y
SEE NOTK PACS TWO

iiSSssaaesT

m ST 1971



TELETYWi TO «4TTUI AMD SAN
ai) HOST 9. NEWTON,
lDii-165429

I I

AMP STAti teAimoarr have bkIn furnished the above travel

INFCWMATIOM.
^

SAN FRANCISGO HAZNTAIN CCNfTACT WITH SENSITTfS SOURCE A1

AITBIIPT TO ll^NTIFT FOURTO INDIVIDUAI.* KEEP BUffiUU ADVISED,

NOTE :

In order to keep White Bene# and other agencies fnlly

apprised of travel of Newton *s paHJyi it is deemed advisable

to verify arrival and depairture points as possibility exists

they may not stick to schednled itinerary.



^
;

i'W1.57''vV>7

r :OM;0^ATiC,^3 SrCUC^i

NR 003 SF CODE

124£PM URGENT 9-23-71 MS

TO DIRECTOR Cf03- 165429)

'r^ b A *9 /I

TELETYPE

i

m FRFROM SAN FRANCISCO C 157- 1203)

HUEY PERCY NEWTON » AKA., EM - BPP CKBE)

END AND HOLD

0 A i L ii Y SP^>\Pf^5

C/' Y -.h

FX-102

SOURCE ADVISED NEWTON STAYING NEW YORK CITY TELEPHONE NUMBER

TWO ONE TWO - SIX FIVE NINE - SIX THREE ZERO ZERO . - . i

/ A/P
ADMINISTRATIVE

t

RESFTEL SEPTEMBER TWENTYTWO LAST.

SOURCE IS

53S

% A>f>-r in'J'
Jijaii;! 1

f

17



I ran s lull in

(Tyi

;Oi:)E Via .^.TELEIIPi;
(' ,'/! p’rjintnxt or code) /~k p

CLASSIFIED BY ‘jHaS-llM/nr e/i

DECLASSii-Y ON: 25X l a

r-r-i ^

EPIORITi
( l-’no! i!y

)

Date ^_9Z27Z7I

ALL INFORMATION' CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED EXCERT
WHERE SHOWN OTHSsVVTSE.

’R»1: DIRECTOR, FBI

SEfcjjlET iteetetMl) u'li. anun'"'"
*''"^

HUEY PERCr NEWTON, EXTREMIST MATTERS - BLACK PAtTTHER PARTY.

REFERENCE MY TELETYPE SEPTEMBER TWENTY-FOUR NINETEEN

SEVENTY- ONE PERTAINING TO HUEY PERCY NEWTON, MINISTER OF DEFENSE,

BLACK PANTHER PARTY, ATTEMPTING TO MME ARRANGEMENTS FOR TRAVEL
I

>!tO C»1MUNIST CHINA.

INFORMATION HAS BEEN RECEIVED FROM A SOURCE 'WHO HAS

FURNISHED RELIABLE INFORMATION IN THE PAST THAT HUEY PERCY NS'WTON,
^

1

b

MINISTER OF DEFENSE,' BLACK PAlv^THER PARTY:

>Ci

son p

Uvan j_

Mr. Tolson—i-

Mr. Felt

Mr, Su|livan-j_

Mr. MoKfl-ILLL

Mr. Bishop

Mr. Miller, ES
Mr. Callahan—

Mr. Casper ;

Mr. Conrad

Mr. Pa:l> y

Mr. CJeveland-

Mr. Ponder
Mr. Eosen
Mr. Tavel.—

Mr. Wa
Mr. So;

Tele, ^loenuii—

Mjss Holmes—
Miss, Gandy

—



i semet •

TELETYPE TO THE WHITE HOUSE, ET AL.

SECRET
RE: HUEY PERCY NEWTON

bl

.
•*

,

- \

tc)
THE UNIDENTIFIED INDIVIDUAL INFERRED TO IN REFERENCED

TRAVEL WITH THE A30VE GROUP.

YOU WILL BE ADVISED OF ANY ADDITIONAL INFORMATION RECEI\^D.

END GP-1



030 ^ODE^ /

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INV^IGATION

COMMUNICATIONS i ACTION

SiPZZwn/

531 AM URGM 9-23-71 RSE TgQ
DJfiEGTOR (105-165429)

CHICAGO

NEW YORK

FROM: SAN FRANCISCO (157-1203)

ATT: DID

HUEY KCYMiilV^N,}!^
EXTREWT MATTERS - B]

(KEY BmCK EX'MmIST)

lCY^i|P)N,}S^ EM -BPP, CXBD
ST MATTERS - BLACK PANTHER PARTY

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED ^
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

naTF (»UnlV)

Mr.
[ Mr. PelOOi^

Mr.

Mr. Casper
Mr. Conrad
Mr. Dalbey
Mr. Cleveland

Mr. Ponder
Mr. Rosen
Mr. Tavel

Mr, Walters
Mr. S'\V:U'S

Tele. Room
Miss H 'Tines

Miss Gandy
b6

RSmN FRAHSCO XEX CALL TO NEW YORK 9-22 INSTANT.

referenH ^telephone

NEWTOWN AND DEPARTED SAN FRANCISCO II

NATIONAL AIRPORT, 0| UN^D AIRLINES FLIGHT THREE SIX AT ELEVEN

P.M. , SEPTEMBER TWE^YTWC^ -I NST ANT, TO ARRIVE JOHN F. KENNEDY Alf?-

PORT, NEW YOR^ i|V31 ZERO' FIVE A. M. SEPTEMBER TWENTYTHREE, NEXT.

^ o
SOURCE REm#l,^AT OSN-.JJIGHT SEPTEMBER TWENTYTWO* iIBTANT, ,SOURCE

NEWTON WAS C CONTACT WITH

/dd"

OBSERVED- DEPARTURE ,0F NEWTON.
S SEP 28 1^71

^ BUREAU BTTAWA OF NEWTON’S DEPARTURE FROM SAN

FRliHl^CO A NB POSMBLE TRAVEL, FROM NEW YORK TO OTTAWA ENROUTE TO CHINA.
^

r,ct,ft-r OT-rssi.»<fr

END PAGE^Ilfe.



PAGE TWO

SF 157-1203

NEW YORK WILL CLOSELY FOLLOW ACTIVITIES OF NEWTON UPON ARRIVAL

IN NEW YORK, AND BE ALERT FOR POSSIBLE TRAVEL TO OTTAWA TNROUTE TO

CHINA.

SF WILL IMMEDIATELY ADVISE BUREAU AND NEW YORK OF ANY FURTHER

INFORMATION RECEIVED CONCERNING NEWTON’S TRAVEL,

END

9 ) HOLD



5-1 13a ((9-29-65)

jiasSiftft- 4
CON>^MTiAL

ny on:

1. V ^
’

CLASSIFIED BY:?

DECLASSIFY

O

N^£5X ;.e,
__

Domestic Intelligence Divi si on

ALL INFOK^ATIOM CONTATNEDn FORMATIVE note

her; sir T S IRvCLA HS IFISn EXCEPT Date _ 9/23/71
VTI-rElE SHOVre otherwise.

Attached relates to Information
furnished by our highly sensitive source
that Huey Percy Newton, Minister of
Defense, Black. Panther Party (BPP), in

talking with!

You were previously advised by
memorandum 9/21/71 that Newton had dis-
patched to Ottawa on 9/17/71

j

apparently to arrange for Newton to make
a trip to CommLinist China,

An Agent of our San Francisco Office
observed Newton and depart
for New York from San Francisco 11 :00 p.m.
9/22/71. Newton has advised he will
be in contact with her prior to departing -

Ottawa £e^ New York.

Above being furnished to

JLA;ac



bureau cf investigation

COMiVIUNICATiONS SECTION #
HI 022 SF C 0 D Zy ^
12:47 CAM URGOrr 9/23/71 FCO (SENT 9/24/71)

DIRECTOR ( 105-1 6543S*"^^?&T N: DID)

9/23/71 FCO

FROM:

NEW YORK (157-6355)

CHICAGO

SAN FRANCISCO (157-1203)

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED"’^'^

nATF RYSPSciVfti»v^

Mr. Tnignn

Mr. Pelt

Mr. Sullivan

Mr. Mohr
Mr. Bishop
Mr. Miller, ES
Mr. Callahan j

Mr. Casper f
Mr. Conrad
Mr. Dalbey
Mr. Cleveland

Mr. Ponder
Mr. Rosen
Mr. Tavel

,

Mr. Walters

Mr. S • ars

Tele. Room
Miss H-tifies

Miss Gandy

HUEY P. NEWTON, EM - BPP ( KBD

SOURCE REPORTED THAT ON NIGHT OF SEPTEMBER TWENTYTHREE^ 'INS7ANT7-

RE SAN FRANCISCO TELETYPE SEPTEMbIi^TWENTY-TWO LAST.

SOURCE I si •SOURCE I
S|

—
BUREAU ADVISE LEGAT OTTAWA OF LOCATION OF NEWTON. B SEP 28 1971

NEW YORK ADVISE CONCERNING NEWTON’S TRAVEL FROM NEW YWlf nTT

OTTAWA.

SF WI BUREAU OF ANY FURTHER INFO. RECEIVED

CONCERNING NEWTON’ S TRAVEL. •^9



N,002 SF CODE

flOERAl BUREAU. Of INVESHGATIW

COMMUNlCJATjOMS SECIIPN

SEP 2 5 1971PM URGENT 9-25971 KEH

TO DIREproR-

Attention: did)

SAC, NEW YORK (157-2702)

SAC, SEATTLE

FROM: SAN FRANCISCO 3P KEH (157-1203)

Mr. Tolson

Mr. Felt.

Mr. Sullivan-

MoYix-

Mr. Bishop..Ag

—

Mr. Miller, EaiU-2.

Mr. Callahan__l_

Mr. Casper,

Mr. Conrad
Mr. Dalbey

Mr. Cleveland-fc-'

Mr. Ponder

Mr. Rosen. -

Mr. Tavel ... .....

Mr. Walters

Mr. Soyars

Tele. Room.
Miss Hotmes
Miss Gandy



4 #

PAGE TWO

END PAGE TWO



- PPAGE THREE

ADMINISTRATIVE:

RE BUREAU TELETYPE, SEPTEMBER TWENTY FOUR, LAST AND

NEW YORK TELETYPE, SEPTEMBER TWENTY FOUR, LAST.

b2

SOURCE IS

FOR INFORMATION SEATTLE, NEW YORK IS OFFICE OF ORIGIN

IN CASE CONCERNING
]

IS CONTAINED IN NEW YORK SECTION OF THE BLACK

NATIONALIST PHOTOGRAPH ALBUM (BNPA). NEWTON AND
| |

ARE INCLUDED

IN SAN FRANCISCO SECTION AND IN LOS ANGELES SECTION OF BNPA.

SAN FRANCISCO WILL IMMEDIATELY ADVISE BUREAU OF ANY

FURTHER INFORMATION RECEIVED CONCERNING NEWTON’S TRAVEL.

END

GXC FBI WASHDC



UNITED STATES^VERNMENT

date: 9/27/71DIBECTDR, f»l, <105

(151-1576) (RlIC)

HUEY PERCY I^fTOK, afca

EM - l^P
(KBB)

SUEJECT

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

herein. IS VNCWSSitlEO^"^-00: OAK FRANCISCO

0/5/71Re Saii.;Fi«iicisco nitel to l^^
aed Atlanta nitei to date4 d/9/71*

the following invest^aS^h was

,
On g/6/71. yt^fOS AM. aubleet^«

|

N and f 1 af^ved at Oallas AboAri

TOIW 896. Upon deplaiiliiE and while
^noYing'-lNd thd/ 0ell^ gate’ designatiad'-tor^ili^^.^Wfture
flightv subject l?y Channel
4 ^V, a Colusbla B^adoasting Sysien afYiJ[iat«., Subject
Ceaiaented briefly oa the shooting at
inyctting GROWas jaCbsCn and answeredf a d«iWf tidn bn the

restlessness ol today 's, youth to which he stated ‘‘that th
ma jority of Aasrican citiisni are i^litical Ptissnera

.

Siibiect, l l and l I did not leav
the area of tbs Uhlta bc« gates and were contacted
by no (me other than the KDFW reporter and an unknown

pavings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Pl^n



< Lfj-.v v!. EL..,j./4U l T' iNift.iTjoAi-v'r*

COiviiuUt^iC/t ! i(.)\S StCFiOiM
( ^{ \\\ i ;,.

. i'Tp ;•.
;

. ^

'

wWiMl

:eletype

11184 AN •LV CODE

W8INT/ f-87«71

TO JfltCCTOR (105*1 65429)

mON LIQAT OTTAWA (157*868)

Mr. Tolson—^

—

Mr. Fc’lt

Mr. S'lllivan

Mr. Mohr
Mr. Bi.shop

Mr. M?!pr, BS'

Mr. Callahan:^

Mr. Casper

Mr. Conrad ...

-T| Mr, Doh-v ,

j
Mr. C’eveland...

Mr. .I' tin!.?;'

Mr, Kosen . , ...

Mr. Tave!

Mr. WaJli'i's . .

Mr. S " ors ..

Tele. Koom

^ I
Miss IlrtilU'S-

"
I
Miss Gandy

—

NOiY RERCY OEVTOO, EH * Off (XOE).

RENYTEL THIS RATE.

E8R fA6E ORE





5-1 rta (9-29-65)

Domestic Intelligence Division

IN FORMATIVE NOTE

Date ^ninx

The plans of Black Panther Party (BPPj

leader. Huev Percy Newton^ |(o.)

|have previously been
furnished to Dr, Henry A, Kissinger at
the White House, and to State Department,

and the
Attorney General.

Information in attached being
furnished to Dr, Kissinger at the
White House. State Department and

by teletype and the
Attorney General by messenger. Legal

Attache, Hong Kong, has been advised,
iJLAracs

•
I

ill I? I iMii'i^
Vi

c*.

I V • T I.l

bl
b2

bi

b2



y* f i -T* !

M I
^ ^

FEOlRA! CUi;* VI : si

coAi'viUMiAn;
L—wi-i '^’'“

, EsV|
^illahan

,sper

ad
•; ’Da lb:

Hir. Cleveland

Mr. PntKio:-

Mr. Rosen

Mr. Tavei

Mr. WulvcTs

Mr. S' ;.!s

Tele. Room
Miss H -Mies

OIXECTM (lf$-US4£9)(ATTtl DOHCSTIC IRTELLlGElfCE D1 VI Sld»iss Gandy

m§2 Si CODE

8lf9 PN VMEVr 9/EC/7I OCA

TO

ttscsj^l

AT.L IIir?0R?i5ATTCK

tT'-.‘ci.:v XT,’ T '' ^

T
p

-r,' c'tT'^.w'^T f)
T 'T''n c f?

AA-'I

Ml Tolson

Mr. Fnlt

Mr. SuUi^
Mr^A:

5

Sill PIA^ISCO (197-1203)

lEV YORK (157-E702)

mON SEATTLE (197-944) 2f

b6
b7C

(9
KOEY PERCY KVTOi^ EM

8AI PRAKXSCQ,

ILACI PARTRER PARTY (RRP) (RB© EXTREMIST MATTERS
KEY BLACK EXTREMIST





f

t Vi'. : ' a

NR 041 NY/ CODE

1055 PiyPM URGENT S-25-71 SGW

TO DI^CTOR C105-165429)

A|4n: did

M". I" i'"' -in - - . /V

SAN FRANCISCO (157-1203)

FROM NEW YORK (157-6355) ALL INFORMATiON COMTAK^tU/^
HEREIN iS UNCLASSIFIED .

DATE
HUEY PERCEY NEWTON, EM-BPP, (KBE).

® '

at SEVEN FIFTEEN AM, THIS DATE, SUBJECT ALONG WITH |_

WAS OBSERVED BY A BUREAU AGENT EXITING

UA FLIGHT NUMBER THREE SIX, JFKIA, NEW YORK. NEWTON WEARING

LONG MAXI COAT (DARK GREEN PLAID) AND GLASSES.
| |

OBSERVED

WEARING BROWN LEATHER JACKET AND DARK PANTS. BOTH WERE

CARRYING TOTE BAGS, HOWEVER, NO ADDITIOwAL LUGGAGE WAS

PICKED UP. SUBJECT ANi

JFKIA VIA TAXI.

WERE MET BY

or. ST-112
REC 26

]and left

/ 5/7
A representative of THE NYCPD ADVISED SUBJECT IS PRE-

SENTLY REGISTERED AS A GUEST FOR AN INDETERMINATE PERIOD (\I j ojrp 29 1971

THE SKYWAY MOTEL, QUEENS, NEW YORK.

END PAGE ONE

8 OCT 4 IQ?!

^ a , :/|7
rl

^

I



PAGE TWO

ADMINISTRATIVE

RE SAN FRANCISCO TELETYPE TO BUREAU, SEPTEMBER TWENTY

TWO, SEVENTY ONE. AIRLInE OFFICIALS, JFKIA, CONTACTED RE

FLIGHT RESERVATIONS BY SUBJECT TO OTTAWA, CAwADA, WITH

NEGATIVE RESULTS. REPRESENTATIVE OF NYCPD IS DETECTIVE
bo

|
, ONE hundred THIRD DETECTIVE SQUAD. LOCAL b7

AUTHORITIES ADVISED OF SUBJECT'S PRESENCE IN NEW YORK CITY.

NEW YORK WILL FOLLOW AND REPORT SUBJECT'S ACTIVITIES.

END

TRC FBI WDC



state 82 7

URG^T 9-28-71

TO DIRECTOR NR. 250

FROM LEG AT HONG KO !«3

I ,' ',' p.'\yvT r '
-

TRANSMITTED !N CODE
paraphrase nTTFTANATED

HUEY P. NEWTON, EM BLACK PANTHER PARTY.

'v'l U IVV *

.1 REBUCAB SEPTEMBER TWO FOUR LAST,
/ |f\

P| NEWTON,
I |

aNd
| [

arrived HONG KONG ON CANADIAN PACIFIC

AIRLINES FLIGHT POUR ZERO ONE SEPTEMBER TWO SEVEN LAST.

Toison

Mr. Fdt
Mr. Sullivan—^
Mr. Mohr
IMr. B;?hop

I Mr. Miiior, E3& ^

Mr. CalHhan j.^' s

I
Mr. C.asppi- . / i

I

Mr. Corr-ri

|

I :^^r. Clev: 'anci I

Mr, i:, an
Mr. Tavei

Mr. \Vaitri,3

Tele. Ro.'ira

Miss n-’,: rs

Miss Gai.iciy

SEARCH OF BAGGAGE BY HONG KONG CUSTOMS AUTHORITIES DID NOT UNCOVER

ANY ITEMS OF INTEREST EXCEPT FOR SEVERAL COPIES OF PUBLICATION

THE BLACK PANTHER." LEGAT HONG KONG TO HAVE SELECTED PRESS

CONTACTS INTERVIEW NEWTON AT HONG KONG, IF POSSIBLE, AFTER

HE EXITS FROM CHINA SHOULD HE USE THIS AS RETURN ROUTE TO U.S.

EX- 10^ /
'

INTERVIEW WOULD BE TO PUBLICLY ELICIT REASON Fgj AND

ACTIVITIES ENGAGED IN WHILE IN MAINLAND. THIS jTOULD BE ARRANGED

THROUGH INTERMEDIARY WITHOUT INVOLVING THIS OFFICE.^P^dJ) ^ ^

RECEIVED 1S30 AM RDR

T

f3S^

6> .
.--. H // ,

"

/://'

'SRD CC: MR. DAY



Mr. Tolson

Mr. PeitT yL
Mr. Sulli^X"^
Mr.

j

^laha-
Mr Caspc"

;

Mr. Cm;-

i 'Mr r -

« #01 SF CODE

10125 AN UReENT 9/28/71 HOC

TO DIRECTOR (105-165429) ATTIk DID
raOH SA/N FRANCISCO (157-1203) 2P

HUEY PERCY NEVTON, AKA., EH - BPP (KBD.

Mr .

Trlr. lo.rni _ .

M; . . . .rS ...

Miss (ianJy

0AT'c.i!fe5teL RVS?V\\ 0'^^

ACCORD 108 TO NEWS BROADCAST OVER SAN FRANCISCO RADIO STATION

NSO ON HORNINS SEPTEMBER TVERTYEI6HT INSTANT, NEVTON, ACCOMPANIED

BY ELAINE BROWN, BPP DEPUTY MINISTER OF INFORMATION, AND ROBERT BAY,

NEWTON* S BODYBOARD, HAS LEFT HONS KONG, CROSSED THE BORDER I NTO

COMMUNIST CHINA AND IS ABOARD TRAIN EN ROUTE CANTON, CHINA.

AN ARTiaE IN THE SEPTEMBER TVENTYEIGHT INSTANT EDITION OF

THE” SAN FRANCISCO CHROHiaE”, A DAILY SAN FRANCISCO NEWSPAPER, /
fy

REPORTED THAT NEWTON HAD TRAVELED FROM VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA

TO HON6 KONG AND THERE WAS SPECULATION THAT NEVTON WOULD MEET

WTIH CHINESE GOVERNMENT LEADERS IN PEKING. NO FURTHER DETAILS ^
GIVER REGARDING NEWTON* S ACTIVITIES IN CHINA.

END PAGE ONE mc-lv

yr
m S-- /.' ]V



PASE TVO

ATORDIie TO THE FOREGOING ARTiaE, BPP LEADERS IN OAKLAND,

INaUDING BPP CHAIRMAN BOBBY SEALE, REPLIED VITH "NO COHHENr

WHEN ASKED ABOUT NEWTOr S TRAVEL TO CHINA,

A SOURCE REPORTED THAT ON LATE NIGHT SEPTEMBER TWENTYSEVEN

LAST,

CONTACTED THE HONG KONG HILTON AND AT THAT TIME

INFORMED BY THE HOTEL THAT NEWTON AND HIS PARTY HAD CHECKED OUT,

ADMINISTRATIVE

RESFTEL SEPTEMBER TWENTYSEVEN LAST.

SOURCE IS I

~

BUREAU WILL BE KEPT ADVISED OF ANY ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

RECEIVED CONCERNING TRAVEL OF NEWTON,

END

b2
b7D

TJT FBI WASH DC aR

// bcc:



uUlM ii\L

TRANSMITTED IN CODE-
PARAPHRASE 'F 'VASEMINATEfT

0
9 S<>3

'

tTATt 632

O^ir 9-26*71

70 Dlfl^m VI • 291

FROM LIMT MOK X0»6

MUCY P. ilWTON, EM - ILACX PANTHER PARTY.

EX-102

Mr. Feit —
Mr. Sullivan

Mr. Mohr.

Mr. Bishop'

Mr. Miller, E,

Mr. Callahai

Mr. Casper_£

Mr. Conrad—
Mr. Dalboy

?.Ir. Cleveland.

Mr. Ponder

Mr. Rosen

Mr. Tave!

Mr. M’’alters

Mr. Sr-yars

Tele. Room
Miss H -r .s

Miss Gandy

ro:

RIHYCAB IMSTaIT DATE.
0 / (f ^ /

ORITID PRESS IITERRATIORAL NAS SOTTEr^RTO STORY OF SUBJECT'S

560

PRESENCE IN HONG XORO
lC6^

bl

and press OPPICER, AMERICAN CONSULATE.JEJiSBAL«.

NONG KONG. aEASE DISREGARD 80GBEST10N IN RECAB.

RECEIVED s 4tSt AM RBR
^ I

9

\ "V
^

A
\' J> 'i

6^'ripT -d

1971

3RD CC- MR. DAY



0-62 (Rev. 9-13-71)
^

I

TREAT AS YELLOW
Date: ^

IMMEDIATE

URGENT
Transmit the message that follows by coded teletype:

nI'I'EL

1
I I FIELD DISSEMINATION ,,

'sCLASS I F I :: 3 C N

r- ; SP^CvV
Cft')S-U«>3

From: DIRECTOR, FBI // . / / /. '<
. ! I ..

Classification:

Subject:
Tolson

Felt

Sullivan

Mohr

Bishop
Miller, E.S. -

Callahan —
Casper

Conrad
Dalbey
Cleveland

Ponder

Rosen
Tavel

Walters

Soyars

Tele. Room .

Holmes

Gandy

(Text of message be^s on next page.

)

fEOtRAL BL'RfAll C.' INVtSTH'-* .
«

COMMUNICATIONS SECi iOi^

2 7 1971 _ .

93yPn SP -e

TELETyPE

2 5 SFD :1(''971

MAIL ROOM i I TELETYPE UNIT I I

Approved

^ nyjjj



CODE PRIORITY

TO: WHITS HOUSE SITUATION ROOM

ATT.: DR. HENRY A. KISSINGER

TO : SECRETARY OF STATE

TO: ATTORNEY GENERAL (BY MESSENGER)

FROM: DIRECTOR, FBI

HUEY PERCY NEWTON

A SOURCE, WHO HAS FURNISHED RELIABLE INFORMATION IN THE

PAST, REPORTED THAT ON THE MORNING OF SEPTEMBER TWENTYSEVEN

,

SEVENTYONE, HUEY NEWTON CONTACTED

END PAGiL ONE



fiir.'r'!, euki au cf investigation

COiVIvIUNiCATIONS SECTION

VZCZCfBI349

PP RUEHOC

DE RIIERFB 349

ZNY SSSSS ZZH

TELETYPE

S C-P^iTe t

9SS8PN 9*2T*71 EBR

PRIBRITY

TO I VHITC NOOSE SITUAT IO N ROOM 006

ATT* I OR* NCNRY A* KISSIIRER

TO I secretary of state

TOf attorney OENERAL Cif MESSCNBER)

FROHt DIRECTOR* FBI

S E CX E T

HUEY PERCY NEVTON
,;£c:lassified gn

B£_5VSC\\
CMVU«>3

A SOORCE* VHO NAS FURNISHED RELIABLE INFORMATION IN THE

PAST , REPORTED THAT ON THE M0RNIN6 OF SEPTEMBER T«ENTYSEUEN*

SEVENTYONE, HUEY NEWTON CONTACTED

END PAOE ONE



f •

WM PLS ACK FOH 006

«H CAitOT read « HERE GARBLED PLS A SAY A6A1N QA

AMD NATE ZEV Z 006 006 006 XKK

- i“



r:::..-\L cu^zau cf UvvrsTiGATiON

COMMUNiCATlONS SECTiOM

01,1 .TELETYPI

STAre SAf

.A£#;EDBYJio1

"RANSTiTTET' ;R

PARAPHRASE Ir Di^StlVliMATED
^

sintb ^ ^ '

mtn^i^n /6S

TO BIRITOR Iff AtJp ue6/»T ^/e^5^^r6^i& i

rtow tKAT TWTO trrgSSlggi: , rt^
9eclaMifj! on.

-r:-^ ::

M.I-. Tolson

Mr. Felt

Mr. Sullivan_

Mr. Mohr
Bishop _.

Mr. C^ahan.

^ Mr. Casper

Y
'

' Mr. Conrad...
‘ 1 *

• Mr. Dalbey ....

jRfU/AU 'm . Cleveland

F4 . Mr. Pnnder—

.

. Mr. Rosen
30^,Vii Mr. Tavel

Mr, Walters
Mr. Soyars ....

.

Tele. Room
Miss li' . .i!js,.

Miss Gandy ...

mtr e» - buci rAHTHER party (8pf> ibe*

I/ijSi/ Pc rei/^ h/^uj'T^

:afMN4ijn«?7i \c/'^v/v

a t«»fi .
f

iEClZ

. ^ViW / [IS SEP 29 1971
-



«n ft IM5 *« cAt mt
Mt*7i

If •mmi ctt»*i€fft9>

rr:D:,i,\L cLiurAu cr- I^^:vtSTiGAT!ffi^

COiVliviliiMiCATIONS SECTldkl

‘ 5£i'2Si97lJ CoitoENf

TELETYPr

nWN UMT •ITMM

mRYJOCT IWMi. til • ttr <*(>.

ti ar m ttwt—t tMwmtn tact

.

Mr. Tolson
,

...

Mr. Felt—
Mr. Sullivan—
Mr. Mohr—

_

Mr.' Bishop

'M^^ij^iller, ES
Mr.

Mr. Casper ^
Mr. Conrad

'

Mr. Dalbey

Mr. Cleveland-—.

M*-. Ponder

Mr. Rosen,—
Mr. Tavel

Mr. iValters

.Mr. S'^'.'irs

Tele. Room
Miss Ho lines

Miss Gandy

CLASS® BY

declassify ON; 25X_^_^
)C>5^)(4>OjtA

EX-IO^ ;'9 '571

y\T,L IITFORMATTOI'T CONTATNED

HEREIN IS UNGLAS SIFTED EXCEPT.

TOISEE SHOWN OTHERWISE.

K.

<. ' l/C/
,. : ,

3RD CC: W.J^jQCT4 \^T\

COr^lm.Nl~SALffl IMSK »f tA



0-62'’(Rev. 9-13-71)

TR^T AS YftloW
Date :

Os^MED^TE

Transmit the message that fpllows by coded teletype:

:|c:(;:|c;)c^:|c:|cj|c^c:)c9|e3|c%:l;^:te:)c3|(3|c:tcHc:4::tc9|c:|c9|e:)e:t::|ci|ci(c:|c:|e:|c

I I
FIELD DISSEMINATION

b
bE •- - K

DECLASSIFrED ON <

BY SS>SCv\ <X»S
~ CA0S41o3^

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

COMMUNICATIONS SECTION

t=

From: DIRECTOR, FBI

ClassiflcaUon: /v-ra..^
- . . . ^ AvrfffAf/ir

Object: /-/U£ y
•

(Text of message begins on next page. ) i./

ex-102

Tolson

Felt

Sullivan

Mohr
Bishop
Miller, E.S.

Callahan

Casper

Conrad

Dalbey
Cleveland _

Ponder

Rosen I 1

Tavel
I

Walters

Soyars

Tele. Room
Holmes

Gandy

FS40CT4 1971

MAIL ROOMI I TELETYPE UNIT

Approved



m
JB 02 6:00 PM 9-25-71 OCR

CODE PRIORITY

TO: WHITE HOUSE SITUATION ROOM

ATT.: DR. HENRY A. KISSINGER

TO: SECRETARY OF STATE

TO.H

TO: ATTORNEY GENERAL (BY MESSENGER)

FROM: DIRECTOR, FBI

b2
bo
b7C

C 0 N F I^/E N T I A L

HUEY PERCY NEWTON, EXTREMIST MATTERS - BLACK PANTHER PARTY

REFERENCE IS MADE TO THIS BUREAU’S TELETYPE DATED SEPTEMBER

TWENTY- ONE, SEVENTYONE.

ON THE MORNING OF SEPTEMBER TWENTY FIVE, SEVENTYONE,

CONTACTED NEWTON AT OTTAWA,

CANADA. NEWTON TOLD HER GROUP WOULD BE LEAVING ON THE TRIP ON THE

END PAGE ONE

b6
b7C

- 2.-



PAGE (C 0 N F I ^ N T I A L)

MORNING OF SEPTEMBER TWENTYSIX, SEVENTYONE, AND THAT ALL

ARRANGEMENTS HAD BEEN COMPLETED.

THEREFORE, A THIRD

INDIVIDUAL TRAVELING WITH NEWTON TO COMMUNIST CHINA IS POSSIBLY

A WHITE MALE WHO IS A BLACK PANTHER PARTY

SYMPATHIZER AND FUND RAISER.

GP-1

BT

NNNN

APPROVED BY SA

END



V.ZCZCCFPI25 7

PP RIJEHOC

DE RUEHFB 257

ZNY CCCCC ZZH

BT

CONF^ENTIAL
6- 13PM 9-25-71 SLP

ffOERAl BUREAU OF INVESTtGATION

COMMUNICATIONS SECTION

SCP2G1971

TEUETYPE

PRIORITY

TO; WHITE HOUSE SITUATION ROOM002

ATT.; DR. HENRY A. KISSINGER

TO; SECRETARY OF STATE

TO ;

TO; ATTORNEY GENERAL (BY MESSENGER)

FROM ; DIRECTOR , FBI

b2
b6
b7C

b ; S9Sc v\ _

HUEY PERCY NEWTON, EXTREMIST MATTERS - BLACK PANTHER PARTY

REFERENCE IS MADE TO THIS BUREAU’S TELETYPE DATED SEPTEMBER

TWENTY- ONE, SEUENTYONE.

ON THE MORNING OF SEPTEMBER TWENTY FIVE, SEVEMTYONE,

:ONTACTED NEWTON AT OTTAWA,

CANADA. N&'TON TOLD HER GROUP WOULD EE LEAVING ON THE TRIP ON THE

END PAGE ONE



b6
b7C

sympathizer and fund raiser.

GP- 1

BT

QNNM

WH DE FBI PLS QSL OUR NR 0F2

FBI DE WH QSL 002



rrcEHAL GL’;;::-u cf liAvrETinATioi^^P

(^M;\:Ui^!CATiONS S[CT^O^

CONFI^TIAL ,

ALL IITFOLMATTOH COlTTAIFEt) / /OO ^iJU'
HITRST'T 15 UrrCLASSTFIED Excs?y TELETYPE
LITERS SHOWN GTHLFWTSS.

OTT 06 6-35 PtWHC CODE

URGENT 9:>2^-71

TO D^ECTOR
1 06'

FROM LEGAT ,
OTTAWA (157-26S)

DECUwiif ‘

Mr. Tolson

Mr. Felt

Mr. Sullivan

Mr. Mohr
Air. Bi,=hcp ,

Mr. Miller, E|

Mr. Callahan

Mr. Casper.—

Mr. Conrad
Mr. DaRv V _

Mr. Cleveland—

Mr. Ponder .

Mr. Rosen
Mr. Tavel

Mr. Walters

Mr. S ' .U S

Tele. Room
Miss H ‘t.iies

Miss Gandy

HUEY PERCY NEWTON, EM -BPP (K3EY

REMYTEL NINE TWO TWO LAST

ABOVE INFORMATION S S I F 1/^^ SPCffBT AND FOR INFORMATION OF THE

BUREAU ONLY. r-v/ 1^9 XI ')'b~Er=^ 4 ^
tA-lOi

B SEP 28 197

PAO FBI
9f0f)JT4 igifi Km .U’ i

/



Y7

CODE

ALTt INFCHWATIOTT CO!TrAI’'nirD

HEKKIN IS UKCL.AS'SIFIE'D SXCEPT

WHERE SnO'WN OTIIEKWISE.

TELETYPE PRIORITT

DIRECTOR, FBI

9/2R/71

1 - W. R. Wannall b 2

1 - H. E. Helgeson
1 - J. L. Adams

HUEY PERCY , EXTREI’IIST MATTERS PANTHER PARTY.

REFERSMCE MY TSiU^E SEPTEMBER TRENTY-SEVEN NISSTEEN

SEVENTY-ORE TO HUEY PERCY NEWTON, MINISTER OF DEFENSE,

BLACK PANTHER PARTY,fARRIVING IN HONG KONG

IN REFERENCED TELETYPE IT WAS REPORTED NEWTON ADVISED

FROM HONG KONG THAT HE

WOULD BE LSAVINa FOR CHINA IN i^OUT SIX HOURS, WOULD STAY THERE

FOR lEN DAYS AND THIRf GO TO JAPAN.

BY TELETYPE aSTSMBER TWENTY-ONE NINBTBWf i a

WERE ADVISED NEWTON HAD SENT TELlfij^ TO THE P^s/lE^T
^ ^

TANZANIA ADVISING HE WOULD LIKE TO VISIT TANZANIA PRIORgJOglJ^^

UPCOMING TRIAL FOR PRIVATE TALKS WITH TANZANIA PRESIDEN»e-.^0 ^
Tolson

!

* •
'

JLA;acs (5)

Bishop oU,
- LU!?li E.o. # i:

Miller, E.S 1
"

' Dll !C J • '7
Callahan

| ^

Casper
[

i

Conrad rj'jraAU Cr INVESTiGATlONl
Dalbey — , |

Cleveland CLii\ilviU.\'lCATIOlMS SECTION' ^
Ponder I

Rosen
Tayel., STPEoiS/l
Walters

t/

"Idr KAffi’fetaMEZj ^letype UNITC

iOTE PAGE

^ <A^ - id Ic J

I I

0.

— IJ —
.
PECLASSil V Oi'i.

- rj'jr,!:Au cr- iNVEGTiGATiON
J

SM.v.U.'JICATIONS SECTiOrv C /7 PM '

SiA 2 8i971

SLETYPE UNIT S8JET





/•

1^'

fEDERAL BUREAU OF INVES^T’.ON
^

COMMUNICATIONS SpTlO^
i

1

1
S,v“ •

I Mn L
V' . ..

NR28 NY C^t

URGENT ^-124-71 FPN

TO Dl/^ECTOR

DID

SAN FRANCISCO

FROM NEW YORK

SEP 2 4 1971

TEI^ETYPE

Jtw
\

/it d;

;\

>

HUEY P. NEWTON EM- BPP ( KBE) ( NY ONE FIVE SEVEN- TWO SEVEN

EM- BPP ( BU ONE HUNDRED-ZERO TWO) i

.FOUR FIVE TWO SEVEN THREE SEVEN; NY ONE HUNDRED- ONE ZIX FOIF^

A
b6 ^ZERO NINE SIX).

CONFIDENTIAL SOURCE WHO IS IN /|POSITION TO

RELAIBEL INFO ADVISED THIS DATE THAT E. NEWTON,

MADE reservations ON AIR CANADA FLIGHT NUMBER

SEVEN SIX SEVEN FROM JFK AIRPORT NYC TO MONTREAL, CANADA,

DEPARTING AT TWO TWO ZERO PM SEPTEMBER TWO

FURTHER advised ABOVE THREE INDIVIDUALS MADE RESERV/

FOR CONNECTING AIR CANADA FLIGHT THREE FIVE NINE SEVEN FRO(%t SEP 29 1971

MONTREAL, CANADA TO OTTAWA, CANADA ON SEPTEMBER TWO THREE LA«-^ —
END GP ONE

^E£ LAST. SOURCE,

sir.

F’

SEP ^9 ^971

ALL iurC'iviViA i iuN

HEREIN IS UNCLASSlriED'^*''^

hat e

FILED

^



• »

PG TWO

ADMINISTRATIVE

RESFTEL TO BUAND NY , SEPTEMBER TWO TWO LAST; NYTEL TO

BUAND SF SEPTEMBER TWO THREE LAST; AND SFTEL TO BU, NY, AND CG

SEPTEMBER TWO THREE LAST. b6
I b7C

SOURCE IS b7D



- \

c(m

)6tP

mSTYPS^ CABLS6RAM

SEfflET 9mm
to SAC SAN fBAMClSeO

TO LEGAT8 OTTAHA
HCNO KONO
TOKYO

ALL rr'TFOm^TOIT COKTAINSD
HET^KIW IS j^’CLAssTFiEn KXC13»T 1 ^ Mr/W. R. W«imall
WH2RS sttd;vn

I - Mr. fi. E. Mgeson
1 - Mr, J. L. Adams

PRCM DIRECTOR Fi2/X
HUEY PB9CY

un asssg^
:

Owidbblfy fl!l. UUIRf**'**'*^

, EM - BLACK PAN7HE9 flJPY (1PP)» (KBE).

REHONilt SmmRR TWENTY-EIGHT ZNSMt.

(for ZNFOlRfATI^ OF LEGATS» TOKYO AND OfTAHA^ NSWTON PARTY

ARRIVED HONG KONG SEPTEMBER TWENTY-EIGHT BTSTANT HONG KONG DAIE^

8|?TEMBER TWEMfi^SEVEN LAST V. S, 0A1E»

PLANSJ^ IN CONTIRSATION WItj

TO PHEVIOOS

NRirrON ADYISEO WOULD

LEAVE FOR CHINA NIX HOURS* BE THERE FOR TEN DAYS AND THEN GO

TO JAPAN.

YOU SHOULD BE ON ALERT FOR NEWTON*# jprORN AND IMMBDIATELY

NOTIFY BUREAU OF iam»*8 PU^S SO STOPS GAN BE PLACSD AT

LOGICAL PORTS OF ENTRY FOR SEARCH OF LUGGAGE, C*^)

SAN FRANCISCO CLOSELY FCRLOW THROGOR'SEN^IVE. I

Tolson
Felt

Sullivan

Mohr

Bishop :

Miller, E.S.

Callahan

Casper
Conrad

' Dalbey

Cleveland _
Ponder

Rosen

^ Tavel
’

%,Vi/alters

' ^yars
Room

SAN FI^CXSCO CLOSELY FCR^

I_- Foreign LialscKi Desk (Route thl^i^igh iltfr

^Xz:|SAsa<at^,3., sakN^^PA® TWO
" *"

er iL Ct.^tAU C.- !l\lVESTIGATIDI\i rsirP! / ; vS,. I i ,

-55?

ac.s CLASS'nL-’bYx»5^
r..-:^AL cuAtAu c; investigation npri / r ^

COiv^.V^', J'CATJONS SrCTION *"

^

5 $:

jCC

MAIL ROOM i 1 TELETYPE UNIT >cU



TEL&nPE CABLEOBAM TO SAN FltANCISOO^ £T AL,
REt HOEY PERCY NEWTON ' v

^

SAME INSTS0CTB3NS AS LEGATS.

NOTEi

Legfttfl have previottsl/ hien furnished tnforiMtloh on
Neirton’a tzev^. It is necessf^ that we ere eware of Neirton’s

reentiy plans so that approprfAte stops can he placed with
logical ports of entX7 for search of luggage.^

- 2 -

-iE>^
,



C(a)E TELETYPE

u
I
AC:^^

llRIORITY

^/24/71

THE WHXfX !K»^
JOTEHt^ m. HENRY A. KISSTNOBI i - w. R, Htomall

Stm lillBraMSIlT i . E . kelgeson
ATramir WBRAL (by messenger) I ^ j l. Adams n

SECRET 3^ ‘

PERCY flEim»i> EEIBEMIST MATTER! ^ BLACK PANTIQIR PARTY.

REFERENCE MY TELETYPE WIT2®ER THENTY^TRSEE MXNSTEEN

- huey percy nehton, minister op defense,

BLACK PANTHER PARTY^IaTTEMPTING TO MAKE ARRAIfaRMENTS FOR TRAVEL

TO COMMUNIST CHINA.

L1t!lZ3Lfcacs (5)
Sullivan

Mohr :

Bishop
Miller, E.S. j

Callahan — \

Casper
Conrad .

Dalbey

Tele. Room
Holmes —

REC17 loS’-^ /Q>^iaR

-

s\-v^ SEE NO^ PAGE TWO

i. 2''- J

TELETYPE UNITJf

OCT 1 I97t



AS CF THIS DATE, AR8AHGEMENTS FOR TRAVEL TO CHIHA HAVE BEEN MADE

FOR
| I

NSWTOKf AHD
| |

AND EFFORTS ARE BEBI6 MADE TO ARRANGE

FOR UNIDENTIFIED INDIVIDDAL TO A^PCMPANT THEM*

END GP-1

NOTE:___ Information set out herein contaixied in Legat teletype
S/24/71 and suhsefuent phon#%all from Legat, Ottava, Informative
Note indicati^ t^is information being furnished by teletype to
the White House, iMbtention Dr. Henry A, Kissinger j

and the State Department} a^ also to the Attorney GeneralTl
messmger . Previous teletypes hi|iia rnttationed and identified

]

~

4



4

VZCZCFB.I228

PP RUEHOC

DE RUEHFB 228

ZNY SSSSS ZZH

BT

S E C JC E T

940PM 9-24-71

CON«^TIAL ^

EBR

TO WHITE HOUSE 10
attention dr, henry a. KISSINGER

STATE department

ATTORNEY GENERAL

FROM DIRECTOR, FBI

S E C)^ E T

(BY MESSENGER)

^T,.L I^7Fn:^;,!ATTO'’7 CONTAINED
IINDETM IS U'TC'LASSTriEn EXCEPT
WliEES SHOWN OTH.ER'.VISS.

jJiArr '

UijAjliml Ujl ^
Diwlflsaily Ufl!

HUEY PERCY NEWTON, EXTREMIST MATTERS - BLACK PANTHER PaRTY,

REFERENCE MY TELETYPE SEPTEMBER TWENTY-TKREE NINETEEN

SEVENTY-ONE PERTAINING TO HUEY PERCY NEwTON, MINISTER OF DEFENSE,

BLACK PANTHER PARTY
,
(ATTEMPTING TO MAKE ARRANGEMENTS FOR TRAVEL

TO COMMUNIST CHINA^j^C‘^\

END page one



AS OF THIS date, ARRANGEMENTS FOR TRAVEL TO CHINA HAVE BEEN MaDE

FOR
I ] NEWTON ANd | I aND EFFORTS ARE BEING MADE TO ARRANGE

FOR UNIDENTIFIED INDIVIDUAL TO ACCOMPANY THEM.

GP-1

BT

NNNN

WH PLS ACK FOR 10

FBI DE WTENA AD AND ZE V0I0



miTYPE
ACIICS <>

.laiBSHaresssr’
PRlCwITY

' 1 - Mr. ¥. R. Waomall

:0iE WHITE !«3irSE 1 - Mr. H. E. Helgeson

attention dr. henry a. KISSINGER 1 - Mr. J. L. Adams
STATE DEPARTMENT 4C^
ATTORNEY (ffiNERAL (BY MESSENGER) ?? tT

FROM: DIRECTOR^

SECRET

HUEY PERCY* NEWTON, EXTREMIST MATTERS - BLACK EANTHER PARTY.

REFERENCE MY TELETYPE SEPTEMHER TWBNTY-FOUR NINETEEN

SEVeH^-ONE flRZAINING TO HDEY PERCY NEWTON, MINISTER OF DEFENSE,

BLACK :PANTH^ PARTY, [ATTEMPTING TO MAKE ARRANGEMENTS FOR TRAVEL^ (

TO CCMiUNlST ^MINA^il^^Ct^^

0 SEP 28 1b

Tolson

Felt

Sullivan !

Mohr
Bishop
Miller, E.S. -

Callahan

Casper
Conrad

Dalbey

Cleveland
Ponder
Rosen
Tavel

Walters E
Soyars Si

Tele. Room .

Holmes
Gandy

i^acs (5)! cH

!

- F^e^»?^REAU C

SEE NOTE PAGE TWO

DOREAU OF INVESTiGATION

COMViUNlCATlONS SECTION

^SOCT&rEl^ivpE'

MAIL ROOM i 1 TELETYPE UNIT[



- f

i-
'

TELETYPE TO THE WHITE HOUSE,
SECRET
RE: HUEY PERCY HEHTCN

ET It.

THE UNIDENTIFIED INDIVIDUAL REFERRED TO IN REFERENCED

TELETYPE WAS SUBSEQUENTLY IDENTIFIED AS MARTIN HEBMAN KENNER,

A WHITE BLACK PANTHER PARTY SYMPATHIZER AND FUND RAISER ON WHOM

YOU WERE PREVIOUSLY FURNISHED IHIfiMATICN. KENNER DID NOT

TRAVEL WITH THE ABOVE GROUP.

YOU WILL BE ADVISED Of JliY ADDITIONAL INFOSMATOT RECEIVED.

END GP-1

NOTE;

An Informative Note was attached indicating this information being
furnished by teletype to the White House, attention Dr, Henry A,

Kissinger :! I State Department; and the Attorney G«ieral by
mess«iger. Previous teletvbcg have mentioned and identified
Newton,^ and
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ALL INFOLMATIOF CONTATTTK!)

HLT^ET'N IG IRTCLASGIFTF^P F';>:Ci;PT

WITSnS SHOWN OTHEKWTS?'-.

R8EY PERCY RCVTOR, EXTREMIST NATTERS - BLACK FARTHER FaKTY.

REFERERCE NY TELtTYFE SEFTENBER TvERTY-FOUR NIffiTEER

SEVCRTYoONE PERTAlRIRS TO HUEY PERCY REvTON, MINISTER OF DEFSRSC»

•LACK farther party •[aTTCMPTIRS TO HAKE ARRAROCNCRTS FOR TRAVa

TO CONNURIST CMIRA^p^^-'^''
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COMFIKNTiAL

THE tflllDEITlFtED IMOlVtmtlAL KCFERRED TO IN REFERENCED

TEtETYFE WAS SUBSEQUENTLY IDENTIFIED AS
|

A WHITE BLACK PANTHER PARTY SYMPATHIZER AND FUND RaISER ON WHOM

YOU WERE PREVIOUSLY FURNISHED INFORMATION,

travel with THE ABOVE GROUP, C^)

DID NOT

YOU WILL BE ADVISED OF ANY ADDITIONAL INFORMATION RECEIVED*

GP*I

NNNN
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ELir
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I

Mr. ToIsotl.

Mr. Felt .

TRANSMinED IN CODE -

PARAPHRASE IF DISSEMINATED

Mr. Sullivan

Mr. Mohr
Mr. Bishop . J
«r->KiJer Es2

,

Mr. Galhw(a5l^i!!ii3

Mr. Casper
Mr. Conrad fj

STATE 85S

URGl^T 9-28-71

TO DI^TOR NR. 253

Mr. DaU)f'V

Mr. Cleveland

Mr. P'-Titier

Mr. Rosen
Mr. Tavel

Mr. Walters
r. S

„

’

Tele. Room
Miss IlAiies

Miss Gandy

^FROM LEGAT HONG KONG
(N

36J8'33 /

,/

HUEY P. NEWTON, EM - BLACK PANTHER PARTY,
’Tr^TT^ T- ’Trr—__ . 1' I Ar.

y/iiaPD Diiown u '

j iiL,".U L
'

..-ii..

REHONCABS THIS DATE.

NEWTON ^ENTERED CHINA FROM HONG KONG AT ONE

TEN P.M. SEPTEMBER TWO EIGHT INSTANT. LEGAT WILL ADVISE OF EXIT

AND RETURN TO U.S. IF THROUGH HONG KONG )

b6
b7C

5g/



5-1 13a (9-29-65)

ALL INFOPAtATTOM CONTAINED WSSWwedHIiy'flfiSSsSfiSSSL.^

miRETN IS lETCIASSTFTED EXCEPT ":iLill,J.l!fji Uit.
WHENS SHOWN OTHERWLSE,

, ,, p. .

" ’

Uomestic InleULg^ce Division

jpuYti- -»
INFORMATIVE NOTE

L 9/24/71

You were previously advised that Huey
Percy Newton, Black Panther Party (BPF) be

leader, dispatched P |

I I
to Ottawa

9/17/71 apparently to arrange for Newton
to make trip to Communist China.

Legat, Ottawa, following closely. jJsTf

Above information being furnished to
Dr. Henry A. Kissinger at the White House

and the
Secretary of State by teletype and to ^e
Attorney General by messenger.



f CONFIDENTIALr
Mr. ToUoj>^

Mr/aidfer^rr.

OTT i I 002A 1 CODE

;'r|T:n, py
^ 'l^r. Miller,>«:!

I * <ffii^i*allahan.

'plJk^ROO/BtMU^nTnpr—
s/

.

I
Mr. Conrad...

M\. ^ p,

Mr. Cleveland

Ut-ULHobir 1 wi*!. i-0/\.

URGENT >^^-71

TO DIRECTOR (lG 5 -h&9^^)

FROM LEGAT OTTA^a'A (15 7 - 253 )

,Mr. K :o>ii

Mr. Tiivel .

—

Mr. WaJtora-.

Mr. S",'’ai-.^

Tele. Room ....

Miss H -r nos .AltC Trir''?T'r!-'' ''i'T OI'T AOirVATNIiiD Miss H -r nos

f.rr7’"~.^'T Y r‘ iT^’cr f y (V'D ^XC^IPT Miss Gandy..

v;h-s:e cncnN otherv^is-i

HUEY PERC*Y NEWTON, KXXXKKRXKS^KX
EXTREMIST MATTERS - BLACK PANTHER PARTY (KEY BLACK EXTREMIST)

RE OTTAWA TELETYPE

[ $EP

6 6





5-U3a (9-29-65)

Ml lhFDR;.Vw.Cn

herein is
UNCLASStfiEO

Domestic Intelligence Division

INFORMATIVE NOTE
9-27-71

You have been previously advised of the
plans of Black Panther leader Huey P,

j

Newton to travel to Communist China , The
|
b 2

White House, State Department,
j

|

I
and the Atxorney Genei ajL

have also been advised. I

Attached received from our highly
sensitive sovirce and relates that Newton _
calledi

from Hong Kong, on 9-27-71, He stated he
j

was in Hong Kong withi 1 and i

I
both Black Panther Party

members; that they were leaving Hong Kong in

six hours for China where they would remain
for ten davs after which they would go to
Japan. I I mentioned an attach<;d
T I

\

I
and a large !

financial supporter of the BPP,

Information in attached was dissemi-
nated by teletype to Henry A, Kissinger
at the White House. Copy was sent to the
Attorney General by messenger. Copy of
attached will be furnished to the Interna:.
Security Division of the Department. Our
Legate in Hong Kong and Tokyo are also being
advised

.

ABKzlrs if' nj^
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UDER/M BLiRtAU Of INVCSTIGA-l^CiH

COMMUNICATIONS S^TiOl^ ^
SEP271971^'^

^ b6
b7C

TELETYPE

A/

moN

NICY

SF CONE

FM wmtn 9/zini mcc

NltECTM <105*tt5429) ATTN. 0 X D

IpOS ANBCLCS

m YONX

SAH FRANCIfCd CIS7*Ufa) tP

Extremist Matter-Black Panther Pprtv

meYTCNTOl^ AKA,» EM - BPP (KBD.

Key Black Extremxibt

I
Mr. Conrad. ...

I
Mr Drlboy

!: Mr. Cleveland-

i

Mr, Ponder

I
Mr. Ro.sen

Mr. Tav.el

Mr. Walters-

Mr. Soyars....

tl". Room

M«ec nnuTCB that oi miiiw or sErnmn twconrcvEi
b6

HOcjor
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MGE TV©

ICVT0N ILSe SAID THAT rVAS HOT ABLE TO HAKE
bo
b7C

IT* APPAREVTLY HCAV11I8 THEY CO0LO NOT ©ET CLEARANCE FOR

TO TRAVEL TO CHINA WITH THEN.

ABMINlfTRATlVE

RESETEL SERTEN8ER TVENTYSIX LAST*

SBQRCE 18

•RREAB ADVISE LES ATS AND or LOCATION or NEWTON*

b2
b7D

b2

SAN PRANCISCO WILL KEEP BOREAO ADVISED OF ARY ADDITIONAL

INrOMIATlON RECEIVED OONCERNINO NEVTOrs TRAVEL.

END

m PBI WASH

CLR

L



CODE TELETYPE

ail
OUN P

W!'lSr.E Sl'iOWW

TO SAC SAN FRANCISCO (157-1203)

ENTIAI

URC3ENT

10/5/71

FROM DIRECTOR FBI (105-165429)

~HUEY PERCY ^EVITON, EM - BFP (KBE).

1 - Mr. H. E.IIHelgeson

1 - Mr. L. G. Brockiaan^

JW090IWO*I l lj 11 i . I

Uir.

IN CONNECTION WITH CURRENT TRAVEL TO CHINA AND ACTIVITIES BY

SUBJECT, THE BUREAU EXPECTS PREFERRED

ATTENTION BE AFFORDED TO FULLY DEVELOP INFORMATION REGARDING THIS

MATTER. INSURE THAT YOU TAKE NECESSARY ACTION IN PLACING STOPS

* I"

WITH IMMIGRATION AND NATURALIZATION SERVICE (INS) REGARDING THESE ^
THREE INDIVIDUALS TO NOTIFY YOU OF THEIR ARRIVAL AND, IF POSSIBLE, >)

TO CONDUCT BAGGAGE SEARCH. SHOULD INFORMATION BE DEVELOPED THAT ^

Tolson

Felt

Rosen
Mohr

Bishop
Miller, E.S. .

Callahan
Casper
Conrad

Daibey

Cleveland
Ponder

Bates
Tavel
Walters

Soyars

Tele. Room .

Holmes

Gandy

SUBJECT AND HIS TRAVELING COMPANIONS ARE TO RETURN VIA CANADA,

LOCAL BORDER STOPS WITH INS MAY BE PLACED.

1 - 157-12301
- 157-10048

Xl®;acs (6) CLASSipfepBY^
it /"*v jf' •'*

" a !

SEE NOTE P^GE TWO ^ ^

(?'*"'

b6 :

2 b7C:

Cs C C DECLAS5ir

ric:"AL FAjrdAu cr /.wistigation

COM^v.UNiCATiONS StCTION

opir-y '".f!-? V -i-.fOOii ^ OCT 71

MAIL TYPE UNITf^^
CON EN'i lAl



TELEmE TO SAN FRANCISCO
RE: HOEY PERCY NENTON -1

105-165429

CON^yENTIAL^

IT IS YOUR RESPONSIBILITY TO HAVE AZKQUATE qgUALJTY INFORMANT

COVERAGE CLOSE TO SUBJECT AND HIS ASSOCIATES IN ORDER THAT YOU

CAN DEVELOP ALL ASPECTS CONCRaJINa THIS TRAVEL ABROAD AND ITS
/'

INFLUEJCE ON THE VIOLENCE-FRCME BPP.

ADVISE bureau! BY TELETYPE AnI' DATA REGARDING RETURN TO THIS

COUNTRY BY SUBJECT AND HIS COMPANIONS. ANY SIGHIFtCANT ADDITIONAL

DATA SHOULD ALSO BE FURNISHED BY TELETYPE TO BE FOLLOWED BY

OVERALL COMPREHENSIVE LETTERHEAD MSMORANDUM.

NOTE :

'

b2

Subject, along with Elaine Brdwa Robert Bay,

leaders of the BPP, are eerfnntly in China. L^proprtate Legats

have been advised and are ciosel^Qiq |
has also beenlUj

advised. It Is necessary th* we advise San Francisco to take

all necessary action to insure that this Btir^n^ fiilly develops

Intelligence data ieH.ating to tills travel.

W 'j,-' i i i i">i i' IaL

2
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iRNMENTUNITED STATES" COIMFieeMTiAi

9/29/71IRECTOR, FBI

LEGAT, TOKYO (157*96) (RUC)

iUBjEGx: HUEY P. NEWW '

, EM * BLACK PANTHER PARTY (KBE)

Re: Tokyo cable 9/J|^/71.
, \

Bur^ail there enc;lQ»e<J two copies
each and for Ha^^^oag One copy each of the follow4.,iyil

(2) Clipping - from Tokyo daily newspaper^ -regarding
t^vel of subj ect

Bureau (E^nc; 4).

(1 * Foreign Liaison Desk),

hong Kong (Enc. 2i- (Direct
Tokyo (f^

ALL IIWOKMATTON COWTATNED
HEg^lNTS UFCLASSTFTED-SXC^I
Wra:p,E ' '

'A /-rv/r- V /.



Newton Enters China

Huey Newton (shown in 1970 TJPI file ifiioto).

Ti ;SP5trL0a^

i

HONG KONG (UPD—Huey I

i Newton, a Black Panther Par-

ty leader awaiting trial on a

voluntary manslaughter charge,

arrived in the South China city

of Canton Tuesday.
Newton, accompanied by two

other black Americans, crossed

the border into China shortly

after noon and arrived in Can-
ton, in the late afternoon.

The others with Newton were
Elaine Brown, information of-

ficer fortjje Panthers, and
Robert_^Bf^ identified as a
bodyguard, fj S ’

(,
V ' -

UPI telephoned Newton at

his Canton hotel but was told

that he and Miss Brown were
out with Chinese officials who
met them.

Newton, free on $50,000 bail,

is scheduled to go on trial in

Oakland on October 12 on

charges resulting from the slay-

,
ing of Oakland policeman John

I

Frey in 1968 in a Panther-po-

]

lice shootout.
It w ill be Newton’s third trial

in the case. He was convicted

of voluntary manslaughter in

September 1968 but an appel-

late court overturned the

verdict in July 1970. A second

trial ended in a hung Jury last

month.
Newton and his tw’o com-

panions arrived here late Mon-
day night aboard a Canadian
Pacific Airlines (CPAIR) flight

from Vancouver, according to

a CPAIR spokesman.
They checked into two suites

in the Hilton Hotel on Hong
Kong island. When contacted

by a UPI reported by telephone

this morning they refused to

talk and hung up. Shortly

afterwards they checked out of

the hotel and disappeared. They
apparently went directly from

the hotel to the Lowu border

station with officials of the

China travel service, Which

escorts foreign visitors to

China.
Communist China, the world’s

leading advocate of violent re-

volution, has been a strong sup-

porter of the Black Panthers

and other militant black

groups in the United States.

Twice in the last eight years

Mao Tse-tung, the chairman of

the Chinese Communist Party,

issued special statements sup-

porting what he called the

“struggle” of the “black people

in the United States”’

Mao’s first statement was is-

sued August 8, 1963, in re-

sponse to a request from Robert
Williams, former president of

the Monroe, North Carolina,

chapter of the National Associa-

tion for the Advancement of

Colored People (NAACP). Wil-
liams then was a fugitive stay-

ing in Cuba. He subsequently
went to China for an extended
stay and returned to the

United States last year.

“I wish to take this oppor-

tunity, on behalf of the Chinese
people, to express our resolute

support for the American
Negroes in their struggle

against racial discrimination

and for freedom and equal

rights,” Mao said in his 1963
statement.
On April 16, 1968, shortly

after the assassination of

Martin Luther Kin^, Mao issu-

ed his second statement on the

“Afro-American struggle.”-

"At present, the world re-

volution has entered a new
era,” Mao said in his last state-

ment. “The struggle of the

black people in the United

States for emancipation is a
component part of the general

struggle of all the people of the

world against U.S. imperialism,

a component part of the con-

temporary world revolution.

“I call on the workers,

peasants and revolutionary in-

tellectuals of all countries and
all who are willing to fight

against U.S. imperialism to take

action and extend strong sup-

port to the struggle of the

black people in the United

States.”
Another black American £md

his wife currently are in Peking

as guests of the Chinese. They
are Hosea Williams, an official

of the Southern Oiristian Lead-

ership Council, and his wife,

Juanita, a school teacher. They

are from Atlanta, Georgia.

"THE DAILY MAINICHI"
Tokyo , Japan
Sept 29, 1971
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CODE CABLEGRAM

ALL TIT?OL?4ATTCI'T COWTAiraD

inAREIM TS U'TCLASSTFTKD E-'ICEPl

where ehowh otherwise.

TO LEGAT HOMG KONG

FROM DIRECTOR FBI (105-16542^ -

“HUEY F. NEWTON, iM - BLACK PANTHER PARTY

REBUTEL OCTOBER SIX INSTANT.

URGENT

Mr. A. B. Knickrdun
10/6/71

Mr. W. R. Wannall
Mr. H. E. Helgeson
Mr. L. G. Brockman

F) (KBE). . ^

1 - 157-12301
1 - 157-10048

1 - For feign Liajl^on Desk (Route through for
LGB:acs (9)
NOTE:

t \a^

uy g
urn pb6 fc

/Lo^'
r^iew)

,b 7 C g
1

Oow

Tolson

Felt

Rosen
Mohr
Bishop
Miller, E.S.

Callahan —
Casper
Conrad

Dalbey

Cleveland _
Ponder

Bates
Tavel

Walters

Soyars

Tele. Room
Holmes
Gandy
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CODE OF, INVESTIGATION URGENT

C0MMUNlCAT10MSECT10,Nt .Mr. A. B. Knickrehm
TO LEGATE YLCMG KONG , . _ 10/6/71

^

‘^fy\
1 Wannall

FROM DIRECTOR FBI (105-165429) T]ELET50?E''
\ m^*, l. g! Brock^

HUEY P.*^NEWTON, EM - BLACK PANTHER PARTY (BPP) (KBE).
"Ttyir I l iy

,

REBUTEL SEPTEMBER TWENTY-FOUR LAST. ^ \ -

FOR YOUR INFORMATION IN CONNECTION WITH CURRENT TRAVEL OF >=2 ^ i

SUBJECT.

SUBJECT’S SAN FRANCISCO/N^N

CALIFORNIA, RETRIAL ON MANSLAUOITER CHARGES IS SCHEDULED FOR

OCTOBER TWELVE NEXT. ALSO FOR YOUR INFQRMATIC®? DURING SEPTEMBER

LAST SUBJECT HAD TELEGRAM SENT TO PRESIDENT OF TANZANIA INDICATING

HE WOULD LIKE TO VISIT TANZANIA PRIOR TO HIS FORTHCCMING TRIAL.

V

Tolson

Felt

Rosen
Mohr

Bishop
Miller. E.S. .

Callahan

Casper
Con^^_^^

Cleveland
Ponder

Bates
Tavel

Walters

Soyars

Tele. Room .

Holmes

Gandy

NO FURTHER INFORMATICMJ RECEIVED CONCERNING ANY POSSIBLE TANZANIAN

TRIP.
I I

AND STATE DEPARTMENT HAVE BEEN ADVISED OF THK^JI^R- c

MATIQN.

SUBJECT REPORTEDLY INDICATED AFTER ARRIVING IN HONG KONG

HE PLANNED TO STAY IN CHINA TEN DAYS AND THEN GO TO JAPAN.

BUREAU HAS RECEIVED NOTHING FURTHER CONCERNING SyBiJECT
'
^LAN£

RED 19 /OS'-
- 157-12301
- 157-10048 v/Vl • Si

- Foreign LlaiscHi Deskt (Route through tor*Jr^:!iiw)

JTOTE PAGE TWO

/ ,/ \

X
MAIL ROOM l I TELETYPE UNIT
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FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64)

Transmit the following in

/ A I R T E L
Vi(/

^

•#
Date: 9/30/71

(Type in plaintext or code)

AIR MAIL
(Priority)

FROM:

DIRECTOR, FBI (105-165429)

f, SAN FRANCISCO (157-1203) (P)

SUBJECTT HUEY PERCY^EWTON, aka
EmI - BPP (KBE)
00: SF

ReBuairtel 8/30/71.

Enclosed for the Bureau are five (5) copies of
an LHM setting forth a complete resume of the recent
manslaughter trial of subject.

y/M-si

CV.0S\5^^

Bureau (Encl. 5)(RM)
z - San Francisco
JLC/jr
(4)

ALL. lNi .-;;<iv!An0N CONTAIhm *

HEREIN is UHCLASSlFlES^ft'*^'^'

DATF RYSP5Ct\nmS

^ ^

X ^

\
Approved:

55 OCT 1

i6^34un -~Sb,

IB OCT 6 1971



IS
In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

San Francisco, California

September 30, 1971

HUEY PERCY NEWTON

The following information was reported In articles
appearing in the "San Francisco Chronicle" and the "San
Francisco Examiner", dally San Francisco, California, news-*
papers, and in the "Oakland Tribune", a dally Oakland, .

California, newspaper:

On June 28, 1971, the re-trlal of Huey Percy
Newton, Minister of Defense and Co-founder of the Black
Panther Party (BPP) , on manslaughter charges commenced in
Alameda County Superior Court, Department 6, Oakland,
California, with Superior Court Judge Harold B. Hove
presiding. Prosecution was handled by Alameda County
Assistant District Attorney Donald P. Whyte, and defense
attorney was Charles Hri^^arry, a well-known San Francisco
attorney who handles BPP criminal matters. The manslaughter
charges against Newton stem from the death of Oakland Police
Officer John Frey on the early morning of October 28, 1967,

The BPP Is a black extremist organization
started in Oakland, California, In December,
1966. It advocates the use of guns and
guerrilla tactics to bring about the over-
throw of the United States Government.

At the opening session of court on June 28, 1971,
Garry filed a motion asking that the indictment against
Newton be squashed on the grounds the Grand Jury system In
Alameda County Is unconstitutional because It Is racially
unbalanced.

In contrast to the crowds of several thousand who
at times appeared outside the courthouse during the first
trial of Newton, there were only about 100 persons on hand
for the opening session.

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions
of the FBI. It Is the property of the FBI and is loaned to
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed
outside your agency. /O

All. INFOi^m/'.TlOi'I CONTAlMEa

HERtlN IS Llf'JCLASSiFlED^*"’

nAT P LIziLV^
5
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HDEY PERCY NEWTON

After hearing testimony from Alameda County
Superior Court Judges and other individuals called by Garry
on June 29 and June 30, 1971, concerning the makeup of
Alameda County Jury panels, on July 1, 1971, Judge Bove
denied the motion by Garry.

Also, on July 1, 1971, Garry filed a motion
seeking to have the 1964 assault conviction of Newton thrown
out on the basis that Newton, who acted as his own attorney
in that case, was not properly represented by a private
lawyer or a public defender. Evidence of Newton's prior
conviction Is Important Inasmuch as he would face a stlffer
penalty If convicted on the manslaughter charge. In connec-
tion with this motion, Newton took the stand and testified
concerning his educational background and his Intelligence
quotient in 1964. Newton also testified he was unaware of
his right to remain silent when he testified In the 1964
case. On July 6, 1971, Judge Hove denied the motion by the
defense.

On July 6, 1971» selection of the jury for
Newton's trial began. Selection of the jury was completed
on July 7, 1971, which consisted of ten women and two men.
Including one black housewife, one Latino woman, and a young
white female graduate student at the University of Cali-
fornia at Berkeley. Selected as alternate jurors were an
Oriental woman and an elderly black man. On July 8, 1971,
prior to opening statements. Judge Hove excused the young
female graduate student after she complained of Illness and
replaced her with the Oriental woman. Judge Hove then re-
opened the selection of three additional alternate jurors.
Upon completion, alternate jurors consisted of two black men,
one black woman, and one white woman. At this time, defense
counsel Garry called for a mistrial on grounds that Judge
Hove's move placed Newton In double jeopardy, but Judge Hove
denied the motion.

Opening statements to the jury by the defense and
the prosecution were made on July 9, 1971. Defense attorney
Garry said that after Newton's automobile was stopped by
police In Oakland In the early hours of October 28, 1967,
Patrolman John Frey "became Infuriated" when Newton took out
a law book and began to read his Constitutional Rights to

2
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HUEY PERCY NEWTON

the officer. Garry said that Frey shot Newton through the
abdomen, with the bullet coming out near his spine. He
said Newton fell to his knees and did not remember anything
until he appeared at the Raiser Hospital In Oakland. Garry
said emphatically that Newton did not kill Officer Frey and
that Newton did not have a gun In his hands at any time.
He said Newton had absolutely nothing to do with the death
of Officer Frey.

Assistant District Attorney Whyte told the jury that
Officer Frey was shot twice In the back and that Newton was
the man who killed him. Whyte said he would prove that
Officer Frey was killed with his own gun and that Newton
was the only person who had access to that gun other than
Officer Frey. Whyte further said that a prosecution witness
would testify that he saw Newton with a gun In his hand and
that he saw Newton shoot Frey In the back as he was falling
to the pavement.

On July 12, 1971, Garry filed an action In the
State District Court of Appeals seeking dismissal of all
charges against Newton on grounds Newton had been placed In
double jeopardy. The State District Court of Appeals turned
down the action on the basis It had no merit.

On July 12, 1971, Prosecutor Whyte called his
first witness, Oakland Police Radio Dispatcher Clarence Lord,
who was on duty In the pre-dawn hours of October 28, 1967,
when Officer John Frey was killed. During the testimony
by Lord, a tape recording of the radio communication between
Lord and Frey that occurred Immediately prior to Frey's
death was played. During cross-examination of Lord, Garry
maintained that Officer Frey only wanted to harass Newton
and that Frey had no real reason to stop Newton's car.

Oakland Police Officer Herbert Heanes, who was
wounded three times In the pre-dawn hours of October 28,
1967, at the time that Officer John Frey was killed, was the
second witness to testify for the prosecution. He testified
he had arrived at the scene shortly after Officer Frey
stopped "a known Black Panther vehicle", and that Frey was
standing near the driver's door talking to the two occupants
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of the car when he (Heanes) pulled up. After Frey contacted
the police radio operator for Information about the vehicle,
Newton was asked to get out of the car, and Newton reportedly
said, "Is there any particular reason why I should?" Heanes
said he then asked Newton If there was any particular reason
why he shouldn't. He said Frey then placed Newton under
arrest for giving false Information to police In not properly
Identifying himself. Newton got out of the car and Frey
walked him back towards Heanes' patrol car that was parked
behind Frey's police car. Heanes said Newton whirled
around to his left facing him (Heanes)and started shooting.
Heanes explained that he (Heanes) then drew his pistol and
was Immediately shot In the arm. Heanes continued that his
attention was distracted by the passenger In Newton's car,
who was standing by Heanes' side with his hands raised.
Heanes testified this man said he wasn't armed and that he
was not going to hurt him (Heanes), so Heanes then directed
his (Heanes') attention towards Frey and Newton, who
appeared to be tussling on the trunk of Heanes' patrol car.
Heanes said he heard more shots coming from that direction,
but that he "didn't see a gun In the hands of Frey or
Newton". Heanes stated he aimed his gun and fired at Newton,
and that Frey seemed to be hanging onto Newton. Heanes then
crawled Into Frey's car and radioed for help a^ NewjtAn and
the passenger, who was later Identified as Genre'^l^cKlnney

,

ran away. r-

During cross-examination, Garry asked Officer
Heanes If he (Heanes) had killed Officer Frey, and Heanes
Immediately replied "No." Heanes further said he fired his
gun once at Newton and only learned later that two bullets
had been fired from his service revolver, but said he never
knew where a second shot might have gone. Garry asked
Heanes where Officer Frey was when Heanes shot at Newton,
and Heanes answered that Frey was standing very close to
Newton. While questioning Heanes about the events that took
place after Newton was stopped by Officer Frey, Garry asked
to see a law book that had been entered as evidence at the
first trial of Newton and that Newton reportedly had with
him at the scene. Assistant District Attorney Whyte then
announced that the book was missing. He explained that the
law book was Included In the evidence that had been turned
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over to the State Court of Appeals for review on December
10, 1969. The Appeals Court concluded Its review of the
case on July 31, 1970, and ordered a re-trlal on the
grounds that the first trial judge erred In Instructing the
jury. Whyte presented an affidavit signed by the Clerk of
the State Court of Appeals on June 24, 1971, stating that
after a diligent search fhe book could not be found.

The law book Is a hard-bound copy titled
"California Criminal Law" which was found In a pool of blood
a short distance away from where Officer Frey was shot.
Newton's name was Inscribed Inside the cover, and Garry con-
tended that Newton began reading his Constitutional Rights
from the book when Officer Frey became Infuriated, drew his
gun, and shot Newton In the stomach. Garry said he
considered the book "the single most Important piece of
evidence In the case of the defense." Whyte offered to
stipulate that the book existed and produced a picture of It
and offered It to the defense attorney. Garry replied he
would accept no stipulation and demanded a mistrial. Judge
Hove said he would consider Garry's motion for a mistrial,
but ordered the State to continue Its case.

On July 14, 1971, Dell Ross, a Negro male, was
called as a witness for the prosecution. Ross testified that
on the early morning of October 28, 1967, he was In his car,
which was parked near the area where Officer John Frey was
killed. Ross stated that Newton and an unknown Negro male
commandeered his car, that Newton jumped Into the back
seat, that Newton had a black handled gun In his hand, that
Newton was holding his abdomen where he had apparently been
wounded, and that Newton said, "1 just shot me two dudes".
Ross testified that Newton also stated that he would not
have stopped shooting If the gun hadn't jammed.

At this point, Garry made a motion for a recess
to give him time to secure tape recordings from his office
with which he said he could prove that Ross had perjured
himself. Judge Hove denied the request for the recess and
ordered Garry to proceed with his cross-examination.
Garry continued his objection, and Judge Hove dismissed the
jury. After the jury left the courtroom, Newton jumped to
his feet and yelled, "They stole the book, now give us time".
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Newton further stated that he could not get justice in the
court « that the trial should stop now, and that the Judge
might as well Jail him since he was not going to sit there
and listen to Ross' testimony.

At this time, Newton's sympathizers in the
audience created a small disturbance and Judge Hove ordered
the courtroom cleared, which was done without Incident.
Judge Hove then granted a recess, and ordered Newton jailed
during the recess. Following a two hour recess, court
reconvened, at which time Garry stated he had been to his
office In an attempt to find the tape recordings, but that
his office had been burglarized and the tapes taken. Judge
Hove ordered that Newton remain free on bond, but warned
Newton that he was not going to tolerate any further out-
bursts In the courtroom and that he would revoke Newton's
ball If such occurred again.

During cross-examination by Garry, Ross testified
that he had lied during the trial of Newton in 1968, when
he said he couldn't remember anything, and said he had done
so because he was afraid. He explained that shortly before
the 1968 trial he was taken by some black guys In a car
from an Oakland pool hall to the San Francisco law office of
defense attorney Garry. He said it was fear that prompted
him to tell Garry at that time In a tape recorded Interview
that he had never seen a gun in Newton's hand or heard him
say anything as they drove away from the area where Officer
Frey was shot. Ross maintained that he Is telling the truth
about Newton and another black man near the scene of the
shooting commandeering his car, that Newton had a gun with
a black handle In his hand, and that Newton said, "I just
shot two dudes — and wouldn't have stopped shooting If the
gun hadn't jammed".

Oakland Police Officer Robert Fredricks followed
Dell Ross to the witness stand for the prosecution on July
15, 1971. Officer Fredricks testified he had arrested
Newton at the Emergency Room of Kaiser Hospital, Oakland, on
October 28, 1967, following the shooting of Officer Frey.

During cross-examination, Garry asked Officer
Fredricks If he had called Newton a "nigger" while Newton was
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lying handcuffed on a gurney at the hospital, and Fredricks
said he had not and that he had merely advised Newton of his
rights. At that time spectators In the courtroom laughed
and Jeered at Fredricks, and Judge Hove ordered the court-
room cleared for the second day In a row.

Under orders from Judge Hove, all spectators and
members of the so-called underground press were thoroughly
searched before entering the courtroom for the session on
July 15, 1971. Attorney Garry protested, but Judge Hove
denied the protest and stated he was going to take all the
steps necessary to maintain order during Newton's trial.

On July 16, 1971, despite vigorous objection by
Gafry, Judge Hove allowed the State to Introduce Into
evidence the Grand Jury transcript of the testimony of prose-
cution witness Dell Ross. Mrs. Leona Hansen, court reporter
who prepared the transcript, read the Grand Jury testimony
into the record. The Grand Jury testimony by Ross
substantiates the testimony given by him in court on July
14 and July 15, 1971.

The next witness for the prosecution was Mrs.
Corrlne Leonard, a nurse who was on duty at the Emergency
Room at Kaiser Hospital on the morning of October 28, 1967.
Mrs. Leonard testified that Newton had called her a "white
bitch" and claimed he was dying with a bullet hole In his
stomach and that she was going to stand there and watch him
die. She admitted that Newton had to wait 25 minutes for
medical treatment, although a physician was only a few feet
away. She explained this was because Newton refused to
give her his name, he couldn't produce a Kaiser card
entitling him to treatment, abused her verbally, and scared
her. She said she called the Oakland Police Department, and,
as a result, Newton was subsequently arrested at the hospital.
Under cross-examination by Garry, Mrs. Leonard denied that
police officers obstructed or Interfered with Newton's
medical treatment. She also repeatedly denied that Newton
was in excruciating pain from his wound or that he was near
unconsciousness at any time while he was waiting for treat-
ment. She said that when the late Doctor Thomas Finch came
in to treat Newton, Newton was kicking and yelling and
screaming "black power". Mrs. Leonard told the Jury that
Newton's wound was a small one, the blood already had
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coagulated, and that his blood pressure and pulse were
about normal. Mrs. Leonard admitted to Garry that in the
trial In 1968 she had said that Newton was Incoherent at
the hospital, but she stated, "This was a poor choice of
words on my part. What I meant to say was that he was
bizarre, but I understood him".

The next witness for the prosecution was Oakland
Police Technician Albert Lusk, who testified on July 19,
1971, that he found a copy of the law book "California
Criminal Law" lying In a pool of blood as he was collecting
evidence at the scene where Officer John Frey was shot. He
said It wasn't until the day following the shooting that he
discovered Newton's name Inscribed on the flyleaf of the
boSk.

Officer Robert Bernard, Investigator, Alameda
County District Attorney's Office, next testified he dis-
covered the law book of Newton was missing about two weeks
before the start of Newton's re-trlal and that he Immediately
notified Alameda County District Att'^rney Lowell Jensen
and the State Court of Appeals clerk.

Doctor George Loquvam, an Alameda County
Pathologist, also testified on July 19, 1971, that he
performed an autopsy on Officer John Frey and that Frey had
been hit by four bullets. He stated that three of the
bullets went through the body and the fourth lodged In
Frey's pelvic bone. He also said he thought the damaged
bullet recovered from the body was fired from a .38 caliber
weapon. Doctor Loquvam emphasized that he Is not a
ballistics expert and that this was solely his opinion.

On July 20, 1971, Henry Grier, bus driver for the
Alameda County Transit Bus System, testified he was driving
a bus east along Seventh Street when the shooting of
Officer Frey occurred. He stated the headlights of the bus
Illuminated the fatal action as he approached the scene.
He said he could only see that a policeman was holding a

"civilian" when he first picked them up In his headlights,
but that he got a good look at both of them when the
shooting started. He stated he saw a policeman walking the
civilian toward a patrol car, the civilian put his right
hand Inside his shirt and came out with a gun, the police
officer grabbed the civilian's arm, they whirled around, and
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a shot was fired. Grier said another police officer standing
some distance behind the struggling men started coming
toward the pair and it looked like the second officer was
hit when the shooting started. Grier continued he saw the
officer who was struggling fall to the ground with his hand
stretched out in front and the civilian was still shooting.
When Grier was asked to Identify the civilian^ he pointed to
Newton.

During cross-examination by Garry, Grier
testified in more detail than when under questioning by
Prosecutor Whyte. He stated, "The Officer fell on one knee
and that guy (nodding toward Newton) hit him again. The
officer fell on his back and that shot him two or three
more times. The officer just shook — and then went limp".
When Garry tried to get Grier to admit that he did not get
a good look at the fracas as Grier's bus bore down on the
scene, Grier said that he may not have been able to identify
Newton when the bus was several feet away, "but where I did
get a good look at that man's (again waving toward Newton)
face is when he shot that officer right at the front door
of my coach, and I also got a good look into Officer Frey's
face, too." Grier admitted that he told officers after the
shooting that Newton was "pee-wee like, sort of" and that he
weighed 125 pounds. It turned out that Newton is about five
feet ten Inches tall and weighs around 160 pounds. Grier
explained that perched on his bus seat high above the pave-
ment that was the way Newton looked at the time.

Gary asked Grier, "Isn't it a fact that you didn't
see anything because you were hiding on the floor in the
bottom of your bus?" Grier replied, "No, not so". Garry
then asked Grier if he had not told his son, Henry Grier, Jr.,
that he was in the bottom of the bus, and Grier answered
that he has never said anything to his children about the
case and has never discussed the case with his son or with
his former neighbor, whom Garry identified as John C.
Coleman

.

Mrs. Jan Bashlnskl, Oakland Police Department
Criminalist, followed Grier to the witness stand and testified
there were traces of marijuana in Newton's trouser ^pockets
on the morning of October 28, 1967, when Officer John Frey
was killed. She also told the jury that two penny matchboxes
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found under the driver's seat of the car Newton was driving
contained marijuana. The testimony by Mrs. Bashlnskl was
Introduced by the prosecution to show possible motive for
the slaying In that Newton was on probation when he was
stopped by Officer Frey.

On July 22, 1971, Sergeant Frank Sabatlnl,
Berkeley, California Police Department, testified that
Newton had grabbed his service revolver during a scuffle In
March, 1966. He explained he went to Investigate a distur-
bance In Berkeley and found BPP Chairman Bobby Seale making
a speech from a chair on the sidewalk. He said he told
Seale he could not block the sidewalk and could not use
vulgar language. He said Seale refused to leave and
finally he went to take hold of Seale's arm Snd to place him
under arrest when Newton, who was standing nearby, hit him
twice In the face. Sergeant Sabatlnl related that he turned
away from Seale, grabbed Newton, and they fell to the ground.
He said that, as he was trying to handcuff Newton, Newton
reached around with a free hand and grabbed his bolstered
gun by Its butt. Sergeant Sabatlnl continued that Newton
pulled the whole gun belt around so the gun was hanging In
front of him. At that time someone came out of the crowd
and tried to grab Newton and pulled him away. Sergeant
Sabatlnl said Newton was then arrested for resisting arrest.

Under cross-examination by Garry, Sergeant Sabatlnl
denied that he had abused Newton after Newton was arrested.

Sergeant Patrick Boyle, Richmond, California
Police Department, also testified on July 22, 1971, that he
was attempting to arrest a drunk black man on a Richmond
street on June A, 1967, that Newton grabbed him, swung him
around, and slugged him In the chest. Sergeant Boyle said
the attack was unprovoked and that he grabbed Newton by the
throat to restrain him. Under cross-examination by Garry,
Sergeant Boyle denied that he was brutal In arresting Newton.

Testimony by Sergeant Sabatlno and Sergeant Boyle
was given over the strenuous objection of Garry, who claimed
the testimony was not material. Prosecutor Whyte argued
that Newton's two previous altercations with police showed
"Intent and motivation" In the shooting of Officer John Frey
and "the testimony will prove that Newton's defense of
unconsciousness Is contrived." Judge Hove denied the defnese
motion to block the testimony.
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On July 22, 1971, John E. Davis, Chief
Criminalist of the Oakland Police Department, testified
that Officer John Frey was shot four times with his own

.38 caliber police special revolver. He said two of the
slugs were pumped Into Frey's back at a very close range
and two more slugs went Into his upper chest and thigh.
He further stated that Frey's gun was used to fire at least
two of the slugs which hit and wounded Officer Herbert
Heanes. He said that both Heanes' .38 caliber weapon and
the missing .9mm gun could not have fired the fatal shots
because both used cartridges containing flake powder while
Frey's gun fired bullets which contained ball powder.
Davis said that traces of ball powder were present around
the bullet holes In Frey's clothing and on the knee of
Hed’nes* trousers. He added that two .9mm shell casings
found at the crime scene were fired from the same gun and
were a close match to a live .9mm round found on the floor-
board of the car Newton was driving.

During cross-examination, Davis admitted, that
because Frey's revolver was never found, he couldn't say of
his own personal knowledge that Officer Frey had his gun
with him on the day he was shot. He noted, however, that It
Is consistent with all other facts that Frey did have his
gun with him.

On July 26, 1971, the prosecution completed
presentation of Its case and rested. Prior to the defense
beginning Its case, Garry made a motion that Newton be
acquitted since Newton's law book had been lost or misplaced.
Judge Hove denied the motion, and Instructed Garry to begin
his case.

Garry called Newton as the first witness for the
defense. Newton testified that he did not kill Officer John
Frey, that he did not have a gun In his possession on the
morning of the shooting, that he did not have marijuana in
his possession, and that he was unaware there was a live .9mm
shell In the small foreign car he was driving when Frey
stopped him. Newton outlined his movements on the night
preceding the Frey shooting, stating he had attended a series
of parties to celebrate his last night under a three year
probation sentence. He further testified he was knocked to
the street and then shot in the stomach by Officer Frey when
he tried to quote his legal rights to Frey. He said the
bullet wound caused him to lose consciousness, and that his
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next distinct memory was of stumbling through the doors of
Kaiser Hospital. Newton Identified the Individual with
him on October 28, 1967, as Gene McKinney, one of his
friends

.

During cross-examination by Prosecutor Whyte,
Newton firmly stuck to his, version of the altercation with
Officer Frey.

Following the testimony by Newton, Garry
attempted to enter as evidence an article published In the
April 17, 1971, Issue of "The Black Panther", official
weekly newspaper of the BPP, concerning the defection of
Eldrldge Cleaver from the BPP and the BPP*s defection from
the ghetto community, which was reportedly written by
Newton. Prosecutor Whyte objected, stating Newton lives In
a posh penthouse apartment, "dresses to kill every day", and
travels to and from the courtroom In a new automobile every
day, and that If anybody has defected from the community,
then Newton has. Judge Hove sustained Whyte's objection
and refused to let the article be entered as evidence. The
arguments concerning the article was not heard In front of
the jury.

The following five Individuals then testified for
the defense and they portrayed Officer John Frey as a "foul-
mouthed racist":

Donald Gregory King, a Negro male, 17 years old;

Jeffrey Goody, Negro male, age 22 years;

Alonzo Smith, Negro male;

Luther Smith, Negro male, brother of Alonzo Smith;

Angela Smith, Negro female, wife of Luther Smith.

Gene McKinney, a Negro male who Newton says was
with him when Officer John Frey was shot, was the next
witness called by the defense. McKinney was accompanied In
the courtroom by his own attorney. McKinney answered
affirmatively that he knew Newton and that he had testified
at the first Newton trial, but when Garry asked him how long
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he has known Newton, McKinney promptly took the Fifth
Amendment. McKinney refused to answer any further questions.

Doctor Emile Holman, age 81 years. Professor of
Surgery Emeritus at Stanford University Medical School,
testified next for the defense and he said that his reading
of the Oakland Kaiser Hospital records Indicated Newton
could well have been In shock from his wound, and thus
preventing him from knowing what was happening.

Doctor Peter Barg, a Resident Physician at Kaiser
at the time of the Incident, testified as a defense witness.
He said that the type of wound Newton suffered could result
In "psychic or neurogenic shock... a state where the patient
has Inadequate flow to the vital tissues". Doctor Barg said
such a lack of blood flow could produce a condition where
Newton would have no memory of any event Immediately after
having been shot.

Henry Lee Grier, the 17-year-old son of Henry Grier
who had previously testified as a prosecution witness, was
called to the stand on July 29, 1971, as a witness for the
defense. Young Grier denied that he had ever told defense
investigators that his father didn't see anything because he
fell to the bottom of the bus when the shooting started. He
stated he told the Investigators that his father was stooping
down toward the radio telephone calling for help. Young Grier
also denied ever having heard his father tell a neighbor that
he dove to the bottom of the bus because he was scared.

Garry then called two of his aides, Harold Rogers
and Edward Keating, to the witness stand. Rogers Is a

private Investigator and Keating Is an attorney. Both testi-
fied that young Grier had told them early in July that his
father could not have seen anything because he fell to the
bottom of the bus.

Following testimony by Rogers and Keating, the
defense rested Its case.

Prosecutor Whyte then called Alameda County
Probation Officer Mel Torley to the witness stand, and he
told the court that Newton's probation term expired on
October 28, 1967.

On August 2, 1971, Prosecutor Whyte presented his
closing argument, during which he reviewed the testimony
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given by the prosecution witnesses. In reply for the
defense, Garry told the jurors It was their duty to acquit
Newton because the prosecution had failed to prove anything
against him.

On August 3, 1971, Judge Hove read the jurors
Instructions on the law as It relates to Newton's case.
He told them that, while the original Grand Jury Indictment
In the case charges Newton with murder, because of the
previous verdict rendered against Newton, they by law, could
not find him guilty of any offense greater than voluntary
manslaughter. Judge Hove also read the instructions on
"unconsciousness" which says that "where a person commits an
act without being conscious thereof, such act Is not
criminal even though. If committed by a person who Is
conscious. It would be a crime.

Immediately following instructions by Judge Hove,
the jury began deliberations. Mrs. Yae Wada, a Japanese-
Amerlcan woman who works as a Wells Fargo Bank supervisor,
was chosen to guide the deliberations. During the afternoon
of August 3, 1971, the jurors requested that certain portions
of testimony be re-read to them. This testimony included
some of the testimony given by Newton when he was on the
witness stand. The jurors continued deliberations on
August 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8, 1971, during which a considerable
amount of the testimony by various witnesses was re-read
to them.

At approximately 6;00 PM, August 8, 1971, Mrs.
Wada advised Judge Hove that the jurors could not agree on
a verdict. Mrs. Wada told Judge Hove that one of the jurors
did not wish to deliberate any longer and that the jury had
been hung up for some time. Judge Hove declared a mistrial
and excused the jury.

Judge Hove did not take an official count of the
jurors, but Mrs. Wada Indicated the jury was deadlocked
with a vote of eleven to one In favor of conviction. Imme-
diately following the dismissal of the jury, Newton told
newsmen that he had expected a mistrial and that he felt
that the juror who held out against his conviction was the
one black woman on the jury.

CjJs-
Accp&d^g to newspaper accounts of the Newton case,

Mrs. Ruthiey#(^ Ellis, the sole black woman on the jury, had
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voted for conviction, and that . th^^uror who had held out
for acquittal was Mrs. Juanl^a^^enderson , age 50, a white
housewife residing in San Lorenzo, California. B, APPROX I

'
'

The August 12, 1971, Issue of the "Oakland
Tribune", a dally Oakland newspaper, carried an article
which contained an Interview with Mrs. Henderson. Mrs.
Henderson denied the published reports that she was a long-
time holdout on the Jury, and she claimed the Jury became
locked eleven to one only an hour before the Jury was dis-
missed. She admitted she voted for acquittal of Newton
from the start of the six days of deliberation, but she
Insisted a number of others also voted for acquittal on
earlier ballots. She stated that until the final ballot
taken on the afternoon of August 8, 1971, the Jurors were
split between conviction on voluntary and involuntary
manslaughter. She said the final ballot showed eleven jurors
for conviction and one (Mrs. Henderson) for acquittal.

According to the article, Mrs. Henderson described
the Jury room atmosphere in the last two days of deliberation
as filled with "tension that became unbearable" and said
that on the final day of deliberations "there were people
crying all around". She said the abuse she was subjected to
became so severe on August 8, 1971, that she "pounded on the
Jury room door and told the bailiff to get me private
counsel. I needed someone desperately to represent my civil
rights In the Jury room". Mrs. Henderson was reported as
saying she believed Officer Frey shot first and that the
bullet, striking Newton In the stomach, rendered Newton
unconscious. She said that having once determined Newton
was unconscious and not legally responsible for what
happened, "I had to stop right there. And I did". She said
she based her conclusion on the testimony of two defense
doctors who testified It was as consistent to believe—as
It was to dlsbelieve--that Newton was rendered unconscious
by the shot In the stomach.

Mrs. Henderson reportedly said further that the
testimony of bus driver Henry Grier described the man who
shot Officer Frey four times outside his bus door was
wearing a tan or beige Jacket, whereas a Jacket Introduced
at the trial as worn by Newton on that date was a black
Jacket. According to the article, Mrs. Henderson also said
racism was Injected Into the trial, but "It had no place
there" and wasn't a part of her decision.
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The same article reported that in response to the
statements by Mrs. Henderson, Mrs. Yae Wada, Foreman of the
jury, replied that the charges concerning the Jurors by Mrs.
Henderson were unfortunate and that the question was one of
guilt or Innocence and that Mrs. Henderson stood for
acquittal from the very beginning. Mrs. Wada reportedly
acknowledged that many ballots showed Jurors mixed between
voluntary and Involuntary manslaughter convictions, but
that when she told the Judge the Jury was deadlocked eleven
to one, she was referring to the question of guilt or
Innocence

.

An article appearing In the August 10, 1971,
Issue of the "San Francisco Examiner", a dally San
Francisco newspaper, reported that one of the Jurors on the
Newton case, Mrs. Gladys M. Hagemann, had taken strong
exception to charges by defense attorney Garry that Newton
did not get a fair trial. She was reported as stating she
thought the case had some very good Jurors who made It a

point to study and weigh all testimony and evidence In a
sincere effort to find the facts In the case. She refused
to comment on the one hold-out for a conviction, but she did
say that she thought every person on that Jury was sincere
In his or her own way. She went on to explain that several
ballots were taken after the case was given to the Jury--so
many she couldn’t remember the exact number. She was also
reported as saying the Jurors were very disappointed they
couldn't arrive at a verdict.

At a hearing held In Alameda County Superior
Court, Oakland, on August 10, 1971, Judge William J. Hayes
set date for the re-trlal of Newton for October 12, 1971.
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INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT AND WILL COVER ARRIVAL HERE,

END

WJM R RELAY FBI WA



TO SAC SAN FRANCISCO (157*1203)

1 * Hr. A^ bH Eidbekrehi
FROM DIRECTOR FBI (105-165429) 1 - 1^1 K C

HURT PERCY ^H^ITQN, EM - BPP (KBE)l

IN CONNECTION WITH SUBJECT'S TRIAL FOR HAN8LAU<»TER

SCHEDULED TO CCMIHEHCE OCTOBER TWELVE, NINETEEN SEVmT*OilE,

YOU SHOULD SUBMIT A DAILY TELETYPE SUMMARY IN FORM SUITABLE

FOR DISSEMINATION SETTING FORTH PERTIEEMT DEVELOPMENTS^.

LGStJaB \arN

(4) J

NOTE:

Tolson

Felt

Rosen _

Mohr

Bishop
Miller, E.S.

Callahan

Casper
Conrad
Dalbey

Cleveland _
Ponder

Bates
Tavel

Walters

Soyars

Tele. Room
Holmes
Gandy

Subject, the Mluister of Defense of the loleTOe-prone
Black Panther Party, is scheduled to go oa trial for nan-
slaughter 10/12/71 in the death of an Oakland, California,
police officer during 1967. We should (d>talB pertinent
infonaation concerning this trial on a daily basis.

CU

(A

(^ch

lEOERAL KJREAU OF INVESTIGATION

COMMUNICATIONS SECTION

OCT 12 1971

I'f

5
"
7/

10 1 1 6 ^ ;f» OCT 13 1971

ZZZ J

3K0CT151971
MAIL ROOM i I TELETYPE UNIT

all INFOaN'ATiON

herein !S unclassified®*^

DATE_i£i2a\£L.BY5?Vi^fiiaL



cqm'^ntial

DECLASSIFY ON; 25X_

W_ , O <3«f/»s}
Ifr. B. S. Hiller

1 - Mr. ir. M. Felt
1 • Mr.
1 * Mr.. S^-Hm0m

i&mft
1 * Mr. F.ALL TNFO'’5?;!ATIO!'TCONTAT?TKD - ^ 1 /

0. C. Moore H^rn.KTNISL'IJCLASPIFXSnSZCE^ 2** £*' 5*
miERE SHaWN OTHEH'iVISE. * “ » »'>sP*L

I - Mr. M, i.

BUCK PAtlXHER PARTY (BPP) I « Hr. R*

XRTSSRAFXaiAL RRLATIGMS - CSiSIA I * Mr.
IBOrSftfXST MAanSgi X - Mr. h. t.

Otojfqifictl hji

.*

PurpbeA ef" this aMOorendtaa is
•rtoii. Minister ef Beftnse ^ ^ > -i*

oontsln
in OcMSMin'

are r^rteel.y
stts<^hsdt tsL

offlees.

iO days sad would
lAd lidkyo are elo

B^artaent* At
ls»fe betn advlsed«3

to' jalHin.
-

flowing thirlaatt^
Haieralt aadl

"

* 10S-IB3429^^

I • 157-U301
I - t^*lO04t

Ik I ' t . « w • »«

1

€ONF



V \y.:.
•

% %
ttwwtwndMW^ Mr* E. S. Mill^
MSI - m«^r Filial: <BPF)

]^tttirnatioiuil Bi^ •

1O3-165706 Sub 84

'eONFIDENTIAL

• Cbliut

With ymr mppwBlt th# will hm
Mtit to tho 4ft8lBh*tod fioid of^oos to ttfii Willi tho above,

CONFWNTiAL



CODS

TO SACS, j^Tm(m
B0mm
(miCAGo
cmiinhati
Cl£VSl/iffi)

DETROIT
LOS imSKLES
MEW Hliill
MEW mEANS
MEW TOiac

IHILADSJPHIA
SAN FRANCISCO
SEATTLE
WFO

Fact] DIRECTOR FBI (105-

fmmFE

1 - W. M. Felt
"

1 Mf . A, Rosen
1 - Mr. J. P. tlohr

1 - Mr. J, J. Caspec
’

’iS. : 1 ^ Mr. S. s. Hiller -

1 - Mr. T. S. Bishop
1 - Mr, Wj R. Wannall
1 - Mr, 1. D. Cotter
1 - 1^, Gf» C. Moore

1' 1 - Mr. H. E. Helgeson
1 - Mr, L. G. Brockman

ALL INFORMATION COITTAINSD

herein 1 S m^CLAESTFTED ENCEPI

165706 Sub 84) .-where shown otherwise.

BL/ICK i-ANTHER PARTY (BPP), INTEiRNATIONAL RELATICMS - CHINA,

EXTRiailST MiiTTERS.
, ^ b'

HUEY PSIttry ^WTC^, MINISTER OF DEFENSE ^ THE VIOLENCE-PHCa^fi

\l FLEW FROM CANADA SEPTSIJBSR TWENTY-SiX JAST SN ROUTE

HONG KaJG VMERE THSY REPOK0|||.y TRAVELED BY TRAIN INTO CCMMUtllST

CHUrn. IB3WTON l®MK5LY H^DICATED CII SSITOffiEE TI^NTY-SEVE^^

/ ) as»i%Wrr“ (*

^ ^l9Wifie^%3riBEl2sic—csSl

< —I UwljaUli UI I. UHWI
105-165429 <lltiev Percy N

1 - 157-12301
1 - 157-10048

LOBtacs (16)
^ NOTE PAGE THRi:

k“ WOT RECORPE^



•mt: ,

TiaJOTOPE TO BAIJIMQSE ET ia./
SE: MMX. Fjomm fmm im}

BnEEBKEniii^ mtiknms - chbia
105-X$5TO6 3alb 14

JASf KXS SB08P lUpJI BB UAYjm IdOSA WmL mmK ’mx HM



•mjsmz 70 BiULTSmi if m..

105-165706 ^ U

AH7 FBSfBpnr aiteAfioK mmmm mi^mM m motmxr

soBMxms m mss mmmu& for dimhihatxoii asjm wtm toim

ISICCHHBIIMrXOMS AS TO ADOXnSP&L XHfSSTIGAnfS MTim

AFPE&RS WASlBASTad.

MOlE i

WMWioiMaidaBi G. C. !iooicii to Mr, £. S. Miller

»

dated I0/5/71» ^lirtloiied as abopi fOid prej^Mted b;f l^sacs.

- 3 ^



•
I Mr, To1soti___
Mr. Frit

_ . 'it,, f
Mr. Rosen

I
Mr. jMu.hr

I
Mr. Bishop y

I

Mr. Miller,

I
Mr, Callahan

I Mr. Casper

I
Mr. Conrad

y I

Mr. Dalbey

, 1 r 1
Cleveland

t ll vi V I

M I

I
pi atm Mr. Tavel

'

» I
M"’- Walters

'•- o' jM;-. Soyars

1ST RITEL 10-08*71 8RFH
I

Tele. Room
Miss Holmes

DIRECTOR (105- 165429) (ATT it DOMESTIC IRTELLlSEiCE DIVU lORP^ndy

iR002 HR FLAIR

558 FM HST RITEL 10-08-71 8RFH

SAR FRA8CISC0( 157- 1203) (VIA WASHIR6T0R)

FROM HOROLULU (157-1 73) (RUC)2P

HUEY PERCY REWTOi, AKA

f

EH-BPP (KBE)f 00 1 SF

OH OCTOBER EIQMT IRSTAHT 0.8. CUSTOMS, HOROLULU, ADVISED REVTOR,

|

aR8 arrived HOROLULU IHTERRATIOHAL AIRPORT

AT HIRE FIFTY A.N* IHSTART DATE VIA BOAC FLI8HT HIRE ORE ZERO.

REPRESERTATIVES OF HOROLULU PRESS AT AIRPORT TO

IRTERVIEV REVTOR BUT HEVTOH ARD PARTY VOULD ROT LEAVE AIRCRAFT

AS DID ROT WISH TO HEET PRESS. REVTOR ARD PARTY

PROCESSED BY U.S. PUBLIC HEALTH ARD U.S. IRS ABOARD AIRCRAFT

ARD VILL HAVE TO CLEAR U.S. CUSTOMS AT SAR FRARCISCO.!
^

1

ERD PAGE ORE

idttM'r'. iv

KC.4-'

EX-iip

/ ' /

6 OCT 14 1971

..m
i.Al

! BY SPSaUtv^S



FASe TWO

HI 157-173

MEVTOI AID PARTY DEPARTED ELEVEI FIFTEEI A.H* 1R8TAIT

DATE* HOROLULU* ABOARD SAKE FLIGHT SADDLED TO ARRIVE SAI

FRAHCISCO SIX FIFTY P.H* THIS DATE*
,

\

ADHXRSITRATIVE

RESFTEL TO BURCA8 AM) HI TELtPHOBE CALL TO SAI

FRAICISCO BOTH OCTOBER EIGHT IISTAIT*

E I D

EBH FBI VA HOLD



NR 001 SF CODE

-
'

.

‘

Mr. Miller,

YT Mr. CaUah&ti3^

'TF'P TYP'P /0‘30‘^f Mr. Casper ^
A^'iriFDBY •iM-nOD/Jk£^^r. Conrad

]
^'*,.,1 -

:
- » ^

Mr. Dalbey. , .„ I

L-'l- ~A... • - '• - — Mr. Cleveland

1243 PPI NT 10/6/71 MCC

CrOR C 105-165429) ATTN, DID
ANC0RA6E

HONOLULU

DETROIT

LOS ANGELES

SEATTLE

Mr, B.ates

.Mr. T.'iv('l

Mr. V\''alters_

Mr. Soyars

Tele. Room
Miss Holmes—
Miss Gandy

CHICAGO

NEW YORK

CLASS. & ext, by

EEASOH - FCiM

pate of eeview_^

WASHINGTON FIELD

(ALL OFFICES VIA WASH)

FROn SAN FRANCISCO (15 7-1203) 6P

VX
lit?

HUEY PERCY NEWTON, AKA., DON PENN, EM - BPP (KBD, 00 SF.

FOR INFORMATION OF RECEIVING OFFICES, SUBJECT, BPP MINISTER

OF DEFENSE;

END PAGE ONE

TELETYPEO TO;

m OGT i.a

.j- Y
&-102

"73



CHINA FOR APPROXIMATELY TEN DAYS AND WOULD THEN GO TO JAPAN

BEFORE RETURNING TO OAKLAND, CALIF., WHERE SUBJECT IS SCHEDULED

TO 60 ON TRIAL ON PENDING MANSLAUGHTER CHARGE ON OCTOBER TWELVE

NEXT. THERE ARE NO TRAVEL RESTRICTIONS ON SUBJECT. NO

INFORMATION HAS BEEN DEVELOPED INDICATING SUBJECT WILL NOT RETURN

TO STAND TRIAL.

SUBJECT AND
| |

ARE INCLUDED IN SAN FRANCISCO SECTION OF

BLACK NATIONALIST PHOTOGRAPH ALBUM. I I lS IN LOS ANGELES

SECTION OF ALBUM. SUBJECT HAS PASSPORT NUMBER B THREE THREE SIX SIX

THREE five ] |
HAS PASSPORT NUMBER

]

AND
] |

HAS passport NUMBER

END PAGE TWO



PAGE THREE

f t

BY TELETYPE DATED OCTOBER FIVE LAST, BUREAU ADVISED AS

POLL OV Si

QUOTE - IN CONNECTION WITH CURRENT TRAVEL TO CHINA AND bi
b6

ACTIVITIES BY SUBJECT,
\

AND
| [

THE BUREAU b7c

EXPECTS PREFERRED ATTENTION BE AFFORDED TO FULLY DEVELOP INFORMATION

REGARDING THIS MATTER. INSURE THAT YOU TAKE NECESSARY ACTION IN

PLACING STOPS WITH IMMIGRATION AND NATURALIZATION SERVICE (INS)

REGARDING THESE THREE INDIVIDUALS TO NOTIFY YOU OF THEIR ARRIVAL AND,

IF POSSIBLE, TO CONDUCT BAGGAGE SEARCH. SHOULD INFORMATION BE

DEVELOPED THAT SUBJECT AND HIS TRAVELING COMPANIONS ARE TO RETURN

END PAGE THREE





PAGE FIVE

INASMUCH AS RECEIVING OFFICES MAY BE PORT OF ENTRY WHEN

SUBJECT RETURNS TO U, i , ALL OFFICES WILL IMMEDIATELY PLACE

APPROPRIATE STOPS WITH INS AND CUSTOMS AGENTS SO FBI WILL BE

IMMEDIATELY ADVISED OF SUBJECr S RETURN TO THE U, S, [aMD,

ARRANGE FOR CUSTOMS TO MAKE BAGGAGE SEARCH. IMMEDIATELY ADVISE

THE BlffiEAU, SAN FRANCISCO, AMD OTHER APPROPRIATE OFFICES OF ANY

INFORMATION RECEIVED CONCERNING SUBJECT’S TRAVEL TO CHINi^

WASHINGTON FIELD REQUESTED TO CONTACT INS HEADQUARTERS AND

REQUEST THAT TEMPORARY EMERGENCY LOOKOUT NOTICE BE PLACED

CONCERNING SUBJECT AND HIS TWO COMPANIONS.

SOURCES AT SAN FRANCISCO HAVE RECEIVED NO INFORMATION

CONCERNING SUBJECTS TRAVEL SINCE HE DEPARTED HONG KONG FOR

CHINA ON SEPTEMBER TWENTYEIGHT LAST.

END PAGE FIVE



PAGE SIX

PRESS REPORTS THAT NEWTON WAS MET IN CHINA BY

AND THAT HE

ATTENDED CHINA* S NATIONAL DAY CELEBRATION AND RECEPTION,

INS AND CUSTOMS AT SAN FRANCISCO ALERTED AND APPROPRIATE STOPS

PLACED, [logical INFORMANTS AND SOURCES WITHIN SAN FRANCISCO

DIVISION HAVE BEEN TARGETED FOR ANY INFORMATION CONCERNING

SUBJECT’S TRAVEL TO CHIN («)

SAN FRANCISCO IS FOLLOWING THIS MATTER CLOSELY AND BUREAU

WILL BE KEPT ADVISED OF ALL DEVELOPMENTS.

TMT FBI WA

R RELAY

Cc ' ROOM 1010 9S3



• «
federal bureau of investigation / '

I

COMMUNICATIONS SECTION CONFiu^Tl|^ i

STATE 402

URGENT 10-9-71

TO director nr 274

INFO LEGAT TOKYO

iFRO!*l LEGAT HONG KONG

OCro (371 ^)

TRANSMITTED IN CODE -

PARAPHRASE IF DISSEMINATED

Mr. TnlsriTT

Mr Frit.

Mr, Ro.'^.oti
j

Mr. M-,.hr
j

Mr. BiMr,p t

Mr. aiiller,

Mr. Callahan
!

air. Casper_-

air. Conrad
aii-. Daibov ~

air. Cleveland

Mr. Ponder..,,.

air. Bates

air. Tavcl

Mr. Walters

Mr, Sovars

Tele . Room
Miss Holmes
Miss Gandy 1

A

HUEY P. NEWTON, EM - BLACK PANTHER PARTY (BPP ) (KBE),

REHONCAB OCTOBER EIGHT LAST.

IF IN FACT, IT WILL BE FORWARDED. [TOKYO BEING ADVISED FOR ITS /

cul d
INFORMAT lONJ SAN FRANCISOO ADVISED TELEPHO NI CALLY. //

j-TT'"']' i
] T fi ^TNOLAnC T T’ i ’^r*

RECEIVED 304 AM WJM w:tfxtk
S'lO-'NUiTniiiTTJrsE.

^ f^/J
RFc-n 'f

|i
I

liliiili I'

' ^
1

r ^

OCT 14 1971

‘

•TRO CCl



LEG-7 (Rev. 12-22-65)
OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10

•MAy 1962 eOlTION
GSA GEN. REG. NO. 27

i

TO

FRO.M

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
Director, FBI (

CONRDifNiTu,

V DATE: 10/5/71

//
'I Legal Attache, HONG KONG ( 157—23 ) ( P )

o
st'BjECr: HUEY PERCY NEWTON

EM - BLACK PANTHER PARTY (BPP) (KBE)

Reference; Bureau cable, 9/24/71.
1 e

I .1
l(ll'll lljl

'

Dissemination, as outlined below, was made on dates indicated

to foreign agencies listed.
bl

copies of AT.T. irrFORMATTON nONTATNED

HEREIN ''I '^•r'bsSSIEIED SXCEPlb.-.

SHOWN OTHERWISE.^

^ Pertinent information from Bureau cable dated 9/24/71. -T
/



Tolson
Fell

Rosen

Mohr
Bishop

Miller, E.S.

Callahan

Casijer

Conrad

Dalbey

Cleveland _
Ponder

Bates
Tave!

Walters

Soyars

Tele. Room .

Holmes
Candy

code" TELETYPE AND CABLEGRAM

B. Knickrehm
W, R, Wannall

URGENT

TO LEGATS OTTAWA (157-268)
HONG KONG

FROM DIRECTOR FBI (105-165429)

N .ja 10/12/71

3^5
1 - Mr, H, E. Helgeson
1 - Mr, L. G. Brockman

HUEY PERCY NEWTON, EM-BLACK PANTHER PARTY (BRP) (KBE)

SUBJECl’, I, AND

ARRIVED SAN FRANCISCO lOTERNATIONAL AIRPORT, SAN FRANCISCO,

CALIFORNIA, AT SEVEN TEIT P.M., OCTOBER EIGBHT, NINETEEN

SEVENTY-ONE, ON BOAC FLIGHT NINE TEN FROM HONG KONG.
M̂

UNITED STATES CUSTOMS MADE SEARCH OP THEIR LUGGAGE BUT FOUND
|

NOTHING SIGNIFICANT. NEWTON IN PRESS RELEASE INDICATED HE ^

WENT TO OIINA TO PETITION CHINESE AUTHORITIES TQ BE INTER- g
q

MEDIARY TO DEAL WITH PRESIDENT NIXON AND THE SLAIN PRISONERS B—ft
c

AT ATTICA PRISON IN NEW YORK. NEWTON CLAIMED HE MET PERSONALLY

WITH PREMIER CHOU EN LAI, WHO EXPRESSED SOLIDARITY WITH THE
^

BPP, BLACK PRISONERS, AND WITH ’’ALL OPPRESSED PEOPLES.”

NEWTON INDICATED HE HAS BEEN INVITED TO RETURN TO CHINA,

THAT HE CANNOT GO, BUT IS PLANNING TO SEND ANOTHER PARTY OF

PANTHERS TO CHINA IN ABOUT A MOTH.

4^o^%^Wrough for review)1 - Foreign Liaison b^k'~^Ro
1 - 157-12301

I

1 - 157-10048

LGBrjan
(9)

-^uSeLA3..

^ I i / U
r

; ;'V
^

’

errt jz A <

ŷ
ft/3r\ WlilG.E

SEE NOTE PA^ THREE

SS5W
V\\‘'

MAIL ROOMCZH teletype UNITP^



V

TSLETm AMP CABtSGRAM TO OTTAWA, ET
RE: RWET mCY NEVTCSN
105-165429

SAN FRANCISCO INDICATED BOAC REPBESlNTATIfN ADWISED

WHILE SUBJECT’S rItWMI FIJCHTT IN STOPOWKE AT Tmm[sam

PHOTOC^AFHSRS WERE EJECTED FROl^ PLANE BT POLIC^I^O OTHER

LU)
DETAILS KNOWNf.

SAN FRANCISCO HAS REQUESTED FOLLOWING:

LEGAT, OTTAWA, OBTAIN PERTINENT IWmmTim REGARDING

PAEMENT OF AIRLINE TldOSTS FOR TRAVEL ON SEPTEMBER TWENTY-

SIX, NINETEEN SEVENTY-ONE, BY NEWTON AND HIS COMPANIONS FROM

OTTAWA TO VANCOUV)^ AND VANCOUVER TO HCRIG KION0. lEGAT, OTTAWA

THROUCS Y(Wm SOURCES REMAIN AlERT Wm ANYm MEMBERS OR OTHER

BLACK EXTREMISTS PLANNING TRAVEL TO CaIHA^. NOTE THAT NEWTOT

HAS INDICATED HE PLANS TO SEND OTHER PANTHERS IN ABOUT A

liONTHi

I^GAT, TOOD, DETERMINE DETAIXB CCRTCERNING INCIDENT

INVOLVING I^OTOCSAl^EltS BEING EJECTED DURING ST(^VER AT

TOKYO OF RETURN VMGBT, ^
UBGAT, BONG BCR7G, OBTAIN ALL PERTINENT INFCHtMATICRI

CONCERNING PAYMENT FOR TRAVEL BY NEWTON AND COMPANIONS FROM

HONG KONG TO SAN FRANCISCC. IF THIS DATA NOT AVAILABLE AT

HONG KONG, RE<HJEST LEGAT, LONDCRf, TO OBTAIN THIS INFORMATION

FROM BOAC OFFICES IN LONDON^ LU)

HANDLE PROMPTLY.

_ 2 -



NOTE :

Subject and his two BPP companions flew txom Canada
on 9/26/71 enroute to Hong Kong and isaiteequently entered
Comoninist China. This party retiurned to San Exupcisco on
10/8/71, Our legats in Hong Kong, Ottawa, and Tokyo have
been closely following all aspect of this travel.

C-)



Airtel

SAC, San Francisco

Frosa: Director, FBI

COHFUXmZED XELEFHONF NUMBER FILE (OW)
N£«r LEFT, BLACK AND ETHNIC EXSIIBIISTS
Dufile: 162-3491
SFfileJ 157^6464

HUETB

9/18/73

Mr. W, G, Campbell
(M, D. Smith)

:Ife, :M. S,
^
%an

(KET EXTRmiST)
BisfiU: 105-165429
srfllej 157*1^3 m INFORMATION CONTAINED

herein is unclassified'-''

0ATE_i»il^BYSeSCiVfii2i

ReSFairtel 8/1/73 captioned ap above.

Revlev of ifaXaphone Numlnir File (CTNF) records

at FBIHQ reveal tele]^tone oumbetM I I

"luhlch are talaphonea utilised by Nevton sere removed

CTNF oil 9/|0/73| due to inactivity.

Promptly mibnit FD-450 reifiiiNring these telephone numbers

>n CTNF Inasmuch as they are utilised by Nevton# a Key Extremist,

In your division.

MSE:lmk
(7)

NOT RECORDED
' ® SEP 19 1973

NOTE !
~

Huey Percy Nevton, a Key Extremist, utilizes the above
three telephone ntsibers at Oakland, Califorx^. San Francisco vas .

previously advised to furnish the teli^^ne isihbers utilized
by Key Bbi^nremlsts In tiheir division In order to have these numbers
entei^d into CTNF as an investigative aid In determining telephonic
eontacts letveen Key Extremists. CTNF records indicate the numbers
furnished by San Fxvmcisco had been purg^ ,'1hm C1^ on their
semiannual purge of inactive numbers. San ^XNti^sisoo being
instructed to reenter these naabers into CTNF. This has been
coordinated with Coi^ter Division.

-i on YELLOW



;
NR 005 SF CODE

2f51 PM URGENT 10/8/71 MCC

TO DIRECTOR (105-165429) ATTN. DID

\ HONOLULU -—VIA WASH---

V
(% FROM SAN FRANCISCO (157-1203) 2P

Tolssa

j
Mr. Itoson 9

ii Mr. Mohr —

1

I
Mr. Bishop

j
Mr. Miller,

I
Mr. Callahayy'.j^

I
Mr. Casper

—

i—

1

Mr. Conrad

Mr. Daiiiry

Mr. Cloveiand

Mr. Ponder

Mr. Bates

Mr. Tavcl

Mr, Walters —
Mr. Soyars

Tele. Room
Miss Holmes
Miss Gandy

ALL T!'T
Mjr T r- >T / n t'T

A

T NJilT)

HUEY PERCY NEWTON^ AKA., EM - BPP ( KBD

REPRESENTATIVE OF BOAC AIRLINES, SAN FRANCISCO INTERNATIONAL

ij
AIRPORT (SFIA), ADVISED OCTOBER EIGHT INSTANT, THAT NEWTON,

I I
ANdI

I
DEPARTED HONG KONG

NINE FIFTY P. M. , OCTOBER EIGHT INSTANT, ON BOAC FLIGHT NINE TEN
j

c EN ROUTE SFIA WITH STOPOVERS AT TOKYO AND HONOLULU. (ACCORDING TO \^ V
3 BOAC REPRESENTATIVE, WHILE PLANE AT TOKYO SOME PHOTOGRAPHERS WERE ''

^
EJECTED FROM PLANE BY POLICE^jf^NO OTHER DJI AIL S T0^A|^^]
REPRESENTATIVE. FLIGHT SCHEDULED TO ARRIVE HONOLULu'^TEn'^A. M. , ,

OCTOBER EIGHT INSTANT, WHERE PASSENGERS WILL CLEAR IMMIGRATION AND.,

OCT 14
QUARANTINE. FLIGHT SCHEDULED TO DEPART HONOLULU ELEVEN ^FIFTEEN ^
A.M., OCTOBER EIGHT INSTANT, TO ARRIVE SFIA SEVEN P. M. , THIS

DATE, WHERE PASSENGERS WILL CLEAR CUSTOMS.

END PAGE ONE
7o 30'97



PAGE
.

ADMINISTRATIVE

REBUTEL OCTOBER FIVE LAST, SFTEL OCTOBER SIX LAST AND SFTEL

OCTOBER SEVEN LAST, ALL UNDER NEWTON CAPTION, AND BUTEL OCTOBER

SIX LAST CAPTIONED "BPP, INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS - CHINA, EM".

IF NOT ALREADY DONE, BUREAU REQUESTED TO HAVE LEG AT HONG KONG x

'OBTAIN ALL AVAIL ABE JJJFORMATION CONCERNING PAYMENT OF NEWTON’S

AIinriNTTlC^ FO^ mOM HONG KON6 TO SAN FRAICISCO. IF

INFORMATION NOT AVAILABLE AT HONG KONG, WILL REQUEST LEG AT LONDON

TO OBTAIN THIS INFORMATION FROM BOAC OFFICES IN LONDON.

BUREAU ALSO REQUEST LEGAT TOKYO TO FURNISH DETAILS

CONCERNING INCIDENT INVOLVING PHOTOGRAPHERS ABOARD PLANE DURING

STOPOVER OF FLIGHT IN TOKYO. ^ cm)

BUREAU FURTHER REQUESTED TO HAVE LEGAT OTTAWA OBTAIN INFORMATION

FROM CANADIAN PACIFIC AIRLINES REGARDING PAYMENT OF AIRLINE

TICKETS FOR TRAVEL BY NEWTON AND HIS COMPANIONS FROM OTTAWA TO

VANCOUVER AND VANCOUVER TO HONG KONG ON SEPTEMBER TWENTYSIX LAST.p^^^^

HONOLULU WILL FURNISH INFORMATION CONCERNING ACTIVITIES OF

NEWTON WHILE AT HONOLULU,

SAN FRANCISCO WILL COVER ARRIVAL AT SFIA AND WILL ARRANGE FOR

LUGGAGE SEARCH BY CUSTOMS.

BUREAU WILL BE KEPT ADVISED.

END

DRL FBI WASH DC "

R RELAY

^ ROOM 1010 9&.D
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URGENT 10-8-71

TO DIRE^^R NR 273

INFO liGAT TOKYO
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HUEY P.^EWTON, EM-BLACK PANTHER PARTY (BPP) <KB,E)
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Mr. CaUaha^(^
Mr. Caspei/

/O-70-57 I

Conrad
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D£CU\SSij'/ MlM. Ponder,

"
jl Mr. Walters

j

Mr. Soyars
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Tele. Room
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REBUCABS OCTOBER SIX LAST.
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- 29 -65 )

Domestic Intelligence Division

f'riFlH IS
'iR.' IN formative NOTE

10-11-71

You were previously advised that Black
Panther Party (BPP) leader Huey P. Newton

also BPP
members recently went to China where they
reportedly met personally with Premier
Chou En-lai. They returned to the U.S.
arriving at San Francisco on 10-8-71.

Attached relates that I I

sent a telegram on behalf of Huey Newton
to the Chinese Embassy at Ottawa, Canada,
thanking him for his kindmess and requesting
he forward a message to China and Hong Kong
praising the Chinese form of government.

Details of the above will be furnished
to State, CIA and Internal Security Division-
of the Department. Pertinent parts will
be included in summary to White House, Vic(!

President, Attorney General, Defense
Intelligence Agency and Secret Service.

ABK; jaw ,is,\
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ISttt ra aRQERT 10/11/71 HCG

TO omccfix OfTfl. 0 I 0

FROM SAM fXARCliiCO <157-1203) IP

T',a/v.ioi\'

^L'aiVi JiNliw/u 4 j'ij'i \!tj <';.cC:i I0h\

OCT:. 11971

1
'^Vo_-3a. 77 ‘-.y 7^1^

HHEY P. REWT0V EM-RPP <lliD.
'

Extremist Matter-Black Panther Party
(Key Black Extremist)

-i-ej

Mis

OR iCTOtCR TER LOST A SOOieE OIRiSfO tMAT Mis

I

Mr. Tnlanw
Mr. ./
Mr. RoMiJp^C^
Mr.

g
Mr. Bishop ^

I

Mr. Miller, BS-S
Mr. Callaha|^:^<
Mr. Casper

Mr. Conrad
. Mr. Dalbsy
•• '" Mr. Cleveland—

Mr. Ponder I

Mr. TaverL___
Mr. Walters
Mr. Soyars
Tele. Room
Miss Holmes
Miss Gandy

H aCCOMPARIEB H8EY RIVTOR

OR HXS REGERT TRIP TO OMHAp SERT A TEtGBXAH OR BEHALf OF HUEY

HEWTOR TO MRAMB HUA» (HllRESE EMIASSYt OTTAVAt CARAOA» TMARXIHB HIM

PM THE KIIBMESS HE SMOMEB to THE RERTOR PARTY, ARB OEOOESTIMG HE

RMRARB fVO MESSAOES, ORE TO CHI Ml ORB OOm TO HOMO K0H6* THE

FIRST HESSAOE HAS BIRECTEO TO THE *CHtHESE PEOPtr S ASSOCIATIOH FOR

PRIERBSBIP VITH POREIOH COURTR1E&* THE HESSABE PRAXSEB THE CHIMESE

aiGlALIST STRUCTORE, THE CHytMAL REVOLUTIOR, ARB THE OORTIRUIRO

8TRIiea.£ FOR VORLB REVOLUTIOM VMICM THEY HAD SEER THERE ARB THE

NESSA6E EXPRESSED A RESOLUTIOR BY THE BLAOK PARTSI PARTY TO

TORR ITS HMi IRSPIRED REVOLHTIORARY ERTHUSlAStt IRTO CORCRETE

ACriOR XRSIBE THE **$IAVS OF THE U. & HORSTEIU*'

THE 8EC0MB MESSAGE WAS A THilRH*YOtl ROTE Tol CHIRESE

TRAVEL SERVICE^ |F0i AOSISTARGE RERBEREB BY MIN,
‘7

^ 9 -^9

ABNIRISTRATIVE

RE SF TEL OCTOBER TER LAST.

SOyRGE IS SF THREE TWO ORE FIVE A - E.

OCT 15 1911
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5-1 13a {5(i^29-65)

Domestic Intelligence Division

INFORMATIVE NOTE

Dale 10/9/71
ALL !?!Vc?*ti:A'!lCi'! CUKIAiKS

SUMMARY US'L'.i! IS Ui'IOl/iSSiriED

DATEtoi3iJ7_3Yj$i^

You have been previously advised of ^
the plans of Black Panther Party (BPP)
leader Huey P. Newton to travel to Com-
munist China. The White House, State
Department, CIA and the Attorney General
have also been advised.

3«,833^

Attached informs Newton arrived
San Francisco, California, from Hong Kong
10/8/71, and was met by 50 BPP members and
40 members of the press, Newton made press
release in which he praised Peoples Republi
of China and claimed he had met personnaly
with Premier CHOU En-lai. Newton said
reason he went to China was to petition
Chinese authorities to be intermediary to
deal with President Nixon and the slain
prisoners in Attica Prison riot. He pre-
dicted that President Nixon would receive s

warm welcome in China, but that "Nixon can-
not be trigger happy with the Chinese as
he was at Attica."

Pertinent information from attached
furnished by teletype to Dr. Henry A.
Kissinger at White House, State Department,
CIA, and the Attorney General by messenger

LAC ;mlb
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g OCT 15 1971

FROM

SEATTLE

WASHINGTON FIELD

(ALL OFFICES VIA WASHINGTON)

SAN FRANCISCO (157-1205)

5

HUEY PERCY NEWTON, AKA., EM-BP P (KBE) , 00 s SAN FRANCISCO.

tr'

tr'



page two

SF 157-1203

NEWTON,!

ARRIVED at SAN FRANCISCO INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT (SFIA) FROM HONG KONG

ON BOAC FLIGHT NINE TEN AT SEVEN TEN P.M., OCTOBER EIGHT

INSTANT. U.S, CUSTOMS MADE A THOROUGH SEARCH OF THEIR LUGGAGE

BUT FOUND NOTHING SIGNIFICANT. IN THEIR LUGGAGE WERE

A FEW INEXPENSIVE GIFTS THEY BROUGHT BACK WITH THEM. AFTER

CLEARING CUSTOMS, THE THREE WERE MET BY FIFTY MEMBERS OF THE
:b7C

BPP, WHICH CONSISTED OF TWENTYTWO BLACK MALES, SIXTEEN BLACK

FEMALES, AND TWELVE BLACK CHILDBED, AND SIXTEEN WHITE HIPPIE TYPE.

INCLULED IN THE GROUP OF BPP MEMBERS MEETING NEWTON WEReI

WAS ALSO PRESENT.

APPROXIMATELY FORTY MEMBERS OF THE PRESS WERE ALSO AT THE

AI RPORT.

AFTER NEWTON GREETED THE GROUP, THEY ALL MOVED TO A SMALL

ROOM IN THE AIRPORT OPERATIONS OFFICE, WHERE ONLY THE PRESS

AND BPP MEMBERS WERE ALLOWED ENTRY. A HANDFULL OF SPECTATORS

stayed in THE HALLWAY OUTSIDE THE ROOM.

END page two



PAGE THREE

SF 157-1203

SPOKE FIRST WITH REPORTERS AND SHE

WAS CRITICAL OF THE MANNER IN WHICH THE RIOT AT ATTICA STATE

PRISON IN NEW YORK WAS HANDLED.

NEWTON THEN MADE A PRESS RELEASE IN HIS USUAL RAMBLING

presentation, SUBSTANCE OF WHICH WAS AS FOLLOWS:

NEWTON PRAISED THE FREEDOM EVIDENT IN THE PEOPLES REPUBLIC

OF CHINA. HE SAID THAT RETURNING TO THE UNITED STATES IS LIKE

RETURNING TO PRISON. HE SAID THE REASON HE WENT TO CHINA WAS TO

PETITION CHINESE AUTHORITIES TO BE INTERMEDIARY TO DEAL WITH PRES

SIDENT NIXON AND THE SLAIN PRISONERS IN ATTICA PRISON IN NEW YOK.

HE SAID THE RESULTS WILL HAVE TO BE MEASURED IN THE FUTURE

AND THAT YOU CAN GET THE RESULTS EITHER FROM RICHARD NIXON,

THE MURDERER,” OR ELSE YOU CAN DO AS WE DID, GO DIRECT TO

MAO TSE TUNG, THE PEOPLES REPUBLIC, AND FIND OUT THE INFORMATION

FROM THEM," IF YOU DO NOT TRUST RICHARD NIXON AFTER THE PENTAGON

papers, I WOULD ADVISE YOU TO GO TO THE PEOPLES REPUBLIC OF

CHINA FREE TERRITORY."

NEWTON CLAIMED HE MET PERSONALLY WITH PREMIER CHOU EN LAI

AND CHOU EN LAI EXPRESSED SOLIDARITY WITH THE BLACK PANTHER

party, black PRISONERS INSIDE SAN QUENTIN PRISON IN CALIFORNIA

and ATTICA PRISON IN NEW YORK, AND WITH "ALL OPRESSED PEOPLES."

END page THREE



CHOU EN LAI.

NEWTON SAID THE CHINESE TRIED TO UNDERSTAND "OUR

IGNORANCE AND BACKWARDNESS" AND HE PREDICTED THAT PRESIDENT

NIXON WOULD RECEIVE A WARM WELCOME IN CHINA. HE SAID THE

TALKS BETWEEN PRESIDENT NIXON AND CHINESE OFFICIALS MIGHT BE

SUCCESSFUL OR THEY MIGHT FAIL, DEPENDING ON NIXON’S ATTITUDE,

AND THAT NIXON CANNOT BE TRIGGER HAPPY WITH THE CHINESE AS

HE WAS AT ATTICA.

AFTER PRESS CONFERENCE, THE MALE BPP MEMBERS HELD HANDS,

FORMED A RING WITH NEWTON,
|~ ~1 AND THEY

ESCORTED THE THREE FROM SFIA TO A WAITING BPP LIMOUSINE.

THE MALE BPP MEMBERS AND THE BPP CHILDRED WERE DRESSED

IN BPP UNIFORMS CONSISTING OF BLACK PANTS, BLUE COTTON SHIRTS,

NO jackets, AND BPP MEMBERS WERE NOT ARMED.

NO INCIDENTS OCCURRED AT SFIA IN CONNECTION WITH NEWTON’S

arrival.

administratTveT

RESFTEL TO BUREAU OCTOBER SIX LAST CAPTIONED AS ABOVE

and BUTEL OCTOBER SIX LAST CATTIONED "BPP, INTERNATIONAL

RELATIONS - CHINA, EM".

END PAGE FOUR



PAGE FIVE

SF 157-1203

NEWTON’S ARRIVAL WAS OBSERVED BY SPECIAL AGENTS OF THE FBI,

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE.

anchorage, CHICAGO, DETROIT, HONOLULU, LOSANGELES, NEW YORK

AND WASHINGTON FIELD, REMOVE STOPS WITH INS AND CUSTOMS

AS REQUESTED IN RESFTEL.

WASHINGTON FIELD, WILL CONTACT INS HEADQUARTERS AND

REQUEST that TEMPORARY EMERGENCY LOOKOUT NOTICE BE CANCELLED

CONCERNING SUBJECT

ALL OFFICES REMAIN ALERT FOR ANY INFORMATION CONCERNING

TRAVEL OF NEWTON AND HIS TWO COMPANIONS TO CHINA AS SET FORTH

IN RETELS AND IMMEDIATELY ADVISE BUREAU AND SAN FRANCISCO OF

ANY INFORMATION DEVELOPED IN THAT REGARD.

SAN FRANCISCO WILL KEEP BUREAU ADVISED AND LHM WILL BE

SUBMITTED.

END



SAC, San Francisco (157.1203) 10/22/71

^EC-138 Mreetor, FBI (105-165429)^^^^ ^ -

HOEY FSBCY MEVTOlf
EM - BFP (XBE)

> Eeurlot 10/15/71.

The Bareau does not deem it advisable, at the
present time, to reqnest a cheek for tax return records
as set forth in referenc^ed letter. Should you be unable
to determine pertinent data, normally available from tax
records, from other sources, you may resubmit your request
at a later date.

LGB:Jan
(4)

MOTE :

Subject, a leader of the violence-prone Black
Panther Party, is currently in the process of a third trial
in connection with the 1968 death of an Oakland, California,
police officer. San Francisco, in relet, requested a current
cheek be made of the Internal Bevenue Service (IBS) to deter-
mine if subject filed income tax returns for the years 1968
through 1970. We have previously disseminated Information ^
regarding subject *s activities to IBS.

Tolson

Felt

Rosen

Mohr
Bishop
Miller. E.S. .

Callahan

Casper
Conrad

DaJbey

Cleveland
Ponder

Bates
Tavel

Walters

Soyars

Tele. Room .

Holmes
Gandy
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EEMK (U CFR) tOI-n.6

UNITED STATEflPoVERNMENT

Memorandum

FROM

subject:

DIRECTOR, FBI (105-165429)

^C, SAN^-FRANCISCO (157-120 3) (P)

HUEY PERCY NEWTON, aka
EM - BPP
(KBE)
00: San Francisco

date: 10/15/71

In 8/68, the Internal Revenue Service (IRS),
Washington, D.C. furnished copies of income tax returns for
Subject for the years 1963 and 1966. In 10/68, IRS Washington,
D.C. advised that a search of IRS records in the Western Ser-
vice Center!

I

NEWTON presently resides at 1200 Lakeshore Avenue,
Apartment 2 5 -A, Oakland, California. Subject has used as his
permanent address 881 47th Street, Oakland, the residence of
his parents. Subject has SSAN 566-56-4675.

j
The Bureau is requested to determine from IRS if

' NEWTON filed income tax returns for the years 1968 through 1970

Sacramento will determine if NEWTON has filed
California State income tax returns for the years 1967 through
1970. //

a /a^ £7‘i

A OCT 18 19)1

l2 - Bureau (RM)
2 - Sacramento (RM)

^ - San Francisco
^LC/vad

O'

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Kegularly on the Payroll Savings Plan
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Mr. Pelt____--» '

Mr, Rogflti —.,J,'

Mr. Mohr-__i
Mr. Bishop .^y
Mr. Miller, ES^

CATTM i.L

IMNi "SAf fiAfCim^ Ct57-ltiS)

MY PpMmr fi^* tf^ (m

I

9S. Conrad i

I
Mr. Dalbey I

j|
Mr. Cleveland *

y Mr. Ponder____:'®
I

I
Mr. Bates. ^

P
Mr. Tflvel

i

Mr. Walters™—
Mr. Soyars—
Tele. Koom_
Miss Holmes—
Miss Gandy
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A 9t«ier#ff •crttci f£i ifftrAimitisci that icvrif is very

SXSSimOTIt lECiiM»C StUM SAflORiL REWSPiraFp^^^^M M
TILEYXSlt# STATISli NAVE CARRlti THE FUU TEXT Sf THE RREPAREA

aiATEIIERT HE X«m Tt'Tm MH MIS RETIIHH EISMT

LAST* THE eSHaETE TEXT ST THIS JISI.^ASEiIS AS fiLLSHit

OMTE.

STATEMEW ST HSEY R. KHTHR HRti RETMRH RHti THE mtar S

RERMLie Sr CMimW • A SMSRT TXHE Ati; THE fRlMIORS AT ^

ATTX^ HEMtms THE iLASE RAHmER PARTY TS SESSnATS HITS

ttXfl^ RSeXEI«.LSR A» SIWAU RAM TREXR RREOM THE aAGE RA|Ti»

aRTY AT THIS TXIIE ASKS CMAIMIAI MAi TSE^TSIt SR THE

asaE* s RCRHILXe SR CMIRA TS ICSSeXATf WITN RRXSSS

VARtEH StXSH MEEMH SRm Sfmsm RilRl^S^ S THE

MASS CtEAaY MS MAS HA laSREAT RAR MAeSRii: RESMaTMR^ O ^ '

j I

MKEN THE VldriM IS AXVXACA AID «E«U ME HAT SfLY KILLER *TiE

HllSimlS AT ATTXAA^ BUT M aSS^ smii^EA THE EXaSITEB
OCT 18
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WMiafkS^ fHE fttSON aOlitSt AUHtOSM II0ST Of THE PHlttlCHS AT

ATTiei AIE ItAGK Ait ALL THE tUARBS AHE VKITE. NIXON KILLEO

REAARBLESS «r COLOR OtCAOSE THEY WEREm VICTIMS. VKEN

THE omESSEB FEOFLtS or THE VORLO ASXEO FOR NEOCflATIONS*

SUCH AS THE VISTRANESE REOrLESy FRISON WARDEN NIXON SHOWS AGAIN

ME HAS NO RESrser FOR THE FEOFLE NOR HIS ASEHCYt THE tLS^

MIL ITARY. HE LWEI RO ALTER RATIV£ iRT VIOLEII AtMES RESISTANCE.

ME IS RESFOHSltLE FOR THE NOROER OF VIETNAMESE FEOFLE AND THE

DEATH OF %% SOLDIERS. ALL VISTRAMSE FEOFLE AND THE U.S.

SOLDIERS MtIm VICINS OF TIIR OEACTIONARY Ftt.ieiES OF THE

NIXON RED IMS. THIS IS WHY WE AF^OACHED CHAIRMAN RAO TSE - TUNG

KeAWSE WE KSIW OF MIS niSEOOM - LOVINO NATWRE. THERE COULD SE

WO FtAOE WltHOOT FREEDOMb WE oiE ASKINO ALL ASEiTS OF FRISON

WARDEN NIXON WHOM HE DESFUES TO JOIN FO^ES WITH THE VICTIMS

OF THE WORLDb: N^I^ SOLOIBID ARE WKtEi TO JOINlFORCES

WITH THE VXCrXHIElO VISTHAMESI FEOFLEt THE GUARDS ARD FAHILXES

•r THE DEGEASEO OWiRDS It ATTICA AND THE QUMDS AT STATE

PHX»iS A#OSi THE HS^ TO JOIN

MMCtS WITH THE nCtWlZW INMATi;

END FAOE TWO
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ST IS aSRR mi HR. HIXQR ts TRXae^^ HARPY ARD

OD&R TRIsm trr #«fRI» ITAR THREE. BECAHSE HE KSEtf SF HIS

BIPEVIMI VIST TO THE PEm.r S REP^IG fF ^liA HE ASHES

THE CHtSEaX FESaE Tt^ nmvi: V$ FIRST SO HE NieMT ASK THE

MACE AIB FREEtOH - LOVliS eKilMAff liAO TSE • TURQ TO BE CHIEF

IKSffXATOR TO Hi;; MKOH F^ THE FEI^ AHO FREEST OF THE

OFPRESSEt FEOat OF THE VORtA^ AM THIS IS ^1^^^ FOR

miiTY OFm fill voiu* s victirs ooairsT the oimios

THE HIXOR- ROeKEItU.iR REStlOU

Em OHOTS.

KVTOO 18 Hfrsmiss TS IMRliRE A« APFEARASCE OR LOOa RADIO OR

TELEVtSlOS PROOHIH IH INMEOIATE FHTIIRE TO AOAlll ISSRE THE AMVE

RasOit itrr to oatc has rothirs scHEoai^ OEFiiixTaY*

CHi POSE THREE
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STATE 570
SEisr^ilTED

10-13-71

TO OIRCflTOR m. 217

ntON LESAT TOKYO

a/^S&BY JS:^z^J^C.e/jry>

declassify ON;
^

Mr.;, T?tilson___-=

;Mr: Felt'

Mr. Rosen_____
Mr. Mohr
Mr. Bishop .0
Mr. Miller,

Mr. Csi&anyBZi
Mr. Caspef 0
Mr. Conrad
Mr. Dalbey
Mr. ClevelandL_
Mr. Ponder
Mr. Bates
Mr. Tavel

Mr, Walterg

Mr. Soyars-
Tele. Room
Miss Holmes
Miss Gandy

HUEY PERCY (IEtfTOM» CM - BLACK PAKTMER PARTY.

REBUCAB OCTOBER TWELVE LAST.
Li«.£fR;7jSg^ I I

NO FURTHER INQUIRY BEINB HADE AT TO

RECEIVED: 6:39 AN RDR

- O, -jS'l i

CC'-

A-

.3RD CC: MR.



1$^ %
Memorandum /

TO ; DIRECTOR, FBI (105-165429) date: 10/18/71
ATTENTION: DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION

^d^'nr^^SAC, SEATTLE (157-944 ) (RUC)

i ^
subject: HUEY PERCY NEWTON, aka

EM - BPP (KBE)
00: SAN FRANCISCO

Re Seattle teletype to Bureau, San Francisco,
and New York, 9/26/71.

Seattle sources can furnish no additional infor-
mation re subject's trip.

In view of subject's return to San Francisco from
Hong Kong October 8, 1971, this matter is being considered
RUC.

2^- Bureau (RM)
2 - San Francisco ( 157-1203 ) (RM)
1 - Seattle
CRS/djs
(5)

ST 101

REC.36 // , '/ .

OCT 20 197!

ALL INFOWiATlON COKTAISED
IWEim IS LNCMSGIFIED

ViHERE SHOWN
OTHEHWISf.
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5-1 13a (9-29-65) •*

Domestic Intelligence Division

INFORMATIVE NOTE

Attached reports Black Panther Party
leader Huey P. Newton appeared in Alameda
County Superior Court, Oakland, Californi
as scheduled on 10/1:2/71 to begin third
trial on manslaughter charges. Presiding
judge denied defense motion to disqualify
twenty-four superior court judges and the
defense attorney then made a motion to
disqualify the judge assigned to preside al

Newton's trial. A challenge hearing was
scheduled for 10/14/71 and court recessed.

Pertinent parts of attached will be
included in the summary to the White House
Vice President, Attorney General, and
Secret Service.

HEM; lac

COHTAlfJED
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OCT 13 1971 ;

NR 009 SF PLAINTEXT

.931PM NIJllSEL 10/12

DIRraOR (

12/71 JAK

AaWFORMftTraN

IS

105-165429) (ATTN: D*1.D,)

FROM SAN FRANCISCO (157-1203) 2P

Mr. Tolsona jl

Mr. Felt#j^ (
Mr.

Mr. Miller,

Mr. Callah^^T-
Mr. Casper
Mr. Conrad '

Mr. Dalb.iy •

Mr. Cleveland

i| Mr. Tavsl

1|

Mr. y/alters

jj

Mr. Soyars - ^

[j

Tele. Room
Ij
Miss Holmes |

I
Miss Gandv . I

I

HUEY P. ^VTGN, AKA, EM-BPP. (KBD* EXTREMIST MATTERS BLACK PANTHER PARTY

KEY BLACK EXTREMIST // >
"'

ON MORNING OCTOBER TWELVE INSTANT. SUBJECT APPEARED IN

ALAMEDA COUNTY SUPERIOR COURT, OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA, AS SCHEDULED

TO BEGIN THIRD TRIAL ON MANSLAUGHTER CHARGES BEFORE SENIOR SUPERIOR

COURT JUDGE ROBERT KRONINGER. DEFENSE ATTORNEY CHARLES R.

GARRY IMMEDIATELY HADE MOTION FOR THE DISQUALIFICATION OF ALL

TWENTYFOUR SUPERIOR COURT JUDGES BECAUSE THEY ARE "INaUENCED

AND ITIMIDATED” BY AN ORGANIZATION KNOWN AS "CITIZENS FOR LAW |

AND ORDER." GARRY SAID THIS ORGANIZATION INSISTS THAT ALL

JUDGES METE OUT HARSHER SENTENCES AND HAS A PROGRAM AIMED AT

REPLACING "UNDULY LENIENT OR PERMISSIVE JUDGES." JUDGE

KRONINGER SUMMARILY DENIED THIS MOTION SAYING 17 HAD NO LEG

BASIS. / S'- -- /

GARRY THEN MADE MOTION TO DISQUALIFY SUPERIOR JUDGE

LYLE E. COOK, WHO HAD BEEN ASSIGNED BY KRONINGER TO

PRESIDE AT THE NEWT0# CASE,.
If
THE GROUNDS HE IS BIASED aND«—

END PAGE ONE ?0OCT'2O13?1
'

'/, ^

VM. n
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PAGE TWO

SF 157-1203

PREJUDICED AGAINST NEWTON. JUDGE KR0NIN6ER SCHEDULED A

CHALLENGE HEARING TO BE HELD OCTOBER FOURTEEN NEXT

BEFORE SUPERIOR COURT JUDGE LIONEL WILSON, AND COURT THEN

RECESSED UNTIL THAT DATE.

ACCORDING TO AN ARTiaE APPEARING IN THE "OAKLAND

TRIBUNE", DAILY OAKLAND NEWSPAPER, OCTOBER TWaVE INSTANT

EDITION, ORGANIZATION "CITIZENS FOR LAW AND ORDEIT WAS FORMED

IN MID NINETEEN SIXTYNINE BY A GROUP OF OAKLAND BUSINESSMEN AS

A GRASS ROOTS MOVEMENTS "DEDICATED TO THE RESTORATION AND

MAINTENANCE OF LAW AND ORDER IN OUR COUNTRY.” ONE OF THE

TASKS UNDERTAKEN IS TO OBSERVE THE COURTS BY M0NT0RIN6

JURISTS* ACTIONS TO DETERMINE IF ANY JURIST IS UNDULY LENIENT

IN THE MATTER OF BAILS, SENTENCING, OR PROBATION.

ONLY TWENTYONE SEATS WERE AVa/aBLE IN THE COURTROOM FOR

SPECTATORS AT SUBJECT’S TRIAL AND THEY WERE FILLED. APPROXI-

MATELY ONE HUNDRED FIFTY ADDITIONAL PEOPLE WERE OUTSIDE THE

COURTRRON IN THE HALLWAY. NO INCIDENTS OCCURRED.

NEWTON RETURNED TO HIS APARTMENT IN OAKLAND AFTER COURT

WAS RECESSED.

END. .

.



5-l-13a (9-29-65)

Domestic Intelligence Division

INFORMATIVE NOTE

Attached relates third tria l of Black
Panther Party leader Huey P, Newton for
manslaughter will begin 10/19/71 in Alameds
County Superior Court, Oakland, California
Defense motion to disqualify Superior Courl
Judge Lyle Cook failed and he will pre-
side at Newton's trial.

Pertinent parts of attached will be
included in the summary to the White House,
Vice President, Attorney General, and
Secret Service.

HEM; owe
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/from

DIRECTOR (105-165429) (ATTN: D, I.D.)

SAN FRANCISCO (157-1203) 3P

m- BPR (KBD, 00: SF

m
HUEY PERCY NEWTON, AKA,

HEARING ON MOTION BY DEFENSE ATTORNEY CHARLES R, N

GARRY TO DISQUALIFY SUPERIOR COURT JUDGE LYLE COOK FROM

PRESIDING AT NEWTON’S TRIAL HEARD IN ALAMEDA COUNTY SUPERIOR

COURT, OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA, AFTERNOON OCT. FOURTEEN

INSTANT, WITH SUPERIOR COURT JUDGE LIONEL WILSON, ONLY BLACK

JUryST ON THE ALAMEDA COUNTY BENCH, PRESIDING. JUDGE WILSON^

ITULED. THAT JUDOrE LYLE COOK IS QUALIFIED TO CONDUCT A FAIR AND

IMPARTIAL THIM..' FOR NEWTON. JUDGE WILSON SET TEN AM, . ,

"
'-IrG

''

I

'

7
OCT. NINETEEN NEXT FOR START IN JUDGE COOK’ S COURT OF «

NEWTON* S THIRD TRIAL.

END PAGE ONE

® OCT 21 1971



PAGE TWO

SF 157-1203

AT TOUarS HEARING ATTORNEY GARRY WON JUDGE WILSON’S

AGREEMENT FOR ALL TWENTYNINE WITNESSES WHO HAD BEEN

SUBPOENAED FOR THE DISQUALIFICATION HEARING BUT DID NOT

TESTIFY TO BE IN JUDGE COOK'S COURT ON OCT. NINETEEN NEXT

AND GARRY SAID HE WOULD PUT THE "CITIZENS COMMITTEE FOR LAW

AND ORDER ON TRIAL THERE). GARRY ALSO SAID HE WILL CARRY

JUDGE WILSON’ S RULING TO THE STATE DISTRICT COURT OF APPEALS,

AT TODAY’S HEARING GARRY CITED NEWS STORIES ABOUT

SECURITY MEASURES THAT JUDGE COOK HAS INVOKED FOR NEWTON'S

TRIAL AND SAID THEY INDICATE JUDGE COOK HAS FORMED

PRE- JUDGMENTS ABOUT NEWTON AND THE BPP. GARRY INSISTED THAT

NEWTON’S BEHAVIOR DURING PREVIOUS TRIALS HAS ALWAYS BEEN

RESPECTFUL OF THE COURT. ONLY SECURITY MEASURE INVOKED WAS NOTICE

POSTED THAT PACKAGES AND PARCELS IN COURTHOUSE SUBJECT TO SEARCH.

AT TODAY'S HEARING WHILE COURT IN SESSION A WHITE

FEMALE NAMED WAS ARRESTED FOR INTERFERING

WITH COURT PROCEDURE AFTER SHE RAN UP TO NEWTON AND GRABBED

PUSHED THE FEMALE AWAYHIM. NEWTON’ S BODY GUARD|

END PAGE TWO

S



PAGE THREE

(157-1203) SF 157-1203

AND SHE WAS THEN ARRESTED. REASON I IgRABBED NEWTON UNKNOWN, BUT

OPD BELIEVES SHE IS ‘MENTAL CASE. NO OTHER INCIDENTS OCCURRED.

ADMINISTRATIVE:

RESFTEL OCT. TWELVE LAST.

BUREAU WILL BE KEPT ADVISED.

END. .

.

LRS FBI WASHDC

1



FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64)

Transmit the following in

A I R T E L

Date: 10/13/71

(Type in plaintext or code)

AIR MAIL
(Priority)

flL

DIRECTOR, FBI (105-165429)

SAN FRANCISCO (157-1203)FROM

SUBJECT: HUEY PERCY NEWTON, aka
EM - BPP (KBE)
00: SF

y ReSFtels 10/9 and 10/10/71.

Enclosed for the Bureau under separate cover is
cassette containing copy of tape recording of press conference
by subject held at the San Francisco International Airport
on night of 10/8/71, upon subject's return from China.

. Oil' ‘
' '

' '/

For Information of the Bureau, the individual i" I
,

;.b6

who accompanied NEWTON on his trip to China.

(2, I'
i

\
AJ (y j L - (i.

Original tape recording being maintained in files
of San Francisco Office.

Detailed LHM concerning subject's travel to China
being prepared and will be promptly submitted to the Bureau. CA

3 - Bureau (RM)
(1 - Package)

2 - San Francisco
JLC/jr
(5)

^ i

1‘

/A'

OCl 15 1971
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5-1 13a‘ (9-29-65) #
Domestic intelligence Division

(NFORMATtVE NOTE

W2om
Attached reports the third trial of

extremist Black Panther Party leader Huey F

.

Newton for manslaughter got underway as
scheduled on 10/19/71 at Oakland, California.
Defense Attorney Charles R. Garry has argued
Newton cannot get a fair trial in Alameda
County (Oakland) because of the atmosphere
there. The presiding judge has taken under
consideration motions made by the defense
attorney and court is continued until 10/26/71.

Copy of attached sent to Internal Security
plvlsion of the Department.

IEM:lac

All mrmmm contain©
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
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fOiVJiVlUNICATIONS ACTION

OCT 2 01971 M

m 014 SF PLAIN

Ul35 PM NITimI

rtECT

10/19/71 FCO

m. INFORMATTON COr.TAINEO Mr Po'
HEREIN IS UNClASSlflEO Mr.'S
OATEi/:/:i /

'P j«jr wj

V raoMs

DIRECTOR 105-165429)

SAN FRANCISCO (157-120S)

(ATTNt D* !• D*}

Mr. Tolson ^ i

Mr. Mo*®
Mr. BisViop y A
Mr. Miller,

Mr. Callahait^
Mr. reaper

Mr. flnnrarf

Mr. Dnlhp.v

Mr. Cleveland™-
Mr. Ponder
Mr. Tj-etea

Mr. Soyars

Tele. Room
Miss Holmes
Miss Gandy

Q EXTREMIST MATTERS - BLACK PANTHER PARTY

HUEY PERCY NEMTONt AKA, EM -- BPP ( KBD

,

00* SAN FRANCISCO,

NEWTON’S THIRD TRIAL ON MANSLAUGHTER CHARGES GOT UNDERWAY IN

ALAMEDA COUNTY SUPERIOR COURT, OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA, ON OCTOBER

NINETEEN INSTANT, WITH SUPERIOR COURT JUDGE LYLE E. COOK PRESIDING.

DEFENSE ATTORNEY CHARLES R, GARRY MADE SEVERAL MOTIONS SEEKING

DISMISSAL OF CHARGES AGAINST NEWTON OR AN INDEFINITE DELAY. JUDGE

^’^OK RULED AGAINST MOTIONS AND STATED JURY SELECTION WOULD BEGIN AS

"^<^N AS POSSIBLE, GARRY ARGUED THAT ATMOSPHERE IN ALAMEDA COUNTY

THAT NEWTON CANNOT GET A FAIR TRAIL,

’"'^SD PAGE ONE

UCCSS j 0

iiia
0^''
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PAGE TWO

SF 157-1203

JUDGE COOK ALSO RULED AGAINST MOTION BY GARRY THAT WOULD DELAY

TRIAL UNTIL STATE SUPREME COURT RULES ON GARRY'S APPEAL OF HIS MOTION

CHALLENGING JUDGE COOK FOR CAUSE*

ON OCTOBER EIGHTEEN LAST, THE STATE DISTRICT COURT OF APPEALS

SUSTAINED AN ALAMEDA COUNTY SUPERIOR COURT FINDING THAT JUDGE COOK

WAS QUALIFIED TO PRESIDE OVER NEWTON'S TRAIL "FAIRLY AND IMPARTIALLr.

PRELIMINARY ARGUMENTS CONTINUED DURING AFTERNOON OCj(^BER NINETEEN,

INSTANT, WITH DEFENSE aAlMING NEWTON BEING PLACED IN DOUBLE
*5>

JEOPARDY* DEFENSE ATTORNEY GARRY ALSO REQUESTED NAMES AND ADDRESSES

OF ALL PROSECUTION WITNESSES AND ASSISTANT DISTRICT ATTORNEY,

DONALD WHITE, SAID GARRY HAS NAMES AND "ADDRESSES OF ALL WITNESSES
be

WHITE DID NOT DESIRE TO b7c

DIVULGE THEIR HOME ADDRESS BECAUSE HE FELT THEY MAY BE INTIMATED,

BUT THEY WOULD BE MADE AVAILABLE FOR QUESTIONING BY DEFENSE IF DEFENSE

DESIRES.

JUDGE COOK STATED HE WOULD CONSIDER DEFENSE' S MOTIONS, AND

COURT CONTINUED UNTIL OCTOBER TWENTYSIX, NEXT*

ADMINISTRATIVE:

BUREAU WILL BE KEPT ADVISED*

END

WJM FBI WA



F^D.^ ^(Rev. 5-22-64)
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Date: 9/28/71

Transmit ths fnllnwinq in

(Type in plaintext or code)

A I R T E L AIR M AIL
(Priority)

DIRECTOR, FBI

FROM: SW(J), 9AN FRANCISCO

HUEY PERCY^EWTON,SUBJECT: HUEY PERCY^EWTON, aka
EM - BPP (KBE)
00: BF
SF 157-1203

UNKNOWN SUBJECTS;
BLACK PANTHER PARTY;

CALIFORNIA PACKAGE LIQUOR
DEALERS - VICTIM
AR - HOBBS ACT__
00: SF

~ -

SF 92-2213

Ml ftff’ORMATtOK CONTAINLD

HESaM IS UNCLASSIFIED

Enclosed for the Ftfreau are two copies each of
four articles which appeared in the 9/23, 24, 25 and 26/71
Issues of the "Oakland Tribune", a daily Oakland, California
newspaper. |tEC-55 , ^ SS?

/ Jr.

The enclosed newspaper articles show the reactio^ \

of the people in Oakland agai nst NEWTON in conn^ctipjo

—

w.i

t

-V

boycotting o

f

|

liquor store,..^y'"the BPP.^.^ ^

2 - Bureau (Encl.8)(RM)
2 - San Francisco , ^

1 - 92-2213
JLC/jr

San Francisco
1 - 157-1203 r SEP 30 1971

1 - 92-2213 /

t-yrWP*'****'/

Approved:

Special Agent in Charge

CSOHODTcrMn
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“Who appointed you leader of all the black

people?”

—Black businesswoman, Oakland, Sept. 10,

1971. ^
'

“I appointedTmyself
,
due to the power

that we possess in our organization.” 1

—Huey P. Newton, Black Panther Party

There is a fear pawing at^

the black community of Oak-
land-a fear that begins to Streets, a ring of Black Pan-
chew at 54th and Grove streets thers slowly piclcef, "circling

and that threatens to spread the front and forcing patrons
and devour until there is notji- to break their lines to enter.

Mostdon’t.

_ . . ! The logic is simple. Kno^k
indications business of the he£.d

that the black community is of the packap store and taV-
prpared to do so.

ern owners associaUon, thp
[n the past nine weeks, the knock off the association. ThP

Black Panther Party has ap- knock off the rest of the busi-
pibached the black business ness community,
coinmunity with a request for

associaUon
were given their first chance

weekly cash donations and
threatened them with financial

extinction if they refuse.

Extortion?

to begin “voluntary” contribu-

tions to the Panther propams
on July 22 at a meeting in a

“Well, I don’t know what 7th street cocktail lounge,
the dictionary would call it,^ They responded by offering
but any time somebody 'forces

you to do something you’re

not willing to do, you can give'

to support the Black Panther
Party’s free breakfast pro-

gram for underprivileged chilr
it any cobnotation you want,’'

says William Boyette, presii
Newton in a let

dent of the Cal-State -Packagi ’ | >

Store and Tavern Owners A^- “Available to you are Tif

, , . gallons of milk, 500 loaves of
sociaUon who has chosen to £
put up a fight.

dozen egp and 2 cases of cer-
flecause he has chosen to

, , , to be distributed as
fipt, 3nd because he heads

^jjg ngj-jy gggg fj^_»

thj first fouP f
ants

^
sev up as targets for me .

^
j v

Panther finance plan, Boyette

has been placed first on the
orpnizaton, we recognize toe-

list for business extinction
community.

IfrMe We are more than pleased to

No. 2 at 54th and Grove
First of a Series

1*3^cw

^ Oakland Tribune

Oakland , Calif

.

Date: 9_23-71
Edition: HOITie
Author:

Editor: Wm.F.Knowland
Title:

BLACK PANTHER PARTY-
ETC.

Character: AR“HOBBS ACT
or SF 92-2213

Classification :92
Submitting Office:SF
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make this contribution.” ?

Newtoif*refUsed*’the offer on

July 30. He asked instead for'

weekly cash contributi(^

^

tom the Cal-State I^cka >e

^ore and Tavern Owners is-

^
(ciallon members and pickp

i'lg began at Boyette’s Gtove
^

Street store. “I will not acc^"'
this bribe of food,” assoda-.

tion members recall him say-

ing.

In late August, the belea-

guered Boyette got a court or-

der limiting pickets at the

store after clerks testified

Newton personally had struck

a customer trying to leave the

store, but the limit set was 20

pickets—enough to surround

the front of the store.

Boyette estimates his busi-

ness dropped 90 per cent. He
s&ys he has stayed in business

clnly through the contributions

cjf other members of the asso-

ciation, who are standing by
him.

Newton decided the time

was ripe to expand.

He called for a meeting of

the business community on
Sept. 10 and outlined his week-
ly program of “donations”

that would be expected of all

of them.

“He didn’t tell us how much
money they wanted,” Boyette

says. “He said they would

leave it up to us to name the.

amount, but if the amount!
wasn’t large enough, they

'

wbuld have to take it back to
j

tljje party central committee^
as to how much our weekly
donation would be.”

Newton ’s^jnsistianee that

anyone attending the Sept. 10

OTHO GREEN
Makes proposal

meeting be searched cut down
on the crowd somewhat, but

about 75 businessmen and
women —real estete men,
store owners, beauticians, in-

surance men^agreed to meet!

with Newton and Bobby Seale,

chairman of the Black Panthii

er Party, at the Lamp Post,

bar at 23rd and Telegraph fre-

quented by the Panthers.

Although Seale was listed as

party chairman, Newton
called the shots as Seale sat

silently through jhe session.

Newton explained his move

against Boyette in. this man-
ner.

“I don’t view this man as

an enemy,” Newton said at

the meeting, which was rec-

orded on tape. “You see, he’s

my friend.

“But, I have to show him
the friendship and need for us

to mobilize,” the Panther

leader told the businessmen.

“He’s saying, ‘No, I’m an in-

dividual. I go the other way.’

I say, no . . . I’m going to

marry you whether you want
to or not . .

.

It’s going to be a
shotgun wedding.”

The point Newton made at

the meeting was clear. Paying
the Panthers is cheaper than
going broke.

“l^y do you think the peo-

ple who own businesses, who
have scraped the ,way your
Black Panther people have
scraped, should give up some-
thing' because one person
comes along and says this

must be this way?” a woman
asked.

“Because you want to make
money. If you don’t do it, you
won’t make money, because

I’m going to boycott you. It’s

as simple as that,” the 29 -

year - old Panther leader

said.

Newton flatly rejected the

idea of an “unbrella group”
set up for handling contribu-

tions in the black community,
with the Panthers receiving a
share.

“I’m not going <:ondeliver

the goods to some other or-

ganization when they haven’t

sweated for it,” he told (KM>
Green, a black newspaper ol-

ficial who made the proposal.

Green mentioned the n4-

t i o n a 1 Association for Ad-

vancement' of Colored People

as one of the organizations

that might be included on the

“umbrella.” -

Newton replied, “The way
you can judge, since you guys

have a problerti ... the way I

would judge if I were in busi-

ness ... I would say, ‘Will

NAACP boycott me? Will .they

cause me a problem like

that?’ I’m saying we’re going

to boycott you. You see if we
don’t. If we’re not successful,

then go and set up your uiis

brella.” 1 j

,

The black community is at-

tempting to meet the Panthci'

challenge. To do it, to defeat

the intimidating lines that

threaten to ring other legiti-

mate businsses they first have
to defeat fear. ^ •

“It really isn’t important

whether they (the Panthers)

are demanding or extorting,j”

says Joseph Simmons, a blaoi

attorney who is cochairmari„2f

an ad hoc committee to pj>-

pose the Panthers. “It is what
we believe. And we believe

they are holding a gun at pur

heads.” .
-

Next: The Resistance





\r\ey, /-lo-ao/

(Mount Clipping In Spoco Below)

(Indicate page, name of
newspaper, city and state.)

Black Panther leader . Huey disease that tak^ a heaVyiteB;;

P. Newton’s efforts to unite
cliildrenT)

Oakland’s black business com- ,

position is that rwe
don t think anybody m Amen-

mumty is accomplishing one ^
aim — the business communi- jq .contribute to any; one pfflt

ty is uniting. «on’s programs. That’s what-
The hitch in Newton’s, pian] tre’re objecting to. We’re not’

to establish weekly coUeotiohs 'knocking the Panthers’ prS''to establish weekly coUeotiohs 'knocking the Panthers’ pr^
from black businesses is that^rams. We .know they hayej
th'^ conimunity is getting to- '

,

'

' ^ ;
i

gelther to oppose his effort to, .Th®y nugW
force cash payments "untU; ^ admmistered, but

black people are no longer op-
doesn t take away from

pressed
** tiie Denciicisl flspectej**

The resistance is being 'led'
McKee added.

’ •

by Albert L. McKee, president,. ,
“But we do hot subscribe to

of Fidelis Real Estate Compa- • any demands or extortion

ny, and Joseph Snnmons, a from anybody,” McKee em-
black attorney, who have -‘set phasized.

up the Ad Hoc Committee to the first d e m a n d s were
Preserve Black Business. made in July to the Cal - State
Opposing the Panthers is

' ' ' ' '

'

;

’

painful to many of the leaders Second of a Series T
in the black community, in- —
eluding McKr. vJio until 1C-

b,fiidiV/to7hIm
•'""'^^"""‘Tniembers of the black assoc)a-

build.ng to them.
p^y ^^^^y

“Now, we, as a committed
, n a t i o n s” for Panther pro-

are not knocking the brealj- grams.
, .

fast programs,” McKee says The association offered do-
qjr the Panthers’ plan to pro- nations of food to the break-
vle free morning meals to fast p r o g r a m^biit' N^vton
underprivileged children. .

"We’re hot knocking their sic-

,

kle cell anemia programs.”

(Another of the Panther?’ an-

:

noimced progwune-i* coUect-.'

i/ig money .(or research into a ,

% ,

m. frOTMOT COWTAIWEfl
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turned them down and l^an
p i c k e fi u'fe'tJl^’main liquor

store of William Boyette,

president of the Association.

Panthers and their support-

's marching in front of Boy-

kte’s store at 5350 Grove St.

^ve cut his business by 90

|>er cent, as customers react

in fear to the pickets. Only
contributions from other
members of the association

have kept Boyette in business.

“The Panthers will say they

are not demanding anything

of us,” Simmons says. “But it

is not important whether they

are demanding or not. The
only thing that is important is

what we believe they are

doing, and we feel that they

a V e a gun at our

^
sads . . . saying you will do

f
,
you must do if . . . and un-and un-

C|er those circumstances, we
^lay, we will never do it.”

Opposition to the Panthers

has been varied.

The list is sprinkled with

names of store owners, physi-

cians, dentis&rJoilUfal activ*

OTHO GREEN
[

Doesn't like plan

ii

ists, beauticians and lawyers.

Otho Green, a black news-

paper publisher opposing the

boycott, had asked Newton to

go for an “umbrella” type or-

ganization undep-whioh busi-

nessmen would contribute a

ALBERT MeKEE

Painfufirwrcr/

certain amount for black pro-'

grams, but he-fofuaed to go
along with an “all-Panther”

donation system.

Green’s suggestion was for

a black organization patterned

after the United Bay Area
Ckiisade. Newton refused.

“I don’t know what the real

legal question on it is,” Gre«i
says. “I think the moral posi-

tion is that it is immoral to

att^pt to put a black man
out of business when this

black man in question has

made considwable contribu-

tion to the community.”
Green adds, “I think the

Panthers have pointed up a
crucial deficiency in the black

businesses in the community.

I think we should make contri-

butions back to the communi-
ty in some organized manner.

But I don’t think the Panthers

are representative enough of

the various philosophical and

idealogical points of view in

the community, to be the re-

cipients of the money.

“I get the idea the commun-
ity support in JthiajssUfi is not

with the PanUiers, I feel that

the community is really with

the black Tjuslnessmen in

this,” Green says.,
||

'

“I think that perhaps man
f

black people are not goiij

into Boyette’s store at this

i point because they feel intimi-

;
dated and perhaps that there

; would be some physical harm

,
that might come to them,” he

added.

The package store and tav-

ern owners association, which

has such members as former

Oakland Raider and Oakland

Oaks stars Clem Daniels and

Jim Hadnot, has fought bach

by supporting Boyette —
;|

move Newton has branded a

“stupid.”

Referring to Boyette, New-
ton told a group of black busi-

nessmen two weeks ago, “I

i

think it’s stupidity in the com-

,
munity — and the black b'usi-

’ nessman is the most stupid

man around here. The white

businessman, when you

picked Mayfair, they didn’t

last a couple of days. Now a

little mom and pops store on

thercorner (Boyette’s) already

has lasted sixty days under

one of the most successful

boycotts ever seen.

“This is stupid. The only
•thing keeps them standing is

stupidity. It’s not even tlffe

courage of principle. You ca il

it courage, I call it stupidity, i’

Newton shouted.

Stupidity or not, Boyette,

h^ association, and now the
ai hoc committee have cho-
Sjb to resist Newton’s coUec-
tlbn plan.

Vt the same meeting, New-
ton issued a warning to
McKee'. “I’d like to notify we
plan to boycott my brother
here next, because he went
around and nagged against
the party and' told many
things that aren’t true. And
I’d like to notify you you’ll be
under seige shortly.”

Yet he showed a grudginfj

respect for the apposition, ji

|“Really, I admire yoiir

awwing of unity,” Newton
slid. “I didn’t think you had it

i^you. :•

“But I want to see how Iwig
! you last.”

;

^—h—>•

Tomorrow—Decline of inflnence
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TTie Black Panther Party’s

attempts to force weekly cash

contributions from a local
black liquor dealer have met

with fresh and determined op-

position from black communi-
ty leaders who called the de-

mands “outrageous.”

‘‘We abhor methods of coer-

cion or intimidation,” said the

Rev. Charles Belcher, presi-

dent of the Interdenomina-

ti< nal Ministerial Alliance.

3e was one of several black

leaders who spoke at a press

conference called yesterday to

emphasize black resistance to

Black Panther party leader

Huey P. Newton’s tactics in

picketing and boycotting a liq-

uor store at 54th and Grove
streets owned by Bill Boyette.

Boyette charges Newton put

the picket line in front of his

store several weeks ago be^

cause he refused to make a

weekly cash donation to the

Black Panther Party, alJ

though he has offered to do-

nate food to the Panther’s

b'eakfast program for chil-

dren.
j

“Let us emphatically state
j

that under no circumstances
does Huey P. Newton, the

Black Panther Party or the

administrators of the present
|

boycott have the support of

these ministers or our congre-

gations,” said Belclier, who
explained the ministerial alli-

ance represents about 40 miiv
isters, both black and white.

1

He added, “Mr. New toil
does not under any circun\

stjairces speak for u.s as the ,

alisolute leader of (he black
;

cimmunity.

I

'While we feel that any or-

'

ganization that contributes to

the welfare oMh» oommunlty
is vital, we abhor method.s of

coercion or intimidation suc^
as using a boycott with the dtj-

termination of eliminating jji

business unless such business
capitulates to various dS
mands as made by the Black
Panther Party.”

TJhe Rev. Mr. Belcher noted

1
that Boyette, as president of

j

the Califomia State Package .

Store and Tavern Owners As-
sociation, had offered substan-
tial donations of food whidi
Newton refused to accept, de-
manding cash instead.

‘‘It is our position,” said tine

Rev. Belcher, “that any dt-

ganization or individual wtlb
desires to donate his money^
any organization has the right

to do so but we vehemently
protest and will not allow such
outrageous demands as made
by Mr. Newton and his party
to be perpetrated upon pur
community.”

Mrs. Billye Dunlap, an Oak-
land beauty shop operator,

emphasized she was speakmg
for herself “as a business •

woman” although she is past
president of the National As-

'

sociation of Beauticians.

She called N e w t o n ’s de-

I

mands upon Boyette “outra-ii

!
geous” and added, “We arej

very, very mad about this and
we are not going' to take it.” Ij

Mrs. Dunlap is a member of

(he executive board of the Ad
Hoc Committee for Preserva-
tion of Black Businessmen,
headed by Albert L. McKee, a
realtor. The committee was
organized to fight the Black
Panther Party boycott.

Mrs. Frances Albrier, treas-

urer of the NAACP in Berime-

ley, also spoke out against the

(Indicate page, name of
newspaper, city and state.)
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i

boycott, although she empha-
sized also she was speaking as

an individual. She is a mem-
ber of the National Council of!

Negro Women and the States

Association of Colored Wom-j
en. 'I
.She acknowledged, “Some
of the Panthers’ programs are

gjood, but (their attitude to-

vlard black business is all

nTong. Everyone is entitled to

freedom of speech and free-

dom of movement. Business-

men should be able to support

any group they wish- without

fear of anybody or any other

group.”
I

When asked if he thou§W
the press conference held in his

office might stimulate more
threats from the Panthers,

McKee said, “We’ll have to

take one problem at a time."

He added, “I have not heard
a^iybody who supports the

Nbwton position that all black

biisinessmen should support

hjp as he says. We’re not

going to be coerced. Our first

job is to educate the commu-
. nity. We have lawyers, doctors,

businessmen and others on
the Ad Hoc Committee. We
have to keep Boyette’s store

open. .

“We can go on for years,.jif

necessary, to fight to preserve

the principle of freedom jof

choice. We are not going to oe

under a threat from Newton
that all contributions go to the

tilack Panther Party. Many
black people are giving mon-
e;t and services to community
organizations. The issue here

is a demand for weekly cash

contributions to the Black
Panther Party. To that we say

Boyette, who attended tlfp

press conference, said his oi-

fer of food to the Panthef
breakfast program for chib

dren “remains open as long

1 IS we’re In business."

The ad hoc committee
rpembershlp list supplied by
McKee contains more than 80

names of black business and

A statement Issued by the

committee ur^es neighbors in

the vicinity of Boyette’s stoijt

to trade there despite the

Black Panther pickets.
I

.

The committee’s statemeiii.

says that its membership in-

cludes, in addition to numer-
ous Individuals, representa-

tives of the NAACP, the

Charles Huston Law Qub, the

National Business League and
the United Minority Economic
Council.

These organizations, the

statement said, “have come
together to correct a temble
injustice and to see that iDlack

business, having uiuiergonfe

all of the many hardships

throughout the years, gets a
chance to succeed aha sur-

! 1

* em

5 * *
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BLACK LEADERS JOIN ALBERT McKEE, SECOND FROM
““

Fro7^TTl?Mrs.Bi!lye Dunlap, Rev. C harles Mrs. Frances Al.brier
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(Mount Clipping In Space Below)

It is 56 city blocks from

Black Panther leader Huey P.

Newton’s 25th floor penthouse
apartment to William Boy-
ette’s struggling liquor store

which Newton has pledged to
put out of business.

Newton, who can look down
from a ?600-a-month luxuiy
home at 1200 Lakeshore Ave.
on the edge of Lake Merritt to

the city below, has decreed
that businesses in the blacl*

community will contiubute

wfeekly cash donations to tlui

, Panthers or suffer the eco-
nlimic losses from a Panther
boycott — backed up by ranks
of marching Panther pickets.

Boyette, who operates Bill’s

Liquor Store ai 5350 Grove St.,

was chosen for financial ex-

tinction because he is presi-
'

dent of the Cal-State Package
and Tavern Ownei's Associa-

tion, the first group to openly

defy Newton’s demands for

contributions to Panther pro-

grams.

What Newton and his Pan-
ther organization did not bal-

gain for w’as a black commun-
itjl' willing to unite and reject

hjs payment progi-am, setting

tie stage for a confrontation

oirer Newton’s claim to abso-

lute power in the black com-
munity.

“If you’re able to break our

boycott, then 1 swear that I’ll

stop the boycott and apologize t

and ask to join your organiza-

;

tion,’’ Newton said when he'

threw down the gauntlet to tliej,

black community — a state-

ment that may come back to

haunt him in a community
ihat now' is mounting opposi-

tion to his cash donation pro-

g ’ams.

j

Newton turned down a re-

quest for a cooling-off period

from one of the members of the

Ad Hoc ConfflTittce~tb Pre-

serve Black Business, saying
flatly, “I’d rather you’d break
us.”

So far, 83 black community
leaders with a 23-member ex-

ecutive board have responded
to Newton’s challenge.

j

The leaders of the ad hoc
committee, real estate broker
Albert McKee and attorney
Joseph Simmons, say they ai'e

not looking for a confrontation
with the Panthers, but they do
want community support for
Boyette.

“What we need is your sup-
port, so cross the picket line,”

Simmons says he tells mem-
bers of the black community,
but he concedes that fear of

tile Panthers has made New-
ton’s boycott vei’y effective.

Still, the Interdenomimjj-

tional Ministerial Alliance ha^
elected to stand firm against
the boycott, w'ith its president^

the Rev. Charles Belcher say-
ing, "VV’e abhor methods of

coercion or intimidation.”

Reaction in the black com-
munity has not been one of

complete rejection of Panther
programs. A large majority of
the public speals favorably of i

the Panther breakfast, pro-
\

gram for underprivileged chil-

'

dren and contributions for re-

search into sickle cell anemia.

'

Yet, “Mr. Newton does not

under any circumstahws
speak for us as the absolilp

leader of the black commui|i-
ly,” Rev. Belcher says.

The single thing that seems
to have cost Newton the most
in the black community is hiq-

absolute refusal to compro-,
mise. ' 1

Ignoring programs other
groups are operating and ref-

using the offer of anything ex-

.

cept cash, he has steered a
straight and unrelenting

course.

r •'
’

(
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“It L^mv owTi view that this

is not really a Panther activi-

ty,” Simmons says. “I person-

ally feel that this is just some-

thing that Huey Newton is

doing and that he really
doesn’t have the support of his

own party. I base that on

what I see on the picket line

aif]d the people I see. The fact

thit he’s got so many little

yiungsters there than people

who appear to be party work-

ers.”

There is a feeling that New-
ton has lost touch 4vith the

black commsmity, and his lux-

ury living is a cause for grow-

ing resentment.

“One of the questions being

asked is why can’t some of

the money going for his apart-

ment go into the children’s

breakfast program,” Simmons
says. “The ones that I know
who have either sympathy for

the party or are familiar with

tie party, I think they are

V !ry critical of it.”

lIThe black attorney added,

“This is the same old thing

that we run into with dicta-

tors, that is that the dictators

seem to always end up with

all the money, then when
they’re deposed, they just got,

on off and enjoy them.selves
j

for the rest of their lives —;i
like Batista, for instance.”

jj

The Panther organization it-

self is a far different thing

than when Newton first put it

together in the mid-sixties.

I! E X c e p t for Newton, his

1 r 0 1 h e r Melvin and Party

Chairman Bobby Seale, there

lire few familiar faces to any-

one who knew tlKin» in the

days when Newton set forth

on his idealistic course to free j

the black psopte-frwn oppres- '

Sion.
. l’

Eldi'idge Geaver is in exile
j

*

in Algeria and former finance !

officer David Hilliard is inj !

state prison — convicted in ad '

April 6, 1968 shootout with! 1

Oakland police, the sam® '

([barge that Cleaver escaped i

'pen he jumped bail and left

the United States. Cleaver re-/|,

mains at odds with NewtOn. j

Sherwin Forte also is in

state prison on a conviction of

assault on a Berkeley jpolice

officer and his brother Regin-

ald has disappeared after
jumping bail after his convic-

tion in a fire-bombing case.

Panthers Warren Wells,

Wendell Wade and Charles

Bursey were sent to state

prison on the Cleaver shootout

charges and John L. Scott,

Terry Cotton and Donnell
Lan^ord are in county jail

from the same incident. n

Donald Cox . and Black
Panther artist Emery Doughs
— the man credited with cri;-

ating the “pig”.image for po-

licemen — both are in Alger-

ia. William Brenton jumped
bail in San Francisco and high-

I

jacked an air liner to Cuba

j

to disappear.

I Other Panther figures —
) Warren Tucker, Mark Com-

fort, James and George Dow-
ell, Gene McKinney, Olpnder
Han'ison and George Murray
have dropped out of Panther

circles.

Randy Williams is in state

prison on a conviction stem-

ming from the ambush shoot-

ing of an Oakland police pacJ-

dy w'agon. His brother LandoJl

is in Connecticut pending trilil

for murder. [I

iThis leaves Newton with
ojily a skeleton of the power-
ful organization he once com-
iTjanded, and the collection

system set up for black mer-
chants appears to be a last at-

tempt to gain a power base

again before he goes through

with his announced plans' to

move the Black Panther head-

!
quarters to Atlanta, Ga.

; j

j

The black community hi Is

chosen to challenge this move
for power by bringing it out in

the open and allowing a dioice

in contributions, to black pro-

grams.
i This could turn Newton into

i a paper panther. Q

TEST OF WILL BETWEEN PANTHERS, COMMUNITY

Newton says he'd rather lose than compromise.
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157 AM NITEL 10/22/71 FCO

(SENT 10-23-71)

to; DIRECTOR (105-165429)

FROM; SAN FRANCISCO (157-1203)

(ATTN;

(P)

Mr. Bishop ,

Mr. Miller, ESi^
I
Mr. Callahan

|

Mr. Casper
Mr. Conrad S

Mr. Dal bey

Mr. Cleveland

Mr. Ponder
Mr. Bates
Mr. Tavel

Mr. Walters.

„
Mr- Soyars—
Tele. Room

rj Miss Holmes
Miss Gandy.

HUEY PERCV^NEWTON, AKA, EM - BPP (KBD, 00; SAN FRANCIS'W

ON OCTOBER TWENTYTWO INSTANT,

PALO ALOT BAR ASSOCIATION, PALO ALTO, CALIFORNIA, ADVISED

THAT HUEY NEWTON WAS TO APPEAR AT DINAH’S SHACK FOR A NOON SPEECH

CONCERNING "TRANSFORMATION AND CHANGT. NEWTON WAS OBTAINED AS A

SPEAKER ON A GRATIS BASIS AND WAS TO BRING TWO GUESfS.

HUEY NEWTON WAS OBSERVED TO ARRIVE AT DINAH’ S SHACK AT TWELVE

AND PROCEEDED INTO DINAH'S

:b6~

:b7C

THIRTY P. M. , WITH

SHACK.

CHIEF ZURKER, PALO ALTO POLICE DEPARTMENT, ADVISED THAT HE

ATTENDED NEWTON' S SPEECH AND THAT ITS TEXT WAS THAT

END PAGE ONE

iigec 20

54 NOVI 1971

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

HEREIN IS UNCUSSIRED
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PAGE TWO

SF 157-1203

CHANGE IS INEVITABLE IN SOCIETY AND THAT CHANGE T WAS REPRESENTED

IN LEGAL HISTORY AND IN THE U. S, CONSTITUTION HAS CAKEN PIVLACE AND

WILL CONTINUE TO PROCEED. NEWTON STATED THAT THE ONLY ENEMIES HE

HAD ARE THOSE WHO RESIST CHANGE.

NEWTON DEPARTED PALO ALTO TO RETURN TO OAKLAND AT ONE

FIFTY P. M.

THERE WERE APPROXIMATELY THIRTY TO THIRTYFIVE PEOPLE IN ATTENDANCE.

ADMINISTRATIVE:

INDIVIDUALS OBSERVING NEWTON WAS SA

HOLD
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S-l'13<i '(5-29-65)

1

Domestic intelligence Division

INFORMATIVE NOTE

Date 1C

Attached concerns informa
by an Extremest Informant from

Details of the above will be furnished
to State, CIA and Internal Security Division
of the Department. Pertinent parts will b(;

included in summary to White House, Vice
President, Attorney General, Defense
Intelligence Agency and Secret Service.
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-^uack
HUEY P. "ffewTON

’F”
- (KBE).

I
Mr. Tolann

I
Mr. Felt^ >f

I
Mr.
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|Mik/Bishop.._^^

I Mr. Gasper
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Cleveland
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4Ir. Bates
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SAN FRANCISCO EXAMINER FOR OCTOBER NINE INSTANT CARRIES A

PRESS ITEM CONCERNING NEWTON’S RETURN FROM CHINA REPORTING THAT

AT an airport PRESS CONFERE^NCE ON OCTOBER EIGHT LAST, NEWTON HAD

GIVEN A prepared STATEMENT WRITTEN ON STATIONERY FROM THE PEKING

HOTEL THAT HIS PARTY HAD ASKED CHAIRMAN MAO TSfrTUNG (SIC) TO

NEGOTIATE WITH PRISON WARDEN (SIC) NIXON FOR THE FREEDOM OF

OPPRESSED PEOPLES OF THE WORLD.

ADMINISTRATIVE

RE SAN FRANCISCO TELETYPE OCTOBER NINE INSTANT, SOURCE IS
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2i^ PM URGENT 10/22/71 MCC

^ DIRECTOR (105-165429) ATTN, DID

LOS ANGELES

FROM SAN FRANCISCO (157-1203) 2P

HUEY PERCY'nEWTON, AKA, EM - BPP (KBE), 00 SAN FRANCISC

( i

ON OCTOBER TWENZYONE LAST, SOURCE REPORTED THAT



I /
4

/
.Vi

PAGE TWO

FOR INFORMAZION LOS ANGELES, THIRD TRIAL OF NEWTON FOR

MANSLAUGHTER WAS SCHEDULED TO HAVE BEGUN OCTOBER TWELVE LAST, BUT

HAS BEEN CONTINUED ON VARIOUS MOTIONS BY DEFENSE. NEXT COURT

i DATE FOR NEWTON IS OCTOBER TWENTYSIX NEXT, WHEN TRIAL EXPECTED

TO BEGIN.

SOURCES HAVE FURNISHED NO ADDITIONAL INFORMATION CONCERNING

A POSSIBLE TRIP TO LOS ANGELES BY NEWTON.

ADMINISTRATIVE

SOURCE IS

LOS ANGELES REQUESTED TO ATTEMPT TO VERIFyI

SAN FRANCISCO WILL FOLLOW ACTIVITIES OF NEWTON AND WILL
r

IMMEDIAIELY ADVISE IF ANY ADDITIONAL INFORMATION RECEIVED

CONCERNING

END
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Transmit the following in
{Type in plaintext or code)
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(Priority)

Tq^: DIRECTOR, FBI (105-165429)

LEGAT, OTTAWA (157-268) (P)

HUEY PERCY NEWTON
EM - BPP, KBE

Please note dissemination restrictions in
paragraph 4.
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Tele. Room

!
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^
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^fO: DIRECTOR (105-165429)

OCT 7 197]

Q
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Me

HUEY PERCEY NEWTON, AKA, EM - BPP (KBE)

NEWTON APPEARED IN ALAMEDA COUNTY SUPERIOR COURr^ON OCTOBER

TWENTYSIX INSTANT, AS SCHEDULED, WHERE ARGUMENTS CONTINUED ON

VARIOUS PRELIMINARY MOTIONS BY NEWTON’S ATTORNEY, CHARLES R, GARRY,

HEARING BEING HELD BEFORE SUPERIOR COURT JUDGE LYLE COOK AND

CONTINUED UNTIL MORNING OCTOBER TWENTYEI6HT NEXT, PENDING DECISION

BY STATE SUPREME COURT ON MOTIO^^YqOEFENSE TO DISQUALIFY COOK

ASPRESIDING JUDGE. ^ REC* 45>, ./ ^

AT TODAY’S HEARING DURING A HEATED ARGUMENT BETWEEN PROSECUTOR

DONALD P. WHYTE AND GARRY, SEVERAL OF NEWTON’S FOLLOWERS IN

COURT ROOM AS SPECTATORS, YELLED "RIGHT ON" IN SUPPORT OF GARRY’S

ATTACK ON THE ALAMEDA COUNTY DISTRICT ATTORNEY’S OFFICE. ,-aARRY

END PAGE ONE 16 OCT 29 1971

^‘cc to IDIU^ 7^5^
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1?AGE T’WO

MOTIONED FOR NEWTON SUPPORTERS TO CALM DOWN AS JUDGE COOK ADMONISHED

BOTH GARRY AND WHYTE FOR THEIR CONDUCT DURING THE COURT SESSION.

ON afternoon OCTOBER TWENTYSIX INSTANT, STATE SUPREME COURT

DENIED MOTION BY DEFENSE TO DISQUALIFY JUDGE COOK.

ADMINISTRATIVE! BUREAU WILL BE KEPT ADVISED.

END

RKX
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OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10

MAY 1962 EIDITION

G5A FPMR (41 CFR) 101-11.6

UNITED STATE^jjjj^ERNMEN

Memorandum
UNITED STATES VERNMENT

subject:

DIRECTOR, FBI (105-165429)

SAC, SAN FRANCISCO (157-1203)

HUEY PERCY ^WtON, aka
EM-BPP (KBE)

date: 10/22/71

Inquiry of the California/Department of Motor Vehicles
(DMV) , through California Law Enforcement Teletype System
(CLETS) , determined t^t- on 4/19/67 Subject was issued California
Driver's License Ntm^Jer K0124266 and his address was given as
881 47th Street, O^landj, California, which is the address
of Subject's p^^p^tsV Ihformation from DMV shows an alias of
NEWTON as Huey '^atorn

I

Inquiry at DMVj, through CLETS, further revealed that
Subject is the registered owner of a 1963 Dodge Sedan,
Vehicle Identification Nlumber (VIN) 6135151293, bearing
1971 California License iAXP921. Registration information
shows vehicle sold in 1963 and license issued to Subject
10/27/70.

LEADS

^
SACRAMENTO

|/

AT SACRAMENTO,, CALIFORNIA . Will determine if Subject's
California driver's license i's stTll valid.

2. Will obtai|n information regarding alias Huey Neaton,
as shown in DMV records.,

3. Will obtaijn all information available concerning
registration of 196 3 Dodjge in order to determine previous
owner.

4. Will deterjmine if any other vehicles are registered
to Subject in state of California.-, ,

(J) - Bureau EX‘11E - - ,—^—

,

„===«
2 - Sacramento 1

y. « OCT 88 1371

j

5|JMUV4

f8 OCT 28 1971

Buy U.S. Savings Bofids Begularly on the Bayroll Savings Plan
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UNITED STATES S^v^ERNMEN

Memorandum
UNITED STATES ERNMENT

5010-107-02 *

If

DIRECTOR, FBI

FROM ^LEGAT, HONG KONG

'W

'

t

V /

subject: HUEY PERCY NEWTON
EM - BLACK PANTHER PARTY (BPP)

. (HON File 157-23) (P)

. I date: 10/12/71
*• i

II

CLAOTEDBY
DECLASSIFY ON: 25}Ui_ __

EM - BLACK PANTHER PARTY (BPP)
(HON File 157-24) (P)

EM - BLACK PANTHER PARTY (BPP)
(HON File 157-25) (P)

4LI, IHFCRMAT ION CORIAIfED
^

’3 \jv

Es:cE?'!: ph;;,

;

iE shohii f

OlKMtWISS.

53 CD <»

^ «

Re Tokyo cable, 10/8/71.

-Ci, I
'!

t f

f'F/

i ,M
.= *(

Enclosed for the information of the Bureau and
San Francisco are six copies each of Hong Kong newspaper
accounts of subjects' entry and exit to mainland China. i

The newspaper editions are "South China Morning Post," and
the "Hong Kong Standard", 9/29/71, and 10/9/71.

i M pH
IMBKlii

H .Miwwin
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^Tonfr Kons^ Stanijard, date

US Biack Panttser leader

.!f|uey New ton was
smuggled” IhiOiigli Hong-

kbng yesterday by Com-'|
raiirsis* travel officials and
pt on board a BOAC plane

tte San Francisco.

Tiis Comnianssts played
fivs-hoiss cat and mouse

I
giime ’.vitli jonmallsts froiii

! Ipwa border station, to

tneir secret hotel and Sien
wbisked Newton, Ids

secretary Elaine Brown and
bodyguard Robert Leonard
Say, off in a private ear to

isaitak airport.

Officiabi at the Coni-
rriumst hotel refu.scd to

reveal his whereabouts.

[
Newton, &ee on US$-

SCOjOOO bail, is scheduled
tcj go on trial in Oakland,
(ililornbi, on October 32 in

connection witli the slaying

.o r a policeman.
He secretly crossed the

Hongkojig-China border
yesterday after a 10-day
visit to China. He entered

Cfiina
,
on September 28
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BLACK Panther leader Huey Newton, awaiting a trial on murder

charge in tire United States, entered China yesterday.

China Travel Service officials arranged to get Newton and two

other Negroes on the last afternoon train to Canton. Tlrey left the Hilton

Hotel at about 10.45 am.
The two Americans with Newton ore Elaine Brown, information

officer for the Black Panthers, and Robert Leonard Bay, identified in

reports from Oakland, California, as a bodyguard.
New'ton, free on US.$50,000 bail, is scheduled to go on trial in

Oakland on October 12 on charges resulting from the slaying of Oakland
policeman John Frey in 1968 in a Panther-police sliootbut.

[t will be Newton’s tliird trial in the case. He was
'

convicted of voluntary manslaughter in September 196,8

but an appellate court overturned the verdict in July

1970. A second trial ended in a hung jury last montli.

Newton and Iris two companions arrived here late .
.

Monday niglit aboard a Canadian Pacific Airlines flight

from Vancouver, according to a CP Air spokesman.

They checked into two suites in the Hongkong Hilton
_

md refused to talk to newsmen,
'

They checked in the morning and went directly to

!he Lowu border station with officials of the China Travel

HONGIC
China has been a strong supporter of the Black

Panthers and other militant black groups in the United
States. Twice in the last eiglit years

: ^

^ Chairman Ma.o Tse-timg issued

,

special statements siipporting

what he called the “struggle” of
the “black people in the Unitc<l

.
States”.

Mao’s first statement was
. issued on August 8, 1963, in

response to a request from
Robert Williams, a leader of the

National Association for the
Advancement of Coloured
People (NAACP). Williams then
was a fugitive staying in Cuba,

i
,

He later went to China for an
. extended stay and returned to

q the United States last year.

*T wish to take this

opportunity, on beh:ilf of the

Clunese people, to express our
resolute support for the

American Negroes in their

struggle against' racial
‘ discrimination and for freedom

and equal rights,” Mao said in

his 1963 statement
On April 16, 1968, shortly

after the assassination of Martin
Luther

^
King,

,
Mao issued,, his -,

^

second ' ^statemeftt' '“dii ’"the

,

“AlrO’^Ariiericari'"5U'ug^c”. ’>: d-

“At present, the world
revolution has entered a new
era,” Mao said in Ids last

statement. “The struggle of the

black people in the United
Stiites for emancipation is a

component part of the general
struggle of all the people of the
world against US imperialism, a :

.

component part of die
contemporary world revolution.

% ;/«
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BLACK Panther leader Huoy Newton in the living room
th penthouso in. Oakland. His lawyer claims the penthouse

F* radiophoto

of his UfvS700 3[

is “tike a prison'*.;
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The Slack Panther leader, Mr Huey Newton,'

back from a week-long tear of China, played a

successful game ’ of hide-aijd:seek with ' journalists,

before slipping out of tlie Colory to the United

States yesterday. .
,

'

Mr Newton, who is due to' ' y
tippear at a trial in Oakland, f

'

'I
' -"fv ,'k

,

' ;!

Calltbrnia, on October 12,
.

|

, •, ...ij

crossed the border a! Lowti at » '
.[

aVtout noon yesterday. '
, !

'

' -

Newsmen at the Kowloon f
,

•'
, {

Railway Station wasted in 'vain
]

'

rj w .i

for his ari'ivai.
] /

- r "t
’

'

'

'-tj

Meanwhik;, the controversial ^

l"
'

V.

American negro revolutionary ,i -
,

,
,

' A
' cliecfced into ike Golden Gate .

j

Hotel in Kowloon. •. r
' r-,, '

. -i

Hotel clerks confirmed he '

, I J

wa,s registered at the hotel, .

‘
‘ =!•',

j

# - :

But asked by a S. C. M. g. |
Post reporter at 4 pm, a clerk '! ij ’ /' ’

. said he had stepped out of the
ivir riuey Newton

However, about 15 minutes
j

Kai Tak airport, about 20
later, Mr Newton, .accompanied

|
minutes before BOAC flight

by Miss Elaine Brown, ' 910 whi ;h was bound for San
information officer for the

j
Francisco via Tokyo, was due

Panthers and Mr Robert Ba>',
j

to take off.

identified as his' bodyguard, A Chinese man assisted in

rushed out of the hotel into a arranging their documents at

bus which sped them to Kai the check-in counter. The
Tak. party stccessfuily dodged the

Hotel clerks persisied in their press and was taken out to

story that Mr Newton would theaircrtft.

return to his hole! rooni. It was learned that Mr
Amid tight secrecy, Mr Newton and his party left the

Newton and his party reached airport with only their attache

iVlr Huey Newton

Kai Tak airport about 20
minutes before BOAC flight

910 whi ;h was bound for San
Francisco via Tokyo, was due
to take off.

A Chinese man assisted in

arranging their documents at

the check-in counter. The
party stccessfuily dodged the

press and was taken out to

theaircrtft.

It was learned that Mr
Newton and his party left the

airport with only their attache

cases, while their baggage was

left in the hotel.

Two other foreign groups
arrived here yesterday

.
front

China.

A 22-member French
women’s delegation, headed by
Madarre Claire Leclerc,
national 'President of thC'
French Women’s Action
Committee, returned after a 14-

day visia.

lionoored

Madame Leclerc, from
Coioinbey-la-Belie, said the

delegation’s visit to the

mainland “was ' to see how
women live and work” there.

She said .;she met Madame
Chiang Citing, wife of

Chairman Mao Tsc-tung, and

Madame Teng Ying-chao, wile

"of the- Premier, Mr Chou En-iai,

at a . banquet given by the

Chinese to mark the Oct. .1

Nauonal Day in Peking. .

A 14, man Japanese Trade

mission led by Mr Takashi

Tohyama, also arrived from
China yesterday.

” We negotiated steel

business with' the Chinese
during our stay in China, ” Mr
Tohyama sitid. He declined to

give details of the transaction

because "business is always a

secret."

1

China Morning Post, date.i^.T.

. WOMAOT COMTAIl®
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Mr NEWTON’

on trip

riiina
A co-founder of the Black

Panther Party, Mr Huey
Newton, yesterday crossed the
border into China after a brief

stopover in Hongkong,
The leader of the militant

black power organisation in the <

United States was accompanied 1

'

by a Panther information
oi^cer. Miss Elaine Brown, and

,

Mr Robert Leonard Bay, said

. to be Mr Newton's bodyguard.
The trio fiew into Hongkong

on Monday night from
Vancouver.

After spending a night at the ;.*

Hilton Hotel, they took a mid- *

morning - train and crossed
,

Lowu at l.lOpm.
Apparently they were in a

rush or had a last-minute
,

change of plan, as they were
1

said to have booked hotel

accommodation for two weeks.
The 29-year-old Mr Newton

|

is due to go on trial in Oakland i

on October 12 on an in-
'

voluntary manslaughter charge
j

resulting from the killing of an
Oakland police officer in 1967

in a Panther-pojice shoot-out.

U will be Mr Newton’s third

trial in the case. He was
convicted of in voluntary

manslaughter in September
1968, but an appeals court

throw out the verdict in' July

1970.

A second trial ended with no
verdict last.month.
Mr Newton is on

U.S.$50,000 bail, but his travel

is not restricted.

It was Mr Newton who
wrote the code for Panthers five

years ago. He called for

complete black control of
business, police and courts in

negro areas.

Peking has been a strong

supporter of the Black Panthers

and other militant black groups
in the United States.

Currently also in China are

a negro American civil rights

leader, the Rev Hosca Williams

of the Southern Christian
Leadership Conference, and his

wife. ,

Ml information contain® '
,
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Transmit the following in

AIRTEL

Date: lOUHll

(T^pe in plaintext or code)

AIRMAIL - REGISTERED
(Priority)

DIRECTOR, FBI (105-165429)

SAC, SACRAMENTO (157-777) (RUC)

I

Mr. Tolson
Mr. Felt

Mr. Rosen
Mr. Mohr..,.,

Mr. Bi.<;hop

Mr. Wilier,

Mr. Callahfe^ I

Mr. Casp®r._l_j^f|
Hr. Conrad ^ ‘ I

Hr. Dalney f

Ir. Cleveland I

Ir. Ponder
'

'

fr. Pates.
fr. Tavel
r. Walters.
— —
de. Room
iss Holines_.

iss Gandy

HUEY PERCY 'UEilTON, aka
EM - BPP (KBE)
00: SF

j...

All IflFORMATION COfTTWHa

HEREIN IS UffiLASSfflffi ^ ^

8r33

ReSFlet to Bureau, 10/15/71.

This is to advise that information was con-
fidentially received from Internal Revenue Service in
Sacramento, California, on 10/22/71. indicating that

The above is being submitted to the Bureau to
avoid unnecessary coverage of leads set forth in relet.

RK-15

ZJ- Bureau (RM)

2 - San Francisco (157 -1203) (RM)
1 - Sacramento
GMSrepg
(5)

2 OCT ,;.c ir,



$
NR 029 SF/CODE

BUStAU CF ^^'V'oTlGAT'.Ofa

QQMMUNimi^CwS sect:o.^j

0CT231971 / ,

/ o V
/ •-

TEtEnfpa

^3 AM/ijITEL 10-22-71 (SENT 10-23-71) RLA

TO DIRECTOR (ATTN: DID) (105-165429)

iW-Z.

AH
C0KTON3 Mr.

FROM:

LOS ANGELES

SAN FRANCISCO (157-1203)

I

Mr.
^

_

Mr. Pelt

Mr. Roson
Mr. Mohr
Mr. Bishop

Mr. Miller, ESi
Mr. Callahan

Mr. Casper
Mr. Conrad
Mr. Balboy

i
B'i’r. Cleveland

;
Mr. Ponder
Mr, Bates
Mr. Tavel

jllir. Walters

l^lr. S-^yars

5 Tele. Room

I
Miss Holmes

I
Miss Gandy

SUBJECT: HUEY P. TiEWTON; ADA, EM- BPP ( KBE)

ON EARLY EVENING OCTOBER TWENTYTWO, INSTANT, SOURCE REPORTED



SAN FRANCISCO WILL FOLLOW ACTIVITIES OF NEWTON AND WILL KEEP

BUREAU AND LOS ANGELES ADVISED*

END*.

HOLD



/
.of !WVJST!GATiOiM

.CGiV:.-'.;|JiMiGATIONSS0p,Tipi\?

00: S

0

NR 020 SF PLAINTEXT .TEL.ET:fPBi

1222AM NITEl^ 10/28/71 JAK SENT 10-29-71 MXH
^

!

TO DIB^CTOR (105-165429) (ATTN: D. I. D, ) 1

/ t-iMAiy 1

FROM SAN FRANCISCO (157-1203) ( P) 2P U if'*
f

I

i

c
HUEY PERCY NEWTON, AKA., EM - 0PP ( KBE)

.

m

FOLLOWING DEVELOPMETS IN NEWTON’S COURT CASE

OCCURRED OCT. TWENTYEIGHT INSTANT.
^

PROCEEDINGS BEGAN Ip ALAMEDA COUNTY SUPERIOR COURT,

OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA, WITH HEARING BEFORE PRESIDING SUPERIOR

COURT JUDGE ROBERT KRONINGER CONCERNING PEREMPTORY CHALLENGE

OF JUDGE LYLE E. COOK. JUDGE KRONINGER CRITICZED DEFENSE

ATTORNEY CHARLES R. GARRY’S CHALLNEGE AS BEING "FRIVOLOUS AND

IRRELEVANr AND REASSIGNED CASE BACK TO JUDGE COOK.

JUDGE COOK DENIED MOTION BY GARRY THAT CHARGES

AGAINST NEWTON BE DROPPED ON GROUNDS HE HAD BEEN HELD IN DOUBLE

JEOPARDY DURING HIS SECOND TRIAL BECAUSE OF ALLEGED JURY

END PAGE ONE

i

Mr. Tnlgnn

Mr.
Mr. Rosen_—
Mr. Mohr_____
Mr* Mshop y
/l/Lfcer, ESJv

Irim'. O^lahan '

I
Mr. Casper

s Mr. Conrad
Mr. Dalb^'y

j
Mr. Cleveland

I
Mr. Ponder

1 Mr. Bates

I
Mr. Tavel

j
Mr. Walters

i Mr. Soyars—

i

Tele. Boom
Miss Holmes
Miss Gandy

HERON JS

! data deleted" f

sif

® NOV 2 1971



i i

PAGE TWO

SF 157-1203 I

TAMPERING BY JUDGE HAROLD HOVE. JUDGE COOK ALSO RULED THAT I
METHOD OF SELECTING GRAND JURY THAT INDICTED NEWTON IN NINETEEN I
SIXTYSEVEN WAS CONSTITUTIONAL, JUDGE COOK ALSO REFUSED TO

RELEASE TO GARRY THE ADDRESSES OF TWO PRIME PROSECUTION I
WITNESSES

I

~| bUT INDICATED b7c

GARRY WOULD HAVE OPPORTUNITY TO INTERVIEW BOTH WITNESSES BEFORE I
THEY TESTIFY IN A MEETING TO BE WORKED OUT WITH PROSECUTOR I
DONALD P. WHYTE. I

JUDGE COOK CONTINUED THE TRIAL UNTIL NOV. TWO I
NEXT, WHEN HE WILL RULE ON DEFENSE MOTION CHALLENGING NEWTON’S

NINETEEN SmjifFOUR FELONY CONVICTION. I
ADMINISTRATIVE: I

BUREAU WILL BE KEPT ADVISED. I
END. . . I
WJM FBI WA



Date: 10/21/71

Transmit the following in

AIRTEL

(Tn« it pfaiiuml or eoit)

FROM:

DIRECTOR, FBI (105-165429)

SAC, ATLANTA (157-5204) (P)

I

SUBJECT: HUEY PERCY NEWTON
EM - BPP
00: San Francisco

Re Atlanta teletype to Bureau, dated 9/8/71.

Enclosed for the Bureau are the original and

four copies of an LHM, captioned and dated as above, and

for San Francisco as office of origin five copies of the

TJTy
, Two copies of this LHM are being furnished to los

Angeles, Cleveland, New Orleans, Mobile and Birmingham.

One copy of the LHM has been disseminated to

U. S, Secret Service, Atlanta, Georgia,

Bureau Agents observing NEWTON

*

.s arttvtties

1'^

-

2^ - Bureau (Enc^^OS'^^ ^

2 - San Franc iseo'^ (157-1203) (Enc. 5)

2 - Los Angeles (Enc. 2)

2 - Cleveland (Enc. 2)

2 - New Orleans (Enc. 2) j-y -inrt

2 - Mobile (Enc. 2)

2 - Birmingham (Enc. 2)

3 - Atlanta
(2 - 157-5204) (NEWTON)
(1 - ^-4542) (BPP) 7 0 I

Approved:
55 Ni \m

fUtti /

Special Agrat in Chorge

Jf
-IT tllftlitfiiy

4 OCT 25 1971

1

' \

OPO : 1#T0 O > 402-716

tr

tr'
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T

AT 157-5204

Sources utilized in enclosed LHM are as follows:

Source one jis
Source two Is
Source three
Soiurce four is

jC£ROB) (Discontinued)
nCPBOB)
PROS)

It is noted that Atlanta sources were completely
unaware of NEWTON *s presence in Atlanta or that NEWTON
intended to travel to Atlanta until NEWTON contacted BPP
Headquarters, Atlanta, Georgia, the morning of 9/8/71,

This LHM is being classified confidential due to
the fact the unauthorized disclosure of the information con-
tained herein could hb prejudicial to the defense interests
of the nation and could reasonably result in the disclosure
of the sources. j

Receiving offices determine subscribers to listed
telephone numbers and conduct appropriate investigation.



STATES DEPARTMENT OFISTICE
FEDERAL BIUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

(Tp
yo?r

Atlanta, Georgia

October 21, 1971

I CONFIDINTIAL

HUEY PERCY NEWTON
EXTREMIST MATTERS -

BLACK PANTHER PARTY

oYYY

The Black Panther Party (BPP) is a black
extremist organization started in Oakland,
California,

I

in December, 1966. It advo-
cates the ui^e of guns and guerrilla tactics
to bring ab<|>ut the overthrow of the United
States Government.

At 8:45 P. ifi,

,

September 5, 1971, Special Agents
of the FBI observed HUey Percy Newton, Minister of Defense
for the BPP, Oakland, j California, arrive at Atlanta Airport
bn Delta Air Lines Flight 814. accompanied bv Newton*s body-
guard.

I

rne group be

took a taxi from the Atlanta Airport to the Regency Hyatt b7c

House, 265 Peachtree $treet, N. E., Atlanta, Georgia. Source
one advised that reservations had been made in the name of
Alcorn for Rooms 1814 L 1815 and 1816, to depart the Regency
September 6, 1971. The rate per day for the rooms was noted
at $128.75—paid by c|ish.

On September 6, 1971, source one advised that during
that morning reservations for Newton's party had been extended
to September 7, 1971, Through source one and observation by
Special Agents of the FBI, it was determined that Newton's

This document contain^ neither recommendations nor conclusions
of the FBI, It is thb property of the FBI and is loaned to
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed
outside your agency, \ ,

CONFIDBN«^
Excluded fr^ Automatic

Downgrading an^^eclassifIcation

/os -
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"HUEY PERCY NEWTON

OONFID^IAL

group remained in theifr hotel suite during the entire
day, September 6, 1971, leaving the room for supper in
a hotel restaurant, Hugo’s, 9:50 P. M.

,
returning to

their room at 11:30 P|. M. Through source one it was
determined that the glroup had rented a 1971 Dodge Polara,
1971 Georgia license U)R 214. from the Chrysler Leasing
Company in the name o|f September 6. 1{

utilizing American Express creair cara nWberl
showing an address of|

Oakiana. California, land Caliioruia uriver's license
""

\
The vehicle was to be returned to the Hertz

Kent a 1 Agency at the Atlantf

—

T»r>r»T»i- r>n «2 a»r.-«-r»inh«f v—
On September 7, lavi, source one aavisea tnat

Newton’s group had again extended reservations on their
suite until September 8, 1971, and through source one and
observation bv Speciall Agents of the FBI, it was determined
that Newton anc remained in their rooms the
entire day of Septemb|er y, 1971, while

]

spent a brief (time in the lobby of the Regency window-
ShOpping and buying magazines.

On the eventing of September 7, 1971, observatixi by
Special Agents of the| FBI determined that a second female
arrived at the Regenck^ Hyatt House and became a part of
Newton’s group, it subsequently being determined that this
second female was

On Septembeir 7, 1971, sources two, three and four
advised there had been no indication at the Atlanta chapter
of the BPP, 2041 Dunwoody Street, S, E,, Atlanta, Georgia,
that Defense Minister, Huey Newton, was in Atlanta, Georgia,
or Intended to make a visit to Atlanta.

On September 8, 1971, source one again advised
that room reservations once again had been extended this
time until September |9, 1971, and that the group had been
requested to make payinent for their present bill to date
which they did in cas^.

confibential

- 2 -



HUEY PERCY NEWTON

f

«•

CONFIDENTIAL

f '
'

On the mornling of September 8, 1971, source
two advised that the 1Atlanta BPP headquarters had re-
ceived a telephone call from Huey Newton advising Atlanta
Chairman, Ssmi^^lliam , that he was in Atlanta, fieprgla.
and wished to visit t he Atlanta chapter at which time
he would give a brief news conference. The source advised
that Newton had state d he would make his visit and the
news conference at ap proximately 9:00 A. M., September 8,
1971.

At approximi
by

|

by Special Agents of t
Regency Hyatt House a
1971 Dodge Polara and
Atlanta chapter of th^

Atlanta, Georgia, arr
Observation by Specia
headquarters on Dunwoi
among which was the 1
news media in the Atl;

During this
during his interview
its central headquart(
request for clarifica
it and I’m now in Atli
foundation for the mo'

place in the next six
for the move to At Ian
conference, Special A
his group return agaii
to their suite of rooi

itelv 9:45 A. M. . Newton,, accompanied
I
were observed

le FBI to leave their suite in the
id depart the Regency in the rented
travel from downtown Atlanta to the

i BPP, 2041 Dunwoody Street, S. E,,
LVing at approximately 10:00 A, M,
L Agents in the vicinity of the BPP
>dy Street revealed numerous vehicles,
)71 Dodge Polara, and vehicles of the
inta area—newspapers, radio and television,

news conference, Newton publicity announced
;hat "the BPP is contemplating moving
!rs to Atlanta" and in response to a
:ion Newton replied, "We are considering
inta, Georgia, in order to lay the
re to Atlanta, Georgia. It might take
months, but we are laying the foundation
;a, Georgia," Following the news
rents of the FBI observed Newton and
1 to the Regency Hyatt House and thence

At approximately 12:30 P. M. ,
September 8, 1971,

[were observed by Special Agents of the
FBI to return to the lobby of the Regency at which time it

was subsequently determined by Special Agents that

CONFIHENTIAL

3
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HUEY PERCY NEWTON

CQNFIDj^IAL

using a vniith card ini the name of
| |

made reservations
for

I
aboard United Air Lines Flight

396 to depart Atlantal, Georgia, 5:55 P, M, ,
September 9, 1971,

arriving in Cleveland^ Ohio. 7:30 P . M,
,
September 9. 1971.

Reservations were madb bvl I for H. Newton,
an<j I

aboard Deljta Air Lines Flight 19F, 747 Flight
to San Francisco, departing Atlanta Airport 4:50 P. M.

,

September 9, 1971, arriving in San Francisco, 7:52 P. M.

,

September 9, 1971.

On Septembei* 8, 1971, sources two, three and four
advised that Newton's announcement concerning the proposed
move of the BPP National Headquarters to Atlanta, Georgia,
was entirely unexpected and has thrown the Atlanta chapter
of the BPP into a complete turmoil what with their attempting
to make plans as to their future actions and preparations
for their unexpected, important position.

On Septembe:
by Special Agents and
that Newton and his g:

returning the afterno*

at the desk, Newton ai

the Regency.

At approxim:
was noted that f

the front of the Regej
1965 Valiant, bearing
at that time bearing 1

fied as being Georgia
I ]

rear seat of the^^nd
the two vehicles depa]
P. M.

,
arriving at th<

: 9, 1971, through continued observation
through source one, it was determined
:oup did not depart the Regency since
)n of September 8, 1Sl2J and that, following
1 the lobby by Newton while

completea iinai arrangements
id his group made preparations to leave

tely 2:30 P. M. . September 9, 1971, it

I
entered a taxi at

Lcy Hyatt House and that a blue-g^ay,
1971 Georgia license BBN 684, drived
wo Negro male occupants who identi-
State Representative. Julian^^nd and
[ewton,r I

entered the
vehicle and Special Agents observed
t the Regency at approximately 2:45
Atlanta Airport at 3:10 P. M. Newton,

CONFIDENTIAL

4
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HUEY PERCY NEWTON

CONFIPyTIAL

accompanied by Julian I
Bond and the others, entered Atlanta

Airport where they wejit directly to a lounge—remaining
there until approximately 3:50 P. M.

,
at which time Julian

I
departed the Newton party. The Newton

party was observed by Special Agents to depart the main
lobby of the airport jtermlnal, walking to the gate for
departure by Newton making no other
encounters with Individuals ana wewton apparently being
unrecognized by others
observed Newton ,[

In the concourse. Special Agents
]depart Atlanta Airport

at 4:50 P. M.
,
September 9, 1971, via Delta 747, Flight

Number 19F to San Francisco,

[

Special Age lat

Flight 396, 5:55 P.

On September
registration informat|i
by Newton and his par

J
bserved
depart on united Air Lines

September 9, 1971,

9, 1971, source one made available
on concerning telephone calls placed

{ty; the numbers listed are as follows:

213-758-5894
216-883-2247
216-921-0884
318-387-0058
'4 15-843-7813'

-465-5047y
-655-8358*^

W
l5-^

4L5
4I5 532-6566y
415-653-0315^

763-0203 /
444-6363w
562-6223 f

821-3297
488-6887

Following N(

newspaper items appea:
ewton’s press conference, the following
red:

Journal".
The September 8, 1971, edition of "The Atlanta

confidMtiald^|ti

:b7C

5
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confidential

,'/ "'r*

!'3i Vv^' *-u

i

ll
'

' :Jf n

I!\ ll.MiMON PKIIRV

l{\i'\v Xc'vvlon, rniiiisior of'

c'cloi:‘'f’ of !!ic niac'l; [‘anthyr

p.'irty, s.’.id WiKiiVJsday in Al-

iai'.i.a lha r'a.nthor.s will movo
fhi'ir i)!:.-.d(ji)a!'icr.'; l)cve.

“li's only loi-jiaal lhat 1hc

liberal of Idack )X'Opic

bo/, ill ir, !l;a boalh, w'loi'c Iboii'

r.ijpro.'^i'in Maitcni,” Ihcyniith-

fuMo'ilaii;; bbic;; 1' a n I li c r

load; r ;:ai(l clurin;; a pros.-;

COl'f; ; oiioo.

o'o\'‘'!an al :’0 anno'ar.eod a

Hi p'lrl pi'.'yi'.m t!io parly vAll

undi i'lal.o, incbaiiay cn'iiliasis

on lAlror l.onaiia; am! ea'ijjloy-

irmit and (Cjua.! jary repro^on-

t - i.,1 /
_;

3 'Oi-iV 'Vtiar I

J

lation for blacks an! 'aip'

pressed’’ peoiilc.

NliWTOX AllUlVIv) al I'ne

parly’s locail hc.a-dqii; rters al.

aOU Jiunv.'oody Si. Si:! aboiil.'iO

niinule.s laic, iok! iininediatcly

’ivonl inlo ;i hai'idsliaking ses-

sion with feliov; parik' iricrii-

bers who rvore ;iW3iifing his

carnv.'!!.

i.'i'cs.sed in Irlncl; Iron.sci'K

liii'.l a black. Icaliio!' ja :'i;et and
carrying a swiiggcr flick, llic

IM ycnr-old ric'-vio!! jaid the

))ai'!y would cr.;)li:;uc iis .".bjcc-

li\ c; of “ending lac si n and
•Serving liu! peop’o,”

He added Ihal the ja.rly

would coc.pcralc wiih nher or-

j;ani:'.n!inn.s involved wilh live

‘'liberation” of bla.ak p-coiilc.

Allhoiigii he denied ropoi!,'-.

Iho p.'ii'l.v has .soilcned il.s ir.ili-

lanl ajiproaeh. .Ncwtoi did say

0.

'ic pai'ly objeclive 'vonld be
lo cli.'ingo llie jiarly iiTi.'ige and
chance i);c imaoc Dial all

rvliik;; lav “oi)ii;'c.‘.-;a.r.s” and
ail bl: ei..; viclin:;. of Ojipre:-.-

•sioii.

Kcwlnii is scheduled lo

siand l;i:i! a.-ioin iii the, dcidb

ol one p'licv oliiee.r and I'a-e

woundir.;: of li.’iolivr in Oak
land in }9r.7.

Hi- said be r\.i\:!d i^e in Al-

1.

'n.l'i few v-.ev ! ;o;v

reliiraing Oi.--;- ' Aya; I. i.lw:'

bi:,- fu''i'l .Inal ni ibe n-i'.y-’ut!

: /f-Os "-i; /Xk

Kv^^' i j y

Ilia! he, as mini.ster of de--

fcii-sd, is in charge of Hie

Biaek l^anllicr. parly, and

,

Bo'oby Scale is second in com- !

mnnd i

f

Eldridge Cleaver, in exile in
’

Algeria, was mini.slcr of infor-

nialion hut is iiot considered a
,

member of the parly because

of what one i.iai'iy member de-

scribed as Cleavcr’,s coanier-

rcvolntionary acts and Ids plii-

losophy Ibat it is necessary for

a eonf. -./nfiUio:'. now.
j

Kewton urged Ihat black

jicoplc not forgot Hiosa in-

volved in their own "libeiji-

lion,” citing parlicula'rly •'m-
.

gela Ibavis, now in a Califc.r-

nia Jail on ciiavges of conspir-

acy to mu'rder.
'

1

XhWrOX MAI" '

E'l’ !!;

.

CONFI^E^ML
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Fmdhers IM^wirng MQ
To Aiiumta-

Jly AARON TAYLOR
Hailing 1 !ic Soulh as a "logical” local

ix'ir'l for black libnralion, Blade Paiilhcr

par!;; Ivacler Ilucy P. Newton announced
iVc,:;,ea(!ay llic relucaliua of Li.,: inilllant or-

rarirali'in from Oa!Ja!;(i, Calif., to Allan'a.

The niO\e, KewUin tiiicl newiman, is Jogi-

eal Since u!.;ci;s enjoy a jaipinaijoi! majority

la ic ; :.d^ "lliis i.s wiieri. iiie cuiilradiciion of

"We .should iool: to the f.outl; for libera-

tion,” lie .said, (kiiing a jii'e.ss cojifeiejicc ;i{

II'.. p.-.-rlN ’.s .Allan','1 oflic.r.

The inci'.'c will pro’:\:b!y occur wiilri!; si.y

lie .said, addi.ss, the ,grO'ap's oliorIvS

"ein 1)0 to serw the coiinniajity in any way
can."

Xc'.'.ien vNiled Nc'vv (trle.'iii.s, l^a., an:)

1 )..’! IS, 'i'f.'.;., on iii.s way to Atbn'a but .set-

llM Oil till' Ceorgia c.anilal "because o,' liie

o;,;'s:-.s!vo thinking and aclions of Ilie i.'co-

f.(' Ih's'c.’' He did no! oiabarale.

' lb.' declined lo .say Ituw loiig b.c wo.ild visit

mwiom '

AHanla, but added (hat bi-s third trial on

charges of slaying an Oakkand policeman

four years ago would begin the first of Oclo-

bd
[lie said b.e is confidonl, howcvci', Iba.l lie

will win an accinillal of lbs charges of k!lliii;g

Pa rolman John Frey and assaulting Patrol-

men Herbert Heuncs.

N'pwton was convicted of .mansknightcr
and sentenced to two to 15 years for the

dc.: ih c! Frey. After .serving 22 months of

that .sentence, a judge said tho'jury that con-

vie ed him was improperly in.sirncted and or-

dci ed a new trial.

rhe .second trial ended two months ago

willi a hung jury and a ll'iird trial i.s .sched-

ule:! to be held in Oakland in early Oclobei;;

The 29-yeai'-y!(l bachelor, dres.sccl in . a

but :ouless blact; leather waist coat, black

troji.scrs and a .sky-btuc knit shirt, indicaRa

CONE Idenial
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. ;; V :
: ai;'! all

'

;

*

‘‘‘L’ !C*i a I f'l < ‘aj^l't.i-7'Oii-

()• . .! I'c aa:-', !'J "ii'iproV’?

. 1;,, 1,
i.rJV'ra'ly nix! of uhiica

:

I-

,

whiles woarin-; rcilljova'a

v, M ow :;! i:! llio parh office, a ixa! oju’-

. o til, m; !n;C-sIi;!ik'(l

! > :.v,i O'iy Sir* c:l NIs.

Acv.ioii also i-eilers'Uvl ihc parly’s 30-

::l jiici.'iram and the party's conimunity

pro:;:a;nK, ^.l'.ich include, free br(ial;[asts for

di'.tcli'cn.

Alllmudh lu- laljclcd a jnurder (he shooting

death of Ctcorgc Jac’uson, a "fiolcdsd

hrolher” hilled during an escape attempt

from Saa Quentin, lie app-arcntly softened the

irdiitant prin'.lier phiiosophy,

“We’re advocaters of Iho abolition of ViT-r

anti abolition of guns,” Keivtoa said. . .

lie labeled as “iiisincerc” recent .state-

ments liv the House Inlerij:'.! Security Com-
mittee ti.at lb.-' group is no longer a .security

hail at !. till, nation.

‘'l'':cy .are tryirig h> (le-firseiis,” b.c said.

'I; they '.vc’a; .-ei ic'tta in tlvair anidy.si.s they’d

.( I;'.-.' c ir h'J.'.i jaci'.a's from our trail,”

.'Ml.ania I'olice Ciiief Herbert Jenkins dc-

c!i:.(d to conniicn! on the announcement by
Newton.

Ar.'J lih'iyi.r .'lani Ma-wscl], rc.aclird at an
trr, irti'in ecir!rer;‘!]'';\ in Piit.s-

Ivjri;’.!. I’a., commenled rnat ho doe.sn’i Itnoiv

h'.'.v “ilrv .arc .'lecoiiteii out in OakLand but
Ib' v .';h.-;, 1 d i.Uidcr.sia.nf.! Ih;ii their inrage ,n,'

v.e know it li-ave.s rnuc'i lo bo dv'sired.

overwhelniiiig majointy of wliito

lo.'wi'.'rsh'p in our aiea rejcchs the Klan and
its inii;!;-!!','. p’rilo.'.C'phy and the overv.Helmjng
in.ijorjiy o; h'a',-;; i<'-ni’- iwliiji in our area rc-

j c‘" t!'-- Paniiicrs. Atlarhi is doing qa'ic
.11 ivi'r,-,!;; the help of either of the.vc

juoi.ps,'’ h' s.,:d.

lie nddvd, “we liave iiiclb.i

Kiev vp', histoi'v of hate and ric-

rtr;wl'.,. ro I yaws we can deal will, the

o.a.la, d le ’iee Chic! tinuj-s Gain loll

t,.-' .'v: I i ,a,d 1 'i\m', "1 li'ink it W'.aklbj
\'‘r\ I'rrp:: .. h.-.; Oai.'ar.d if Pc (N.iwtfin)

.•‘s;.s.:.; a v. r;;.'',! .be b. ftcr j.I.ace, 1

'f •t'env wi’.i icni. Niv r

biic I rraab an st.^rU- * iil ().:, l,.;id five

yc.'.n'fi ago, witii Hobby Se.nlc as (’hniinrian

raid Kewtiip. idenli; !.'(’ a.s the ininister.of.de-..

f, 'rhe group, (hxs.sed in black leather

jacrins and carrying !;rw books ;ui(i .siiol-

f'.iai.n, fol'ow’.'.'d polir.enien throughout iiio

l)!ack coirmninily to protc.st alleged police

brut iliiy and indifference.

Tlie ariiic-ancemcnl drew a iTiiscd reaction

froii hlacl; le.ndcr.s here, some of them einie-

kiing privately at the announted move while

public o'feri.ng a Ino-lium liod of ajdJ.novn! to

flic addition of another civil rights grotii) to

Atlanta.

“AHanl.n i.s an open city,” KAACP presi-

dciit lyjnnie King .said, “The Chamber of

Conjtricrce thrasit — progrc.ssive Atlanta,

beautiful Atlanta — ha.s y,’orkcfl and it has

broaght every civil rights organization

herd.”

.
‘ It’s interesting that Atlanta has become

suclp a magnet,” he. added.

Fourth District Rep. Ecn B. BlackbuTii,

wliose district includes the Panther’s current

local hcadquarter.s in Kirkwood, said be i.sn’t

much worried about the potential move.

“Tljcy arc the most exaggerated force jh

Ainprica ... an aggregation of first-ela.ss nif-

u'it::. I giies.s I wc'u'ld )i,''ifc to liava any buiKh

of i: itwivs hangin,
.
around my di.strict.”

idlafT.buri; s.oid he ]3rcclict.s DeKalb
Coi nty Ir.'.v officers will give ,sn “unfriendly”

reception to the Pa!iilie!:s.

pmrnuiuiy Relations Commission direc-

tor Andrew Young viewed the inove cau-

fiow.S(\>, co.mmenting, “We have worked for

m.rny ycar.s building a leadersiiip commu-
nity. 1 think that rigl'.t r.ow it (Panlher.s)

wolild be, an ridditioal clcrncnl that 1. don’t

know iiow we’vd be able to relate to.”

Young feels (he group was fostered by Lho

billei'nc.ss of Uie “black Kortheni experi-

ence.’’ and add.s, “The Panthens will cither

hare to. conform to the .style- of ope.j’ations

fiu.t is con.'ined to the .Sordh or be isolated.

“I have a feeling that Korlheni ’nlack

folks are .afraid of white folks,” lie .s.aid,

‘'.S)u'l)cni black folks Irnow tlio white !nan
anil ti'.ereforc arc not afraid of liini.”

Sout'Mcni Cliri.^tian Leadcrshiip Confcwciu-e
cdeoutivfi director btemey r.’oc:!; commented,
“It 'll ho interesting to see what develops. At-

la il.'i i.s a ccoviplc ‘c)\’ difforc-ut ciiv fi-nm Oai;-

1a lid.-'

But .'amihc'!- black Ailanlai:., who as’.ud
!3(' to be icl.utiiicd, cii’.K kied .‘-oiily an.'-! re-
'' 00 !/ d. '‘i i'cij; ;!,e I’..'-. !;v rs’ ;.[;• ' U:

(.\ci: .d Led 1 tide'; il'.ey serw ;

lun^ic funeiie ; as .slic-c.. tio./i)/.,
’

i

ilNTIAL
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I : • \’ (^.y i. V.‘ Vv/ Of>U^Oi;i ti

) ,1 P Pi’: - [’ (^ P «

ivtsat l;‘is;?^Hied ra^itfaier ji/ii're

/

l:y llAliMON I>r!!l!V

Aiui lllicni ^!;H!i;li.L

Allanta's blriclt cornuranily

ha;: i cnclcd to Ihe a.nnour.ccd

move of l.hii Bh'.ck Pantlicr

pa; to Iho city with guarded

coiiirncnls and cliche; of v.'cl-

con.ic.

Pantlier leader Huey Hew-

l 0 n annoujiccd Wednesday
that his organization would

move it heatkiuarters from

Oakland to Atlanta sometime

within the next rdx months,

Perliaps tlic most serious

cxcir.neni, hov.’cvcr, v.vcs m-adc

by .a black le:Ki-?r who asl;ed

7in‘. to be identified “because

the r.'inthe.rs harojug .'-hot-

gniiis.”

.'TIPS IS tlie. las' gasp of a

dying organizalieny’ I’.e said.

Piacl; Paiiti'iiT jrarty incmliei'-

ship is eslimalc-d to be Jess

than 1,000 nationwide.

'Die I'tev. Jtalph Abeni'ithy,

prc.sideiit cf 11)0 .Southern

Ci!ri,-.t;an Leader.'Oii;) Coi.fcr-

ence, v.'as optimistic v.b.en

asked about tlie Panther's,

jnovo.

“I .say wc’oontc! . . . riglit

on!” A'uernalhy .s.nid, adding

that he wa.s pleasc-.i to see a

(troup de-dic.nled to tlio

pligiit of, black j'eople coming
to Atlanta.

But .A.t!;inta insura 'ee exec-

utive .lesic Hill said he fc'

the I'.'.n'.lr.ies could clioo.-:-

b-t;. ! S .utbera city if tl. \

re mainly eance: n: d aboul

irti'i/eua i-i heiisiag, eiuploy-

ua at an,] juiy duly.

)/o'.‘,t-ver, /iili .idd' !, !

^B. cm ml:,;U ;1’,

'a Id. ciiw’y cih'dli' u,;e"

b’.icl; )c .die; r; iii ihi i. i k S ^

1*1 cluniiiaic ‘'jietice oi et;;!-

'itv.'' '

Local L'AACP Pi'Gsiitehr

Lonnie King called the Pan-
ther.s the “.shock troops in the

civil rights jnovement” and
said that the influx of Pan-
(licr.s jnlo Atlanta might make
lliosc who have belt! back the

l)rogrc.ss of blacks more vail-

ing to deal wiUi his organiza-

tion, SCLC and the Urban
L-;guc.

L-PKOOK WADE, bxcculive
director of the Atlama Urban
League, wilhhcld con|imc;!t hc-

I cause, lie said, “all ] luiow

about that o;'|;;u7i;at:icn is

wluit Pve rend, anc some of

that lias been j'onmntici/.ci!

and some of il overly Inu sh. I

don’t personally know any
mcmbcr.s of Ibis oi-ganizaiicn,

and would like to witlihc'd

coininent until I do.”

.State Rep. .Julian Bond .said

the I'-’anllier iii.ove idiows ‘'the

.Soutli i,s not only (lie point of

origin of black ))C;op!e, but also

the .spiritiud and dealistie

haven of blacks.”

].!onfl a.lso added that (he

Pant herbs deci-Jon ‘ .suppo'. l.s

what Hie Chainbej- of Cc;',i-

mcrce h.'i.s beeii .saying, At-

lanta is a wonderful place (0

.
live, and wcH:.”

John Shabazz, a formey
Black Muslim nrinister in At-

lanta, saj’s he doe.sn’t undez-

.‘Jand why people are .so “u'.v

tight” about the P a n ( li e r

move.

“Oiie li'ick w li i t c s use
against blacks i.s telling them
one black is boiier than an-

other, wiien all blacks should
be sayiiig, ‘Welcome, brotiicr’

to the Panthers.”

IilEANWfflLE, Atlanta May-
or Sam Masse!! said the
“Panther image a-; we know, ft

leave.s rnucl; to be desired.” /

“Ilowe.ver,” he 'added, “tee

confidential
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l..'ive K!u.\' Klanv.'iih

rs hi.'-lory of liote nncl dcairuc-

l‘'m, .so 1 ''c can do;;!

.'ilh (he I'antlicr party as

well.”

IJc said t!ic 7Tiajrirj{y of

7vliite.s in Atlanta rcjcKit the
l.lan leadership, and the ma-
jority of blaciTSi reject fJie

l'’anthcrs.

“We can do quite well with-

out the hf'lp of (Other of thc.se

two f;roup.s,’' he said.

Lt. Gov. Jx:.stor ’.laddo.v told

tiie A.s' oei.nted rrcs.s, h.ow-

' ver, that the move j.s “Jrii'h.t-

“I HATE to see thi.s thin,"

h.ippen because we’ve pot
'iiOuph problems already .This

(.roui) i;j liccii.'--ed to slo'al, dc-
; tr jW and kill and was;e war
op .a our societv,” Mad(.!or
.died,

itep. Fletcher Thompso'i of

East Point reacted ?ugi’jl,v to

new.s of the Pardhcr.s jnovc,

.saying “Ihey’re not welcome.

We don’t need arjy I'ahblcd-

ronsing ngi!ntor.s in Atla.nla.’’

Speaking of Newton, Tiiomp

son .said, “We do not need
trouble makcuss <!>£ his'.sortin

the area and I amjsui e I .speak

for a majority ot|peQj>le in the

area.’’

AlJaiita Police (llliicf Herbert
Jenkins was un
comment but his countorrpart

in Oaklan.i, v,‘he:'e Ihc Panth-
ers maintahi.ed Ijoadquariers

now, had ])!e)!ty iC' ,s,ay.

Police Chief Charles Cain
said the transfer v.'oultl be
“very propitious for Oakland.

“If Newton th^

would be a better place, I

v.hylehe;.:.1vi.i]y a ft r e e with

him. My congratu:aiior:.s Id At-

lanta,” he said. j

'ivailabie for

;k3 Atkinta

Tr
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In Reply, Please R^er to

File No.

UNTTED STATES DEPARTMENT OF WsTICE
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Atlanta, Georgia

October 21, 1971

Title HUEY PERCY NEWTON

Character

Referenqe

EXTREMIST MATTERS -

BLACK PANTHER PARTY

Memorandum prepared at Atlanta,
dated and captioned as above.

All sources (except any listed helow) whose identities

are concealed in referenced communication have furnished reliable

infonnation in the past.

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI, It is the property
of the FBI and is looned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside
your agency.
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FESECWi CF INVESTIGATION

. COMMUNICATIONS SECTION

m 017 SF PLAINTEXT

11:3^ NITEL 11/2/71 CRH

Jdf: DIRECTOR (105-165429)

NOV 3 1971^

TEi^etypi^

(ATTtfc DID)

FROM: SAN FRANCISCO (157-1203) (P)

HUEY PERCY ^TON, AKA, EM - BPP ( KBD

,

00: SAN FRANCISCO.

PROCEEDINGS IN SUBJECT’S CASE IN ALAMEDA COUNTY

SUPERIOR COURT, OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA, RESUMED NOVEMBER TWO

INSTANT, AS SCHEDULED. AT THE PROCEEDINGS JUDGE LYLE COOK

GRANTED A DEFENSE MOTION TO STRIKE NEWTON* S PRIOR FELONY

CONVICTION FROM THE RECORD. THE JUDGE’S DECISION MEANS

THAT IF NEWTON IS CONVICTED IN THIS TRIAL ON VOLUNTARY

MANSLAUGHTER CHARGES HE WILL FACE A SENTENCE OF ONLY ONE TO

FIHEEN YEARS IN PRISON, AS A FELON WITH A PRIOR CONVICTION

HE WOULD HAVE BEEN LIABLE TO SENTENCE FOR TWO TO FIFTEEN

YEARS. JUDGE COOK BASED HIS DECISION ON CURRENT LAW, WHICH

DIFFERS FROM THAT WHICH WAS IN EFFECT IN NINETEEN SIXTYFOUR

!

Mr. Tolson

Mr. Felt

Mr. Rosen
Mr. Mohr
Jlr. Bishop .

Mr. MPl-r, ;

Mr. Callahan
Mr. Casper-
Mr. Conrad—
Mr.

!
Mr. CIe-s aland

I
lar. j.'Er.;2r

J
Mr. Bates
Mr. Tavel

I Mr. Walters—

I

Mr. £ayars
Tele. Room
Miss Holmes-
Miss Gandy

END PAGE ONE

A

4 1971
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; Adm. data acieisd
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PAGE TWO

SF 157-1203

WHEN NEWTON DEFENDED HIMSELF AGAINST ASSAULT CHARGES GROWING

OUT OF A KNIFE SLASHING INCIDENT.

JUDGE COOK TURNED DOWN MOTIONS BY DEFENSE TO ADMIT

EIGHTEEN TO TWENTY YEAR OLDS TO PANEL JURY AND TO HAVE PANEL

LIMITED TO OAKLAND RESIDENTS,

THE AFTERNOON SESSION WAS DEVOTED TO THE SELECTION

OF A JURY TO HEAR THE TRIAL AND IT IS ANTICIPATED SELECTION

OF JURORS WILL TAKE REMAINDER OF THIS WEEK.

ADMINISTRATIVE: SAN FRANCISCO WILL FOLLOW THIS

CASE AND WILL ADVISED THE BUREAU WHEN SELECTION OF JURY HAS

BEEN COMPLETED AND TESTIMONY IN TRIAL BEGINS.

END

HOLD



tor^,^ransmittal Form

t t 1 - Mr. Tunstall

V- , LABORATORT

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20535

'SAC, San Francisco (157-1203) November 19, 1971

ReHUEY PERCY NEWTON, aka
EM - BPP (KBE)
00: San Francisco

Examination requested by: FranCiSCO

John Edgar Hoover, Director

^ f(£C- 123

Ewoo [rrr"”- loi-usw
D-71 11 05 062 HX

Reference:

Examination requested:

Letter 11/1/71

Document

Item 1 received 11/4/71

Item 1 Photocopies of canceled check, Passport Application,
Affidavit of Identifying Witness , envelope and
accompanying letter bearing handwriting of
HUEY PERCY NEWTON

Remarks

Item 1 was searched in the New Left Section of the
National Security File. Nothing of significance was found.
JPhotographs of Item 1 have been added to the National Security

*
I j

^ reference.
miLEo

7 J
I^QV IQ Itkm 1 is retained.

FRi No Laboratory report is attached.

lohr

iishop

filler, E.S.

’allahan

Jasper

on rad

)albey

Cleveland

^onder

Bates

ravel

Valters

loyars .

’ele. Room !

lolmes s
landy

PGT/mr (8)

‘"^SSNOV
ADMINISTRATIVE PAGE

MAIL ROdMCTj TELETYPE UNIT I I



Recorded
11/9/71 mr

NO LAB FILE
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

Laboratory Work Sheet

Re: HUEY PERCY NEWTON, aka
EM - BPP (KBE)

j

00; San Francisco

File *

Lab. #
105-165429^^
D-71 11 05 062 HX

Examination requested by: Francisco (157-1203)

Examination requested: Document

Result of Examination;

L 11/1/71

Date received: 11/4/71

Examination by;

Specimens submitted for examination
I

Item 1 Photocopies oF canceled check, Passport Application,
Affidavit of Identifying Witness, envelope and
accompanying pt Uuiniilia i I. Inni.„letter bearing handwriting
of HUEY PERCY'^ NEWTON

Ini

Au mmAtm comAm
iiLIEJN IS UMOASSIFIffi

'

^

^364 S33

V-t/C-' J. { C' * '

- L/

V
(/

^ L:-
-l-

u # In ^ /



OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10

MAY 1962 EDITION
GSA FPMR (41 CPR) IOI-U.6

UNITED STATES G(^«RNMEN'

Memorandum
UNITED STATES Gq«RNMENT I

DIRECTOR,. FBI (105-1^5429)
: FBI LABpRATORY)

SAC, SAN FRANCISCO (|l57-1203) (P)

subject; HUEY PERCY NEWTON, aka
EM - BPP (KBE)

..
00; San Francisco

date: 11/1/71

711106062 ^.

J) ReBuairtel to i^lbany dated 12/23/70, captioned 1/

"KEY BLACK EXTREMIST PROGRAM, RM". %

Enclosed for tli.e Bureau are one xerox copy each of
|

the following items:
|

(1) Letter dated lp/2/68 written by subject, and
envelope, bearing subject's written address and
addressed to Oakland,

'' California; —]

(2) Check #291 drai^n on account of at Bank of
America dated 1.2/18/70, payable to sub j ect which is

^ endorsed by subject;

: V "J (3) Department of ^tate Passport Application for subject
dated 2/26/71.1

The above-mentioned items bear handwriting specimens
of subject and are being submitted for inclusion in the
National Security File of the FBI Laboratory.

Efforts are being made to obtain additional hand-
writing specimens of sub|ject and same will be furnished when
obtained.

|

i

Tltc iS
. ^ ^ t /? i

x-;-

2^- Bureau (Enel. 3)
1 - San Francisco
JLC/jr A

® NOVS I97j

hlC

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Begularly on the Payroll Savings Plan \.ts- a
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

T

Laboratory Work Sheet

Re: HUIY PERCT NEWON. §ki File# ieS-18S42t
E« ~ BPP CKBE) Lab. # D-7i 11 08 08 1 MX
00 1 S«ii Praaeifeo

Examination requested by: PlPWlclsCO (IST-llOJ)

Examination requested: OoeXUMAft

Result of Examination:

L ii/i/n

Date received:

Examination by: b

i

Specimelns submitted for examination

Itmm 1 Photoeopi«t of e«ne«l«<i ehook, Paotpert Applieatlon*
Affidavit of Idantifylag Witaaaa, anvalopa and
aoo<H^panying a handirrittaii Xattav baaring handwriting
of BUSY PERCY NEWTON

HiiifOMmDiiefiNrNiia

^SiS araS

b

J

(
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(PLEASE TYPE OR PRINT)

DEPARTMENT OF STATE

PASSPORT APPLICATION
(Before completing tMs opplicotion, reod and detoch Information for Passport Applicants on

pages 3 ond 4} (Use supplemental sheets when the space provided is not odequote)

TO BE COMPLETED BY ALL APPLICANTS
(First name) (Middle nome) (Lost nome)

Perc: Kewton
o citizen of the United States, do hereby oppiy to the Department of Stote for a pa5Sport4

MAIL passport to: I 1

IN CARE OF (If applicable) ,

94709
state :

California
(415) 8:41-60 34

PLACE OF BIRTH (C»ty, State or Province, Country)

Oak fffeove, louisiana
COLOR OF EYES
(Spe!! out)

bEOv/n

APPROXIMATE DATE OF
DEPA RTORE

HEIGHT COLOR OF HAIR
(Spell out)

5 F.JlO^in. black

VISIBLE DISTINGUISHING MARKS

none
MY PERMANENT RESIDENCE (S.'reet address, City, Stale, ZIP Cade) (If Mailing Address, write "Same")

883. - 47tli Street, Oakland, Califs 94608J

COMPLETE ONLY IF WIFE/HUSBAND OR CHILDREN ARE TO BE INCLUDED
IN PASSPORT AND SUBMIT GROUP PHOTOGRAPH

(WIFE'S) (HUSBAND'S) FULL LEGAL NAME

DATE OF BIRTH,(Mo*Ooy^yeor) I PLACE OF BIRTH (City, Stote or Pmv/nce, Country)

PLACE OF BIRTH (Clty’» State ar DATE OF BIRTH
Country) (Month, Day, Year)

(PASSPORT OFFICE USE ONLY)

R D 0 DP indorsement

Wife/Husband Birth Certificote

SR CR City

Certificote of NoturoIicoHon or CitI zenthip

Stfttn & Return«d

t TO BE COMPLETED BY APPLICANT FOR HIMSELF AND PERSONS INCLUDED
HAVE YOU OR ANYONE INCLUDED IN THIS APPLICATION BEEN ISSUED OR INCLUDED
IN A U.S. PASSPORT? (X] YES NO ( I F YES. G I V E D AT E OF WOSX REC E N,T
PASSPORT ISSUED AND_NAI^IN WHICH ISSUEDlOli OV abOlXt ' "KCV'eUlDeP
or jPecember 1961; same name
IF NOT SUBMITTED WITH THIS APPLICATION:
wh.r. San Francisco

.

Olspos|ition: expired; lost or misplaced
^

i THE event of ACCIDENT OR DEATH NOTIFY

Noma In full: K©WtOH Relationship:

Street ,oddress, City, Stats 88l-4i7th St.., Oakland, Calif. 946c|8

I ^

~ (PASSPORT OFFICE USE ONLY) I

M INTOMTO CONTAINED

/f
(OVER!- YOU MUST COMPLETE PAGE 2)



jdantiiirlng

Pocumant

Submitted

FORMDSP-ll 2W59 PAGE J

TO BE COMPLETED BY ALL APPLICANtS

FATHER’S NAME

Walter Eewton
FATHER'S DATE OF BtRTH

ITarch. 28, 199C
®U.S. CITIZEN

not U.S. CITIZEN

MOTHER'S MAtDEN NAME

Armelia Johnson ^

MOTHER'S PLACE OF BIRTH

Monroe, Louisiana
MOTHER'S DATE OF BIRTH

3ept. 17,1904?
^U.S.CITIZEN

1 (NOT U.S. CITIZEN

3® NEVER MARRIED

? I WAS LAST MARRIED ON

1 WAS PREVIOUSLY MARRIED ON TO (Full legal name) WHO WAS BORN AT (Cify. State, Country)

ON (Dorc of birth) former HUSBAND WAS U.S. CITIZEN

r I FORMER HUSBAND WAS NOT LLS. CITIZEN

PREVIOUS MARRIAGE TERMINATED BY DEATH DIVORCE
ON (Dote)

immigrated to THE U.S. (Month) (Yoot)

Qappucant
wife

1 1 HUSBAND

child

IF father NATURALIZED:

OATEfe
4

J

CERTIFICATE NO.

BEFOR^ (Nvne of Court)
i/

PLACE (Crty, State)

RESIDED CONTINUOUSLY IN THE U.S. IF mother NATURALIZED:
From (Year) To (Year)

applicant DATE CERTIFICATE NO.

wife

1 ! HUSBAND before (Nome of Court) PLACE (City, Slot.)

child
'

TO (Full l^gal norrM • comp/efe M^efher widowed or divorced WHO WAS 80RN ON (Dote)

BORN AT (City, State, Coirntry) who is a U.S. CITIZEN

who is NOT A U.S. CITIZEN

I I MARRIAGE NOT TERMINATED

r~iMARRIAGE terminated BY | I
Death

! !
Divorce on (Pate)

WOMEN MUST COMPLETE FOLLOWING IF CHILDREN OF A PREVIOUS MARRIAGE ARE INCLUDED OR IF PREVIOUSLY MARRIED BEFORE MARCH 3, 1931

COMPLETE IF APPLICANT OR ANY PERSON INCLUDED WAS NOT BORN IN THE U.S. AND CLAIMS CITIZENSHIP THROUGH PARENT(S)

PROPOSED TRAVEL PLANS • TO BE COMPLETED BY ALL APPLICANTS

IF KNOWN, FATHER'S RESIDENCE
IN U.S.

From To (Yeoi^

IF KNOWN, MOTHER'S RESIDENCE
IH U.Se

From (Veof) To (Year)

PURPOSE OF TRIP

business
MEANS OF TRANSPORTATION

^ _ Ship Ait Other

pX^Otauly Depopture Fl PH CIJ

R.lorn ®PROPOSED LENGTH OF STAY

atout 4 DO YOU EXPECT TOJAKE ANOTHER TRIP ABROAD?

1 IF $0, WITHIN

1 ]
Year

| \ 2 Year*
\ |5 Yeore

NO. OF PREVIOUS TRIPS ABROAD WITHIN
LAST IZ MONTHS HOUG

COUNTRIES TO BE VISITED

Europe & Africa

Warning: Tiavel to 0 I in countlies oi areas foi which the passport Is not valid will result in the withdrawal of passport facilities and may result In prosecution undei

Section 1544 of TitI e 18. United States Code.

False statements made knowingly and willfully in passport applications or in affidavits or other supporting documents are punishable by fine and/or imprisonment under

the provisions of 18 USC'lOOl and/or 18 USC 1542. 18 USC 1543 provides for a fine and/or imprisonment for the alteration or mutilation of a passport issued pursuant to

this application. 18 USC 1544 provides for a fine and/or imprisonment dor the use of a passport in violation of the restrictions therein.

I have not (and no other person included in the application has), since Acquiring United States citizenship, been naturalized as a citizen of a foreign state; taken an oath or

made an affirmation or other formal declaration of allegiance to a foreign state; entered or served in the armed forces of a foreign state; accepted or performed the duties of

any office, post, or employment under the government of a foreign slate 'ot political subdivision thereof; made a formal renunciation of nationality either in the United Stales

or before a diplomatic or consular officer of the United States in a foreign state; ever sought or claimed the benefits of the nationality of any foreign state; or been convicted

by a court or court martial of competent jurisdiction of committing any act of treason against, or attempting by force to overthrow, or bearing arms against, the United States,

or conspiring to overthrow, put down or to destroy by force, the Government of the United States.

(tf any of the abw^mentioned acts or conditions hare been performed by or apply to the cppliccrt% or to cny other person to be included in fbe passport^ the portion vjiich

rpplies should be struck out, and a supplementary explanatory statement under oath (or affirmation} by the person to nhom the portion is oppticobte should be attached

and mode a part of this cpp/icotfom)

I solemnly swear (or affirm) that the statements made on all the pages of this application are true and that the photograph attached is a likeness of roe and of those persons

to be included in the passporL

OATH OF ALLEGIANCE

Further, 1 do solemnly swear (or affirm) that 1 will support and defend the Constitution of the United States against all enemies, foreign and domestic; that I will bear true

faith and allegiance to the same; and that I take this obligation freely,,without any mental reservabons, or purpose of evasion; So help me God.

(To be signed at sane time by wife/husband to be included in passport)

Subscribed and sworn to (affirmed) before me this

(To be signed by Applicant in presertce of person administering oath)

(SEAL OF COURT)

Clerk of the Court or Pa'sport Agent at



|fORM DSP-71
3-SO-Qf

Name, of passport applicant DATE PASSPORT APPLICATION WAS

DEPARTMENT OF STATE

AFItlOAVIT OF IDENTIFYING WITNESS

Form Approved
Budge* Bureau No. 47’R1S2

Note: This affidavit is required only whea the applicant for a passport is unable to establish his identity

- to the satisfaction of the Clerk of Court or Passport Ageat.

I solemnl'y swear that I am a citizen of the United States; that I reside at the address writ-

ten below my signature; that I know the above named passport applicant is a citizen of the United

States: that the statements made in his (her) passport application executed on the date shown

above are true to the best of my knowledge and belief; furthermore, 1 solemnly swear that 1 have

known the applicant fo r ^ years.

If witness has been issued a passport, give number if known and date or approximate date of issue.

Number Date of issue

^
j^elationship to applicant, it not related so stated

ddU. M

Mi-l,
Vo^ sis

^ ejetk
(TojBef signed by witness in presence of

of court or passpor gent)

T^S. 7 / ^-70
(Residence address of witness)

Subscribed and sworn to before me this day of 19
-7/

(Seal of Court)

AGENT - OEPARTivlENT OF STATE

^
FEB 2 6 19/1

Clerk of the Frtmcisci

’.’.i. !' *

t. ) ' V ‘~*i*
Passport Agent, Department of 5ro#|

:b7C

(No lawyer or other person will be accepted as witness to a passport application if he has received or ex-

pects to receive a fee for his services in connection with the execution of the application or obtaining the

passport.)
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Date; 10/15/71

Transmit the following in

A I R T E L

(Typ^^ piainlcxl or code)

AIR MAIL
(Priority)

FROM:

SUBJECT:

DIRECTOR, FBI (105-165429)

'*skc, SAN FRANCISCO (157-1203)1

UpEY PERCY NEWTON, aka
EM - BPP (KBE)
00: San Francisco

DECLAS^I

ReSFtels 10/8, 9, and 10/10/71 and SFairtel ti

Bureau 10/13/71.

an LHM
copies
dlsseml
ment

.

In its
and I

2^- Bur
(2

(1

(1
1 - Atl
1 - New
LO - San

(2

(1

(1

(1
(1

(1
(1
(1
(1

JLC/jr
(16)

Enclosed for the Bureau are eleven (11) copies of
concerning subject's trip to Communist China. Extra
of this LHM are provided to the Bureau for possible
nation to the White House, CIA, and the State Depart-
Bureau may also desire to include copies of the LHM
files concerningf l (BUfile 157-lO.Q^

K BUfile 157-12301).
.

eau (EM)
.

- 105-165429)(HUEY P. NEWTON) '
^ ^

- 157-10048)1
I

/^' •'

- 157-12301)
anta (Encl.l) (RM) C'"" \v¥‘
York (Encl.l)(RM) \' v|/'

Francisco >

’

- 157-1203) (HUEY P. NEWTON) f''
- 157-1271)1 "

- 157-3690)1
- 157-2871) (BPP-INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS) ''''

- 100-68284) 1 I

- 157-1969) (BPP-TRAVEL OF LEADERSHIP)
. ^

- 157-4226) (BPP-FOREIGN SUPPORT) ' h S

- 100-4526l| —

^

- 105-5403)|
3:aXor SS, S r C c „ ^ I

NEWTON)

y£> 8

/
Approved;

65 liov iTwH'
Agent in Charge



SF 157-1203
JLC/jr

Copies of this communication and enclosed LHM are
being furnished to the Atlanta and New York Offices Inasmuch
as NEWTON made comments concerning establishment of BPP
offices in those cities during his press conference after his
return from Communist China.

The information furnished by sources contained in
the enclosed LHM is classified "CONFIDENTIAL" because the un-
authorized disclosure of either the information or the identity
of sources would be detrimental to the national defense.

j

Sources utilized in the enclosed LHM are:

Identity of Source

SF T-1 is

SF T-2 is Former

c
Location

100-A5261

^57-3690-1250*]
j^‘57-1203

SF T-A is known to the New York and
San Francisco Offices. 157-1203-4875

SF T-5 is

SF T-6 is known to the San Francisco
Office. Enclosed LHM

SF T-7 is

SAs who observed the departure of
from San Francisco International

Airport (SFIA) on 9/16/71, are

J

SA
NEWTON and

1

^
I

observed
rom SFIA on

the d

9/22
eparture
/71.

of

An SA of the New York Office, whose Identity was

bl
:b2

b7D

bo
b7C



SF 157-1203
JLC/jr

Agents who observed the arrival of NEWTON,
at SFI A and activity of BPP members meeting them on

10/8/71. arel

For information of the Bureau,
|

is the subject of BUflle 100-359806, San Francisco file
100-45261.

I
|is subject of BUflle 105-

180581, San Francisco file 105-5403.

Any additional information developed concerning
newton's trip to Communist China will be immediately furnished
to the Bureau.

Two copies of FD-376 are stapled to copies of
enclosed LHM.



SF 157-1203
JLC/jr

NON-SYMBOL SOURCE PAGE

4



- FD-3TC (Rev. 4-25-68)

In Reply, Please Refer to

UMT’ED STATES DEPARTMENT OF .TTTSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535 October 15, 1971

FiieNo.-gu 105-165429
Director

United States Secret Service

Department of the Treasury

Washington, D. C. 20220

Dear Sir:

0"0- I! P" 1 U IL 11 "T I A L

Jhi'f'f

The information furnished herewith concerns an individual who is believed to be

covered by the agreement between the FBI and Secret Service concerning Presidential pro-

tection, and to fall within the category or categories checked.

1. [ Has attempted or threatened bodily harm to any government official or employee,

including foreign government officials residing in or planning an imminent visit to the

U. S., because of his official status.

2. Has attempted or threatened to redress a grievance against any public official by other

than legal means.

3. [g Because of background is potentially dangerous; or has been identified as member or

participant in communist movement; or has been under active investigation as member
of other group or organization inimical to U. S.

4. U. S. citizens or residents who defect from the U. S. to countries in the Soviet or

Chinese Communist blocs and return.

5- [X] Subversives, ultrarightists, racists and fascists who meet one or more of the following

criteria:

(a) Evidence of emotional instability (including unstable residence and

employment record) or irrational or suicidal behavior:

(b) IX] Expressions of strong or violent anti-U. S. sentiment;

(c) X] Prior acts (including arrests or convictions) or conduct or statements

indicating a propensity for violence and antipathy toward good order

and government.

6. Individuals involved in illegal bombing or illegal bomb-making.

Photograph X] has been furnished enclosed is not available

I I
may be available through

Very truly yours,

1 - Special Agent in Charge (Enclosure(s) (1) (RM)
U. S. Secret Service

, San Francisco

C~e" W F '
“T P E H T ’T ' A L

Enclosure(s) Cl) (RM) (Upon removal of classified enclosures, if any, this transmittal form
becomes UNCLASSIFIED.)
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Eoey Percy Mewf:cu Ib p^sblic/.y known as the Minister
f Defense Cra--*'«>’naa£r o'i the Bli’.ck Panther Party (BPP) .

is position is:’ tha 3PF is also p^ibiiely referred to as
Servant of the Puoyie’'., K'ewtoc hao United States Passport
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On Septesaber 21, 1971, at 11:00 P.M.,
of the FBI observed the departure of Newton and

from SFIA on United Air Lines (UAL) Flight .

John F. Kennedy (JFK) Airport, New York. City, N(

representative

en route to
York.

On September 23 , 197^ at 7:15 A.M. . a r eoresentat ive
of the FBI observed the arr^jral of Newton and| |at JFK
Airport, New York City.

On Septembej

Ai rl ines Flight 76 7

departing at 2:20 P.M

’'fk/f' 197 1, SF T-4 advised that Newton,

I
had reservations on Air Canada

1 JFK Airport to Montreal, Canada,
September 23, 1971. Source stated

3



HUEY PERCY NEWTON

cowl* I D E N T I A L

the three individuals also had reservations for connecting
Air Canada Flight 3597 from Montreal to Ottawa, Canada, on
September 23, 1971.

tr

tr'

tr'
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HUEY PERCY NEWTON

A news broadcast over Radio Station KGO , San
Francisco

„

on September 28, 1971, reported that Newton,

,

on that date, had left J3,ong Kong, crossed the
border into Communist China and w^'^s" aboard a train en route
to Canton, China.

An article in the September 28, 1971, Is
"Oakland Tribune", a dally Oakland, California, new
reported that Newton, Brown and Bay had crossed th
border by train at Lo Wu on September 28, 1971 and
for Canton, China. The article reported that they
at the border by a representative of the China Tra
which escorts foreign visitors to China. This art
reported that a spokesman for CPA said Newton, Bay
had purchased first class one-way tickets from Ott
Hong Kong and the tickets cost $950.00 each. Acco
this article the airline declined to say who paid
tickets.

sue of the
spaper

,

e Hong Kong
were headed
were met

vel Service,
icle further
and Brown

awa to
rding to
for the

Brown

Brown
were met
"Chinese

An article appearing in the Septemb er 29, 1971,
f the "Oakland Tribune" reported that Newton

,

Bay and
a d reached the City of Canton in South China on
e r 28, 1971.

The Sep^remb er 30, 19 71, issue of th e "Oakl and
tt cont ai,;^red an article reporting that Newton

,

Bay and
e re th

.J
repor ted to be in Peking , Chi na and that they

byy^ANG Ming-cho, former New York editor of the
seas Daily", from 1945 to 1949.

The October 2, 1971, issue of the "San Francisco
Chronicle" contained an article reporting that the New China
News agency had said that Newton, Bay and Brown had attended
the National Day celebration in Peking on October 1, 1971
and that the celebration had also been attended by Communist
Chinese Premier CHOU En-lai. The article reported that the
celebration was given by the cultural group under the state
council and the People's Association for Friendship With
Foreign Countries.

An article appearing in the October 6, 1971, issue
of the "San Francisco Examiner", a daily San Francisco news-
paper, reported that on October 5, 1971, Premier CHOU En-lal
met with about 60 Americans in Peking and told them that
Chairman MAO Tse-tung was responsible for inviting the United



HUEY PERCY NEWTON

States Ping Pong Team to China, which invitation led to a
thaw in S ino-Amer ican relations. This meeting reportedly
lasted for two hours and Newton was one of those Americans
who attended.

^On October 7, 1971, SF T-5 reported
re-entered Hong Kong from China on

and held reservations to return to San Francl
British Overseas Airways Corporation (BOAC) F

scheduled to arrive at SFIA at 7;00 P.M., Oct
Reportedly the flight would have stopovers in
Honolulu. According to SF T-5 Newton Issued
that all available BPP members from the San F
area meet him at SFIA and that the news media
be advised that a news conference would be he
Newton's return. Newton also requested that
Charles R. Garry, meet him upon his return at

that Newton,
I

October 8, 1971
SCO aboard
light 910,
ober 8 , 1971

.

Tokyo and
instructions
rancisco-Oakland
in San Francisco

Id at SFIA upon
his attorney,
SFIA.

On October 8, 1971 , SF T-6 advised that on that
date, Newton. l I denarted Hong Kong at 9:50 P.M.,
on BOAC Flight 910 en route SFIA with stopovers at Tokyo,
Japan and Honolulu, Hawaii. Source stated that while this
flight was in Tokyo some photographers were reportedly ejected
from the plane by police but no other details were known to
source. Source stated that passengers on this flight continu-
ing to the United States will clear immigration and quarantine
during stopover at Honolulu.

Newton, arrived at Honolulu International
Airport at 9:50 A.M., October 8, 1971, aboard BOAC Flight 910
as scheduled. Representatives of the Honolulu press were at
the airport to interview Newton but Newton and his party would
not leave the aircraft a nd Newton said he did not desire to

meet the press. Newton,
|

were processed by the
United States Public Health and United States Immigration
and Naturalisation Service (INS) aboard the aircraft at
Honolulu. BOAC Flight 910 departed Honolulu at 11:15 A.M.,
October 8, 1971, as scheduled en route to San Francisco.

Representatives of the FBI observed the arrival of
Newton, at the SFIA on BOAC Flight 910 at 7:10
P.M., October 8^ ly / i . A thorough search of the luggage of
these three Individuals was made by United States Customs at
SFIA but nothing significant was found. They had in their
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HUEY PERCY NEWTON

luggage a few Inexpensive gifts they brought with them from
China

.

After clearing Customs, Newton,
met by 50 members of the BPP at SFIA. These
sisted of 22 black males, 16 black females, and 12 blac
children and 16 white hippie types. Included in the
BPP members meeting the ^ree were:
who annaetypfl fo Ba in of rho

were
BPP members con-

p of

r Ar nn.

/ was also present to jif€et Newton

.

BPP atto|iiiey Charles^rarry
Approximately 40 ilf^bers of

the press were at the airport in response to the BPP '

s

announcement that Newton would make a press statement upon his
return from China,

be
:b7C

After Newton greeted the group they all moved to a

small room in the airport operations office where only members
of the press and BPP members were allowed entry. A handful
of spectators stayed in the hallway outside the operations
room

.

Following is the text o f the press conference held
by Newton. Conference began with reading a pre-
pared statement written on stationery from the Peking Hotel:

"Statement by Huey P. Newton upon return from the
People's Republic of China. A short time ago the prisoners at
Attica requested the Black Panther Party to negotiate with
Nixon, Rockefeller and Oswald for their freedom. The Black
Panther Party at this time asks Chairman MAO Tse-tung of the
People's Republic of China to Negotiate with Prison Warden
Nixon for the freedom of the oppressed peoples of the world.
We recognize that the criminal activity of trigger-happy
Nixon shows clearly he has no respect for peaceful negotiation
when the victim is divided and weak. He not only killed the
prisoners at Attica, but he also murdered his exploited
workers, the prison guards. Although most of the prisoners
at Attica are black and all the guards are white, Nixon killed
regardless of color because they were all victims. When the
oppressed peoples of the world asked for negotiation, such as
the Vietnamese peoples. Prison Warden Nixon shows again he has
no respect for the people nor his agency, the U.S. military.

e 0 W P "1 U
""E "N r I A It
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He leaves no alternative but violent, armed resistance. He
is responsible for the murder of Vietnamese people and the
death of the U.S. soldiers. Both the Vietnamese people and
the U.S. soldiers are victims of the reactionary Nixon regime.
This is why we approached Chairman MAO Tse-tung because we
know of his peace and freedom-loving nature. There could be
no peace without freedom. We are asking all the agents of
Prison Warden Nixon whom he despises to join forces with the
victims of the world. The U.S. soldiers are urged to join
forces with the victimized Vietnamese people, the guards and
families of the deceased guards at Attica and the guards at
state prisons across the U.S. to join forces with the victimized
Inmates. It is clear that Mr. Nixon is trigger-happy and
could trigger off World War Three. Because we knew of his
impending visit to the People's Republic of China we asked the
Chinese people to receive us first so that we might ask the
peace and freedom-loving Chairman MAO Tse-tung to be the chief
negotiator to Mr. Nixon for the peace and freedom of the
oppressed people of the world, and this is why we ask for unity
of all the world's victims against the common enemy, the Nixon-
Rockefeller regime. So let it be done".

Following the reading by Brown a question and answer
period was held the text of which is as follows:

Question: "Mr. Newton, did you talk to Chairman MAO?"

Newton; "I issued the petition to Premier CHOU En-lai".

Question: "Did you at any time see Chairman MAO?"

Newton: "I conferred with Premier CHOU En-lal. We had
talks together".

Question; "Tell us about some of those talks".

Newton: "We Issued the petition that was just read by
our Minister of Information Elaine Brown. That
was the gist of the conversations. And I

believe and trust in the honorable Premier CHOU
En-lai that he will deliver this message to
MAO Tse-tung".

Question: "What do you think the results will be in the
talks between President Nixon and leaders of
China?"
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Newton; "The results will have to be measured In the
future. But we issued a petition. The im-|

pending visit of President Richard Nixon will
tell the story. The results you can get from
Richard Nixon, the murderer, or else you can
do as we did—you can go directly to MAO
Tse-tung himself and the People's Republic and
find out the information. If you do not trust
Richard Nixon after the Pentagon papers, I

would advise you to go to the People's
Republic of China--a free terr itory~-where
you don't have a credibility gap because the
government and people are one".

Question: "What did CHOU En-lal say to you?"

Newton: "Premier CHOU En-lal offered the solidarity
of the Chinese people in support of the
oppressed people of America. He offered
solidarity with the Black Panther Party and
also the prisoners— the political prisoners
who are fighting for their freedom inside of
prisons such as San Quentin and Attica".

Question; "Did he specify how he would support your cause?"

Newton: "Premier CHOU En-lal said many things to me but
I will not comment on specifics'.'.

Question: "How long did you talk to him?"

Newton: "No comment on that".

Question: "Does this trip mean any change in the course
and tactics of the Black Panther Party?"

Newton: "This trip means that we have new strength--
strength that we already had but now it has
been articulated and we have for you photographs
as well as avenues in which you can get the in-
formation and through Richard Nixon in the event
that he takes the visit, I'm sure that he will
give you the gist of his talks"
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Question: "How do we get through that avenue?"

"Or may I ask a question? Are you sure that
he will? I would advise you to ask President
Nixon--and that question is very good--that
the avenue will be through your President, but
we know it is very hard to approach him. You
cannot approach Richard Nixon as we have
approached Premier CHOU En-lai as you see in
the photograph. The Black Panther Party has
never been allowed to speak to Government heads
but in the People's Republic we were welcomed
by the people, accepted by the People's adminis-
tration, led by the Honorable MAO Tse-tung".

k"what kind of reception do you thing President
Nixon wll get?"

Newton: "The Chinese people are very humane and
friendly people. They attempt to understand
all ignorance and backwardness. I would
expect and anticipate that Richard Nixon will
receive a warm welcome. But that is no indi-
cation of what the results of the talks might
be. The talks might be successful or they
might fail--lt will depend on the attitude and
the kind of language that Richard Nixon will
use. Certainly he cannot be trigger happy as
he was at Attica because the Chinese people
are strong people and their land is fertile.
We know the ruling circle of this country
always takes advantage of victims such as the
prisoners at Attica, the guards at Attica, and
the Vietnamese people and the black people of
this country as well as poor white people".

Question: "What kind of customs did you see in China?"

Newton: "When we returned to the United States, we
suffered a cultural shock. It was the first
time in my life that I could walk down the
streets and see the security forces with not
only .38's and .357 Magnums, but 1847's, very
heavy submachine guns, where we felt protected.

1
S,

L

Newton

:

Question

:
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as many of the white people in the ruling
circle feel protected when the leaders of this
country walk the streets. We were not intimi-
dated by the army because we knew they were
there to protect us. And Premier CHOU En-lai
said that China is now digging little tunnels
throughout the country and the Chinese people
cannot attack anyone with tunnels, so they are

I

strictly defensive. We felt very protected.
We felt we were free for the first times in our
lives".

Question: "Were there any indications of any racism at
all?"

Newton: "None whatsoever. I might add there are fifty-
four ethnic groups or minority groups in China,
and we visited the ethnic minority institutes,
the many schools, they are governed by a regent.
They are all « part of one government, but yet
they are not deprived of their culture. They
are not deprived of controlling their
community. They feel the plan of China is a

plan to advance humanity. I was shocked.
Because our Minister of Information Elaine
Brown had made a visit before, she had expressed
to me the beauty of China, but I could not
really visualize it. I could not visit there
then or I would have known for myself from
experience, but I am sure I cannot articulate
for you. I would invite all of you Americans
to go to China. They would welcome you. They
only have (unintelligible) for the reactionary
ruling circle of this country--that ' s less
than one percent--that ' s the big corporations
and the Nixon regime that is surviving on
murder, not only in this country but victims
of all kinds, but also murder upon the people
of the world".

!

Question: "How do you feel about the start of your third
trial?"

"When I entered this country I thought 1 was
entering prison. I will to strugle because we

Newton

:
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have ravoli2tio©ary optimism. I feel I*m
rettsrsiing now to the front lines because the
Chinese people have liberated my territory--
that’s already done. All we have to do is
hold. But now the United States must be
liberated and I would be a soldier leaving
his post if I were to stay away from home".

Question: "Did CHOU En-lai discuss the upcoming trip of
the President with you?"

Newton: "It was stated that it was an impending visit.
Whether his trip will be okay or not is yet
to be measured. Personally I would hope that
the Chinese people will negotiate with Richard
Nixon so that our petition will become a

reality. We were granted the petition and
we're waiting now for results".

Question: "Does this mean the Black Panther Party has now
become a Communist or Maoist organization?"

Newton: "The Black Panther Party is an intercommunal
party and we're intercoramunalists . That means
we see the world as one large community--the
advancement and technology and the mass media,
it's put the whole world together. Two-thirds
of the world is like an oppressed community in
Harlem and it's ail integrated in the backward
politics in the economy of the United States.
Wa vi'zyi the People's Republic as a liberated
territory snd we would like for you to take note
of that because it’s much different than a

nation. We have a job to do and that is to
liberate our own coiamunity. Of course our
structure perhaps will be a little different
than the People's Republic because we have to
adapt to our particular situation, but the
fact of the freedom and also the equality. There
is very little difference between a hlghered wage
and a lowered wage and there is very little
difference in what one person can afford and
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the next person can afford but there Is a

difference because they are not black and t-.'e

adait thiso We visualize the future as a

future where they can produce abundance where
the value of things would be very low. In
fact in their economy their prices are going
down in the People’s Republic, not up, as
they advance in their technology. And the
people are diligent in this because the
workers do not have bosses. The workers are
the boss as they dictate to the administrators
of the factories and they give suggestions
and they have created many innovations. They
feel very proud in their country, mobilized
to advance the mind and created the new mind.
And we American people should be a part of
that because we know that most of the
reactionary forces go backward but the
progressive forces such as the people of the
Repi?blic of China is revolutionary and there-
fore it is progressive and is going forward.
You know history develops in a forward
direction. If we don't watch out we'll be lost
in history and the Chinese people will be left
alone to create the new mind. As far as the
Black Panther Party^ I would insist upon being
a part of that development. We invite all of
oar friends, all of the victims, all of the
prisoners, to be a part of this struggle. And
many of you are not aware, you don't know
your friends and you don't know your enemies,
so therefore you're confused. This is also
a tactic of the regime of Nixon and Rockefeller.
But we invite you to try very hard to cut
through the brainwashing, the mass media, the
TV and soap operas so that you can save your
lives and see that you're the center for
degeneration-“Wilt but not die. We stand
against a Third World War. We feel that the
Chinese people will be able to negotiate a

settlement with their strength because this
country's only weakness is Its strength. This
was proved at Attica where the prison guards
were murdered as well as prisoners because

L
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Question

;

Newton

:

Question:

Newton

;

both were exploited. So we call attention to
this and we would like to band together with
the prison guards as well as the prisoners.
We would also like to point out to the soldiers
in Vietnam that the President--of course the
President cares nothing about them--that they
kill the Vietnamese people but only the
soldiers and the victims die. Nixon is not
dying , of course. Neither is Rockefeller.
So the Vietnamese people and the soldiers have
a common interest— they should fight against
the forces that send both of them to their
deaths. This is strictly logical and if there
is any reason left in this country we urge
you to listen to reason because if you do not
listen to reason then nothing is left for the
people of the world to save their lives
through defensive armed violence".

"Huey, why did you go to Peking and not to
Moscow?

"

"We were invited to the People's Republic of
China through the Friendship Association. We
accepted the visit and we also asked them to
listen to our petition. No such Indication has
been given by the Soviet Union and the Soviet
Union has not offered. When there is no offer
of course we cannot deal to accept it".

"Would you turn your back on an offer from
Soviet Russia?"

"As far as the USSR, it is very criticized by
the Black Panther Party and also by the People's
Republic of China because there is a dangerous
tendency of the gap between those who have and
those who have not that is becoming wider and
wider as they produce more and more. There is
a chance for careerism and a new class, a

state type of socialism which will resemble the
state socialism of Hitler”.

."'1
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Question: "Mr. Newton, how did Premier CHOU En-lai
express solidarity with the Black Panther Party?"

Newton: "There is a phrase in the Black Panther Party
that a picture is worth a thousand words and of
course action is supreme. The action will be
the results after Nixon visits. Of course we
have the picture and you can tell by the picture
that we were welcomed, that we were well
received. In fact the photograph is our action".

Question: "Mr. Newton, prior to your trip to China you
made the statement you might move to Atlanta.
Are those plans progressing?"

Newton: "I said we were thinking of moving our Black
Panther Party Central Headquarters to Atlanta
We still plan to put a Central Headquarters in

I Atlanta in order to use it as a spring-board
1

into the rural south and walk in SNCC ’ s

\
(Student National Coordinating Committee) shoes.

\ They left the south and people very disillusioned.
\ There is much hope with the interest. We plan
\ to mend fences, to go in because SNCC was a

progressive movement when they were active.
We plan to go into the south and I will be
accompanied by Julian Bond who accepted the
arrangements when I was in Atlanta the last
time. We have a large chapter already in
Atlanta. I think most of you don’t understand

^ that. But we will expand the operation there.
We'll have two new headquarters—one for the
South and one in Oakland. And I will also \
expand our operations in Harlem. We'll have

|i
our Eastern Distribution Office there. And

[
at that time we'll be able to serve the people
in body and soul no matter where they are.
And this is our intentions. To first set up
many survival programs pending revolution be-
cause we feel that we're victims of genocide
on a bourgeois national level and also with
World War Three on an Intercommunal level and
international level. We returned bv our trip



to the south and our trip to the eople's
epublic to bridge the gap so the people will

be assured of survival until we can change
things. We can start, of course, by grasping
all of the things necessary which will be
educational in itself. Many people believe
that democracy really works and they believe
in the vote. The vote we know is a bourgeois
vote but we don't want to drop this principal
on someone's head so we're going to register
people to vote. And we are ready to admit
that the vote will not solve the problem of
course, but we hope this will stop bloodshed
and we will accept this. If it does not solve
it then we'll have to develop other strategy
and these strategies will be developed with
considerations of the conditions on the part
of aggression that the people are suffering.
So actually the aggressor will decide what
policy after we attempt the peaceful
negotiation. In this way we urge upon the
Chinese people, we petition them to talk to
Nixon. We ask them to invite us first so that
we could deliver the petition. And bringing
up Richard Nixon I hope that he will not
display the same kind of backwardness, the
same kind of blood/thlrsty attitude that he did
at Attica along with Rockefeller and Oswald.
I hope that he will, with the strength of
China and we would feel by approaching China
that we resolved the contradictions for peace
sake'.'

.

The SNCC was formerly known as’ the Student
Nonviolent Coordinating Committee and was
founded in 1960 during the period of civil
rights activity in the South. The organi-
zation advocates the use of force to achieve
revolutionary goals and the destruction of
the capitalistic system of government in the
United States.

Quest ion

:

"Huey would you repeat for us what the main
topic of discussion was with CHOU En-lai".
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Newton: "As I told you before, I gave you the petition
that we issued".

"We would like for you to say..."

"You would like for me to read it over?"
The reason that we had the reader and then the
question and answer is because we know the
bourgeois backward American reporters do not
understand intercommunal affairs. So the
comrade read the statement and so then I would
be redundant to explain it. Yet for your
interest we took everything under consideration.
Now you're asking me to repeat again and I

refuse .

"

"How many days were you in China?"

"We were there long enough to deliver our
petition"

.

Following is a copy of the photograph published in
the October 9, 1971, issue of the "San Francisco Examiner"
given to reporters by Newton which shows Newton meeting Premier
CHOU En-lai.

Question

:

Newton

:

Question

;

Newton

:



NEWTON AS HE MET CHINA'S PREMIER
Black Panther leader gave petition to'Chocj En-lai

—UPI Photo

"San Francisco Txaminer"
San Francisco, C'^lifcrnia
October 9, 1971



After the press rnnfprpnre the male BP P members held
hands, formed a ring with Newton, inside, and
they escorted the three from SFIA to a waiting BPP limousine.

The male BPP members and the BPP children who met
Newton at SFIA were dressed in BPP uniforms consisting of
black pants, blue cotton shirts with no jackets. The BPP
members were not armed.

No Incidents occurred at SFIA in connection with
Newton's arrival from China.

On October 10, 1971, SF T-5 reported that
on that date, sent the following telegrams on

ewton

:

"To; Mr. Huang Hua (sp)
Embassy of the Peoples Republic of China
Juliana Apts, 130 Bronson St
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada

"We thank our friends again at the Embassy of the
Peoples Republic of China in Ottawa for the kindness and
revolutionary love and service you showed us. Attached are two
messages we would appreciate your forwarding. Thank you again.

"To; Chinese Peoples Association for Friendship
with Foreign Countries.

tr'

tr'
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"When we began making plans to visit the Peoples
Republic of China, no one could have described fully what we
were to see or feel there-'the strength of a whole people,!
united in socialistic construction, transformed into new men by
the cultural revolution, and vigorously keeping up the struggle
for world revolution. The love we felt then and beauty we saw
can hardly be described in language by words.

"It is, of course, unfortunate that our stay was so
limited however, in only those few days, we learned much so
as to be able to pursue the struggle on our own battleground.
In China we realized in fact the possibility of our own desires
to transform the society so that the interests of all the
people may be served. One of our own people, a courageous
man, Dr. Martin Luther King, once said that he had a dream and
that he had been to the mountain top; that is that he knew
that men could live together freely and in peace. After our
visit, we must say that China is the other side of that moun-
tain, the fruition of that dream in real and concrete terms.

"How can old language express such new and
progressive circumstances, ideas, and people. It is difficult.
We can only say, simply, thank you for the opportunity. In
particular, we would also like to thank you for affording us
the opportunity to be received by your very wise premier—

-

CHOU En-lai.

"Our lives are different now for what we have seen
and learned and felt. And we hope to turn our new inspiration
and revolutionary enthusiasm into concrete action inside the
jaws of the U.S. monster to do our part in the world revolution-
ary struggle. This was only a beginning. Our new unity will
surely result in victory for all the world's peoples.

"All Power to the People
Huey P. Newton
Black Panther Party

"To: Mr. Liao (sp)
China Travel Service
Hong Kong

"We wanted to make a simple expression of our
comrades in Hong Kong who work so well in their tasks. All of

r n TT r " " w-t t —
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the comrades who helped us so finely, so efficiently, showed
us their true concern and love. That was clear. Our smooth
journey through troubled waters was fully due to the hard
work of our friends at China Travel Service. You showed us
patience, love, and respect that we had never before
experienced in the very land into which we were born. You
are true servants of the people. We shall try even harder
to transmit even more that same spirit to the people, to our
people, to all the oppressed people inside the U.S.-»black,
white, Mexican, and Indian—all the people. Thank you very
much.

"All Power to the People
Huey P. Newton
Black Panther Party"

On
very disappo
radio or tel
prepared sta
his return f

attempting t

stations in
so that he c

people. SF
vision appea

October 10, 1971, SF T-1 advised that Newton was
inted because no local or national newspaper,
evlslon stations had carried the full text of |the

tement that had been read to news reporters upon
rom China on October 8, 1971. Newton is
o arrange appearances on radio or television
the San Francisco Bay area in the immediate future
an read the prepared statement in full to the
T-1 stated that as of that time no radio or tele-
rances had been scheduled for Newton.

SF T-7 reported on
stated that while in China h
Chinese Army troops guarded
with two limousines and thre
the honored guests of Premie
that they had attended opera
many factories, including a

stated Newton said he has be
he cannot go, but Newton is
BFP members to China in abou

October 10, 1971, that Newton had
e and his party stayed in a vlilla,
them, the Chinese furnished them
e interpreters and that they wpre
r CHOU En-lal. Newton also stated
s and ballets and had visited
locomotive parts factory. SF r-7
en invited to return to China but
planning to send another group of
t a month.
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SF T-1 further reported that Newton said that
everywhere he went in China he was met by thousands of people
and the people always waved their "Red Books" and shouted
"You’re welcome, you’re welcome".

SF T-5 reported on Oc
political education class held
Bobby Seale reportedly told the
about Newton’s trip to China as
Newton. This source said Seale
had met with members of the Cen
Communist Party and Newton had
intercommunalism" with them. S

said his theory "really blew th
its advancement".

SF T-1 further advl

tober 10, 1971, that at a BPP
that morning, BPP Chairman
BPP members in attendance
reportedly related to Seale by
reportedly stated that Newton

tral Committee of the Chinese
discussed his "theory of
eale reportedly stated Newton
elr minds" and they "praised
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ON LATE AFTERNOON OF NOVEMBER FIVE LAST A SUPERIOR COURT JURY

WAS FORMED BY JUDGE LYLE E. COOK TO HEAR THIRD TRIAL OF NEWTON ON

CHARGE OF MANSLAUGHTER IN ALAMEDA COUNTY SUPERIOR COURT, OAKLAND,

CALIFORNIA. DEFENSE ATTORNEY CHARLES GARRY STRONGLY OBJECTED TO THE
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SA made the tape recording
of the interview of Subject on 10/8/71, at San Francisco
International Airport (SFIA) when Subject returned from
Communist China.

SA observed the departure of
Subject from SFIA on 9/5/71, and Subject's arrival at SFIA
on 9/9/71.

Field, Dallas, Texas, on y/ a/ /i.

Special Agents obser^
while in Atlanta, Georgia, are^

observed Subject at Love

of Subject from SFIA on 9/22/71,

Special Agents who obs

observed the departure

Detailed information concerning the boycotting
of BOYETTE’S Liquor Store in Oakland b

y
Subject and the

BPP has been reported in reports of SA
dated 9/21/71 and 10 /18/71, captioned, "HUEY P. NEWTON;
BLACK PANTHER PARTY;

]

California Package Liquor Dealers - VICTIM, AR - HOBBS
ACT” (Bufile 92-12718, San Francisco file 92-2213).

Specimens of Subject's handwriting were submitted
to the FBI Laboratory for inclusion in the National
Security File on 11/1/71.

COVER PAGE
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INFORMANTS

Identity of Source

SE_I^J_L^
(Ghetto)

S F T-2 is

SF T-3 is

SE_T-=^^_Ls-

(Prob)

SF T-6 is
known to the New York and
San Francisco Offices.

File Where Located

Instant Report

157-1203 - 4927

157-1203 - 4875

SF T-7 is ,\
157-1203
157-1203

SF T-8 is
known to the San
Francisco Office. 157-1203

4876
4882]

5071

RF T-17 i.q

157-1203 - 4285
157-1203 4325

157-1203 - 4683

h2

Instant Report b7
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7-1203 - 5188
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FD-305 (Rev. 7-26-71)

1. |Xl Siibjcci’s name i.s iix hided in ihc
|

Jd Seeiirity Index
f ) Re.serve Index.

2. (XI Jl'*' iippearin.i; on the .Security Index Card are current.

.'h ^

I
rin' data aiipcaring on the Reserve Index Card [“~| A f ] B ('"

|

are r urrent
| |

have

been changed.

4. ( “I Changes on the Serurity Index Card are necessary and Form FD-122 submitted

to the Bureau.

5. [X] A suitable photograph [X] is is not available.

Date photograph was taken 2L/ 2 S./..Z1

6. (31] Subject is employed in a key facility and is

charged with security responsibility. Interested agencies are

7. This report is classified Conf XdBTL'tX.3i2. -because

(state reason)

since the unauthorized disclosure of the information
contained therein could be prejudicial to the defense
interests of the nation.

8.

133] Subject previously interviewed (dates) .—
[XD Subject was not reinterviewed because (state reason)

Previous attempts have been made to interview Subject,
but he has declined to talk with representatives of
the FBI.

9.

(_31 This case no longer meets the Security Index criteria and a

letter has been directed to the Bureau recommending cancellation.

10.

ffiThis case has been reevaluated in the light of the Security Index

criteria and it continues to fall within such criteria because (state reason)

Subject is the Minister of Defense and co-founder
of the BPP.

II. [X] Subject’s SI card is tabbed [jX] Priority I [33] Priority II (331 Priority III.

[X] Subject’s activities warrant such tabbing because (state reasons)

of his position as leader of the BPP.

12- CX] Security Flash Notice (FD-165) to Identification Division:

1X3 Submitted 6/. 6./ £-7 : Placed [X]Yes No
(date)

13. [X] Subject is Extremist in

with NCIC.

Notice has been placed
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UNIT^ STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

In Reply, Please Refer to
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535

File No. SF 15 7-1203 November 5, 1971
Director

United States Secret Service

Department of the Treasury ^ O' P I D D H ip I jij L—
Washington, D. C. 20220

Dear Sir:

The information furnished herewith concerns an individual who is believed to be

covered by the agreement between the FBI and Secret Service concerning Presidential pro-

tection, and to fall within the category or categories checked.

1. Has attempted or threatened bodily harm to any government official or employee,

including foreign government officials residing in or planning an imminent visit to the

U. S., because of his official status.

2. Has attempted or threatened to redress a grievance against any public official by other

than legal means.

3. [X] Because of background is potentially dangerous; or has been identified as member or

participant in communist movement; or has been under active investigation as member
of other group or organization inimical to U. S.

4. U. S. citizens or residents who defect from the U. S. to countries in the Soviet or

Chinese Communist blocs and return.

5. K] Subversives, ultrarightists, racists and fascists who meet one or more of the following

criteria:

(a) IX] Evidence of emotional instability (including unstable residence and

employment record) or irrational or suicidal behavior:

(b) XU Expressions of strong or violent anti-U. S. sentiment;

(c) XD Prior acts (including arrests or convictions) or conduct or statements

indicating a propensity for violence and antipathy toward good order

and government.

6. Individuals involved in illegal bombing or illegal bomb-making.

Photograph ^ has been furnished enclosed is not available

I I
may be available through

Very truly yours.

Edgar HoV^^r
Director

Special Agent in Charge (Enclosure(s) 1
U. S. Secret Service , San FranciscO (RM)

0K„ li-ffit

Enclosure(s) 1 (Upon removal of classified enclosures, if any, this transmittal form
becomes UNCLASSIFIED.)
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Copy fo: 1 - Secret Service, San Francisco
fP.iagg ^ La b ,c) (Encs. 4) (RM)

Report of:

Dote:

Office: SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA

Field Office File 157-1203 Bureau File 105 — 165429

HUEY PERCY NEWTON

Character: EXTREMIST MATTERS - BLACK PANTHER PARTY

Synopti*: HUEY PERCY NEWTON, Minister of Defense and Co-
founder of the Black Panther Party (BPP) and
"Servant of the People" continues to reside in
Apartment 25A, 1200 Lake Shore Avenue, Oakland,
California, and is engaged on a full time
basis as head of the BPP. NEWTON 's second trial
for manslaughter conunenced 6/28/71, in Alameda
County Superior Court, Oakland, and ended in
mistrial 8/8/71, when jurors could not agree
on verdict. On 11/2/71, Alameda County
Superior Judge LYLE E. COOK dismissed 1964
felony conviction against NEWTON and ruled that
newton's constitutional rights were violated
when he was denied permission to have an
"advisor" assist him in his self-defense of the
charge. Jury currently being selected for
third trial of NEWTON. Subject continues to
make final decisions regarding BPP policies
and procedures. On 8/28/71, NEWTON delivered
eulogy at funeral of GEORGE JACKSON; on
10/22/71, NEWTON delivered speech before Palo
Alto Bar Association, Palo Alto, California.

6 -i-

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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During July - October, 1971, NEWTON appeared on
three television programs and two radio programs in
the San Francisco Bay Area. On 9/26/71, NEWTON
traveled to Peking, China, where he visited until
10/8/71, during which he reportedly met with
Premier CHOU En-lai and gave him a petition
requesting Chairman MAO Tse-tung of Peoples'
Republic of China to negotiate with President
NIXON for freedom of rtpp-nps gpi^ r>iar»r>i-g>g of tho
world. NEWTON continues to I I

- P -

ENCLOSURES:

One xerox copy each of four articles concerning
the boycotting of| [liquor store, Oakland,
California, by NEWTUN and the Black Panther Party which
appeared in the September 23, 24, 25 and 26, 1971, issues
of the "Oakland Tribune", a daily Oakland, California,
newspaper.

u
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DETAILS:

A. Residence:

I . BACKGROUND

NEWTON continues to reside in Apartment 25A,
Twelve Hundred Lakeshore Apartments, 1200 Lake Shore
Avenue, Oakland, California.

SF T-1
SF T-2
SF T-3
November 2, 1971

The one year lease for the above anartmant in
which NEWTON resides, which was signed by
for Stronghold Consolidated Productions, Inc. (SCPI)
expired October 31, 1971, and is not being renewed by
Lake Towers Corporation, Oakland, California. However, the
apartment will continue to be rented to| |on a month-
to-raonth basis and NEWTON has given no inaieatlon he will
move from the apartment.

SF T-1
November 2, 1971

SCPI is a BPP corporation in New York which
is utilized to handle BPP financial trans-
actions .

The Black Panther Party (BPP) is a black
extremist organization started in Oakland,
California, in December, 1966. It advocates
the use of guns and guerrilla tactics to
bring about the overthrow of the United
States Government. — 5 i
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B. Employment;

NEWTON is publicly known as Minister of Defense
and Co- founder of the BPP. NEWTON has publicly stated
that his title with the BPP is now "Servant of the
People"

.

NEWTON continues to be engaged on a full time
basis as head of the BPP.

SF T-2
SF T-3
SF T-4
November 2, 1971

C. Retrial of NEWTON;

On June 28, 1971, the second trial of NEWTON on
manslaughter charges commenced in Alameda County Superior
Court, Department 6, Oakland, California, with Superior
Court Judge HAROLD B. HOVE presiding. Prosecution was
handled by Alameda County Assistant District Attorney
DONALD P. WHYTE and defense attorney was CHARLES R. GARRY,
a well known San Francisco attorney who handles BPP
criminal matters. The manslaughter charges against NEWTON
stem from the death of Oakland police officer JOHN FREY on
the early morning of October 28, 1967.

Various motions were made by the defense to
have the charges against NEWTON dropped but all of the
motions were denied by Judge HOVE.

Selection of jurors for NEWTON 's second trial took
place on July 6 and July 7, 1971, and opening statements
were made by the defense and the prosecution on July 9,
1971. After testimony by several prosecution and defense
witnesses the jury began deliberations on a verdict on
August 3, 1971, At approximately 6:00 PM, August 8, 1971,
the jurors advised Judge HOVE they could not agree on a
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verdict. Judge HOVE then declared a mistrial and excused
the jury. An official count of the jurors was not made
but it was indicated that they were deadlocked with a vote
11 to 1 in favor of a conviction.

Immediately after the declaration of the
mistrial, Alameda County District Attorney LOWELL JENSEN
announced NEWTON would be tried a third time on the
charge he killed Oakland Police Officer FREY.

On August 10, 1971, retrial date of NEWTON was
set for October 12, 1971, in Alameda County Superior
Court, Oakland.

On October 11, 1971, Alameda County Superior
Court Judge LYLE E. COOK, who was designated to preside
at the retrial of NEWTON, announced that stringent security
measures would be in effect in Alameda County Superior
Court for the third trial of NEWTON. Precautions taken
by JudgB COOK to safeguard the courtroom where the retrial
will take place include signs being posted at every
entrance to the courthouse, advising that any visitors’
parcel, purse, briefcase or package is subject to search
by deputies of the Alameda County Sheriff's Office.
Judge COOK has stated that no loiterers will be allowed in
the courtroom corridor after court is in session.

On October 12, 1971, NEWTON appeared in Alameda
County Superior Court as scheduled before Senior Superior
Court Judge ROBERT KRONINGER. Defense Attorney CHARLES R.

GARRY immediately made motion for the disqualification of
all Superior Court judges because they are "influenced and
intimidated by an organization known as Citizens for Law
and Order". GARRY claimed this organization insists that
all judges mete out harsher sentences and has a program
aimed at replacing "unduly lenient or permissive judges".
Judge KRONINGER summarily denied this motion, saying it had
no legal basis.



challenge hearing to be held on October 14, 1971, before
Superior Court Judge LIONEL WILSON and court was then
recessed until that date.

According to an article appearing in the
October 12, 1971, edition of the ’’Oakland Tribune”, a daily
Oakland newspaper, the organization ’’Citizens for Law and
Order” was formed in raid 1969 by a group of Oakland
businessmen as a grass-roots movement ’’dedicated to the
restoration and maintenance of law and order in onr
country”. According to this article, one of the tasks
undertaken by the organization is to observe the courts by
monitoring jurists’ actions to determine if any jurist is
unduly lenient in the matters of bails , sentencing or
probation.

On October 14, 1971, hearing on motion to dis-
qualify Judge COOK was held before Alameda County Superior
Court Judge LIONEL WILSON, the only Black jurist on the
Alameda County bench. Judge WILSON ruled that Judge COOK
is qualified to conduct a fair and impartial trial for
NEWTON. Judge WILSON set October 19, 1971, for start in
Judge cook's court of NEWTON ’s third trial.

On October 19, 1971, Defense Attorney GARRY
made several motions before Judge COOK, seeking to have
the charges against NEWTON dismissed. The defense
allegations were;

1. Charges against NEWTON should be dismissed
because an alleged illegal switch of jurors during the last
trial placed the defendant in double jeopardy.

2. The 1957 Alameda County Grand Jury indicted
NEWTON unconstitutionally becaust its members were racially
and economically biased against NEWTON.
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3 . A prior felony assault charge against NEWTON
as a result of a 1964 stabbing incident was illegally
charged against NEWTON.

4. The state should be required to furnish the
defense with confidential personnel records of all police
officers who will testify in the trial and that the home
addresses of key prosecution witnesses and

I should be furnished to GARRY.

Judge COOK stated he would consider the motions
and court was continued until October 26, 1971.

On October 26, 1971, arguments by the prosecution
and the defense continued before Judge COOK on the various
motions previously made by Defense Attorney GARRY. Judge
COOK continued the case until October 28, 1971, pending
a decision by the State Supreme Court on a motion by the
defense to disqualify Judge COOK as presiding judge in
retrial of NEWTON.

On the afternoon of October 26, 1971, the
California Supreme Court denied the motion by GARRY to
disqualify Judge COOK.

On October 28, 1971, a hearing was held before
presiding Senior Alameda County Superior Court Judge
ROBERT KRONINGER concerning the peremptory challenge of
Judge COOK by Defense Attorney GARRY. -At this time GARRY
said he did not know if he was going to utilize a peremptory
challenge of Judge COOK and asked Judge KRONINGER for the
names of judges who would preside at NEWTON 's retrial
if he did challenge Judge COOK. Judge KRONINGER criticized
this movement by GARRY as being "frivolous and irrelevant"
and reassigned the case back to Judge COOK.

On the same date Judge COOK denied motion by
GARRY that charges against NEWTON be dropped on grounds he
had been held in double jeopardy during his second trial

7
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because of alleged jury tampering by Judge HAROLD HOVE.
Judge COOK also ruled that the method of selecting the
grand jury that indicted NEWTON in 1967 was constitutional
and he also refused to release to GARRY the addresses
of two prime prosecution witnesses

|

, but indicated GARRY would have the opportunity
to interview both witnesses prior to their testifying
in a meeting to be worked out with Prosecutor WHYTE.

Judge COOK continued the trial until
November 2, 1971, when he said he would rule on the
defense motion challenging NEWTON ’s 1964 felony conviction.

On November 2, 1971, Judge COOK dismissed a
1964 felony conviction against NEWTON, stemming from a
charge of assault with a deadly weapon. Judge COOK ruled
that newton's constitutional rights were violated when he
was denied permission to have an "advisor" assist him in
his self-defense of the charge. The judge's decision
means that if NEWTON is convicted in his third trial of
voluntary manslaughter he will face a sentence of only
one to fifteen years in prison. As a felon with a prior
conviction he would have been liable to a sentence of two
to fifteen years.

On the same date, Judge COOK turned down motions
by Defense Attorney GARRY to admit 18 to 20 year olds to the
panel jury and to have the panel limited to residents of
Oakland.

On the afternoon of November 2, 1971, the selection
of a jury to hear the third trial of NEWTON commenced in
Alameda County Superior Court, Oakland, before Judge COOK.
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II. ACTIVITIES

A. General Role As Head Of The BPP:

SF T-3
July 25, 1971

SF T-2
July 25, 1971

As of August 6, 1971, NEWTON intended to attend
the memorial services being held for JONATHAN JACKSON at
St. Augustine's Episcopal Church, Oakland, California,
on August 7, 1971.

SF T-2
August 6, 1971

3 3 L' t.
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vTONATHAN JACKSON is a brother of GEORGE
JACKSON and he was killed during a 'shoot-
out with police in Marin County,
California, on August 7, 1970, when he
attempted to aid the escape of three San
Quentin prisoners.

GEORGE JACKSON is a former inmate at San
Quentin Prison who was killed on
August 21, 1971, when he attempted to
escape from that institution.

SF T-2
August 8, 1971

SF T-2
August 9, 1971

10
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SF T-2
August 17, 1971

SF T-2
August 18, 1971

SF T-2
August 22, 1971

On the afternoon of August 22, 1971, the following
statement was read by BPP Chairman BOBBY SEALE on the
program "Black Montage" and broadcast over Radio Station
KDIA, Oakland, California, Prior to reading this statement
SEALE announced he was going to' read a message from NEWTON
showing the BPP's position in regards to the action of
GEORGE JACKSON during his escape attempt from San Quentin
Prison on August 21, 1971, during which JACKSON was killed.
The statement read by SEALE appeared in the August 28, 1971,
issue of "The Black Panther" newspaper and is as follows:



1

-Aifgust 1971

I Our position is in support of the action of George Jack-

1

son. The first rule when a people’s soldier is captured is

to immediately start planning his escape. His action was a
political statement because he set the standard for all

political prisoners. He took the only available avenue of
redress against state murder. The state created the vio-

lent situation that exists in San Quentin today. The state
gives itself the arbitrary privilege of taking life, the right

to kill, capital punishment, sanctioned violence which

'

leaves no room for redress. Redress of grievances is the
contract between the people and the state in relationship

to the laws of the land. People will respect laws that
servethemand will tolerate those thattheydo not as longas
there is an avenue for redress and change. Voting and
petitioning and other civil actions are redress vehicles,

but when capital punishment is legislated,the natural rela-

tionship regarding life between the people and the state ?

breaks down. The person being threatened with death by

living things
llve’sTTP the

an mas
state decides it caTrtake

right to protect their own
"take life then the pidiDle

The Black Panther

I
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can defend life.The basic int^rity of maTT is predicated
upon respect for life. The state does not have the rfghfto
^ke life, every man has a right to preserve his own life.

jThe state is supposed to represent the basic integrity o1

the individual. We should all hold life sacred, and no on<

including the state, should have the right to snuff out life.

Only through natural forces and acts of God should man
give life up; and science through its research and produc-
tion of medicines is trying to combat the thing we call

death. If there is no capital punishment on the intercom-
munal level this would stop all wars of aggression, be-

cause the only time one could take life is in the defense of
life, never in a retaliatory posture.

'George Jackson, Field Marshal for the Black Panther
Party ~ a soldier in the people's army - gave his life In an
attempt to free political prisoners and to preserve his

own dignity and manhood. Field Marshal George Jackson
moved in a defensive manner; the state had threatened
to take Brother George’s life, the executioner already had
a hood over his head, a glass cage had been built and
euphemistically called a courtroom. The shackles were
locked. George broke the shackles, spurned the glass

{

cage and defended his manhood in the spirit of freedom.

I
George Jackson was a Supreme Servant of the People

because he gave his life, all that any human being can
ari\/A c-hri lorcrlincr frtr stU rmnroceAH nonnlo
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SF T-2
August 23, 1971

SF T-4
August 23, 1971

SF T-3
August 23, 1971

14
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August 23, 1971

SF T-3
August 24, 1971

SF T-2
August 25, 1971

SF T-3
August 25, 1971

On August 28, 1971, NEWTON attended the BPP
funeral held for GEORGE JACKSON at St. Augustine's
Episcopal Church, Oakland, during which he delivered the
eulogy.

SF T-5
August 28, 1971

y
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(Complete text of eulogy delivered by NEWTON at
the GEORGE JACKSON funeral is included in this report
under the section captioned "Public Appearances").

SF T-4
August 31, 1971

SF T-4
September 1, 1971

On September 8, 1971, when NEWTON was in Atlanta,
Georgia, during a brief news conference, he announced that
"the BPP is contemplating moving its Central Headquarters
to Atlanta". In response to a request for clarification
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NEWTON replied *'we are considering it and I'm now in
Atlanta, Georgia, in order to lay the foundation for the
move to Atlanta, Georgia. It might take place in the
next six months but we're laying the foundation for the
move to Atlanta."

FBI Agents
Atlanta Office
September 8, 1971

An article by Reporter TIM FINDLEY, a BPP
sympathizer, appearing in the September 9, 1971, issue of
the "San Francisco Chronicle", a daily San Francisco,
California, newspaper, reported that on September 8, 1971,
NEWTON had stated that BPP National Headquarters will be
moved from Oakland, California, to Atlanta, Georgia, in
the next six months. In this article NEWTON is quoted as
saying the Panthers are now "looking to the south for the
thrust of Black liberation". NEWTON reportedly continued
that "we're not evacuating Oakland, just moving National
Headquarters. There will still be a chapter in Oakland
and we won't minimize our efforts there."

The article further reported that NEWTON told
FINDLEY by telephone on September 8, 1971, that NEWTON
began to feel some of his and Black peoples' roots in his
current tour of the south. NEWTON reportedly termed
Atlanta as "ideal" for the Panthers' new efforts which
will "cultivate this field in the south". NEWTON reportedly
continued that "the original crime against Blacks was
committed in the south. We're returning to the scene of
the crime .

"

On September 9, 1971, upon NEWTON 's return to
San Francisco from Atlanta, Georgia, he again made state-
ments similar to the ones reported above concerning the
move of BPP Headquarters to Atlanta, Georgia.

17
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SF T-4
September 10, 1971

SF T-2
September 11, 1971

SF T-2
September 13, 1971
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JOHN SEALE is publicly known as the brother
of BPP Chairman BOBBY SEALE and as the
Production Manager of "The Black Panther"
newspaper. —

SF T-2
October 16, 1971

SF T-4
October 21, 1971



On October 26, 1971
people from other BPP offices
disbanded from the Party for

SF T-2
October 22, 1971

SF T-2
October 24, 1971

SF T-4
October 24, 1971

SF T-4
October 26, 1971

21
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B. Public Appga:c^a:ageB

:

1 . Psz»sonal Appci ci^ances

;

a. BPP Revolutionary Funeral for GEORGE JACKSON

On August 28s 1277-, NEVITON attended the BPP
revolutionary funeral h@ld for GEORGE JACKSON at St.
Augustine’s Episcopal Church, Oakland, and NEWTON delivered
the eulogy. Following is a statement made by NEVJTON as
printed in the September 4, 1371, issue of "Tha Black
Panther" ;

22





Pnwnr to the People^ Power to our

fallen comrade^, Brother ^'&wwFge

Jackson, member of the BlackPanther

Party. First I would like to explain,

because many people are vjondering,

whht is the connection between Brother

George Jackson an-d the Black Panther

When I went to prison in' 1967, I

met George. Not physically, I met him

through his ideas, his thoughts a'nd

words that I would get from him.

He was at Soledad Prison at the time;

/ uKts at California Pemi Colony.

George was a legendary figure all

through the prison system, where he
spent most of his life. You know a
legendary figure is known tomostpeo-’

pie through the idea, or through the

concept, or essentially through the

spirit. So I met George through the

spirit. Shortly after I met George,!got
Word through the prison grapevine that

he uKinted to join the Black Panther
Party; in fact he did join the Black
Panther Party and he received the

rank, at his request, of a member of
the People's Revolutionary Army, and
he was given the rank of Ge'neral and
Field Marshal. Fie was in dmrge of
the prison recruiting, and also he would

go on with his life as a revolutimary
example, which was the most im,poHant •

thing that one can ever do, because <

tJmt cannot he killed.

I say that the legendary figure is

also a hero. George Jackson was my
hero. He set a standard for prisoners,

politiGsl,—prisoners, for people. He
showed the love, the strength,

vohdionary fervor that's charac-

teristic^'~ofmy soldier for the people.

So we know that spiritual things c<m

only manifest themselves in scfi^

physical act, through a physical m^r
chanism. i saw prisoners, who knew
about this legendary figure, act in such

a way, putting his ideas to life; so

therefore the spirit became a life.

And I would like to say today George's

body has fallen, but his spirit goes on,

because Ms ideas live. And we will see

that .'these ideas stay alive, because

they'll be manifested in our bodies and

in these young Panthers' bodies, who
are &ur cMldren. So ifs a true saying

that there will be revolution from one

. generation to the next. ^
|

What kind of standard did George
Jackson set. First, that he was a
strong man, he was determined, full
of love, strength, dedication to the
people^s cause, without fear. He lived
the life that we must praise. It was a
life, no matter how he ims oppressed,
nc matter how wrongly he was done,
he still kept the love for the people.
And^ this is why he felt no pain in
givkig up his lifefor the people’s cause

The Slate itself sets the stagefor the
kind of contradiction or violence tk&t

^

occurs in the world, that occurs in the
prisms. The ruling circle ofthe Unitkd
States^ has terrorized the world. The
state has the audacity to say they haveAe right to km. They say they have a
death pemlty and ifs legal. Bui I say
by the laws of nature that no death

be legal -

It gives spur to ali



sorts of violence
f
because every man

has a contract with himself^itiM he

must keep himself alive at all costs^

the state with legality covdd onlyg

at best, hold one, confine one for a
^ter period of negotiation abwAt the

wrong. And even ifthe state does wrong
sometimes, maybe it could make itself

legal by saying that we will go along
with these wrong acts against us as
long as we can negotiate them some

other time. But of course with the

death penalty, of course with the kind

of violence that we see in our com-
munity where the police are also the

executioners,we d<M*t have this chance
negotiation. They have the audacity

to say that people should deliver a life

w them without a struggle; in4 none

of us can accept thM, George Jackson
had every right, every right to do
everything possible to preserve his

life and the life of his comrades, the

life of the People,

George Jackson, even afterMs death,

is a legendary figure and a hero. He
must be - to the oppressor^ 'This is

true, I know it*s true, because of the

words of the oppressor. To cover their

E
der they say that George Jackson
d five people, five oppressors,

) wounded three in the rm of 30-

seconds . You know, sometimes I like

to look over the fact that iVs physically

impossible. But after all George Jack-

son is my hero. And I wouldJJk£^o

think that Tl was possible; I would like

to be very happy that George Jackson

hatTm^stren^h; he must have hdd to

be a superman. (Of course, my hero

would have to be a superman.) And

we will raise our children to be like

George Jackson, to live like George

Jackson and to fight for freedom Is

George Jackson fought for freedom.

We say that even after death, George

Jackson still is alive, because his

ideas, his spirit will be manifested in

the physical. Again, we see our young

Panthers here, who are growingup, and

they will grow up trying to live by the

standard that George Jackson set.

George Jackson, even after his death,

you see, is going on living in a very

real way; because, after all, the

greatest thing that we have is the idea

and our spirit, because it can bepasskd

I

on. Not in the superstitious sense, ^
:

in the sense that when we say someth^
I or we live a certain way, then when
this can be passed on to anotherperson,

then life goes an. And that person
somehow lives, because the standard

that he set and the standard that he

lived by will go on living. So the body

becomes of very'Utile importance, the

body of one individual. But the body of
all of us, who cannot be eliminated

(they cannot kill all of us as they kil^
George Jackson), By this, by t^s
George left a legacy and he will go on,

he will go on into immortality, because

fbelieye that the people mil win,

w® kmw the people will win, and we



will advance wave upon wave^

Even with George^s last statement -

his last statement to me - at San

Quentin that day^ that terrible day, he

left a standard for political prisoners;

hf left a standard for the prisoner

society ofracist, reactionary Am,erica;

surely he left a standardfor the libera-

tion armies of the world. He showed us
how to act. He made a stateme'nt that

the unjust will be criticized by the wea-
pon, And this will certainly be true,

because the people will take care of

that, George also said one time that

the oppressor is very strong and he

might beat him down, he might beat us

down, to our very knees, he might

crush us to the ground, but it*s

physically impossible for him togo on.

Aft some point his legs will get tired,

aShd when his legs get tired, then George
Jackson, the people mil tear his kme
caps off.

But first the state sets such vio-

lence, you see. And some people say
that we can*t get rid of this kind of
physical conflict with more of it. Well

I would take issue with it (if we use
that example ofthe oppressor stomping
George Jackson down to his knees),

Hf can*t go on. And with the violence

th en, we act, uhen we return it, in our

defense, by tearing his legs off. Of
course he won*t have a leg; bid the

violence will stop, because we donft

care to take it on, It*s true that the

violence that he committed against us,

by beating us down, we*ll be hur^-ky4i;

but hft-i@g mil cilso be hurt, nr

:
'missing leg - the stub mil ache him

I ve'rf^frmch. So it is bad for us and it

i is bad for him also. But we*re de -

termined not to let him wipe the people

out. We know that he cannot wipe thf

people out, because we will fight or^.

We will tear his legs off, we*ll tear

his head off and we*ll take the ex-

ample from George Jackson, In the

na'MS of love and in the name of
freedom, with love as our guide, we*ll

slit every throat that threatens the

people and our children, We*ll do it

in the name of peace, if this is what

we have to do; because as soon as it*s

over, then we can have the kind ofworld
where violence will no longer exist.

So we will be very practical, ule

won’t make statements and believe

things or try to believe the things th^

prison officials said to make them true,

such as the 30 seconds and five people

being eliminated - who were definitely

oppressors - we will go on and li'oe

'very realistically. In spite of the kind

of hero George was to me, I know we
don’t come by, through that overnight.

There’s much pain and much suffering

necessary in order for us to develop.

So even in our suffering, even in our

suffering I see a strength growing, f/

see the example that he set will n&t

be let down. We know that all of 4s

will die someday. But we know that

death has two kinds of characters , the

reactionary kind and the revolutionary

kind. One death is significant and the

other^ls^tot, George certainly died in

26



a significant way, and his death will!

be very heavy; while the ones thaq

fell, the ones that fell that day in Saw
Quentin, their deaths will be lighter

than a feather because it*s insignificant;

and even those who support them nowf
will not support them in thefuture, be-l

cause we*re determined to change theiT^.

minds. Well change their minds or else

in the people* s name we*ll have to wipe

them out thoroughly, wholly, ab-^

solutely and completely.
j

ALL POWER TO THE PEOPLE I
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Palo Alto Bar Association
Palo Alto, California

On October 22, 1971,
Palo Alto Bar Association, Palo Alto,

uaiirorni'a, advised that NEWTON was to be the guest
speaker at a meeting of the Palo Alto Bar Association to
be held at noon, October 22, 1971, at Dinah’s Shack,
Palo Alto, California. NEWTON 's speech was to be on the
subject of ’’Transformation and Change” and he was
obtained as a speaker on a gratis basis. [stated
that NEWTON had been invited to bring two guests with him.
Chief ZURKER, Palo , Alto Police Department, advised on
October 22, 1971, that he had attended the meeting of the
Palo Alto Bar, Association and had heard NEWTON 's speech.
Chief ZURKER advised that the text of NEWTON 's speech was
that change is inevitable in society and that change as
it was represented in legal history and in the United
States Constitution has taken place and will continue to
proceed. Chief ZURKER advised that NEWTON further stated
that the only enemies he has are those who resist
change. Approximately 32 people were in attendance at
the meeting where NEWTON spoke.

2. Television Programs;

a. "A.M.", KGO-TV
San Francisco, California
August 13, 1971

NEWTON was a guest on JIM DUNBAR ’s television
program "A.M." on KGO-TV, Channel 7, San Francisco, from
7:30 a.m. until 8:30 a.m.

,

August 13, 1971.

After his introduction, NEWTON stated his title
is now "Servant of the Pepple” and continued: "We no longer
have a military posture. We wear clothes of the
community, and we take the position the community takes at
this time. We view the revolution as a process instead of a
set of principles or some conclusion, as a matter of fact,

TuTai
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that's counter-revolutionary. So now we’re attempting to
develop a community and we use the sociological definition
of community and, that is, a comprehensive collection of
institutions that are supposed to serve the people around
them and use them. " He stated this is why the BPP became
involved in the picketing and boycotting of a liquor
store in Oakland, California, owned and operated by BILL
BOYETTE, a Negro male who is President of Black California
Package Liquor Dealers Association (Cal-Pak).

In response to a question from DUNBAR regarding
the recent trial of NEWTON which ended in a hung jury, NEWTON
commented he had spent almost three years in prison, that
he has already been tried twice, and he feels re-trying
him would be "double jeopardy" or "triple jeopardy". He
stated he thinks the only reason the prosecution is trying
to put him in jail is because of the political views of the
BPP.

DUNBAR next asked if the split between NEWTON
and ELDRIDGE CLEAVER has become closer together or farther
apart

.

ELDRIDGE CLEAVER is the former Minister
of Information of the BPP. He is
currently in Algeria, and he is a
Federal fugitive.

NEWTON replied that he was "shocked" by the
comments of CLEAVER when he (NEWTON) was on DUNBAR 's program
in February, 1971, and he had received no prior indication
from CLEAVER that anything was wrong. He continued; "The
community has decided ELDRIDGE CLEAVER was wrong for his
presenting that kind of internal contradiction to the public
in that manner. The Party's Central Committee decided that
ELDRIDGE CLEAVER defected the Party and attempted to form
a new one. He took two chapters with him, the Harlem
Branch and the New Jersey Branch. Subsequently, these two
branches sub-divided into about 16 factions. We now
print our newspaper in Harlem. We have a new chapter
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there; we have a new chapter in New Jersey. So the
Party is stronger than ever. We have approximately 38
chapters and branches. ELDRIDGE CLEAVER is very quiet,
which I think is good if he’s only interested in dividing
the Black community and disturbing the peace."

The focus of the program then turned to the picketing
and boycotting of BILL BOYETTE 's liquor store in Oakland
by the BPP. NEWTON said the picketing begins each day at
6:00 a.m.

,

and continues until 2:00 a.m.

,

when the store
closes. DUNBAR pointed out that BOYETTE has asked for an
injunction against the boycott because it is his claim
that the Panthers are attempting to "shake him down for a
$10 a week contribution". DUNBAR continued that BOYETTE
has stated this is all right as long as it is voluntary but
when it is involuntary, it is coercion. NEWTON was asked
to comment on this.

NEWTON pointed out that in the first place, there
was no injunction issued as far as the boycott is concerned
in that it does not bar the Panthers from boycotting. He
said the injunction was against threatening the life of
BOYETTE, which he (NEWTON) claimed the Panthers did not do
in the first place, and against the use of force in keeping
customers out of the store, which he again said the Panthers
are not guilty of. He continued that really the "injunction
or restraining order doesn't affect the boycotting at
all and the boycott goes on".

NEWTON said he would like to give a little back-
ground on the boycotting because of "it being very
controversial" in the community at this time, and "it is
very primary to our new thrust--our organization of the
black community and developing these institutions." NEWTON
stated that at first the BPP was asked to contribute bodieef
in order to boycott a Mayfair grocery store when Cal-Pak
initiated the boycott because Mayfair sold alcoholic
beverages from distilleries which would not hire black
drivers. NEWTON claimed that, at that time, he was offered
approximately $1,000 to buy these bodies from the Panthers.
He continued that he had rejected the offer and told Cal-
Pak the BPP would help in the boycott but could not accept
money because the BPP is interested in the cause.
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He said BILL BOYETTE was against the Party
entering into this relationship with Cal-Pak from the very
beginning, but most of the members of the Cal-Pak
Association invited the Party to participate. He stated
that on at least one occasion, BOYETTE asked if they would
contribute, but he (BOYETTE) still wanted to know how much
he would have to pay, and "He was upset because I (NEWTON)
would reject all money." According to NEWTON, BOYETTE
asked if he (NEWTON) would accept food but "I (NEWTON)
would not accept food as a payoff because we were interested
in the cause." NEWTON said he committed approximately 150
troops to boycott Mayfair without flying the Panther flag,
and it was done for community institutions. He said they
"folded Mayfair or forced them to sign that they would
not take these beverages that would not hire blacks on
their trucks in about four days". He claimed that after
Mayfair "was folded", Cal-Pak had a victory party, but the
BPP was not invited to attend. NEWTON stated that after
this, he asked the Cal-Pak Association if they would give
a contribution to the Party and in turn the Party would
give them ads in its newspaper. NEWTON commented that
again he was asked how much and that he told them he would
not set an amount because they could set an amount better
than he could and that the Party would accept dry goods

,

food, cloth for the Party's clothing factory, anything,
but they (Cal-Pak) would have to set it. According to
NEWTON, "BOYETTE said, 'No', he would not do that because
I (NEWTON) would have to name a price." NEWTON continued
that the Party wanted "something that was nominal yet
continuing and all of our programs are non-profit corpora-
tions and can be written off the tax at the end of the
year. In turn we would tell the community to go to the store.
At the same time, they would build a fund to organize
politically in the community. This was rejected and finally
I was called to a meeting because the party was ready to
move in a political fashion and I was offered food. This
offer of food was a front or a show-off because once we were
offered food then Cal-Pak would go to the community and
say, 'See, he rejected the food; he wants money. ' I rejected
the food on the same basis as the money because it was a
one-time gift. But our position is this; What is good
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for Peter is good for Paul and what is good for the goose
is good for the gander. Now, they charge us with extortion
but yet they aided and abetted in extortion of Mayfair.
So, we say that they wanted Mayfair to do something Mayfair
did not want to do. So they used illegal means of boycott.
Now we go back and ask them to do something for our
survival programs , but we use the boycott which is auto-
matically criminal. And I think they should re-evaluate
their position; especially their president because our
boycott has not stopped; it will not stop. We're protected
by the First Amendment."

After a commercial DUNBAR announced that he had
BILL BOYETTE on the telephone. NEWTON hastily remarked
that he and BOYETTE would not negotiate there because he
could not do that unless he had the proper setting. NEWTON
then greeted BOYETTE and stated they have always been
very good friends and he thinks it is a very tragic thing
for the whole community since the community needs all the
institutions to be stronger. He stated the Party's chief
motive is to strengthen the community institutions but that
could only be done through organizing them as a political
machine where the whole community grows along with the people
who happen to have access to a little capital to create the
business institutions. NEWTON told BOYETTE that he thinks
the sooner they get together and settle the situation the
better it would be for the whole community and then they
could move on to build his (BOYETTE 's) business back up.
NEWTON continued, "Until that time we have to ask the
community not to shop at your (BOYETTE'S) store."

BOYETTE stated that he would like to answer
several of the charges made by NEWTON . He remarked that
NEWTON had surprised him because he thought they have a
better personal relationship than what NEWTON is showing,
and he hopes they can resolve their differences through
other means than NEWTON is now demonstrating. BOYETTE said
he is willing to settle the matter in any manner that is
supposed to be done but yet leaving him his freedom.

BOYETTE denied the accusations by NEWTON that
Cal-Pak had asked NEWTON to have the BPP participate in the
boycotting of Mayfair and Cal-Pak has made no agreements
whatsoever with NEWTQW>/«r;itV-<btee-BR»R.ii 1 He said NEWTON had
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asked him if the BPP could assist them in the boycott, and
that he told NEWTON he appreciated his offer but when "we
need you we'll be glad to call on you." He said that
when NEWTON asked him a second time, he told NEWTON that
they (members of Cal-Pak Association) decided to get off
their rumps and do the boycotting themselves and that is
the reason they had not called on NEWTON for help.

NEWTON then interrupted BOYETTE and said BOYETTE
should start from the very beginning of the contradiction
and stated he believed BOYETTE paid him approximately $175,
which NEWTON rejected as payment at that time. He continued
that BOYETTE said this was not payment but to buy gasoline
and food because he only wanted five pickets to drive to
San Francisco to the distilleries because BOYETTE 's
business people could not do that.

DUNBAR tried to get a comment from BOYETTE
regarding the statement by NEWTON, but NEWTON refused to
allow BOYETTE to speak, saying he (NEWTON) wanted to add
that BOYETTE invited NEWTON to send pickets to the
distilleries, but that he was not paid the $175 and that
if it had been given to him on the stipulated time he would
have rejected it. NEWTON said he finally had to ask
BOYETTE for the $175, which he (NEWTON) donated to the
breakfast program.

DUNBAR asked for a comment from BOYETTE.' As
BOYETTE began to speak, NEWTON asked, "Is that true, Mr.
BOYETTE?" BOYETTE then asked DUNBAR if he would have
NEWTON "shut up" so he (BOYETTE) could answer some of the
accusations made by NEWTON. NEWTON said he was sorry and
added that he would give BOYETTE that courtesy because
neither DUNBAR nor any other man could make him "shut up".

BOYETTE then stated that NEWTON was not at
Mayfair at the invitation or request of Cal-Pak and they
had made no deal. NEWTON interrupted, stating, "He's
being non-responsive. What about the first occasion?"
DUNBAR then asked BOYETTE about the $175 NEWTON claimed BOYETTE
offered and asked if BOYETTE would like to comment on that.
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BOYETTE said he would get to that but he wanted
to keep the events in order. He stated the Panthers did
in fact picket at the Mayfair store on several occasions.
At this point, NEWTON interrupted and said, "You're being
evasive. What about the first, the genesis of our
agreement?" BOYETTE pleaded to be allowed to explain,
stating that NEWTON had said he was going to give him the
courtesy to speak. NEWTON again said, "I'm sorry. I

talk too much."

BOYETTE then stated that Mayfair Market was never
closed and that they had picketed there for 23 days. He
said that, as far as any agreement made between Mayfair and
Cal-Pak, Mayfair has neither negotiated nor has entered into
any agreement with Cal-Pak. He said the only reason they
stopped picketing is because they settled their situation
with the wholesalers. He commented that no one closed down
Mayfair--neither Cal-Pak nor the Panthers.

NEWTON again interrupted, saying he would like
to define what he means by "closed down". He continued that
he considers BOYETTE closed down because he is not doing
any business. NEWTON further remarked that only a few
people shopped at Mayfair and, therefore, he considers it
closed down. NEWTON said the BPP boycotted Mayfair at
the request of most of the members of Cal-Pak against
BOYETTE'S will as President because the Cal-Pak members
were hurting as far as having enough people to do the picketing.
NEWTON continued that he does not want to crush BOYETTE '

s

business because the community needs his business. NEWTON
reminded BOYETTE that he (NEWTON) had told him (BOYETTE)
at one of their meetings that this month the BPP would
boycott his store because he was not contributing to the
sickle-cell anemia program, but "next month I will boycott
your business enterprise if your association, that con-
stitutes 30 people making five million (dollars) a year,
will not bank at the same bank." NEWTON said he does not
own a bank and does not care which bank they use, but for
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the community sake, they should control a bank in the
community. He told BOYETTE that he does not feel BOYETTE
is serving the community, that BOYETTE is being too
selfish, and "we will discipline you for that".

NEWTON said he feels the boycotting is perfectly
legal because they are not requiring anything out of
BOYETTE. He further told BOYETTE that he (NEWTON) thinks
BOYETTE has been unfair to him as a friend to distort the
whole conversation.

DUNBAR finally persuaded NEWTON to let BOYETTE
make some comments. BOYETTE stated Cal-Pak did make an
offer to the BPP to make a donation to the breakfast pro-
gram, not because "we owed them anything and not because
we had promised them anything, but we felt that out of all
of the programs they have, this is one that we held in high
esteem". BOYETTE continued that they had offered NEWTON
75 gallons of milk, 500 loaves of breat, 60 pounds of meat,
30 dozen eggs, and two cases of cereal, and NEWTON had
turned this down emphatically.

NEWTON again interrupted, stating, "I asked you
how long would you donate. What you don't understand, you
could have given me that same amount of things as long as
you had stretched it out over a period of time so we would
have a continuing relationship. Through this we could
organize politically, but I think that is what you are
afraid of. So, I'll say again, and I think you distort
things by letting the community believe I wanted money and
so I turned down food. This is not true. I turned down
the money; I turned down the one contribution of food.
I'm saying that we want a nominal contribution and you can
be the distributor. You can contribute the cloth to the
factories. Now, if you don't give it to us on the grounds
that our programs are no good after your observations , then
this would be legitimate. But just to say that you will
not do it because it's not freedom, what do you think you
were attempting to do to Mayfair by making them hire
drivers that they didn't want to hire. Is this taking their
freedom away or not^'^MrinriMTHl T
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Boyette answered that Newton has a breakfast
program where hungry children are fed, but that Cal-Pak feels
that if they can get a father a job then he can take care of
his children and feed them breakfast and then Newton won't
have to feed them.

Before Boyette could continue, Newton interrupted
by stating that someone had to give Boyette a loan so he
could start his store and that he (Newton) appreciates the
black business enterprise, but, "I cannot accept that we
should stop our free programs because we want to politically
organize so that we can resolve the fact that you cannot
give out enough jobs for our people, I don't expect you to.
I think you are doing a fine job, but there is much improvement
needed and it's up to the Black Panther Party as a vanguard
group in a forward thrust for freedom for black people in
particular and all people in general it's our job to get the
best out of your institution whish is really ours. Your store
belongs to the community, and it also belongs to you, but you
must serve the community or else the community will not come
to your store,"

After several attempts, Dunbar finally got Newton
stopped and requested that Newton let Boyette make some
comments. Boyette then stated that, because Nekton would not
let him (Boyette) answer the charges Ne*ton had made without
interruption, he (Boyette) wanted to say that since "we made
our money then I feel we have the freedom to spend it as we
see fit."

Newton again abruptly interrupted Boyette and
stated, "Wait a minute! Mayfair made their money. Did they
have the freedom to not hire any black drivers? Why did you
go there and force them to or attempt to?"

Dunbar then tried to stop Newton so Boyette could
continue his comments, but Newton stated, "Now, wait just one
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minute. This is an internal contradiction, really, and
you (Dunbar) called him (Boyette) up. So I have to tell
you, ,

.

"

Dunbar told Newton that Newton was not letting
Boyette speak, to which Newton replied that Boyette had had
the chance to talk on many shows where Newton was not present
to interrupt him, Newton reminded Dunbar that he had said
at the first of the program that he did not want to negotiate
there; but since they are there, he will use his tactics and
tell the community "where the man stands."

Newton continued that Boyette was being evasive in
his answers when he (Newton) asked about the $175 and the
five men Boyette asked Newton to send to San Francisco. Newton
said Boyette wants to start on their relationship with Mayfair,
so it proves Boyette will not relate to the issues. Newton
then specifically asked Boyette, "Did you or did you not do
that?”

Boyette replied, "Huey, let me tell you something.
No..." and started to say more, but Newton interrupted with,
"You did not give me $175?" Boyette stated, "Well, let me
answer the issues that you brought up.” Newton said, "That
is the issue. Did you not ask me to send five men to San
Francisco in order to picket the distilleries...?" Boyette
remarked, "That I offered you $1,000, that's not true. I

haven't offered you a dime.” Newton countered, "Uh, you
offered $1,000 and there you were worried about the fact
you could not pay the pickets per day because there were so
many, and I told you it wasn't necessary, that all you had to
do was serve the community,”

At this point, Dunbar told Newton that he (Newton)
was not letting Boyette answer any of the charges that Newton
had made against him and Dunbar pleaded with Newton to give
Boyette a chance to respond to some of the questions that
have been raised, Newton said that first Boyette has to
respond to the first question, and Newton asked Boyette,
"Did you send five people to San Francisco? If he will not
respond to that, then I will use whatever means necessary
to persuade him to do so, like the boycott, only this is my
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own way of doing it here this morning. But I'm sure the
community appreciates it, and we'll find out when they call
in. If the community disagrees with the boycott, I invite
them to go in that store, and we will not say anything
hostile to them. Every night before we go home we say a
chant for the workers there and we tell them we love them
and we love Boyette, because he is a victim. He has to
realize this and align himself with his friends, his membership
group, and not his referenced group, because you'll find that
he identifies with thos e who are not much of his friends.
I'm more of his friend."

Dunbar said they would let Boyette make one last
comment. Boyette began by stating that obviously he was not
going to have the opportunity to answer the charges levied
against him and his organization. Newton again interrupted
and stated, "I won't be able to say anything when I go to
court on the 18th, when you brought charges against me.
So, this time even the ex-convict has the day, huh? So
called, really, I'm not ex-convict, I'm an ex one who has been
in jail."

Boyette asked Newton, "Didn't you tell me you were
going to break me? What do you think I'm going to do, stand
idly by and let you break me and put me what I've worked for
all my life?"

Newton replied, "I'll break your selfishness;
and, you know, if you lose your money, then it's a discredit
to our whole community; it's tragic. So I ask you please
don't do that. We can settle this contradiction in some
reasonable manner and hopefully a non-antagonistic one. And
I'm still looking at you as a friend and your institution is
one that is needed at this time. But we cannot let you
parasite off the community and not turn anything back."

Dunbar interrupted Newton and asked him to let
Boyette make a final comment.

Boyette said, "H®ey has told us, our organization,
that he intends for all of the black businessmen to make
weekly contributions to the Black Panther Party. Now, I

don't intend to programs,
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because I can see some merit in them, but the only point I
have to say, with all the other organizations, who set Huey’s
organization up to tell us what to do with the money? Who
has the Black Panther Party donated to? My organization...”

Newton interrupted, stating, ”We're organized and
we can picket from sunup to sundown because we're dedicated,
and your organization can’t do it, I don’t know any other
in the United States that has the courage and the revolutionary
enthusiasm as the Black Panther Party. You should know this.
You see us eat on your street in the front of your store, sleep
in our truck, and with endless vigor we go around and around
the circle until our feet are blistered. We’ll keep doing
this until not only you but all exploiters are broken.
And this is not physically but their selfishness will be
broken. And we will serve the community with all body and
soul because that’s our motto,”

At this point, Dunbar terminated the telephone
conversation with Boyette, Newton then stated that at the
meeting with Cal-Pak, they would not only let him (Newton)
talk but he (Boyette) would not let any of the other association
members talk. Dunbar asked Newton, "Well, that’s pretty
frustrating, isn’t it?” Newton replied, "Of course, it is.”
Dunbar then said, ’’Well, now maybe you know how Boyette felt.”

Newton stated that he did not come on the program
to address Boyette but to address the community and that he
is not concerned with Boyette as an individual because he
(Boyette) is much too concerned with himself. Newton said
he had done a very rude thing by talking over Boyette but
that he thinks it a proper thing to address the community
to stop the confusion. Newton continued, "People will think
that I’m actually trying to extort and it was more important
to be true to the community than it was not to be rude to him.”

After a break in the program for a newscast, Dunbar
permitted viewers to call into the program and ask Newton
questions

.

The first caller was a female who told Newton that
one of the ugliest things she had ever witnessed was the
arguing between Newton and Boyette over the Mayfair situation
and that Newton could have refused to talk to Boyette.
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Newton told this female that Boyette introduced
the contradiction to the news media and that he (Newton)
feels a necessity to defend the Party’s position, since the
news media has spread so much information that the Party is
extorting black businessmen.

The female then said it seems to her that the BPP
must have gone underground since she has not heard anything
about them for some time.

Newton answered, "We have not gone underground.
We have integrated in the community where we should have been
in the first place, and we look like the community. We no
longer wear berets, and we're not a military outfit. We will
put on the beret when the whole black community puts on the
beret, therefore giving us a signal. We cannot separate
ourselves. So we haven't gone underground. We are functioning
in the various institutions in order to give them a forward
thrust and a progressive kind of tone."

The second caller was also a female who told Dunbar
she could not understand how he could let "Mr. Newton run off
at the mouth th^ way he did when the other gentleman was
trying to talk." Newton interrupted the woman and told her
that if she were there he would let her try to stop him.
The woman ignored Newton's remark and criticized Dunbar for
not controlling the program.

The second female then said that Newton used the
term "continuing donations" and did not want to take an
outright gift. She said that to her the use of "continuing
donations" is not any different from the type of protection
rackets which have been in big cities and a protection racket
is maintained through the use of force and that Boyette should
have the right to refuse to donate if he so desires.

Dunbar asked Newton, "Should not Bill Boyette be
free to contribute to the Panther programs if he wishes or to
decline if he wishes?"

Newton replied, "Should Mayfair be free not to hire
black drivers on their trucks or hire blacks at their store?
Should they have that freedom? I think that's abusive. I

think it's abusive if Mr. Boyette does not consider the
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community that feeds him. This is for the community to
decide. If the community disagrees, then we welcome them
into the store. Otherwise, I ask them not to go so they
finally get control of their institutions. And this goes
further than Mr. Boyette. I think that it's the genesis of
organizing so the people control the institutions in our country
and in the world then 'power to the people' would be a reality
and not just a slogan."

The third caller was a male who asked Newton what
his plans are regarding his prior statement that the Panthers
would not stop with Boyette but would boycott other businesses
in the community, and how Newton can speak for the whole and
total community when he does not represent the majority.

Newton answered that a legal boycott will not work
if the community disagrees because the people will continue
to patronize the business,

Dunbar interrupted Newton and commented that a lot
of people would give a second thought to broaching a Black
Panther picket line, and that he (Dunbar) personally would
be very reluctant to take a chance by doing so.

Newton stated that he could guarantee the community
that the Black Panthers would not harm them "no matter how
ferocious we might look,"

Dunbar then pointed out to Newton that because
people are not buying at Boyette's store might not necessarily
mean he (Newton) is getting community support, but it may
just be that they are afraid to cross the picket line.

Newton replied, "I'm saying that if they are afraid
of us enough in order for us to get Bill Boyette to give
donations to them, perhaps they're still serving their
purpose. Our main purpose is to feed and clothe the
community in order to organize them in a political fashion
so that we then can take over the politics of the community;
we will control the businesses and eventually make them
cooperative. And I'm saying that perhaps many businessmen
would not like this, but if they don't like it then they
have to answer to the community. But, for whatever reasons
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as long as we do the legal thing, we will go on, being
protected by the First Amendment of the Constitution, and
anyone who disagrees with this is disagreeing with our basic
freedom.

”

Regarding boycotts of other businesses, Newton
stated that after the liquor stores next would be barber
shops, barbeque pits, beauty parlors, and other businesses
that deal in personal services. He said, "We intend to
organize the whole community. We do this not as a threat,
but we intend to pass out leaflets; we intend to send our
people to these stores to serve them; we’ll give free ads in
our paper 'cause we refuse to sell ads. We'll give ads to those
who give to the community. But we'll always keep control
of our paper that way . ''

The fourth caller was another male who said that,
as he understands it, the BPP was founded on a revolutionary
basis; "that is, to totally destruct the system as it exists
and to form a new one." He stated that now he hears Newton
talking about community programs and asked if this means the
BPP is now less revolutionary and is now involved in working
more with the system,

Newton answered that he thought the caller had a
"very poor example of the word revolutionary". He continued,
"I say that now we are more revolutionary because we're
dealing with reality and we're giving a forward thrust to the
people's stride toward freedom. Before, we were isolated,
we were separative, and therefore we were not serving the
revolutionary process. So I would say now we're more
revolutionary because we're where the people are and that's
where the revolution is."

Dunbar asked Newton if the BPP subscribes to any
world revolutionary philosophy. Newton answered, "Well,
we’re revolutionary intercommunalists , and you won't find
the word in the dictionary because we haven't put it there
yet." He continued that the BPP views the world as one
community and the Panthers see themselves as a part of the
total revolution. He said, "We're not Maoists; we're Panthers,
We think that we've developed the dialectical materialism

CONFIDUNTIAL-
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to its highest manifestation ever known in the history of
men and this is why we’ve come up with the new concept called
revolutionary intercommunalism and reactionary intercommunalism,
which is something new even to the dialectical method."

Another female was the fifth caller who asked
Newton how he stood on integration.

Newton answered, think that everything in the
universe is interconnected in one way or another, and
everything also has an internal contradiction. It is said
that the ruling principle of the universe is contradiction.
That means that things struggle within itself. It's called
the struggle of the opposites based upon the unity. So that
means that I believe in integration; I only call it inter-
connection. I think that development comes out of a clash
of these opposing forces. This is what is happening in the
United States on a racial level, as well as a class level,
and also the world. They both will contribute to a new world,
though .

"

The female caller then said that she is white, that
she has a black baby, and that she gets just as much static
from black brothers and sisters as she gets from white folks
and, in fact, more.

Newton stated that mankind has a lot of development
to go through. He said that he was voted guilty by a black
on the jury that he had stretched his hand to for help, and
that even there racism comes in because "even blacks can be
white racists."

Dunbar then asked Newton if he (Newton) was not
being a racist himself when he concluded that the one dissenting
vote on the jury that prevented his conviction was black when,
in fact, it was a white woman.

Newton replied, "I wrote her a letter, and I

called her. My attorney went and talked to her for a number
of hours, and I told her she was one of the most beautiful
human beings that I ever met."
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Dunbar asked, ’’But, weren't you a little guilty
initially of racism?"

Newton stated, "Of course not." He explained
that. the jury included one black woman and three women from
other minorities, and he felt that because of the history
of black people he concluded that the black woman would
understand the problems of the black community.

The program ended with a long discussion between
Dunbar and Newton over the definition of the word "racism".
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b. ’’Good Grief It's Sunday"
KPIX-TV
San Francisco, California
September 19 and September 26, 1971

NEWTON was a guest on the "Face the Folks" segment
of the program "Good Grief It's Sunday" that was shown at
10:30 PM, September 19, 1971, on San Francisco television
station KPIX-TV, and he was interviewed by the co-host of
the program, HELEN BENTLEY. This program had been taped
on September 16, 1971, in the studios of KPIX-TV.

NEWTON was asked by BENTLEY to comment on recent
press statements credited to various prison officials across
the United States that Black Panthers and other revolutionary
groups foment the emotions of prisoners to the point of
riot and yet when they explode they're safely away from
the consequences of it.

NEWTON replied he disagrees with those statements
and said, "If we attempt to view things as any one particular
person or group is the cause of anything in this country
or anything in the world, we're wrong. So I think it's the
general situation of the country; the country is a violent
country; it's a country that's the aggressor in many wars
including the Vietnamese war; a country that violated Laos,
Cambodia; the country that violated Cuban territory. I

think the country has laid the foundation for physical
contradictions. It's also the same country that brought
blacks here in chains. And after we view these things we
see the prison at Attica was 85 per cent black, a percentage
of Puerto Ricans , and the guards there , the prison guards

,

were one hundred per cent white. This is the report we
received there, and it seems to me the prison attributed
to what happened. I think that we have to resolve what
happened, but we should known who contributed most. And
I would accuse ROCKEFELLER, and I would accuse NIXON, and
also the Commissioner OSWALD as really the people who should
be disciplined. I accuse them of murder in the first
degree.

"
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Following is a transcript of the remaining portion
of the interview made from a tape recording made at the
time the program was televised.

BENTLEY: "HUEY NEWTON, would the Black Panthers
use violence as a tool for achieving
self-determination for black people?"

NEWTON: "I think that the Party makes a concrete
analysis of concrete conditions. We
would have to talk about a particular
situation for me to answer that question.
It's like asking if America will use
violence to get what it wants . Then
NIXON, if he were true, would answer,
'Yes, that to get what we want, to make
the people of Vietnam submit, I will
be violent. ' We say that at some point
we might have to use self-defense or
even the old axiom 'The best defense
is a good offense.' We don't pick any
bones about it. I'm sure America knows
what we mean. I'm sure ROCKEFELLER
knows because we tried to negotiate in
behalf of the prisoners at Attica and
the war cry was given. And I believe
the first cry the "New York Times"
heard was 'This is white power; let's
see how you like that. ' And this was
the charge when the police then massacred
forty-two people there, including prison
guards, because they had no respect for
the people."

BENTLEY: "All right, in the first row."

Unknown Male in
Audience: "Mr. NEWTON, you stated that your Black

Panther Party attempted to negotiate a
settlement of the Attica dispute here
a few days ago. Now, sir, I understand
from what I know about the case, and all
I know is what ,1, read in the newspapers
1

1

1 Jl i'w i'll!
I 5

maybe you know
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NEWTON

:

Unknown Male:

NEWTON

:

Unknown Male

:

something I don't know, but I under-
stand that officially 28 of the 30
demands were agreed to and the only two
demands that the prisoners demanded
that the administration wouldn't agree
to was number one, amnesty, and number
two was transporting the leaders of the
revolt to a country that would accept
them outside the United States. Now,
sir, if all deterrents were agreed to
and those two terms were impossible
terms, how can you, sir, say that
ROCKEFELLER, NIXON and OSWALD are the
murderers and not those people who were
in there and refused to give up and stop
that violence that was there C How can
you say that, sir!"

"First, the reason I can say this is
because it is true that the Governor
and the Commissioner and NIXON are
murderers. I will explain the reason why.
First of all, any time a negotiation is
coming across or in process, anyone who
would disturb this negotiation in the
name of violence will be the cause of
whatever murder results from it. The
prisoners did not strike the first blow
after the commencement of the negotiation.
The president, and ROCKEFELLER in
particular, has bloody hands at this
moment because he ordered violence when
negotiation was taking place."

"Well, hadn't he already killed the guard?"

"Pardon me."

"Hadn't one guard already been killed?"

a
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NEWTON : "Negotiation had not been entered at
that time. I don't know whether they
killed them or not, but there's no fact
on it, and it's believed, it's accused
that the prisoners did it. What
prisoners did it, I don't know. I'm
sure that all of the prisoners were not
guilty. I'm sure that the guards them-
selves were not guilty. But yet the
guards were executed by the police,
their own bosses. It shows a lack of
respect for human life and also it shows
that the country has no respect for
peaceful resolution, but only violence."

Unknown Male: "Do you feel you have any moral
responsibility for the deaths that
occurred at that prison when you could
have, if you would of went back there,
maybe you could have cooled it?"

NEWTON: "I sent BOBBY SEALE, who is Chairman
of the Black Panther Party. For Party
reasons the Chairman went. He started
negotiating. The prisoners promised him
that they would not kill or release anyone
until he returned from California. He
made a trip here, and I was in agreement.
As he entered New York, after he landed,
he heard that the police had mobilized
forces against the prisoners and the police.
You must remember that the police were
killed by the police. I would like the
guards, the policemen's families to know
this. If they're going to be angry with
anyone, they should be angry with the
people who fired the shots. Because the
Black Panther Party really stands against
violence of all kinds. We say that the
only way we can get rid of it is first
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disarm the person who is mad. Any man
who kills is mad. We will restrain him
even to the point if we have to hurt him
in order to preserve the group, and

^
that's the group of humanity.

BENTLEY; "Let's move on. Any questions from
over here?"

Second Unknown
Male: "Don't you think you're grossly ignoring

the evil that prisoners have done?"

NEWTON: "The prisoners are not guilty of the
murder of the guards , and they are not
guilty of their own murder and the
murder of their comrades. As far as
the prisoners being punished, if you
would give up your son or your daughter
to keep one in prison, then I would think
that you should analyze your value
system. I'm saying that negotiations
should have gone on as long as the
prisoners and the police were hostages.

(Unknown male talking but cannot be
understood)

.

NEWTON: "You haven’t been recognized so please
be quiet."

Unknown Male: "You talk too much."

NEWTON: "Wait just one minute. If you don't
like the way I talk then the best thing
for you to do is negotiate with me or
else storm me. But I can deal with both."

BENTLEY: (To unknown male): "You didn't have the
microphone. "(To NEWTON): "Finish the point."
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NEWTON: ''And you should live in the spirit of
NIXON here now and storm me, but I'm not
as helpless as the police who were inside
of that prison who were held hostage or
those prisoners. I'm free here and when
one is free and strong as I am then it
tends to soothe and make people come.
I don't like for people to be taken
advantage of and really I'm outraged
and angry, not only for the life or the
end of those prisoners who might have
gotten out because they weren't guilty
of any capital crime, even of trying
to take over the prison. The guards
there were not guilty either. All of
them were victims. But who gave the
order? The same man who gives the
order for our sons , for our brothers to
go to Vietnam and die in a war, in a
place that they have no interest in and
they can look back and see why they
went and then they see ROCKEFELLER and
NIXON with their bleeding hands behind
them. And I say that anyone who supports
them is also an agent of NIXON and
ROCKEFELLER. "

BENTLEY: "We're getting down to the final
minutes here. Did you have a question?"

Unknown Female: "Yes. Is it true that Black Panther
membership is limited only to black people?"

NEWTON: "The Black Panther membership is limited
to community members . It so happens
in this country that black people usually
live together and white people live in
their community. This is true and this
why it is necessary to have something so
absurd as a busing program. The real
cause of a busing program is we live in a
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BENTLEY

NEWTON

:

divided city in the first place. If
you live near the school then you don’t
need a bus. But it is a fact that blacks
are herded into ghetto areas, whites
are herded into another ghetto, Chinese
are herded into Chinatown. Then you have
to bus in order to get together. So I'm
saying, when you become a member in our
community you automatically become a
member of the Black Panther Party."

"We have reached the point of the end
of the discussion and I want to thank
you very much, HUEY P. NEWTON, for
joining us on •Face the Folks*."

"Thank you."

Part two of the interview with NEWTON was shown
on the "Face the Folks" segment of the program "Good Grief
It's Sunday" at 10:30 PM, September 26, 1971. Following
is a transcript of the continuing interview made from a tape
recording made at the time the program was televised:

BENTLEY

;

"HUEY P. NEWTON, it's time to face the
folks. In the first row."

Unknown Male;

NEWTON

;

"I'd like to know do you feel the Black
Panther Party can achieve more of the
Party's goal since its move to Atlanta
rather than Oakland?"

"I would like to make it clear that we
have 30 chapters, uh, 38 chapters and
branches in the United States and friends
elsewhere. And because we move Central
Headquarters to Atlanta or anywhere else
it doesn't stop operations in this city.
So the police chief was very stupid when
he felt we would pack up like a baseball
team and go to Atlanta, you see. We
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do have a large chapter in Atlanta, and
I met with JULIAN BOND when I was there
in Atlanta, and he agreed that in two
weeks that we ' 11 tour the rural areas
of the South together. We plan to expand
our operations in Atlanta, but I’m not
leaving here for good and certainly the
Party is not. If I'm in Atlanta or in
the penitentiary, the Party will go on
because we're a political machine or
we're building ourselves into such."

BENTLEY: "What support do you think that you will
draw for that political machine when
men like RON DELLUMS and many others
compared to the past have moved into the
political spectrum with great success?
Where will your support come from?"

NEWTON: "Well, first I would like to relate to
certain blacks who are in office. For
instance, I respect RON DELLUMS. We've
been friends for a long time, and I think
that you must understand that before RON
DELLUMS we had blacks in office, probably
more after the Emancipation Proclamation
black reconstruction than now. We had
many people from the South in office.
But the only problem was that they were
not put into office by a power group.
Blacks had no power because we didn't
receive the gift, and really we didn't
receive what was rightfully ours, and
that's 40 acres and a mule, so we would
be somewhat independent as we would have
been at that time in history. So, we
were put into office by carpet-baggers.
We were taken out of office after whites
made up with each other in the South,

mmmiM
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BENTLEY:

BENTLEY

:

BENTLEY

:

and this was a demonstration, an
illustration of racism. So what is
needed is a machinery so that RON DELLUMS
and so that BOND and other community
representatives will have a base and
also have a constituency that will be
in the community and not in some other
quarters . I think there is certain
danger when we have blacks into office
and we didn't put them there. And you
can examine who put them there by
examining how many campaign workers were
from the black community

,
how many blacks

actually voted for him, and also the
times that he was put in. History
shows an up and down period. We call
it the low tide and the high tide. Did
I answer your question?"

"Well, you lost me, HUEY. For one thing,
I understood you to say that RON DELLUMS
was put there by a white constituency
and you wanted. .

.

(NEWTON interrupts but unintelligible).

"Let me finish my question. If I under-
stand you correctly, RON DELLUMS was put
into office, and I don't to say
but we're using him as an example...

(NEWTON interrupts: ...I never speak in
absolutes and when I do, correct me.
He was put into office...)

"I was asking you."

NEWTON

:

"All right, go ahead."

i'lriDLNTIAfc-
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BENTLEY

:

NEWTON

;

BENTLEY

:

Unknown male

:

"ROM DELLUMS was put into office by
mainly a white constituency. You
indicated to me that you did not support
that because there was not a black power
machine behind it. That also indicates
to me that it*s a racism in reverse."

"Well, first that I say it was paradoxi-
cally you'd only understand the surface.
I say that I would be very happy if white
people and black people put RON DELLUMS
in. If I say that mainly black, white
people putting our representative in,
there ' s something wrong because there '

s

no black representation. Then the question
is asked, *Well, are you racist? Would
you like all blacks there? ' and I would
say, 'No, I think I would stand a better
chance as racism exists and blacks are
responding to it at this time, but I

really would like first an equal
representation.* If I don't have that
then I'm worried about it because I

don't think, you don't think all whites
should just put RON DELLUMS in when
there's blacks in the area, right? So
therefore, you attack the same thing
and this is what we've developed through
dialogue and negotiation and then we
don't have to withstand physical things.
Or you can threaten me, you see. I

like it better. I might get hurt in
a fight."

"In the first row."

"How do you answer the charges of extortion
which are leveled against you by black
businessmen and this one generally in the
community?

"
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NEWTON: "First of all that I don't believe any
black businessman have issued or
accused the Party of extortion. BELLI
accuses us of extortion. The black man
was on T.V. that morning, if you
remember correctly, said, 'No, I haven't
said extortion. ' And BELLI then said,
'You're very gracious but I do. ' I

can understand why BELLI would say that.
Later on BELLI talked about how the
Jewish people required their fat guys to
contribute- to their nation or dlse they
would ostracize them, ridicule them,
and so forth, they would use social
pressures. We’re not guilty of extortion.
We are guilty of demanding a nominal
sum, not particular, the businessmen will
decide, only that we demand it on a
continuous basis, so that we will not
have to go to white liberals, so we
will not have to go to heirs to corporate
interests or even to those real oppress ants,
such as General Motors for grants to
straighten out a problem they caused in
the first place. So we say that first
we want to unite all the victims and in
order to unite anything you have to first
resolve the internal contradiction that
exists there. So black people have an
internal contradiction. We realize
they're victims. They don’t realize it,
but we'll resolve it to whatever means
we can, hopefully peaceful means. As
a result that our community will come up
with a solution. We will accept that
solution because, in fact, the Black
Panther Party cannot boycott anything.
We only walk the line and then the
community stops coming. Therefore, they
vote for us .

"

BENTLEY: "All right, in the first row.
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Unknown Female: "Yes, I would like to know what type of
things has the Black Panther Party done
for the community?"

NEWTON; "According to the Congress of the
United States, when they investigated
the health of the country and the
nutrition of the country, according to
that group, and you can check it out in
the Congressional Records, it was stated
that the Black Panther Party at that time
were feeding more people, children, than
the United States Government. At that
time we were feeding somewhere upwards
to 10,000 children a day and now it's
even more. I can't give you the exact
figure. And we call this part of our
survival program because we can't make
things better if people suffer genocide.
So I think that's one thing. I could
go on and enumerate our survival programs
if you like. We have a free shoe
factory where we make shoes and the labor
is contributed, so we exploit our own
members and then we pass them out to
the community. We also have a free
clothing factory. These are all functioning
programs, and I'll give you the address
after this program where you can go and
investigate for yourself."

BENTLEY: "Is the secret to success for having
self-fulfillment, self-determination for
the blacks really a secret of getting all
of the black people to work together on
how to do it? The Black Panthers emphasis
is on law and guns and arms for self-
defense. You have a historical perspective.
In the past, BOOKER T. WASHINGTON said
education and property. A Harvard
intellectual, DuBOIS said that the ballot
is the way. How are you going to draw
the most support from all the people to
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NEWTON: "Well, first you've defined us and I

disagree with your definition. The
fact of blacks, the black community being
its own security force and arming itself
for self-defense because we were not
secure was Point Number 7 on our platform.
The first point was demand for housing,
full employment and with a decent wage.
And we had many other demands such as
medical attention and that happened to
be Number 7 , the right to bear arms

.

It was in agreement with the Constitution
of the United States and the California
Penal Code at that time. So you pointed
out something very interesting. You said
that BOOKER T. WASHINGTON said education;
you said, I guess you talked about
DuBOIS, who has contributed very much. I

talk about NAT "The Profit" TURNER and
PROSSER (phonetic) and all of our
freedom fighters. The Party respects
them all but without the whole historical
thing taken into consideration we miss
the point. The Party is a result of all
those other groups. So the Party is
concerned with everything they were con-
cerned with plus the added thing of
human dignity and that is that we will
not be violated."

BENTLEY: "We have reached the point of the end of
the discussion, and I want to thank you
very much, HUEY P. NEWTON, for joining
us on *Face the Folks’'."

f\
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c. "Newsmaker *71"

KPIX-TV
San Francisco, California
October 31, 1971

On October 27, 1971, NEWTON was interviewed at
his apartment in Oakland by a reporter of KPIX-TV, San
Francisco

.

SF T-1
October 28, 1971

NEWTON was interviewed by KPIX-TV news reporter
BELVA DAVIS on program "Newsmaker *71" which was broadcast
over KPIX-TV at 4:00 PM, October 31, 1971.

Following is a transcript of that interview made
from a tape recording made at the time the program was
broadcast

:

DAVIS: "Our conversation with HUEY P. NEWTON took
place in his apartment on the 25th floor
of this posh apartment building on the shores
of Oakland *s Lake Merritt. NEWTON has lived
here since his release from prison several
months ago. The co-founder of what some
call the most militant black organization
in the country, the Black Panther Party,
has been criticized for choosing this life
style and for the present direction of the
Party. In the early rallies and up until
recently at most rallies that Panthers
sponsored there were never a majority of
blacks. Why do you think this was true?"

NEWTON: "I would say that because of a wrong line.
It was not the correct line at the time.
We were united for a bried period, there was
a honeymoon of the Black Panther Party and
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the black community. And this was during
my trial, which was about the first political
trial that the black community recognized.
Eventually because of either-or policy-
either you pick up the gun or else you're
excluded from the liberation movement-
that the Black Panther Party became alienated.
And this was because of a wrong line of
the Central Committee at the leadership of
ELDRIDGE CLEAVER, the hidden traitor,
renegade scab. So, I argued against this.
I was in prison, but I lost. I did not get
out of the Party and I supported the position
because we are organized along the lines
of democratic centralism. I stayed in the
Party, argued against it until we could
change it, and now we've changed. If I

had gotten out of the Party, then I would
have had to join some other party or some
other organization, and there's always
contradiction. We never agree with the whole
of anything. So I think that we need to
be a part of some organized move. If the
organized move violates our integrity, the
integrity of the man and woman

,
then they

should get out. I didn't feel that it was
even though there was a great mistake and
almost destroyed our Party and certainly
divided the Party from the communitv. Now
we're re-entering, showing concern through
the survival program that I mentioned and
a contribution to the community, and we're
building a political machine because we
plan to go into politics. As far as supporting
representatives along with the community as
they choose 'to do so. But as we contribute
we organize black clubs where the community
takes over the program, and this will be an
organized political machine."

,
^

DAVIS: "What about ELDRIDGE CLEAVER? What do you
j

think about his return to this country? Do
j

you think he will do it and if so, why?"
|
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NEWTON: "I think that he will return. He has no
choice. When I was abroad I spoke to many
embassies there and people all over the
world are very disillusioned with him.
Many people accuse him of being an agent.
I don't know" myself. I know that he hurt
the Party very much, but I'm not hasty about
putting labels on people. I think that,
also I blame the Party because they allowed
him to influence the Central Committee.
We ' ve always been governed by a Central
Committee and not by an individual. But
individuals have influence, of course, on
the outcome of decisions in the Central
Committee. So I think that he's coming back
because of no choice. Algeria has given
the eviction notice, and he has about three
months to go. He has not been accepted
in any other country because of his defection
from the Party, and all of the countries
respect the Party, or respect the black
movement, but they're not enchanted by
individual demogues."

"What do you think happened with RAP BROWN?"

"I'm very puzzled by that and I don't believe
what the press said that he robbed or attempted
to rob a black club in New York. I can't
accept it. I don't have any information
on it and I think the situation is tragic
as far as the labeling of RAP BROWN as a
petty robber. The black movement, the
liberation movement. ia general, as you very
well know, I've always argued against the
so-called going underground. Well, we feel
that we must strengthen and organize the
community and the community will decide
how they will wage the war. The first
thing is to organize."

DAVIS:

NEWTON

:
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DAVIS: "Would you accept ELDRIDGE CLEAVER back into
the Party?"

NEWTON: "I can't expell anyone out of the Party,
nor can I accept anyone back in, including
myself. But the Black Panther Party, with
the leadership of the Central Committee,
will decide who comes in and who goes out.
As far as my vote on the Central Committee,
I'll be very clear and candid that I will
vote against it. On the other hand, the
people and certainly the Party cannot deny
the positive contribution that ELDRIDGE
CLEAVER made to the liberation movement of
blacks and the contribution he made to the
Black Panther Party. And so, we would
like to say there's always a positive and
negative in a thing. At this point in
history that his contribution is negative.
But we don't deny the positive contribution.
We would like to be fair and view things
as objectively as possible."

DAVIS: "Do you feel that the Panthers are different
now, say than they were in those early days
in the gun scene in Sacramento, and so forth?
If so, what do you think are the big points
of difference?"

NEWTON: "We're very different. Everything in the
universe is under a constant state of
transformation and nothing ever stays the
same. History teaches us that. So, taking
that under consideration, we attempt to
adapt ourselves to the objective facts and
the conditions at this time in history. Things
are different than they were three years
ago or four years ago. So, definitely we've
gone, we've undergone transformation. We
feel that we're very much an important part
of this transformation and that we attempt
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DAVIS.

NEWTON

;

to stay abreast with it. Because, if
we don't, then we become reactionary because
revolution means basically a struggle between
the old and the new. And the old that stays
the same is wiped out by the progression of
the new things entering."

"Thinking about new things , it seems as
though today the most violent acts are beinp
committed by those on the radical left,
identifiably white radicals, in terms of
bombs and those kind of things. At one time
the Panthers were associated with violence
because of your advocacy for carrying guns
and ^o forth. What do you think is the
impression that people have of Panthers who
no longer do this kind of thing, versus radicals
who say that they're doing those kind of
things?"

"First, that I will admit that we've been
transformed, but I would like to come to the
Black Panther Party's defense. We've never
initiated violence. When we carried guns
into Sacramento and on the streets observing
the police's brutality, we were very careful
to follow the law of the land, and the state
law as well as the constitutional law. We
were victims of attack, and we were alienated
from the community because the community did
not understand many of our positions. I

think it was a mistake not to take the community
under consideration because after all, no
party or organization ever makes history or
changes the conditions - it's the people
that do that. So in order to, for the people
to change things we can give them directions
and initiate some acts, but as far as we
changing things by fighting with the police
or attacking the American Government, it's

ri’i i UM
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impossible. We are now united with the
people, and we'll attempt to give a forward
thrust to the people's desire for freedom
and liberty."

DAVIS: "Do you think it was a mistake to carry the
guns in the way that you did at first, or
do you think it was a necessary step?"

NEWTON: " I think it was a necessary step because
we pointed out the contradiction in the
state law, as well as the contradiction in
the United States, as well as the contradiction
between what is stated as freedom of the
people and the actual things that people
are allowed to indulge in. White people for
years on the right were carrying weapons
such as the Minutemen right in Emeryville,
anti-aircraft guns on the back of their
station wagons and many hunting clubs who
are armed. As soon as black people started
exercising this right, the laws were
changed. And, as you very well know, that
this has been our history. When we attempt
to exercise the right for entering into a
public building, suddenly there are new laws
passed on local and state level and it says
that we cannot do this, we cannot obstruct
traffic, we're not allowed to enter because
of certain other provisions of the law that
are newly instituted. We're for disarmament
on a local level. We'd like to see a police
force without arms. We're also for disarmament
on a national level and international level
or intercommunal level, if you will. We
would like to see the world disarmed,
including burying the bomb. We've never
advocated weapons being the principle of the
world. We're advocates of the abolition of
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DAVIS: "You talk about building entrances being
changed, the laws surrounding those being
changed, the establishment says that's
because of the violence that has occurred
in many public buildings because of the
bombings and so on. Do you think that it
was extreme enough, these incidents, to
warrant those changes?"

NEWTON: "Of course, I was speaking of, when I was
talking about laws changed and laws that are
not for us, in the context of public
buildings, I was speaking of the civil rights
movement where the Honorable MARTIN LUTHER
KING would lead people into public buildings,
as far as restaurants and so forth, and
suddenly there was a states right and people
reserved the right to serve whom they wanted
to. And at that time members of our
Government, including the KENNEDYS, did not
force entrance into these buildings. So
I was speaking of that kind of usage of public
buildings that are supposed to be designed
for public use and also laws to protect us.
As far as the blowing up of buildings and
so forth, we analyzed that in the disillusion-
ment of the youth of the white middle class.
They were disillusioned with the country.
They took steps to righten the wrongs of the
country which were not well thought out
as far as we're concerned. For one reason
that the community would have to take steps
to change the situation of the country. The
Black Panther Party can't change it nor can
the' disillusioned white youth change it.
I think that the population of the United
States is generally seeing this and the white
youth now are now going under a transforma-
tion period and so are black people. We're
looking for some guidelines. We're looking
for some new solutions to the problem. But
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whatever the solution will be and whatever
the victory will be, it will be because of
a mass mobilization, a mass identification
with the problems in the country. And even
though we see them, we can't correct them.
All we can do is educate the people in the
community.

"

DAVIS: "The present direction of the Party is
within the black community. You just said
support the Panthers and their programs or
we will boycott you, therefore eliminating
you. Do you still feel that this is a good
thing?"

NEWTON: "I don't agree with your conclusion that we
would boycott and eliminate. The purpose
of all boycotts are to come to some mutual
'agreement'. It's not well taken nor do I

think it's legal to end someone's business
who have gone into business legally. In
other words, that the boycott where people
walk a line and the community then chooses
to go inside of the store and support it
or they choose not to. So, in fact, the
community boycotts. Otherwise, we call it
an attempted boycott. In the case of the
Black Panther Party's new thrust to unite
black business with the suffering people in
the black community, albeit that the black
business also suffers because they are
victims, too. But the victim is always on
a stairstep. Some are more victimized than
others. What we are after now is to unite
all of the victims."

DAVIS: "You've alluded to the fact that blacks
support the Party, the Panthers, but where
are those people in this boycott situation?
Why haven't they stood up and say we think
what you're doing is right?"

TumuTMiim
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NEWTON : "According to the statement of the
proprietor, BILL BOYETTE, that the boycott
is 98 per cent successful. I said earlier
that no one could boycott other than the
community. People walk a line and the community
goes around it, then there's only an attempted
boycott. He said that it's 98 per cent
effective, so that means that the community
does not come to it. His argument is that
the reason they do not come is because they're
afraid of the Party. We challenge this by
saying, by disagreeing and pointing out to
the community that three to four hundred
people come every two weeks to the lot
adjacent to his store in order to get a free
distribution of food, clothes, and shoes.
Some of them we make and some are donated.
And I think this is a statement by the
community. First the statement they are
not afraid of us because they are not afraid
of the survival program. They receive the
contribution. Secondly, there's the state-
ment by them not coming to the store because
that's what we asked them to do. We
invite the news media to go around the area,
the community area in the perimeter of the
store to ask the people about it. And we're
sure that the people support by the statement
of not going and their implied statement
of friendship with the Party by coming and
collecting the contributions."

DAVIS: "Blacks have resisted pressures to be put
into corners. They've resisted in a way unlike
any other time in history, and yet you're
coming along now and telling them they must
do something .

"

NEWTON: "Yes, we're telling them in the community's
behalf that they're obligated to contribute
to the liberation struggle of the community.
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If black business who receives a profit
from the community will not contribute to
a black political machine, that means that
either there will not be a political
machinery at all or else the machinery must
be supported by the people who've duped us
all the time. That's either the Republican
Party

, Democratic Party or the poverty
program. We're saying that the victims,
even though it's hard on us, we have to
unite to contribute wherever we can to each
other and build a machine that's autonomous
from the people we're attempting to get
concessions out of. So, we're not attempting
to ask black business for anything they
can't give because we have stated our
proposition was that you give anything you
can give without hurting your business. In

fact, we'll make sure that you can write it
off of your taxes so you won't lose anything.
And, you can be sure it's a grass-roots
program cause we invite you to our free
busing program, to our free health clinic,
to our free clothing factory, to our free
shoe factory. We pass out, we've already
passed out over 3,000 pairs of shoes, over
1,100 pairs of trousers, over 700 pairs of
shirts - some of them we made ourselves -

and over 3,000 packages of groceries. And
we did this in good faith and also we
notified them that with the money we earned
off our paper, off our books, that we'll
fight any of those businesses who just in
principle support. We will contribute
to them in a monetary way as well as put
our people out that we use on picket lines
in the community to do leaflets so the
people will patronize their store."
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DAVIS:

NEWTON

;

DAVIS:

NEWTON:

"Taken that all those points are valid
points, some in the community are still saying
that you’ve done what no conservative group
would have been able to do. You've totally
split the black community. Do you feel
you've done this?"

"No, I reject that proposition because you
can't split what's already split. In order
to split anything it would have to be
united in the first place, and I think that
anyone with an ounce of honesty would say
that the black community has been shattered
for many years and anything would be an
improvement, as far as unity. We reject
that we've split the black community because
it ' s already in shambles .

"

"Who's supporting the Black Panther Party
now? You’re doing these things, you say the
black people won't give you the money, how
are you managing them?"

"I say that business has contributed very
little in a disciplined way even though we
get contributions from all over the countrv,
from many black businesses, and contributions
from Oakland black businesses, including
members in Cal-Pak. We think that there should
be some organized way so that everyone can
bear the burden. We finance our Party mostly,
almost wholly, by the efforts of the core
group or the cadre in the Party. After I

was released from prison that through speaking
engagements that was contributed to non-
profit programs, I estimate about $150,000
through book publications and through appear-
ances I've made. Of course, our Chairman
BOBBY SEALE has published a book, "Seize
The Time" that sold very well. And all of

(
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DAVIS;

NEWTON

;

DAVIS:

NEWTON

;

this money, none of us have private bank
accounts, it all goes into the survival
programs. Also, we have the Black Panther
paper that comes out weekly. We sell over
100,000 per week throughout the country.
And the revenue from the paper goes also
into support of our political machine and
also of our cadre group. We have a small
cadre group that organized the community.
They're community organizers and the community
puts the program into movement. The community
operates a health clinic, our shoe factory,
as well as the clothing program.

"

"What do you call your personal life?"

"Well, the Party is my personal life, but
I've been involved in the struggle so long
as I can remember. As a youth, approximately
16 years old, that I was involved in a group
such as Afro American Association. Before
that, CORE, NAACP through our church, and
SNCC. I associated with the Muslems, the
Mosque, and by the time I was 17 years old
I was politically aware of international
situations, such as the Cuban crisis. So,
the movement is part of my personality for
the greater part. My ambitions are to see
that black people get freedom and contribute
the little that we can. So, I can't really
talk of anything other than my involvement
in the fight for liberation."

"What do you do with your time?"

"Most of my time is spent working on our
newspaper, writing articles, and talking to
people from the news media, as well as
community people. Of course, I have many
meetings of groups in the community such as

aONFterNiiAi:
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DAVIS:

NEWTON

;

DAVIS

:

NEWTON

:

the ministers, other organizations, the
Republic of New Africa, GIG, and any group
willing to talk, including the Ad Hoc
Committee. We invite negotiations. We
would rather resolve this non-antagonistic
internal contradiction through dialogues
rather than any physical activity. So
most of our time is spent in meeting the
community and working out problems."

"What do you do, though, that you consider
relaxation? What do you do to be uninvolved
with the movement? There must be some time
for this .

"

"I sleep approximately two hours a day. And
because I'm getting older, this is my last
year of being a teenager, I'm 29 now and
I'll be 30 in a few months, I'm getting
tired so I 'take a nap in the middle of the
day. This is involved and I enjoy that kind
of relaxation. It’s very difficult for me
to indulge in things that are traditionally
called free time or recreation because I

find myself, even when I attempt to answer
questions for people and being recognized.
And, of course, I like the communication with
people, but much of the time it's work for
me because I'm tired and I'm getting more
tired each year. I don't have the energy
that I used to have."

"About your own life style, many people would
say it was middle class. How do you reckon
with that?"

"The first place black people - generally
are victims including the black professionals
and black business. Of course, the victims
are on a stairstep level , some are more
victimized than others. So, generally speaking
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all blacks are victims one way or another.
As far as my life style, the style is same
as the people in the community because I

identify with them. And it’s not a hippie
style and it's not a drug culture style.
It’s,

a

style of blacks. As far as my living
condition, the Black Panther Party Central
Committee required me to live in a semi-
security building so it would take an anti-
aircraft gun to fire into my window. It
would be very hard to blow up as they did
the Fillmore Office. This has been called
into question but the Party took these things
under consideration. And our answer is first
we have never used any contribution from the
public or Party funds through publication
of our books to finance security on any
level, including this security. The apart-
ment is really owned or leased by an
attorney on the East Coast, He writes it
off his taxes. It's his West Coast Office.
And this is why you find the push-button
phones and so forth. So I hesitated to
bring this to the community's view because
it involves other people outside of the
Party. But I'm more obligated to the
community than I am to any other friend.
And this is why I've exposed the friend and
risk the friendship being broken. But I

think this is time for us to set the record
straight and we're obligated to explain
things to the community when there's questions
and I believe there are questions about it."

r*’ r
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3. Radio Programs

a. "Black Montage"
Radio Station KDIA
Oakland, California
July 25, 1971

The following article containing the text of an
interview with NEVJTON broadcast over Radio Station KDIA,
Oakland, California, on July 25, 1971, appeared in the
August 2, 1971, issue of "The Black Panther":

i iC
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to the George Jackson Free

Health Cline, which is a non-

profit health dine. It*s

operated on Adeline Street,

and we would like, umm, this

is a choice of contribution,

or some of the other programs

,

such as free clothing factory,

the free shoe factory, we pass out over

2,000 pairs of shoes in every

store and over 1100 packages

of groceries in Oakland as well

as Richmond. This is the,

this is the Angela Davis Free

Food Prpgram, We also have a

bussing program. This is the

buS) we attempt each week to

sponsor trips of parents,

relatives of prisoners, inmates.

It is very expensive, it's long

distance travel sometimcj they
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Announcer;

HUEY NEWTON;

can’t visit them. So we attempt^

we ask contributions so that

we can afford this $800 a week,

approximately, to charter a bus.

Or, to some of the other programs

such as the program to defend

the prisoners at Attica. There

are many programs, over 12 programs

that one could contribute to, as

money is not required, the form

of the contribution could be

decided by the contributor.

Mr. NEWTON, do you insist that

the Party have control over how

those contributions are used and

how they're split up, and where

they go, or do the contributors

say I want this to go to the

Free Cline, or I want . . .

No, we a, we a, advise them to

list on their checks or list on

'^UITT
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the food packages or the shoes

where they could, where they

should go. The programs are not

run by the Party, they are

organized by the Party; but if

you visit a program you will

see that we have community

workers operating them. If

we are organizers, professional

organizer of community developers

and we couldn’t afford to be

tied down operating a program.

So really the community operates

the program. The community has

boycotted BILi. BOYETTE. I say

this because no one can really

boycott anyone. If we were walking

that line, the picket line and

the community went around us , then

it would only be an attempted

boycott. But, in fact, according

if1? !
ALown statements that
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90, the boycott is 98 percent

effective, so this means the

community has boycotted him and

they’re doing the boycott and

they stated by BILL that they

don ' t come , that the community

will not come across the line

because they are afraid. Well,

unfortunately his position won’t

hold because every two weeks

we distribute food, clothes,

and shoes on the lot right

adjacent to his store that

incidentally NOLAN has just

leased under BILL’S name so

that we can't do this anymore.

The construction workers are

now measuring up for a cyclone

fence. They've leased from BART,

which our attorneys will question

this,, because what everyone,
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whenever BART rents something

or leases something, a reason

has to be stated, and it has

to be for public reasons. So,

the community comes to three

or 400 people who will come and

receive this food right next

to the store from the Black

Panther Party members. Now

we put , turned it over to the

community's hands where we get

community people to distribute

this food we'll just drive the

trucks up. So I think that the

facts will contradict the lies

of BILL BOYETTE and also the

lies of NOLAN; and the fact now

stands then to nulify against

Cal-Pak. Black business of

friends of ours, or should be

our attempts, our ambition

irganize a whole Black

I
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Announcer:

community. In order to do this

we would have to, Black business

would have to see it’s

obligation to, to raise in the

political machine something

Blacks have never had in its

history. We've had many move-

ments but not a political

machine such as other ethnic

groups . So, we would, ah,

the fight now has turned into

a fight against NOLAN and his

lackeys, NOLAN has never been

interested in anything Black

other than to criticize, to

castigate, and to harm the

Black community . Why

suddenly he is so interested in

Black business.^

Why is he?

I
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HUEY NEWTON;

Announcer:

The reason is that he owns

one of the largest Black

supermarkets in Oakland,

Housewife's Market, exclusively

Black, patronage at the store,

the food is bad, and he sees

that his number is up. I

understand that he has his

eyes on grooming a mayor, a

Black mayor for Oakland where

he will have the strings

attached. In other words, he

wants to maintain control. He

sees that if, Black business

unites with the community, then

his control will slip out of

his fingers. So he would

like some lackeys to stand in

the way of the unity in the

community.

What do you mean the food is
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HUEY NEWTON;

Announcer;

bad at the store?

Swans or Housewife’s Market

name was changed to that. The

conununity criticized the market

because the meat is corrupt.

bad quality, the products in

the store is not like the stores

in the White community. So

the White community wouldn't

tolerate the one store because

they could go someplace else.

Here the prices that Housewife's

Market, the prices are too high

according to many community

people. Sometimes you should

go in front of the store and

ask the people who are going in

what they think about Housewife's

Market

.

You criticize the major source

of news in the Oakland area.

,How do you feel generally about

I
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HUEY NEWTON;

102

the news media coverage of the

Black Panthers and of HUEY

NEWTON, say back to the 1967

shooting?

I think that the coverage

presently is very poor, that

we don't care whether the news

media takes the position and

everyone takes the position in

things. We all claim to be

objective in our subjective

views even to the start of

things, and this is a human

characteristic, and also our

class allegiance enters into

our conversation and to our

reporting of the fact. I think

that concerning the boycotts

and concerning Black business

the news has been very, attempted

to be very patronizing to Cal-Pak

a^vjto the Black business generally
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Announcer:

because they also run a lot of

business, and so in the past the

news has been amidst as much

underground reporting of the

trial in 1967, which was very

positive, and I thought very

fair; and, of course, they showed

their slant, they're on the

objective facts they supported

the Party's position. This,

the community also supported the

Party’s position. They stood

against me being railroaded and

Party members being railroaded

into prison. This then influenced

the news media; and I think now

the community will form its war

on, and criticize the news media

about the reporting of the new

move of the Black Panther Party.

A few moments ago you stated

y
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that the Black Panther Party

is not interested in personalities;

but I think you’ll agree that

the complexion of an organization

is largely fashioned by its

leader, and when people in the

Black community think of the

Black Panther Party they think

of HUEY NEWTON at the helm.

Now, now, following your release

from prison, "Newsweek" magazine

called you more legend then a

man. I think they did that

because the vast majority of

your supporters have never

actually seen you in the flesh.

they had only heard of you. Now,

following your release, many

people in the Black community

felt that you did, that your

performance was not, did not

come up to what they had heard

u
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HUEY NEWTON;

about you. You know, as long,

while you were in prison. Did

the legend outgrow the man?

Well, first that, I think that

it’s educational. You talked

about Ihe fact that most people

hadn't seen me but yet the

movement goes ov, was going on,

and of course I talk about the

same thing. It seems that

personality was not needed but

an idea in the people's minds

was needed, and I think that in

any revolutionary movement if

the guiding light is some concept

and so as you freely admitted

that I wasn't a man that I was

a concept, so, therefore, I was

what the people wanted to be;

and I think that we won't get

any freedom until the people

that. And, of course,
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Announcer:

Announcer:

HUEY NEWTON;

then I would fall short because

the people fall short of the

glory. We all do; but if we

are mature, then we will see

that what we need is not a guide

or personality, but we need a

strong people, then we won’t

need strong leaders.

You're listening to "In Depth".

This is KCBS San Francisco. Our

guest this week is co-founder of

the Black Panther Party, HUEY

NEWTON. The broadcast is being

recorded in his Oakland apartment.

Mr. NEWTON, KATHLEEN CLEAVER is

back in the country. She says

her husband will return soon.

There has been a split of sorts

between you and he. Can you tell

us where that stands today?

First, I would like to correct

1C 6

M
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Announcer:

HUEY NEWTON:

Announcer:

HUEY NEWTON;

you of my title, co-founder

and also People

I say this because the Party

is very strict about the titles

and labels that people

influence by and . . ,

Awful title to put on a business

card . . .

Pardon me?

Co-founder. It's an awfully

long title for the business

cards

.

But we don't have a business

card here. We have an awful

long tape. So, umm, it's

Servant of the Pg^ople, HUEY .P

.

NEWTON, and co-founder, if you

will. You can drop co-founder

if you like, but Servant of

the people must remain.

,T!JLL

^ I i

y
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Announcer:

HUEY NEWTON;

Announcer:

HUEY NEWTON:

Announcer:

HUEY NEWTON:

108

Now then, about how you're

getting along with ELDRIDGE

CLEAVER?

I haven't seen ELDRIDGE CLEAVER

in some time; but I don't

think the people in the country

have, so we're getting along

just fine. He's not here.

I think he will be here shortly

according to his statement and

we will . . .

Now, if he's here, will there

be some sort of power struggle

between he and you?

Of course not.

Why of course not? You don't

think ELDRIDGE CLEAVER needs

following?

Well, ELDRIDGE . . . ELDRIDGE

CLEAVER defected from our Party

and that there can't be a power

between someone outside

u
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Announcer:

HUEY NEWTON

Announcer:

of the Party and the Party

members. There was never a

power struggle as far as we

were concerned, the Central

Committee of the Black Panther

Party concluded that ELDRIDGE

CLEAVER defected. Not only

the community, he defected

the territory, the struggle,

and he generally defected the

revolutionary movement.

Will you seek to meet with

him?

No, I will not.

What faction then is CLEAVER

in control over or involved

with in Algeria? Isn't there

a Black Panther organization

there? Does that have nothing

to do with your faction of

the Party?

. , .JW,pilrl ,, we don't, we, we won't

I

HUEY NEWTON;
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Announcer

:

agree, we don't agree that the

Party is in factions . ELDRID6E

CLEAVER defected from the Party

with a few other people, but

this has been going on for some

time. The news media played

up the defection because they

liked the sensationalism. They

never went around to investigate

what viable contingents that

ELDRIDGE CLEAVER was in

command of. They liked better

the whole, whole rhetoric about

the underground guerrilla war-

fare and so forth. So I think it's

the news media’s problem, it's

not our problem.

HUEY, about your own words, the

Panther Party has changed its

face , so to speak. Maybe one

of the most important elections

sade is coming up next
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HUEY NEWTON:

A'\' nii

year. If the Black Panther

Party is now working through

the system, how actively

will your participate in the

electorial process?

That’s a> first, as far as working

through the system, that ’ s a

news media position. That we’re

concerned with mobilizing the

community by any means necessary

and we would like to meet the

people, of the base, on the, we

have to meet the people where

they are in development. If the

people want to exhaust certain

avenues inside of the system, then

fine. When the people get totally

disillusioned of the system, then

we will be ready to give them

guidance on that level. As far

as the election concern, we advise
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the people to register to vote,

the 18 year olds, we encourage

as far as the actual process of

voting, they can do it if they

want to. At this time the

Central Committee has not

concluded whether if anyone or

any group of people will be there

to make a real choice. We say

both of the parties, the Democratic

Party and the Republican Party,

are bankrupt as far as alternatives

are concerned for the people. So

it will be left to the people. I

think that most 18 year olds

see through this so-called new

freedom because there is nothing

really to vote for, so what we’re

interested in is building a

political machine through our

survival program. We’ve sent

le to register schools
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so we register people to vote,

and also we lectured them. We

go around with our literature.

So, I think this is another

way of the news media^ ah curt

,

attempting to curtail the

revolutionary movement of the

Party. Where we talk about guer-

rilla » when we used to talk about

guerrilla warfare, this was

played up in the headlines

but also somewhat laughed at

because the news media didn't

see any real threat there. Later

on when we attempted to organize

the community on a real concrete

basis, that's actually concrete^

because in view of all the

conditions the other news media

suddenly decided to go along

with the Democratic - Republican

Party movement in the system. I
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think both views are incorrect,

that we’re a revolutionary party,

and revolution is a process, and

as far as our change, that it

is only indicative of our

revolutionary fervor. Revolution

is basically a struggle between

old and the new, and as far as

revolution itself, it’s a process

where it is realized that every

thing in the universe is in a

constant state of transformation.

So in order for the Party to

maintain its revolutionary position

it would have to change. Reaction

is going in the opposite way of

history. History as a power thrust

or else staying at the status quo,

but nothing ever stays the same.

So we’re taking this all under

consideration, and we agree that
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Announcer:

HUEY NEWTON:

we have changed our face or

we 're being transformed.

Shortly after your arrival in

Red China recently, HUEY, you

were quoted as saying, "I feel

like I'm at home”. Was that an

accurate quote, and do you think

the political answers lie there

in that system?

I think that, for the quote , the

quote is accurate and I'm

somewhat embarrassed by it because

I reflected after I made that

statement that I never felt at

home at home. So I felt free in

the People's Republic of China and

it was an experience I had never

had at home. As we left the borders

of, as we left Hong Kong and entered

the People's Republic, it was like

pulling off our coats on a hot day
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or our shirts as I did when I

got out of State Prison. We

felt cool and comfortable for the

first time in our lives. We

saw many weapons there, but we

knew the weapons were not for

aggression but for war o# defense,

and the weapons did not intimidate

us, and this was the first time

I saw a man with a gun other then

a Panther and didn't feel

intimidated. I knew they didn’t

have the guns to harm us but to

secure us. Leaving China and

coming back to North America we

entered customs and even the

customs officers had weapons on

their sides but this time I

received cultural shock. I

suffered cultural shock because

I knew the guns were not to
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protect us but to harm us . . .

Announcer: Did you play any ping pong?

HUEY NEWTON: • « . so as far as ah, pardon

me?

Announcer

:

Did you play any ping pong while

you were there?

HUEY NEWTON: No.

Announcer: • • . student there

.

HUEY NEWTON: No, we, we were more, we, we

were interested in more serious

things. Americans are, unfortunately

are very petty minded, and they’re

more interested in ping pong than

life. . .

Announcer: Is anybody over there talking about

NIXON’S coming visit?

HUEY NEWTON: We were talking about it. We went

because of the impending visit

of NIXON on an intended visit and

we went to deliver a petition to
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CHU En:-lai. We met with him

approximately three hours, and

one time in about six hours

with the Central Committee we

presented the petition that was

accepted. The petition, in

brief, was asking Chairman MAO,

leader of the Central Committee

of the Chinese Communist Party

to negotiate for the freedom

of the people of the world. The

prison at Attica a short time

ago asked the Black Panther

Party to be chief negotiator to

negotiate with OSWALD,

ROCKEFELLER, and NIXON for their

release and their freedom; and,

taking this under consideration,

we saw that there was a relation-

ship between what happened at

Attica and what's happening in

World, In other words that
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when the fascist troops moved

in on Attica they murdered the

prisoners, they also murdered

the guards. The guards are exploited

workers, then the government and

the corrupt authority showed that

they didn’t care anything about

the victims, the prison Inmates,

nor did they care about their own

agents, the guards. This is

very similar to this Vietnamese

situation where NIXON doesn’t care

anything about the soldiers that

are there who are also victims,

exploited workers, nor does he

care anything about the Vietnamese

people; and he is trigger happy,

and he fires on the sol, he

caused the murder of the soldiers

as well as murders of the Vietnamese

people, he caused the murder of

] 1 9
p.
j

^

^ guards as well as the
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Announcer:

^ ?.

:

r-

1

prisoners. So we're asking the

people of the world to unite

against the common' enemy , that’s

ROCKEFELLER and blood-thirsty

NIXON; and so, we noticed also

that they're not firing upon

the People's Republic of China.

The Poopl’e ' s Republic of

China are very strong and cool

where NIXON is not so trigger

happy there. So viewing its

strength and in view of the peace

loving nature of the Chinese people

that we ask them to negotiate for

our freedom and the freedom of the

people of the world.

How much freedom did you have

there, HUEY, to mingle with the

people; and if you did mingle with

them, what was their reaction to

you?

i.
-

U
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HUEY NEWTON; They gave us the message again

and again that they supported the

victimized people in the United

States, but they were against the

imperialistic government. They

had no contradiction with the

people of the United States or the

people of the world but only the

ruling circle that’s located in

North America, and that’s the

Announcer;

HUEY NEWTON:

ROCKEFELLER, NIXON regime.

This was the man in the street?

This was the man in the street.

We went to locomotive factories as

well as steel factories . We went

to farming communes, and this was

the message of the workers there,

as well as the worker, the, ah,

the message of the members of the

Central Committee. Responsible

members

.
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Announcer: Well* did you find people in

Red China hungry or ill?

HUEY NEWTON: They prefer to be called the

People’s Republic of China, and

we found the only people who were

ill and begging were the Chinese

people who lived in Hong Kong.

Of course, in Hong Kong you also

have the Hong Kong Hilton and

the Mandarin Hotel. You see the

very very wealthy and also you

see the very very poor Chinese

people living in huts side of

the road. As we entered the

gates of heavenly peace, which

are the borders of the People's

Republic, we saw no begging, we

saw that the people were well

housed, well clothed, and there

was much food in the abundance.

As a matter of fact, I got fat
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B&NFIDCNTItt-

Announcer:

HUEY NEWTON;

wouldn’t do that. As far as

their political theory, that we

stand in opposition to the

theory, we feel that the Black

Muslems are making some essential

mistakes in the Black Liberation

Movement . We acknowledge the

contribution that they have

made, but Just getting Black

capitalistic businesses is not

the answer. Tit® answer . . .

. . . fighting capitalism

with capitalism.

You don’t fight capitalism with

capitalism. You don’t fight

fire with fire. You don’t fight

racism with racism. This doesn’t

hold true in logic. It seems

that they would add to capitalism

if they would erect another

capitalistic structure, and

4^ fdLNTIAir
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especially the Idea of five

states. We think that this is,

ah, not very well thought out .

We notice that people who are

15,000 miles away from the

United States, such as the

continent of Africa, the people

in Vietnam, They fight against the

American ruling circle, and

countries such as Tanzania sees

that they would only be contrcflled

by the ruling circle here if they

were to hook up with them or

attempt to develop a capitalistic

nation. The real thing is to

put the power and the wealth in

the people’s hands through

redistribution of wealth where

the people control the machinery

that we all contribute to. The

Blacks did by slave labor, and

u
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UTiTTni

Whites did by their wage labor as

far as their wage slaves; and

we*ve experienced both positions.

So the technology here in

America has been, as a result of

the exploitation of its people,

also the people of the world, so

America belongs to the world.

In order to have a redistribution

of wealth in America to spare,

they would also have to redistribute

the wealth on a world-wide level

.

That's why we're revolutionary

Announcer:

HUEY NEWTON:

Announcer:

intercommunalists . . .

Recently . . ,

.... one community.

Recently we heard that you have

a new interest in religion. Can

you explain that to us?

HUEY NEWTON: I have a Interest in everything

in the universe, and it's not new

i’ ..

126
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that I would find the phenomena

there Very interesting. The

statement that we made in

religion is first that we

acknowledge that there’s one

that there’s characteristics

in all religions, that every

religion claims that man and

God are two things that never

meet . In other words , God is

what man is not. Primative man

had a god much larger th n modern

man because his ignorance was

larger. So it seems that

ignorance could, ah, cuts across

all, all religions . In other

words , that things that man canpot

control, that he cannot under-

stand, or believes he cannot

understand, that he is not, not

as God, and as soon as he brings

121
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these things tinder control

through scientific development,

that attributes he Integrates

in his own personality, then

becomes the man in our God.

Modern man now has a god as we

have a god, and that god is

ignorance. As soon as, as soon

as we learn more about our universe

and bring under control, then

suddenly we’ve ah, we’ve ah,

expropriated a characteristic

from God, So if this trend goes

on the god will disappear but

it will grow from within, and

man will be God, So this is

our interest in religion, it’s

very dialectical and is taken

strictly from dialectical

materialism, Marxist-Lenlnlst and

MAO Tse-tung stuff.
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Announcer:

HUEY NEWTON:

Announcer;

HUEY NEWTON:

Announcer:

HUEY NEWTON:.

So you're not necessarily read-

ing the Bible every day

.

I’ve read the Bible about 15

years, and I might read

Ecclesiastes whenever I feel

like it. I think it’s a very

good book.

What’s this about you moving

to Atlanta? Are you going to

be going there?

I’ve been there, and I intend

to go back . . .

Will you set up home there?

Well, we, I plan to enlarge

our chapter there and we'll have

two Central Headquarters, so

we’ll be using it as the spring

board of the South. Shortly

I’ll make a tour of the rural South wit

JULIAN BOND; and I met with

them in, Atlanta, and we’re not
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Announcer:

'uUP

(Voice in background)

HUEY NEWTON:

a baseball team. We don't plan

to get our bats together and

move to another state

Central Headquarters in Oakland

. , .(belt being turned over)

. , that the Party is dedicated

to the welfare, whereas we

will advise , we would certainly

not let them down, and we would

never, we would never divorce

ourselves from the community.

You've been listening to a

spontaneous, unrehearsed discussion

with Black Panther Party, well

let's see, . , .

Servant of the people.

Servant of the People.

Annovincer

:

HUEY NEWTON.

HUEY NEWTON:

(Voice in background)

Servant of the People, HUEY NEWTON.

He didn't want to say that.

Announcer: Thank you for appearing on our

\
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»WfW:

(Voice, possibly NEWTON)

Announcer:

Yeah.

Our panel included KCBS East

Bay Bureau Chief AL HELMS

0

and KCBS Newsman STEVE LITTLE.

This is NORM WOODRUFF inviting

you to join us again next week

for another look at the issues

behind the headlines on "In

Depth" (music)

.
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C. Travels of NEWTON:

1. Travels in the United States;

On August 26, 1971, NEWTON and las bodyguard,
reportedly traveled from Oakland, California,

at 7:00 PM on Hughes Airwest Airlines, Flight 542, to Reno,
Nevada, to arrive at 8:35 PM (same date). Reportedly.
they were to be met at the Reno Airport by

SF T-2
August 26, 1971

At approximately 10:15 AM, August 27, 1971, NEWTON
[returned to NEWTON 's apartment in Oakland from Reno,and

Nevada

.

SF T-1
-August 27, 1971

On August 28, 1971, NEWTON reportedly traveled
to Lake Tahoe, Nevada, and returned to his apartment in
Oakland on August 29, 1971.

SF T-2
August 28-29, 1971

On September 1. 1971. NEWTON

,

traveled from Oakland,
California, at 10:00 PM on a Western Airlines flight.

O

Q
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NEWTON ,
1

returned to NEWTON ' s apartment in Oakland , California,
from Los Angeles at approximately 12:00 noon on
September 2, 1971.

SF T-3
September 2, 1971

At 1:00 AM. September 5, 1971, NEWTON
,

[
traveled from San Francisco

International Airport on Delta Airlines Flight 896 en route
to New Orleans, Louisiana.

FBI Agent
San Francisco
September 5, 1971

On September 5, 1971, at 6:05 AM, the above
three individuals arrived at Love Field, Dallas, Texas, on
Delta Airlines Flight 896. Upon deplaning and while
moving to the Delta gate designated for their continuing
flight to New Orleans, NEWTON was interviewed briefly by
KDFW-TV, Dallas. NEWTON commented briefly on the shooting
at San Quentin Prison involving GEORGE JACKSON and answered
a question on the restlessness of today's youth, to which
he stated that the majority of American citizens are political
prisoners. The above three individuals did not leave the
area of the Delta boarding gates and were contacted by no
one other than the KDFW-TV reporter and an unknown Negro
male who had arrived at Dallas on Delta Flight 896 and who
request> d an autograph from NEWTON on a copy of a BPP
newspaper. At 6:55 AM, September 5, 1971, the foregoing
three individuals boarded Delta Flight 182 and departed
shortly thereafter for New Orleans, Louisiana.

f .. 3

FBI Agent,
Dallas, Texas
September 5, 1971

I
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NEWTON
,

arrived at
New Orleans, Louisiana, at approximately 8; 10 AM on
September 5, 1971. They remained at their motel room
in New Orleans except for a brief press conference held on
the afternoon of September 5, 1971, during which NEWTON made
the statement that he planned to stay in New Orleans
until his retrial in October, 1971.

The above three individuals departed New Orleans
at 6:32 PM on Delta Airlines Flight 814, en route to
Atlanta, Georgia.

FBI Agents
New Orleans, Louisiana
September 5, 1971

At 8:45 PM, September 5, 1971, the above mentioned
individuals arrived at the Atlanta Airport on Delta
Airlines Flight 814. The group took a taxi from the Atlanta
Airport to the Regency Hyatt House, 265 Peachtree Street,
N.E., Atlanta, Georgia, where reservations had been made
for them.

On September 9, 1971, NEWTON departed Atlanta
Airport at 4:50 PM on Delta Airlines Flight 19F en route
to San Francisco, California.

FBI Agents
Atlanta, Georgia
September 5-9, 1971

On September 10, 1971,
Intelligence —nallas Police Department, advised
that NEWTON, and an unknown Negro female arrived
at Love Field, Dallas, on Delta Airlines Flight 19 at
5:45 PM, September 9, 1971. and departed on the same flight
at 6:40 PM, same date.

|
advised that no

one contacted NEWTON during the flight layover at Dallas.
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The female accompanyinjr NEWTON

1

NEWTON

,

arrived
at SFIA on Delta Airlines Flight 19 at 7:50 PM, September
9, 1971, from Atlanta, Georgia.

FBI Agent

j

San Francisco, California
September 9, 1971

During the night of September 13-14, 1971 . NEWTON
was away from his apartment in Oakland, California,

SF T-3
September 13-14, 1971

2 . Travel to People’s Republic of China

On September 17, 1971, NEWTON indicated he may
possibly take a trip to the- Orient sometime in the near
future

.

SF T-2
September 17, 1971

On September 20, 1S71,
in Ottawa, Canada, (f

NEWTON was in contact with

urn
SF T-2
September 20, 1971

On September 22, 1971, at 11:00 PM, NEWTON and
[ departed from San

Francisco International Airport (SFIA) on United Airlines
Flight 36 en route to John F. Kennedy Airport, New York
City, New York.

135

Agent
San Francisco, California
Sentember 22, 1971
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On September 23, 1971, at 7:15 PM, NEWTON and
arrived at John F. Kennedy Airport, New York City.

FBI Agent
New York City, New York
September 23, 1971

On September 24, 1871, NEWTON,P
~| had reservations on Air Canada Airlines

Flight 767 from John F. Kennedy Airport, New York City,
to Montreal, Canada, departing at 2:20 PM, September 23,
1971. The three individuals also had reservations for
connecting Air Canada Flight 3597 from Montreal to Ottawa,
Canada, on September 23, 1971.

SF T-6
September 24, 1971

24, 1971, SF T-2 advised that NEWTON,
had arrived in Ottawa, Canada, and
ylir.e Berche (phonetic) Hotel with

On September 25, 1971, SF T-2.
on that date NEWTON was i n rj“>nt act w i thi

in Oakland I
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ing of September 27, 197^
ad been in contact with

|_

akland , from Hong Kong oi

SF T-2

This source advised

A news broadcast over Radio Station KGO, San
Francisco, on September 28, 1971, reported that NEWTON, BAY
and BROWN, on that date, had left Hong Kong, crossed the
border into Communist China and was aboard a train en
route to Canton, China.
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An article in the September 28, 1971, issue of
the "Oakland Tribune", a daily Oakland, California,
newspaper, reported that NEWTON, BROWN and BAY had crossed
the Hong Kong border by train at Lo Wu on September 2 8

,

1971, and were headed for Canton, China. The article
reported that they were met at the border by a representa-
tive of the China Travel Service, which escorts foreign
visitors to China. This article further reported that a
spokesman for CPA said NEWTON, BAY and BROWN had purchased
first-class one-way tickets from Ottawa to Hong Kong and
the tickets cost $950.00 each. According to this article
the airline declined to say who paid for the tickets.

An article appearing in the September 29, 1971,
issue of the "Oakland Tribune" reported that NEWTON, BAY
and BROWN had reached the City of Canton in South China
on September 28, 1971.

The September 30, 1971, issue of the "Oakland
Tribune" contained an article reporting that NEWTON, BAY
and BROWN were then reported to be in Peking, China, and
that they were met by TANG Ming-cho, former New York
editor of the "Chinese Overseas Daily", from 1945 to 1949.

The October 2, 1971, issue of the "San Francisco
Chronicle" contained an article reporting that the New
China News agency had said that NEWTON, BAY and BROWN
had attended the National Day celebration in Peking on
October 1, 1971, and that the celebration had also been
attended by Communist Chinese Premier CHOU En-lai. The
article reported that the celebration was given by the
cultural group under the state council and the People's
Association for Friendship With Foreign Countries.

An article appearing in the October 6, 1971,
issue of the "San Francisco Examiner", a daily San Francisco
newspaper, reported that on October 5, 1971, Premier CHOU
En-lai met with about 60 Americans in Peking and told them
that Chairman MAO Tse-tung was responsible for inviting
the United States Ping Pong Team to China, which invitation
led to a thaw in Sino-American relations. This meeting
reportedly lasted for two hours and NEWTON was one of those
Americans who attended. > ,
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ber 7, 1971, SF T-4 reported that NEWTON,
entered Hong Kong from China on
and held reservations to return to San

Francisco aboard British Overseas Airways Corporation (BOAC)
Flight 910, scheduled to arrive at SFIA at 7; 00 PM,
October 8, 1971. Reportedly the flight would have stop-
overs in Tokyo and Honolulu. According to SF T-4, NEWTON
issued instructions that all available BPP members from
the San Francisco - Oakland area meet him at SFIA and that
the news media in San Francisco be advised that a news
conference would be held at SFIA upon NEWTON ^s return.
NEWTON also requested that his attorney, CHARLES R. GARRY,
meet him upon his return at SFIA.

On Ootnhg-r s 1 971
^
SF T-8 advised that on that

date, NEWTON,
I

[departed Hong Kong at 9:50 PM,
on BOAC Flight 910 en route SFIA with stopovers at Tokyo,
Japan and Honolulu, Hawaii. Source stated that while this
flight was in Tokyo some photographers were reportedly
ejected from the plane by police but no other details
were known to source. Source stated that passengers on
this flight continuing to the United States will clear
immigration and quarantine during stopover at Honolulu.

On Qcto
re-

October 8, 1971,
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hut NEWTON sairi he did not desire to meet the press. NEWTON,
were processed by the United States Public

Health and United States Immigration and Naturalization
Service (INS) aboard the aircraft at Honolulu. BOAC Flight
910 departed Honolulu at 11:15 AM, October 8, 1971, as
scheduled en route to San Francisco.

Representatives of the FBI observed the arrival
of NEWTON,r lat the SFIA on BOAC Flight 910
at 7:10 PM, October 8, 1971. A thorough search of the
luggage of these three individuals was made by United
States Customs at SFIA but nothing significant was found.
They had in their luggage a few inexpensive gifts they
brought with them from China.

After clearing Customs, NEWTON,
were met by 50 members of the BPP at SFIA. These BPP members
'consisted of 22 black males, 16 black females and 12 black
children and 16 white hippie types. Approximately 40
members of the press were at the airport in response to the
BPP's announcement that NEWTON would make a press state-
ment upon his return from China.

After NEWTON greeted the group they all moved to
a small room in the airport operations office where only
members of the press and BPP members were allowed entry.
A handful of spectators stayed in the hallway outside the
operations room.

Following is the text of the press conference
held by NEWTON. Conference began with reading
a prepared statement written on stationery rrom xne Peking
Hotel:

’’Statement by HUEY P. NEWTON upon return from the
People ’£ Republic of China. So let it be heard: A short
time ago the prisoners at Attica requested the Black Panther
Party to negotiate with NIXON, ROCKEFELLER and OSWALD for
their freedom. The Black Panther Party at this time asks
Chairman MAO Tse-tung of the People’s Republic of China to
negotiate with Prison Warden NIXON for the freedom of the
oppressed peoples of the world. We recognize that the
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criminal activity of trigger-happy NIXON shows clearly he
has no respect for peaceful negotiation when the victim
is divided and weak. Ne not only killed the prisoners at
Attica, but he also murdered his exploited workers, the
prison guards . Although most of the prisoners at Attica
are black and all the guards are white, NIXON killed
regardless of color because they were all victims. When
the oppressed peoples of the world ask for negotiation,
such as the Vietnamese people. Prison Warden NIXON shows
again he has no respect for the people nor his agents, the
U. S. military. He leaves no alternative but violent,
armed resistance. He is responsible for the murder of
Vietnamese people and the deaths of the U. S. soldiers.
Both the Vietnaunese people and the U. S. soldiers are
victims of the reactionary NIXON regime. This is why
we approached Chairman MAO Tse-tung because we know of
his peace and freedom-loving nature. There can be no
peace without freedom. We are asking all the agents of
Prison Warden NIXON, whom he despises, to join forces with
the victims of the world. The U.S. soldiers are urged
to join forces with the victimized Vietnamese people, the
guards and families of the deceased guards at Attica and
the guards at state prisons across the U.S. to join forces
with the victimized inmates. It is clear that Mr. NIXON
is trigger-happy and could trigger off World War Three.
Because we knew of his impending visit to the People’s
Republic of China we asked the Chines© people to
receive us first so that we might ask the peace and
freedom-loving Chairman MAO Tse-tung to be the chief
negotiator to Mr. NIXON for the peace and freedom of the
oppressed peoples of the world. And this is why we ask
for unity of all the world's victims against the common
enemy, he NIXON- ROCKEFELLER regime. So let it be done."

answer period

Question

:

f wnicn

NEWTON

;

"Mr NEWTON, did you talk to Chairman MAO?"

"I issued the petition through Premier
CHOU En-lai",
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Question: "Did you at any time see his Defense
Minister, LIN PIAO?"

NEWTON: "I conferred with Premier CHOU En-lai.
We had talks together"

.

Question: "Tell us about some of those talks."

NEWTON: "We issued the petition that was just
read by our Minister of Information
ELAINE BROWN. That was the gist of the
conversations. And I believe and
trust in the honorable Premier CHOU
En-lai that he will deliver this
message to MAO' Tse-tung"

.

Question: "What do you think you accomplished?"

NEWTON: "The results will have to be measured
in the future. But we issued a petition.
The impending visit of President
RICHARD NIXON will tell the story. The
results you can get from RICHARD NIXON,
the murderer, or else you can do as
we did--you can go directly to MAO Tse-
tung himself in the People's Republic
and find out the information. If you
do not trust RICHARD NIXON, after the
Pentagon papers, I would advise you to
go to the People's Republic of China

—

a free territory—where you don't have
a credibility gap because the government
and people are one".

Question: "What did CHOU En-lai aay to you?"

NEWTON: "Premier CHOU En-lai offered the
solidarity of the Chinese people in
support of the oppressed people of
America. He offered solidarity with
the Black Panther Party and also the
prisoners—the political prisoners who
are fighting for their freedom inside
of prisons ,.€W4gAiJBis--San Quentin and Attica."
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Question

NEWTON

:

Question

;

NEWTON:

Question

:

NEWTON

:

Question

:

NEWTON

:

"Did he specify how he would support
your cause?"

"Premier CHOU En-lai said many things
to me but I will not comment on specifics."

"How long did you talk to him?"

"No comment on that"

.

"Does this trip mean any change in the
course and tactics of the Black Panther
Party?"

"This trip means that we have new
strength—strength that we already had but
now it has been articulated and we have
for you photographs as well as avenues
in which you can get the information
and through RICHARD NIXON in the event
that he takes the visit, I’m sure that
he will give you the gist of his talks".

"How do we get through that aveniie?"

"Or may I ask a question? Are you sure
that he will? I would advise you to
ask President NIXON—and that question
is very good—that the avenue will be
^through your President, but we know it
is very hard to approach him. You
cannot approach RICHARD NIXON as we have
approached Premier CHOU En-lai as you
see in the photograph. The Black Panther
Party has never been allowed to speak to
Government heads but in the People's
Republic we were welcomed by the people,
accepted by the People's administration,
led by the Honorable MAO Tse-tung."
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Question

:

NEWTON

:

Question:

NEWTON

:

”What kind of reception do you think
President NIXON will get?"

"The Chinese people are very humane and
friendly people. They attempt to under-
stand all ignorance and backwardness.
I would expect and anticipate that
RICHARD NIXON will receive a warm welcome,
But that is no indication of what the
results of the talks might be. The talks
might be successful or they might fail--
it will depend on the attitude and the
kind of language that RICHARD NIXON will
use. Certainly he cannot be trigger
happy as he was at Attica because the
Chinese people are strong people and
their land is fertile. We know the
ruling circle of this country always
takes advantage of victims such as the
prisoners at Attica, the guards at
Attica, and the Vietnamese people and
the black people of this country as well
as poor white people".

"What kind of reception did you get in
China and what is your opinion of China?"

"Perhaps you can infer from our emotions,
when we entered the United States , we
suffer from cultural shock. It was the
first time in my life that I could walk
down the street and see the security
forces with not only .38's or .357
magnums, but AK-47*s, very heavy sub-
machine guns, but we felt protected, as
many white people of the ruling circle
feel protected when the vicious police
in this country walk the street. We
were not intimidated by the arms , because
we knew they were only defensive. As
Premier CHOU En-lai said, China is now
again digging many tunnels throughout the

v; w ; V . j
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Question

;

NEWTON

:

Question

:

country. The Chinese people cannot
attack anyone with tunnels. So they
are strictly defensive. We felt very
protected. We felt that we were free
for the first time in our lives".

"Were there any instances of any racism
at all?"

"None whatsoever. I might add there
are fifty-four ethnic groups or minority
groups in China, and we visited the
ethnic minority institutes, the many
schools-, they are governed by a regent.
They are all a part of one government,
but yet they are not deprived of their
culture. They are not deprived of con-
trolling their community. We feel the
plan in China is a plan that will
advance humanity. I was shocked.
Because our Minister of Information
ELAINE BROWN had made a visit before,
she had expressed to me the beauty of
China, but I could not really visualize
it. I could not visit there then or I

would have known for myself from
experience, but I am sure I cannot
articulate for you. I would invite all
of you Americans to go to China. They
would welcome you. They only have
hatred for the reactionary ruling circle
of this country- -that ’ s less that one
per cent—that’s the big corporations
and the NIXON regime that has its mind
on murder, not only in this country
but victims of all kinds , but also murder
upon the people of the world."

"How do you feel about the start of
your third trial.,?
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WHOmE

NEWTON

:

Question

:

NEWTON

:

Question

;

NEWTON

:

Question

:

NEWTON

:

"When I entered this country I thought
I was entering prison. I'm willing to
struggle because we have revolutionary
optimism. I feel I'm returning now to
the front lines because the Chinese
people have liberated my territory--
that's already done. All we have to do
is hold. But now the United States
must be liberated and I would be a
soldier leaving his post if I were to
stay away from home".

"Did CHOU En-lai discuss the upcoming
trip of the President with you?"

"It was stated that it was an intended
visit.

"

"What does that mean?"

"It means that someone has intentions
of visiting the People's Republic
of China. Whether it will be okayed or
not is yet to be measured. Personally,
I would hope that the Chinese People
would negotiate with RICHARD NIXON, so
that our petition would then become a
reality. We were granted the petition,
and we're waiting now for the results."

"Does this trip mean the Black Panther
Party has now become a Communist or
Maoist organization?"

"The Black Panther Party is an intercommunal
party and we're intercommunalists . That
means we see the world as one large
community. With the advancement in
technology and the mass media, it's put
the whole world together. Two-thirds
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of the world is like an oppressed
community in Harlem and it's all integrated
in the backward politics and the economy
of the United States. We view the
People's Republic as a liberated territory
and we would like for you to take note
of that because it's much different than
a nation. We have a job to do and that
is to liberate our own community. Of
course, our structure, perhaps, will be
a little different than the People's
Republic because we have to adapt to
our particular situation, but there will
be the fact of the freedom and also the
equality. There is very little difference
between a highered wage and a lowered
wage and there is very little difference
in what one person can afford and the
next person can afford but there is a
difference. They are closing the gap and
they admit this. They visualize the
future as a future where they can produce
an abundance where the value of things
would be very low. In fact in their
economy their prices are going down in
the People's Republic, not up, as they
advance in their technology. And the people
are diligent in this because the workers
do not have bosses. The workers are the
boss and they dictate to the administrators
of the factories and they give suggestions
and they have created many innovations.
They feel very proud and their country is
mobilized to advance man and create the
new man. And we American people should
be a part of that because we know that most
of the reactionary forces go backward but
the progressive forces such as the people
of the Republic of China is revolutionary
and therefore, it is progressive and is going
forward. You know history develops in a

jurrrTc^jTrTi
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forward direction. If we don't watch out
we'll be lost in history and the Chinese
people will be left alone to create the
new man. As for the Black Panther Party,
I would insist upon being a part of that
development. We invite all of our
friends, all of the victims, all of the
prisoners, to be a part of this struggle.
And many of you are not aware, you don't
know your friends and you don't know your
enemies, so therefore you're confused.
This is also a tactic of the regime of
NIXON and ROCKEFELLER. But we invite
you to try very hard to cut through the
brainwashing, the mass media, the T.V. and
soap operas so that you can save your
lives and see that your descendants and
your generation will live and not die.
We stand against a Third World War. We
feel that the Chinese people will be
able to negotiate a settlement with their
strength because this country only
listens to strength. This was proved
at Attica where the prison guards were
murdered as well as prisoners because
both were exploited. So we call attention
to this and we would like to band together
with the prison guards as well as the
prisoners. We would also like to point
out to the soldiers in Vietnam that the
President--of course the President cares
nothing about them--that they kill the
Vietnamese people but only the soldiers
and the victims die. NIXON is not dying,
of course. Neither is ROCKEFELLER.
So the Vietnamese people and the soldiers
have a common interest- -they should fight
against the forces that send both of them
to their deaths. This is strictly logical
and if there is any reason left in this
country we urge you to listen to reason
be(?et4^Q ril. dP 1

not listen to reason
> / ' ^ i “a! 11
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Question

:

NEWTON

:

Question

:

NEWTON

:

Question

:

NEWTON

:

r.'uiH+ifnil

then nothing is left but for the people
of the world to save their lives through
defensive, armed violence and resistance."

"HUEY, why did you go to Peking and not
to Moscow?"

"We were invited to the People's Republic
of China through the Friendship Association.
We accepted the visit and we also asked
them to listen to our petition. No such
invitation has been given by the Soviet
Union and the Soviet Union has not offered.
When there is no offer, of course, we
cannot deal to accept it".

"Would you turn your back on an offer
from Soviet Russia?"

"As far as the USSR, it is very criticized
by the Black Panther Party and also by
the People's Republic of China because
there is a dangerous tendency of the gap
between those who have and those who have
not that is becoming wider and wider as
they produce more and more. There is a
chance for careerism and a new class, a
state type of socialism, which will
resemble the state socialist of HITLER".

"Mr. NEWTON, how did Premier CHOU En-lai
express solidarity with the Black Panther
Party?"

"There is a phrase in the Black Panther Party
that a picture is worth a thousand words,
and, of course, action is supreme. The
action will be the results after NIXON
visits. Of course, we have the picture
and you can tell by the picture that we
were welcomed, that we were well received.
In fact, the photograph is our action."
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Question: "Mr. NEWTON, prior to your trip to
China you made the statement you might
move to Atlanta. Are those plans
progressing?"

NEWTON: "I said we were thinking of moving our
Black Panther Party Central Headquarters
to Atlanta. We still plan to put a
Central Headquarters in Atlanta in order
to use it as a spring-board into the
rural South and walk in SNCC’s (Student
National Coordinating Committee) shoes.
They left the South and people very
disillusioned. The people had much hope
with their entrance. We plan to mend
fences, to go in because SNCC was a
progressive movement when they were
active. We plan to go into the South
and I will be accompanied by JULIAN BOND
who accepted the arrangements when I

was in Atlanta the last time. We have
a large chapter already in Atlanta. I

think most of you don't understand
that. But we will expand the operation
there. We'll have two Central Headquarters

—

one for the South and one in Oakland.
And I will also expand our operations in
Harlem. We'll have the Eastern route.
And at that time we'll be able to serve
the people in body and soul, no matter
where they are. And this is our intentions:
To first create many survival programs
pending revolution because we feel that
we're victims of genocide on a bourgeois
national level and also with World War Three
on an intercoramunal level and international
level. We intend, by our trip to the South
and our trip to the People's Republic, to
bridge the gap so the people will be
assured of survival until we can change
things. We can start, of course, by
exhausting all of the means necessary which will
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be educational in itself. Many people
believe that democracy really works and
they believe in the vote. The vote we
know is a bourgeois vote but we don't
want to drop this principal on someone's
head so we're going to register people
to vote. If, in the event, the vote
solves the problem, of course, this will
stop bloodshed and we will accept this.
If it does not solve it, then we'll have
to develop other strategy and these
strategies will be developed with con-
siderations of the conditions and the kind
of aggression that the people are
suffering. So actually the aggressor
will decide about policy, after we attempt
the peaceful negotiation. And this is
what we urge upon the Chinese people.
We petition them to talk to NIXON. We
saw that he was going to visit them. We
asked them to invite us first so that
we could deliver the petition. It's
really up to RICHARD NIXON. I hope
that he will not display the same kind
of backwardness, the same kind of blood-
thirsty attitude that he did at Attica,
along with ROCKEFELLER and OSWALD. I

hope that we will, with the strength of
China and with the sincere approach of
China, that we will resolve the contra-
dictions for peace sake".

The SNCC was formerly known as the Student
Nonviolent Coordinating Committee and was
founded in 1960 during the period of civil
rights activity in the South. The organi-
zation advocates the use of force to achieve
revolutionary goals and the destruction of
the capitalistic system of government in the
United States. ,
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Question

;

NEWTON:

Question;

NEWTON

:

Question

NEWTON

:

"KUEY would you repeat for vm what the
main topic of discussion was with CHOU
En-lai,"

"As I told you before, I gavu you the
petition that we issued”.

"We would like for you to say..."

"You would like for me to rei.d it over?
The reason that we had the reader and then
the question and answer period is because
we know the burgeois, backward American
reporters do not understand intercommunal
affairs. So the comrade read the state-
ment and so then I would be redundant to
explain it. Yet for your interest we
took everything under consideration.
Now you're asking me to repeat again, and
I refuse."

"How many days were you in China?"

"We were there long enough to deliver our
petition, and it wasn't long enough.
I don't mind going to prison, but I find
it very difficult to come back".

Following is a copy of the photograph published in
the October 9, 1971, issue of the "San Francisco Examiner"
given to reporters by NEWTON which shows NEWTON mf‘.eting
Premier CHOU En-lai.



NEWTON AS HE MET CHINA'S PREMIER
Black Panther leader gave petftion tO'Choti &i-lai

—UPl Photo

"San Francisco Txaminer"
San Francisco, C'^lifornia
October 9, 1971
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After the press conference the mal#* RPP mpnibers
held hands, formed a ring with NEWTON

,

inside, and they escorted the three from SFIA to a waiting
BPP limousine. No incidents occurred at SFIA in connection
with newton's arrival from China.

On October 10, 1971, SF T-2 advised that NEWTON
was very disappointed because no local or national newspaper,
radio or television stations had carried the full text of
the prepared statement that had been read to news reporters
upon his return from China on October 8, 1971. NEWTON is
attempting to arrange appearances on radio or television
stations in the San Francisco Bay Area in the immediate
future so that he can read the prepared statement in full
to the people. SF T-2 stated that as of that time no radio
or television appearances had been scheduled for NEWTON.

SF T-3 reported on October 10, 1971, that NEWTON
had stated that while in China he and his party stayed in
a villa, Chinese Army troops guarded them, the Chinese
furnished them with two limousines and three interpreters
and that they were the honored guests of Premier CHOU En-lai.
NEWTON also stated that they had attended operas and ballets
and had visited many factories, including a locomotive parts
factory. SF T-3 stated NEWTON said he has been invited to
return to China but he cannot go, but NEWTON is planning
to send another group of^BPP r^p^exsAt^ China in about a



SF T-1 further reported that NEWTON said that
everywhere he went in China he was met by thousands of
people and the people always waved their "Red Books" and
shouted "You're welcome, you're welcome".

SF T-4 reported on October 10, 1971, that at a
BPP political education class held that morning, BPP
Chairman BOBBY SEALE reportedly told the BPP members in
attendance about NEWTON ' s trip to China as reportedly
related to SEALE by NEWTON. This source said SEALE reportedly
stated that NEWTON had met with members of the Central
Committee of the Chinese Communist Party and NEWTON had
discussed his "theory of intercommunalism" with them. SEALE
reportedly stated NEWTON said his theory "really blew
their minds" and they "praised it's advancement".

be
b7C
b7D

SF T-2 further advised on October 10, 1971
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The October 16, 1971, issue of "The Black Panther”
contained the text of the statement read by ELAINE BROWN
at SFIA upon NEWTON 's arrival from China and the complete
text of the interview of NEWTON by reporters at that time.
Accompanying these articles were the following photographs
showing newton's activity while in the People’s Republic
of China.
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The Servant in Peking on National Day. The U.S.^

press said there would be no celebration.
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D. International Relations:

On July 23, 1971, at the instruction of NEWTON,
prepared the following message to be directed

to the Cuban leader FIDEL CASTRO. The message was to
demonstrate solidarity on behalf of the BPP with CASTRO
and the Cuban Government based on the historical
significance of July 26, 1953.

This message was to be sent to Major FIDEL CASTRO
RUIZ, Secretary, Central Committee, Communist Party of
Cuba and Prime Minister of Revolutionary Government, Plaza
of the Revolution, Havana, Cuba.

follows

:

The text of the message was reported to be as

"Revolutionary heroism demonstrated by the
Cuban people under the brilliant guidance of
comrade FIDEL CASTRO at the Cuartel Moncada on
July 26, 1953 was not only the spark that
reawakened and charged the revolutionary
fervor of the Cuban people to struggle and
win , but reached out and lit the revolutionary
fire for the oppressed masses in the entire
Western Hemisphere. It is a glow that has been
carried these many years even to ourselves

,

the oppressed Black masses in North America,
in the USA. Suffering here in the very center
of the monstrous enemy of all mankind, we are
especially encouraged. And we celebrate
July 26 with our Cuban comrades.

"The example of the 'young men of the
centennial ’ have more than given strength to
our struggle for we too are outnumbered and
know the pain of the loss of many comrades.
Yet the ideas of our Party here spread like
wildfire throughout the Black communities and
our strength is of course within our people.mmmr
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"July 26 ramlnds us that ve can win, with
all tha paoplt wa can win. U.S. imparialism
can ba dafaatad and wa ara prepared and have
bean encouraged by your glorious struggle to
know this. It is a short distance, but a long
way before we can hope to welcome you, the People
of Cuba to come here as comrades and we can
together celebrate July 26 in the very streets
that we can refer to as one belonging to the
oppressor of all mankind. But that day shall
surely come.

"On behalf of all comrades of the Black
Panther Party, Venoeremos, all Power to the People,
/s/ HUEY P. NEWTON, Minister of Defense, Black
Panther Party".

Reportedly the foregoing message was forwarded
to Cuba on July 23, 1971.

SP T-4
July 23, 1971

The August 9, 1971, issue of "The Black Panther"
contained an article by NEWTON captioned, "Message of
Solidarity To Our Cuban Comrades" which is as follows:



messa^
SOUDARITY
CUBAN
L 197124, 1971

Major Fidel Castro Ruz
f'tTSt SQCTBtdTy
Central Committee

PUiza of the RevohUion
Havana, Cuba

Dear Comrade:

the revolutionary heroism
mdnstrated bv tha

ae~

the brilliant *; widerme bnlltant guidance ofComrade Fidei

Ouar/el Moncada km
26, 1953, VMS not only the sbSl

iMi
and charged the re~^lut^ry fervor of the cLin people

Zd ^ reachedZutand ht the revolutionary lire fnr thoo^essed masses Z^Z^ZiZ
fms been carried these many years^ to ourselves, the oppressedBlack

the Chicano, Latino, IndianaM ^oor oppressed people in NorthAmerica, in the United States,

"the black panther'
august 9^ 1971

ler the
here in the very cente^,
monstrous enemy of all



i’

•

human beings^ we are especially en-
:ouraged. And we, in solidarity, cele-
brate July 26th with our Cuban co n-

\ ^ades. The example of the YoungAt en
of the CentenniaV* has more thangiven
strength to our struggle, for we too

are outnumbered and know the pain of
the loss of many comrades. Yet the

ideas of our Party have spread like

wild fire throughout the Black and other
oppressed communities, and our
strength is of course within the peo-
pije. This July 26th solidarity cele-

ftsolion reminds us that we can win,

wim all the world*s people, we canam
wiUwm, ReactionaryImperialisf^

can be defeated and we are preparing

and have been encouraged by your
glorious struggle to know this. Also,

we know that a People*s WorldRevolu-
tionary Intercommunalism willpushus

dll forward to win a World Humane
'

Peace having smashed U,S, and all

Reactionary Imperialism,

It is a short distance, but a long

imy before we can hope to welcome

)lou, the People of Cuba, to come h^e
as comrades, and toe can togetherc^-
brate July 26th on the very streets

that we can refer to as once belonging

to the oppressor of all human beings.

That day shall surely come when a
People*s victory of toorld wide Re-
volutionary Intercommunalism exists.

From the hearts, mindSj, souls and
dedication of all the comrades,

i
LL POWER TO THE PEOPLE t

uey P, Neioton

Minister ofDefense '

Black PantheiLJBazty
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On September 20, 1971, NEWTON had the following
telegram sent by Western Union from Oakland, California:

"To President NYERERE, State House, Dar Es
Salaam, Tanzania:

"Comrade. The State of California has
forced me back to trial and very likely I will
return to jail. Before my court appearance on
October 12, 1971, I would very much like to
visit Tanzania and if possible, hold private
talks with you. Unfortunately, time is very
limited. Please wire or call collect, 1200
Lake Shore, Apartment 25A, Oakland, California,
telephone number 415-763-0203. Hopefully, we
can talk over our mutual problems without public
appearances or rallies. Signed, All Power to
the People, HUEY P. NEWTON, Servant of the
People, Black Panther Party."

SF T-2
September 20, 1971

On October 10, 1971,| [reportedly
sent the following telegrams on behalf of NEWTON:

Mr. HUANG HUA (sp)
Embassy of the Peoples Republic of China
Juliana Apts, 130 Bronson St
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada

"We thank our friends again at the Embassy of
the Peoples Republic of China in Ottawa for the
kindness and revolutionary love and service you
showed us. Attached are two messages we would
appreciate your forwarding. Thank you again.

"To: Chinese Peoples Association for Friendship
with Foreign Countries

.
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'When we began making plans to visit the
Peoples Republic of China, no one could have
described fully what we were to see or feel
there--the strength of a whole people, united in
socialist construction, transformed into new men
by the cultural revolution, and vigorously keeping
up the struggle for world revolution. The love
we felt then and beauty we saw can hardly be
described in language by words.

"It is, of course, unfortunate that our stay
was so limited however, in only those few days,
we learned much so as to be able to pursue the
struggle on our own battleground. In China we
realized in fact the possibility of our own
desires to transform the society so that the interests
of all the people may be served. One of our own
people, a courageous man. Dr. MARTIN LUTHER KING,
once said that he had a dream and that he had
been to the mountain top: that is that he knew
that men could live together freely and in peace.
After our visit, we must say that China is the
other side of that mountain, the fruition of that
dream in real and concrete terms.

"How can old language express such new and
progressive circumstances, ideas, and people.
It is difficult. We can only say, simply, thank
you for the opportunity. In particular, we
would also like to thank you for affording us
the opportunity to be received by your very wise
premier--CH0U En-lai.

"Our lives are different now for what we
have seen and learned and felt. And we hope to
turn our new inspiration and revolutionary enthusiasm
into concrete action inside the jaws of the U.S.
monster to do our part in the world revolutionary
struggle. This was only a beginning. Our new unity
will surely result in victory for ail the world’s
peoples. ^
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"All Power to the People
HUEY P. NEWTON
Black Panther Party

"To: Mr. LIAO (sp)
China Travel Service
Hong Kong

"We wanted to make a simple expression of
our comrades in Hong Kong who work so well in
their tasks. All of the comrades who helped us
so finely, so efficiently, showed us their true
concern and love. That was clear. Our smooth
journey through troubled waters was fully due
to the hard work of our friends at China Travel
Service. You showed us patience, love and
respect that we had never before experienced in
the very land into which we were born. You are
true servants of the people. We shall try even
harder to transmit even more that same spirit
to the people, to our people, to all the
oppressed people inside the U.S.—black, white,
Mexican and Indian--all the people. Thank you
very much.

"All Power to the People
HUEY P. NEWTON
Black Panther Party"

SF T-4
October 10, 1971

The October 23, 1971, issue of "The Black
Panther" contained an article entitled "Uniting Against
The Common Enemy". This article reported that when
NEWTON was recently in China he met with Comrade SAMORA
MOISES MACHEL, President of Front for the Liberation of
Mozambique (FRELIMO) and Former Chief of the Army. On
the front page of this issue of the BPP newspaper was
the following photograph of NEWTON shaking hands with
MACHEL:
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E. Boycott of Boyette’s Liquor Store #2
Oakland, California;

On September 7, 1971 J

Boyette’s Liquor Store ^2, 5350 Grove Street, Oakland,
California, advised that on July 22, 1971 and July 30,
1971, NEWTON had attended meetings of the Cal-Pak and
demanded payment in the amount of $10,00 per week per
Cal-Pak member or BPP would initiate immediate picketing
to drive various liquor dealers out of business. I

store was specifically mentioned as the target of the
picketing. On July 31 . 1971 memberR nf the BPP began
picketing of store. advised he went
to court to Obtain a temporary injunction and court
requested certain provisions for the pickets to abide by,
to include a maximum of ten pickets and the pickets must
march ten feet apart. He advised that a permanent
injunction was received on August 21, 1971, however,
this injunction increased the number of pickets to twenty
and lessened their distance between to six feet.

On August 5, 1971,
1

Oakland Police Department, Oakland, California, advised
that of Bill's Liquor Store, 5350
Grove bxreex, uaxiana, rued crime report number 71-47643
with the Oakland Police Department. The report, dated
July 30, 1971, charged HUEY P. NEWTON and the BPP with
extortion (518 PC) in that NEWTON induced fear by threatening
to shut down the businesses under the California Stats
Package Stores and Tavern Owners Association if money was
not given to the BPP.

On July 22, 1971, NEWTON was discussing their
proposed boycotting of a liquor store in Oakland, California,
and reportedly told members of the BPP that he would hold
off the boycott and give the owner of the liquor store time
to make a vecision concerning contributions to the BPP.
NEWTON said he would attend a meeting of liquor dealers
in Oakland, California, on the night of July 22, 1971.

SF T-2
July 22, 1971

airiMfc
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On July 27, 1971, NEW
out the Plans for the picket of
afterf
BPP.

'ON was reiportadly mapping
liquor store

reportedly would hot cooperate with the

SF T-2
July 27, 1971

On August 1, 1971, NEWTON had been reportedly
supervising the boycott against] [liquor store and
NEWTON reportedly said the BPP was boycotting his store
because he would not contribute $15.00 a week to the BPP.

SF T-2
August 1, 1971

During the evening of August 2 . 1971
was observed at the picketing in front of
store .

NEWyON
liquor

SF T-9
August 3, 1971

By letter dated July 29, 1971, Cal-Pak offered
to contribute 75 gallons of milk, 500 loaves of bread, 60
pounds of meat, 30 dozen eggs and 2 cases of cereal to the
BPP. The offer was reportedly refused by NEWTON on
July 30, 1971.

SF T-9
August 5, 1971

On August 13, 1971, NEWTON instructed that the
BPP "troops" walking the picket line in front ofF
store should be spaced ten feet apart, in groups 6 t ten.
and should be ten feet from the/ building.

SF T-2
August 13, 1971

mmt
'f. >7 '5
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A handwr>itten notice attached to the outside of
the window at I store, which reportedly had been
written by NEWTON, directed the pickets that customers
were not to be physically obstructed from the entering or
leaving store.

SF T-9
August 16, 1971

A hearing was held in Alameda Pnnnt-v .g!nnAr-inr>

Court, Oakland, on August 23, 1971, because
sought an end to demands by the BPP for him to contribute
money to the BPP. Presiding Superior Court Judge ROBERT
JL KRONTNCF.R issued an injunction limiting picketing of

store and prohibiting intimidation or acts of
Violence. Judge KRONINGER set the limit to twenty pickets
and said they must walk six feet apart and not obstruct
the store’s entrance.

At this hearing]
store testified-^

a customer identified as
|

entered and left the store,
occurred on August 3, 1971.

:rike

This clerk said the incident

On Sentember 16. T 971 . an attfimnt w.qR made to
intervievj Oakland,
concernin g the reported altercation involving NEWTON and
himself. I Idenied having any altercation with
NEWTON a1 liquor store and stated he did not
desire to discuss tne matter with the FBI.

On August 24, 197
the picket line in front of
sonally and agreed that the

eportedly observed
liquor store per-
e was going very well.

SF T-4
August 24, 1971

On September 10, 1971, a group of approximately
75 black businessmen of Oakland, California, calling
themselves the Ad Hoc for Preservation^of Black Business
met with NEWTON. NEWTON tried to convince this group

TWZmin I" 4
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that the BPP is the best organized and that all black business-
men should contribute to the BPP community projects designed
to protect and provide for the black community. NEWTON
was surprised by the strong opposition to his tactics.
Subsequently, NEWTON privately met with

|

'

and admitted his boycott strategy was a mistake. NEWTON
indicated he would be willing to 'back off but wanted to
save face.

SF T-10
September 13, 1971

SF T-4
September 12, 1971

On September 14, 1971, advised
that on the night of September li, lyvi, ne met privately
with NEWTON at NEWTON ’s request. At that meetin g, NEWTON
told l I that he wished that he and ~| could make
a joint press release in which they would state there had
been some problems in the black community and that these
problems had been resolved satisfactorily pbs:—bn±lL. sides
of the dispute. NEWTON indicated that if|

|
did so

he would have his "troops" go from door to door to bring
in business for i 1store and also the BPP would be
willing to contribute $10.00 per week as restitution.

\
said he told NEWTON, he cquld not comply with this

proposition because he lhad turned the boycott
matter over to the Ad Hoc Committee and that he would have
to meet with that committee and present NEWTON 's

propositions.
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I I
stated NEWTON subsequently agreed to

meet with the Executive Committee of the Ad Hoc Committee
on September 14, 1971<, He stated that NEWTON removed the
BPP pickets from his store at approximately 12:30 AM,
September 11, 1971.

On September 15, 1971, advised that on
that date NEWTON came to his store to make a purchase.
At that time NEWTON noticed a stack of handbills on the
counter in the store which had been printed by the Ad
Hoc Committee and distributed in the community in an
attempt to explain the dispute between | l and the
BPP. After reading the handbill NEWTON became furious and
sa id he was immediately returning the picket line in front
of

I
store.

I [
stated the picketing of his

store by the BPP resumed at approximately 6:00 PM,
September 14, 1971.

Picketing by members of the BPP of
liquor Store was continuing as of Noyember 2, 1971,

Four articles concerning the reaction of the
people in Oakland against NEWTON in connection with the
boycotting of BILL BOYETTE 's liquor store by the BPP
appeared in the September 23, 24, 25 and 26, 1971, issues
of the "Oakland Tribune", a daily Oakland, California,
newspaper. Copies of these articles are attached as
enclosures

.

,
Following is an article concerning the boycotting

of BOYETTE'S liquor store which was reportedly written
by NEWTON and appeared in the August 9, 1971, issue of
"The Black Panther":

eewftetwm-
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X

We recently participated in boy-
cotting Mayfair Super Market (see

Ju^ 10, 1971 issue of the Black Panther
Int^rcommunal News Service), Ma3r£air

(located at 61st and Telegraph Avenue
in Oakland, California) is located in

the Black community, but had the

audacity to purchase alcoholic be-
verages from companies that excluded
Black truck drivers, Cal-State Package
Store and Tavern Owners Association
(an organization of Black owned small
detail liquor stores and taverns)
iptiated the boycott of Mayfair and the
Black Panther Party joined them. We
closed Mayfair in four days.

The major businesses of Blacks are

liquor stores, taverns, mortuarie^
realty, barber shops, beauty parlor 5

and bar-be-que pits: victims all wit^

concomitant positive and negatiS^e

qualities. The Black Panther Party is

a community wide intercommunal
force. We want to organize Black busi-

nesses so that while making a living

themselves they may also serve the

Black community that gives them their

small profits. We want them united.

We want them to act in unison. We
want them to use a common bank in

order to give themselves more



economic muscle. If they are strong

they can better serve the Black co^n^
munity. Why then, you may is

Cal-^ak now a boycott target? We feel

that Iwe must organize the family first

so mat we may go out and seek that

which is due the family. In order to

do this we must build a solid foundation

through a community focused Black
united front. We cannot afford the

luxury of “individualism’*. The idea

of Black individualism is sheer
madness; impotence personified. The
Black Panther Party has community
survival programs (breakfast, medi-
cal, education, and clothing—a shoe

program pending) that must have the

suj^rt of those who are able to help,

Suj^rt ofmese survivalprograms will

build a strong Black community,-
> .

'

In order to unite the Black com-
munity, and in order

.
to establish a

positive, complementary economic
linkage between the completely desti-

tute and those who have a few pennies,

we will first persuade through petition,

and through the boycott when
necessary. We see very little dif-

fei ence in those Blacks who will

mjke profit off the Black communifir

and refuse to contribute to~Siadc

survival programs and iie white
’profiteers such as Mayfair^ We pnly

ask a nominal continuing co^ .r:rib«tion

from Cal-Pak as a group. They may

set the amount, but we feel they must
contribute something on a continuing,

predictable basis, as long as the need
exists. We do not want the Black busi-
nessmen to go out of business; and
this is why they and no one else must
decide what they are able to contribute
to survival programs. If they go out of

business, they can’t help the Black
community; but if they refuse to help

the Black community, they are pcira-

sites that must be forced out of busi-

ness through economic boycott. Why
should the Black community nouri^i a

Black profiteer who has no concern for

his brother?



During the latter part of June^, 1971,

the Black Panther Party held a serigB"

ther or sister without a winter coat.

of nlieetings with Cal-State Package Mr, Bill Boyette is the Presiden| of

Storl and Tavern Owners Association Cal-State Package Store and Tavern
and asked their continuing, voluntary, Owners Association, He has 2 liquor

self-determined (in terms of amount) stores, one at 25th and Grove Street,

support of survival programs. After the other at 54th and Grove Street,

a series of meetings Cal-Pak was We ask you not to shop at these stores,

steadfast in a once only offer of Mr. Boyette has given no positive

quantities of bread, milk, meat and leadership to Cal-Pak; he has been
eggs for the free breakfast program, negativistic and has suppressed those

They said they would not contribute members of Cal-Pak who are now, and

on a continuing basis. They wanted have been supporting survival pro-

tojmake a pay off, which we rejected, grams as individual businessmen. They

have not been able to contribute through

Cal-Pak because Mr. Boyette and other

parasites in Cal-State have refused to

.allow participation through a united

front.

W| are not extortionists.

We explained that a continuing trickle
of support is more important to the
dommunity than a large, once-only

hu^-mouth gift. We will not be paid
off; we will not be quiet; we will not
go sway, as long as there is one hungry

Please Do Not Shop at Bill’s Liquor

Stores on Grove at 25th Street, and

Grove at 54th Street. We invite all

child, one barefooL^rson, one npiJL---*. community people to come out and join

cally neglected individual, or one bro-
jijg packet line at 54th and Grove

Street between 6 a.m. and 2 a,m.

daily. Come and stay a few min-

utes or as long as you wisl|. It

is our united duty to buifd a

strong community. We will con-

^tinue the boycCJCrTmtil Mr. Boyette

changes his mind.







SF T-2
August 12, 1971

SF T-2
August 14, 1971

S F T-2 felt that the unidentified male might
possibly be but could furnish no positive
information concerning this person’s identity.
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G. Miscellaneous:

1. Proposed Writings of NEWTON:

On July 22, 1371, inquiry at the offices of
Harcourt, Brace and Jananovich, Inc. ,

757 Third Avenue, N.m
York City 3

New York, revealed that a book presently bein;v
written by J. HERMAN BLAKE and NEWTON will not be published
during 1971. The company representative advised the book
will now be entitled, "Revolutionary Suicide" rather than
its supposed previous title, "The Panther". The
representative indicated th@^e was a possibility of publi-
cation of the book during the Spring of 1971; however, such
data may be subsequently changed to a later data.

SF T-2
July 28, 1971

On August
Horking on NEWTON ‘s

13, 1371,
book.

was reportedly

SF T-4
August 19, 1971

On Septombsr 22, 1971, was to make
a xerox copy of NEWTON' s book of essays and send the copy
to
of

in New York City. Raportedly ths length
tne DOOk Ox iJissayB is over 300 pages.

SF T-2
September 22, 1971

On October 13, 1971, reportsdly
stated that he has nearly completed the essay "Dialectic
of Huey P. Newton"' and it will be nearly 6,000 words in
length.
of the content of the essay

Y s jJ-

rsportecly felt that NEWTON would not approv:

SF T-2
October 13 1971

be
b7C
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2. Health Condition;

On August 18, 1971, NEWTON reportedly
injured his right hand and may have fractured it. NEWTON
was to have it x-rayed on August 19, 1971.

SF T-2
August 18, 1971

On August 19, 1971, NEWTON reportedly stated
that he had hit a table and had broken the little finger
on his right hand,

SF T-2
August 19, 1971

On August 23, 1971, NEWTON had a cast on his
right forearm and he claimed that he had fractured his arm
when he had hit a table.

SF T-1
August 23, 1971

An article appearing in the August 24, 1971, issue
of the "Oakland Tribune" concerning the dispute between

and NEWTON included information that NEWTON,
on August 23, 1971, had his right foreami in a cast and
that he had told newsmen he suffered a fracture when a car
door was slammed on his arm.

On August 24, 1971, NEWTON was complaining of
having trouble with his prostrate gland and reportedly stated
he needed an injection.

SF T-3
August 24, 1971

On August 25, 1971, NEWTON went
have some work done on his teeth. He had

to a dentist to
reportedly

25, 1971
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r>0 W- r -I D C H T I A"T'

3 . Income

:

On September 27, 1971, it was determined that
NEWTON is not receiving welfare benefits in Alameda
County, California.

SF T-12
September 27, 1971

r-T’^rryT i a l
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Character
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HUEY PERCY NEWTON

EXTREMIST MATTERS - BLACK PANTHER PARTY

Report of SA ^

dated and captidbea as auuye,
at San Francisco, California.

All sources (except any listed below) whose identities
are concealed in referenced communication have furnished reliable
information in the past.

.v»' ^ i,, U

.197This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property
of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; It and Its contents are not to be distributed outside
your agency.
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NR 001 SF CODE

952AM URGENT 11/11/71 CAK

TO OpiKTOR (105-165429) ATTN* DID

FROM SAN FRANCISCO (157*1203) ^

HUEY PERCY^WTON, AKA, EM-BPP (KBE).

OAKLAND POLICE

ELETYPE

M IfirORM/UWN C0NT«
tS UNCLASSfflED

DATiUldLi2L-ByJ33lHli

363^553

WHO WAS WOUNDED

Mr. Tolson—.

.

j

Mr. Felt

! Mr. Rosen—
Mr. Mohr..,,, —
Mr. Bishop.—

Mr. Miller,

Mr. CallahaM^^
Mr. Casper,y --

Mr. Conrad

Mr. Dalbey

Mr. Cleveland

Mr. Ponder

Mr. Bates—
I Mr. Tavel

I
Mr. Walters

Mr. S,">yai's

I

Tele. Room
Miss Holmes

Miss Gandy

THREE TIMES WHEN OFFICER JOHN FREY WAS KILLED ON OCTOBER

TWENTYEISHTt NINETEEN SIXTYSEVEN , WAS SECOND WITNESS CALLED BY

THE PROSECUTION AT NEWTON’S THIRD TRIAL BEING HELD IN ALAMEDA

COUNTY SUPERIOR COURT , OAKLAND « CALIFORNIA • TESTIFIED

ON NOVEMBER TEN LAST THAT HE SAW NEWTON STRUGGLING WITH OFFICER

FREY BUT that HE DID NOT SEE A GUN IN THE HANDS OF FREY OR

NEWTON. DURING CROSS EXAMINATION BY DEFENSE ATTORNEY CHARLES

GARRY , GARRY ASKED IF HE SHOT OFFICER FREY AND

» I c
ctA -REPLIED, -NO, I DIDN’T." Cl-V'*M ^

DURING EARLY N0RNIN6 NOVEMBER ELEVEN INSTANT, TWO SOURCES

REPORTED NEWTON IS SICK WITH FLU AND PROBABLY WON ^ Br ABO^tCT

APPEAR IN COURT AT TEN A.M., NOVEMBER ELEVEN INSTANT. THESE
12 1971

SOURCES ADVISED THAT WILL APPEAR IN COURT WITH

ATTORNEY GARRY AND TESTIFY AS TO NEWTON BEING SICK.

END PAGE ONE ,( 1 ;

.lijvas
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PAGE TWO
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administrative

RESFTa NOVEMBER NINE LAST

SOURCES are

BUREAU WILL BE KEPT ADVISED.

END

BJH FBI WASH DC
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TOMMUTOHOMS SECTION

NOV ;i 11971

OCEl-En'F^

Mr. Tolson,
' Mr. Felt

Mr. Rosen.

Mr. Mohr-

NR 0!4 SF PLAIN

7«56PM NITEy 11/11/71 BEH

TOf DIREC^ (105-165429) (ATTN* DID)
FROM* Sa/ FRANCISCO (157-1203)

HJEY PERCY NEWTON, AKA., EM - BPP (KBE).

Mr. Bishop

Mr. Miller, E
Mr. Callahan

Mr. Casper
Mr. Conrad
Mr. Dalbey
Mr. Cleveland-

Mr. Ponder
Mr. Bates
Mr. Tavel

-<0:

I

Mr. Walters
Mr. Soyars
Tele. Room-
Miss Holmes-
Miss Gandy—

END

HOLD ALL INFORMATON CONTAINED

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

*3tS,i}3

f^£C-2i
I [ i

l5

£T>iiu« „ d Ui(V

ON MORNING NOVEMBER ELEVEN INSTANT,

APPEARED IN ALAMEDA COUNTY SUPERIOR COURT WITH DEFENSE ATTORNEY

CHARLES R. GARRY AND TOLD PRESIDING JUDGE LYLE E. COOK THAT

NEWTON WAS SICK WITH FLU AND THEREFORE UNABLE TO APPEAR IN COURT.

JUDGE COOK CONTINUED TRIAL UNTIL MORNING NOVEMBER FIFTEEN NEXT.

ADMINISTRATIVE*

RESFTEL NOVEMBER ELEVEN INSTANT.

bureau will be kept advised.

/ ^
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LABORATORY

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20535

SAC, San Francisco (157-1203) Dacember 3, 1971

HUEY PERCY NEWTON, aka
EM - BPP (KBE)

00: San Francisco

Examination requested by:

Reference:

Examination requested:

San Francisco

Letter 11/11/71

Document

I I
JohnJohn Edgar Hoover, Director

FBI File No. t ^
NO. 105 -165429—^^^
P?C'Uu D-71 11 16 0 35 HX

105-165429

olson

elt

>sen A~

—

ishop

Her. E.S.

Jlahan

lull Item received 11/15/71

Item 2 Photocopies of State of California Inmate Request for
Interview, three Applications For Mail and Visiting
Privileges form^, typewritten letter amd two telegrams
and California Medical Facility form bearing signatures

""I

and hand printing of HLfEY PERCY NEWTON

3 Remarks

:

The hand printing and signatures included in Item 2

ere searched in the appropriate sections of the National
ecurity File but nothing of significance was noted other
han Item 1 which was searched and added to this file previously,
hotographs of Item 2 have been added to the New Left Section of
this file.

— Item 2 is retained. ALL INFOf?MATK)N CONTAINED

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIREO

No Laboratory report is submitted, datf

PGT/mr (4)

^©15 1971
DMINISTRATIVE PAGE

MAIL ROOM TELETYPE UNIT I I



* 7-2 *
Recorded
11/22/71 mr FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTIOE

NO LAB FILE

Laboratory Work Sheet

HUEY PERCY NEWTON, aka
EM - BPP (KBE)
00; SF

File # 105-165429 ^^^^
Lab. % i3_7i II le 035 HX

Examination requested by; San Francisco (157-1203) L 11/11/71

Examination requested:

Result of Examination:

Document Date received: 11/15/71

Examination by:

Specimens submitted for examination

Item 2 Photocopies^ofState of California Inmate Request for
IntervieWjHM^^plication For Mail and Visiting Privileges
letter aiid'^ telegrams^ a^giearing

y’HUEY PERCY NEWTON Ci .

'Jl
>. r.>

Wl INFORMATWN COfffAINa)

herein IS UNCUSSfFlED ^ .

0/Scg/(p1

.. /

/•'
'"'(Tf) ...
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OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10

MAY lOeiiEDITION to

,GSA FPMR (41 CFR) 101-11.6

r , ’•V

UNITED STATES GOVERNKIENT

Memorandum

FROM

IRECTOR, FBI (105-165429)

J (ATTN: FBI LABORATORY)

ijjC, SAN FRANCISCO (157-1203) (P)

date: 11/11/71

subject: HUEY PERCY NEWTON, aka
EM - BPP (KBE)
00: SF

li ^

ReSFlet to Bureau 11/1/71,
^11116035

Enclosed for the Bureau are one xerox copy each
of seven documents bearing known handwriting of subject.
These documents were obtained from subject's California
Correctional Institution file.

all !NF0RW!ATK)N CONTAINED

Q- Bureau C Enel. 7) (®)
1 - San Francisco
JLC/jr
(3)

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan



All 1NF0RMATK»1 CONTAINED
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To:

From;

S/A2

be
b7C

,.|\.l;f.VS^.'f..'2.fr^.,

(Last Name)
..Ul
(Number)

TjJ
Date;

..lOr..'.'?:. ^<^.<^..0....
(Housing) (Bed Number)

Work Assignment Job Hours

Other Assignment From
(School, therapy, etc.)

to

to

Kindly explain in detail your reason for requesting this interview. You will be called in for interview in the near future if the

matter cannot be handled
J
dv correspondence. Unless your problem is stated clearly, this form will be returned.

£flils-A r IroA ll^v^ (a ^ h

Interview

t

(Do NOT write below this line. If more space la required, write on back.)

Date

.

GA.22

3ti)«3

NOTED: S/A2..-:.. S/All.



STATE OF CALIFORNIA

APPLICATION FOR MAIL AND VISITING PRIVILEGES

Answer the following questions about your proposed visitor or correspondent:

Mr.
“

Mrs.

1. Name: Miss
(middle)

2. Address:
(number)

3. This is my: (mother, wife, husband, friend, attorney, etc.)

4. I have known this person for: (length of time)

5. This person is: (single, married, separated, divorced, widowed)

6. If this is your divorced spouse, give date and place of final decree:

7. This person has been arrested: ("yes" or "no") /)/..& .. If "yes" state for what:

8. This person is on probation, parole or in jail: ("yes" or "no") ,

9. If "yes" state which: Where:

10. This request is for visits only: Correspondence only: Both:

I hereby make nrrli7i)tiTii fi r llin ihiiiirr prii ilrgr- with the person named above under conditions pre-

scribed by the rultfS^ this institution. I certify thatltjiL facts stated above are true to the best of my knowl-

edge and beli/T ,/ 1/9 ^// / J .

Sign full name: ^ Number: Date:
ocr 79 1968

ITE BELOW THIS LINE

Approved:
APPROVED ^

Visits only. .T

"SCT^D'TSSS

Denied:

.

Signaturj 1 . Date:
/(final approval)

Signature: 1.1 Date:
(lentativo approval)

Reason for denial:

Signature: .... Date:

COC form 106 sent: Date Returned:

Posted on Visiting Card:

CDC - 103 (41236)

Posted on Mail Card:
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STATE OF CALIFORNIA

APPLICATION FOR MAIL AND VISITING PRIVILEGES

Answer the following questions about your proposed visitor or correspondent:

Mr.

Mrs.

1.

Name; Miss .

(middle)

Age: ..

2.

Address:
(number)

3. This is my: (mother, wife, husband, friend, attorney, etc.)

4. I have known this person for (length of time)

5.

This person is (single, married, separated, divorced, widowed)

6. If this is your divorced spouse, give date and place of final decree:

7. This person has been arrested: ("yes" or "no") if "yes" state for what:

8. This person is on probation, parole or in jail: ("yes" or "no")

9.

If "yes" state which: Where:

10.

This request is for visits only: Correspondence only:

I hereby mak non tor the jj^ileges with the person named above under conditions pre-

scribed by ikt^ules of this institution. I certify that^

edge and/belief. / ^ y)

cts stated above are true to the best of my knowl-

Sign full na\e: Number: .. Date:
OCT 6 OT

Approved; Visits onlyy CT

SignaforJ

ft"F nBB'
tinti approval)

Signature: ......LJ. Date:
(tanlaliva approval)

Denied: Reason for denial:

Signature: Date:

CDC form 106 sent: Date returned:

Posted on Visiting Card: Posted on Mail Cad;

CDC • 105 (41256) ScXW



STATE OF CALIFORNIA

APPLICATION FOR MAIL AND VISITING PRIVILEGES

Answer the following questions about your proposed visitor or correspondent:

1. Name: Miss')

2.

Address:
(number)

3. This is my: (mother, wife, husband, friend, aftori

4. I have known this person for: (length of time)

5.

This person is: (single, married, separated, divorced, widowed)

6. If this is your divorced spouse, give date and place of final decree: ."ZTTTr.

7. This person has been arrested: ("yes" or "no") .0..? If "yes" state for what:

8. This person is on probation, parole or in jail: ("yes" or "no")

9.

If "yes" state which: ...v: Where:

10.

This request is for visits only: .... .. Correspondence only: Both:

1 hereby make appli<-ation fr. [- tho
,
pnr.«:nq nampd above Under conditions pre-

scribed by the rulesx>f<fRTTinstitution. I certify that the facts stated above are truS*'tOk4hBb«^ of my knowl-

edge and belief, f
, j

^ \
Sign full name: Number: Date:

J.

O NOT WRITE BELOW THIS LINE

Approved: Visits only: Correspondence only: Both:

Denied:

Signature: Date:
(final approval)

Signature: Date:
(tentative approval)

Reason for denial:

Signature:]

^-^^12.

L« 2=:..Sz.&2..

COC form 106 sent: Date Returned:

Posted on Visiting Card: Posted on Mail Card:

ii-c-v



Name
HUE\ . NEWTON B-17121

y )
)

. .

2Vo.
A - E San Luis Obispo, 9340^

^
------ - - —

February, 24 ^ i.9„.7P—

Gentlemen I

Please place this letter in my permanent personal parole

file,

I hereby request that my Attorneys be present at the

hearing when the Adult Authority considers my parole this

April, and that my Attorneys have access to reviev; and

reproduction of the documents which the Adult Authority

will consider and base their decision upon, prior to the

hearing.

I hereby request a written statement of all reasons why I

am on Lock-Up, including a separate specification of each

reason and a statement of whether the sold reason is that

I refuse, on grounds of constitutional principle, to work

for less than the minimum wage, and until all inmates

receive the minimum wage. As you know, and as I previously

stated in writing, I have requested permission to use

the Educational facilities offered by the State of California

to all prisoners, including correspondence courses, all

of which has been denied.

I further request that my reply and my Attorneys • reply

in writing to the statement of reasons be placed in the







9j f

against me by Chief of Police, Richmond

I HEREBY DEMAND a hearljig And„..J:.E±a-1 of sa id criminal action
as provided- by Section ’ l^^J-“n5r^he Penal CodT''oT'~'9eJ4;fornia . , ,

I certify unde^'''^nalty of perjury that the forag«4;ng is true
and correct. f

Done at the lallfornla Medical Pacility, Vacaville, C^^-
ornla the daA of

(Inmate Number B-1712]

(please detach and return this receipt)

I, J. A* Kejedly, District Attorney of the

County of Contra Costa /California, do', hereby

acknowledge receipt of Notice and Demand for Trial by

Huey P. Nevyton ^Inmate No.B~17l2l ^of California State

Prison at Vacaville, California, as above stated, this day

S855t:
Bail:

of

$550.00

Richmond COP
Richmond JD

District Attorney, County of

, Ca 1 iforn la



ROERAi; BUStEAU, OF I!yjV£ST!GAT:&">S

OQMMUfiiiK^TJONS SECTION

NR 022 SF PLAINTEXT
N0V13B

DIRECTOR (105-165429) (ATTN s D.IJ).)

5ypn NITEL 11/12/71 JAK

SAN FRANCISCO (157-1203) 3P

be
:b7C

FROM

'.'PiHUEY PERCY^NEWTON , AKA., EM - BPP (KBE).

Mr. Tolson.

Mr. Pelt

Mr. Rosen_
Mr. Mohr
Mr. Bishop
Mr. Miller, ES_
Mr. Callahan_
Mr. Casper
Mr. Conrad
Mr. Dalbey.

Mr. Cleveland
Mr. Ponder
Mr. Bates..

Mr. Tavel

Mr. Walters
Mr. Soyars..

Tele. Room
Miss Holmes
Miss Gandy

NEWTON WAS A GUEST ON PROGRAM "SCAN" \

TELEVISED OVER SAN FRANCISCO TELEVISION STATION KQED AT ^
TEN P.M., NOV. ELEVEN LAST. NEWTON WAS INTERVIEWED BY

THE HOSTS OF THE PROGRAM, JOE RUSSIN AND CAROLYN CRAVEN. THE

PROGRAM HAD BEEN TAPED APPROXIMATELY THREE WEEKS AGO. NEWTON

TALKED about HIS RECENT TRIP TO COMMUNIST CHINA AND TOLD

/80UT LIVING CONDITIONS, PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION AND ^
ACCOMMODATIONS, FOOD , WEARING APPAREL AND PEOPLE IN COMMUNIST

CHINA. MOST OF NEWTON’S REMARKS WAS A REPEAT OF STATEMENTS

1€ HAS MADE PREVIOUSLY DURING INTERVIEWS WITH NEWS REPORTERS

IN THE SAN FRANCISCO AREA.

NEWTON SAID THE PURPOSE OF HIS VISIT TO COMMUNIST

CHINA WAS TO DELIVER A MESSAGE TO THE CHINESE PEOPLE AND TO

END PAGE ONE
^ •

a/

REC- 36 /
^

' Cpjj

aa NOV IS 197,

rMJ.
r .’t’

1



f •

PAGE TWO

SF 157-1203

THE CENTRAL COMMITTEE OF THE CHINESE COMMUNIST PARTY AND

TO DELIVER A PETITION TO CHAIRMAN MAO TSE TUNG • NEWTON STATED

HE STAYED IN CANTON TWO DAYS BEFORE GOING TO PEKING AND WHILE

IN PEKING MET PRIVATELY WITH PREMIER CHOU EN LAI AT PEOPLES

CONGRESS HALL WHERE ONLY SIX PEOPLE WERE PRESNET • HE SAID

CHOU EN LAI TALKED ABOUT INCIDENTS IN THE UNITED STATES WHERE

THE BPP WAS INVOLVED, THE ATTACK ON THE LOS ANGELES BPP

OFFICE BY POLICE, ABOUT NEWTON’S FORTHCOMING TRAIL IN

OAKLAND AND THAT THE PREMIER COPIES OF THE BPP NEWSPAPER. NEWTON

SAID CHOU EN LAI REQUESTED THAT THE BPP DELIVER A MESSAGE

that he SUPPORTED THE STRUGGLE OF THE AMERICAN PEOPLE AGAINST

THE reactionary REGIME IN THE UNITED STATES.

NEWTON ALSO SAID HE ATTENDED A GROUP MEETING OF

TWO HUNDRED FOREIGNERS AND MANY AMERICANS AND NEWS REPORTERS

AT WHICH PREMIER CHOU EN LAI SPOKE FOR ABOUT THREE HOURS

CONCERNING THE PENDING VISIT OF PRESIDENT NIXON TO CHINA.

END PAGE TWO



f #

PAGE THREE

SF 157-1203

NEWTON SAID THE COMMUNIST CHINESE OFFICIALS ASKED

HIM TO stay in china AND THOUGHT HE WAS VERY COURAGEOUS TO

RETURN TO THE UNITED STATES TO THE POSSIBILITY OF FACING

A JAIL SENTENCE. NEWTON SAID HE TOLD THEM THAT IF HE

stayed there HE WOULD FEEL UNCOMFORTABLE AND WOULD FEEL
J

LIKE A SOLDIER WHO HAD RUN AWAY FROM HIS POST,

ADMINISTRATIVE:

A tape RECORDING OF THE PROGRAM

WAS MADE AND THE COMPLETE TRANSCRIPT WILL BE FURNISHED TO

THE BUREAU BY LHM

.

IT IS TO BE NOTED THAT NEWTON OFTEN EXAGGERATES HIS

OWN IMPORTANCE AND MAKES SELF-SERVING STATEMENTS AND THIS OFFICE

HAS NO CORROBORATION OF HIS CLAIM TO A PRIVATE AUDIENCE WITH

PRIMIER CHOU EN-LAI.

END • • •

WJM FI FBI WA ACK FOUR TELS



'•-U C? ’NV£ST?GATiCN
! Mr. Tolson

I

Mr. Felt

I

Mr. Rosen.

Mr. Mohr.
Mr. Bishop.

Mr. Miller,

Mr. Callaha:

Mr. Casper.

Mr. Conrad
I'"’-. Dalbcy
Mr. Cleveland
Mr. Fi nder
Mr. Bates
Mr. Tavel

Mr. IVelterg
C

Art.!. B ^

Tele. Ro .m
Miss Holmes
Miss Gandy

WEY FERCyAiEWTOH , AKA • EH - BPP (KBE).

TRIAL OF REWTOH RESUMED III ALAMEDA COUHTY SUPERIOR COURT,

OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA, HORNING OF NOVEMBER FIFTEEN INSTANT, AFTER

TWO DAYS RECESS BECAUSE NEWTON HAD THE FLU. CHARLES R. GARRY,

NEWTON’S ATTORNEY, CONTINUED HIS CROSS-EXAMINATION OF OAKLAND

POLICE SAID ME HAD

DENIED THAT

J,
DURING WHICH

SHOT NEWTON IN THE STOMACH WHEN NEWTON WAS STRUGGLING WITH

OAKLAND POLICE OFFICER JOHN FREY.

fC HAD SHOT OFFICER FREY.

ADMINISTRATIVE

t

RESFTEL NOVEMBER ELEVEN LAST.

BUREAU WILL BE KEPT ADVISED . {

END

HOLD rw

J

10411' (pi 9^
ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED ^ --r:^

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIHED J’
NOV : 0 1971

J
( {



'KSm B'JSEMjm EWOTSAm

'jCOMMUNICATlONS ^CTION

NOV 17 197]

TEmETYPl
NR 024 SF CODE

llt40PW NI^L 11/16/71 CRH

TOt D^IrECTOR (105-165429)

(ATTN: DID)

FROM: San FRANCISCO (157-1203)

-•IP'—

cn>
HUEY PERCY NEWTON, AKA. EM - BPP (KBE).

C'k

be
b7C

Mr. Tolso)

Mr. Felt

Mr. Rosen —
Mr. Mohr_
Mr. Bishop.

Mr. Miller, EJ

Mr. Callahan

Mr. Caaper-

Mr. Conrad

Mr. Dalbey.

Mr. Cleveland
|

Mr. Ponder.

Mr. Bates-

;
Mr. Tavel —
Mr. Waltera

Mr. Soyars-

Tele. Room.
Miss Holmes.

Miss Gandy—

TESTIFIEDON NOVEMBER SIXTEEN INSTANT,

AT TRIAL OF NEWTON IN ALAMEDA COUNTY SUPERIOR COURT, OAKLAND,

STATED THAT ONCALIFORNIA , AS A PROSECUTION WITNESS.

THE early morning OF OCTOBER TWENTYEI6HT NINETEEN SIXTYSEVEN ,

TWO MEN had COMMANDEERED HIS CAR* THAT ONE OF THE MEN WAS WOUNDED

AND THAT THIS INDIVIDUAL HAD A SMALL GUN IN HIS HAND. HE STATED

THIS INDIVIDUAL REMARKED HE HAD JUST SHOT "TWO DUDES" AND

WOULD HAVE KEPT SHOOTING IF HIS GUN

llDENTIFIED THIS INDIVIDUAL AS NEWTON.had not jammed
/J

UNDER CROSS-EXAMINATION BY DEFENSE ATTORNEY GARRY,

IsTATED THAT HE HAD LIED ABOUT THE CASE IN THE PAST BUT

THAT AT THE LAST TRIAL HE TOLD THE TRUTH AND HE IS NOW TELLING

THE TRUTH ABOUT WHAT HAPPEN^ AND THAT HE IS GETTING TIRED OF HAVING'

TO REPEAT WHAT IS THE TRUThT^^ ^5 » /(/ • / /

ADMINISTRATIVE: RESFTEL NOVEMBER FIFTEEN LAST. •“
BUREAU WILL BE KEPT ADVISED.

END

HOLD

^ ‘inTf

All
CONTAINED

iBHN IS uncussinm 7
.^

'

ano. NOV 18 V971
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SECKtr
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ALL IPFf
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STATE 854

UR6^ 11-10-71

yf DIRECTOR NR.

FROM LEG at HONG KONG

1 Kas 1 1 i-U - .V
- rrn

E^AEHRASE it,
ui^ouviUiastu

HUEY PERCY NEWTON, EM - BPP (KBE).

RECEIVED: 4:56 AM RDR

DECWSSli-Y Oil.

Mr. Tolson

Mr. Felt

Mr. Bosen
Mr. Mohr
Mr. Bishop

Mr. Miller, ES
'^|^;Callah

Mr. Casper £L
Mr. Conrad
Mr. Dalbey
Mr. Cleveland

Mr. Ponder
Mr. Bates
Mr. Tavel

Mr. Walters
Mr. Soyars

Tele. Room
Miss Holmes
Miss Sandy

I'® NOV in 1971

'3RD CC:



SEeRfi^ d

Tolson

Felt

Rosen
Mohr

Bishop
Miller, E.S.

Callahan

Casper
Conrad

Dalbey

Cleveland
Ponder

Bates
Tavel

Walters

Soyars

Tele. Room ,

Holmes

Gandy

airtel

11/15/71

To: LEGAT, Ottawa (157-268)
SAC, San Francisco (157-1203)

From: Director, FBI (105-165429) — y*

HUEY PERCY NEWTON
EXTREMIST MATTERS - BPP
(KEY BLACK EXTREMIST)

ALL
nOSTAIIS®

HSREXK is PSIFX2D

EXCEPT WtF-FS

OTKSRWISE.

follows:

ReSFtel 10/8/71 and Butel to Ottawa 10/12/71.

By cablegram 11/10/71 Legat, Hong Kong, advised as

“ReBucab October one two last.

Foreign Liaison Desk e4feh)rough for review)

iEH:aso (7) MAILfRSSa

. ? MOV 1 61971

SEE NOTE PAGE TWO

1 ESI cfA^feBY

/i-

,
- declassify ON: ^bX

MAIL R00MCI_](^ELET'^PE UNIT I I

»36S,»33

SififtBr-





4-312 (Rev. 1-18-62)

Date of Mail

Has been removed and placed in the Special File Room of Records Branch.

See File 66-2554-7530 for authority.

Subject JUNE MAIL-

97N0V.2al371
Removed By

ail iNFOWincN cof-STAiKEB Pjle Nymber
herein is UjjCLASSinffi

**3<i«33

\o 5 -\ 'v^’5 ^ 'v.Ab

Permanent Serial Charge Out



4-312 (Rev. 1-18-62)

Date of Mail

Has been removeiJ and placed in the Special File Room of Records Branch.

See File 66-2554-7530 for authority.

Subject JUNE MAIL

Removed By

ALL INFOraiSAHON CONTAINED F i I e N um ber

HEREIN IS UNClASSaW

c

^ 3iS, f[3i ^

1971

\ OB- \ V 5

1/ ^ .

Permanent Serial Charge Out



003 SF PLAIN

1259PM URGENT llrl8-71 MS

TO DIRECTOR Jpf^5- 165429)

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INV^8f5S?!ON

communication/section

N0V181^2L^

teletyee

ATTN : 041 J) •

FROM San FRANCISCO (157-1205)

HJEY PERCY NEWTON, AKA., EM - BPP (KBE)

! Mr. Tolson

i Mr. Felt

i
Mr. Rosen

I

Mr. Mohr
' Mr. Bishop._-
:
Mr. Miller, E«

1 , Mr. Callahan?^

V Mr. Casper
Mr. Conrad
Mr. Dalbey
Mr. Cleveland-

,

Mr. Ponder
' Mr. Bates

;

Mr. Tavel

I! Mr. Walters

Mr. Soyars

i Tele. Room

j

Miss Holmes—
I Miss Gandy

CROSS-EXAMINATION OF PROSECUTION WITNESS RESUMED IN

THE TRIAL OF NEWTON IN ALAMEDA COUNTY SUPERIOR COURT, OAKLAND, CALIF.,

ON NOVEMBER SEVENTEEN LAST, AND | [
MAINTAINED HE IS TILING THE

TRUTH about THE EVENTS THAT OCCURRED ON EARLY MORNING OF OCTOBER . I

TWENTYEIGHT . SIXTYSEVEN .
7 jrr

OAKLAND POLICE OFFICERS WHO ARRIVED AT THE SCENE IMMEDIATELY A
, t

AFTER OFFICER JOHN FREY WAS SHOT, FOLLOWED f |

T0 THE WITNESS
f

STAND AND TESTIFIED AS PROSECUTION WITNESSES CONCERNING WHAT THEY

DEVELOPED AT THE SCENE. I

ADMINI STRATI VE :

RESFTEL NOVEMBER SIXTEEN LAST.

bureau will be kept advised .

TMT FBI WA AC TWO

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

DATF m

/OS-

B UUV Jl 9 ib/1



' OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10
MAY 1962 EDITION
GSA GEN. REG. NO. 27

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
TO Mr. E. S.

SUBJECT HUEY p. Newton
EXTREMIST MATTERS -

BLACK PANTHER PARTY (BPP)
K (KEY BLACK EXTREMIST)

1 - Mr. A. Rosen
1 - Mr. E. S. Miller

DATE: 11/16/71

All iNFORfMTlOW COMTAINED

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

DATEjirfeda_BY_i$tt3>

Wlfer, E.S.

Callahan

Casper

Conrad

Dalbey
Cleveland _

Ponder

Bates

Tavel

Walters

Soyars

Tele. Room
Holmes

Gandy

Purpose of this memorandum is to advise of current
status of third trial of Huey P. Newton, BPP leader, on
manslaughter charges

.

In 1968 Newton was convicted in a California State
court of volxmtary manslaughter resulting from charges brought
against him after a gunfight between Newton and Oakland,
California, police officers in 1967. One of the officers was i

slain. After serving 22 months of his 2-to-15-year sentence, s.

|

Newton was released when a California appeals court reversed the
conviction. ^

A second trial earlier this year on the same charges
resulted in a hung jury and a mistrial.

On 10/12/71 third trial of Newton on voluntary man-
slaughter charges commenced in Alameda County Superior Court,
Oakland, California. Numerous defense motions and selection of
the jury occupied first several weeks of the trial and after
jury selected trial recessed apyNiewton was ill with the flu.TA-nr

/c.' /fcT'/

V

Trial resumed 11/15/71 with defense cross-examination ^
of prosecution witness in apparent effort to show slain officer
was killed by another officer present during the gunfight and
not by Newton. This officer has denied he shot the
patrolman.

WJ. NOV 22 1971

ACTION ; For Information. You will be advised of future
y

developments in this trial. ^ - v

HEHiaso (^)



i

11 /53PM

I

Mr. Tolson—— I

•X ^ Mr. Felt |^ r;'>::nv. i;i.T.tAU ct investigation ^ Mr. Rosen I

' V COIv'.iv'.UNlCATIONS SECTION A be Mr. Mohr

—

^
:b7c Mr. Bishop

'n -71 Mihsr,

017 gp PLA-IN NOV <iU IJf l o, Mr. Callahan.|^W
y' ' Mr. Casper

! IVir Conri? d

3PM 1 J^ 19-71 NITEL MKTELETYPE Mr! Daloe. ..ZJZ Mr. Cleveland

DIRECTOR (I 05 - 165429 )
Mr. Ponder i

Mr, Bates

y ////////ATTENTION DEMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION //////// WaTtirsZZ
I n/r_ «

lZf9-71

^ r i;i.T.tAU c? investigation

P COIv.iv'.UNlCATIONS SECTION

NOV 20 1971 .

NITEL MKrELETYPE

DfRECTOR (105-165429)

FW: SAN FRANCISCO (157-1203)
I Mr. Si.yars

I Tele. Room

I

Miss Holmes-
Miss Gandy_

HUEY PERCYM^WTON , AKA EM - BPP (KBE )
. .

oatf -BY

ON NOVEMBER EIGHTEEN LAST, OAKLAND POLICE DEPARTMENT
]

TESTIFIED AS PROSECUTION WITNESSES

IN THE TRIAL OF NEWTON CURRENTLY BING HELD IN ALAMEDA COUNTY SUPERIOR

COURTN OAKLAND. THEY TESTIFIED CONCERNING THE LOCATION AND PRE-

SERVATION OF EVIDENCE FOUND AT THE SCENE WHERE OFFICER JOHN FREY'^

WAS SHOT ON THE EARLY MORNING OF OCTOBER TWENTYEIGHT NINETEEN SIXTY-

SEVEN .

TESTIFIED ON

NOVEMBER EIGHTEEN LAST, AS PROSECUTION WITNESS. HE STATED HE HAD

PERFORMED AUTOPSY ON OFFICER FREY AND THAT FREY HAD BEEN HIT BY FOUR

BULLETS. HE SAID THREE OF THE BULLETS WENT THROUGH THE BODY AND

THE FOURTH LODGED IN FREY’S PELVIC BOND REC-^V ^ -W
KAISER HOSPITAL,

Oakland, on morning of October twentyeight nineteen sixtyseven, was
*i5 f'iUV 261971

NEXT PROSECUTION WITNESS. SHE STATED NEWTON HAD COME TO THE

EMERGENCY ROOM ON THAT MORNING, THAT SHE NOTICED HE HAD BEEN WOUNDED

END PAGE ONE
i x.- .....

/
f'cc to JDfU,3tS^ 4

5,tEC
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PAGE TWO

j

IN THE STOMACH, BUT DID NOT APPEAR TO BE IN DISTRESS. SHE TESTIFIED

1 NEWTON WAS VERY BELLIGERENT, ACCUSED HER OF RACISM, THAT HE WAS

ALERT, HE SPOKE CLEARLY AND SEEMED TO KNOWN WHAT HE WAS DOING, AND

that he WAS SPEAKING VERY LOUD .

|
WAS STILL ON THE WITNESS STAND WHEN COURT RECESSED

ON NOVEMBER EIGHTEEN LAST UNTIL MORNING OF NOVEMBER TWENTYTWO NEXT,

WHEN SHE WILL RESUME HER TESTIMONY.

JUDGE LYLE E. COOK, WHO IS PRESIDING AT NEWTON’S TRIAL,

Said HE will rule on November twentytwo next, whether or not two

PENNY MATCHBOXES FOUND IN THE VEHICLE THAT NEWTON WAS DRIVING' ON

OCTOBER TWENTYEUSHT NINETEEN SIXTYSEVEN , COULD BE ENTERED AS EVIDENCE.

ADMINISTRATIVE?

bureau WILL BE KEPT ADVISED OF DEVELOPMENTS OF NEWTON’S TRIAL.

END

RECD 019 005 017

DCW FBI WASH DC



IR (Wl SF yfUm

11157 AM/0RtE»T 11/23/7! HCC

W 0MCCT©ft (t05*t<5429) ATW. D I B

rHAUGIiCO (I97*1203) IP

B/Ir. Tolsdri^

Mr. Pslt

Mr. Rosen

Mr. Mohr
Mr. B’.ahop—

Mr. Miller,

Mr. Callaha^^—?
Mr. Casper

Mr. Conrad

Mr. Da’.bsy

Mr. Cleveland
j

Mr. Ponder

Mr. Bates

Mr. Tavel

Mr. Walters

Mr. Soyars

Tele. Room

mrt PEnetilEVTOM • AKA , EN4PP (K6E)*

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED Mr. Soyars-

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
Tele. Room_.

DATE4iifit.dl-BYiia^^ ^s Gandy—

333

TftlAL BE NEVTBN KEStinCD IK ALAttEBA COURTY SUPEKIBR COURT *

ORKLANB* CALIPeRHlA, OR ROVENBER TVERTYTNREE LAST • VITM CROSS*

EXAMRATlOi Of I IaT

KAISER hospital « OaKLARB « tfRER REVTOR RERT THERE FOR TREATNERT

OR NORRIOi OF OCTOBER TtrERTYEISMT , SIXTYSEVER*

ABNITTEB that IR the RIHETEEN SIXTYEI6HT TRIAL SHE HAB SAID THAT

REVTOR WAS IRCOHERERT AT THE HOSPITAL* BUT THAT SHE HAD USED

A POOR CHOICE OF H0RDS AT THAT TIME.

DURIR6 THE CROSS -EXAMIRATIOH OF THERE HAS A

0REAT BEAL OF SQUAB8LIR6 ARD EXCKAR6E OF STATttERTS BY PROSECUTOR

DORALD P. VHYTE ARD DEFERSE ATTORHEY CHARLES R. 6ARRY* AT ORE

roiRT spectators BROKE IHTO LAUGHTER AT A REMARK BY GARRY* AT

WHICH TINE PRESIDIRt JUDGE LYLE E. COOK SAID RE WOULD CLEAR THE

COURT ROOM IF SUCH RE«OCCORRED*CCORR1%
ADMIRI STRATI WE

BUREAU WILL BE KEPT ADVISED

^
'

® NOV 29 197J

550EC^ Jilt
rei WASH DC



Boto; 11/23/71

Transmit the tollowing in

A I R T E; L

(I'ypp in plaintext or code)

AIR MAIL
(Priority)

DIRECTOR, FBI (105-165429)

SAC, SAN FRANCISCO (157-1203) (P)

SUBJECT: HUEY PERCY NEWTON, AKA
EM - BPP (KBE)

T

ReBualrtel 11/15/71 captioned "BLACK PANTHER PARTY
(BPP) EXTREMIST MATTERS".

Enclosed for the Bureau are five (5) copies of an
LHM concerning subject. Chicago and Los Angeles are being
furnished one copy each of LHM for information.

First source is ^

Other sources are

- Bureau (Encl.5)(RM) ^ /)// ' j
1 - Chicago (Encl.l)(RM)
1 - Los Angeles (Encl.l)(RM) rv j
3 - San Francisco ^ DCnJIQ //}/

(1 - 157-1904) (BPP-Chlcago) lttU-40 /&S
(1 - 157-1899) (BPP-Los Angeles)

KFM/jr

Aa INFORMATION CONTAINED

HEREIN IS UNCIASSIRED

Approved

in Charge

'Xva

NOV 26 1971

iccacaBBSEsa



STATES DEPARTMENT Of’^STJCE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF IN VESTIG ATIOiV

In Reply, Please Refer lo San Franclsco, California
File No.

November 23, 1971

HUEY PERCY NEWTON

A source furnished Information that Huey P. Newton,
Black Panther Party (BPP) Minister of Defense, was In and
around his apartment at frequent Intervals on November 20,
1971, and could not have attended a meeting at
"West Coast mansion" In Los Angeles, California, on that date.

1

I

The BPP is a black extremist organization
started In Oakland, California, In December,
1966. It advocates the use of guns and
guerrilla tactics to bring about the over-
throw of the United States Government.

Other sources who are usually familiar with the
travel of BPP leaders, are not aware of any travel by other
BPP leaders to Los Angeles to attend the above-mentioned
meeting

.

AIL WORMATiON CONTAINED

HERON IS UNCLASSIFIED

HATF Ce/y\

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions
of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and Is loaned to
your agency; it and Its contents are not to be distributed
outside your agency. / 'J

1 *



i.n . i 1 J

In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

i^TED STATES DEPARTMENT OPWUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

San Francisco, California

November 23, 1971

Title HUEY PERCY NEWTON

Character

Reference Memorandum dated and captioned
as above at San Francisco,
California

.

All sources (except any listed below) whose identities

are concealed in referenced communication have furnished reliable

infomation In the past.

This document
o / the FBI and
your agency.

contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property
is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside
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A PtbERAt £UI2«J OF WVESTIGATICW^ ;COMi\^L|NICAT!ONS SECTION

^C2 1971

IffiLCTYPE

be
b7C

NR 015 SF PLAINTEXT

1137PM 12-1-71 NITEL MXG

TO: DI^JECTOR (105-165429)

////////ATTENTION DEMESTIC

FROM SAN FRANCISCO (157-1203)

Mr. Tolson.

Mr. Felt_._

r. Bishop

r. Miller, ESJ4^»

Mr. Rosen-
Mr. Mohr_
Mr,

Mr.

Mr. Callahan T f

Mr. Casper

Mr. Conrad
Mr. Dalboy

Mr. Cleveland f

Mr. Ponder '

!i Mr. Bates p

1 Mr. Tavel

j
Mr. Walters—

I
Mr. Sryars

i
Tele. Room

I
Miss Holmes—

* Miss Gandy

(P)

rtJEY PERCY NEWTON, AKA, EM - BPP 0<BE)

FOLLOWING THE TESTIMONY OF BERKELEY POLICE

lOAKLAND POLICE TESTIFIED

THAT OFFICER JOHN FREY WAS SHOT FOUR TIMES WITH HIS OWN WEAPON,

THIS WEAPON WAS USED TO SHOOT ALSO .

TESTIFIED THATanother PROSECUTION WITNESS,

HE HAD, STUDIED HOSPITAL MEDICAL RECORDS AND THAT IT WAS HIS

PROFESSIONAL OPINION THAT THERE WAS A INSUFFICIENT LOSS OF BLOOD

TO INDUCE A STATE OF SHOCK IN HUEY NEWTON.

HER THIRTY , LAST .

6
'3

V-

administrative?

RE SAN FRANCISCO TELETYPE

END

DCW
4

FBI WASH DC 2}'
.ALL INFORMATON CONTAINED

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

^fe^MBER THIRTY, LAST.

^365,^33



FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVEST.^ u : 'M

COMMUNICATIONS SEjAC;]

NR 008 SF PLAINTEXT

y|s45PM NITEL M/30/7! CRH

DJ^TOR (105-165429)

^
, /(ATTN 8 DID)

FROM: SAN FRANCISCO (157-1203) (P)

TUNICA (iONSSEji.O;]

N0V3019^V^^>?^

TELETYre

ALL INFORMATTON CONTAINED

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

DATE / / G by^^yROO/&yA^j

305, 535

HUEY PERCrtEWTON , AKA., EM - BPP (KBE),

Mr. Tolson —
Mr. Felt. —
Mr. Rosen — i

Mr. Mohr -—

A

Mr. Bishop /
M‘r. Miller, ES i^
Mr. Callahan—Jp
Mr^ Casper L- I

Mr. Conrad

Mr. Dalbey

Mr. Cleveland

Mr. Ponder

Mr. Bates

jjMr. Tavel

Mr. Walters

Mr. Soyavs

Tele. Room
Miss Holmes j

Miss Gandy
f

RETRIAL OF HUEY PERCY NEWTON RESUMED NOVEMBER THIRTY

INSTANT IN COURT OF JUDGE LYLE E. COOK, ALAMEDA COUNTY SUPERIOR

COURT .

BERKELEY POLICE TESTIFIED

that HE had arrested HUEY NEWTON AFTER A STREET DEMONSTRATION

IN NINETEEN SIXTYSIX AND WHEN HE HAD ATTEMPTED TO PLACE BOBBY

SEALE UNDER ARREST AT THE SAME TIME, NEWTON SLUGGED HIM AND

GRABBED AT HIS GUN. UNDER CROSS-EXAMINATION DENIED

THAT HE HAD BEATEN OR KICKED NEWTON, NOR HAD HE PULLED HIS

PANTS DOWN .

EARLIER, DEFENSE ATTORNEY CHARLES R. GARRY SOUGHT

TO BAR THE TESTIMONY OF BUT THE COURT DENIED THE

MOTION. PROSECUTION ARGUED THAT THE OFFICERS TESTIMONY WOULD

SHOW NEWTON’S INTENT TO DO VIOLENCE ON POLICEMEN. JUDGE COOK

RULED THAT THE PROSECUTION MAY CALL A POLICE CHEMIST TO THE

STAND TO SHOW THAT THE SUBSTANCeJ^IQI, IN NEWTON’S CAR AT THE

TIME OF THE ARREST WAS MARIJUANA. Oman /r?
REC-99

ADMINmTIATIVi:/:^ RESFTEL NOVEMBER TWENTYNINE LAST

DRL FBI WASH DC

/?/S>



NR 018 SF PLAINTEl<T

10:4?>PM NITEW' 12-2-71 MH

TOs DIRECTOR (105-1S5429) (ATTN: DID)

FROM: SAN FRANCISCO (157-1203)

HUEY PERCY NEWTON, AKA., EM - BPP (KBE).

at the trial of HUEY NEWTON ON DECEMBER TWO INSTANT,

I

HUEY NEWTON’S PHYSICIAN, APPEARED IN COURT

AND STATED THAT NEWTON WAS ILL AND UNABLE TO APPEAR. COURT

WAS ADJOURNED MONDAY, DECEMBER SIX NEXT, AT TEN A.M.,

WHEN ASSISTANT DISTRICT ATTORNEY WHYTE EXPECTS TO WIND UP THE

CASE FOR THE PROSECUTION.

HUEY NEWTON IS EXPECTED TO BE THE FIRST DEFENSE

WITNESS WHEN THE DEFENSE PRESENTS ITS CASE.

ADMINISTRATIVE: RESFTEL DECEMBER ONE LAST.

END

HOLD

ex-104

Aa INFORWATION CONTAINED



HR 011 SF PLAIHTEXT Ti jJF

1228AM HITH^ 11/29/71 CRM SEMI 11-50-71

“7‘0€-)

(ATTN« DID)

FROHt SAN FRANCISCO (157-1205) (P)

HUEY PERCr NEWTON, AKA,, EM - BPP (KBE).

Mr. Tolson

Mr. Felt

Mr. Rosen ^
Mr. Mohr___A|Lf
Mr. Bishop 1^
Mr. Miller, ES:^'
Mr. Callahan ilp

Mr. Casper
Mr. Conrad
Mr. Dalbey

Mr. Cleveland

Mr. Ponder
' Mr. Bates

i

Mr. Tavel

Mr. Waltera
Mr. Soyars

Tele. Room
Mias Holmes
Misa Qandy_

TRIAL OF NEWTON RESUMED NOVEMBER TWENTY NINE INSTANT,

AT OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA, AND TESTIFIED

THAT HE SAW NEWTON SHOOT OFFICER JOHN FREY AND CONTINUE SHOOTING

AFTER THE OFFICER WAS DOWN, HE TESTIFIED THAT NEWTON LEFT THE

S^ICENE CLUTCHING HIS STOMACH,

UNDER CROSS-EXAMINATION BY DEFENSE COUNSEL, CHARLES

GARRY,
I [

refused TO ALTER HIS TESTIMONY,

END

FBI WA RDR
"

All informal COMEO A-i a" -* //. <
HKBmsu»cu>s™ , /(-.-o

5gOEC 10'.3?!

nthniiH 10 /lAA/a, e JfUDi

b V
/k

^ s mji .



CiaCAU OF INVCSTIGATICVi

P^viU.W^TIONS SE^LQM

NOV 24 1971

m 015 SF PLAIN

II 1 40 PM NI^L 1

TO* DIHECTOR

1/25/7 1 FCO

(105*I6542D) (ATTN I D. I. D*)

FROM I SAN FRANCISCO (157-1203)

HUEY PERC:Y^EWT0N, AKA«9 EM - BPP (KBE ) •

Mr. Tolsonu—

—

;

Mr. Felt

I Mr. Eosen A
Mr. Mohr
Mr. Bishop Jy
Mr. Miller, ES-ji

Mr. Callahan }p

Mr. Casper

Mr. Conrad

Mr. Dalbey

Mr. Cleveland

I
Mr. Ponder

I
Mr. Bates

' Mr. Tavel

I
Mr. Walters

i Mr. Soyars .

I Tele. Room
\ Miss Halmos
f 5!’e= Gandy

AT NEWTON'S TRIAL IN ALAMEDA COUNTY SUPERIOR COURT,

OAKLAND , CALIFORNIA , ON NOVEMBER TWENTYTHREE INSTANT,

TESTIFIED CONCERNING HIS ARREST

OF NEWTON IN THE EMERGENCY ROOM OF KAISER HOSPITAL, OAKLAND,

ON OCTOBER TWENTYEIGHT NINETEEN SIXTYSEVEN . DECLARED

NONE OF THE POLICE OFFICERS ASSISTING IN THE ARREST THREATENED

NEWTON at any TIME.

OAKLAND POLICE DEPARTMENT |

TESTIFIED CONCERNIBC RECOVERY OF BULLET FROM KAISER HOSPITAL

taken from body OF

CHARLES GARRY OBJECTED TO THIS TESTIMONY ON 6R0U

DEFENSE ATTORNEY

PIllourfD^

//

BEEN ACQUITTED OF HEANES SHOOTING AND THUS WAS BEING PLACED

IN DOUBLE JEOPARDY. PROSECUTOR DONALD WHYT^ TOLD PRESIDING

END PAGE ONE ./

ALL INFORMATtCN COKTAiTlEO

HEREIN IS Uf^LASSiBED

^miLSe:SX3'lSSSa3:BpO/Sti/J^
,

«3<i5«33



FAQE TWO

W I57-1203

SUPERIOR JUDGE LYLE E, GOOK THAT THE EVIDEHCE WOULD BE LINKED

OP BY TO SHOW WHICH GUN FIRED WHICH BULLET •

IWHO CLAIMS TO HAVE SEEN

OFFICER JOHN FREY SHOT AND KILLED BY NEWTON , WAS SCHEDULED TO

TESTIFY ON NOVEMBER TWENTYTHREE INSTANT. HOWEVER, AH ALTERNATE

JUROR BECAME SICK AND AS RESULT OF MOTION BY ATTORNEY GARRY

TRIAL RECESSED UNTIL MONDAY, NOVEMBER TWEHTYNINE NEXT, BECAUSE

OF THANKS61VINS HOLIDAY.

ADMINISTRATIVE!

BUREAU WILL BE KEPT ADVISED.



DEG 81971

"P'11 fT'T'''
'

NR 013 SF PLAINTEXT

6S55PM NITEyM2/8/71 JAK

TO DIRECTOR (+1^165429) (ATTN:^ -u z-f- HW
FROM SAN FRANCISCO (157-1205) IP

D .1 .D .)

i
Mr. Tolson

Mr. Felt

Mr. Rosen
Mr. Mohr___
Mr. Bishop jC

Mr. Miller,

Mr. Callahan—
Mr. Casper
Mr. Conrad
Mr. Dalbey
Mr. Cleveland

Mr. Po’':r!ar

Mr. Bates

Mr. Tavel

Mr. Walters

Mr. Soyars

I

Tele. Room —
Miss Holmes ..

I

Miss Gandy

HUEY PERCY NEWTON, AKA., EM - BPP (KBE).

IN THE RETRIAL OF HUEY PERCY NEWTON, PROSECUTOR
^

/(/
'DONALD P. WHYTE PRESENTED FINAL ARGUMENTS IN WHICH HE URGED

THE JURY TO TAKE THE ATTITUDE OF AN EYES FOR AN EYE AND A

TOOTH FOR A TOOTH AND TO BELIEVE THAT NEWTON IS GUILTY OF

FIRST DEGREE MURDER THOUGH HE COULD ONLY BE CONVICTED OF

MANSLAUGHTER.

EARLIER, DEFENSE ATTORNEY CHARLES GARRY CALLED AS HIS FINAL

WITNESS A YOUNG HOUSEWIFE WHO TESTIFIED THAT SEVERAL DAYS PRIOR TO ji Jl
l/i/j

THE SHOOTING OF OFFICER FREY THE OFFICER HAD ENTERED HER

HOME AND had ADDRESSED HER IN A VERY INSULTING MANNER.

ADMINISTRATIVE:

SF SF TEL DEC . SEVEN LAS%

‘ ^ S

END . .

.

LRS FBI WASHDC CLJ
. Mm-, defetea*"

crO ^ ALL INFORMATION CONTAINEl/J^^^o.^
/ U HEREIN IS UNCIASSIFIED
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URGENT

FROM;

NT 12-7-71 KSJ

SAC, SAN FRANCISCO (100-SS570) DATE; 12-7-713

SAC, ANCHORAGE . / /

I FBI, :]ziz (joa

‘AZIZ MATTER

RE3UAIRTEL ALBANY S-15-71, AND SAN FRANCISCO AIRTEL

S-29-71. AT 1515 EST, 12-7-'^^'F3I ANCHORAGE ‘ADE '

FOLLOWING NC I C. INQUIRY;

ZW .AK F3IA NOO . NAM/ jpiTON,K UEY PERC EY .DOB/02 1 742 .

SOC/55G5S4S75.FBI/S0412~1 E

AND RECEIVED FOLLOWING RESPONSE; I ^
MO iXIC WANTS \

SUBJECT OF THE ABOVE INQUIRY IS IDENTICAL WITH STOP

PLACED ON MAM/NEWTOK, HUEY PERCEY. SAN FRANCISCO WILL

DETERMINE IF ANY ADDITIONAL INVESTIGATION IS NECESSARY.

INDIVIDUAL IS AFFILATSD WITH A GROUP HAVING KNOW.^;

PROPENSITY FOR VIOLENCE AND ‘AY BE ARMED AND DANGEROUS.
f"

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

DArE.u»Gr<?7

FEDERAL BUREAU Of INVESTIGATION

U. & DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

NATL CRIME INFO. CENTER

DEC 71971

y\

be
'

b7C
j

\1 \ o - c>Cj'A-Z_C'

iiEC-21 /e 5

0m 1IT-2T,

3 dec 14 1971



NR 011 SF PLAIN

9:47 PM 12/9/71 MCC

TO DIRKTOR (105-165429) ATN . DID

FROM SAN FRANCISCO (157-1203) IP

[riCA] G\

LCi iON

Mr. Conrad

,
Mr. Da] bey

I
Mr. Cleveland

f
Mr. Ponder
Mr. Bates
Mr. Tavel

Mr. Walterg

Soyars
Tele. Room

^ I
Miss Holmes

i/

1

I
Miss Gandy

HUEY PERCY^'NEWTON , AKA., EM - BPP (KBE).

RESFTEL , DECEMBER EIGHT LAST.

ON THIS DATE, IN'^HE RETRIAL OF HUEY PERCY NEWTON, FINAL

ARGUMENTS WERE CONCLUDED, THE JURY WAS GIVEN INSTRUCTIONS BY

JUDGE COOK AND THEN RETIRED FOR DELIBERATIONS.

ADMINISTRATIVE

SAN FRANCISCO WILL SUSPEND THE DAILY TELETYPE IN THIS CASE

AND WILL ADVISE THE BUREAU WHEN THE JURY HAS REACHED A VERDICT .

END

HOLD

ALL INFORMATfCN CONTAINED

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

/‘cc to IDIU.JiSiJ
; Ad/ia, dgta'<ieletecl"

T DEC 15 1971



Domestic Intelligence Division

5-1 13a (9-29-65)

INFORMATIVE NOTE

Attached reports second retrial of
Black Panther Party leader Huey P, Newton
for manslaughter in Alemeda County Court,
Oakland, California, declared a mistrial.
Jury vote six to six and jury foreman
reported to judge verdict impossible
because jury deadlocked. Judge dismissed
jury and scheduled hearing for 12-15-71
to discuss retrial. Newton happy, does
not believe he will be retried.

Pertinent parts of attached will be
included in the summary to the White Hous
Vice President, Attorney General, Secret
Service and Defense Intelligence Agency.

TDJB;jaw

ALL IIHFORfMTlOW CO^'TAINEO

HEREIN IS Ui^WSSIFIED
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NR 006 SF CODE

7:35PM URGEN^g/1 1/71 JAK

TEL’:

TO DOCTOR (105-165429) (ATTN: D.I.D,)

FROM /^AN FRANCISCO (157-1203) IP

HUEY P. NEWTON ,>K7\^pr -J5PP (KBE)
i ,.«K- V mA’f/’ffSr)

Mr. ToIsob

Mr. Felt^_yC

Mt. Miller,

Mr. CallahayJ—
Mr. Casper

Mr. Conrad

Mr. Dalboy

Mr. Cleveland

Mr. Ponder
Mr. Bates

Mr. Tavel

Mr. Walters

Mr. Soyars

Tele. Room
Miss Holmes
Miss Gandy

SECOND RETRIAL OF NEWTON ON MANSLAUGHTER CHARGE ENDED LATE

AFTERNOON OF DEC. ELEVEN INSTANT, WHEN ALAMEDA COUNTY SUPERIOR

COURT JUDGE LYLE COOK DECLARED A MISTRIAL AFTER
|

I
TOLD JUDGE COOK THE JURY WAS DEADLOCKE^

AT A VOTE OF SIX TO SIX AND IT WAS UTTERLY IMPOSSIBLE TO

REACH A VERTICT. THE JURY WAS DISMISSED AND A HEARING WAS SET V

FOR DEC. FIFTEEN NEXT TO DETERMINE IF NEWTON IS TO BE RETRIED. ^

A SOURCE REPORTS NEWTON IS HAPPY WITH
A^/dS

ND DOES

NOT FEEL HE WILL BE RETRIED .

ADMINISTRATIVE:

SOURCE IS

BUREAU WILL BE ADVISED OF FURTHER DEVELOPMENTS .

END . .

.

LRS FBI WASHDC

[^'cc to IDIU^^S^-
[^m.: data deleted"

54DEC‘iS1971

m-1

ALL INFCRM.ATTON CONTAiKEQ

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFiED

DATE BY9

'hi 'J
:b7D

ip^
6 DEC 17 1971



flDERAC BUREAU OF INVESTlGATiON

COMMUNIC5AT10NS SECTION

DEC?

teuetyb
NR 022 SF PLAINTEX?

NITEL 12/6/71

DIRECTOR (105-165429) (ATTN: D.IJ).)

reoM San Francisco ( 157- 1203 ) ip

bo
:b7C

r)

HUEY PERCySewTON, AKA EM - BPP (KBE),

A
.*!

'

' at the retrial of HUEY NEWTON ON THIS DATE, NEWTON ^
TOOK THE STAND AS THE FIRST DEFENSE WITNESS AND TESTIFIED

THAT HE DID NOT SHOOT OAKLAND POLICE OFFICER JOHN FREY . HE

TESTIFIED THAT OFFICER FREY HAD STOPPED HIS CAR, IN WHICH

WERE RIDING, AND THAT AFTERHE and HIS FRIEND

A VERY THOROUGH SEARCH OF HIS PERSON, OFFICER FREY STRUCK

NEWTON IN THE FACE AND SHOT HIM IN THE STOMACH. NEWTON

TESTIFIED FURTHER THAT HE REMEMBERED NOTHING UNTIL THE NEXT

^AY IN HIGHLAND HOSPITAL, OAKLAND, CALIF.

END ...

DCW

FBI WASH DC

lur. r eic

Mr. Rosen-
Mr. Mohr..

Mr. Bishop

Mr. Miller, E3
Mr. Callahan.

Mr. Casper
Mr. Conrad
Mr. Dalb’y
Mr. Cleveland

Mr. Ponder
Mr. Bates
Mr. Tavel

Mr. Walters
Mr. S.iyars

Tele. Room
Miss Holmes
Miss Gandy

- /6 ->
'-/y / ^3/

I

"cc to ,

j
Adm. data deleted."^

Jf/S

(7 DEC 17 1971

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
—

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

^3CSJ3i3



5-1 13a {9-29-65}

Domestic Intelligence Division

IN FORMATIVE NOTE

Date 12/16/71

Attached reports manslaughter
charges against extremist Black Panther
Party leader Huey Newton arising from
1967 slaying of a police officer have been
dismissed after a mistrial. The district
attorney involved pointed out there was
no new evidence and he was convinced any
iuthher trial wbuld also end in mistrial.
Newton was brought to trial three times
on this charge.

Information to this <effect has
already appeared in news media and no
dissemination warranted.

For information.

HEM;ege

ALL !f;rCRiV'A1fCi! COXA'LAEL

I'lUnEii'! IS



FCDER/i; BUREAU OF iMVESfiGATIoM

CQMMUNICAIIONS SECTiON

TEtETYHE

ue (ill 6 1971

MR 018 SF PLAIN

11*59 PM NptL 12/15/71 CRH

TO: DIRECTOR (105-165429)

(ATTN: DID)

FROM: San Francisco ( 157 - 1203 )

er,

I Mr. Callahar^/

j Mr. Casper.

\
Mr. Conrad

J Mr. Da'I'-'V

^ Mr. Cleveland

I

Mr. Ponder
; Mr. Bates

{ Mr. Tavel

be
:b7C

Mr. Walters-

I
Mr. Soyars.

/j/A'r
i

Tele. Room

—

Miss Holmes-

Miss Gandy—

HlEY PERCY NEWTON , Alfr. , pfT- BPP (KBE ) •yn - Drr uAm't BdAcicejf sr)

Lf
IN ALAMEDA COUNTY , CALIFORNIA SUPERIOR COURT ON

DECEMBER FIFTEEN INSTANT, THE DISTRICT ATTORNEY MOVED THAT

MANSLAUGHTER CHARGES AGAINST HUEY NEWTON BE DISMISSED AND

THE COURT GRANTED THE MOTION.

FOLLOWING THE HEARING, DISTRICT ATTORNEY LOWELL

JENSEN ISSUED A PRESS RELEASE IN WHICH HE STATED THAT HE WOULD

PREFER TO HAVE RETRIED NEWTON BUT THAT THE LACK OF ADDITIONAL

EVIDENCE CONVINCED HIM THAT A FURTHER TRIAL WOULD END AS THE

OTHERS had - A MISTRIAL. JENSEN SAID THAT HE WAS COMPELLED

TO MOVE FOR A DISMISSAL OF CHARGES.

END PAGE ONE

6 DEC 17 1971
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PAGE TWO

SF 157-1203

A RADIO NEWSCAST REPORTED NEWTON AS SAYING THAT

\E WOULD NOW DEVOTE HIS TIME TO TRYING TO FREE OTHER BLACK

PRISONERS.

ADMINISTRATIVE; RESFTEL DECEMBER ELEVEN LAST.

END

RECD 018 024

DCW FBI WQASH DC
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FEDER/'.t BUREAU Cr IWtSTIGAUUN!

COMMUNICATICi JS SECT:0^^1

I
Mr. Tolson_

Mr. Pelt

NR 015 SF plaintext

11|^M NITEL 12/7/71 JAK

^ DIRECTOR (105-165429)

FROM SAN FRANCISCO (1571203) IP

iJEC8 Wl^J

TEyETYPIE

be
b7C

Mr. Rosen..

Aa INFOWON CONTAINED

herein is
unclassified^

OATEOJs

Mr. Mohr
Mr. Bishop
Mr. Miller,

Mr. Callahan
Mr. Casper-
Mr. Conrad-
Mr. Dalb -r..

I'

HUEY PERCY NEWTON, AKA., EM - BPP (KBE).

Mr. Cleveland
Mr. Fonder

i Mr. Bates

Tavel

u » I Mr. Walters
Mr. Sr.yars

Tele. Room
Miss Holmes
Miss Gandy

/ V

‘

i
at the trial of HUEY NEWTON THIS DATE NEWTO JT TESTIFIED

I^AT HE WAS THE AUTHOR OF AN ARTICLE WHICH HAD APPEARED ^
"

IN A COPY OF THE QUOTE BLACK PANTHER UNQUOTE ADVOCATING THE

KILLING OF POLICE BUT HE EXPLAINED THAT HE MEANT THIS

COURSE IF all others FAIL. HE ALSO ADMITTED THE AUTHORSHIP

OF OTHER WRITING ADVOCATING THE KILLING OF POLICE.

THE state INTRODUCED NEWTON’S WRITING TO REBUT HIS

CLAIM THAT HE WAS NOT FAMILIAR WITH HAND GUNS IN GENERAL AND

A P THREE EIGHT AUTOMATIC IN PARTICULAR, AND TO SHOW QUOTE

NEWTON’S STATE OF MIND AT THE TIME HE SHOT OFFICER FREY UNQUOTE

•1^10 uslJiWHO NEWTON HAD PI IDENTIFIED

AS A PASSENGER IN HIS CAR AT THE
A.

FHE rLMEiOR THE SHOOTING OF

Rffi'35 } j h O Y
OFFICER FREY, TOOK ^^|y'^''liFTH a'I^ENDMENT ON'^ALL FIVE QUESTIONS

SUBMITTED TO HIM BY DEFENSE ATTORNEY CHARLES GARRY,.^ „>6 DEC 1971

*
•

I
^‘cc to IDIU, “V

OK PLS ACK FOR 9 TELS

-i>32
-1

DEC 95^B£e'281971

*“cc to IDlUy

Adm. data deleted
^

. V



FD-122 (Rev. 5-13-71)
OPTIONAL fO«M NO. 10

MAY 1962 EDITION
GSA GEN. AEG. NO. 27

Memorandum
UNITED STATES GOfKRNMENT

TO Director FBI (Bufile- 105-165429)

SAC. SAN FRANCISCO (157-1203) (P)

A

) DATE: 12/22/71

suBjEcf: HUEY PERCYMJEWTON, aka
EM - BPP
00; SF

Re;

Aa INFORMATION CONTAINED

herein IS UNCLASSinm

AD EX
Recommend:

| X I
SI-Ger4

| |
SI Card changed (specify change only)

| |

Subject removed (succinct summary attached)

Name

Aliases

1 1
Native Born

1 1

Naturalized

Tab Category
|X

1
I

1 1

Priority II

1 1

Priority III

1'

ana ITTepp min plp prn Qsnc
I 1

SWP

awc communist noi ppa sds spl
I 1

WWP

1 !
BNT

i

1 J

F

r.
1 1

Miscellaneous ISpeci/yl

Date of Birth place of Birth Race Sex

1 1
Male

1 1

Female

Business Address, Name of Employing Concern and Address,
Nature of Employment, and Union Affiliation, ifany.

RB

Residence Address

f'

'rl02
^

Key Facility Data

Geographical Reference Number Resr^^silPS^ 197^ j /

2 - Bureau (RM)
1 - San Francisco
KFM/jr

bo
b7C



SF 157-1203
KFM/jr

t

NEWTON is co-founder and Minister of Defense of
the Black Panther Party (BPP), one of the most militant of
the black extremist groups. As the head of the BPP his
decisions establish policy in all areas of their activities.
He is a Key Black Extremist. For the above reason it is
recommended NEWTON be Included in Category I of the ADEX.

The next report in NEWTON's case will be be
submitted 2/1/72.

2



FD-36 (Rev.' 5-22-64)

Transmit the following in

AIRTEL

Date; 12/15/71

(Type in plaintext or code)

(Priority)

.FROM;

DIRECTOR, FBI (105-165429)

SAC, ATLANTA. (157-5204) (RUC)

:^rimSUBJECT; HUEY PERC^EWTON.- ^
EM - BPP Ha INFORMATION COmAlNEil

00; San Francisco HEREIN IS UNCLASSlFlp
.

UAirj, .w-w

Re Atlanta airtel and LHM to the Bureau, dated
10/21/71.

Enclosed for the Bureau are the original^and
four copies of an LHM, captioned and dated as abo^; and
for San Francisco as office of origin two copies the
LHM.

Sources utilize^ 'in enclosed LHM are as follows;
h2

Source one is b7D

Source two is

This LHM is being classified confidential due to
the fact the unauthorized disclosure of the information
contained herein could be prejudicial to the defense interests
of the nation and could reasonaWy result in the disclosure
of the sources.

Information of a pertinent nature concerning the
Atlanta chapter becoming a national headquarters wil l be

^

submitted under the^^^s^ Panther Party c^tio^

r Bureau (Enc.Wit4‘8f
^ ^

( 6 )

REF
;
pab

( 6 )

Special Agent in Charge

M Per

U. S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE: 1971 -413— 133



[I^ STATES DEPARTMENT OF JHItICE

In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Atlanta, Georgia

December 15, 1971

HUEY PERCY NEWTON
EXTREMIST MATTERS -

BLACK PANTHER PARTY

The Black Panther Party (BPP) is a black
extremist organization started in Oakland,
California, in December, 1966. It advo-
cates the use of guns and guerrilla tactics
to bring about the overthrow of the United
States Government,

On November 4, 1971, source one advised that there
had been no activity going on at the Atlanta chapter of the
BPP, 2041 Dunwoody Road, S, E., Atlanta, Georgia, and there
has been no new information about the moving of national
BPP headquarters to Atlanta, Georgia.

On November 23, 1971; December 7 and 10, 1971,
sources one and two advised that there had been no information
concerning Huey Newton and his reported plans to make the
Atlanta chapter of the BPP a national headquarters.

DECLASSIFIED BY

ON AUG 3 6 1977

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions
of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed
outside your agency.

AGENCIES

AND F- . .. v:rzr.ES I

K

ADVi;;,:. BYE^urTSO
,

,

"

©ATE. 1*



FD-323 (Rev. 1 1-29-61)

In R^ly, Please R^er to

FOeNo.

Ui^ED STATES DEPARTMENT OF J^TICE
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Atlanta, Georgia

December 15, 1971

Title HUEY PERCY NEWTON

Character

Reference

EXTREMIST MATTERS -

BLACK PANTHER PARTY
Memorandum prepared at Atlanta,
dated and captioned as above.

All sources (except any listed helow) vhose identities
are concealed in referenced communication have furnished reliable

Information in the past.

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property
of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside
your agency.



KL'-36 (Rev. 5-22-6.!)



NR 007 SF C,06e
/

4:39 PM U^ENT

TO DIRE5<4or (105

fEDERAl 3U:iEfiJJ O' .’MV:S";aATiSXI

€0IVlf«UN!CAIICM5

JAN 101972,

YORK

BOSTON

FROM SAN FRANCISCO (157-1203) 2P

HUEY PERCYNewton, aka..

Ali INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

DATEjUb5:S2_BY_aip^

yd^533

1-^

Mi. Tolson

Mr. Felt

Mr. Rosen

Mr. Mohr

Mr. Eis’ior

—

Mr. M-’ler, ' i

Mr. Cc:':ci'.'':-rL.

Ivir. Ccr-T^i—
Mr. Crn'.’d

—

m. Dc-.ry-

Mr. c;_ .r:'..-

Mr. Foirier

—

Mr. Ec'.ea

Mr. A/oihort—

Mr. \7al.;i3—

Mr. Soycao

—

Tele. Hoom

—

Miss Holmes.

Miss Gondy-

EM - BPP ( KBD .

SOURCE FURNISHED INFORMATION THAT HUEY NEWTON,

have

RESERVATIONS ON TWO AIRLINES FOR A FLIGHT TO NEW YORK. FIRST ONE \
IS TWA FLIGHT FORTYFOUR LEAVING SAN FRANCISCO TEN TEN P. M.

,

JANUARY TEN INSTANT, AND ARRIVING KENNEDY AIRPORT, NEW YORK, FIVE

FIFTYFIVE A.M., JANUARY ELEVEN NEXT. SECOND RESERVATION IS UNITED

AIR LINES (UAL) FLIGHT EIGHTEENLEAVING.. SAN FRANCISCO TEN P. M. , SAME _
r on

DAY AND ARRIVING KENNEDY AIRPORT SIX A. M., <JANDARY ELEVEN NEXT. /

ACCORDING TO SOURCE, PURPOSE OF TRIP IS TO MEET WITH
|

LaT random house, TWO ZERO ONE E. FIFTIETH STREET. pEW YORK,

NAOOffK, ELEVENTH FLOOR. | [ACCORDING TO Sf^RCjE.JS.NAOOffK, ELEVENTH FLOOR.
|

|ACC0RDING TO
52^?972

DOING A book on NEWTON’S COLLECTIVE WRITINGS. THERE aRE^mq knO^N^

PLANS FOR NEWTON TO MAKE ANY SPEECHES OR PUBLIC APPEARANCES, /

HOWEVER HE IS BRINGING THE NEWSPAPER NEGATIVES WITH HIM TO BF>^^

DELIVERED TO THE PRINTER. V
END PAGE ONE \ '

©OJAI^ -.7. \



PAGE TWO

ADMINISTRATIVE*

SOURCE IS
|

NEW YORK SHOULD AFFORD APPROPRIATE COVERAGE OF NEWTON.

BOSTON ,IS BEING ADVISED INASMUCH AS
|

|
l\RE CURRENTLY IN BOSTON AFTER HAVING BEEN UNSUCCESSFUL IN

OBTAINING VISAS FOR THE BPP CHINA TRIP.

NEW YORK AND BOSTON SHOULD ALERT SOURCES FOR ANY SUCH CONTACT

BETWEEN NEWTON* PARTY AND

FLIGHT TAKEN BY NEWTON.

NEW YORK WILL BE ADVISED OF THE

HOLD FOR THREE

EJF FBI WASH DC



AESTIGMION

Mr. Tolson

Mr. Felt..

Mr. Roiten

Mr. Mohr ^ J

Mr. Biahop

Mr. Miller. FS 1^
Mr. CfijlrrhfTTi kLy

1

Mr. CrrnpT ^ ^

Mr. Crr.rnr’

Mr. Do!'

Mr. Clr.vrlr.-'cl

Mr WrT]‘Pr«

REMYTEL JANUARY TEN INSTANT.



INFORMATIVE NOTE

Attached reports Huey Newton, leader
of the extremist, vfOlfehdfe-pfone Black
Panther Party (BPP) has been invited to
attend the Fifth Conference of the
Afro-Asian Solidarity People’s Qrganizatio:
to be held in Cairo, Egypt, 1/10-12/72,
Newton was advised the Sov ifejL-govfigMIPP

t

had offered to host ^his ..trip to the
conference, traveling by way of Moscow.
Ncjjctpn reportedly later declined to make
the trip, allegedly because'The Soviets
were too cheap to pay for three people to
make the trip.

Copy of attached furnished to State
Department and l

~

for information in the event Newton later
decides to make the trip. Copy also sent
to Internal Security Division of Departmen

HEM;kah A

/>r
5'A •!

3....—

X

I..) .v,'!. , >
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^

(txslson

\C''’ , Mr. Fell-,

. /, jMr. Hasea

NR 013 SF CODED

l0t53PM NITEL 1/6/72 GRH

TO* DIRECTOR (105-165429)

All

fiAtr m#

Mr, Casper___
Mr. Conrad

Mr. Hnlhay
j

Mr. Clsvetoad I

Mr. PoBd«r I

Mr. 1

Mr. ’Waterat.— ''

Mr, WsUt«i3

Ife. Ssyw»— '

Sefe*. apom..
, „

ISdft Botmmk . . j

Mtait Gisaiy j

FROM* SAN FRANCISCO (157-1203)

O " f U—
HDEY PERCY NEWTON, AKA* # €M BP'P (KBE), . 1 4

RELIABLE SOURCE ADVISED JANUARY FIVE LAST, THAT

[iA® -ARRANGED AN INVITATION FOR HUEY P. NEWTON, BPP

MINISTER OF DETENSE, TO ATTEND THE FIFTH CONFERENCE OF THE

AFRO-ASIAN SOLIDARITY PEOPLE’S ORGANIZATION (AASPO) TO BE

HELD IN (iAiRO, EGYPT, SCHEDULED TO COMMENCE JANUARY TEN NEXT,

FOR THREE DAYS. SOURCE INDIGfflCD THE INVITAION HAD BEEN

(NOT FURTHER IDENTIFIED), THE CABLEGRAjI HAD BEEN SENT TO

END PAGE ONE ^ REC-21
• >

( >
‘ i

r ^
JAMldtS0i

o JAN 13 1372



PAGE TWO

SF 157-1203

NEWTON IN CARE OF THE OFFICE OF CHARLES GARRY, BPP ATTORNEY

IN SAN FRANCISCO. REPORTEDLY PROMINENT U.S.

BLACK MILITANT ACTIVIST, WAS ALSO TO ATTEND.

A SECOND SOURCE, RELIABLE, ADVISED THAT ON JANUARY

FIVE LAST, AN INDIVIDUAL IDENTIFYING HIMSELF AS

NE\nON* S SECRETARY

WHO WAS NOT AVAILABLE.

J WASHINGTON, D.C., CONTACTED

]aTTEMPTING TO REACH NEWTON

IrEFERRED to a PRIOR CONTACT

WITH FROM WHICH HE LEARNED OF NEWTON* S POSSIBLE

VISIT TO THE AASPO CONFERENCE IN CAIRO AND DESIRED TO DISCUSS

THIS MATTER WITH NEWTON. HE PLANNED TO CONTACT NEWTON LATER

IN THE DAY.

THIS SOURCE LATER ADVISED NEWTON THANKED
| |

FOR THE INVITATION TO THE CONFERENCE AND LEARNED

FROM

ACCORDING TO IT WAS DESIRED

END PAGE TWO



PAGE THREE

SF 157-1203

THAT NEWTON FLY TO MOSCOW* USSR* JANUARY TEN NEXT* AND FROM

THERE TO CAIRO* EGYPT* JANUARY ELEVEN NEXT, MISSING THE FIRST

DAY OF THE CONFERENCE. AFTER THE CONFERENCE

SAID NEWTON COULD PARTICIPATE IN THE CONFERENCE AS

A REGULAR MEMBER WITH VOTING PRIVILEGES.
| |

wAS SENDING

REPORTER TO COVER THE AASPO

CONFERENCE. THERE WAS NO INDICATIOn
[ |

hIMSELF PLANNED

TO ATTEND.

THIS SOURCE later ADVISED NEWTON HAD DISCUSSED

THIS PROPOSED TRIP WITH

WHO DID NOT BELIEVE NEWTON SHOULD MAKE THE TRIP

FOR SECURITY REASONS. NEWTON HAD INDICATED TO
| |

THAT IF

HE MADE THE TRIP HE HOPED TO ALSO VISIT TANZANIA



PAGE FOUR

SF 157-1203

« A THIRD SOURCE, RELIABLE, ADVISED THAT NEVTOR LATER
i- :

1 1
INFORMED AN UNKNOWN INDIVIDUAL THAT HE WOULD HAVE TO DECLINE

•4
% THE INVITATION WHICH HAD BEEN MADE. SOURCE DID NOT KNOW IF

M NEWTON WAS THEN SPEAKING WITH

m APPEARED IT MAY HAVE BEEN AS THIS WAS at ABOUT THE

TIME HE INTENDED TO RECONTACT NEWTON.

THIS SOURCE FURTHER ADVISED THAT AFTER DECLINING

f; THIS TRIP, NEWTON INFORMED SOME OF HIS BPP CONFIDANTES THAT

ADMINISTRATIVEt FIRST SOURCE IS

SECOND SOURCE IS

THIRD SOURCE IS
|

NO LHN BEING SUBMITTED BY SAN FRANCISCO INASMUCH

AS SUBJECT DECLINED OFFER TO MAKE THIS TRIP. DETAILS WILL

BE INCLUDED IN NEXT REPORT TO BE SUBMITTED IN NEWTON CASE.

END PAGE FOUR



|PA6E five

ISF 157* 1203

j

FOR INFORMATION OF WASHINGTON FIELD,

joRIGINAL CONTACT WITH NEWTON MADE AT TEN FIFTYNINE AM.,

jjANUARY FIVE LAST. SECOND CONTACT WITH NEWTON, BELIEVED BY

I 1 MADE AT APPROXIMATELY TWELVE ZERO SIX P.M., JANUARY
I

Ifive last.
\

I 1
:b2

I

BUREAU MAY DESIRE TO INF0RM|
|

STATE DEPARTMENT

AND APPROPRIATE LEGATS OF AASPO CONFERENCE, CAIRO, EGYPT,

jJANOARY TEN TO THIRTEEN NEXT, IN THE EVENT NO PRIOR

liNFORMATION HAS BEEN RECEIVED REGARDING THIS MATTER.

B '

S' iHOLD



FEDERAL BUREAU CF LNVEST C j

COMMUNICATIONS SEC*
, {

JAN I1 197? ^
‘ 0

TELETYf

1/11/72 MCC

ATTN. D I D

NR 012 SF CODE

7:M PM URGENT

'TO DIRECTOR (1 05 -1654?, 9)

BOSTON

y NEW YORK

FROM SAN FRANCISCO (157-1203) 2P

O
«IJ_

ORI/'CTOM COt'ilAli^cD

HUEY PERCY NEWTON, AKA . , EM - BPP (KB E ). HEREIN IS U^iClASSiFe
'HBiEUI la

SUBJECT ,
DEPARTED

17 7 7

ELEVEN instant, ABOARD AMERICAN AIRLINES FLIGHT SIXTEEN EN ROUTE

JOHN F. KENNEDY AIRPORT, NEW YORK, TO ARRIVE EIGHT ZERO THREE

P.M., SAME DATE .

SAN FRANCISCO SOURCES KNOW OF NO CHANGES IN PLANS OF

AT RANDOM HOUSE, NEW YORK

UJ

SUBJECT TO MEET WITH

CITYI^ EXCEPT ORIGINAL APPOINTMENT CANNOT BE MET AS IT WAS

SCHEDULED FOR AFTERNOON OF JANUARY ELEVEN INSTANT.

REO-’ffi

END PAGE ONE

y

- fi

(f^

54 0 1972

15 JAN 14 1972



be
PAGE TWO b7c

ADMINISTRATIVE

RESFTELS JANUARY TEN LAST, CONCERNING SUBJECT, SFTEL

JANUARY ELEVEN INSTANT, CAPTIONED 'BLACK PANTHER PARTY - INTERNATIONAL

RELATIONS - CHINA, EM", AND SFTELCALL TO NEW YORK, JANUARY ELEVEN

INSTANT .

DEPARTURE OF ABOVE
INDIVIDUALS OBSERVED BY SAS

NEW YORK AFFORD APPROPRIATE COVERAGE AND ADVISE WHEN SUBJECT

DEPARTS NEW YORK CITY TO RETURN TO SAN FRANCISCO AREA.

END

HOLD

BJM FBI WASH DC



'WBTl&MION

NR 007 CODE
*

^

^

' 5 S-'CTION ^
1250 AM AM NITEL 1-12-72 MJW

J\y '

'

TO DlREp?^ (105-165429) \1^ZTYPE
ATTN. DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION

SAN FRANCISCO (157-1203)

FROM NEW YORK (157-2702)

HUEY PERCY NEWTON; AKA EM - 3PP (KBE)

Mt i-'rrrMf.TlON CONTAlMtO

RESFTEL TO NY INSTANT DATE.
4

Mk Tolson-.:. ,_

MrT Felt

Mr. Rosen

.Mi. Mohr

Mr. Bishop
^

Mr. Miller, ES_
Mr. Callahan

Mr. Caspar

.
jV.i'r Conrod

Mr. Dalhp.y

Mr. Cloveland

Mr. Ponder

;

.iVlr. Bales

Mi. Waikart

I'.ir. VVallors

1

iir. Solars,

Tele. Room
Miss Holmes

Miss Gandy

ON INSTANT DATE SA*

S

OF THE FBI OBSERVED HUEY NEWTON,
'

7
ARRIVE JFKIA ON AMERICAN AIRLINES

FLIGHT NUMBER ONE SIX AT EIGHT TWENTY FIVE PM. SUBJECTS MET

AT airport by AND THREE UNKNOWN MALE NEGROES AND

TRANSPORTED FROM AIRPORT BY NINETEEN SEVENTYTWO BUICK, LICENSE

VAN, LICENSE D NINE SIX - FOUR FIVE TWO REGISTERED TO STRONGHOLD

CONSOLIDATED PRODUCTION INC., ONE ZERO THREE PARK AVE., NY, NY.

END PAGE ONE

RiO*

I

, *5®
^

,,, ^

^

I

54JAN"C'>972

4//



PAGE TWO
be
b7C

administrative

SAS OBSERVING NEWTON ARE SA I

I
representatives of sis, NYCPD and port AUTHORITY

POLICE JFKIA WERE ALSO IN ATTENDANCE AT AIRPORT.

SOURCES TARGETED TO OBTAIN INFORMATION.

END
DCW

FBI WASH DC



m 003 SF CODE

1132AM URGENT \-\9-l9 MS

TO DIRECfOR (105-165429) ATTN J D .1 .D

.

Mr. Tolson

Mr. Felt

Mr. Rosen

Mr. Mohr

Mr. Bishop

Mr. Miller, ES_

Iilr. Callo'.ian

I
Mr. Casper

Mr. Cc'nr;d

Mr. Dolh

Hr. Cl' /^ .and_

Mr. Pender

Mr. Bates

Mr. V.'c!Va-t_

?Ii. V.'cl.-rs

—

Mr. So';oTa__

V-lo. itCOITl-

p.p.j Kolmes

Miss Gandy

—

YORK

FROM SAN FRANCISCO (157-1203) IP

HUEY PERCY NEWTON, AKA., EM - BPP (KBE)

SOURCE ADVISED THAT NEWTON AND PARTY ARE LOCATED IN NEW YORK

at phone NUMBER TWO ONE TWO - JU SIX - SEVEN ZERO ZERO ZERO , ROOM

NUMBER TWENTYFIVE TEN. SOURCE ALSO ADVISED THEY REPORTEDLY WOULD

RETURN TO SAN FRANCISCO, THURSDAY, JANUARY THIRTEEN NEXT.

ADMINISTRATIVE :

REMYTEL JANUARY ELEVEN LAST

SOURCE IS

MRF FBI WA DC

:b2 V/
b7D

RU. IWDRMWIW
COriJAlfJED

Of,TE_UA=M—

RfC2]

... 072



FEDERAL BUREAU OF. 1NVEST|||||0N.

COMMUNICATIONS. .SEip)f4

JAN 1 3 197Z
, ^

feacTDCPE

m (?!03 SF CODE

144PM URGE^>^^I5-7? MS

TO DTBTctOR (105-165429)

NEW YORK

ATTN : D .1 .D .

R?OM SAN FRANCISCO ( 157-1203)

HIIEY PERCY MWTOW, AKA., EM - BPP (KBE)

Mr. Tolson

Mr. Felt

Mr. Rosen

Mr. Molir

Mr. Eis'iop .

Mr. r.;;']' ssj

Mr. Collauccn

Mr. Cocper

Mr. Con rod

Mr. Dalboy

Mr. Clevcland-

Mr. Ponder

Mr. Botes

Mr. Waikort

Mr. Wallers

Mr. Soynrs

Tele. Room
Miss Holmes

Miss Gandy

SOURCE FURNISHED INFORMATION THAT HUEY NEWTON,
|

RETURNED TO OAKLAND, C.ALIF., AND WERE
|

AT TWELVE TWENTY A .M . ,
JANUARY THIRTEEN INSTANT. SOURCE

WAS IN POSSESSION OF NO/ INFORMATION RELATING TO THE PURPOSE OF THE

TRIP TO NEW YORK OR THE RESULTS.

ADMINISTR.ATIVE ;

SOURCE IS

GXC FBI WASHDC

ALL INFCRL^ATK)!! CG^-^/iIkED

HEREIN IS UNClASSlFltO

DATE }l .BY

sS

^ JAN 1-9 1912

54 inf'" KiQ72



NR 03 i NY CODE

A840 PM URGENT 12-72^H

TO DIRECm (105-165429)

FROM

S/YN FRANCISCO (157-1203)

NEW YORK (157-2702)

fEDFIiALf;imAi’V-i\x. :. „ .N 1^

JAM i 2 1972

TELETyr-t:

HUEY PERCY ""NEWTON, ALSO KNOWN AS, EM -

HUEY NEWTON RESIDING WHILE IN NYC AT NEW YORK HILTON

HOTEL, FIFTY THIRD STREET AND AVENUE OF THE AMERICAS IN ROOM

TWO FIVE ONE ZERO.

SAS OF FBI OBSERVED NEWTON,

leave IN S’lAN'i •>

DATE AND RETURN TO NEW YORK HILTON HOTEL. NYC TELEPHONE

DIRECTORIES FOR COUNTY OF MANHATTAN LIST AMONG OTHERS
7—wzr

ADMINISTRATIVE

RENYTEL, ONE ELEVEN LAST; SAN FRANCISCO TELETYPE,

ONE TWELVE INSTANT.

RESFTEL ADVISED NEWTON CBR TWO ONE TWO DASH JU SIX

SEVEN THOUSAND WHILE IN NYC. NY TELEPHONE DIRECTORY LIST THIS
/ / /J

NUMBER AS NY HILTON HOTEL.
'Sc

SAS OBSERVING NEWTON ARE SA’S

END

BJMFB0^J^DC _ V

CLR



JR f5'?5 SF CODE
(i

r:45AM Nim. 1/91/12 BEH 1
-22^72

If/"

TO: DI;RECT0R (1'^5-1654?9) (ATTN; DID)

FROM; SAN FRANCISCO (I?7-l?.03) 1 PAGE

WJEY PERCY NEWTON, AKA., EM - BPP (KBE).

Mi. Tolson—
Mr. Fell

E4r. Rosen

Mr. Mohr

Mr. Bishop, j-

I*. MUIor,-®

Mi. Collahak:

Mi. Casper

Mr. Conrad

Mr. Dal'i

Ivir. Clove Ic-id

Mr. Ponder

Mr. Bates

Mr. Woi 'arl—

Mr. Wcl.orJ

—

Mr. Sovars

—

Tele. Room

—

Miss Holmes-

Miss Gandy-

RELIABLE SOURCE ADVISED JANUARY TWENTYONE INSTANT, THAT
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Domestic Intelligence Division

INFORMATIVE NOTE

Attached reports Huey P. Newton, leade;
of the extremist Black Panther Party (BPP
is scheduled to appear on the Merv Griffii
network television show on 1/28/72 at New

also is to appear on
show and it appears they may discuss
recent activities in the San Francisco,
California, area centering around BPP
boycotting of a liquor store and setting
up of the United Black Fund to receive
contributions from local businessmen for
black survival programs. H has
participated in these activities.

For information. Data in attached
furnished to Internal Security Division
of the Department.
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DIRECTOR (105-165429)

NEW YORK
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FROM

HUEY PERCY NEWTON , ^ - S

RELIABLE SOURCE ADVISED JANUARY SEVENTEEN LAST,

that BPP MINISTER HUEY P. NEWTON HAD BEEN SCHEDULED TO APPEAR

ON THE MERV GRIFFIN NETWORK TELEVISION SHOW ON JANUARY

TWENTYEIGHT NEXT, ORIGINATING IN NEW YORK. ii)

REPORTEDLY

WAS TO

REC-18 UAL
appear on THIS SHOW WITH NEWTON. IT WAS NOT Ki«NWrir-|

V

WAS TO BE NEWTON'S GUEST OR'ISRIFFIN 'S GUEST , BUST
|

|972
t

SUPPOSED TO BE AVAILABLE IN THE AREA JANUARY TW«ffYE4a4IT >Newl

AS HE WAS TO GIVE A SPEECH THAT DAY AT SOME MILITARY SCHOOL ^

END PAGE ONE

ce /SO ,

,

SbFEBi m

ALL INFORMATION COffTAlNED,
’

HERON IS UNCLASSIHED \ ;

DATE UrL'ff. BY^o3''K0i?/gc0^
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PAGE TWO

SF 157- 1303

IN NEW JERSEY, THE IDENTITY OF WHICH WAS UNKNOWN TO SOURCE.

I

HAS RECENTLY BEEN ACTIVE IN BEHALF OF
| |

lN

NEGOTIATING A SETTLEMENT OF THE BPP BOYCOTT Of I

AND WAS APPARENTLY INSTRUMENTAL IN SETTING'

UP THE UNITED BLACK FUND IN THE BAY AREA, INC., TO RECEIVE

ODNTRIBUTIONS FOR BLACK SURVIVAL PROGRAMS FROM LOCAL

BUSINESSMEN. SOURCE BELIEVED NEWTON AND

DISCUSS THIS SITUATION ONE THE GRIFFIN SHOW.

WOULD PROBABLY

WAS TO CONTACT

REPRESENTATIVE INE NEW YORK TO OBTAIN DETAILS OF

Taping the show.

ADMINISTRATIVE :

RE LOS ANGELES TELETYPE JANUARY SEVENTEEN LAST .

SOURCE IS
I

NEW YORK VERIFY NEWTON’S TV APPEARANCE AND ARRANGE APPROPRIATE

COVERAGE OF SAME.

SAN FRANCISCO WILL ADVISE OF ANY OTHER DETAILS OBTAINED

and OF TRAVEL OF NEWTON WHEN LEARNED.

HOLD
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ATTN: DID

LOS ANGELES

SAN FRANCISCO

FROM NEW YORK (100-161993 2P

HUEY PERCY NEw'^ON

EXTREMIST MATTERS-BPP (KBE)

M
If

To'.'j. "[ .v.m_

Idiio TC,L’liaes_

Mios Gandy—

REC-66

REFERENCE SAN FRANCISCO NITEL TO BUREAU, DATED CiANAURY ——

»

EIGHTEEN, LAST.

ON JANUARY TWENTY ONE INSTANT,

111 JAN 27^72

METROMEDIA TLEVISION,

NEW YORK CITY, ADVISED TO BEST OF HIS KNOWLEDGE THAT MERV <

GRIFFEN WOULD BE WITH CBS IN LOS ANGLES TO MID-FEBRUARY WHEN >

HE WOULD LEAVE CBS AND COME WITH METROMEDIA. HE ADVISED IT

IS NOW PLANNED THAT GRIFFEN WOULD DO HIS SHOWS FROM LOS ANGELES

WHERE HE IS NOW BASED.

END page ONE

cy

AU. INFORMATION CONTAINED
\

HcRElN IS UNClASSfflED \
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PAGE TWO

ON janaury twenty one instant,

CBS, FIFTY ONE WEST FIFTY FIRST STREET,

NEW YORK CITY, ADVISED THAT QRIFFEN IS DOING HIS SHOWS AT THIS

TIME IN LOS ANGELES.

LEAD

LOS ANGELES CONDUCT INVESTIGATION SET FORTH IN

REFERENCED NITEL.

END
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ransmit the following in
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Dife: inm
(Type in plaintext or code)

AIR MAIL
(Priority)

DIRECTOR, FBI (105-165429)

SAC, SAN FRANCISCO (157-1203)

SUBJECT: HUEY PERCY NEWTON, aka
EM - BPP (KBE)
00 - San Francisco

Enclosed ^ for the Bureau are five (5) copies of
an LHM concerning^ sub j ect ' s appearance on a local television
station in San Fr'^artfcisco , California, on 11/11/71.

A tape recording of the audio portion of the /
television program was made by the San Francisc o OffiftX
is being retained in San Francisco file, I \

^

Source mentioned in LHM is

r
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In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

MUNIT^ STATES DEPARTMENT OF JU*CE
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

San Francisco, California

January 7, 1972

HUEY PERCY NEWTON

On October 17, 1971, a source reported that an
Interview of Huey Percy Newton concerning his recent trip to
China had been taped on the afternoon of October 17, 1971.
The program was taped at the studios of television station
KQED, San Francisco, to be broadcast on a later date which
had not yet been set.

Huey Percy Newton is publicly known as
co-founder and Minister of Defense of
the Black Panther Party (BPP).

The BPP is a black extremist organization
started in Oakland, California, in
December, 1966, It advocates the use of
guns and guerrilla tactics to bring about
the overthrow of the United States
Government

.

On November 11, 1971, the above source reported
that the taped interview of Newton would be broadcast on
KQED-TV, San Francisco, at 10:00 PM, November 11, 1971.

Following is a transcript made from a tape
recording of the audio portion of a show called "Scan"
televised over KQED-TV, San Francisco, at 10:00 PM,
November 11, L97l. The hostsof this program were J^-e^pTu s

s

1 n

and CarolynVfraven who Interviewed Newton:

Ml INFOWWtlKJN
C0NTWN2)

datuWAi—

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions
of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to

your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed
outside your agency.

g yOj
^



HUEY PERCY NEWTON

Russin: "... One recent American visitor to China is Huey
Newton, who is also the co-founder of the Black
Panther Party. Mr. Newton obviously hoped he

would like what he found in China and, in fact, he returned
with rather favorable impressions. But, despite his clear
political leanings, his views are really not all that
different from the views of a perhaps more orthodox political
commentator of the New York Times, James Reston. Carolyn and
I talked with Huey Newton recently about his visit and here
are some of his impressions;

Craven: Huey, what were your first impressions when you
entered China?

Newton: It was very much like the first day I got out of
jail, when I took off my shirt; it was like taking
off my shirt on a hot day. It felt cool and com-

fortable. For the first time in my life I experienced
freedom.

Craven: What do you mean by that?

Newton: When we entered the borders of the Peoples Republic
of China, we went into Customs, of course. We had
gone into Customs in Hong Kong, where we were

harassed, we were stripped, and each article in our bags were
examined. When we reached the Peoples Republic we went into
Customs, they counted our bags and asked us for our papers
and passports, which we gave to them. And suddenly, they
suddenly said that you've just passed Customs. And we took
a train then from Canton, which is right on the borderline,
to Hong Kong, and we went to meet our friends who were
waiting for us.

Russin; What was the train ride like?

Newton; In Canton. We stayed two days in Canton, which is
the southern part of China.

Russin: What was the train ride like?

Newton: The train was very smooth, electric train ride. It
was right on time, which is amazing, from my
experience on trains in the United States. They've

eliminated first, second and third class. All of the seats

2



HUEY PERCY NEWTON

are soft seats and there's only one class. It's air
conditioned and the scenery of the countryside is very
beautiful.

Russin: Can you describe..., James Reston said that his
impression of it was that it wasn't just farmed,
it was sculptured. What was your impression of it?

Newton; It was definitely a work of art. Very green this
time of year and it was very well planned. You
could see that there was much thought and much

work they've put into their countryside. It's basically an
agricultural country. The cattle, we saw many cows and
other livestock. They were very fat and this was in contrast
to the animals we saw in Hong Kong. Very lean and the people
in Hong Kong suffering. Many of the people lived in gutters
and side of the street. So much begging and while you had
the tower in Conrad Hilton Hotel and the Mandarin Hotel
owned by the British. This is a big contrast between the
very rich and the very poor and very dirty country, Hong
Kong. This was just the antithesis of China, the Peoples
Republic. It is very clean, no one begging or accepting
tips, even. And you didn't see the big contrast between the
very rich and the very poor. Everyone had a home whether it
was in the communes on the farms or in the city.

Russin: What was the, was there a great difference between
life in the city and life in the country and the
way people lived?

Newton: The countryside, of course, wasn't as busy as the
streets or wasn't as busy as in the city area, but
it was the same kind of enthusiasm. The people

were very well clothed and the housing was, seemed to be
sufficient. There is much housing going up, much new
development.

Russin: What kind of housing is, what does it look like?

Newton: The houses are apartment houses built on a commune
style. In other words, communes are Independent
little cities and they usually are communes that

will grow or else manufacture. Canton, the city area, now
manufactures, they produce automobiles, locomotives and much
heavy equipment, also clothes and so forth.

3



HUEY PERCY NEWTON

Russln: Are these apartments that they're putting up or,
one room for cooking for a whole lot of people
or does everyone has a separate kitchen?

Newton: No, everyone has a separate kitchen, each family.
They are joined or innerconnected and you also
have public eating places inside a commune or a

restaurant so you can make a choice of eating at home or
eating out.

Russln: What was the food like that the ordinary people
eat?

Newton: We ate inside of the hotel, restaurants, and also
we ate inside of communes, the farming communes
as well as the factories. The food is in abundance.

Usually we received a ten course meal, even inside the factory.
We ate beef, pork, chicken, duck, only one meal, mind you, and
with various vegetables and pastry. The food in Canton, or
southern China, is more skillfully prepared and more spicy
than the food in the north. Even though the people in Canton
speak of the Peking duck, the duck in Canton is not as tasty
but is very v;ell prepared. I liked the food in the south
better . . .

.

Russin: Did you like Chinese food before you went?

Newton: I've been to Chinese restaurants, but the food, of
course, is not commercially prepared and is much
different. It's more skillfully prepared.

Russin: How is it different?

Newton: I think it's the seasoning is much different than
the, maybe it's the whole environment.

Craven: Were you being received as official guests of the
Chinese Government?

Newton: Yes. We were guests of honor of the Chinese
Government, the Chinese Communist Party.

Russln: And did you travel with translators and was the
language a problem?

4



HUEY PERCY NEWTON

Newton; We were supplied with three translators. There
was no problem of communicating and I didn’t feel
any language barrier. Much of the time I would

over-talk my interpreter because I would feel that I was
understood and the Chinese responded that I would do this,
they said that I would do this because in fact we do speak the
same language.

Craven: You were in Canton for two days and then you went
from Canton to Peking?

Newton: Yes.

Craven: And how were you received in Peking and how was
that different from Canton?

Newton; We were received by members of the Central Committee
of the Chinese Communist Party in Peking. We flew
from Canton to Peking, a very comfortable flight on

a propellor, a prop plane. The stewardess and the stewards on
the plane, who most of the time were Red Guard members, ex-
plained the countryside to us. There is no smog there .

So ... .

Russin; Even over the factories?

Newton: Even though, I’ll talke about, there’s no smog
over the factory but, the Chinese people always
asked for criticism and I criticized one of the

factories inside of Peking, steel factories as well as loco-
motive factories. The trip was explained on the plane ride.
A very clear view of the ground area. They asked us not to
take photographs from the air. You could see the communes,
thousands of communes. I understand there are more than
100,000 independent communes and what I mean by this, the
communes are operated like little cities where the people
share many things and they usually are sharing the work.
There is a work that’s to be characteristic or typical of one
kind of commune area. In the farm area they might be con-
cerned with growing spinach or rice and another commune, its
responsibility would be to make clothing and so the people
work on mostly, they would take part in this one job even
though there are other jobs to keep the commune up. It’s
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very clean country. The people never cease polishing lamp
lights. Incidentally, electricity Is all over China.
They've used their waterways and I was impressed and sur-
prised that you had electricity inside of all the communes.

Russln: What kind of clothing did they wear? Is there a

wide choice of clothing or is it pretty standard?

Newton: It's standard clothings There's no clothing
problem. They have a functional uniform, is worn
by the army as well as by the people. The. army's

uniform is olive green. You have a militia where it's a

blue color, but the type of material is the same, a khaki kind
of material.

Russin: Did you find any people, are young people happy
without, in most countries of the world now
socialist, totalitarian, this country, the young

people generally are expressing one kind of statement or
another by wearing all different kinds of clothing. Did you
find any itchiness to do that in China?

Newton: None whatsoever. The men and the women wear the
same clothes. I talked to many members of the Red
Guard and they were serving the people. They worked

on the trains explaining things to the passengers as well as
cleaning the train. And they say that they've gotten out of
being just theoreticians, they've put a theory into practice
and they're serving the people.

Craven: Did you find many class differences or differences
in lifestyles between, for example, members of the
Central Committee and the rest of the population or

higher-ups in government and the rest of the population?

Newton: The Chinese explained that at this time they haven't
reached the galatarism (Phonetic) where everyone
has exactly the same, but the difference between the

lowest paid and the highest paid is very slight. Everyone can
enjoy enough food, enough clothing, shoes and housing. There
is no distinction in the role of the man and the woman. The
head of the train that took us from the border Hong Kong into
the city of Canton is a woman and she always asked to be
criticized, criticize the train and tell how comfortable your
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ride was and she wasn't satisfied when I couldn't find any
criticism on the train.

Russin; Well, did you find any difference in the way the
people you visited with in communes say lived
and the way the Central Committee members lived,

the people you met in Peking?

Newton: As I explained it, the general difference between
lowest and highest is very slight and the basic
necessities are in the abundance. There are

certain things that the Central Committee and the government
heads enjoyed that the people don't enjoy.

Russin: Like what?

Newton: I qualify enjoy because certain things they use.
You don't have many automobiles inside the Peoples
Republic. They've just started to produce them.

The Central Committee and government officials use the auto-
mobiles in order to transport mostly foreigners and to move
their bags from one side of the country to the other. So
they explained there is a difference between the lowest and
the highest and this won't be resolved until they can pro-
duce more than enough for everyone but this is their goal.
But they pick no bones about the difference, but the main
thing is that no one is privileged to these things. If you
don't use it there's no work to, or for specific purpose
then you don't use them at all. The Central Committee is
required to work on the farms as well as the factory. They
put so much time a week or if it would break their work
program, if they put time in the week, then they put a year or
two periodically inside a factory or on a farm. The army is
not a consumption army. They produce their own food, they
work inside of various communes teaching armament and mili-
tary tactics to the people as well as working on whatever
projects that's inside.

Russin: Is it a draft army?

Newton: I don't think so but I'm afraid to say. They have
a very large army. They say they have over a hundred
million in army, a hundred million in their militia

and a hudred million volunteers. I don't know whether they
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draft them or not but the army looks very much like the
people because you find the army working on the farms and
working in the factories. And their job mostly is to train
the people on these communes or in the factories the mili-
tary tactics while they learn how to work. And each
Central Committee member goes on a march from one commune to
the other, so you find, and join with the people. They have
packs on their backs, plus shovels, work equipment because
in the even of way they say they will have to go from place
to place but they will have to work in each commune.

Craven: All the reporters that have come back from China
recently have reported that China is preparing for
war. Did you see signs of that all over China?

Newton: Yes. China is preparing for a defensive war.
They are very much afraid and apprehensive about
the stance of the United States, The Soviet Union,

and the new militarists in Japan. They say that to prove
that they are not prepared for an aggressive war most of the
preparation is in digging tunnels and as they say we can’t
attack anyone with tunnels.

Russin: What were those tunnels like?

Newton: The tunnels are most sophisticated that the tunnels
they used to fight the Japanese. As you very well
know, the final blow dealt to the Japanese invaders

was the retreat of the people in the various communes into
these tunnels and then the Chinese people would come up and
fight the rear guard of the Japanese that finally baffled
and defeated the Japanese. Now, these were mostly dirt
tunnels where you had cave-ins and you had sanitary problems
and so forth. Now the underground tunnels are all cement,
they have latrines, kitchens, radio networks, air pumped in,
many trap doors and exit points, and all of them are inter-
connected. They say that they just about have them inter-
connected throughout the over 100,000 communes. In the city
it was explained how they gauge how many people would use
the street and how many minutes it would take to evacuate them
into these tunnels.

8
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Russin: In the United States they’ve claimed, when there
was a lot of talk about building tunnels and
shelters here at one time, most of the scientific

community here felt that you really just couldn't build a

tunnel that would be near nuclear explosion that would work.
Do they believe that if there were direct strikes on the major
cities that those tunnels would withstand a nuclear
explosion?

Newton: I think that a direct hit, I'm not a scientist, a

direct hit upon any tunnel by nuclear warhead
would probably do great damage in a concentrated

area. The point I'm making that the cities are important in
China as they are in the Soviet Union and here, Even if you
wipe out a city you still have to deal with the majority of
the Chinese people and also the equivalent is decentralized,
including military equipment. It's all dispersed, most of the
airports are extremely small because they have them dispersed
all over the country. So it's true that a direct hit of a

bomb could hurt and slaughter many people but the point is it
wouldn't cripple the Peoples Republic. I truly believe that
they will be able to retaliate and that's their position, not
that the tunnel will save everyone, but the tunnel would save
enough people that the country could still function. And
they're not worried about their port area or their city
area being hurt very badly.

Russin: What was it like to talk with Premier Chou?

Newton: Let me ask this. You know, living in this
country gave me a new enthusiasm to change things
so that World War III would not happen. I had to

come back to this country because they have a liberated
territory. We have to liberate our country and make sure
that the people have the power as they have there.

Craven; Tell us what it was like to see Premier Chou En-lai
and what was the real purpose in your going to
China? Was it to see Premier Chou?

Newton: It was to deliver a message to the Chinese people
and to the Central Committee of the Chinese
Communist Party and also a message, a petition to

Chairman Mao Tse-tung. I have the message here but it's in
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my case and I would like to read the message because the news
media would riot carry it. They only carried the question-
answer period upon our arrival here, and I wonder if we could...

Russin: Well, we'll get it in a minute. Why don't you
just tell us a little about what he was like.

Newton: The first thing, I didn't think, I didn't, I

wasn't for sure that we would be able to see an
official as high as Premier Chou En-lai, who is

second in command now of the Chinese Communist Party. He's
next to Mao Tse-tung himself. We were Informed by our inter-
preters and guides that we would be able to have a private
meeting with Premier Chou En-lai where there were only six
people there, honored guests of the government. We were
told that we were supposed to see someone and finally we
were taken out to the Peoples Congress Hall, which is a very
beautiful building, a huge building that has a dining room
in it that seats over 10,000 people. And this is only one of
the dining rooms. They have other smaller dining rooms.
This building was put up in 10 months and it's all marble
and a very beautiful building. We met Premier Chou En-lai
and he's very warm person. He impressed us by his very
sharp wit and his...

Russin: Can you give us an example?

Newton: Well, he spoke about incidents in the United
States where the Party was involved. He spoke of
the attack upon our office in L.A. and also he

knew of my trial. He asked if Jensen would be the prosecutor
the next time and he also had copies of "The Black Panther"
paper. We had copies with us but they already were reading
the paper.

Russin: Did they like that paper?

Newton: Yes, they like the paper very much. He was
concerned about the American people generally and
he asked the Party to deliver a message that he

supported the struggle of the American people against the
reactionary regime here, that the Chinese people are not
against the American people, they are against the common
enemy and that's Nlxon-Rocjcef eller regime.
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Russin; If he said that to you, did he explain, did you
ask him why he was meeting with Nixon?

Newton: I didn’t ask him at the private meeting why. I

understood why the Nixon meeting. At a group
meeting where there was 200 foreigners and many

Americans and news reporters, he went into an explanation
of the Nixon visit for about three hours.

Craven: We don't have quite that much time here.

Newton: I'll give you the essence of the conversation. I

think he belabored it. I didn't think that it
required such an explanation but it did relieve

many of the American and foreign people who were there. In
other words, I had a visit with Premier Chou En-lai two
times, once a small meeting with the honored guests in the
country and then the second meeting with the larger group.
After the smaller meeting, which was the first one, we had
dinner inside of the Peoples Congress Hall where about 300
or 400 people were there and v/e walked in with Premier Chou
En-lai while the International was playing and this was a

fascinating experience. We had at our table the head of
the Peking University, a woman, and we had the head of the
army after Lin Piao. And I have the name down and I can't
remember many of the Chinese names. But at the meeting we
were explained Nixon's visit. He said that first that the
line of the Nixon visit will be if the negotiations were
successful then he would be very glad. If the negotiations
failed, then fine, but he explained that China is willing to
talk to anyone and that they thought it very peculiar that
while Nixon and the American government denied the existence
of the Peoples Republic they would travel many miles to come
there to visit the Peoples Republic of China. The negotia-
tion, he didn't have high hopes for but he didn't look at it

in a pessimistic way,

Russin; You mentioned that you had a statement that you
gave to Premier Chou. What was the nub of that
statement ?

Newton: We went to the Peoples Republic of China to
deliver a petition to Chairman Mao Tse-tung,
Chinese Communist Party, and in fact we delivered

the statement through Premier Chou En-lai. In essence, the
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statement pointed out that a short time ago the prisoners
at Attica asked the Black Panther Party to be their chief
negotiators for their freedom, to negotiate with Nixon,
Rockefeller and Oswald who had taken their freedom away. We

— took this under note, and we went to the Peoples Republic of
China to ask the Chinese people to be chief negotiator for
the oppressed people of the world and we thought China was
appropriate because of our experience at Attica. We
realize that when the victim is divided and weak that the
aggressor will not negotiate. The Chinese people are free,
very strong concern about the condition of the world, so
therefore Nixon, Oswald, Rockefeller would not be as
trigger-happy as they were at Attica. Perhaps they would
see that it was in their best interest and the people's best
interest to resolve the contradiction and give freedom to

the people of the world.

Craven: Were there any other things in China in terms of
their revolution that Inspired you in terms or
gave you ideas or answers to problems in terms of

how you see the American revolution taking place?

Newton: I think that the experience in China, number one,
gave me a world view and the experience of people
living a collective life but not a life of conformity

where everyone would do the same thing, act the same way and
say the same worlds. The Chinese people always asked for
criticism,

Russln: I was going to ask you, you said, ask you again
about your criticism of the factory. What was
your criticism?

Newton: Oh yes. We went to this, a number of steel
factories and the Chinese people as I said con-
stantly asked criticism. And I wanted to test this

to see if they were serious, how they would take criticism.
So in this metal factory, it was a small one, 5,000 workers,
and each worker as we went in would stop his machine and
hold up the Red Book and say that you are welcome. They had
large signs saying the Black Panther Party is welcome aiid

so as we were leaving they asked criticisms and I don't
know much about machinery and so forth but I do know about
pollution. I looked at a pipe that was putting black smoke
into the air and I told them that in the United States we

12



HUEY PERCY NEWTON

have community-wide or national if you want disaster with
smog, pollution in the air and mercury in our water because
of the filth that and the poison that comes from the factory,
and if they didn't watch out they would end up suffering
just as we suffer from the poison of our environment through
our development. And they said that they would immediately
go into session about this and talk about filters and they
appreciated the criticism. I went on to explain that man
is a part of nature and everything is interconnected and
there is internal contradiction to everything so this leads
to development, the clashing of things and something new
comes out. So I said while man is a part of nature he is a

contradiction to nature and there is a struggle going on be-
tween the natural forces and man's effort to live longer,
better and with less manual labor put forth. So I said that
if they were not careful they would have an antagonistic
contradiction with nature where they would negate themselves
through trying to control other things.

Russin: Did that seem like a new idea to them?

Newton: I told them that they would have to reach a

rational relationship with nature. Excuse me.
After we explained to them man's contradiction to

nature they invited me to stay to teach some Marxlsm-
Lenlnlsm-Maolst thought because they said that we knew it
better than they did, and I explained to them...

Russin: You think they were putting you on?

Newton: I explained to them, they always seemed very sincere,
and this is why I tested their confident request for
criticism. They write it down and they were very

excited about it, What they do about it is yet to be measured,
you see, so their seriousness can only be measured according
to their practice. But the one thing that they made very
clear is that, or I made clear to them I said it's known
that it's not because we're better in Marxist-Leninist-
Maoist thought. I told them it was obvious they were better
because we were only speaking of theory and they have made
this theory a reality, as a nation anyway, and we've yet to
put ours in practice. So we were there to learn from them
really because learning experience going on all the time.

Russin; Would you feel comfortable living there, or what
would make you uhcomf or table about living in China?

13



HUEY PERCY NEWTON

Newton: I would feel comfortable living there and then
I'll talk about what would make me very uncom-
fortable. The first thing, the first time in my

life I truly experienced freedom and lack of, and no racial
discrimination at all. We were welcome in homes as well as
in factories and it was really impressive because I know
that most of them never seen blacks before. Very few white
people and even fewer black people. And we didn't notice
any racial discrimination at all and that there was much
armament in the streets and military. They're in preparation
for war, a defensive war, but I felt a peace for the first
time in my life that I've ever seen any man with a weapon and
didn't feel intimidated by them. We were protected and
escorted by the members of the Red Army and 1 knew they were
there to protect us.

Russin: We have just about a minute left. I wanted to ask
you, you said there would be one thing that would
make you uncomfortable.

Newton: Oh yes, what would make me uncomfortable. They
asked us to stay there, they asked me to stay there,
they thought I was very courageous to go back

knowing that I might go to prison. I told them that if I

stayed there I would feel uncomfortable after a while, I would
feel that I was a soldier who ran away from his post. They've
liberated their territory and I wasn't really part of that
experience, that in the United States that we would have to
have our own revolution, we would have to have our own
revolution, we would have to liberate our territory, and our
revolution might take on a different character but it would
be for the same purpose, that is to put the power in the
people's hands and against the same enemy, that's the ruling
circle that's headed by Rockefeller and Nixon. After a

while I would be afraid, I felt very peaceful there, but 1

think after a while I would feel guilty that I ran out on my
fellow inmates, and that's all of the people in the United
States, because we're really in prison. Some of us are
aware of it and some of us are unaware of it, but in fact
this is the same that we get in the smaller prisons, the
state penitentiary. You have people who are agents and who
also Inmates or agents of the police authorities there be-
cause they are unaware that they really should be fighting
against a common enemy, that's their boss.

14
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In Reply, Please R^er to

File No.

libUNllPb STATES DEPARTMENT OF JEjMCE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

San Francisco, California

January 7, 1972

Title HUEY PERCY NEWTON

Reference Memorandum dated and captioned
as above at San Francisco.

All sources (except ajiy listed below) whose identities

are concealed in referenced communication have furnished reliable

information in the past.

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the proF>erty
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(Type in plaintext or code)
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(Priority)
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DIRECTOR, FBI (105-1M429)

SAC, SAN FRANCISCO (157-1203)

o
HUEY PERCY NEWTON, aka
EM - BPP (KBE)
00 - San Francisco

Remy tel \ll\lll.

Enclosed for Bureau are five (5) copies of an
LHM regarding proposed appearance on national television
news of subject.
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In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

UN*D STATES DEPARTMENT OF J^flCE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

San Francisco, California

January 24, 1972

HUEY PERCY NEWTON

On January 21, 1972, a source, vho has furnished
reliable Information in the past, advised that Huey Percy
Newton was scheduled to appear on a taped interview on
NBC news on January 22, 1972.

Newton did not appear on the news program as
scheduled either nationally or locally,

Huey Percy Newton is the co-founder and
Minister of Defense of the Black Panther
Party(BPP).

The BPP is a black extremist organization
started in Oakland, California, in December,
1966. It advocates the use of guns and
guerrilla tactics to bring about the over-
throw of the United States Government.

All !NFORMATK)N CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions
of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed
outside your agency.
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Transmit the following in
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Date: 1/25/72

(Type in plaintext or code)

(Priority)

DIRECTOR, FBI ( 105-1W29)

PROM; SAC, NEW YORK (157-2702) (ROC)

(9
SUBJECT: HUEY PERCY NEWTON aka

EM - BPP
(KBE)

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED ,

Re NY teletypes to Director dated, 1/12/72.

Enclosed for the Bureau are five copies of an LHM
dated and captioned as above. Also enclosed are two (2) copies
of LHM for the San Francisco Office.

follows

:

Identity of sources utilized in the LHM are as

First source:
Second source:

•inff NEWTON at .San Francisco are

NEWTON at JFKIA are

SAS observing t'JEWTON at are

rwro/cA . „ r— /i

©Bureau (EnclS. 5)(RM) I

2-San Franciscii (Encls. 2)(RM)
1-New York JjIj

iJAN 29 1972
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In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

UIVrTED STATES DEPARTlijtoi:’ OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INJ tGATION

Bufile 105-165^29
NYfile 157-2702

New York i New York
January 25j 1972

Huey Perc:y. Heirton
Extaeemist "Hatter *

Black P^theJP- Party

Black Panther Party (BPP)

The BPP is a black extremist organization
started in Oakland^ Galifoi^ia, in ^

December, I966. It advocates the use of
guns and guerrilla tacjics to bring about
the overthrow of the United States' Government,

Huey Percy Newton is publicly known as the
Minister of Defense and Co-founder of the BPP.

On January 11, I972 Special Agents (J^S) of the Hoderal
Bureau ofi Investigation (PBI) observed Huey NeWtcm,

|

/ 1 [ all mem^^, depart Sah Francisco v

\ International Airport oh~hoard*T^rican Airlines Flight 16, uenroute
I to John Kennedy International Airport (JPKIA), New YOik City,
New York. T" 1

On January 11 . 1072/ SASW the FBI observed Huey Newton,
arrive JFKIA on Arnerican Airline

s

T?T-t frh^h . yh fl-h
r ^5 -> w,»whnn

J |
[met at JFKIA by

_ land transported from rne airport~Bv a 1972 Buick
New Y6trik License I I registered to
I I

New York and a ,

This document contains neither r0e6**®®^‘^^tions nor
conclusions of the FBI. It is the propOi^y of the FBI and is
loaned to ybur agencyj it-^tl| its contents are not to he dis-
tributed outside your agencF^ . ‘ ^

GSCHB I
ExcItKied from automatic g,LxF( 3

r

dovng^b^ing and
daeieCssirication

iPraOURIATS agencies

1-3 'OFFICES

advisee eceiin? .



be
Huey Percy Newton b7c

1972 Ford Van, New York License D96-452 registered to Stronghold
Consolidated Production, Incorporated, 103 Park Avenue, New
York City, New York.

Stronghold Consolidated Productions, Incorporated
(SCPI) has been incorporated in the State of
New York hvF Inf the law firm

New York City. SCPI handles the financial trans-
actions of the RPP through its leading functionary

who are both
authorized to utter checks drawn against SCPI.

On January 12, 1972 a source advised that while in New
York, Huey Newton is residing at the New York Hilton Hotel,

Street and the Avenue of the Americas, New York City, New
York in Room 2510.

On January 12. 1Q7P SAS of the FBI observed Huey Newton.

New York City. New York, and return to the New York HiIton
Hotel. New York City Telephone directories for the County of
Manhattan list among others the I I

New York City, New York.

On January 1^. IQ72 a second source advised that
returned to Oakland, California on thisNewton,

date.

On January 17, 1972 a representative of Harcourt, Brace
and Janavich, a publishing firm, advised that Huey Newton's new
book ''Revolutionary Suicide" has not been completed and the
possibility exist that it could appear on the Pall, 1972 publication
list.

During the month of January, 1972 several sources who
are familiar with BPP activities were contacted coneeming
Newton's travel to New York City but no positive information was
developed.

2*
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unTted states department of justice

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

In Reply, Please Re^er to

FUeNo.

Bufile 105-165^29
NYfile 157-2702

New Yorfcj New Yoric

January 25, 1972

Title Huey Percy Newton

Character Extremist Ma tters-Blacfc Panther Party

Reference is made to Federal Bureau of
Investigation memorandum, dated and captioned as above.

All sources (except any listed below) whose identities
are concealed in referenced communication have furnished reliable
information in the past.

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It Is the property
of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside
your agency.
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2/3/72
be
b7C

To: SAC, San Fran^^^ (157-1203)

From: Director, FBI j^£Q.4|f05-165429)

HUEY PERCY NEWTON

EM - BPP (KBE)

Reurtel 1/31/72.

Expedite transcribing of tape relating to

television appearance, as mentioned in referenced teletype, and

promptly submit LHH.

'i,

LGB:aso (5)
*

NOTE : Subject, a leader of the indiLted

treippif-t"^^^^

fe^riylndrcatfd!" sLISncis^l Office has a tape of subject*s

appearance and will transcribe it.

HERan

DM

Mr. Tolson .

Mr. Felt

Mr. Rosen _

Mr. Mohr .

Mr. Bishop

Mr. Miller, E.S.

Mr. Callahan —
Mr. Casper

Mr. Conrad

Mr. Dalbey

Mr. Cleveland _
Mr. Ponder

Mr. Bates

Mr. Waikart

Mr. Walters

Mr. Soyars

Tele. Room
Miss Holmes .

Miss Gandy _

i'”''

'.mm i -(

mail room \zt\ ^TELETYPE UNIT !ZD



II? 001 SF PLAIN

!:43PM URGENT 1/31/72 MAH

TOs DIRE^^R (105-165429) (ATTN DID)

FROM: SAN FRANCISCO (157-1203) 2P

ALL INFOatiiATlon

herein !S UNClASSiFlt^ >:
. be ^

*/fr> hic

c. Extremist Matter ^
HUEY PERCY NEWTON. EM « BPP (KBE). Key Black Extremist ,

- -
"'b

Black Panther Party

IN A taped television APPEARANCE ON THE K60 - TV PROGRAM^ ^
"CALL-OUT" ON JANUARY THIRTY, LAST, IN SAN FRANCISCO, Wiev^

|

NEWTON TALKED OF THE BPP *5 DEDICATION TO ESTABLISHING A BLA^K

ODMMUNITY DESTROYED THROUGH ENSLAVEMENT. HE SAID POLITICAL POWER

_SriLL COMES FROM THE BARREL OF A GUN, BUT CULMINATES IN OWNERSHIP

bt^-AND CONTROL OF LAND AND INSTITUTIONS THEREON. HE STATED HIS

PHILOSOPHIES HAVE NOT CHANGED SINCE NINETEEN SIXTY SIX, WHEN HE

EVEN THEN WAS IN OPPOSITION TO MANY OF THE MAJORITY DECISIONS OF THE

BPP CENTRAL COMMITTEE. HE FELT IT WAS WRONG TO GIVE THE "EITHER -
.

V
OR" POLICY TO THE PEOPLE WHEREIN YOU EITHER PICK UP THE GUN AND BE

AN ARMED REVOLUTIONARY, OR YOU CAN’T BE INVOLVED IN THE LIBERATION

STRUGGLE.

THE "SAN FRANCISCO CHRONICLE" OF JANUARY THIRTY ONE, INSTANT,

CARRIED AN ARTICLE SETTING OUT AN INTERVIEW WITH HUEY NEWTON AT

HIS apartment, newton said THE BPP POLICY WILL STRESS A NATIONAL

VOTER REGISTRATION DRIVE AND PICKE^|||tekANTS TO FORCE THEM TO
,, ^

CONTRIBUTE MONEY AND MERCHANDISE. / -WO

'*END PAGE ONE 18 FEB V 1972
j



SF 157-1205

NEWTON said THE BPP WILL NOT ALIGN THEMSELVES WITH ANY POLITICAL

PARTY, BUT WILL ENCOURAGE PEOPLE TO VOTE FOR CANDIDATES WHO ARE

INTERESTED IN THE BPP sJ^RVIVAL PROGRAMS.

HE also SAID THE CURRENT SOCIAL SYSTEM WILL PROBABLY HAVE TO BE

DESTROYED IN THE LONG RUN , ’BUT WE CON ’T DEAL WITH IT BEFORE IT IS

TIME TO DEAL WITH IT".

NEWTON added HE THOUGHT THE BPP HAD BECOME ALIENATED P'cjRM THE

BLACK COMMUNITY THROUGH SHOOT-OUTS AND VIOLENT RHETORIC , BUT HE

made it clear that the panthers had BO INTENTION OF ABANDONING THEIR GUNS#

ADMINISTRATIVE:

A TAPE OF NEWTON'S TELEVISION APPEARANCE IS BEING TRANSCRIBED

AND WILL BE INCLUDED IN AN LHM TO FOLLOW.
memo

END

BJM FBI WASH DC

CLR
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"
' tFEDERAL^UREAU OF INVE^IGATION

repo.Vting office

SAN FRANCISCO
TITLE OF CASE

OFFICE OF ORIGIN

SAN FRANCISCO

'

INVESTIGATIVE PERIOD

REPORT MADE BY

11/6/71 - 1/31/72

HUEY PERCY NEWTON, aka

and field OEFlt^W

advised BY RQU\l/lG

EM - BPP (KEY BLACK EXTREMIST)

REFERENCE; ReportNof SA
at San Francisco.

—I
, , v-r. : ;.i <

- P -

. ..y
.

ADMINISTRATIVE:

Agents observing Sub.iect at San Francisco on I/III72.,

k on 1/11/72,

''L' ,r LS^*" i wl'i*

ACCOMPLISHMENTS CLAIMED ACQUIT-
SAVINGS

I
RECOVERIES I TALS

APPROVED

^^COPIES MADm

KQ- Bureau (105-165429) (RM)

SPEC! AL. AGENT
IN CHARGE

1 - U.S. Secret Service, San Francisco
(Class 3,5a,6,c) (RM)

2 - San Francisco (157-1203)

Dissemination Record of Attached Report Notations

Agency

Request Reed.

Dale Fwd.

How Fwd.

57FEB2 3S72^^ COVER PAGE
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Identity of Source File Where Located
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I''V>305 (Rev. 11-22-^71)
> »

I.

9

4.

l^c] Subject’s name is included in the ADEX.
IxiThe data appearing on the ADEX Card are current.

I I Cdianges on the ADEX Card are necessary and Form FB-,122 submitted to

the Bureau.

A suitable photograph is is not available.

Date photograph was taken 2/26/71
5. Cl] Subject is employed in a key facility and IS

charged with security responsibility. Interested agencies are

6 .
[X] This report is classified C0N^!]HbB?tlX4.L because

(state reason) the xinauthorizga disclosure of information
contained therein could be prejudicial to the defense interests
of the nation.

7 CC Subject previously interviewed (dates)

[5cl Subject was not reinterviewed because (state reason)

Previous attempts have been made to interview him but he declined.

8 . CC This case no longer meets the ADEX criteria and a

letter has been directed to the Bureau recommending cancellation.

9. QC This case has been reevaluated in the light of the ADEX
criteria and it continues to fall within such criteria because (state reason)

Subject is Minister of Defense and Co-founder of the BPP,

10- Subject’s ADEX card is tabbed Category I II nill IV

[3^ Subject’s activities warrant such tabbing because (state reasons)

of his position as leader of the BPP.

IT [Xj Security Flash Notice (FD-165) to Identification Division:

E Suinni tted — - 6/-6/6-7 Placed ® Yes No
(date)

12. Subject is Extremist in Category I of ADEX and Stop Notice has been placed

with NCIC. _ ^ ^

wvmmvms
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

Director

United States Secret Service

Department of the Treasury

Washington, D. C. 20220

Dear Sir:

The information furnished herewith concerns an individual who is believed to be

covered by the agreement between the FBI and Secret Service concerning Presidential pro-

tection, and to fall within the category or categories checked.

1. Has attempted or threatened bodily harm to any government official or employee,

including foreign government officials residing in or planning an imminent visit to the

U. S., because of his official status.

2. Has attempted or threatened to redress a grievance against any public official by other

than legal means.

3. £] Because of background is potentially dangerous; or has been identified as member or

participant in communist movement; or has been under active investigation as member

of other group or organization inimical to U. S.

4. U. S. citizens or residents who defect from the U. S. to countries in the Soviet or

Chinese Communist blocs and return.

5. gj Subversives, ultrarightists, racists and fascists who meet one or more of the following

criteria:

(a) [3 Evidence of emotional instability (including unstable residence and

employment record) or irrational or suicidal behavior:

(b) 3 Expressions of strong or violent anti-U. S. sentiment;

(c) 3 Prior acts (including arrests or convictions) or conduct or statements

indicating a propensity for violence and antipathy toward good order

and government.

6. Individuals involved in illegal bombing or illegal bomb-making.

Photograph has been furnished enclosed is not available

I I
may be available through

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535

Febmary 7, 1972

\

Very truly yours,-

Edgar^Io^^^^
Director

1 - Special Agent in Charge (Enclosure(s) (1)
U. S. Secret Service . San FranciSCO (RM)

Enclosure(s) (Upon removal of classified enclosures, if any, this transmittal form
becomes UNCLASSIFIED.)
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unTted states department of jiStice
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Copy lo; U.S. Secret Service, San Francisco (Class 3»5a,b,c) (RM)

Report of:

Dote: 2/7/72

Field Office File #: 157-1203

Title: HUEY PERCY NEWTON

Office: SAN FRANCISCO

oj File 105-165429

Character: EXTREMIST MTTER - BLACK PANTHER PARTY

tffJj

Synopsii: HUEY PERCY NEWTON resides at 1200 Lakeshore Avenue,
Oakland, California, and is publicly known as Mnister of
Defense and Co-founder of the BPP, He is also known as Servant
of the People, NEl'/TON's third trial for manslaughter ended in
a mistrial on 12/11/71, when the -jury was deadlocked at 6 and 6.
On 12/15/71, the Alameda County District Attorney declined to
prosecute NEWTON for the fourth time. NEWTON participated in
the

I [picket line and also travelled to New York, He
has been involved in dealings with Stronghold Consolidated
Productions, Incorporated, and has contacted a number of promi-
nent persons outside the BPP,. NEWTON has made one TV appearance
and has two others scheduled. Some results of his trip to
Mainland China are set out.

- P -

DETAILS:

I, BACKGROUND

A. Residence and Employment declassified BYN?^

AUG 2 6

automatic
downkra
declaim'ification'^

AFPKOPRIAI

AM) Pl^ C

advisidV
SLIP(S; C\

k AGmeiMB
pPlCES
fcfUIIHG

,
.

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI, It is the property of the^BI and is loaned to
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From November 5, 1971, to January 31, 1972, sources
have reported that HUEY NEWTON resides at 1200 Lakeshore
Avenue, Oakland, California, Apartment 25A. He is publicly
knovm as the Minister of Defense and Co-founder of the Black
Panther Party. He is also known publicly as the Servant of the
People.

From his apartment, NEWTON is actively engaged on a
full-time basis running the Black Panther Party by making
decisions affecting policy, personnel and activities of the
Party.

T-1, T-2, T-3
11/5/71 to 1/31/72

The Black Panther Party (BPP) is a black
extremist organization in Oakland,
California, in December, 1966. It advo-
cates the use of guns and guerrilla tactics
to bring about the overthrow of the United
States Government.

B. Activities

1. Retrial of Huey P. Newton

When the second' trial of HUEY NEWTON on the charge
of manslaughter, arising out of the killing of Oakland Police
Officer JOHN FREY, ended in a mistrial in Oal^land, California,
on August 8, 1971, a date of October 12, 1971, was set for
another trial on the same charge.

On October 12, 1971, NEWTON appeared in Alameda
County Superior Court as scheduled before Senior Superior Court
Judge ROBERT KRONINGER. Defense Attorney CHARLES R. GARRY
immediately made motion for the disqualification of all Superior
Court judges because they are "influenced and intimidated by an
organization known as Citizens for Law and Order." GARRY
claimed this organization insists that all judges mete out
harsher sentences and has a program aimed at replacing "unduly
lenient or permissive judges." Judge KRONINGER summarily denied
this motion, saying it had no legal basis.

- 2 -
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Motions for dismissal and for disqualification of
the presiding Judge were denied; however, on November 2, 1971,
Judge COOK dismissed a 1964 felony conviction against NEWTON,
stemming from a charge of assault with a deadly weapon. Judge
COOK ruled that NEWTON' s Constitutional rights were violated
when he was denied permission to have an "advisor" assist him
in his self-defense of the charge.

On the afternoon of November 2, 1971, the selection
of a jury to hear the third trial of NEWTON commenced in
Alameda County Superior Court, Oakland, before Judge COOK.

After both sides had presented their case, it went
to the jury on December 8, 1971. After three days of delibera-
tion the jury, composed of four men and eight women, reported
on December 11, 1971, that they were hopelessly deadlocked at
six for conviction and six for acquittal. Judge then declared
a mistrial.

On December 15, 1971, the Alameda County District
Attorney declined to prosecute NEWTON for the fourth time and
charges were dismissed.

^
I Bovcott

Oakland . California, advised that the BPP
began uicketinfij |on JUly 31, 1971, after the refusal
by

| l
and^O'Lner fflemoers of CAL-PAK to make continuous

contributions of SIO per week each to the BPP Survival Program.

CAL-PAK is an association of Oakland
liquor store owners.

Picketing was almost continuous from July 31, 1971,
to January 16, 1972, when it was announced that an agreement had
been reached between the BPP and CAIj-PAK for continuous contri-
butions to be made. Exact terms were not stated but picketing
was discontinued at that time.

HHEY NEWTON personally took part in the picketing of
n liquor store on November 3, 1971.

SF T-1, 11/3/71

- 5 -
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Travels of Huey Newton

Source advised HUEY NEWTON had an Rn-nnintment. in
New York on January 11, 1972, to meet one at
Randoti House. 201 East 50th Street, Nev; York"; According to
the source, I [is orenarine: a book on the collective
writings of HOEr^STON.

SF T-2, 1/10/72

I'JEOTON was observed by Agents of the San Francisco
Office departing San Francisco on American Airlines Flight #16
at 12 noon on January 11, 1972, and was observed by New York
Agents of the FBI arriving at New'Tork at 8:25 p.m. the same
date.

On January 12, 1972, NElr'/TON and his party returned
to Oakland, California. The exact purpose of his trip has
not been furnished by source.

SF T-3, 1/13/72

4. Connections With Stronghold
Consolidated Productions. Inc. 'SCPI

SCPI is a Black Panther Party corporation.

As of October 31, 1971, the one year lease o^HUEY
NEWTON'S apartment at 1200 Lalceshore Avenue, Oakland, California,
expired and was not renewed by the building managemeni/. Accor-
ding to source, the apartment is now rented to for
SCPI on a month to month basis, but NEWTON has given no indica-
tion that he intends to move from that location.

/ SF T-4, 10/31/71

Source advised that NEV/TON was in contact with

[

who has been involved in numerous
financial transactions for xhe BPP and who is sympathetic to
their cause, NEWTON requested ! |

to send the sum of .:^3500

to Attorney CHARLES GARRY and to send to him (NEWTON) |2500.

SF T-2, 11/12/71

- 4 -
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On November 15, 1971, requested f
send him $25,000 right away but ymiir) nnt. f

it was needed for except that it

~~| to

T-3, 11/15/71

/T
NE\>7T0N is attempting to negotiate a loan from

SF T-3, 11/16/71

On November 22
through NEWTON '

s

1Q71. MKOTON infnrmad by
I
that
that

a van.

a no-for the use of the BPP had been leased by SCPI and
interest loan in the amount of $23,000 had been negotiated by
SCPI with The agreement was to be signed by

SF T-2, 11/22/71

]was contacted by an individual from
the Bank of America, Emeryville Branch, and advised that the
bank had not received a $25,000 check in the name of HUEY
NEWTON on which payment had been stopped.

SF T-2, 12/6/71

tacted
Source subsequently advised that 1con-

.and requested that he in turn contact
I

]at the South Berkeley Branch, Bank of America, so she
could have authority to cash a check for $23,000 made out to
Stronghold Corporation, Her problem was that she did not have
enough identification to show that she

SF T-2, 12/10/71
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5. Results of Nevton*s Trip to China

The ”New China!’ News Release of October 6, 1971, con-
tained an article about NEWTON’ s trip to China. This article
is set out below:

- 6 -
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INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS
CHOU EN-IAI, KUO MO-JO, OTHERS MEET AMERICAN 'FRIENDS*

Piking NONA Internatlonsl Service In English 0058 GMT 6 Oct 71 B

(Text) Peking, Oct>6her 5 (HSINHUA) -Chou En-l«i, premier of the
State Council, Kuo Mo-Jo, vice chairman of the Standing Committee
of the National People's Congress, Kong Piao, head of the Inter-
national Liaison Department of the Central Committee of the
Communist Party of China, and Ting Hsi-lln, vice president of the
Chinese People's Association for Friendship With Foreign Coun-
tries; here this evening met and had a cordial, friendly conver-
sation with more than 70 American Friends who are now visiting
or working in Peking.

Among the American friends present at the meeeting were: All the
members o^ the delegation^ of the Revolutionary Union of the
United States; PABLO Y*'^UZMAN, leader of the Young Lords Party
of the United States ai d Puerto Rico; leaders of the Black Pan-
t/her Party of the United States HUEY NEWTON, ELAINE BROWN and
ROBERT BA^; the sixteen American young people led by Mrs. CARMELITA

WhINTON; and Mr. and Mrs. MAX ‘CRANICH, BILL'EPTON, JAGK^-BELDEN,
Mrs. SUSAN WARREN, DICK-FRANK, Mr. and Mrs. HOSW L. WILLIAMS,
f(r.and Mrs. JOHN S.:iSERVICE, WILLIAM H<^INT01%/JOANNE 'HINTON,
Mr. and Mrs. JACK^HULMAN, Mr. and Mrs. HENRY^^ILLCOX, Mr. end

,

Mrs. SAMUEL ROSEN, Mr. and Mrs. VICTOR uw. SIDEL and GEOPraEY COLLINS,
j

Present were also American friends and friends from other countries
in Peking PRANK -COE, RTJTH-^OE, SOL ADLER, PAT ADLER, ERWIN ENGST,
JOAN HINTON, BERTHA-'SNECK, SLEANOR^HARDIN, JULIAN--6CHUMAN , HERMAN

—&CHUMAN, SIDNEY-'SliAPIRO, IONE>MtRAMER , BETTiTCHANG, ALICE Br-tTHENG,
^UCILLB-STEW^D, CARMELITA' HjtNTON, PREB-SNGST, Mr. and Mrs. GEORGE
'^TEM, REWI^LLEY and HANB^LLER.

Present at the meeting were leading members and staff members
of Chinese organizations concerned including SHEN CHIEN, TANG
MING-chao, MaO PAO-chung, LI HSIAO-pal, CHIAO HSUEH-11, CHANG
WEN-chin, CHENG CHI-hung, KO PAI-nien, WU HSIAO-ta, YANG KUNG-su,
HSIAH HUA, WU CHIEH-plng, LI PO-shlh, LI PO-ti, LIU I-min,
LI YEN-nlen, LIN KANG, CHI CHAO-chu and TANG WEN-shang.

7
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When NEWTON,
|
travelled

to Mainland China in October, 1971, they did so as "friends"
rather than as comrades, but because of NEWTON 's verbosity and
his idea of inter-comniunalism, they probably were not too
highly regarded by the Chinese.

SF T-5, 11/11/71

6. Contacts With Persons
Outside the BPP /

Source advised that
|

I
was in San Francisco in October, 1971, and HUEY

NEWTON attempted to contact him to arrange a meeting. Source
was unable to say whether NEWTON was successful in this attempt.

SF T-1, 10/30/71

NEWTON had an appointment to meet with
I 1at his apartment on November 15, ±971.

have been
publicly described as radical members of
the

I

SF T-2, 11/3/71

HUEY NEWTON was visited by I

l
and his daughter on December 26, 1971. The purpose

of this visit was not known to source.
SF T-2, 12/26/71

On November 27, 1971, HUEY NEWTON visited F
~

in her cell in the Marin County, California, Jail where she is
awaiting trial on charges of I
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7. Television Appearance of Huey Nevrbon

On November 11, 1971, HUEY NEWTON appeared on a
taped interview program called, "Scan" televised over station
KQED-TV, San Francisco, California, at 10 p.m. This show was
hosted by CAROLYN CRAVEN and JOE RUSSIN, who interviewed NEWTON.
The entire interview was concerned with NEWTON’ s recent trip to
Mainland China. The following is a transcript of that interview:

- 9 -
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8, Scheduled TV Appearances by Newton

NEWTON is scheduled to appear on a TV show called,
"Call-out" on KGO-TV, San Francisco, on January 30, 1972.

SF T-2, 1/27/72

NKiTTON is also scheduled to appear on the MERV
GRIFFIN Show originating in New York at a date to be announced
later.

SF T-2, 1/17/72

9. Relations with Eldrldge Cleaver

ELDRIDGE CLEAVER is the former Minister
of Information of the BPP who broke with
HUEY NE^flON in 1971 and is now a U.S.
Fugitive living in Algiers.

On September 23, 1971, ELDRIDGE CLEA^/ER published a
"letter to the Lumpen". This letter dealt in part witli the role
played by HUEY NEWTON with "the absolute right of the Afro-
American people to take up arms and v>rage war against their
oppressor." CLEA'^/ER said that v/hen NElfTON killed Oakland Police
Officer JOHN FREY in October, 1967, he set a standard that had
to be met and for the LUMPM the feeling was good for the first
time. He said the correct method backed by. the correct analysis
was confirmed in LUMPEN eyes at the moment Officer FREY vias

officially declared dead. This then lead to the self-approval
of the LUMPEN to take the initiative and actually attack police
with guns and to kill them.

On October 3, 1971, ELDRIDGE CLEAVER taped a message
to "the brothers and sisters in Los Angeles" in vdiich he blamed
NEV/TON for making it so difficult to get money for his, CLEAVER’ s,
faction. He said that it was difficult to talk to NElfTON because
of all of his lackeys around, but the situation "needs to be
dealt with as a priority."

SF T-6, 10/15/71

- 24*
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In Reply, Please R^er to

File No.

* ^ •UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

San Francisco, California

February 7, 1972

Title

Character

Reference

HUEY PERCY NEWTON

EXTREMIST MATTER - BLACK PANTHER PARTY

Report of SA
dated and captioned as above,
at San Francisco, California,

All sources (except any listed below) whose identities
are concealed in referenced communication have furnished reliable
information in the past.

- /5 -
This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property
of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside
your agency.
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r:D:ii\L dlt>:au of ^'\^igation

E;o;,: viuNiCATiONS sectiont

^ 4 1972

rnLiiTYPE

W 001 SF CODE

10Jl^AM URGENT 2-4-7?> MS
<r

TO DIRE^R (105-165429) ATTN;D.I.D

atl'anta

FROM SAN FRANCISCO (157-1203) 2P

Mr. Tolson

Mi. Felt_

Mr. Kosen.

Mr. Mohr_

All 4
i:;::.-;;'! is i:;ffL-S3.;tia

L:

Bi3hop_y?

Miller, ^
Casper

—

.r-r

Ck /clo..id

Pmirif.r.

T*r,•rf^«

Wal.cis

—

Soycii

—

—
s ; Tl.

o ’.-i’f 'I-hpm:;

•j G^indy-

HUEY PERCY' NEWTON , AKA., EM - BPP (KBE)

RELIABLE SOURCE ADVISED FEBRUARY TWO, LAST, THAT

rro BPP SERVANT HUEY P. NEWTON, WAS IN CONTACT WITH THE /

ATLANTA CHAPTER OF THE BPP. \

SOURCE SAID WAS INFORMED NEWTON WAS SCHEDULED TO SPEAK

AT GEORGIA STATE COLLEGE AT TEN A.M., FEBRUARY TEN, NEXT, AND

ARRANGEMENTS HAD ALSO BEEN MADE FOR ANOTHER APPEARANCE BY NEWTON AT

EMORY UNIVERSITY AT FOUR P .M . , FEBRUARY TEN, NEXT. THE SPONSORING

GROUP AT EMORY, NOT IDENTIFIED, WAS TO PAY SEVEN HUNDRED AND FIFTYF

DOLLARS FOR NEWTON. L

SOURCE ALSO LEARNED THAT IT WAS HOPED NEWTON COULD ALSO APPEAR

THE FOLLOWING DAY AT MERCER UNIVERSITY, MACON, GA., AND EFFORTS |~

WERE BEING MADE TO PERFECT ARRANGEMENTS IN THIS REGARD. IT WAS

END PAGE ONE
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mOE TWO

RECALLED BY SOURCE THAT MERCER UNIVERSITY HAD ENDEAVORED IN THE PAST

TO SECURE NEWTON’S SERVICE.

SOURCE also INDICATED NEWTON’S SECRETARY MADE A SEPARATE

IN0UIRY AS TO THE LOCATION OF MOREHOUSE COLLEGE IN ATLANTA AND THE

POSSIBILITY EXISTS NEWTON MAY HAVE SOME PLAN TO APPEAR AT MOREHOUSE

OR SOME OTHER SCHOOL IN THE ATLANTA UNIVERSITY COMPLEX.

ANOTHER SOURCE ADVISED THAT ON FEBRUARY TWO, LAST,!
e.

—
ATTEMPTED, WITHOUT SUCCESS, TO CONTACT

S
SOURCE BELIEVED THAT NEWTON WOULD PROBABLY CONTACT

[
while in ATLANTA .

ADMINISTRATIVE :

FIRST SOURCE is
j

SECOND SOURCE IS

RESFTEL FEBRUARY ONE, LAST, CAPTIONED "BPP ATLANTA CHAPTER.'

SAN FRANCISCO WILL ADVISE ATLANTA OF TRAVEL DATA FOR NEWTON

WHEN obtained.

END
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norsAi; burbw/ of invest^tiosm DOMMUNICAHONS SEmOJ^

rCBS 197A/
1 :35AM NITEL 2-4-72 MH SENT 2-5-72f

FROM;

DI^TOR (105-165429) (ATTN; DID)

ATLANTA

SAN FRANCISCO (157-1203)

ALL INFORMATKIN COfiTAlNED

O' herein is UNCLASSiFlEi)

HUEY PERCY NEWTON, AKA., EM - BPP (KBE) . BV IfTdjL

Mi. Tol3on_____
ill. Felt -

Mr. Kgsch

Ms. M'.hr

Mr. Eishop

.Mr. I. rirr,

III. CaEa'ran ®
I.'Ii'. Carr er ' I

I Mr. ’'rv.-'2r_

:

Ml. Baior

Hr. 'Vv'ci'.-iTt.

H:. Wal.'-rj-

Hr. Soyeia—

Tc!c. B"on

Mira r.rlues.

RELIABLE SOURCE ADVISED FEBRUARY THREE LAST THaT^;PL_^

I TO HUEY NEWTON, CONTACTED
| ]TF

ATLANTA, GEORGIA, INFORMING HIM THAT NEWTON WOULD NOT BE ABLE

TO MAKE AN APPEARANCE AT MERCER UNIVERSITY, MACON, GEORGIA, M

REQUESTED.

NUMBER

REQUESTED THAT

AT TELEPHONE NUMBER

AT TELEPHONE

ROOM FIVE TWO ONE,

SE ADVISED NEWTON COULD NOT MAKE THIS APPEARANCE

ALSO REQUESTED TO INSURE NEWTON GETS

A ROOM ON THE TOP, OR THIRTIETH FLOOR, OF THE HOTEL WHICH

WOULD SEEM TO INDICATE NEWTON AGAIN PLANS TO STAY AT THE

REGENCY HYATT HOUSE WHILE IN ATLANTA

administrative:

RESFTEL FEBRUARY FOUR INSTANT.

10C-36

F£3 10 1972

SOURCE IS

TRAVEL DATA FOR NEWTON WILL BE FORWARDED WHEN OBTAINED

) f

FEB 17 1972
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Transmit the following in

A I R T E L

Date: mill

(Type in plaintext or code)

AIR MAIL
(Priority)

SUBJECT:

DIRECTOR, FBI (105-165429)

SAC, SAN FRANCISCO (157-1203) (P)

HUEY PERCY^EWTON, aka
EM - BPP (KBE)

Enclosed to the Bureau are five (5) copies of an
LHM which is self-explanatory.

Source is /

/HI INFORMATION CONTAINED

HEREIN IS UNCIASSIFIEO

DATE l/>/0>97

2'- Bureau (Ends .5 ) (RM)
2 - San Francisco

(1 - 157-2870) (BPP-IDEOLOGY)
KFM/jr

REC-B

5 1,972

Special Agent in Charge
U. S. GOVERNIMFCNT PRINTING OFFICE: 1971 —413 — 135
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In Reply, Please Refer to

FOeNo.

JNITED STATES DEPARTMENT m' JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

San Francisco, California

February 3, 1972

HUEY PERCY NEWTON

ALL !NF0RW1ATO CONTAIMBB

HEREIN IS UiCLASSIFIED

0ATF/Wd>t7 BY ce/n^

Huey Percy Newton has been publicly
Identified as Servant of the People and
Co-founder of the Black Panther Party (BPP)

.

The BPP is a black extremist organization
started in Oakland, California, In December,
1966. It advocates the use of guns and
guerrilla tactics to bring about the over-
throw of the United States Government.

A source furnished information that Huey Newton was
Interviewed at his apartment on January 30, 1972, by a re-
porter for United Press International (UPI), but was unable to
furnish the text of Newton's remarks.

The "San Francisco Chronicle", a San Francisco,
California, daily newspaper, carried a story on January 31,
1972, captioned "Newton Says Panthers to Push Voter Registration".
This story sets out the results of the UPI interview of the
previous day.

In the interview, Newton said the Panthers have
rejected Eldridge Cleaver's "plck-up-the-gun-now" philosophy
in favor of a new national registration drive and community
organization. The latter will include picketing merchants to
force them to contribute merchandise.

Newton said the BPP will not officially align themselves
with a political group, but will encourage people to vote for

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions
of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed
outside your agency. /

OS'?
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HUEY PERCY NEWTON

candidates who are interested in our survival programs.

Newton said the Panthers still believe revolution
is probably inevitable and may be violent and they still
"don’t support the system, but the gun itself does not
symbolize a revolutionary. In order to win the revolution
you must participate".

He said the current social system will probably
have to be destroyed in the long run "but we can't deal with
it before it is time to deal with it".

The article quotes Newton's statement of May, 1971,
that the Party would get "involved with the church" at which
time he emphasized that he thought the Party had become
alienated from important segments of the black community
through shootouts and violent rhetoric.

According to the article, Newton also made it clear
that the Panthers had no intention of abandoning their weapons.

2 *
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3:55 PM URp^iNT 2/9/72 MCC

TO DIRE^^yfoR (105-165429) ATTN D I D

m;i^anta

FROM SAN FRANCISCO (157-1203) IP

HUEY PERCY NEWTON, AKA., EM - BPP (KBE)

'CoL-.oj

—

2.7-

I Mt.

x.Ir, iKiil-r, i !

lir. Ccilci’/iaa.

;£^. c— - -

I-- ',

Ci’,--. r-:"'

I

SOURCE ADVISED THAT HUEY NEWTON AND PARTY (PROBABLYr

] aND JOHN SEALE) WILL DEPART SAN I

FRANCISCO FEBRUARY NINE INSTANT, ON DELTA AIRLINES FLIGHT FOUR

SIX at TEN PM, TO ARRIVE ATLANTA, FIVE ZERO FIVE AM, FEBRUARY TEN

NEXT . THEY HAVE FIRST CLASS RESERVATIONS AND NOW PLAN TO STAY

AT THE SHERATON BILTMORE HOTEL IN ATLANTA.

ADMINISTRATIVE

SOURCE IS

ATLANTA SHOULD PROVIDE NECESSARY COVERAGE, W Ui^LASS^ilifD .

PLB FBI WA / m>m

ic FEB 11 1972
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:COMMUNICATIC»iS SECIIOM I
MR0?.l CG CODED

rtB 1019727
OuL-'

,, 110 AM P.-I0-7?, L4&W

PM UR^NT 2-9-72 RWR

TiT DIRECTOR (105-165429) (ATTN s DID)

^ ATLANTA

SAN FRANCISCO (157-1205)

FROM CHICAGO (157-3765) (P) 2P

TEl£TYPI

: Mr. Tolson

Mr. Fell.

Fli. iloseTi

Mr. Mohr
ivir. Biabop

Mr. bhUer, ES_

Mr. Cchahcn
bh'. Carper

Mr. Ccnrc'd

Mr. Dul'r-L-

'lx. Clevf'and—
all !L>rCRMAT!ON CONTAINED psvt:cnd

13 UliG’;.SSiFO

-r. Wa:;...

I
.irll. SOi’DTU

Tdo. Hcoin

Kolraes-

Miss Gandy—

HUEY PERCY NEWTON, AKA, EM - BPP (KBE ) ,
00: SAN

FRANCISCO .

RELIABLE SOURCE CHICAGO AND CHICAGO POLICE DEPARTMENT

SOURCE ADVISED TODAY THEY POSSESS NO INFORMATION REGARDING

1/m
IDENTITY OF TWO BPP MEMBERS ACCOMPANYING

|

[
ILLINOIS CHAPTER, BPP, CHICAGO, TO

.ATLANTA, FEBRUARY EIGHT, LAST, VIA DELTA AIRLINES (DA).

~|delta airlines

DA), CHICAGO, advised TODAY DA HAS TWENTY TWO DAILY FLIGHTS

TO ATLANTA FROM CHICAGO. STATED DA RESERVATIONS

RECORDS, CHICAGO, CONTAINED NO INFORMATION INDICATING

HELD RESERVATIONS TO ATLANTA. ADDED IT

JAS IMPOSSIBLE TO LOCATE DELTA PASSENGER TICKET WITHO
/

TICKET NUMBERED E TO COMPUTER SYSTEM OF Dj^gQ.
gg

END PAGE ^
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PAGE TWO

administrative

RE San FRANCISCO TEL FEBRUARY EIGHT, LAST.

CHICAGO FOLLOWING AND WILL ATTEMPT TO IDENTIFY

TWO INDIVIDUALS ACCOMPANYING
| |

tQ ATLANTA.

ATLANTA ATTEMPT TO IDENTIFY THOSE INDIVIDUALS

THROUGH SOURCES.

END
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COMMUNICAIIONS SU:riO^(

FF.B .119/7

TEL717<^ŝNR 005 SF CODE

^ URGENT 2/1/72 MAH

DIRECTOR (105-165706) (ATTN DID)

. ATLANTA (157-1680)

FROM! SAN FRANCISCO (157-2237) IP

BLACK PANTHER PARTY (BPP) - ATLANTA CHAPTER, EM - BPP .

SOURCE advised JANUARY THIRTYONE LAST, THAT HUEY NEWTON HAD

DECIDED TO FILL THE SPEAKING ENGAGEMENT AT GEORGIA STATE COLLEGE

ON FEBRUARY ELEVEN NEXT* ACCORDING TO SOURCE , BOBBY SEALE WAS

ORIGINALLY SCHEDULED TO SPEAK THERE BUT SINCE THERE HAD BEEN A

niASSEL" OVER IT NEWTON WOULD GO AS REQUESTED*

IS MAILING CONTRACTS TO BE

7)

7

unji

(r

COMPLETED AND EXPECTS AT LEAST NINE HUNDRED DOLLARS EXPENSE MONEY* p
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DIRECTPR (105-165429)

ATLANTA

CHICAGO

NEW ORLEANS

AU, iKi^c::;^;:non

^

HHktii'l iS
'

/, A //T -

////////ATTENTION DEMISTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION////////

FROM; SAN FRANCISCO (157-1205)

HJEY PERCY NEWTON , AKA., EM - BPP (KBE) %
A RELIABLE SOURCE HAS PREVIOUSLY REPORTED INFORMATION REGARDII

SCHEDULED SPEAKING ENGAGEMENTS FOR HUEY P. NEWTON AT UNIVERSITIE^

IN ATLANTA, FEBRUARY TEN NEXT. \
ON FEBRUARY SEVEN LAST, SOURCE ADVISED THATI

CONTACTED

TELEPHONE NUMBER

INSTRUCTED
| |

TO PRCEED TO ATLANTA WITH

ANOTHER BROTHER (PRESUMABLY TO SERVE AS SJil^piTY GUARDS FOR NEWTON

WHILE IN ATLANTA). I IsAID TICKETS WOULD BE PURCHASED BY NATIONAL

^ , f^EP-J2 /OC - /'/ i y
lEfDQUARTERS AND WIRED TO CHICAGO BUT| IwOULI) flAVE TO MAKE HISTO MAKE HIS

RESERVATIONS . SOURCE LATER LEARNEdP |rECONTACTED

END PAGE ONE ,
2 . FEB 11 1972
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R\6E TWO

b6
b7C
b7D

INFORMING HIM THAT HE AND TWO BROTHERS WERE DEPARTING FOR ATLANTA AT

ELEVEN A.M., FEBRUARY EIGHT INSTANT, VIA DELTA AIRLINES.
| |

SAID

THE ILLINOIS CHAPTER WOULD PAY FOR THE EXTRA TICKET.

SOURCE also learned FEBRUARY SEVEN LAST, THAT JOHN SEALE CON-

TACTED INSTRUCTING

HIM TO GET THREE OF THE BEST BROTHERS IN THE CHAPTER AND GO TO

ATLANTA RIGHT AWAY. HE INDICATED NEW ORLEANS WOULD. BEAR THE EXPENSE

OF THE TRAVEL . IN ATLANTA TO ARRANGEWAS TO MEET

THINGS FOR A VISIT BY HUEY NEWTON WHO WAS SPEAKING IN ATLANTA .

SEALE also told rrHAT NEWTON AND WOULD BE IN

ATLANTA WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY NINE NEXT AND

THERE .

WOULD MEET WITH

SEALE said THAT IF WAS ABLE TO MOVE FROM THE NEW

(ORLEANS area AFTER TWO TEN NEXT, HE SHOULD PLAN TO RETURN TO OAKLAND,

j

I AND SHOULD BRING ALL OF HIS CLOTHESCALIFORNIA , WITH

WITH HIM. IT WAS INDICATED ARRANGEMENTS HAD BEEN MADE FOR

BUT THE REASON WAS NOT DISCUSSED.

END PAGE TWO



PAGE’ THREE , ,

SOURCE FURTHER D^RMINED FEBRUARY SEVEN LAST^J^HAT NEWTON AND b'

HIS PARTY PROBABLY CONSISTING OF
| |

aND

POSSIBLY JOHN SEALE, WOULD BE STAYING AT THE REGENCY HYATT HOUSE IN

ATLANTA. IT WOULD APPEAR THEY WILL PROBABLY TRAVEL VIA DELTA AIRLINES

ON FEBRUARY NINE NEXT, POSSIBLY ON THE TWELVE ZERO FIVE P.M., FLIGHT

ARRIVING ATLANTA ABOUT SEVEN P .PI . , BUT EXACT TRAVEL ARRANGEPIENTS UN-

KNOWN at this time.

that

ON FEBRUARY SEVEN LAST, A SECOND RELIABLE SOURCE LEARNED

I
AND SOME OTHER BROTHERS HAD LEFT NEW ORLEANS FOR

ATLANTA THE NIGHT OF FEBRUARY SEVEN LAST. SOURCE CONFIRMED

FRESENCE IN ATLANTA THE MORNING OF FEBRUARY EIGHT INSTANT.

SOURCES WERE UNABLE TO IDENTIFY THE BPP MEMBERS ACCOM

-

PANYI NG TO ATLANTA.

ADMINISTRATIVE?

RESFTEL FEBRUARY FOUR LAST.

FIRST SOURCE is
|

SECOND SOURCE IS |

CHICAGO and new ORLEANS ADVISE ATLANTA OF IDENTITY OF BPP

MEMBERS TRAVELING TO ATLANTA WITH
|

ATLANTA ALERT BPP SOURCES AND NOTIFY APPROPRIATE LAW ENFORCE-

MENT SOURCES OF PRESENCE 0F|

MEMBERS .

and OTHER VISITING BPP

San FRANCISCO WILL ADVISE ATLANTA OF TRAVEL DATA FOR NEWTON

mRTY WHEN OBTAINED.

TJT FBI WASH DC CLR
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, AKA . EM - BPP (KBE)
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*^3d^S:33

RE ATLANTA TEL FEB. TEN, SEVENTYTWO .

NEWTON ,| OBSERVED BOARDING

DELTA FLIGHT NINETEEN LEAVING ATLANTA FOUR FORTYFIVE PM FEB .

TEN, SEVENTYTWO WITH LAYOVER DALLAS FIVE FORTY TO SIX THIRTY

FIVE PM, TO arrive SAN FRANCISCO EIGHT PM FEB. TEN, SEVENTY-

TWO.

LHM TO FOLLOW.
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In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.
San Francisco, California

February 7, 1972

I//

HUEY PERCY NEWTON

On January 30, ^72, Huey Newton appeared as a

guest on television sho^j/^Call-Out" which \fas presented by
KGO-TV in San Francisco and hosted by Russ/Coglln, a local
television and radio personality.

The following is a transcript of that interview:

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclu-
sions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is
loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be
distributed outside your agency.
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Announcer: . . Huey Newton were dropped in the

murder case of Oakland's Officer Fry.

Newton's attorney, Charles Garry had

this to say about Newton and that trial."

Cha r 1 e-s«^a rry : "I think the very history of this case

speaks for American justice, it shows

that American justice is, is absent

when it comes to men and women who have

political dissent, who are part of the,

and al , and who are also part of the

ghetto lives of America who are

rebelling against the oppression, the

type of, the type of, of justice that

fir. Newton has received."

Announcer: "That man is with us tonight on Call Out.

Hi, I'm Russ Coglin (ph). Huey Newton

will be our guest and we'll be talking

about V:^ Penther Party, its past,

present, and possibly its future, in

just a moment." (music)

Russ Coglin: "Much discussion, some pro, some con.

There are those who wonder about what

2



the aims are of the organization. What

about its , intelligent, handsome

leader who has led the Panthers into

being one of the highly recognized

political organizations in the country

as far as the Black movement is concerned.

He has a lot to say about a lot of things

and we're going to be finding out what

those things are with Huey Newton in

just a moment." (silence)

Russ Coglin: , . Huey is the fact is I guess more

people are confused about the Panther

Party then anything else. What basically

is the Panther's function? What is it

designed to do?"

Huey Newton: "We're dedicated to establishing a Black

community which was destroyed through

our historical enslavement and our

i ntruducti on to this country. We came

here in chains and our families were

destroyed. The families are basically

3
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the units that all other

institutions grow out of. Due to our

history and the oppression that we

suffered, we haven't been allowed to

establish a, the institutions necessary

to, for us to gain most of our desires

and live the kind of life that every

human being on the face of the earth

has a right to.”

Russ Coglin; "Do you feel then that, that you are

more or less the self-appointed, the

self-appointed party of the Black

people? Do you feel that you have the

endorsement of Black people, 90%,

100%? What percent would you say?"

Huey Newton: "We couldn't function unless we had

popular support. I wouldn't be out of

prison r;3« if it hadn't been for the

political movement and the will of the

people ordering and demanding my

release. So I think that history and

the events would justify and validate

A
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Russ Coglin;

Huey Newton:

i

our saying that we are a popular

political party,"

"But yet, by the same token and as

Charles Garry said on the film we

saw then, that pressure that was

brought on shows that it is possible

to work within the system. Now, as

a young, firebrand guy, you said at

one time you quoted the fact that

you thought the political power did

come out of the barrel of a gun. Do

you still hold to that now? . .
."

"Political power goes through the

parrel of a gun, but it culminates

in the ownership and control of the

land and the institutions thereon.

In other words, that the original

quote.j sjot'rse, the, from tlie

Chairman MAO Tse-tung, who now is the

Chairman of the Chinese Communist Party;

and if you are familiar with the

Chinese political state, the People's

Republic, you will see that it's a very

5
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peaceful country. They are armed, but

the arms are against aggressions, they

are not aggressive, and the quote came

from there, but you will see that you

don't have the Western type of gun duels

in the street. The Chinese achieve the

control of the land and the institutions

there and they intend on holding to it.

I think it's a misunderstanding of the

quotation in the term in the first place."

Russ Coglin: "
, do you have a percentage that

you would say you represent the Black

people. Is it fair to ask you a

question like that?"

Huey Newton; "There have been many polls taken, and

the latest one was a Harris Poll, It

showed about 65 to 80 % support for the

Black Pa.'.cner Party survival programs."

Russ Coglin: "But that's not really the philosophy

of the Panthers then, that is your

programs like the breakfast and the

charitable works that you do, but I mean as

the political force, would you feel

6



that you have that kind of support

from Black people?"

Huey Jlev/ton; "Well, of course, when we speak of

philosophies, ideologies, we're talking

about an abstraction, an idea, and an

idea is made material by putting it into

motion; or we only judge ideas or see

its validity through a material

manifestation. It would be incorrect

to break the Party^s program from the

Party's philosophy. The Party's

program and its activities in the

community is a result of the philosophy

of the Party."

Russ Coglin: "Activities in the community, that

inevitably lead us up to the situation

which has just been resolved, and 1 think

it bears discussion because you said

before and on the air, you misquoted one

of the cases, the Bill Boyette (ph) case,

the picketing or whatever you will, the

boycotting of Boyette's store, and which

7



he reported in the new . . the

press reported as I recall, that you

had asked for cash from him but he

had resented that and said he wanted

to give you, he would make whatever

payments necessary and material. Is

that, is that a correct statement?"

Huey Newton: "No it's not, it's wholly incorrect.

The issue, the contradiction arose

over one word and that was a

continuous donation. Boyette and the

Cal Pak Association together with the

wider segment of the business community

called the AD HOC Committee (ph)

oppose the continuous donation. Our

demand was a continuous donation and the

form and the amount would be decided

by the cc/.rcr-'’ butar . The businessmen

used the cash donation as a weapon for

propaganda against the Party's campaign

to establish a unity between the have-

nots of the community, or the lower

8
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# t

victim and what we call the higher

victim, which would be the small

business. Black businessman."

Russ Coglin: "Cash wasn't the issue then?"

Huey Newton: "No it was not."

Russ Coglin: "Okay." (both started talking)

Huey Newton: "Incidentally, the resolution of the

contradiction ended up with the

businessmen deciding that they would

rather give a cash donation then

material one."

Russ Coglin: "That was his decision."

Huey Newton: "It was their decision."

Russ Coglin: "I think, what that reminds me of is

in the early days of Fascist Germany

as an example, and I'm sure what you

stand for is certainly not fascism,

so don't ^akc wrong in the comparison,

but in those days, in the early days

where there was a prejudice to be

shown against the Jewish people, they

painted on store v/indows, Jew, which

meant that good Germans shouldn't shop

9
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in those stores because they were

run by Jewish people. Do you see any

similarity in that kind of a system

as to what the Panthers are doing

now as far as concerned?"

Huey Newton: "I would think not. The boycott or

the picket has been used for many

years in this country to congregate

for redress of grievances

protected by the First Amendment of

the American Constitution, so if

boycotting or picketing is fascism

or Hitler like, then that would mean

the First Amendment is also Hitler

like. I was . .
."

Russ Coglin: "The merchant has the right to operate

under the First Amendment too, doesn't

he. He's get a right to operate his

busi ness .

"

Huey Newton: "Of course he does, and the First

Amendment only protects the picketing

as long as there's no force and coercion

10



through any kind of phy . . ,

Russ Cogl i n

:

"... force in that Huey?"

Huey Newton

:

"There ..."

Russ Cogl i n

:

"There was a frightening aspect of

Huey Newton

:

• • •

"There, there, there is . .
."

Russ C 0 g 1 i n

:

"... peole."

Huey iTewton: "There, there is force, but no more

force then if condoned by law. The

businessmen in Cal Pak took us into

court for extortion. The District

Attorney referred it to Civil Court

where a restraining order was placed

upon the Black Panther Party. The

restraining order dictated that the

Party could only have 20 people walking

the picket line* two people two feet

away fr 0 ill x> he doori;ay giving information

out, and the 20 people six feet away.

We were engaged in this campaign of

this contradiction for five and one half

months and you can rest for sure that if

11
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v/e had violated any law of the United

States or local law, we would have

been arrested. We've been arrested

many times for lesser things and most

of the time wrongfully, but we were

there very visible, the police kept

us under surveillance, so I think that

the court answers your question. Now

you could accuse your court of being

fascist and I would agree with you,

but in this particular instance was a

just fight. Shortly before our boycott

of the Cal Pak Association and its

President Bill Boyette, we had been asked

by the members of Cal Pak to boycott

Mayfair because Mayfair stores would not

stop accepting liquor from distilleries

who wouldn't hire Black drivers on their

trucks. We engaged 150 people at

Mayfair, 51st and Telegraph in Oakland,

for a period of two or three weeks, we

would clear off the lot and they lost

12
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about $60,000 per day. The liquor

distilleries finally signed with

the Cal Pak Association because their

liquor was not being , was

not being sold, and . .

Russ Coglin: "Let me one thing though,

if it was a fascist court then Huey,

they would arbitrarily have stopped

you and you wouldn't have been able

to do it woul d you .

"

Huey Newton: "Oh, I, I, as I said in the first place,

in that particular instance I think

that the court was correct in condoning

the picket as long as we followed the

rules and regulations locally and state-

wide and also the federal regulations.

I think that our government and the laws

are not aba.c'!'ite i-’ascism, as a matter of

fact I don't speak 1n absolutes, but in many

cases this government, locally, state-

wide, and national resembles the Hitler

regime .

"

13
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Russ Coglin: "Okay, we'll talk about that in just a

moment, let me take a break here, and

we'll be back with guest Huey Newton

on Call Out right after this commercial

message." (music)

Russ Coglin: "... you guys involved with the

emancipation of Black people in this'

country, the H. Rap (ph) Browns, the

Stokley Charmichaels (ph), and the

Bobby Seales, and the Eldridge Cleavers

as an example, have kind of fallen by

the way, and you kind of remain as the

titular head and the spokesman on the, the

organization, the Panthers, and it would

seem to me that from the early beginnings

of the Panther^ and we talked about

what Stokley Charmichael said about he

looks in ,’Ctrospect now and says a lot

of methods of the Panthers were wrong,

the confrontations with the police and

constant pressures put on the police.

Would you feel that you've changed your

philosopies since your initial days in

1 4
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the Panthers?"

Huey Newton; "I wouldn’t say so. I think the Party

now is taking the course that was

laid out October, '66, when we laid

down our Ten Point Program and I

was put into prison, I was with the

Party about, almost one year and many

of the strategies used during that

time that I was in the opposition to

even though I supported, because the

majority of our Central Committee had

voted against me, and . .
.

"

Russ Coglin: "Would you do it different if you were

running the Party in those days?"

Huey Newton: "As I said I was in opposition to many

of the strategies used, but with any

party, with anything, that there are

bound to uS shortcomings because notfiing

is absolute."

Russ Coglin: ". . . people. Right?

Huey Newton: "Pardon me?"

Russ Coglin: "We're dealing with people."

15
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Huey Newton:

Russ Coglin:

Huey Newton:

Russ Coglin:

Huey Newton:

Russ Coglin:

"That's right. So, taking everything

under consideration, I, the very

fact that the Party survived is

demonstrous of some correct maneuvers

and I would explain the existing of

the Party today on the facts of history

that we made most of the right decisions.

The wrong decisions, of course, were

suffered for, but we withstood repression

from the outside and . .
."

"Could you quote me one of those wrong

decisions? . .
."

"And ..."

"What would you feel was a wrong decision?"

"
. . . and also internal contradictions,

this is the acid test for any organization,

party, or group."

"What would you say were one of the bad,

one of the contradictory things that you

did? That you wish you could have taken

back."

16
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Huey Nev/ton: "I, I think that it was V'/rong to give a

policy, what we called the either or

policy, to the community. Either you

pick up the gun and be an armed

revolutionist today or else you cannot

be involved in a liberation struggle.

I think this was the most detrimental

thing. History shows that only the

people make history, the mass of the

people, and without them there is no

revolution. They need a guiding light

and this guiding light must take under

consideration that the people would

never jump from A to Z. They are, they

evolve, or they're educated to move on

a higher progressive level, but you

cannot attempt to drop a plan on their

heads .

"

Russ Coglin: "When you use the term revolution, you're

talking about change. I want to point

that out."

Huey Newton: "Yes. A revolution is a process, it's

basically foundered on the struggle

17
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between the old and the new."

Russ Coglin: "Almost somebody jumping

he's a revolutionary.

Surely a revolutionary you advocate

change, that's the difference. We

have a gentleman on the telephone

that I want to talk to because we've

been talking about politics, and he

certainly gets involved in that, and

that's D'Army Bailey (ph), the re-elected

Mayor of the City of Berkeley and

there is some things I would like to

talk to him about while you are here,

and please feel free to jump in and make

any comments you want. Thank you.

Hello. D'Army?"

D'Army Bailey: "Yes."

Russ Coglin: "Mayor Bailey, how are you sir? We have

Huey Newton with us here, and I guess the mo,

the foremost question I could ask you is

that ..."

Voice: "I guess."

18
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Russ Coglin: "I guess the first effect of the Panthers

Darme Bailey:

Jf' i
* / '

application of political philosophy and

the strength of that could be in your

election in the City of Berkeley. Viould

you say that the Panthers were directly

responsible for your becoming Mayor of

that city?"

"Well I, I would say that the election

which we had in '71 was the result of

a great many factors enormou s

combination of people from the Black

community and also from the VIhite mass

community, the Panther Party, who gave

us the (voice going over his)

campaigns, they

distributed our material, they had

their people doing some campaigning

for i^s. i.e had a great number of other

organizations and individuals in the

Black community that were also campaigning

We had a great number of people in the

University campaigning.

19
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Russ Coglin: "Huey, that brings up a point. Where

does the White Left sit with the Panther

Party? Where do they belong? Is there

a place for them?"

Huey Newton: "There is a place for all of the peo,

all of the aggressives within our campaign.

We're interested in the people generally,

the victims or the oppressed people in

particular, and we're interested in

bring about a change that will affect

the conditions in the country that, that

make people less then human beinns. So

the answer to the Question tliat, of course,

the White Left the many radical oroups

and people, people wfio are progressive

no matter what their color is would have

a place in the revolution."

Russ Coglin: "But you'''L> been associated with what you'd

call the Radical chic, aren't tfiere a

lot of people on the Left who just are

involved with the Panthers because of

the vicarious thrill of being involved with

the Panther organization?"

20
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Huey Newton: "I would Imaaine that people are

involved for many reason and as many

as you could enumerate."

russ Coglin: "... (Newton and Coglin both talking)

II

Huey Newton: "Well, no, I would say, I would say

that, I would definitely say that some

people would relate to the Black Panther

Party for the, any reason that you would

express .

"

Russ Coglin: "Now ..."

D'Army Bailey: "I say brother Huey that, that question doesn't really

strike me as being particularly relevent

anyway as to what the Panther Party is

trying to do. It, it's very difficult

when you're involved in a liberation

struggle to get involved in the motives

of the r.uijporters and particularly to

try to do that in any kind of analitical (ph)

process in the public media . .
."

Huey Newton: "Very true."

D'Army Bailey: "The most important question is the political

21
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Russ Coglin:

D'Army Bailey:

Russ Coglin:

D'Army Bailey:

Russ Coglin:

work which the Panther Party is doing

"You can't choose your followers is

what you're saying, right?"

"Beg pardon?"

"You can't choose your followers?"

"I don't think it's a matter of whether you choose your
fol 1 owers

,

I think it's a matter of whether you

concentrate on public discussion on

the really important political issues

or whether you deal with the peripheral

personal issues as to what

the motivation of the supporters are."

"It would seem to me though that the

system is very very well particularly

in your case tYArmy Ron Dellums who is

a Black supported man who has an

affinity in a way with the Panthers

has become successful working for the

system. Do you see the Panthers getting

more active in that political area

through the system lYArmy?"
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[Wrmy Bailey:

Russ Coglin:

D'Army Bailey;

Russ Coglin:

D'Army Bailey:

"Well first I want to say that I don't

think that my election or the election

of Ron Dellums represents a case of the

system working. I think that if anything

it was a case of the breakdown in the

system where we were able to get people

who were not supposed to have a role

in government to get involved in

government ,

"

"That's kind of contradictory statement

though, isn't it that if it's a break-

down of the system if it works in your

favor?"

"Well I think that the way I look at it,

of course, the breakdown of the system

was necessary in order for us to begin

to build a new system which we felt would

meet the needs ov the total community."

"Where was the breakdown in the system?

What would you define as that breakdown?"

"Well it was in a number of areas. We

had a police force whichwis becoming

23
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increasingly repressive and intrusive

into the private affairs of citizens.

We had a mi sal 1 ocati on of municipal

money so that the fiscal needs of the

poor communities and Black community of

the City of Berkeley were not being met.

We had a heavy bias in favor of the

business community and the Chamber of

Commerce here in the city. We had the

repression of young activists and persons

of different styles and political

philosophies by members of the Police

Department and the city. So we've had

a number of cases where the system has

broken down, I think that what we're

trying to do now, and this is where the

Party has been very very active, and I

think that its involvement is gonna

increase, is to where we can find some

manner of penetrating into the system

for purposes of highlighting the issues

and the contradictions of the system.

I think that we have to do that."

24
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Russ Cog] in: "Are you a member of the Party, D'Army?"

DArmy Bailey: "No I'm not, I'm not a member of any

organizations."

Huey Newton: "In other words, everything has an

internal contradiction because nothing

is absolute and the election of D'Army

Bailey and Simmons was only a display

of the internal contradiction in the

American system. I would say that the

very existence of America as a state

and as a nation would be indicative

of the cont, internal contradictions

that existed before 1776 and you could

have a wrong view and say that the very

existence of this state would show how

the English Empire system worked, but

I would take issue and say that the

reverse t/.at it snows that there was a

contradiction inside of this system that

allows certain things to happen to bring

about the change that did happen."

25
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Russ Coni in: “I'll have to think about that

Thank you very much UArmy for talking to

us .

"

UArmy Bailey: "Right on. All power to the people."

(Huey and Coglin talking at same time)

Russ Coglin: "We'll be back in just a moment with our

guest, Huey Newton." (music)

Russ Coglin: ". . . Panther literature I've

read, and I've read a ton of it in my

work. The predominance is it's

with the term racist and I wonder some-

times if that term being used that much

against the other elements of society,

if that is in racist in itself."

Huey Newton: "I would say that it's a propaganda of

the racists to call a, a progressive

party who stands against racism or

racist party, but we're used to this

kind of propaganda by the reactionary,

ruling circle. We're very interested

In making a new world and a new society.

We're willing to do anything possible in

the, within the system with ambitions of

26
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revolutionizing the system and

destroying it."

Russ Coglin: "But you're not a Moslem separatist

philosophy. You're not. You're

integrated philosophy?"

Huey Newton: "Well, we believe that everything is

connected, the world generally, and

we would have to handle the realities

of the world. .
."

Russ Coglin: "I want to get in before we close

because time is running

out. I want you to mention the fact

that what you're doing now . .
."

Huey Newton: "Our latest political move is to have

massive voter's registration driven that

we are already registering people, we've

sent our people to register at school.

In March ,<£'11 have about 5,000 people

at the Oakland Auditorium where we will

give a survival program as well as, a

directives on the registration to vote."

Russ Coglin: "And that's within the system?"
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Huey Newton:

Russ Coglin:

"So far."

"Good to see you Huey. Thanks for

dropping by. It's always a pleasure and

Huey Newton:

Russ Coglin:

"Thank you."

". . . feel free to come by any time

. Next week we'll be

back on Call Out and we'll be talking

about women's liberation, and we should

tangle a little bit or two about that.

Gloria Stein (ph) will be, who is the

I guess the primary spokesman for

women's liberation in the United States.

Till then Russ Coglin says. Why don't

you listen to a lot of nice people and

take care." (music)

28 *
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subject:

DIRECTOR, FBI (105-1654-^91 date: 2/18/72
MtENTION t DC^toC UrmtlSBItCE Dl>i«I0N

SAC, DAIIAS *(157-1 576) (RUC)

HUEY PERCY

KEY BUCK EXTREMIST

00; SAN FRANCISCO

Re Atlanta, teletype to Bureau 2/1 0/72 *

ThA foil owi ng investigation was conducted by SA

- On 2/10/72, Delta Airlines Flight 19 arrived at ^J>
Love Field, Dallas, Texas, and proceeded to (^te 28 of theu J
main concourse wnere Dallas passengers deplaned at 5*4-5 PM. ^
Subject,!

I
and a Negro female did not leave the

aircraft while ^t was at Dallas and no one from Dallas was
observed to contact them. At 6:37 PM, Delta Flight 19 de-
parted Love Field,,; Dallas, Texas, for the completion of
this flight to San Francisco.

AIL INFORMATION CONTAlNEft ,
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W? 010 SF CODF

I0t3l PM mEL P/17/72 MCC

TO director (105-165429) ATTN DID
ALTA NT A

NEW YORK

FROM SAN FRANCISCO (157-1203) 2P

HUEY PERCY NEWTON, AKA., EM - BPP (KBE)

RELIABLE SOURCE ADVISED FEBRUARY SEVENTEEN INSTANT, THAT

HUEY P. NEWTON HAS MADE PLANS TO TRAVEL TO NEW YORK ON SATURDAYV

FEBRUARY NINETEEN NEXT, TRAVEL PLANS UNKNOWN AT THIS TIME

NEWTON WAS TO BE ACCOMPANIED BY HIS BROTHER, f

AND THEY WERE TO REVIEW A PROOF COPY OF NEWTON’S NEW BOOK

FDR THE REVOLUTION" AT THE OFFICES OF RANDOM HOUSE PUBLISHERS

IN NEW YORK ON SUNDAY, FEBRUARY TWENTY NEXT, EXACT TIME UNKNOWN.

after completing his BUSINESS IN NEW YORK, NEWTON TOLD HIS

TolaoiL-

. Mohr j

. Bishop •

• Calicchan..^

. Cacper..

Co'iiTrd .

B.xlor-/

BROTHER THEY WOULD TRAVEL TO ATLANTA, REASON NOT KNOWN TO

SOURCE. NEWTON PLANNED TO RETURN TO OAKLAND, TUESDAY, FEBRUARY

TWENTYTWO NEXT. REASON FOR THIS TRIP TO ATLANTA WAS NOT KNOWN

TO SOURCE .
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PAGE TWO

ADMINISTRATIVE

SOURCE IS

additional DETAILS OF TRAVEL WILL BE FURNISHED WHEN OBTAINED,

INaUDING IDENTITY OF ANY OTHER INDIVIDUALS WHO MAY ACCOMPANY

NEWTO N .

HOLD

WE HAVE ONE MORE



NR 001 SF PLAOWEXT

1251 AM 2-22-72 RLA

TO DIRTCTOR

NEW YORK

FROM SAN FRANCISCO (157-1203) IP

HUEY PERCr'NEWTON, EM - BPP CKBE)

SOURCE ADVISED HUEY NEWTON ARRIVED BACK IN HIS APARTMENT AT

TWELVE ZERO SIX AM, TWO TWENTYTWO SEVENTYTWO.

ADMINISTRATIVE:

END

EJF FBI WASH DC
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NR 015 SF CODE

4:47 PM URGENT 2/18/72 MCC

TO DIRECTOR (105-165429)

ATLANTA

NEW YORK

FROM SAN FRANCISCO (157-1203)

m INFORMAITON CONTAiNEOmu IS UNCUSSIHED

DATEJjii(bi!Oy4edjj!i^

«365;^33

Tolson

Mr. Felt

Mi. Hosen

Mr. t'.Tohr

Mr.^Calla’-arL

Mr. Casper

, Mr. Ccnrad

I’/Ir. Dalbcy

Mr. Cleveland

! Mr. Ponder

: Mr. Paiea

Weikert

Mr. Wallers

Mr. S' r:-,

Tele. Ii 1

Miss

Miss Gandy

HUEY PERCY NEWTON. AKA*, EM - BPP (KBE)

RELIABLE SOURCE ADVISED FEBRUARY EIGHTEEN INSTANT, THAT

H^Y NEWTON, |~
|
PLAN TO TRAVEL TO

^

NEW YORK BY AIR SATURDAY NIGHT, FEBRUARY NINETEEN NEXT, ARRlVlNq

IM NEW YORK EARLY MORNING OF FEBRUARY TWENTY NEXT. THEY ARf'/ /

TO BE MET AT AIRPORT BY BPP FRIEND AND FUND
7/

RAISER, WHO WAS TO RENT A SUITE FOR NEWTON PARTY AT ROOSEVELT

HOTEL, NEW YORK. POSSIBILITY EXISTS |
| T(

NEWTON, MAY ALSO MAKE WlP
. /

Q

^ ^ h

I
IdESIRED to ARRANGE INTERVIEWS WITH NEWTON ON MONDAY,

FEBRUARY TWENTY NEXT, AT HOTEL OR LAW OFFICES OF

BELIEVED BROTHER OF WITH

NOT FURTHER IDENTIFIED. SOME QUESTION EXISTED
6 F

AS TO WHETHER OR NOT WAS NOW IN U.S. HOWEVER. /
END PAGE ONE



ADMINISTRATIVE

SOURCE IS
|

~

THIS DATE FURNISHED NEW YORK TO ASSIST IN COVERAGE OF

ACTIVITIES OF NEWTON PARTY.

ATLANTA ADVISED FOR INFORMATION IN VIEW OF PROPOSED TRAVEL

OF GROUP TO ATLANTA AS PREVIOUSLY NOTED.

END

HOLD FOR ONE
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NR 003 SF CODE

I0!57PM NITEL 2/19/7-? JAK

TO DJ^ECTOR (I05-165>529) (ATTN s D .1 .D .

)

NEW YORK

FROM SAN FRANCISCO (I57-l^?03) IP

be . .

b7C .

HUEY PERCY NEWTON , AKA, EM - BPP (KBE).

SUBJECT , (SUBJECT’S BROTHER), AND

DEPARTED SAM FRANCISCO INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT ON FEB. NINETEEN

INSTANT at ten P .M . ON AMERICAN AIRLINES FLIGHT EIGHTEEN EN ROUTE

TO NEW YORK CITY, TO ARRIVE JFK INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT AT FIVE

FIFTYFIVE A.M., FEB. TWENTY NEXT. SPECIFIC PLANNED

ACTIVITIES OF SUBJECT IN NEW YORK UNKNOWN.

ad MINI STRATI VE :

RESFTEL FEB . EIGHTEEN LAST .

DEPARTURE OF ABOVE INDIVIDUALS OBSERVED BY SA

NY FOLLOW AND REPORT ACTIVITIES OF ABOVE INDIVIDUALS

WHILE IN NEW YORK CITY.

END ...

EJF FBI WASH DC
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fR 003 SF CODE

1245PM URGENT 2-17-72 MS

TO DIRECTOR (105-165 429) ATTN:D.I.D

LOS ANGELES

FROM SAN FRANCISCO (157-1203) 2P

Mr. Tokion

Mr. Fsif

Mr. Kossn- —
Mr. Mohr

Mr. Bi'r’iop ^
Mr. Mi’lsr, e/
Mr. Callahai^ji

?.&. Ccrpor

1 Mr. C'-iirad —
Mr. DaM:;-

Mr. Ocvc'.and —
Mr, Tondji

‘ Mr. Baia.'i —
Mn. Wcii'tctrt —
Mr. V/al.cia

Mr. Soiora

Tela. H.om—

—

Mies Holrnas

Lass Gandy———

ALL !fffGR?i'AT;Cf' GOLTAi’illa I

f’ERLiN IS

HUEY PERCY ^NEWTON , AKA., EM - BPP (KBE)

RELIABLE SOURCE ADVISED THAT HUEY PERCY NEWTON HAD MADE A QUICK

TRIP TO LOS ANGELES THE NIGHT OF FEBRUARY SIXTEEN, LAST, DETAILS

unknown, RETURNING TO THE SAN FRANCISCO AREA AT ABOUT TEN FORTYFIVE
J

ALTHOUGH DETAU^ OF TRIP UNKNOWN, A-- SECOND RELIABLE SOURCE

lADVISED that

;l^number|~

IN LOS ANGELES, TELEPHONE

HAD BEEN IN

gtoNTACT WITH BPP NATIONAL HEADQUARTERS AT ABOUT NOON, FEBRUARY

4^3IXTEEN , LAST . WAS REPORTEDLY

I

^HICH WAS NOT DESCRIBED, AND DESIRED TO GET IN TOUCH WITH NEWTON.

[

claims to have known newton when newton was IN__^JAIL (POSSIBLY

®|iT SAN LUIS OBISPO). !
- '1^

^
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\6E TWO

NO ADDITijONAL INFORMATION WAS AVAILABLE TO SOURCES REGARDING

:WTON’S TRAVEIl. presumably he was ACCOMPANIED BY I

ADMINISTRATIVE :

FIRST SOURCE is l

SECOND SOURCE IS
|

LOS ANGELES, CONTACT LOGICAL SOURCES TO DETERMINE DETAILS OF

'^^WTON’S ACTIVITY.
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Transmit the following in

AIRTEL

Date: 2/7/72

(Type in plaintext or code)

AIR MAIL
(Priority)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (I05~l65429)

PROM: SAC, LOS -/INGELES (157-5552) (RUC)

RE: HUEY P. NEWTON
EM - BPP (KBE)
00: San Francisco

AH iNrCRf^ATOfi CONTAINED

HEhtii’! 13 Ll’iCLriSSli lED

DATEOHMl-bY
^susr

Re Nevj York letter to Director, 1/21/72.

Enclosed for the Bureau is five copies of a
letterhead memorandum captioned as above. Two copies /’

are for San Francisco.

The attached letterhead memorandum Is a trans- ^

crlpt of a television news broadcast on KNBC-TV, Channel 4 ,

Los Angeles, which contained an interview of HUEY P. NEWTON
In Oakland, California.

Referenced communication contained information
that NEWTON would appear on the MERV GRIFFIN Show. Through
use of a suitable telephone pretext to the MERV GRIFFIN
Show It vias ascertained that no interview of NEWTON has
been made nor Is It presently scheduled for taping, but
that such an interview was being consi^dered.

i / '7/1

E£ll-55Los Angeles will refeia'ln alert for an appearance
by NEWTON on the MERV GRIFFIN Show. San Francisco Is re-
quested to alert sources for specific details and arrange-
ments of such an Interview. — -

.

.

—

[2/- Bureau (Encl#i 5) \
^ - San Pranclsc^l (157-1203) (Ends . 2)
1 - Los Angeles ^ ^
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In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Los Angeles, California
February 7 , 1972

HUEY P. NEWTON
EXTREMIST MATTER - BLACK PANTHER PARTY

On January 21, 1972, KNBC-TV, Channel 4, Los
Angeles, broadcast two Interviews of Huey P. NevJton,
leader of the Black Panther Party.

The Black Panther Party (BPP) is a black
extremist organization started in Oakland,
California, in December 1966. It advocates
the use of guns and guerrilla tactics to
bring about the overthrow of the United
States Government.

The Interviews are as follows:

AIL INFORMATION COMTA!®

HEREIN IS UNCLASSinm \


